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1992 FEBRUARY $3.50 CANADA

£1.95 UK

$2.95 US

Stere

The Mitsubishi
CS -3535R 35" TV
features a fine
pitch screen, digital
comb filter,
invar shadow mask,
velocity scan
modulation, dynamic

In other words,
"Wow, what a picture!"
20% while forming an antistatic shield against dust. It also

absorbs ambient room light
rather than reflecting it, so your
picture never looks washed out.
Our Dynamic Beam Form-

ing technology resulted from
the fact that electron beams become distorted as they reach the
edges and corners of the screen.
Reshaping and refocusing the
beams results in a much sharper
overall picture.

Also contributing generously to a sharper picture is our
exclusive Fine Pitch Screen. By
reducing the pitch, or horizontal distance between the phosphor stripes, it delivers a 20%
improvement in detail.

We could go on and on

about the picture enhancing
When we introduced the

Take, for example, our exfirst 35" direct view TV back in clusive Diamond Vision' picture
1986, people couldn't believe
tube. A direct descendant of our
that a picture that big could also stadium display screens, it delivbe that sharp and that beautiful. ers optimum contrast and color
It's a reaction that has be- even under the most challengcome more pronounced with ing light conditions.
every passing year. And this
And this year, we're treatyear is no exception, thanks to ing selected Diamond Vision
Mitsubishi's commitment to
tubes with a special coating that
technical innovation.
boosts contrast an additional

advantages of our digital comb
filters, invar shadow masks and
quote from a considerable list
of other technical specifications.
But to really appreciate the
remarkable picture you get with
the CS -3535R direct view 35",

you need to do some basic research of your own.
Turn it on and watch it.

,t

MITSUBISHI

TECHNICALLY, ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE'
CIRCLE NO 40 ON READER SERVICE CARD

©1991 Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. For more information on Mitsubishi Home Theater Systems and the name of your nearest dealer, call toll -free (8C10)527-8888, ext.245.
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HERE'S WNY
(Mt New tiork Elms
''PINNACLE LOUDSPEAKERS HAS ACHIEVED

WONDERS WITH ITS PATENTED VERSION OF A
BASS REFLEX ENCLOSURE.
- Hans Fantel. October 21. 1990

11111V

Stereo Review
"AT LOWER LEVELS THE SOUND CHARACTER OF

THE PN5+ SYSTEM WAS AMAZINGLY CLOSE TO
THAT OF OUR REFERENCE SPEAKERS WHICH COST

NEARLY TWENTY TIMES AS MUCH!...QUITE

REMARKABLE...!"
- Julian Hirsch, January 1988

HIGH FIDELITY
"...THE PN6+ IS A MUST HEAR MODEL FOR YOUR
AUDITION LIST."
- Robert Lang, November 1989

"THE LARGER PN8+ WAS SHOCKINGLY GOOD FOR

THE MONEY..."
- Peter Mitchell, April 1990
Model PN5+

"GOOD SPEAKERS FOR LESS THAN $200 ARE
HARD TO FIND. THE PINNACLE PN5+...BOASTS
TRUE HIGH FIDELITY SOUND IN SMALL CABINETS."
- Cary Lu. September 1990

Stereo Review
"HEAR THE PN8+...ESPECIALLY IF YOU ARE LOOKING
Model PN70

FOR AN EXCEPTIONAL VALUE IN A SPEAKER."
- Julian Hirsch, July 1990

HEARD ENOUGH?
APatented Loudspeakers from $150 per pair.

Model 'N5C New Center Channel & Video' peaker

PIVOCLE

255 Executive Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803 (516) 576-9052
CIRCLE NO 26 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Sieree
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EQUIPMENT
Hirsch -Houck Labs Equipment Test Reports
Cover
The Klipsch ke2 speaker, Onkyo DX -708 CD
player, and Harman Kardon HK -3600
receiver are among the hundreds of
components described in the Equipment Buying
Guide beginning on page 51.
Furniture courtesy of Bell'Oggetti;
carpet courtesy of ABC Carpets.

Photograph by Roberto Brown
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Denon AVP-5000 AN Preamplifier, page 25
Tannoy Model 603 Loudspeaker System, page 32
AKG K-500 Headphones, page 34
DCM TimeWindow Three Loudspeaker System, page 35

44

Neatness Counts
How to make your compact discs last a lifetime by Glenn Kenny

47

10 Tips for Better Sound
Spruce up your system's performance without
emptying your wallet by Ian G. Masters
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Features, specifications, and prices of hundreds of hi-fi components
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THE HIGHER THE PERFORMANCE
Compare Maxell's XLII-S to an ordi-

greater rigidity and durability.

with Black Magnetite-a higher
energy magnetic material harnessed

nary cassette. An obvious difference

The shell itself is a compound

is the size of the windows. Remember:

of ceramic and polymer resins. With

there are no bay windows in rockets, but

1.4 times the specific gravity of stan-

It contributes to the sound CD

in houseboats there are.

dard cassette shell material, it's anti-

Review magazine described like this:

resonant, absorbs vibrations that can

"Bass response that doesn't stop,

That tiny little slit of a window
allowed us room to build additional

support into the cassette shell for

cause modulation noise.

Inside, the tape is formulated

by Maxell engineers.

staggering dynamics, real music:' And

in their review of Type II tapes, they

THE SMALLER THE WINDOWS.
rated XLII-S, "Head, shoulders and
torso above the rest:'
Of course, an XLII-S cassette is
going to cost you more than one with

big, low -performance windows and
matching sound.

But not so much more that you
have to go to Congress for it.

TAKE YOUR MUSIC TO THE MAX.

CAN TUBES

WARM UP CD'
SOUND?
How a very old technology can make a brand new compact
disc player sound extraordinarily good

Plus our proprietary Soft EQ circuitry which compensates for variables in spacial (L -R) information

and midrange equalization found in many CD's
mastered from analog tapes.

BRING YOUR TWO BEST CRITICS TO A
CARVER DEALER.
ICs tempting in further regale )ou with how well
we think the SD/A-490t's tubes and Single Bit D/A

circuitry improve the sound of a compact disc. But
your own ears should be the final arbiter of quality.
Bring them to a Carver dealer and compare tube

Our ultra advanced new
SD/A-490t

THE SD/A-490t'S OUTPUT SECTION.
Our new CD player uses two 6DJ8 dual triodes

placed between the digital -to -analog converter and

includes two
vacuum tubes

output with solid state designs costing $1000 or

more. Suffice it to say that almost all critical listeners not only are able to hear a difference, but prefer

the sound of the remarkably affordable SD/A-490t's

a motorized volume

dual triode transfer function.

control. Operated

whose classic design

has remained

at less than
30% of

unchanged for over 35 years.

We and many other critical listeners believe that this
anachronistic addition to an already excellent CD
player design significantly enhances its sound.

TJE AIAPIJFIER MAT DOEMI'T AMPLIFY.
Between a CD player's D/A converter and external

outputs is circuitry called a buffer amplifier which
actually doesn't boost the signal strength at all.
Instead, the buffer amp is a unity gain device which

their maximum

increases output current, and acts as a sort of elec-

capacity, the tubes

tronic shock absorber, isolating the relatively fragile
D/A chip set from the nasty outside world of

achieve a highly linear petitor with tube output.'
output voltage with

Dual 6DJ8 Vacuum Tube Output Stage

demanding analog components.

very low static and transient

Over -sized Disc Stabilizer TranTort

distortion while providing

24 -Track Programming with Music Calendar

TUBES VERSUS SOLID STATE.

III

More than 98% of all CD players use solid state

devices for buffer amplifiers. A handful of hard -to find, esoteric designs in the $1200 to $2500 range

employ one or more tubes instead. As does our
readily -available $699 SD/A-490t.

In ultra -expensive preamplifiers and power
amplifiers, tube sound is subjectively described as

"mellower', "warmer", "more open and natu-

ral" or simply "less harsh than solid state".
Objectively, it's safe to say that tubes: 1) Produce
even -order distortion versus transistors' odd -order

distortion, particularly 3rd harmonics which are
especially unpleasant to the ear, 2) Act as a pure

The Carver SDIA-490t.
At $699, its suggested retail is
$500 less than the nearest com-

very high dynamic
headroom.
And because

TIE SO/A490t

Display and 21 -key front panel and

remote input

Indexing

they're "loaf-

Random Play

ing" at 1/3

Motorized Volume Control

their rated

Time Edit/Fade Taping Feature with

current capa-

user -variable time parameters

bility, the SD/A-490t's tubes

2 to 10 Second Variable Length Fade

are designed to last the life of the CD player without

Optical and Coaxial Digital Outputs

replacement or need for adjustment.

Exclusive Carver Soft EQ

AN ARRAY OF FEATURES AS maill
M ITS SOIMIL
We've designed the SD/A-490t to be both useful

NR\ ER

Class A device when used in a buffer stage (Class A

and easy -to -use. 21 -key front panel or remote pro-

output is considered the optimal amplifier configu-

gramming. Fixed and variable output. Program-

ration) 3) "Round off" the waveform when they

ming grid display. Random "shuffle" play.

Powerful Musical Accurate

clip, while over -driven solid state devices cut off

Variable length fade. Automatic song selection to fit

Carver Corporation, Lynnwood, Washington, U.S.A.

sharply, causing audible distortion.

any length of tape. Even index programming for

Call (206) 775-1202 for information and dealer listings

classical CD's.
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SONY

Sony is celebrating 1992, the 10th
anniversary of the CD, with o red hot offer.

Buy any Sony Dimon' Portable CD Player
or Sony Portable CD/Radio/Cassette Recorder

Artist/litle

between Decemper 27, 1991 and April 5, 1992

Michael Belton
Heart
The Byrds

&Awl Bohm

30537

Linle Omen

34799

Brun Springsmon

With, (motet.

and Sony will pick up the tab for up to 3 hot CD
titles. So start shopping around for your new
Sony. And as soon as you're sold on a particular

model, check yojr model number on the chart

91.a Diamond

CATEGORY I

CATEGORY 2

CATEGORY 3
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LETTERS
Guns n' Roses
1 thoroughly enjoyed Steve Simels's
thrashing of Guns n' Roses' "Use Your
Illusion I and II" in December. As a
distraught former fan, I have watched
with amazement the GNR frenzy that
has taken hold of the pop music world.
Mr. Simels is correct: The ballads are
insincere, whining drawls that completely destroy the rocking mood of the al-

bum. As for the social commentary
throughout, who cares what a bunch of
illiterate drug addicts think?
MIKE WAINSCOTT

repeated use. Nothing proposed for the
future remotely resembles an advance of

PHIL COHEN

tion. Contrary to Mr. Masters, skip and
scan functions were available on cassette decks before CD's, and while I
usually listen to tapes straight through in
my car, at home I often want to locate
one or more specific selections. Having
the deck count blank spaces before it
stops is much faster and more convenient than searching manually.
Also, I am one person who does use
the timer function. At least three times a
week I record radio programs that are
broadcast at inconvenient times for listening, then play the tapes while commuting to work.
Finally, Mr. Masters gives the impres-

Bay Harbor, FL

sion that buying a cassette deck is similar

this magnitude. Unless you think the
1992 Geo represents progress over the

1957 Bel -Air, you will see that in the
realm of recorded music, evolution has
ended and devolution has begun.
MARTIN H. WILLIAMS
Los Gatos, CA

Data -compressed music formats will
provide only subjectively (not objectively) correct reproduction of the original
sound. As such, they are a threat to the
very concept of high fidelity.

Hubert Heights, OH

Concerning the review of Guns n'
Roses' "Use Your Illusion," I would bet
the Gunners did not want their songs to
sound like "some kind of organic
whole," and this fan does "care" about
ballads such as November Rain. Also, if
good hard rock-and-roll sounds like "a
bratty three -year -old banging a spoon on

his highchair," I will be the first in line to
buy my spoon and highchair.
CRAIG K. BREWSTER

Kansas City, MO

Steve Simels says that GNR's Axl
Rose "performs about the way you'd

fail to see any general consumer
advantages to DAT, DCC, or MD recorders, much less DAB (digital audio
broadcasting). CD's played on components matched to a listening room remain the best way to seriously enjoy
[recorded] music. I don't feel we need
news, advertisements, or DJ jargon in
I

CD -quality sound. The obvious acoustic
restrictions and distractions of cars and
beaches, plus factors of loss, theft, and
damage, are what keep [analog] dubbing
decks so popular.
Tom K.

to buying a car and that the purchaser
can pick and choose which options he
wants and which he doesn't. The truth
is, if you choose an upscale three -head
deck with Dolby C, you will get many of
the options Mr. Masters considers unimportant whether you want them or not.
RAYMOND T. BAXTER

Huntington Beach, CA

Audible Differences
I subscribed to STEREO REVIEW some

tell readers about the best connection for
making these recordings: a direct patch -

years ago because I was impressed by
your articles and test reports stating that
there were minimal audible differences
between CD players and between moderate- and high -price amplifiers and receivers of 40 watts or more. Your recent
article on selecting a CD player (November) again stated that audible differences
are minimal to nonexistent. I can only
say, "Bravo!"

cable from the CD player to the tape

HARRY B. SOLETSKY

recently for starting a riot, hitting a

deck, bypassing the receiver. The tape
deck in the recording mode and hooked

Brookfield, CT

neighbor over the head with a bottle, and

into the receiver acts as a sound monitor.

expect from somebody who thinks Rob
Halford of Judas Priest is rock's greatest
vocalist." I also think Halford is rock's
greatest vocalist. Many people do. Rose,
on the other hand, has a terribly annoying voice that in no way resembles Hal ford's powerful, four -octave pipes.
I've met Halford, and I found him to
be a very kind, friendly, decent person.
Rose, however, has been in the news

writing racist, sexist song lyrics. Mr.
Simels's insinuation that Halford is similar to Rose musically or personality -wise
is an unfair characterization.
CHRISTOPHER C. DOLL

Modesto, CA

I'm glad Steve Simels didn't condemn
the latest release from Guns n' Roses as

"a total loss." I can use the discs as
coasters.
M. DAVID COLLINS

San Antonio, TX

New Digital Formats
In November "Signals," Ken Pohlmann describes Digital Compact Cassettes and Mini Discs, both of which will
use data compression. When the LP
gave way to the CD, it was truly a step
forward. All the music (audible and inaudible) could be reproduced better than

ever before in a compact medium that

did not deteriorate over time or with
8
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Tiffin, OH

Dubbing from CD's
E. Brad Meyer's "How to Make Great

Tapes from CD's" in December didn't

GEORGE NUSSBAUM

New York, NY
Your arrangement will work just fine, but
unless there is something wrong with your
receiver, the results should be the same as
recording via its tape -output jacks.

Amplifier Specs
Hats off to Julian Hirsch for his November article, "Understanding Amplifier Specifications." As a newcomer to
hi-fi, I really appreciated the effort to
present this subject in layman's terms.
ARNOLD VANDERSCHOOT

San Rafael, CA

Cassette Deck Features
Ian G. Masters's November article on
choosing a cassette recorder, "Decked

Out in Style," was well written and
informative, but I would like to comment

on the "What Doesn't [Matter]" por-

Corrections
An incorrect price was given for Bert
Stern's "Jazz on a Summer's Day" video in December's round -up of holiday
gifts. The correct list price is $59.95.
Two references in David Hall's De-

cember review of Lorin Maazel's recording of the Sibelius Fourth and Fifth
Symphonies were transposed. The "dissonance -ridden development of the fanfare figure" occurs in the fourth movement of No. 4, not the slow movement,
and the place where Mr. Hall meant to
say that Maazel "comes dangerously
close to sentimentality" in No. 5 was in
the very last pages of its slow movement,
not its last movement.
We welcome your letters. Please address
correspondence to Editor, STEREO REVIEW,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
You should include your address and

telephone number for verification. Letters
may be edited for clarity and length.

WITH THE NEW KENWOOD UD-90,
THINGS JUST WON'T BE THE SAME AROUND THE HOUSE.

Row A, Seat 12

Festival Seating

Orchestra
Level

Mezzanine
Section

Here's a compact audio/video system that will redefine your living room. The new UD-90. It's designed
with our Digital Front Presence circuitry, which uses
Digital Signal Processing, or DSP in order to optimize
the simulation of actual music environments. So now,
the push of a button turns your home into a huge rock
concert. A hot jazz club. Or four other venues. Adding
to the realism are two built-in Digita] Front Presence

0 1991 Kellwood

t orporation

speakers. Angled outward, they simulate home theater
surround sound all by themselves. (But you can still add
a pair of rear speakers if you wish.)
There's also Audio Intelligence for high-speed CD
to tape dubbing. Automatic equalization. Plus other
advanced functions. So call 1-800-4-KENWOOD for a
dealer near you. Then sit
back and enjoy the show.

CIRCLE NO 19 ON READER SERVICE CARD

KENWOOD

PRODUCTS
Koss
Designed for studio use, the Koss
PRO/4XL Stereophone features dynamic elements with a titanium -nitride coating for clarity and detail. The voice coils
are copper -clad aluminum to reduce the
moving mass of the diaphragm assembly. Bandwidth is given as 10 to 25,000

Hz. The phones have an adjustable
headband and pivoting earcups; a 3 -foot

straight cord and an 8 -foot coiled cord
are included. Price: $130. Koss Corporation, Dept. SR, 4129 N. Port Washington
Ave., Milwaukee, WI 53212.
Circle 120 on reader service card

Fultron

BIC America

Fultron's Neirbon tweeter for car stereo systems features a magnet made of

The Venturi V62A bookshelf speaker
system succeeds B.I.C.'s V62. The up-

neodymium, iron, and boron-hence
"Neirbon." The company claims that
such a magnet can be smaller and yet
more powerful than one made of stan-

grade uses a new 6 -inch woofer, a'/. -inch

ferrofluid-cooled dome tweeter, and the
Venturi venting system, which is said to
deliver the deep bass normally associated with much larger speakers. The improved crossover network is said to re-

dard alloys, and combining it with a
durable titanium dome and a soft dia-

44224.

phragm is said to result in a clearer, less
"brassy" sound than other car tweeters
produce. Bandwidth is rated as 1,500 to
20,000 Hz, power handling as 40 watts
continuous. The tweeter can be installed
either flush or angled. Price: $99 a pair.
Fultron, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 177, Memphis, TN 38101.

Circle 121 on reader service card

Circle 122 on reader service card

sult in a more natural -sounding midrange
and extended high -frequency response.
Dimensions are 81/4 x 14 x 9'/s inches.
Price: $219 a pair. B.I.C. America, Dept.

SR, 895 E. Hampshire Rd., Stow, OH

Adcom
model has improved dynamic range,
greater stability into difficult speaker

dB. At 100 watts into 8 ohms, the rated
signal-to-noise ratio is greater than 110
dB and input sensitivity is 1.25 volts rms.
Input impedance is 100,000 ohms. Options include rack -mounting adaptors

loads, and lower distortion than its predecessor. Its continuous power output is

and a white front panel. Price: $500; $550
in white; rack adaptors, $20 in black, $25

The GFA-545 II power amplifier is an
update of Adcom's well -received GFA545. The company claims that the new

The Infinity ERS 400 in -wall loudspeaker's bandwidth is rated as 90 to
15,000 Hz, with a sensitivity of 85 dB.
Nominal impedance is 4 ohms, and rec-

ommended power is 8 to 30 watts per
channel. Its 4 -inch injection -molded graphite full -range driver is mounted to a
7 x 7 x 21/2 -inch "D" baffle that mounts in
a 61/4 -inch -square hole. Price: $160 a

pair; $38 for bracket kit. Infinity Systems, Dept. SR, 9409 Owensmouth
Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311.
Circle 123 on reader service card
10
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rated at 100 watts per channel into 8

in white. Adcom, Dept. SR, I1 Elkins

ohms and 150 watts into 4 ohms; dynamic headroom into 4 ohms is rated as 2.1

Rd., East Brunswick, NJ 08816.
Circle 124 on reader service card
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K
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MULTIAPPLICATI ON
STUDIO
MONITOR

Compact Size and Exceptional Sound

Demand for small, high performance

speaker systems has blossomed. Inspired
by the often limited space available for loudspeak-

ers and the increasing popularity of home theater systems Polk has developed the exciting new M3.
Unique in performance, shape and size, the M3 is equally at home on a shelf or a
\ a I I, in a corner, on a ceiling, or free standing. Whether employed as the primary

speaker in a quality high fidelity outfit, as a video surround speaker, or a remote speak-

er in a secondary location, the M3 will amaze you with its outstanding sonics.

Polk Engineering. Sonic Performance Which Belies the
M3 Size and Price.

Polk engineers have managed to squeeze exceptional perfor-

mance into the compact M3 enclosure. Produced with stateof-the-art manufacturing techniques, the cast composite
housing is durable and beautiful, as well as sonically inert.

The M3 driver complement includes a Polk high efficiency
5.25 inch woofer/mid-range and a wide dispersion .5 inch

fluid -cooled polycarbonate tweeter. Bass performance is

enhanced with computer -designed, vented enclosure. High
frequency dispersion is optimized by a Critical Dispersion

Lens which surrounds the tweeter dome. Precise integration of the drivers is achieved through a sophisticated, full
LCR crossover network.

The Polk Integrated Bracket/Mount

The M3 cabinet includes an integral mounting system
which allows total placement flexibility. No expensive
optional accessories are required to mount your M3 in any

of the aforementioned locations. This innovative system
also provides an integrated adjustable bracket designed to
optimize the speaker angle when the M3 is placed on a
shelf. Finally, the smartly angled rear section of the enclosure allows easy corner or shelf placement with maximum
space efficiency.

The Bottom Line

The Polk M3 is an exceptionally high value product. Its
superior sound and imaging capabilities are unmatched in its

class. The small size, incredible placement flexibility, and

The h113's integrated bracket allies for ceiling and corner mounting.

Specifications:
()river Complement'
5.25' (133cm) bass/midrange driver,
.5" (12mm) polymer dome tweeter
Size: 11.25R x 6.5"W x 8.25"D
(29cm x 6.5cm x 20.9cm)
Overall Freauency Response:
67Hz - 2CkHz
Recommended Amplification.
20 - 100 watts/channel
Nominal .mDedance:

Compatible with 8 ohm outputs
Efficiency' 89d8
Shipping Weight:
14 lbs, 1 oz / pair (6.4 kg)

The M3 can be mounted an
the wall cr set on the floor
beside a wall.

reasonable cost of the M3 mean you can easily enjoy high
incialists

quality music reproduction throughout your home or office.

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore. MD 21215 USA (301) 358 - 360C

For Dealer location

gm%

WIMOI

ONOli

Call 1.800.992-2520

.01991 P01< Audio, Inc.. All Rights Reserved

NEW PRODUCTS
Boston Acoustics
The Boston Acoustics Model 404V
was designed to be the center -channel
speaker in an AN surround -sound system. It is said to have broad horizontal
dispersion for natural -sounding dialogue

across a large "sweet spot." The magnetically shielded speaker uses two 4 inch full -range drivers. Frequency re-

Nakamichi

sponse is given as 100 to 17,000 Hz ± 3
dB, sensitivity as 90 dB. Nominal impedance is 8 ohms. Recommended amplifier
power is 5 to 50 watts per channel. The
Model 404V measures 17 x 5% x 61/2

The Nakamichi CassetteDeckl.5 has
discrete erase, record, and play heads
that are independently aligned at the

inches and weighs 8 pounds. Finish is

lems. The deck's asymmetrical dual capstan transport is said to prevent the
compounding of flywheel and capstan
resonances. Frequency response with

black -ash vinyl with a black grille. Price:
$129 each. Boston Acoustics, Dept. SR,
70 Broadway, Lynnfield, MA 01940.

factory and individually shielded to prevent crossfeed and noise -pickup prob-

Type I (normal -bias) tapes is rated as 20
to 21,000 Hz ±3 dB, wow -and -flutter as

less than ±0.06 percent weighted peak
and less than 0.035 percent weighted

rms. Features include Dolby B and

Dolby C noise reduction, a bias fine-tune

control, bidirectional automatic search,
a defeatable MPX filter, timer record/
play capability, automatic repeat, record
mute, and a headphone jack. Price: $699.
Nakamichi, Dept. SR, 19701 S. Vermont
Ave., Torrance, CA 90502.
Circle 125

on

reader service card

Tree Dimensions
Tree Dimensions' solid -oak Stack
Racks were designed to hold both components and recordings. The SR 08 storage rack (bottom) can hold 75 laserdiscs
or 125 LP's. The SR 02 (middle) holds

two standard -width components, and
the SR 03 (top) holds three standard width components. The units come assembled and are grooved for stacking. A

AudioRocks

cotter pin in back helps to stabilize the
racks. The SR 08 and SR 03 measure 20 x

The Aspen (top in photo) and Newport

14% x 15 inches, and the SR 02 is 20 x
113/8 x 15 inches; inside dimensions for

(bottom) outdoor loudspeakers from
AudioRocks are reinforced with fiberglass to prevent resonance. The twoway speaker systems, with 61/2 -inch

each shelf are 181/2 x 57/s x 14 inches. All

three racks are available in a natural oak
or black finish. Prices: SR 08 and SR 03,
$28.50; SR 02, $24; add $2.50 each for

polycarbonate-cone woofers and 1 -inch
dome tweeters, are said to be completely
weather -sealed. Bandwidth is rated as 60
to 19,000 Hz, sensitivity as 89 dB. Power
handling is 60 watts per speaker. Nomi-

black finish. Tree Dimensions, Dept.
SR, P.O. Box 609, Boone, NC 28607.
Circle 127

nal impedance is 8 ohms. The Aspen
measures 17 x 12 x 21 inches, the New-

port 19 x 12 x 13 inches. Price (both
models): $395 each. AudioRocks, Dept.
SR, 2010 N.W. First St., Delray Beach,

M&C Speakerworks

FL 33445.

The Series I loudspeaker from M&C
Speakerworks uses two 61/2 -inch polymer woofers and one 3 -inch soft -dome
tweeter. Frequency range is given as 37
to 20,000 Hz and sensitivity as 90 dB.

Circle 126

on

reader service card

Nominal impedance is 4 ohms. Maximum power handling is rated as 150
watts rms. The crossover has two 14 gauge coils and a single low -tolerance

capacitor; binding posts are made of
gold-plated brass. The ported enclosure
is finished in oak veneer. Dimensions are
39 x 12 x 91/2 inches, including the supplied matching stand. Price: $800 a pair.

M&C Speakerworks, Dept. SR, P.O.
Box 151082, San Diego, CA 92175.
Circle 128
14
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on

reader service card

on

reader service card

Here's a great way to build a collection of your
favorite movies-on laserdiscs! Just write in the
nurrters of the 3 laserdiscs you want for $1.00

eacT, plus shipping and handling.

In

exct ange, you simply agree to buy two more

laserdiscs in the next year, at regular Club
Die Hard 2*

Home Alone*

0418062

1042082

The Godfather
0008022

prices (currently as low as $29.95, plus
shipping and handling)-and you may cancel
membership at any time after doing so.

Fre? Magazine sent every four weeks
(up t 13 times a year), reviewing our Director's

Selection-plus scores of alternate choices,
inch. ding many lower -priced laserdiscs. And

you may also receive Special Selection
mail ngs up to four times a year. (That's up to
17 buying opportunities a year).

Buy only what you want! If you want the
0564082

*
*

1H1 ABYSS
BACKDRAFT

6811222GOODFELLAS

Director's Selection, do nothing-it will be sent

auto matically. If you'd prefer an alternate
869608:

sele lion, or none at all, just mail the response
card always provided by the date specified. And
you'I always have 14 days to decide; if not, you

E.y

THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK *

0910092

THE EXTRA -TERRESTRIAL

*

6811062

KINDERGARTEN COP

5234072

PREDATOR 2

*

1043072

3547042

HENRY A JUNE

4993012

Mor ey-Saving Bonus Plan. If you continue

2114092

LETHAL WEAPON

6308062

LETHAL WEAPON:

*

6427022

your membership after fulfilling your obligation,
you'l be eligible for our generous bonus plan.

BORN ON THE
FOURTH OF JULY

*

4891042

It er ables you to enjoy great savings on the
moves you want-for as long as you decide to

BACK TO THE FUTURE

*
*

BACK TO THE FUTURE II

*

9213042

BACK TO THE FUTURE III

*

4970082

HARRY CONNICK, JR

SINGIN' 8 SWINGIN

9681072

*

BIRD ON A WIRE
BULL DURHAM

*

BEN-HUR 119591

CITIZEN KANE IREMASTEREt

4973052

HARD TO KILL

2360002

NATIONAL LAMPOON'S
ANIMAL HOUSE

2603072

FIDDLER ON THE ROOF

9111072

ONCE UPON A 11W IN AMERICA

*

*

THE DEER HUNTER

IT'S A MAD. MAD.
MAD MAD WORLD

0580082

BATMAN 119891

it

the Club's operation with your Introductory
pactage. If not satisfied, return everything

0551032
6058082

212407?

6036052

0858032

THE AFRICAN QUEEN

0511022

0894092

AMERICAN GRAFFITI

2113002

9621002

ROMANCING THE STONE

211508?

AROUND THE WOFUD
IN 80 DAYS

PRESUMED INNOCENT

*

remain a member!
10 -Day Risk -Free Trial. We'll send details of

0576042

7151022

may return the selection at our expense.

9535052

THE DAY THE EARJH
STOOD STILL

OUIGLEY DOWN UNDER

THE MAN WHO
WOULD BE KING

within 10 days for a full refund and no further
oblication.

For fastest service, use your credit card
and our toll -free number.
Call 24 hours a day:

1-800-538-2233%P,'
Columbia House Laserdisc Club

6425042

THE EXORCIST

THE BLUES BROTHERS

2117062

THE BIBLE

THE GRIFTERS

3830002

ROAD WARRIOR

6028052

PREDATOR

3649012

BLUE STEEL 119901

6965002

THE RIGHT STUFF

6043062

HOW THE WEST WAS WON *

2669082

Yes, please enroll me under the terms outlined in
this 3dvertisement. As a member, I need buy only 2
morn selections, at egular Club prices, within the

ALIEN

0002082

OUT OF AFRICA

2131082

coning year.

ALIENS

3609092

BEETL EJUICE

6330082

Ser d me these 3

2001 A SPACE ODYSSEY

0025012

THE LAND BEFORE TIME

5822052

lc serdiscs foe

DUNE

2111022

NEXT OF KIN

6472062

EXCALIBUR

6021022

HELLO, DOLLY

BLUE VELVET

*

SCARFACE 119831

SUPERMAN. THE MOVIE

*

6003042

*

*

0747082

0609052

5150072

LIONHEART

5245042

2168042

EDWARD SCISSOR LANDS

1046042

0013052

ANGEL HEART

7956092

SUPERMAN II

6015002

CINEMA FARAD'S° (SUBTITLED)

3815092

AN AMERICAN TAIL

2184042

THE GHOST It MRS MUIR

8805002

JAWS

1000082

JACOB'S LADDER

2303002

ROBOCOP

2350022

HARVEY

9217002

LA STORY

2310012

AN AMERICAN WEREWOLF
IN LONDON

7140062

IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE

4079082

DIRTY DANCING

4955072

JEZEBEL

0729002

OARKMAN

4981052

F.1

6502002

NATIONAL LAMPOON'S
VACATION

6039022

0AA

3807092

Dept. ZI,K P.O. Box 1112,
Terra Haute, Indiana 47811-1112

.0.00 each
pus $1 50 each
shipFing and handing
'total $7 501

Please Check How Paying:
My check is enclosed
Charge my introductory laserdiscs
cnd Future Club purchases to
MasterCard
Diners Club
AMEX

20Y/20Z

VISA

Acc . No.
Exp ration Date
Sigr ature

Norte

9683052

NATIONAL LAMPOON'S
CHRISTMAS VACATION

9525072

0026002

REVERSAL OF FOR-UNE

9697092

6301032

THE RUNNING MAN

4956062

2869062

BEVERLY HILLS CO,

2053022

6474042

WAR OF THE WORLDS

2094032

0043092

THE WAR OF THE ROSES

0039052

SLEEPING WITH THE ENEMY

TOTAL RECALL

2276032

THE DOORS

*

2325042

Note Columbia House Loserdoc Club reserves the reght to reject or

THE WIZARD OF 02 CANOPY ED)

2941082

CAROUSEL

IT

0338032

come ony membership Offer limited to cominental-U5 lexcludTrog
Alosk,) Applicable sales To. added to oil orders

BILLY JOEL EYE OF THE STOMA
DOCTOR ZHIVAGO
THE COLOR PURPLE

*
*

RAIN MAN
TANGO 8 CASH

1400 N. Fruitridge Avenue, Terre Haute, 1N47811-1112

8052002

5590052

RETURN OF THE JEDI

COLUMBIA HOUSE
LASERDISC CLUB

Dances With Wolves*

Ghost *
8260082

Star Wars*

PATTON

THE SOUND OF MUSIC

*
*
*

1992, The Columbia House Company

*

Adc ress

Apt
Stot?,

0339022
1053042

Letterbox

City
Zip

Phone No.

NEW PRODUCTS
Tannoy
The Model 615, part of Tannoy's new
Sixes series of loudspeakers, features a
flattened -hexagon cabinet design that is
said to minimize coloration, diffraction,
and standing waves. There is an 8 -inch
dual -concentric mid/high-frequency
driver with a molded cone and a "tulip"
waveguide tweeter, an 8 -inch woofer,

Specialty
Sound Platforms

and an 8 -inch mass -tuned passive radiator. Frequency response is given as 41 to

30,000 Hz ±3 dB, sensitivity as 92 dB.
Recommended amplifier power is 10 to
175 watts per channel. Nominal impedance is 6 ohms. The speaker, which can

The TTCD II hanging platform for
turntables and CD players is said to
prevent record or disc skipping by transforming vertical vibrations into horizontal ones, which are absorbed by rubber
isolators in the supports. Leveling knobs
are used to reduce tonearm skating. The
platform can be hung as much as 5 feet
below most ceilings. Finishes are matte
black or oak veneer. Dimensions are 24 x

be biwired, comes with gold-plated binding posts. Dimensions are 38 x 121/2 x 81/4

inches. The cabinet is finished in black
ash or walnut. Price: $1,399 a pair. Tan-

noy, Dept. SR, 141 Linden St., Suite
G1OA, Wellesley, MA 02181.
Circle 129 on reader service card

9 x 16 inches. Price: $70. Specialty
Sound Platforms, Dept. SR, 424 Burt

Bose

Circle, Lewiston, NY 14092.
Circle 132 on reader service card

The Bose RoomMate Computer Mon-

itor can be connected to a computer's
headphone or audio line -output jack;
adaptors are provided for stereo or mono
signals. The self -powered speakers use
Bose's proprietary HVC full -range driv-

er and distortion -limiting circuitry. A
volume control is located on the right
module. The injection -molded plastic
enclosures are magnetically shielded so
that the speakers can be used next to a
computer screen without distorting its
display. Dimensions are 6 x 9 x 6 inches.

mai

Dept. SR, The Mountain, Framingham,
MA 01701-9168.
Circle 130 on reader service card

Eurotek Audio

Design Acoustics
The Design Acoustics DA -360 outdoor loudspeaker is said to be impervious to rust, corrosion, and wide variations in temperature and humidity. An
omnidirectional two-way system, the
DA -360 has an ABS plastic shell housing

a 6 -inch cone woofer and a

Price: $339 a pair. Bose Corporation,

11/2 -inch

piezoelectric tweeter. Bandwidth is rated as 90 to 18,000 Hz and sensitivity as

84 dB. Power handling is given as 15
watts continuous, 30 watts maximum.
The 7YR-inch-diameter speaker is 10
inches high. It can be mounted on a
standard threaded pipe or from the side
or top using the supplied bracket. Price:
$90 each. Design Acoustics, Dept. SR,

The Merin (left above) and Dauphin
speakers are part of Eurotek's Quadrat
Phonologue E Series. The Merin, a bass reflex three-way system with a 6 -1/4 -inch
woofer, a 41/2 -inch midrange, and a 1 inch tweeter, has a rated bandwidth of 32
to 22,000 Hz and sensitivity of 87.5 dB.
The two-way Dauphin, with a 6Y4 -inch
woofer and a 1 -inch tweeter, has a bandwidth of 36 to 22,000 Hz and sensitivity
of 87.5 dB. Nominal impedance for both
systems is 4 ohms. The Merin is 181/2 x 81/4
x 111/2 inches, the Dauphin 151/4 x 81/4 x 111/2

inches. Both are available in black or light

gray. Prices: Merin, $550 a pair; Dauphin, $450 a pair. Eurotek Audio, Dept.

SR, Brandon South, P.O. Box 20004,

1221 Commerce Dr., Stow, OH 44224.

Brandon, Manitoba R7A 6XA, Canada.

Circle 131 on reader service card

Circle 133 on reader service card
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Their
Our
Opera House Opera House

Ford was the first domestic car company to offer Digital
Audio Tape and compact disc players in our premium
sound systems. We're not stopping there.
For 1992, we're introducing Digital Signal Processing.
DSP is a dramatic new way to electronically change the
listening environment of a car.
With the DSP option, it's possible to program the
way music is heard in a concert hall, an orchestra hall,
a cathedral, an opera house, a stadium,
or a night club.

And when combined with the optional Ford JBL Audio
System, the results are exceptional.
Another feature of the Ford Audio DSP system is the
talk mode, which optimizes sound reproduction for
all -talk and all -news radio formats.
The Ford Audio DSP system is available as a dealer installed option on selected Ford, Mercury, and Lincoln
vehicles. It's the next generation of sound, and it's a
generation ahead of anything you've
heard before.

JBL

AUDIO SYSTEMS
The Sound of Quality

For more information,
call 1-800-367-3333.

Definitive Technology

AUDIO

Authorized Dealers

Cl&A

AZ- Audio Video Emporium: Tucson. Hi Fi Sales: Mesa.
CA- Audio Concepts: Long Beach, San Gabriel*
Creative Stereo: Santa Barbara, Santa Maria, Thou-

by lan G. Masters
However you choose to go about it,
using a power amplifier after your pre-

Low -Frequency
Response

amplifier will enable you to listen to all of

your sources without having to repatch

gMy speakers have a specified frequency response of 49 to 20,000 Hz within 2

dB. Recently I bought a test CD and
was surprised that I could hear tones as

for each one.

Recycled Guitar Amp

low as 20 Hz. If the speakers are only

I have an old 80 -watt bass guitar am-

supposed to respond to frequencies above
49 Hz, how could I hear lower tones?
BRET ALLIE

plifier and would like to add it to my

Sauk Rapids, MN

stereo system as a subwoofer. Is this a
plausible idea?
NICK OXLEY

New Haven, CT
AIn frequency -response specifications,

the high and low limits indicate the
points where the output drops below
whatever tolerance has been chosen, in
this case 2 dB. That doesn't mean there
is no output at all below the lower limit,
but that it is more than 2 dB down from
the mid -frequency level-a very small
amount. In your case, you should have
considerable output well below 49 Hz

and at least some right down to the

Musical -instrument amplifiers, and
their built-in or detachable speakers.
usually make pretty poor hi-fi com-

ponents. They are designed to pro-

duce-not reproduce-sound, so linear-

ity is not necessarily a virtue; whatever
is added is part of the creative process.
That's just as well, because serious com-

promises often have to be made to

lowest frequencies.

achieve their main objectives: high volume level and durability.

Headphone Hookup

none of that may matter. What is important is low -frequency extension, and the

For use as a subwoofer, however,

aTo avoid complaints about noise, I
listen to my system through head-

speakers for most guitar amps don't
have it. Few can handle frequencies

phones rather than speakers. This is
fairly simple with my CD player and cassette deck, which have their own headphone outputs. But neither my tuner nor
my preamplifier offers such an output, so

lower than the fundamental of the lowest

the only way I can listen to FM is by
feeding the phones from the Tape 2 output, which means I have no volume control over that source. Short of replacing
my equipment, how can I use the phones
to listen to the radio?
CRAIG STEVENS

Edwards, CA

There are several possible answers.
Perhaps the simplest is to put your
cassette recorder in the record -

string on an electric bass-about 40
Hz-which means that the bottom octave of your recorded music will be lost.

For most of us, that's exactly what we
want to hear from a subwoofer; good
regular speakers are usually just fine

I have always dutifully removed cassettes from my car to protect them
from the sun, as I understood that heat
can remove some frequencies. Recently I
read a report that suggested no signal loss
would occur at temperatures likely to be
been improved to the point where they are

no longer affected by heat, or were they
STEVE GERKEN

Houston, TX

In theory, heat can reduce magnetism, but the temperatures at which
that happens are higher than you'll
ever encounter in your car. On the other
hand, cassettes are made almost entirely
of plastic, which heat can soften or warp.
The shells may twist, tape splices may

come undone, and the tape itself may

your phones. It needn't be designed for

cassettes have become increasingly popular for in -car entertainment, tape manufacturers have indeed made them more
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LA- Audio Logic: Des Moines. Hawkeye Audio: Iowa City.

(a- Stereo Shoppe: Boise, Moscow.
LL- Absolute Audio Video: Rockford* Mills Recording. Chicago. Simply Stereo: Hoffman Estates,
Orland Pk.. Stereo Studio: Palatine, Schaumberg,
la Park- Select Sound: Naperville. Sterling Electronics: Sterling. The Shoppe: Kankakee.
IN- Ovation Audio: Clarksville, Indianapolis.
KS- Audio Visions: Wichita.
Ica- Ovation Audio: Lexington, Louisville.
LA- Alterman Audio: New Orleans.
MA- Boston (see Nashua, NH). O'Coins: Worcester.
MD- Audio Associates: Annapolis, Langley Park, Laurel, Rockville. Gramophone: Baltimore, Ellicott City.
Soundscape: Baltimore. Sound Studio: Salisbury.
ME- Cookin' : Portland.
Classic Stereo: Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo. Listening Room: Sa_ginaw Overture Audio: Ann Arbor.
Pecans: Detroit, Troy.
MN- Audio Perfection. Minneapolis.
MO- Primus Audio: K. C. Sound Central: St. Louis.
ND- Audio Video Systems: Charlotte. Stereo Sound:
Greensboro, Winston Salem. The Audio Lab: Wilmington.

Nf,- Custom Electronics: Omaha, Lincoln.
NH- Cookin': Nashua, Manchester, Newington, Salerr,
S. Nashua.
NI- Sound Waves: Northfield* Soundworks: Cherry
Hills Woodbridge Stereo: Montclair, Princeton, W.
Caldwell, W. Longbranch, Woodbridge.
NM- West Coast Sound: Albuquerque, Las Cruces, Sta. Fe

Clark Music: Albany, Syracuse. Electronic Workshop: Manhattan. Hart Electronics: Vestal* Innovative Audio: Brooklyn* J.B. Sound: Rochester.
Listening Room: Scarsdale. Sound Mill: Mt. Kisco,
Yorktown Hts.. Speaker Shop: Amherst, Buffalo. Audio Breakthroughs: Manhasset.
Oil- Audio Craft: Akron, Cleveland, Mayfield Hts.,
Westlake, Toledo* Stereo Lab: Columbus, Cincinnati.
09.- Chelsea Audio Video: Portland, Beaverton. Focus: Salem. Stereo Loft: Eugene.
EA- GNT Stereo: Lancaster* Hart Electronics: Blakely, Kingston. Listening Post: Pittsburgh & suburbs.
Sassafras: Philadelphia & suburbs, Allentown. Stereoland: Natrona Heights* Studio One: Erie.

amplifier now, it would be worthwhile to
buy a low -power unit (a couple of watts
is all that's needed) specifically to drive

18

types: Daytona Beach. Stereo World: Ft Myers, Naples.

HI- Maui Audio Center: Kahului.

Hot Cassettes

ever?

ideal.

DI- Al Franklin's: Hartford* Audio, Etc.: New Haven.
Carston's Danbury. Robert's Music: New London.
DC Suburbs- Audio Associates.
DE - Sound Studio: Dover, Newark, Wilmington.
EL- Absolute Sound: Winter Park Audio Ctr.: Ft.
Lauderdale. Audio Workshop: Sarasota Sound Ideas: Gainesville. Sound Insight: Ft. Pierces Stereo-

NI- Audio Den: Lake Grove* Avtronics: Hicksville*

ward, however, and it might cause wear
on the tape mechanism.
Do you ever listen through speakers?
If you do, your amplifier might have a
headphone -output jack you could use; if
it doesn't, there's no real difficulty padding down the speaker outputs for headphone use. Attach the headphone circuit
to a second pair of speaker outputs if you

the purpose, although that would be

CO- Listen Up: Denver, Boulder, Colorado Springs.

NY- Upper Ear Las Vegas.

found in a parked car. Have cassettes

switch. If you don't have any sort of

Beach.

down to 40 Hz.

pause mode and listen to FM-and, if
you wish, CD's-through the deck's
headphone jacks. That may be awk-

have them, or install a simple selector

sand Oaks, Ventura* Pacific Coast AN: Corona del
Mar Paradyme: Sacramento. Performance Audio:
San Francisca Shelley's Stereo: Santa Monica*
Sound Co.: Escondido, San Diego. Sound Goods:
Campbell, Mountain View Systems Design: Redondo

become sufficiently deformed that it no

longer makes good head contact. As

fil- Eastern Audio: No. Providence.

ac.- Dashboard Stereo: Charleston* Stereo Video:
Greenville* Upstairs Audio: Columbia.
IN- Hi Fi Buys: Nashville. Lindsey Ward: Knoxville.
IX- Audio Tech: Temple. Audio Video: College Station* Bunkley's Sd. Systems: Abilene. Concert
Sound: San Antonio. Harold's Electronics: Odessa,
Midland. Krystal Clear Audio: Dallas. Sheffield Audio: Houston.
UT- AudioWorks: Salt Lake City. Stokes Bros.: Logar.
VA- Audio Associates: Arlington, Fairfax. Audiotronics: Roanoke. Digital Sound: Virginia Beach.
Stereotypes. Charlottesville.
V1- City Stereo: Burlington.
WA- Evergreen Audio: Silverdale* Hawthorne Stereo
Bellevue. Tin Ear: Kennewick.
W.VA- Sound Post: Princeton.

WI Absolute Sound & Vision: Sheboygan Audio
Emporium: Milwaukee.
Canada- Advance Electronics: Winnipeg. Audio Ark:
Edmonton. Audio Ctr.: Montreal,, Ottawa. Bay Bloor:
Toronto. CORA: Quebec City Music: Stratford.

Definitive Techndcgy

Definitive BP 20
under $800 ea.

Definitive BP 10
under $550 ea.

Ca 1.100.316.8771

)0'
"Definitive's Revolutionary Bipolar BP 10 & BP 20
Are an Extraordinary Sonic Triumph."
"Definitive Technology has hit the
bull's eye . . . . trufy outstanding."
Stereo ReVew
Leading experts agree that Definitive
Technology's revolutionary BP 10 and
BP 20 are two of the world's finest
loudspeakers and are sonically superior
to systems which sell for many times
their modest cost. These advanced

techno ogy bipolar (front and rear)
radiating systems combine the 1u4i
spacious soLidstaging, life -like
depth -of -field, razor-sharp resoluion
and pinpoint 3-D imaging of the finest
d polar panel loudspeakers with
extended (below 20 Hz) bass response,
h.gh efficiency, wide dynamic rarge
and easy -to -position convenience
CIRCLE NO.
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"Perfect for musical reproduction
and tae fineal home theatre systems."
Visit your nearest Definitive dealer and
experience the dramatic sonic superiority
of these truly extraordinary loudspeakers.

DefinitiveTechnobgy'
111115 Villey Heights 'hive Baltimore Maryland 21 117
See scaly lin ac facing pap.
(301)363-7148

AUDIO
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&

resistant to these effects, but it's not
always possible to predict how a particular cassette will behave in the heat. Re-

moving your cassettes when leaving
your car in the sun for a long time is still a

wise precaution, and you should never
leave a cassette anywhere that it might
bake in direct sunlight.

Eliminating Dust
I understand that one basic enemy of

sure, and spritz your controls with con-

tact cleaner if they need it, and you
should be just fine.

Biwiring and
Biamping
/ intend to wall -mount my new speakers, but the owner's manual suggests
that they should be biwired at the very
least, and preferably biamplified. I did not

expect the expense of a second stereo
amplifier, nor would it be convenient to

those air -filtering negative -ion generators
next to my stereo rack. Is that likely to do
any good?

not sure what the advantages of either
technique are. Will there be a significant
degradation in sound quality if I wire my

MICHAEL BEDNASH

speakers in the conventional manner?
JOHN A. STANLEY

run a second set of cables up my wall. I'm

Mill Valley, CA

Alt can't hurt, as long as its motor
doesn't induce noise in your system.
But dust usually falls from above, so

putting a cloth over your components
when they're not in use would probably
work just as well. Or closing the doors on

your equipment cabinet, if there is one.

Anyway, dust may be overrated as a
menace. Keep it off your turntable to be

er available, but unless the speaker is
designed for use with an external line level electronic crossover between the
preamp and power amplifiers (instead of
an internal passive crossover), that will
be the only benefit, which could be duplicated with less risk of installation er-

stereo gear is dust settling into the
components over time. To control
that, I am considering placing one of

Boulder City, NV

fication will increase the amount of pow-

AExcept for the rare instances in which
a speaker is designed specifically for

biamplification, and thus lacks a
built-in passive crossover network to
route different frequency ranges to the
appropriate drivers, normal amplification is usually best. Adding a second
stereo amplifier and cabling for biampli-

ror simply by using a single more powerful amp.
As for biwiring, that involves running

separate cables from the amplifier outputs to the inputs of the various sections

of a speaker's internal crossover; the
split happens at the amplifier rather than
inside the speakers. The main effect will

be to reduce the series resistance between the amplifier and loudspeaker,
which can be a good thing, particularly if

your speakers are a long way from the
amplifier, but in most cases the same
benefit can be achieved by using a single
set of heavier -gauge speaker cables.
If you have a question about hi-fi, send
it to Q&A, STEREO REVIEW,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
Sorry, only questions chosen
for publication can be answered.

Looks small. Sounds BIG!
We moved our 10" woofer to the bottom of the Design
Acoustics PS10a, not just to make it look smaller, but to
make it sound much better.
The compact front baffle creates a smaller acoustic
source, reducing diffraction for superior definition and
clarity, and more precise stereo imaging.
High -efficiency bass, radiated from the unique slot loaded down -firing woofer, is
consistently smooth and powerful
anywhere in the room.
To learn more about the
unique Point Source' difference
of the PS10a, write or call

1-800-933-9022 for literature
and dealer list today.

PSlOa Point Source
3 -Way Loudspeaker
System
DaDESIGN

ACOUSTICS
An Audio-Technico Company
1221 Commerce Drive. Slow, Ohio 44224. (216) 686-2600
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Available in Oak

and Contemporary
Black Ash Finish

Cool
Price!
No Obligation to Buy Again Ever!

HOT Jazz

JUST $1 ENTITLES YOU TO THE COOL SOUNDS OF BENNY CARTER,
DIZZY GILLESPIE, LOUIE BELLSON AND MORE!
our members. As a JAZZ HERITAGE member,
you can be certain that each and every selection
offered is music guaranteed to delight, enrich,
entertain, and amuse as only the world's most
splendid jazz could. You'll be offered only the
finest jazz works-from legends such as Sarah

THE BIGGEST NAMES IN JAll COME TOGETHER
FOR A SPECTACULAR HOT JAll ALBUM THAT'S
GUARANTEED TO BECOME AMONG YOUR ALL -1111
FAVORITES!
Whether you're it long-time jazz

fan or someone who's just beginning to discover

this magnificent musical genre, here's a

Vaughan, The Modern Jazz Quartet, Herbie

blockbuster musical treat that's guaranteed to
delight your ears, uplift your spirit and get your

Hancock, Ella Fitzgerald, Benny Goodman, Lena

feet tapping.

Horne, Artie Shaw, John Coltrane, Wes

Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award winner
Benny Carter teams up with jazz giants Dizzy
Gillespie, Roland Hanna, George Mraz, Louie
Bellson and Howard Alden for a show -stopping,
excitement -packed recording entitled In The
Mood For Swing.

Montgomery, Chick Corea, Mel Torme, Buddy
Rich, Oscar Peterson, Bill Evans, Gerry Mulligan,

Miles Davis, Duke Ellington, Count Basie,
Thelonious Monk and many more.
The World's Hottest Music At The World's Coolest

Prices! Al. JAZZ HERITAGE selections are
magnificently priced. Purchase as many or as
few as you wish from our free "members only"

Here's a jazz masterpiece destined to become a

classic-written, produced and performed as
all-will you find works or artist of this caliber

publication, the JAZZ HERITAGE REVIEW.
It's truly today's hottest jazz-yours at a cool,

together on one recording. Yet this blockbuster

cool, price.

only these legends of jazz could. Rarely-if at

jazz masterwork is yours on your choice of

compact disc, cassette or record for just $1 through JAZZ
HERITAGE-with no obligation to ever buy another selection.
Don't pats up this remarkable opportunity to own this jazz treasure.
Act today and enjoy swinging jazz selections such as: In The Mood For

Swing...Another Time, Another Place...The Courtship...Rock Me To
Sleep...Janel...Blue Moonlight...Southside Samba...and more.
NO OBUGATION TO BUY AGAIN. Yes, you accept only the recordings you

truly want from the wealth of jazz treasures offered by JAZZ
HERITAGE. Take as many or as few of these spectacular jazz
masterpieces as you like. There is no minimum purchase obligation.

No club "commitment." Positively no obligation to ever buy another
recording unless you want to.

JAll HERITAGE Your guarantee of the best the world of Mu has to
offer. JAZZ HERITAGE is devoted to bringing you only the finest jazz
ever recorded. Month after month, our editors preview hundreds of
jazz recordings. Only the very best are selected and made available to

ACT TODAY AND GET THIS BLOCKBUSTER JAll
RECORDING, PERFORMED BY THE LEGENDS OF
JAll FOR JUST S1 You can't find better, more robust,
more invigorating music anywhere at any price. So be

certain to reply today. This superb state-of-the-art
recording is yours on your choice of compact disc, cassette

or record-for just $1 when you accept our invitation to
become a member of JAZZ HERITAGE.

FREE "Members Only" Magazine. It's called JAZZ

HERITAGE REVIEW and it's sent to you every 4 weeks (13 times a
year). Each issue is chock-full of superb jazz music selections including
Main Selections.

Buy Only What You Want! If you want the Main Selections, do
nothing-they will be sent to you automatically. If you'd prefer an
alternate selection, or none at all, just mail the form provided by the
date specified. A shipping and handling charge is added to each
shipment.

You'll Always Have At Least 10 Days To Decide. If the REVIEW is
delayed and you receive the Main Selections without having had 10
days to notify us, you may return them at our expense.

Nothing More To Buy-Ever! You have no obligation to buy more
recordinip and can cancel your membership at any time. We may
cancel your membership if you elect not to buy at least one recording in
any six-month period.

r

REPLY FORM

*0031102

1

MAIL TODAY TO: JAZZ HERITAGE, P.O. BOX 398, Oakhurst, NJ 07755

riYES! I have enclosed $1. Send me JAZZ HERITAGE'S block -buster recording of Benny
Carter's In The Mood Fur Swing-and enroll me as a member of JAZZ HERITAGE. Establish an
account in my name and begir my FREE subscription to JAZZ HERITAGE.
I understand that there is never any purchase obligation, no minimum number of selections that I
must buy in the future, and that I may cancel my membership at any time.

Remember, there is never any obligation to buy again.

This may well be the best jazz savings opportunity
anywhere in the world today.
Rre

FI My payment of $1 is enclosed. Please send my inrroductory recording as a:

E Compact Disc #9L, $1.00

El Cassette Cll., $1.00

E Record #13H, $1.00

Name
Address

Apt.

City

State

Zip

Signature

I

I

Please send me FREE information aboit the Musical Heritage Society,
the no -purchase -obligation club for classical music lovers.

NOTE: This is an introductory offer intended only to attract new subscribers. Only one application per household will be considered. All applications are sutilect to review and acceptance. Offer valid only within the
connecting United States, As a member you are under no obligation to purchase any additional recordings, and you may cancel your membership at any t.me. JAZZ HERITAGE reserves the right to cancel your
membership if you choose not to buy and pay for a recording in any six-month period.
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by Ken C. Pohlmann
There also existed negative N rays,
which decreased visibility, but only at
a certain angle of incidence. Blondlot
published photos to support his observations, and over a dozen other scientists repeated the N -ray experiments
and published their findings.
Robert Williams Wood was a feisty

American physicist who had no patience for anything less than scrupulous adherence to the scientific method. He seriously questioned the data
that Blondlot and others used to prove

the existence of N rays. One day
Wood visited Blondlot in his laboratory. Blondlot was conducting an N -ray
experiment using an aluminum prism

N Rays
RENE -PROSPER BLONDLOT was

to refract N rays. Wood watched as
Blondlot measured the angle of refraction with great precision. Although the
an

eminent French physicist and

measurements were precise and re-

peatable, they did not agree with

member of the prestigious Academy of Sciences. In 1903, while
experimenting on X rays, discov-

known laws of refraction. In response
to Wood's questioning, Blondlot noted that N rays were fascinating in that

ered only eight years earlier by
Wilhelm Roentgen, he stumbled on
another amazing discovery. Using a

they did not follow ordinary laws of

heated filament placed in an iron tube
with a window made of aluminum, he
observed that when the room was darkened and the aluminum window aimed
at a barely illuminated target, he could
see the target more clearly. Evidently,
emissions from the filament constituted a new kind of ray, similar to X rays.

He named it the N ray, to honor his
workplace, the University of Nancy.
Although very exacting techniques

were necessary to observe the subtle
effect of N rays, subsequent studies
uncovered more data. The aluminum
window could be as much as 3 inches
thick without impeding the rays, but
any iron completely blocked them.

Further, N rays were emitted from

other sources, and they could be

stored. For example, a brick placed in
the sun would store N rays, and when
brought into a darkened room it would
clarify visibility of the barely illumi-

nated target. One breakthrough followed another, with many surprises.
N rays defied many basic tenets of

science, and one of the challenges was
discovering the laws that govern them.

Wood asked to observe the measurement again, and in the darkened
room he surreptitiously slipped the
aluminum prism into his pocket.
Blondlot again measured refraction,
and he obtained precisely the same

results as before-even though the

device supposedly refracting the rays
was entirely absent. When Wood published an account of this event, it was
the end of Blondlot's career, and the
end of N rays.
This particular version of the N -rays

tale was related in 1953 by Irving
Langmuir, winner of the 1932 Nobel
Prize in Chemistry (the text was reprinted in Physics Today in, October
1989). Langmuir's description of the
rise and fall of N rays illustrates the
nature of pathological science, or, as
he put it, "the science of things that
aren't so."
Blondlot wasn't a crook. He wasn't

dishonest. He was, in fact, a great

science: The effect is barely detectable. Fantastic theories are suggested
to explain the effect. Supporters of the

effect can duplicate the result, but
critics cannot. Even in the light of
disproof, supporters always have an
answer. Always.
To anyone who has ever walked into

a stereo showroom these symptoms
should have a faint ring of familiarity.
Some audio technology meets all the
requirements of pathological science.
For example, several manufacturers
sell devices that lift speaker cables off
the floor. This is said to improve sound

because solid surfaces such as floors
are said to disrupt electron flow
through cables. The audible improvement is said to be slight, but it becomes
more audible with practice. If doublebli nd testing failed to show any audible
difference between supported and unsupported cables, believers would

probably give the excuse that the
stress of taking the test impaired the
listener's ability to hear the difference.
And so on and so forth.

It is all too easy for even
experienced, sophisticated
listeners to fool
themselves into hearing
something that isn't there.
Certainly, because much about audio is subjective, with effects that are

often very, very subtle, it is all too
easy for even experienced, sophisticated listeners to fool themselves into
hearing something that isn't there. But

how do we distinguish pathological
science from healthy science in audio?
If scientists can be fooled by autosuggestion, what about us mere mortals?

Unfortunately, there is no good answer. Our only weapons are Langmuir's list of symptoms, a healthy
skepticism, and common sense.

loaded with N rays were brought to-

scientist who was deluded into a false
result by subjectivity, wishful thinking, and the difficulty of dealing with
threshold phenomena. Even the most

gether, the effect was the same as with

earnest scientist can be swayed by

or some liquid -nitrogen -cooled speak-

chimerical results that undermine the
truth he is pursuing. Langmuir summarized the symptoms of pathological

er cables, remember Blondlot. Try to
make sure you're not paying extra for
N rays. They're expensive.

science: For example, when ten bricks

one brick. It was found that human
beings emit N rays. Loud sounds diminished the effect. Heat enhanced it.
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Next time a manufacturer tries to
sell you a CD player with a gold anodized disc -clamping mechanism,

Introducing the New Bose Acoustimass -5 Series II Speaker System.

Your eyes wait believe your ears.

The part you see.

When you place an Acoustimass-5 speaker system in
your home, all you see are two tiny cube speaker arrays
(shown left). You can easily hide the compact bass
module (lower left) anywhere in the room, out of view.
You may find it difficult to believe the small size because of what you hear sound so spacious and lifelike,
it approaches the realism of a live performance.

The cube speaker arrays feature Bose Direct/Reflecting'
speaker technology. They can re-create a natural balance of reflected and direct sound that conventional
speakers cannot match. Rotate the arrays to cause big
rooms to sound more intimate, or small rooms more
spacious. You can listen from almost anywhere in the
room and still hear full stereo. All the music, even the
lowest bass notes, appears to come from the small
cubes, regardless of where the bass module is hidden.

The part you dorit see.
Three acoustic masses
provide 36dBloctave acoustic
crossover rolloffl
Benefit: Soundstage determined
by cube speakers. Complete
freedom to hide the bass module
anywhere in your room.

New system
protection circuit.
Benefit: More system
protection at high output
volumes. Increased
reliability.

The Acoustimass bass module contains technology
unlike that of any conventional speaker. It launches
sound into the room by an air mass, rather than directly
from a vibrating surface. Some benefits of this patented
Bose technology are shown in the pictorial on the
lower left.

Compare the sound to conventional
speakers costing far more.
The best way to appreciate the benefits of this technology is to ask your dealer to demonstrate it side by side
with conventional speakers costing far more. For more
information about Bose products, and names of Bose
dealers near you, call toll -free;

1-800-444-BOSE Ext. 30
USA 830AM-9:00PM (ET) FAX 508-872-9657

New elliptical toroid conduit for
the radiating air mass provides
for laminar air flow.
Benefit: No audible noise
caused by turbulence, even at
high loudness levels.
©1991 Bast Corp, wr,it ton

Three acoustic
compression chambers.
Benefit: Reduced cone motion
providing virtual elimination
of audible distortion.

(Plexiglass model for illustration purposes only)

Canada 1-800-465-BOSE 9:OOAM-5:OOPM

JOSE
Better sound through research.

TECHNICAL TALK
I) Julian Hirsch

2-V/µs rate at the same output level,
which it might not be able to do. The
resulting distortion is known as SID.
Virtually all amplifiers use negative
feedback, from the output to an earlier

stage, to reduce distortion and noise
and to flatten and extend frequency
response. The early stages operate at a
much lower level than the output stage

and are not likely to be affected by a
slew -rate limitation.

The end result of this situation is
that a wide -range input signal that
passes undistorted through the early
stages of an amplifier can be distorted

Obsolete
Specifications?
columns have described
some of the measurements we use

PREVIOUS

in our product evaluations. A re-

cent letter from a reader asks

in the output stage. Worse yet, this
distorted signal is fed back to the input, resulting in what is usually called
TIM. The solution is either to (1) use

"faster" output transistors, or (2) reduce the output voltage swing (lower
power output), or (3) limit the signal

ever suffered from) with a bandwidth
rigorously limited to 20,000 Hz. Exit
TIM, SID, etc. from the hi-fi lexicon.
The EIA amplifier test standard
solves the problem of slew -induced

distortion measurement in a simple
and elegant fashion. Slew factor is
measured by driving an amplifier to its

rated output at 1,000 Hz and increasing the frequency (at a constant input
level) until the waveform shows I percent distortion. The ratio of that frequency to 20,000 Hz is the slew factor.
Any number greater than I effectively

guarantees negligible slewing distortion in hi-fi listening. In my experience, over hundreds of amplifier tests,
the slew factor is rarely less than 4 or 5
and is usually greater than 25.
There is another specification, rare-

ly found these days outside the world
of high -end audio, that is, and always

bandwidth before the input stage,

has been, of little or no practical signif-

which makes the whole issue moot.
Another option, akin to throwing out

factor, the ratio of 8 ohms (a standard

icance to the user. I refer to damping

about the significance of certain

the baby with the bath water, is to
eliminate or drastically reduce the

amplifier specifications that occasionally appear in manufacturer's literature but are not part of our testing

overall (global) negative feedback.
About ten years ago, there was considerable interest in slew -related dis-

plifier. The effect of a low source

tortions, but some of us wondered
identifiable as TIM, although mea-

certain resonances in a speaker, especially low -frequency cone resonance.
There is no question that damping is

surements were devised to show how

desirable, but there is a catch. The

procedures. Are they obsolete, or
have I overlooked them?

For example, what is the importance of slew rate, which is rarely
mentioned these days outside of "high
end" circles? Another almost extinct
specification is transient intermodulation distortion (TIM), sometimes re-

ferred to more generally as slewinginduced distortion (SID). This type of
distortion is closely related to slew
rate, since it occurs when an amplifier's output is unable to follow rapid
changes in a high-level waveform.
TIM and SID are not merely results
of restricted high -frequency response;

in fact, they can be eliminated by
reducing the amplifier's high -frequen-

cy response in the proper manner.
They can be created in an amplifier
whose output voltage cannot shift rapidly enough over a wide range of volt-

age, usually because of the design of
its output transistors. As a simplified
example, if the output changes from

-50 to +50 volts in 100 microseconds, it can be said to slew at a rate of I
volt per microsecond (V/µs). A signal

frequency of 20,000 Hz, therefore,
would require the amplifier to slew at a
24
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why we had never heard any distortion

an amplifier from Company X had
more TIM than one from Company Y.

The answer was simple. As David
Hafler (I believe) pointed out, an amplifier that could deliver its rated out-

put at frequencies somewhat higher
than the maximum program frequency
(20,000 Hz) could not be overloaded
by a slewing audio -signal waveform. It
would be hard to find a hi-fi amplifier
that could not deliver its rated power,

or very close to it, up to 40,000 or
50,000 Hz. If it had a simple low-pass

filter at its input to attenuate signals
above the audio range, TIM would be
quite impossible.

There were those who argued that
some sources, such as moving -coil
phono cartridges, had the capability to
generate outputs up to 100 or 200 kHz,
from record noise if not from program
overtones. Perhaps, although the levels at those frequencies would have to
be surprisingly high to cause trouble.

But now the CD has solved that

"problem" (one I suspect few of us

loudspeaker impedance rating) to the
internal source impedance of the amimpedance (typically a small fraction

of an ohm) is to damp, or suppress,

damping resistance includes not only
the source impedance of the amplifier
but also the resistance of the connecting speaker cables, the speaker's
crossover inductor(s), and the voice
coil. So if the amplifier's source impedance is 0.01 ohm, the cable resis-

tance is 0.1 ohm, and the speaker's
internal resistance is 4 ohms (a typical
value), the damping factor is not 800,

or even 80, but a mere 2. Spending
extra money for an amplifier with a
0.001 -ohm impedance, or a cable the
size of a garden hose with a 0.01 -ohm
resistance, will not have the slightest
effect on the speaker's damping.
The myth that extremely high damp-

ing factors are beneficial has been
with us for many decades, and it was
as nonsensical forty years ago, when
I first became active in high fidelity, as

it is today. Most such fads fade away
with time, and almost all respond well

to a dose of common sense. In the
meantime, they are good for a chuckle
or two.

r
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THIS OFFER EXPIRES FEBRUAR Y 29TH
AND WILL NOT BE REPEAD
TE IN 1 992!

NOW THE BEST MUSIC OFFER IS ON SALE!

PAD 8 The N.P.G.:
Diamonds And
Pearls 63372

Bell Biv DeVoe:
WBBD-Boot City! The Bemis Album
(MCA: 54360
Alan Jackson: Don't
Rock The Jukebox
(Arista) 43877
Paul Simon:
The Rhythm Of
The Saints
(Warner) 10455

Wilson Phillips
(SBK) 00726
Chris !seek'
Heart Shaped World
(Reprise) 73735
KLF: White Room
(Arista) 23333
Carreras, Domingo,
Pavarotti: 3 Tenors
(London) 35078

Janet Jackson's
Rhythm Nation 1814
(ABM( 72386
Bryan Adams:
Reckless
51540

Emerson, Lake 8
Palmer: Brain Salad
Surgery
(Atlantic) 54608
Desert Rose Band:
True Love
(MCA/Curb) 53633
Bob Marley: Legend
(Island) 53521
Patsy Cline:
12 Greatest Hits
(MCA) 53849
U2: Rattle And Hum
(Island) 00596
Paul Simon:
Negotiations And
Love Songs 1971-86
(Warner: 20461
Motley Crue:
Dr. Feelgood
(Elektra) 33928
The Go-Gos :
Greatest Hits
(I. R.S.:A&M) 50315

Kronos Ouartet:
Black Angels
(Elektra) 62287

Extreme:

Natalie Cole:

Unforgettable 83452

(SBK I 44654

Skid Row:
Slave To The Grind
(Atlantic) 54433
Simply Red: Stars
(East-West America)
90658

Gladys Knight:
Good Woman
(MCA) 84390
INXS: X
(Atlantic) 64378

Travis TrItt: It's All
About To Change

A SALUTE TO THE ROCK & ROLL HALL OF FAME
The Best Of
Sam 8 Dave
(Atlantic) 53718
Johnny Cash:
The Sun Years
(Rhino) 64181
Buddy Holly
From The Original
Master Tapes

(MCA) 20069

(Warner) 64147
Damn Yankees
(Warner) 14852
Whitney Houston:
I'm Your Baby
Tonight
:Arista: 10663

Divinyls
(VIrgini 74057
Metallica: ...And
Justice For All
(Elektra) 00478
Lenny Kravitz:
Mama Said
(Virgin) 10041

Jon Bon Jovl:
Blaze Of Glory
(Mercury) 44490
Chicago : Twenty 1
(Reprise) 10533
Kiss: Smashes

Thrashes And Hits
(Mercury) 00736

De La Soul Is Dead
(Tommy Boy) 64101

Hotel California
(Asylum) 30030
Ric Ocasek:
Fireball Zone
(Warner: 10936
Andy Summers:
World Gone Strange
(Private Music) 51756

(Verve) 10613

Jimi Hendrix
Experience:
Electric
Lad land
23362

JImi Hendrix
Experience:
Live At
Winterland
63650

The Best Of
Ray Charles
(Atlantic) 23823
Jerry Lee Lewis:
Original Sun
Greatest Hits
(Rhino) 54118
The Best Of
Aretha Franklin
(Atlantic) 20078
Carl Perkins:
Original Sun
Greatest Hits
(Rhino) 83555

BONUS DISCOUNTS!

It's the BMG
difference!
You earn INSTANT
50% -OFF BONUS
DISCOUNTS every time
you buy a CD at regular
Club prices. Ina nutshell
buy 1, take another at
half price. With other
clubs, you must fist buy
6 or more at full price
and become a
"Preferred Member"
before you earn savings

Van Haley

Pat Benatar:
True Love
(Chrysalis) 44663
Linda Ronstadt:
Greatest Hits, Vol. 2
(Asylum) 60157
Van Morrison:
Moondance
(Warner: 64585
The B -52's:

Cosmic Thing
(Reprise) 14742
Bruce Hornsby: A
Night On The Town
(RCA) 63689

5150
70220

Londonbeat:
In The Blood
(MCA) 44569
Tom Petty:
Full Moon Fever
(MCA : 33911

Horowitz At Home
(DG) 25211

Best Of Dire Straits:
Money For Nothing
:Warner: 00713
Gipsy Kings:
Este Mundo
(Elektra) 34546
Ouincy Jones:
Back On The Block
(Warner) 64116

The Who: Who's
Better, Who's Best
(MCA) 00790
The Best Of Clyde
Mcphatter:
Deep Sea Ball
(Atlantic) 10916
Marvin Gaye:
15 Greatest Hits

(Motown) 53534
Smokey Robinson
& The Miracles:
18 Greatest Hits
(Motown) 33878.
The Best Of Lavern
Baker: Soul On Fire
(Atlantic) 20765
The Platters:
Golden Hits
(Mercury) 01129
Stevie Wonder:
Love Songs
(Motown) 43886.
Dion 8 The
Belmonts:
The Wanderer
(18 Greatest Hits)
(Laurie,3C) 00999
James Brown:
The CD Of JB
(Polydor) 43431.
Big Joe Turner
Greatest Hits
(Atlantic) 20772
4 Tops: 19 Gt. Hits
(Motown) 53875.

Bobby Bland:
Midnight Run
(Maiacui 44333
Muddy Waters:
The London Muddy
Waters Sessions
(MCA: 24746
Sam Cooke: The
Man And H's Music
(RCA: 60158
The Ink Spots Gt.
Hits (MCA 83916.
Chuck Berry:

street

Dire Straits: On Every
Street 74151
Rod Stewart:

Downtown Train
(Warner) 10708
Trisha Yearwood
(1.1GA

64033

Madonna,
The immaculate
Collection
(Sire) 54164
Kenny G: Live
(Arista) 64505
Rad: Ratt 8 Roll
8191 (Atlantic( 60098

Supertramp:
Classics (14 Gt.
Hits) (ABM) 04891
Allman Bros. Band:

Stick It Live
(Chrysalis( 20666
Reba McEntire: For
My Broken Heart
(MCA: 73624

Eat A Peach
(Polydor) 63353

The Great 28
(Chess) 64137

Boyz 11 Men:

Cooleyhtgh-

Simon 8 Garfunkel:
The Concert In
Central Park

opharmony
10930

(Warner) 44006
The Very Best Of
The Everly Bros.
(Warner) 03826
Johnny Cash:
Classic Cash
(Mercury) 00595
Elvis Presley: Sings
Leiber And Stoller
(RCA) 44359

tigidAttntic
kyny)

Catching Up With
Depeche Mode
(Sire: 00560
Morrissey.
Kill Uncle
(Reprise/Sire) 20588
Anita Baker:
Compositions

37rd:

U Top: Recycler
(Warner) 73969

Bulletboys.
Freakshow

Jimi Hendrix
Experience:

(Warner) 34757
Deee-Lite:
World Clique
(Elektra) 52050
Sting: The Dream
Of The Blue Turtles
(ABM( 50266

Radio One
(Rykodsc) 63620
ElvisPresley. Jerry
Lee Lewis. etc.: The
Million Dcllar Quartet
(RCA) 44624

OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 29th

INSTANT
50% -OFF

10016

Clint Black: Killin'
Time (RCA) 01112

The Temptations:
17 Greatest Hits
(Gordy( 53410*
The Bobby Darin
Story lATC01 62521
B.B. King:
Live At The Apollo
(GRP) 24735
Roy Orbison:
The Sun Years
(Rhino) 30965
The Kinks: Come
Dancing With The
Kinks (Arista) 60077

r

Van Haien'
For Unlawful,
Carnal
Knowledge

FOR UNLAWFUL
CARNAL KNOWLEDGE

Elvis Presley, The
Number One Hits
(RCA) 72190
Diana Ross Li The
Supremes: 20
Greatest Hits
(Motown) 63867.
The Drifters'
Golden Hits
(Atlantic) 03859

On

(Warner) 74120
Bette Midler: Some
People's Lives
(Atlantic) 53568
The Cult: Ceremony
(Reprise)Sire) 11133
Fourplay
(Warner) 10723
The Cure: Mixed Up
(Elektra) 74190
Slaughter:

Jesus Jones: Doubt

Lynyrd Skynyrd:
Skynyrd's Innyrds
(MCA) 01150
Kentucky
Headhunters:
Pickin' On Nashville
(Mercury) 24740
The Cole Porter
Songbook,
Night And Day

Eagles:

PornograttIttl
(ABM) 43557
Vanilla Ice:
Extremely Live
ISBK) 70017
Bill 8 Ted's Bogus
Journey)Sdtrk.
(Interscopei 43812
Karyn White:
Ritual 01 Love

(Elektra) 00921
U2: The Joshua

Tree (Island) 53501
The Cars: Greatest
Hits (Elektra) 53702

NOT TO BE REPEATED IN 1992!

Mail to: BMG Compact Disc Club / P.O. Box 91412 / Indianapolis. IN 46291

Yes, please accept my membership in the BMG Compact Disc Club and send my
first four CDs (check box below for cassettes) as have indicated here under the
terms of this offer. I need buy ust one more CD during the next year-and be billed
I

for just one halt the regular Club price. After that I can choose 3 more CDs FREE! (A
shipping / handling charge is added.)
RUSH ME THESE 4 CDs NOW
(Indicate by number(
I am most interested in the music category checked heft - but I am always tree to choose from any (check 9n2 only):

7 LIGHT SOUNDS
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HARD ROCK

Dire Straits

Reba McEntire
Alabama

Frank Sinatra

Van Halen

6 G JAll

CLASSICAL

Lciano Pavarotti

Earl Klugh
Dave Grusin

Vladimir Horowitz

4 CI POP/SOFT ROCK
Paula Abdul
Paul Simon

7 F. HEAVY METAL
Motley Crue
Skid Row

Mr
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Initial
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Last Name
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Apt.

State
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like this!
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(You may choose caettes with
the same 10 -day. no-dbligation
privilege. Full membership
details will follow.)
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Murky Mark And
The Funky Bunch:
Music For
The People
(Interscope! 53860

Jane's Addiction:
Ritual de lo Habitual
(Warner) 10020

Chicago: Greatest
Hits 1982-1989
(Reprise) 63363

Eric Clapton:
Timepieces
(Polydor) 23385
Yanni: Reflections
Of Passion
(Private NA,1,C1 24223

GET 8 COMPACT DISCS

The Doors/Sdtrk.
iElektrat 54289

FOR THE PRICE OF,

Heavy D

The Boyz:
Peaceful Journey
,Uptow- MCA,

with nothing more to buy...EVER!

10920

Alabama:
Greatest Hits.Vol.2
HC A

Another Bad

44504

Creation: Coolin
At The Playground

Kathy Mattea: A
Collection Of Hits
(Mercury) 10791
Slatkin:
American Album
(RCA) 20788
Spyro Gyre:
Collection
(GRP) 33286
The Police: Every

Ya Know!
(Motown) 10456

Paula Abdul:
Forever Your
Girl 00933

Years
(Reprise) 80304
The Farm:

D.J. Jazzy Jeff &
The Fresh Prince.
Homebase
(Jive( 21073
Steely Dan: Gold
IMCA) 74339
Barry Manilow:
Showstoppers

Spartacus

(Arista 164323

(Reprise/Sirei 14672
Squeeze: Play
(Reprise) 70549

Roy Rogers
Tribute

Led Zeppelin IV
(Atlantic) 12014
Frank Sinatra.
Sinatra Reprise/
The Very Good

Travis: High
Lonesome
11075

Randy
Travis:
Heroes And
Friends
74597

Daryl Hall &
John Oates:
Change Of Season
(Arista) 00543

Yes: Union
(Arista) 10735
Nell Young:
Ragged Glory
(Reprise) 34621
Diana Ross:
The Force Behind
The Power
(Motown) 63680

Faith No More:
The Real Thing
(Reprise) 63719
Alice Cooper:
Greatest Hits
(Warner) 70296
Eagles: Greatest
Hits 1971-1975

Sdtrk. (Owest) 24419

REM..
Out Of Time
24762
R.E.M.:

Eponymous
00701

James Ingram:
The Power Of
Great Music
(Warner) 11131
Lila Ford:
Dangerous Curves
(RCA) 83922

Reclines: Absolute
Torch And Twang
(Sire) 60257
Neil Diamond
12 Greatest Hits
(MCA) 84050

George Jones'
...And Along Came
Jones IMCA) 73708
Steve Winwood:
Refugees Of The

(Warner) 61992

Arista Records'
15th Anniversary
Collection
(Arista) 54100

Burnin'
(MCA) 63632
Shadow King
(Atlantic) 43593
The Best Of
Dolly Parton
(RCA) 51583
Pat Benatar:
Best Shots
(Chrysalis) 44319
The Cure:

A T ibe Called
Quest: The Low
End Theory
(Jive) 24809
The Civil War/
TV Soundtrack
(Nonesuch, 14486
James Taylor:
Greatest Hits
Reprise) 23790
Bird/Original
Recordings Of
Charlie Parker

Heart iVirdin) 54232

(Elektra) 01109
Aretha Franklin:
What You See Is
What You Sweat
10,,,,ta, 72220

Morrissey Bona

Nerve 1 01044

Drag :5'': 00578
Bing Crosby's
Greatest Hits

Carly Simon:
Have You
Seen Me Lately?
(Arista) 20912

Jefferson Starship:
Gold (RCA) 64132
The Best Of Bad
Company:10 From 6
(Atlantic) 60321
Cleo Leine: Jazz
(RCA Victor) 23471
Earl Klugh: The
Earl Klugh Trio,
Volume One
(Warner) 72000

Tears For Fears
The Seeds Of Love
(Fontana) 33653
Eric Clapton:
Journeyman
(Warner) 53940

)MCAT 04709

David
Sanborn

Another
Hand 54527

Pay only shipping 8 handling with membership

1 smash hit in one year's time and

Buy just

pay just half the price of a CD

Then get 3 CDs of your choice, FREE (1)

Enjoy 8 hits for the price of 1/2 a CD

fl R S 1 24765

Daryl Hall 8 John
Oates: Rock 'N

Nothing more to buy...EVER!

Soul, Part 1
(RCA) 13313
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10940

(Jive) 10542
Patti Labelle:

Start with 4 COMPACT DISCS NOW

Van Halen: 1984
)Warner) 60018
The Alarm:
Standards

83892

63318

Seal

(RCA) 82522
Carpenters:
Lovelines
ASMi 24763

Best 01 Grateful
Dead: Skeletons
From The Closet

Eagles:
Greatest Hits, Vol. 2

The Best Of
Stevie Nicks:
Timespace

HI -Five

Disintegration

Dirty Dancing/Sdtrk.

(Asylum I 23481

(Warne,

(Reprise. Sire) 92228

(RCA) 73608
k.d. lang And The

Randy

Clint Black:
Put Yourself
In My Shoes
(RCA) 24690
Boyz N The Hood/

(Mercury) 14795
Erasure: Chorus

73320

Breath You Take-

The Singles
(ABM) 73924
Dying
(Arista(" 73u7nrdtrk.
Bon Jovi:
New Jersey
(Mercury) 00516
Pump Up The
Volume/Sdtrk.
(MCA) 44606
Depeche Mode:
Violator
(Sire) 73408

Scorpions:
Crazy World

Paula Abdul:
Spellbound

Red Hot Chili
Peppers: Blood
Sugar Sex Magik
(Warner) 11127
Roberta Flack: Set
The Night To Music
(Atlantic) 20518

New Edition:
Greatest Hits, Vol. 1
(MCA) 83623
Pixies:
Tromp Le Monde
(Elektra) 80319
Marc Cohn
(Atlantic) 82983

Belinda Carlisle:
Live Your Life Be
Free (MCA) 93638
Vanilla Ice:
To The Extreme
(SBKI 24689
Bela Fleck &
The Flecklones:
Flight 01 The
Cosmic Hippo
(Warner) 64436
John Cougar
Mellencamp:
Blg Daddy
(Mercury, 80064

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

BMG COMPACT DISC CLUB
P.O. Box 91412
INDIANAPOLIS IN 46209-9758

START WITH 4 COMPACT DISCS NOW!
Yes, start with any 4 compact discs shown
here! (Check box in coupon for Cassettes.)
You need buy just 1 more CD - not at regular
Club prices ($14.98 and up)- but at a whopping 50% -off regular Club prices , and take up
to one full year to do it Then choose 3 more
FREE! That's 8 smash CDs for just half the
price you'd expect to pay for just 1 great CD
and there's nothing more to buy... ever/ This
fantastic offer expires February 29th. It's available for a limited time only and will not be
repeated in 1992! (A shipping and handling
charge is added.)
HOW THE CLUB OPERATES You select from
hundreds of exciting CDs described in the
Club's magazine which is mailed to you approximately every three weeks (19 times a year).
Each issue highlights a Featured Selection in
your preferred music category. plus alternate
selections. If you'd like the Featured Selection,
do nothing. It will be sent to you automatically. If
you'd prefer an alternate selection. or none at
all, just return the card enclosed with each issue
of your magazine by the date specified on the
card. You will have at least 10 days to decide or
you may return your Featured Selection at our
expense. After you've completed your membership agreement, you may cancel at any time
simply by writing to us,. or remain and take
advantage of bonus savings.
FREE 10 -DAY TRIAL Listen to your 4 introductory selections for a full 10 days. If not satisfied, return them with no further obligation.
You send no money now. so complete the
postage -paid card and mail it today.
'1)A shipping/handling charge IS added
CD765 BMG Compact Disc Club. 6550 E 30th St Indianapolis.
IN 46219-1194 TRADEMARKS USED IN THE ADV'T ARE THE
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TEST REPORTS

MODE...DOLBY PRO LOGIC

Denon AVP-5000
A/V Preamplifier
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck labcraiories

.1. HE Denon AVP-5000 is a highly
versatile preamplifier with extensive video switching capabilities
and surround -sound features. Its
audio functions include digital
signal processing (DSP) that can

DSP chip. It also has a large number of
input and output ports that can accommodate virtually any array of companion components one might assemble.

be used for a number of purposes,
including Dolby Pro Logic surround

work their magic on audio signals from
analog as well as digital sources, while

decoding, ambience enhancement for
simulation of acoustic environments,
three -band parametric equalization,
and dynamic -range processing. In
fact, the AVP-5000 has two complete
DSP stages, which enables it to perform additional processing on the
Dolby Pro Logic output from the first
stage and, according to Denon, to cre-

output signals from digital inputs and
the DSP section are handled by six
high -quality digital -to -analog (D/A)
converters.
In normal operation, the only visible

ate

better environment simulations

than would be possible using a single

Built-in analog -to -digital (A/D) con-

verters enable the DSP circuits to

front -panel features are a large volume

knob, several buttons, and a narrow
display window, which Denon calls
the Multi -Function Display (MFD).
Below the window are small green
LED's, which light to show the sam-

piing frequency ula digital input signal
(32, 44, or 48 kHz), and a red overload
LED that indicates an excessive input

level to the Dolby Pro Logic circuits.
The exterior of the preamplifier, including its controls, is gold colored.
A hinged door across the entire bot-

tom of the panel swings down at a
touch to reveal sixteen buttons, two
small knobs (balance and input level),

a headphone jack, and an S -video
socket plus three phono jacks (labeled
VIDEO AUX) for temporary connection
of a camcorder or other A/V source.
The AVP-5000's rear panel is dense-

ly populated with gold-plated phono
jacks for video and analog audio input
signals from a wide variety of sources

including CD, tuner, TV, videodisc,
direct broadcast satellite (DBS), and
two audio and two video tape decks.
(There is no phono input.) Four pairs
of analog audio outputs are provided

for the VCR's and audio decks. All
video inputs and outputs are provided
with both S -video and RCA -type composite -video jacks. The preamplifier's

four pairs of main audio outputs are
STEREO REVIEW FEBRUARY 1992
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identified as front, center, rear, and

the display or on a video screen. The

mono (for driving an external powered

number and variety of these effects are
extraordinary; our space here does not

subwoofer or any other component
requiring a line -level mono signal).
There are video outputs to a monitor,
both for viewing selected video programs and for on -screen display of the
preamplifier's control status.
Digital signal connections include
optical input terminals for DBS, videodisc, CD, and DAT sources, coaxial
inputs for DBS and CD, and an optical

DAT output. Two special jacks are
provided for remote power switching
of one or two compatible Denon power amplifiers. There are three AC outlets, two of them switched.
Except for volume adjustment, all

normal operating functions of the
are performed through
pushbutton controls whose effects are
indicated by alphanumeric readouts in
AVP-5000

allow even a mere listing of all the
available choices, much less the range
of their settings.

pletely independent choice of audio
and video sources, and a similarly
independent selection of programs
for listening/viewing and recording,
provides almost total operating flexibility.

The normally visible front -panel

In addition to the normal stereo

buttons are power, two large function
controls marked AUDIO and VIDEO,

mode, a direct mode in which all digi-

and two smaller ones marked DIGITAL
IN and VIDEO SELECT. The video and

and a standard Dolby Pro Logic mode

audio controls select the corresponding input sources, toggling through the
available choices on successive operations. The DIGITAL IN button selects
digital audio inputs, and the VIDEO
SELECT button enables selection of
a video source different from the one
supplying the audio. Regardless of the
information previously displayed, the

corded in Dolby Surround, the AVP5000 has a Personal Logic mode that
enables the user to vary the normally
fixed parameters of Dolby Pro Logic
to suit individual taste. Both Dolby
modes provide outputs for front, rear,
and center channels, plus a phantom
center -channel option if no center
speaker is available. Personal Logic
can also be configured for Theater and
Dynamovie effects, which provide an
expanded dynamic range, for Cinema
response, which mimics the standard

display shows the selected source
as the control is operated. The com-

tal processing circuits are disabled,

for movies and video programs re-

theater treble rolloff, and for other
FEATURES
Audio inputs for DBS, TV, videodisc,
CD, tuner, two VCR's, two audio tape
decks, auxiliary
Video inputs for DBS, TV, videodisc
player, two VCR's
Video outputs for two monitors
(including on -screen control display)

All video inputs and outputs provided
with composite (RCA jack) and S video connectors

Audio outputs for VCR's, audio tape
decks
Line -level output pairs for front,
center, and rear channels, plus mono
Optical digital inputs for DBS,
videodisc, CD, DAT; coaxial digital
inputs for DBS and CD

Optical digital output for DAT
Three AC outlets (two switched)
Digital signal processing (DSP) for
nine surround modes (four- and six channel), including Dolby Pro Logic
and Personal Logic with user programmable parameters

Adjustable surround parameters
include bass, midrange, treble gain;
midrange Q; initial delay; room size;
low-pass cutoff for rear channels:
reverb level; liveness; dynamics

System remote control learns
commands for other components;
remote -control connections for one or
two Denon power amplifiers

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS
Output level at clipping: 9 volts
Sensitivity for a 0.5 -volt output: 75
mV (with input -level adjustment at
middle position)

A -weighted noise (referred to a 0.5 -

volt output): -93.5 dB
1,000 -Hz distortion (THD): 0.0038%
at 1 volt

De -emphasis error (digital): -0.25
dB at 16,000 Hz

Frequency response: analog, 20 to
20,000 Hz +0, -0.08 dB; digital, 2(1

to 20,000 Hz +0, -0.05 dB
Channel separation (digital): 80 dB
at 100 Hz, 77 dB at 1,000 Hz, 52 dB
at 20,000 Hz
Linearity error (digital): +0.06 dB

at -80 dB, +0.4 dB at -90 dB,
+0.23 dB at -100 dB

special effects.

Other surround -sound choices include Mono Movie, Classic Concert,
Rock Concert, Church, Jazz, Stadium, and Disco. These can be configured with a broad range of adjustable
parameters, including bass, midrange,
and treble levels, initial delay, room
size, low-pass filter cutoff, early reflection level, reverberation level,
liveness, and a number of others exclusive to the Personal Logic mode.
Parameters are chosen by sequential
operation of a button and varied using
separate plus and minus buttons. The
display shows the selected parameter
and setting as adjustments are made.
A peculiarity of the AVP-5000 is the

delay that is activated when any control is operated. The program is muted, and the display (which normally
shows only the mode in use, not the
source being heard) changes to show
the selected action. The muting and
special display remain in effect for at
least 3 seconds after completion of the
change, after which normal operation
resumes with the new setting in effect.
The delay in implementing changes
makes it difficult to judge their subjec-

tive effects, however. If you make a
number of changes together (frequency response, levels, and delays, for
example), you receive no feedback
while the adjustments are taking place

and for several seconds afterward.
Fortunately, there is an EFFECTS fea-
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YOU'VE LITERALLY NEVER SEEN OR HEARD
ANYTHING LIKE IT.

IT PLAYS MOVIES, CONCERTS AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS ON
LASERDISC WITH STUNNING PICTURE CLARITY AND CD SOUND.

IT ALSO LETS YOU PLAY AND PROGRAM FIVE CDs.

INTRODUCING THE WORLC'S FIRST 5-CD/LASERDISC PLAYER,
THE CLD-M90 FROM PIONEER.

FIVE HOURS OF CDs. TWO HOURS OF LASERDISC.
ZERO BOREDOM.
,eer Efectru

USA) Inc...

, Beach. CA.

Call 1-800-421-1606, ext. 123. for the dealer nearest you.

(V) PIONEER.
The Art of Entertainment

CLD-M90 5-CD/LaserDis.: Player
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cure that switches all the special effects on and off simultaneously, making it possible to assess the combined
result of a series of changes after they

have been made (but not while the
changes are in progress).
A system remote control is supplied

with the AVP-5000. It is a "learning"
type of controller, preprogrammed for

a number of Denon products. Although it duplicates most of the preamplifier's front -panel functions, the
nomenclature is not consistent, and it
takes extra time and effort to learn to
operate it effectively.

The AVP-5000 is a large, heavy
component, measuring 171/4 inches
wide, 51/4 inches high, and 16 inches
deep and weighing an impressive 31
pounds. Price: $2,500. Denon Ameri-

We also measured the performance

of the AVP-5000's built-in D/A converters, supplying them with the digital (electrical) output of a Denon DCD150011 CD player and measuring the
preamplifier's output. Its frequency
response was slightly flatter than that
of the player itself, with absolutely no
measurable response change from 40
to 20,000 Hz (probably less than 0.02
dB overall); response was down 0.35
dB at 10 Hz. The channel levels differed by 0.15 dB, although the player

nel audio functions, mostly in the direct (stereo) mode. The input sensitiv-

ity (for a 0.5 -volt reference output)
was 75 millivolts (mV), with the input level knob behind the hinged panel set

to its middle position. The maximum

output, at the clipping point, was 9
volts. The output impedance was 570
ohms (the center- and rear -channel
output impedances were 920 ohms).
The A -weighted output noise, referred
to a 0.5 -volt level, was - 93.5 dB.
The front -channel frequency re-

operating manual. The manual had

itself had perfectly matched output
levels.

easier. The remote control was, in

The linearity of the D/A converters
was superb, among the best we have
yet measured. The maximum output

some ways, even more confusing, although (as with the preamplifier itself)
the necessary information was present
somewhere in the manual if one was
lucky enough to find it.
The AVP-5000's weight was what
one might expect from a rather large

error was +0.4 dB at -90 dB, dropping to + 0.23 dB at -100 dB. Channel

Parsippany, NJ 07054.

Our measurements were essentially
limited to the AVP-5000's front -chan-

draft of the English version of the
some fifty-seven pages (photocopied
with two pages to a sheet), and it was
necessary to refer constantly to different sections of it while learning how to
operate the preamp. It was a long and
painful process, and the fact that the
control nomenclature was often less
than clear did not make the task any

ca, Inc., Dept. SR, 222 New Rd.,

Lab Tests

using any other audio or A/V component that was so difficult to master.
The test unit was a preproduction
model, accompanied by a preliminary

The Denon AVP-5000's
completely independent
choice of audio and video
sources, and similarly
independent selection for
listening/viewing and
recording, provides
almost total operating

power amplifier, and we wondered
what was responsible for it. Removing
the cover from the unit answered that

question handily. For one thing, the
cover (and probably most of the other
metalwork) was steel instead of alumi-

num, and the interior was filled with
well -populated circuit boards-layers
and layers of them. It was reminiscent
of the interior of our Audio Precision
System One test system, which is not
much larger than the AVP-5000 and
weighs a bit more.

flexibility.

Although we did not feel that we
were able to realize the full perfor-

sponse was flat within +0, -0.08 dB
from 20 to 80,000 Hz, falling to -4 dB

separation was 80 dB at 1,000 Hz,
narrowing to 76 to 79 dB at 1,000 Hz

mance potential of this unusual product in the time available to us, there
can no doubt that it is one of the most
full -featured high-performance pre-

at 200,000 Hz. With the balance con-

and 50 to 54 dB at 20,000 Hz. The

trol at its center-detent position, the

amplifiers on the market (as well as

maximum de -emphasis
-0.25 dB at 16,000 Hz.

one of the handsomest).

channel levels differed by 0.12 dB. At
1,000 Hz, the total harmonic distortion
plus noise (THD + N) was 0.009 percent at 5 to 6 volts output. A spectrum
analysis, excluding noise, showed distortion to be 0.0038 percent at 1 volt.
The Dolby Pro Logic circuit, which
has an excellent Auto Balance feature,
was very effective in keeping front and
center material up front: A sum (L +

R) signal was attenuated in the rear
outputs by 60 to 65 dB over most of the
audio range. The rear -channel response was rolled off at high frequen-

cies, as required by Dolby specifications, to -3 dB at 5,000 to 7,000 Hz
(there were similar differences in response between the two rear -channel
outputs in other measurements).
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error
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Comments
The electrical peformance of the
Denon AVP-5000 was excellent, and

nothing less than outstanding in its
digital section. In listening tests,
which included using Dolby Pro Logic
with laserdiscs and videocassettes as
well as CD's and FM broadcasts, the
subjective qualities of its audio perfor-

mance were exactly what we would
expect of a top -rank four -channel surround -sound system (we did not use a
separate center -channel speaker, but

the phantom center -channel setting
worked very well).
The AVP-5000 is unusually complex, however, and we cannot recall

In any case, we strongly recommend that the AVP-5000 be auditioned

at (and bought from) a well -qualified
dealer who understands its operation
and will be available to guide the purchaser for the time required to master
its many features. This is not a product
that anyone can expect to operate and
use effectively without extensive

study and hands-on practice. The reward is an extraordinary level of performance and flexibility for almost any
audio -video system one could imag-

ine. If you are planning a sophisticated A/V setup, you should take the
time to find out everything this very

ambitious preamplifier can do for
you. We know of nothing else quite
like it.

HENRY Mariam
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AVAILABLE NOW AT

What
good is
Single Bit
if you miss
a single
note?

Today, more and more CD Player manufacturers are making Single Bit the digital
format of choice. Gone are the low level
linearity problems that plagued multi -bit players which resulted in a loss of musical detail
during quieter passages. Gone is the
harshness that came from improper bit calibration or the shifting of calibration through time
and use.

In their haste to rally around this newer, simpler
technology however, many manufacturers
have overlooked certain sonic characteristics
of Single Bit After all,
what good is it if every
single note isn't perfect?
The first is a phenomenon called CD Jitter.
Because of the incredible speed at which a

Single Bit DiA Converter has tc work,
timing errors may
occur. In and ble terms,

The smaller, bar -shaped

OnkyoAccuPulseQuartz
oscillator shown at right
prevents timing error
vibrations far more effectively

than the conventional
these errors manifest
oscillator at left.
themselves as distortion
that you hear as muddiness in the bass and lack
of clarity in the midrange at high volume levels.

,tx,01070,77

Onkyo resolves this via
our proprietary
AccuPulse Quartz
System. It uses a
special quartz
oscillator clocking
mechanism that
maintains rock
solid stability
throughout the
digital -to -analog

conversion process. The
result is a degree of sonic realism
you'l notice from the instant the disc
begins playing.

All Single Bit systems must
also incorporate some
sort of Noise Shaping
to remove unwanted
switching noise inherent in the high speed
D/A conversion. Other
companies reduce this
noise on a continuous
slope from the high to
low frequencies, in the
belief the music will mask the
noise in those areas it might be
audible. Onkyo's Zero Shift Noise
Shaper technology takes a
different approach by completely eliminating noise in
the middle of the frequency
range where the most critical
and complex musical information
is contained.
Finally, the process by which Single Bit
works, called Pulse Width Modulation, can
allow small amounts of distortion to creep into
the analog output signal. Again, most manufacturers are willing to let this pass, confident it will
be obscured by the music. Onkyo's dedication
to high fidelity won't allow us to take this
chance. Through a phase inversion process we
call our Complementary Distortion Canceler,
any chance of distortion reaching the output
signal is removed.

Buying a Single Bit CD Player shouldn't require
a degree in engineering, just a few questions to
insure the player is giving you the best single
bit performance possible. You'll find that the
answer will be Onkyo.

°Mint°.

200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ 07446 201-825-7950

TEST REPORTS
of the usual 90 degrees. Tannoy points
out that the smaller panels in a hexago-

nal cabinet tend to have higher reso-

nant frequencies than the panels of
conventional enclosures, so that they
are less likely to be excited by the low -

frequency output of the woofer. A
central brace running through the
length of each Sixes -series cabinet is

bonded to the top and bottom caps,
pulling the cabinet into a rigid structure. The cabinets are available finished in simulated black ash or walnut,
with marbleized tops.

Diffraction is minimized by driver
frames that blend smoothly into the
front panel and a framed grille cloth
that is positioned in front of the panel

with a 1/2 -inch open gap around its
periphery. In addition, the 120 -degree
angles between the side panels and the

front panel provide a gradual transition for sound waves as they pass
around the cabinet.
The Tannoy Model 603 is a two-way
system, with a 5 -inch bass driver in a

ported enclosure crossing over at
3,500 Hz to a 1 -inch aluminum -dome
tweeter. The crossover network uses
iron -dust -core inductors and polypropylene capacitors. The bass driver has
an injection -molded copolymer cone
with a concave injection -molded dust
cap. The cone is molded with a varying
thickness, greatest near the voice coil
to minimize cone breakup.
The tweeter's high -temperature

voice coil is wound on a Kapton former, and it is damped and cooled by
ferrofluid. Tannoy claims a frequency
response up to 30,000 Hz ±3 dB for

Tannoy Model 603
Loudspeaker System
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

TANNOY, one of the oldest British
loudspeaker manufacturers, recently announced a new series of
speakers, the Sixes, in the devel-

opment of which the company
says every aspect of speaker design was re-examined. We tested the
smallest of the series, the Model 603,
whose basic qualities are also incorporated in the six larger models.
In general, loudspeaker enclosures
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have internal resonances, some degree of panel vibration, and external
features that produce diffraction of the
acoustic output, distorting the spatial
qualities of stereo reproduction. In the

Tannoy Sixes, the use of hexagonal
cabinets is said to minimize internal
standing waves and resonances, in
part because there are four different
sizes among the six panels, which
meet at angles of 120 degrees instead

the tweeter, whose dome is protected
by a metal grille.
The cabinet's back panel contains

the woofer port and the input terminals. The system is designed to be
compatible with biwired or biamplified operation: The woofer and tweeter connections are brought out separately to heavy-duty binding posts that
accept wire ends, lugs, or single banana plugs (they are spaced too widely

for dual banana plugs). The terminals
are joined by captive shorting links for
conventional operation.
Tannoy recommends that smaller
models in the Sixes series, including
the Model 603, be mounted on rigid
stands for the best imaging. The company offers a series of stands specifically designed for the Sixes, with hexagonal top and floor plates that match
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Bryan Adams -Waking Up The Natalie Cols-Untorgettable. Eric Clapton-24 Nights.
Neighbors. Can't Stop This Thing Title cut. The Very Thought Of Watch Yours'elf, many more
We Started. etc (A&M)

429.779

You. etc (Elektra)

Kenny Loggins-Leap 01

Patti LaBelle-Burnin'

Faith (Columbia)

(MCA:

430.256
REO Speedwagon-The
Second Decade Of Rock
And Roll 1981 & 1991 (Epic)

430.025

Queen Latltah-Nature Of
A Sista (Tommy Boy)
429 985

Bob Marley & The Wailers

-Legend (Island) 337857
Aerosmith-Toys In The
Attic (Columba)

254.912

James Ingram -The

430.074

Rett-Ratt 8 Roll (Atlantic)
427.799
Randy Travis -High
Lonesome (Warner Bros )

427.666
The Best Of Atlanta
Rhythm Section (Polydor)
427.500
Simple Minds -Real Life
(ABM)
427.203
Boyz N The Hood -Music
From The Motion Picture

Power Of Great Music
(Warner Bros)
429480

(Owest/Warner Bros )

Nancy Wilson -With My

The Rippingtons-

Lover Beside Me
(Columbia)
429225

422-279

426.908

Curves Ahead (GAP)

426.874

Bell Bly Devce-WBBDBoototy - The Remix
429217

VAN NAB

Album (MCA)

Jethro Tull -Catfish
Rising (Chrysalis) 428.870
The Smithereens -"Blow
Up" (Capitol)

428.854

Cheap Trick -The
Greatest Hits (Epic)
428.656
Jerry Garcia Band (Arista)

428-425/398.420
Squeeze -Play (Reprise)
425.777

Lisette MelendezTogether Forever
(Columbia)

428.391

Mark Whitfield -Patrice
(Warner Bros )

428.342

Fourplay-Fourplay
(Warner Bros)

428.334

Nell DiamondLovescape (Columbia)
428.318

The Cult -Ceremony
(Sire/Reprise)
428300
Branford Marsalis-The

Beautyful Ones Are Not
Yet Born (Columbia)
428.078

Eddie Money -Right Here
428.037
(Columba)
Public Enemy Apocalypse 91 The
Enemy Strikes Black
(Del Jam/Columbia)
428.003

Richt* Sambora-

Stranger In This Town
427.831
(Mercury)

Reba McEntire -For My
Broken Heart (MCA)

430090

COLT. 11111

ALANk. CAR% VC flirDf.4

Van Helen -For Unlawful
Carnal Knowledge
(Warner Bros I
420-273
Chick Coma Elektric
Band -Beneath The Mask
(GRP)
426-866
New Jack City -Various
Artists (Giant)
426.825

Acoustic Alchemy -Back
On The Case (GRP)

426.742

Vanessa Williams -The
Comfort Zone (Wing)
426.510

The KLF-White Room
(Arista)

426.304

Robert Cray Band Strong Persuader (Poiydor)

426189
John Lucien -Listen Love
426122
(Mercury)
Seal (Sire/Warner Bros )

425.827

Stevie NicksTimespace The Best Of
Stevie Nicks (Modern)
425.694
Corigllano: Symphony
No. 1 Barenboim. cond.
(Erato)
426.262
Naughty By Nature
(Tommy Boy)

429993

(Reprise)

430.249/390.245

Tom Petty & -he
Heartbreakers -Into The

Prince And The New Power Gen- Marlah Carey -Emotions.
eration-Diamonds And Deans. Title cut plus. Can't Let Go
Cream. etc (Paisley Park) 427.419 etc (Columbia)
428.029

Basle -Brave New Hope
428.722

(Epic)

Great Wide Open (MCA)
429.795

Eric Clapton-Time

Robyn Hitch:ock And
The Egyptiass-Perspex

Clacton (Poi dor) 423.467
Bon Jovi-E laze 01 Glory/

Island (A&M)

425.645

Aaron Nevills-Warm
Your Heart (A&Nr) 425-611

Wynton Marsalls-Thick
In The South Vol. I Soul
Gestures In Southern Blue
(Columbia)
425.587
Klx-Hot Wirs (East-West)
425.421

Rod Stewart -Downtown
Train/Greatest Hits Selections Fr)m The
Storyteller Ar thology
(Warner Bros
425-322
The Wonder Stuff -Never
Loved Elvis (Polydor)
424.903
The LA's
(Go' London)
424-895
The Moody Blues -Keys
01 The Kingdom
(Threshold)
424-689
Sting -The Soul Cages
(A8M)
424.440

Pieces/Best Of Eric

Young Guns II Original
Soundtrack (Mercury)
423.400
Mozart: Piano Concertos
Nos. 21 & 27. Perahia.
Chamber Or.:h. of Europe
423.343
(Sony Classical)

Foreigner -Unusual Heat
423.160

(Atlantic)

David Sanborn -Another
Hand (Elektr.3/Musician)
423.103

Brahma: Violin
Concertos Nigel
Kennedy, Klaus
Tennstadt, London
Phil (EMI)
423.004
Vanilla Ice -Extremely
422.899
Live (SBK)
John Wililaass-I Love A

Peaceful Journey (MCA)
424.416

Woodface (Capitol)

Together - Th3 Duet
(Columba)
424-408

Original Cast -Phantom
Of The Opera (Polydor)

424.333
Roger Waters -The Wall Berlin 1990 (Mercury)
423 855/393.850
Tears For Fears -Songs
From The Big Chair
(Mercury)
423.848

Rush-Movir g Pictures
(Mercury)

423-798

Rush -Chronicles
(Greatest Hits) (Mercury)

423 780/393.785
Righteous Brothers -The
Very Best Of -Unchained
423.772
Melody (Verve)
The Allman Brothers
Band -Brothers & Sisters
(Polydon
423.624
John Cougar
Mellencamp
-Uh-Huh (Aria) 423.574
James Taylor -New Moon
Shine (Columbia) 429.209

428.359

Spyro Gyra-Collection
(GRP)
420950
Alan Jackson -Don't
Rock The Jukebox (Arista)

Crowded House422.253

Lynyrd Sky-1rd Band 422.238
The Allman Brothers
Band -Shades Of Two
1991

Worlds (Epic)

422.212

Bad English -Backlash
422.170

(Epic)

Roger N3rringtonRossini. Jvertures London
Classics Players (Angel)
420.521
Rosette -Joyride (EMI)
419.556

Backroads (Columbia)
416.909

Great White -Hooked
(Capitol)

416.784

David Lee Roth -A Little
Ain't Enough (Warner
Bross
416.610

Yellowlackets-Greenhouse (GRP)

416.198

Molly Hatchet -Greatest
Hits (Epic)

416.099

Gloria Estetan-Into The
C 8 C Music Factory Gonna Make You Sweat
(Columbia)
416.933

Karyn White -Ritual Of
Love (Warner Bros )
420- 356

The Manhattan Transfer
-The Olbeat Of Avenues
(Columba)
420.208
The Cru seders -Healing
The Wounds (GRP)

419-952
Coolins At The Playground
Ya' Know! (Motown)
419.903
Said (Virgin)

Stoopid (E pic)

Pat Benstar-True Love
(Chrysalm)

418-814

418.624

Passion (Private Music)
421.685

ZZ Top- Recycler

Frank Sinatra -Capitol

Joe Walsh -Ordinary
Average 3uy

(Warner Bros )

(Epic/Associated)

418.491

418.012

The Cosnic Hippo
(Warner Bros)

415.943

Big Audio Dynamite II The Globe (Columbia)
414.649

Madonna -Immaculate
Collection (Greatest Hits)
(Warner Bros /Sire) 414-557
Firehouse (Epic) 414-318

The Traveling WilburysVol. 3 (Warner Bros
413.872
Wilbury)

Steve WinwoodRefugees Of The Heart

(Won)
413.005
Paul Simon -The Rhythm
Of The Saints
(Warner Bros)

412809

David BowieChang.esbowie (Greatest
Hits) (Rykodisc)
412-247

Dolly Parton -Eagle
When She Flies
(Columbia)

412.171

Fever Soundtrack
(Motown)

412.130

INXS-"X" (Atlantic)

Flecktores-Flight Of

(Elektra)

Light (Epic)

Stevie Wonder -Jungle

Bela Fleck it The

The Doors -In Concert
Red Hot Chill Peppers -

Paul McCartney -

Piazzolla. Five Tango
Sensations
(Elektra/Nonesuch)416.586

Alice Cooper -Hey

Blood Sugar Sex Magik
(Warner Bros)
428-367

417.691
417-519

Divinyis (Virgin)

Kronos Quartet -Astor

Lenny Kravitz -Mama

421.115/391-110

(SEM)

Ricky Van Shelton-

420.570

Jahmekya (wirgin) 422.139
Electronic (Warner Bros )
422.097

Collectors Series (Greatest
Hits) (Capitol)
421.651
Marc Cohn Atlantic)
421-552

Jesus Jones -Doubt

Hall (Sony Classical)

Another Bad Creation-

422.063
Yanni-Reflections Of

426148
Yes -Union (Arista)
417.824

Tripping The Live
Fantastic -Highlights
(Capitol)
417.477

Ziggy Marley & The

Melody Makers-

Trisha Yearwood (MCA)

420935
Alison Moyet-Hoodoo
420919
(Columbia)
MIdori-Live At Carnegie

Lisa Lisa And Cult Jam -

Heavy D. & The Boyz-

harmony. Motownphilly.
more (Motown)
424.754

Street (Warner Bros )

Parade (Sony Classical)
422.717

Straight Outta Hell's
Kitchen (Columba)
422.410

Johnny Matt-ls-Better

Dire Straits -On Every

Boyz II Men-CooleyhIgh-

412.106

420.315

Bette Midler-Some

Ozzy Osboume-No

People's Lives (Atlantic)
411.934

More Tears
(Epic/Associated)

(Mercury)
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Scorpions -Crazy World

428.128

423-608

MORE SELECTIONS

Ved

r416.

Bonnie Raitt-Luck Of The Draw. Some-

John Mellencamp-Whenever We Wanted.

thing To Talk About: etc. (Capitol) 423.186

Get A Leg Up. etc. (MercL,ry)

430.231

Color Me Badd-C.M.B. I Wanna Sex You
The Commitments -Original Motion Picture
Soundtrack ',a,r1 Of Fools, etc (MCA) 429.753 Up: many more (Giant Reprise) 426916

ANY 8 CDs FOR A PEN

The Psychedelic Furs -

World Outside (Columbia)
422.055

Whitney Houston -I'm
Your Baby Tonight (Arista)
411.710

Warrant -Cherry Pie
411.389

(Columbia)

Marlah Carey (Columbia)
407.510

Skid Row -Slave To The
Grind (Atlantic)
422.220
Boston (Epic)

R.E.M.-Green

269.209

(Warner Bros)

Harry Connick, Jr. -We

The Bernstein Songbook
-Selections from West

Are In Love (Columbia)
406.645

Side Story, On The Town.
etc. (CBS)
371.088

Vladimir Horowitz -The
Last Recording

Marvin Gaye -Greatest
Hits (Motown)
367-565

(Sony Classical)

Amy Grant -Heart In
Motion (A8M)
424.457
Toto-Past To Present
1977-1990 (Columbia)
411.371

The Vaughan Brothers Family Style
(Epic/Associated)

411.306

George Michael -Listen
Without Prejudice, Vol. I
411.181
(Columbia)

405.985
Bangles -Greatest Hits
(Columbia)
405.977
Damn Yankees
(Warner Bros)
405-886
Depeche Mode -Violator
405.423
(Sire/Reprise)
Pretty Woman -Original
Soundtrack (EMI) 405.407
Slaughter -Stick It To Ya
(Chrysalis)
404-830
M.C. Hammer -Please

410.662

Edge (Atco)

Living Colour -Times Up

410-357

(Epic)

The Police -Every Breath
The Singles
You Take
(AMA)

348.318

Of Dizzy Gillespie (Pablo)

Concert (CTI)

Billie Holiday -From The

423.251

Josephine Baker

Ong. Dacca Masters
354.985
(MCA)

(DCC Compact Classics)
420 729/390 - 724

(Capitol)

Best Of Thelonious Monk
419.663
The Best Of Herble
Hancock (Blue Note)
(Blue Note)

401.752

401.646
Kenny G -Live (Arista)
401.505

419.408

(Chrysalis)

367- 557

421.982

Duran Duran -Decade

401-869

Dizzy Gillespie -The Best

427.880
Chet Baker/Gerry
Mulligan -Carnegie Hall

Hits Sound Of Money
403-428
(Columbia)

Pat Benatar-Best Shots

349.803

Picture Soundtrack
373.332
(Columbia)

Capitol: (Rhino)

New York (Epic)

Moondance (Warner Bros )

Bird -Original Motion

The Best Of Nat King
Cole Trlo-Jumpin. At

Basis -London Warsaw

Van Morrison-

Armstrong Volume V Louis
In New York
(CL Jazz Masterpieces)

Sarah Vaughan -The

Duke Ellington Orch.
Count Basle Orch.-First

Time The Count Meets
The Duke
(CL Jazz/Masterpieces)
353.078

The Dave Brubeck
Quartet -Time Out
(CL Jazz Masterpieces)

353.060

Divine (Columbia)

374-280/394.288

Chicago -Greatest Hits

John Coltrane -Giant

1982-1989 (Reprise)

401.166

Steps (Atlantic)

Eric Clapton-Journey400457
Man (Reprise)
Janet Jackson -Rhythm
Nation 1814 (A8M) 388-918

Billy Joel -Storm Front
387.902

Michael Bolton -Time,

(Columbia)

Love 8 Tenderness
415.711
(Columbia)

Michael Bolton -Soul

Holliss-Epic Anthology

409.730

(Epic)

Poison -Flesh 8 Blood
(Capitol/Enigma) 408.963
Jane's Addiction -Ritual
De Lo Habitual

Provider (Columbia)
383-083

Tom Petty -Full Moon

353.045

Fever (MCA)

382-184

Greatest Hits (Warner
375.782
Bros)

Hits (MCA)

Journey -Greatest Hits

381.129

To Change (Warner Bros )

EMF-Schubert Dip (EMI)
421.487

Time (Capitol)

375.279

(Columbia)

Bonnie Raitt-Nick Of

422113

Fleetwood Mac -

Skynyrd's Innyrds Greatest

Lynyrd Skynyrd Band-

(Warner Bros )

407.098
Travis Mitt -It's All About

Pretenders -The Singles

The Who -Who's Better,
Who's Best (MCA) 376.657

381.087

Van Haien-For Unlawful
Carnal Knowledge
(Warner Bros )
420.273

Offender (EMil

380.915

Joni Mitchell -Court and
Spark (Asylum)
(Sire)

367.102
362.541

George Michael -Faith
362.228
(Columbia)
INKS -Kick (Atlantic)
361-519

Best Of The Doors
(Elektra) 357-616/397.612
U2 -The Joshua Tree
354-449
(Island)
Traffic -The Low Spark Of
High Heeled Boys (Island)
351.924
R.E.M.-Out Of Time
(Warner Bros)
417.923

1992. The Columbia House Company

with Iwo numbers contain 2 CDs and count as 2 -so write in bott, numbers

Send these 8 CDs for it

COLUMBIA HOUSE, 1400 N. Fruitridge Ave.
P.O. Box 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1129

(Columbia)

Write one number in each box.

Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined in this

411.587

Billy Joel -Piano Man
(Columbia)
239.863
Rolling Stones -Sticky

The Byrds-Greatest Hits
342.501

Fingers (Rolling Stones
Rec )

350.645

Bad Company -10 From 6
(Atlantic)
341313
Jimmy Buffett -Greatest
Hits (MCA)

339.911

The Cars -Greatest Hits
(Elektral
339.903
Bob Marley 8 The Wailers
-Legend (Island) 337.857
Pixies-Trompe Le Monde
(Elektra)
429571
Billy Joel -Greatest Hits

Harry Connick, Jr -Blue
Light, Red Light

Vols. 1 & 2 (Columbia)

(Columbia)

336.396/396390
Motown's 25 I1 Hits

James Taylor -Greatest

(Motown) 319.996/399-998

U Top -Eliminator
(Warner Bros)

319.624

Elton John -Greatest Hits
(MCA)
319541
Foreigner -Records
(Atlantic)
318055
Dan Fogelberg -Greatest
Hits (Full Moon/Epic)
317.149

Stevie Wonder-Orig.
314.997/394.999
Creedence Clearwater
Revival -20 Greatest Hits

From The Closet

Time Hits, Vols. 1 8 2
(Columbia Special Prod )
377 945

In U.S.A. (Capitol) 346.445

(CL Jazz Masterpieces)

Richard Marx -Repeat

Roy Orbison-The All -

The Beach Boys -Made

Hits) (Tamla)

371.591

378.406

Fences (Capitol)

421.024

Musiquarium I (Greatest

John Lennon/Yoko Ono
-Double Fantasy (Capitol)
380.774
Grateful Dead -Skeletons
(Warner Bros )

Garth Brooks -No

Prince-Homebase

Miles Davis -Kind of Blue

Robert Palmer Addictions, Volume One
(Island)
400.937

See details below.
DJ Jazzy Jeff 8 Fresh
(Jive/RCA)

Louts Armstrong -Louis

Eddie Money -Greatest

Knock You Out (Del Jam/
411.165
Columbia)

418.848

Of Love (Epic)

LEGENDARY JAZZ

Hammer, Don't Hurt 'Em
403.477
(Capitol)

L.L. Cool J -Mama Said

AC/DC-The Razor's

375.162

Luther Vandross-Power

AND A CHANCE TO GET
ONE MORE CD -FREE!

429.191

Hits (Warner Bros (291.302

Wilson Phillips (SBK)
406.793
Buddy Holly -From The
Ong Master Tapes (MCA)
348110

Martika-Martika's
Kitchen (Columbia)411.900

Fleetwood Mac Rumours (Warner Bros )
286.914

Eagles -Greatest Hits
1971-1975 (Asylum)

287.003

308049
Aerosmith-Greatest Hits
(Columbia)
306225
(Fantasy)

Best Of Carly Simon
291856
Jim! Hendrix Experience
-Smash Hits (Reprise)
(Elektra)

291.641

Bob Dylan -Greatest Hits
138.586

(Columbia)

Extreme-Pornogratfith
409003
(NW)

Paula Abdul -Spellbound
(V,rgir)
420.257
Chris Isaak-Heart
Shaped World (Reprise)
386-144

HERE'S HOW TO GET YOUR 8 CDs FOR 1c...

Just mail the coupon together with check or money
order for $1.86 (that's 10 for your first 8 CDs, plus $1.85
for shipping and handling).

You agree to buy just six more selections in the next
three years. at regular Club prices (currently $12,98 to
S15.98, plus shipping and handling) -and you may cancel
membership at any time after doing so,
Free Music Magazine sent every four weeks (up to 13
times a year), describing the Regular Selection for your
listening interest, plus hundreds of alternates, And Special
Selection mailings up to six times a year (total of up to 19
buying opportunities).

Buy only what you want! If you want the Regular or

advertisement. I am enclosing check or money order for $1.86 (that's 10 for the 8

CDs indicated here, plus $1.85 for shipping and handling). I agree to buy six
selections, at regular Club prices, in the next three years -and may cancel

Special Selection, do nothing -it will be sent automatically.

membership anytime after doing so.

Specified.

If you'd prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, just

mail the response card always provided by the date
You always have 10 days to decide; if not, you may

My main musical interest is (check one): (But I may always choose from any category)
Modem Rock C Light Sounds El Rap
Soft Rock
E Hard Rock
L.L. Cool J.
Bette Midler,
Michael Bolton. R.E M..
Van Helen.
Heavy 0 8 The Boyz
Carly Simon
George Michael Jesus Jones
ZZ Top
Jazz
Crusaders.
Earl Klugh

return the Selection at our expense.

Half -Price Bonus Plan. If you continue your

membership after fulfilling your obligation, you'll be eligible
for our money -saving bonus plan. It lets you buy one CD
at half-price for each CD you buy at regular Club price.

E Dance Pop
C&C Music Factory

1= R&B/Soul C Easy Listening
Frank Sinatra,
Guy. Luther
Sheena Easton
Ray Conniff
Vandross
Classical: V Horowitz, I Perlman
C Country: Randy Travis, Ricky Van Shelton

C Heavy Metal

,

Skid Row,
Warrant

C Mr.
C Mrs.
Miss

Age
Prins First Nome

Ind.)

Address

Last Nome

Apt.

10 -Day Risk -Free Trial. We'll send details of the
Club's operation with your introductory package. If not

II

satisfied, return everything within 10 days for a full refund
and no further obligation,

Extra Bonus Offer:

right now at the super -low price of only S6.95 -and you
are then entitled to take an extra CD as a bonus FREE!
And you'll receive your discounted CD and your bonus CD
with your 8 introductory selections -a total of 10 CDs in
alit

..and I'm entitled to get
this extra CD FREE!

House. 1400 N. Fruitridge Ave, Terre Haute, IN 47811-1129.

City

Zip
Do you have a VCR? (OA) C Yes E No
Do you have a credit card? (03) 0 Yes C No

Extra Bonus Offer: you may take one additional CD

also send one more CD
now, for which I am enclosing
an additional $6.95.

If the application is missing, write to: Columbia

State

384/S92

Note: we reserve the Opt to mesa any applocabon or cancel any mernDershop These offers not evadable in APO. FPO
Massa Metres. Puerto Am. wale for details of alienate. otter Canackan resaSents will be serviced from Toronto
Applicable sales tax added to an orders

EMS -8F -RN
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TEST REPORTS
the appearance of the speakers. The
relatively light aluminum stands have
hollow columns that can be filled with
sand or lead shot for added weight.
They are fitted with floor spikes, and
for rigidity the speaker support plate is

was between 0.8 and 3 percent from 80
to 2,000 Hz, rising to 7.5 percent at 40
Hz. Considerable wind noise could be

bottom of the speaker cabinet.
The Tannoy Model 603's specifications include a recommended amplifier power of 10 to 70 watts per channel
(peak power, 120 watts), nominal im-

heard from the port at the lowest frequencies, and this undoubtedly accounted for part of the distortion reading, which included noise. Reducing
the drive to the standard sensitivity measurement level of 2.83 volts lowered the distortion only slightly.
The slightly high bass distortion
readings were not surprising in view of

pedance of 6 ohms (minimum, 4

the system's tiny woofer. Nonethe-

ohms), sensitivity of 86 dB sound pressure level (SPL) at I meter with

less, the Model 603 was able to handle
substantial power levels in single -cy-

2.83 volts input, frequency response
of 60 to 30,000 Hz ± 3 dB, and cross-

Tannoy, Dept. SR, 141 Linden St.,

cle bursts without undue distortion or
damage. At 100 Hz, the woofer cone
bottomed with a rasp at 105 watts into
its 15 -ohm impedance. At higher frequencies the amplifier clipped before
serious distortion occurred, at 700 to
800 watts output into the speaker's 8 -

Suite G 10A, Wellesley, MA 02181.

to 9 -ohm impedance.

Lab Tests

Comments

screwed into threaded holes in the

over frequency of 3,500 Hz. The
speaker measures 81/2 x 13 x 6 inches,
and it weighs 81/4 pounds. Price: $279 a
pair; matching 6s3 stands, $149 a pair.

From our first hearing, the Tannoy

speakers on their stands, without any
added weight. They were placed about
3 or 4 feet from the wall behind them, 7
feet apart, and 4 feet from side walls.
The averaged room response from

603 compared very favorably with

limit of our measurements. Combining

the close-miked woofer and port responses yielded a very smooth bass
curve that varied only ±1.5 dB from
50 to 500 Hz and sloped down gently
from 500 Hz to the 3,500 -Hz crossover

point. It overlaid the room response
very closely from 100 to 4,000 Hz,
producing a composite response curve
whose highest point was between 80
and 200 Hz, sloping gently down about
6 dB to the average level in the treble.
The composite curve corresponded
almost exactly to the curve we visual-

as well) had a lot to do with what I
heard. It sounded as flat as it measured, which is very good indeed.
Did it sound like a $1,000 -a -pair
speaker? Perhaps not, if you consider

all aspects of its performance, but it
most certainly did not sound like a
$279 -a -pair speaker. I was struck from

the start by its accuracy in the upper
bass, where most speakers, at any

price, add a chestiness that I find
unpleasant. There was also a total
absence of "sizzle" at the highest
frequencies, yet the treble response
was nearly as flat as we have ever
measured from a speaker.

Although the Tannoy Model 603
doesn't have much "real" low bass, it
creates a satisfying illusion of having
it-until you compare it with a speaker
that does have it. The real reason, I
suspect, for the astonishing sound of

this speaker is its balance, with all

We tested the Tannoy Model 603

the two speakers was flat within ±2
dB from 600 to 20,000 Hz, the upper

design of the Model 603's unconventional cabinet (and probably its drivers

some other speakers costing several
times its modest price. Apart from an
extraordinary smoothness and lack of
coloration, the Model 603's projected
one of the best sound stages I have

heard in our listening room. The
speakers almost disappeared, leaving

the sound filling the end of the room
and extending well back of the speak-

ers. A speaker of this size and price
simply should not sound that good,
given the laws of physics and econom-

ics. But it seems to be possible to
stretch those laws a bit. I can only
assume that Tannoy's efforts in the

frequencies within its operating range
being generated in plausible proportions. Obviously, this is not a speaker
that can be played at ear-splitting levels without exacting a price. It is not a

miracle worker, and if the program
contains really deep bass, an oversup-

ply of drive will cause some unpleasant sounds to emerge from the speaker's port, if not from the woofer cone.
Testing and listening to the Tannoy
Model 603 provided one of the most
pleasant surprises I have had in some

time. It is a wonderful value, even
adding in the price of the optional
stands, which considerably simplify
placing the speakers for best results. El

ized mentally while first listening to
the speakers (as always, initial listening preceded testing, with more listening following the measurements). It is
unusual for our subjective response to
agree so closely with measurements.

The minimum system impedance
was 5.2 ohms at 225 Hz, with another

dip to 6 ohms at 52 Hz. Maximum
readings of 20 to 21 ohms occurred at

25, 90, and 3,500 Hz (the crossover
frequency). Sensitivity was 86 dB, as
rated. When we drove the system with

xicl
-

,e

,.

4.5 volts, corresponding to an output
SPL of 90 dB, the woofer distortion
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phone coupler that simulates the air
volume enclosed by the phones on the
ears of a typical listener. Since the size
and shape of this air volume can have a
great effect on the frequency response
(above a few kilohertz) at the wearer's

eardrum, this measurement is princi-

pally useful for comparing different
phones rather than for defining the
sound quality that will be produced by
any particular headphone.

The AKG K-500 was
about as comfortable a
headphone as I've worn,
lighter than most with any
claim to high fidelity.
We measured the frequency response by several different methods in

the hope that less ambiguous results
might be obtained. There were general

similarities between all the resulting
curves, though they differed somewhat in their details. Our ultimate aim
was to try to correlate these data with

AKG K-500
Stereo Headphones
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

.1. HE AKG K-500 is a lightweight,
circumaural stereo headphone set
combining a wide frequency
range with above -average wear-

ing comfort. The earpieces are
fitted with soft, comfortable cushions, and the backs are made of perfo-

rated metal. The outer section of the
cushion pivots relative to the smaller
section, which contains the driver element, to fit the wearer's head snugly
yet comfortably.
The earpieces are mounted on two
light, curved tubular elements, which
also support a soft leather headband

reveals a stereo mini plug that forms
an integral part of the larger plug.
Specifications for the AKG K-500
include a bandwidth of 15 to 27,000 Hz
(no tolerance stated), an impedance of
120 ohms, and power handling of 200

milliwatts (mW). Rated sensitivity is a
94 -dB sound -pressure level (SPL)
with an input of 1 mW. That implies an
ability to generate an SPL of 117 dB,
which is more than anyone will ever
need (extended listening at such levels

can cause permanent hearing damage). The headphones weigh just over

that is free to slide about an inch above

8 ounces (not including the cord).
Price: $229. AKG, Dept. SR, 1525

each ear for fit. The straight 10 -foot

Alvarado St., San Leandro, CA 94577.

connecting cord emerges from the left
earpiece. It has a handsome polished -

Lab Tests

brass stereo phone plug at its other

We measured the AKG K -500's frequency response on a standard head-

end; unscrewing the quarter -inch plug
34
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what we heard from the phones.
All of the response curves showed

considerable irregularity at high frequencies (above 5,000 Hz), which is
typical of coupler measurements.
Nonetheless, the peaks and dips were
at about the same frequencies, though
sometimes with very different magni-

tudes, in all the curves, showing that
they were indeed effects of the combined headphone and coupler system
rather than of the measurements.

The "best looking" curve, which
also appeared to be consistent with the
sound of the phones, was made with a

pink -noise driving signal and measured with a scanning one -third -octave filter. The response varied less

than ±2 dB from 50 to 3,000 Hz.
Below 50 Hz, it dropped smoothly to
- 10 dB at 25 Hz. Following a 3 -dB dip
at 3,500 Hz and a 3 -dB rise at 5,000 Hz,

the response fell to -4 dB at 8,000 to
10,000 Hz and eventually dropped off
above 13,000 Hz (close to the upper
limit of the microphone's response) to
- 10 dB at 17,000 Hz.
With a stepping sine -wave test signal, the response shape was similar,

with somewhat narrower and larger
peaks and holes at high frequencies.

TEST REPORTS
An FFT response plot with a noise burst signal (an MLS, or maximum
length sequence, measurement) resembled the sine -wave response in its

shape but had irregularities of about
the same size as those in our swept filter measurement.
The impedance of each headpiece
was 130 ohms at 110 Hz, with a minimum of about 100 ohms at 20 and 1,000

Hz and a smooth rise at high frequencies to about 150 ohms at 20,000 Hz.

We measured the distortion of the
phones at 50 Hz (nonlinear distortion
was negligible at middle and high frequencies) using input levels of 1 to 5

volts (9 to 220 mW). The distortion,
principally second -harmonic, ranged
from 2.2 percent at 1 volt to 7 percent
at 5 volts.

Comments
The AKG K -500's measurements
compared very favorably with those of
other good dynamic headphones we

have tested in the past. The bass in
particular, while not reaching down as
far as the manufacturer's ratings implied, was smooth and uncolored, and

very healthy down to 40 or 50 Hz.
Very few phones go deeper than that,
and they usually cost quite a bit more
than the K-500.

The overall sound quality was excellent. It was airy and light when the
program called for that quality, but the

K-500 also came about as close to
delivering the skin -massaging effect of
a large speaker system as is possible
with headphones.
Many phones that have very appeal-

ing sound are marred by excessive
weight or bulk or simply don't fit the
head as they should. The AKG K-500

DCM TimeWindow Three
Loudspeaker System
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck laboratories

was about as comfortable a headphone

as I have worn. Appreciably lighter
than most phones with any claim to
high-fidelity performance, it was altogether easy to wear for long periods.
Although the AKG K-500 is a truly

circumaural phone, because of the
perforations on the back of the earpieces it provides no isolation from
ambient sound, appearing to be totally

transparent to external noises. The
reverse effect is also true, but it is not
as noticeable. If you are wearing these
phones and listening to something at a
fairly high volume, others around you

will share in the experience but will
not be able to appreciate the overall
sound quality that envelops you.

0

SINCE its founding nearly twenty
years ago, DCM Corporation has
concentrated on designing loud-

identified as "direct field" and "ambi-

speakers whose acoustic output is

their apex facing the listening area.

as "time coherent" as possible in

order to create stable, well-de-

The rear of the triangle is curved, with
the input terminals at the bottom and

fined stereo images over a wide listen-

three knob controls at the top. The

ing area. Heading DCM's current

terminals are jacks that accept single

product line is the TimeWindow Three
(TW3) floor -standing system.
The TW3's radiation pattern is sepa-

or dual banana plugs; the speakers are
supplied with matching single plugs.
The two speakers are constructed as
mirror images of each other, with their

rately controlled in two directions,

ent field"-and their drivers are angled at 112 degrees to each other, with

respectively angled toward the center
of the listening area and outward toward the sides of the room. The floor-

direct -field panels facing inward to-

standingcabinet has a roughly triangular cross section. Its speaker panels-

sides of the room. The output from the
ambient -field panels is reflected from

ward the listening area and their ambient -field

panels facing toward the
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the walls, while the signals from the
direct -field panels reach the listeners
by the shortest route to establish the
placement of the sound images.
The exterior of the cabinet, except

for its finished oak top and bottom
plates, is covered by a tightly fitting

the forward axis of the left speaker,
about 30 degrees off the axis of the
right speaker, and 12 to 15 feet from
them. The response curve showed vir-

tually no directional effects up to its
20,000 -Hz limit (there were the usual

black cloth sleeve. According to infor-

room interactions below 1,000 Hz).
Response was almost perfectly flat

mation supplied with the speakers,

from 400 to 1,500 Hz. There were 5 -dB

each TW3 has an 8 -inch woofer in a
ported transmission -line enclosure, a
61/2 -inch midrange driver, and two'/, inch dome tweeters with antidiffrac-

dips at 2,200 and 10,000 Hz, but the
room response was otherwise flat up

tion lenses. The cloth grille

is not
removable, but DCM indicates that the
inward -facing "direct" system consists

measurement, the combined woofer
and port output reached its maximum

of a tweeter mounted coaxially with

falling off at 6 dB per octave at lower
and higher frequencies. The acoustic
crossover between the cone and port
appeared to be at 80 Hz. It was difficult to splice the low -frequency curve
to the room curve because of room

the midrange driver near the top of the

panel, while the "ambient" system
has a tweeter mounted coaxially with
the woofer at the top of the panel and
the woofer port near the bottom.
DCM says the TW3's spatial-imagaing characteristics are dependent on
the relative levels and frequency responses of its direct and ambient outputs. The control knobs on the speakers' back panels have a very limited
adjustment range, and their optimum
settings must be determined by critical

to 20,000 Hz.
In our close-miked bass -response

(within 1.5 dB) from 50 to 130 Hz,

Imaging tests using the Chesky J37

CD confirmed the stability of the
sound stage created by these speakers. Whether we stood or sat on the
center line between the speakers or in
front of one of them, and at almost any
distance, the sound came from where
it was supposed to. Listening up close,
which one would not expect to do with
speakers the size of these, did not alter

the apparent placement of the sound
source-except in one completely natural way. Close listening, especially to
orchestral music, resulted in the
brighter, more immediate sound character one expects sitting close to an
orchestra, along with the wider angu-

lar spread that would result from a
wide sound source heard close up.
Moving back gave the effect of mov-

ing back in the auditorium, with a
slightly reduced brightness that would

effects that made the transition ambig-

be consistent with a more distant

uous, but there was little doubt that
the useful response went down to at
least 30 Hz-very creditable perfor-

at 20,000 Hz, with a maximum of 14

sound source. By sitting in a chair with
casters, I could move forward and
backward and appreciate the way the
spectral balance remained consistent
with my distance from the (simulated)
orchestra.
The manufacturer's suggestions for

listening. Two of the controls affect

ohms at 1,500 Hz. Sensitivity of a

trimming the three level controls on

the relative amounts of high- and mid -

single speaker system measured 87 dB
SPL with a 2.83 -volt input, consistent

the back of the speakers make it plain
that this is not something that can be

with the manufacturer's 90 -dB measurement with both speakers operating. At 4 volts input, corresponding to

done casually. Frankly, I found the
changes, though audible (especially

frequency distribution in the room,
with each having a total adjustment
range of only 3 dB. The third control
(tweeter level) affects only frequencies from 6,000 to 18,000 Hz and has a
range of 2 dB.
The DCM TimeWindow Three measures 39 inches high, 17 inches wide,
and 12 inches deep, and each speaker

weighs 45 pounds. The rated system
sensitivity is 90 dB sound -pressure
level (SPL) at 1 meter with 2.83 volts
of full -band pink -noise input, and its
nominal impedance is 6 to 8 ohms. The
usable power -input range is specified

mance for a single 8 -inch woofer.

The system's impedance dipped to
3.6 ohms at 130 Hz and about 3.4 ohms

a 90 -dB SPL output, the woofer distor-

tion was about I percent from 100 to
500 Hz. At lower frequencies, where
the port output was dominant, the port
percent
distortion was less than
down to 40 Hz, increasing to 2.5 percent at 30 Hz and 5 percent at 20 Hz.
We checked the TW3's power -han1

dling ability with single -cycle tone burst signals. At 100 Hz, the woofer

sponse (nonanechoic) is given as 24 to

cone bottomed with 1,200 watts input
to its 5 -ohm impedance. At 1,000 and
10,000 Hz, the measurement was lim-

18,000 Hz ±3 dB (this appears to be

ited by the driving amplifier, which

the summed output from the two

clipped at 350 watts into 14 ohms and
800 watts into 4 ohms, respectively.

as 5 to 400 watts. The frequency re-

speakers with the microphone on the
center listening axis). Price: $1,499 a
pair. DCM Corporation, Dept. SR, 670
Airport Blvd., Ann Arbor, MI 48108.

Lab Tests
We measured the room response of

the two DCM TimeWindow Three
speakers by averaging their outputs
from a sweeping warble -tone signal,
using a single microphone position on
36
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Comments
The sound stage created by the
DCM TimeWindow Three speakers
was exceptionally realistic. DCM
points out that these speakers can be
listened to from a nearby position with

good results, yet they will present a
stable stereo image over a wide range
of locations.

with a pink -noise signal), to be entirely
too subtle to warrant the investment of

time it would have taken to optimize

the speakers in my room, though
someone expecting to live with the
speakers for a long time might feel
differently. The speakers arrived with

all the knobs set counterclockwise,
and they remained that way during
most of our listening tests as well as
during our measurements.

Apart from its spatial qualities, the
DCM TW3 had a very smooth, wellbalanced sound with no significant
emphasis or lack in any part of the
frequency range. It was highly listen able from anywhere in the room (as
this is being written, I am only about 1

foot from the right speaker, listening
to a string quartet, yet I am getting a

good sense of the overall performance, including its spatial distribution). The TimeWindow Three is an
outstanding loudspeaker and definite-

ly worth listening to if your budget
extends that far-and even if it
doesn't.

0

The Most Economical
Of Adcom's Award-

Winning
Best Selling,

Critically Acclaimed
S

Amplifiers Is...

ADCOM
model GFA-53511
power

Adcom has built its reputation on building a family
of amplifiers which has consistently outperformed
components costing two and three times as much.
The breakthrough GFA-555 "...went on to becofne
one of the best-selling amplifiers of all time"* and is
now available as the improved GFA-555II. The new
GFA-545II follows in the footsteps of the ever popular GFA-545. And, the 300 watt GFA-565 mono
amplifier continues to astound serious music lovers
with its awesome display of pure power.
Now, following the success of the value -packed
GFA-535, Adcom introduces its new 60 -watt -per channel GFA-53511. Although its power rating is
conservative, its ability to provide pure, distortion free performance is no small wonder. And, its power
output may be considered more than adequate for
most home applications using loudspeakers of at
least moderate efficiency.

The Adcom Hallmark Of
High Current Output
A major factor contributing to the superior
performance of all its amplifiers is Adcom's
understanding of the benefits derived from high
current output design. The ability to deliver large
amounts of current instantaneously and continuously
into varying load conditions is a true test of an
amplifier's performance. In fact, it is this demanding
condition of varying impedances and reactive loads
that causes most other amplifiers to become unstable
and shut down. Adcom high current amplifiers, on the
contrary, are designed to cope with these real -life
conditions and perform without stress.
Specifically, the Triple -Darlington output stage
of the GFA-53511 is designed to reduce the effects of
speaker impedance variations thereby minimizing

on ex
high current power amplifier
instantaneous distortion alert
channel

distortion throughout the entire audio spectrum even
when driving difficult speakers.
While the GFA-535II is the smallest of the
Adcom family, it shares the same high -current design
philosophy that has made its bigger brothers so highly
respected.
Additionally, by taking advantage of direct
coupling, Adcom eliminates the use of coupling
capacitors and their inherent tendency of introducing
subtle, but detectible distortion. Its circuitry also
keeps the damping factor high at all frequencies,
lowers phase shift and improves performance into
all speakers systems including electrostatics.

Keeping Cool Even Under
The Most Difficult Conditions
The cooler an amplifier operates, the longer its life
will be. Over time, excessive heat build-up causes

thermal protection

^

component values to change, if not break down.
The new Adcom GFA-535II incorporates several
improvements designed to minimize heat build-up.
Larger heat sinks for each channel increase heat
dissipation while improving dynamic bias tracking.
Greater overall thermal stability has been achieved.
More cooling vents on the top cover and chassis
also contribute to the GFA-5351I's cooler operation,
even when driving speakers of lower impedances.
Sustained and excessive high power operation may
activate a thermal overload protection circuit which
will be indicated by an LED on the front panel. When
the GFA-535II cools to a safe temperature, its
operation is automatically restored. This protection
feature assures the continued, long life of the
GFA-535II.
*Stereophile, October 1990

(Over please)

Details You Can Hear

More Sound, Less Money

Many other refinements have been incorporated
into the new GFA-53511 to improve its performance
and make it an even better value.
Higher grade power supply filter capacitors have
been utilized to provide greater power delivery at
low frequencies and lower distortion.
A new servo circuit reduces DC voltage at the
output. This minimizes woofer cone offset with no
signal present, which not only can degrade short
term speaker performance, but can reduce their life
expectancy because of higher voice coil
temperatures.
Even the smallest details are considered
important at Adcom. Higher quality, gold-plated
input jacks feature Teflon insulators for quieter,
dependable source connections. Upgraded
gold-plated binding posts make speaker hookups
easy, secure and loss -free.

All Adcom components are known for their high
value, consistently offering superior performance at
a reasonable cost. The GFA-53511 is perhaps the
finest example of Adcom's ability to deliver
extraordinary value. Sharing many of the technical
breakthroughs of Adcom's bigger models, the
GFA-53511 provides the remarkably lifelike sound
of Adcom, yet at a moderate power level.
The GFA-53511 is perfect for those who
appreciate state-of-the-art performance and do not
require high power levels. For a minimum
investment, it is a popular entrée into the world
of high -end audio.

Specifications
(to FTC Requirements)
Power output, watts/channel,
continuous, 20 Hz - 20 kHz,
<0.04% THD: 8 ohms/60
4 ohms/100
Signal-to-noise ratio, A -weighted,
60 watts into 8 ohms: >110 dB

Input impedance: 100,000 ohms
Input sensitivity:
60 watts into 8 ohms: 0.97 V rms
1 watt into 8 ohms: 130 mV rms
Damping factor (20 Hz - 20 kHz): >180
Dynamic headroom into 4 ohms: 3.0 dB
Chassis dimensions: 3" (76mm) x 17"
(432mm) x 11 1/4" (286mm)
Maximum dimensions: 3 3/8" (86mm)
x 17" (432mm) x 12 1/2" (317mm)
Shipping weight: 23 lbs. (10 1/2 kg)
Available options:
RM-3 rack mount adaptors.
White front panel.

The Adcom GTP-400 Tuner/Preamplifier and
GFA-53511 has been called the "Cure for the
Common Receiver." This combination offers all the
advantages of Adcom separate components for
about the price of a common receiver.

a
The Adcom GCD-575 CD Player with Remote
Control is a perfect complement to your
Adcom music system.

a

A

The Adcom GTP-50011 Remote Control
Tuner/Preamplifier offers superior performance
and the convenience of remotely controlling your
music system from different rooms.

A
1

details you can hear

I Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 088 I 6 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130

Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire. Quebec H9R 4X5

CIRCLE NO 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD

EVERY February for over two
decades, the editors and critics of
STEREO REVIEW have announced

S

Ns

their choices for the top twelve
albums of the year, both pop and

Lis

classical. You'll find our choices

for 1991 on the next two pages,
along with an additional twenty-

four releases cited as honorable
mentions. The winners, as always,

were chosen on the basis of musical interest, quality of perfor-

mance, and sonic excellence. On

the pop side, we are pleased this
year to be able to honor artists who

have not sold large numbers of

albums (Sonny Sharrock, Pere
Ubu) as well as those who more
often go Platinum (Bonnie Raitt,

R.E.M.). We are also pleased to

present a Special Achievement
Award to composer and conductor

Leonard Bernstein's own record-

ing of his Candide. Like its creator, this unique work defies cate-

gorization, except perhaps as a
truly American musical expression. There's no doubt, however,
that its blend of popular and classi-

cal idioms makes it an extremely
apt choice as "the best of all possi-

ble" recordings this year.
Steve Simels and Robert Ripps
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Concertos for Two Pianos: Fantasia
in F Minor: %ndiente
and % arialions in G Major

Jessye Norman, Reiner Goldberg, Kurt
Moll, Staatskappelle Dresden,
Bernard Haitink conducting. PHILIPS.
"Vigorous, tasteful, and thoughtful."

Murray Perahia, Radu Lupu, English Chamber
Orchestra. SONY CLASSICAL. "Treasurable."

SHIRLEY HORN
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VERVE. "A musical experience you won't forget."
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YMPHONY N° I
CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Schoenberg GURRELIEDER

town

DANIEL BARENBOIM

Sus., Dunn Siegfried Hrs... ...He in...4n
Hamann Serht Pew Hu, Hans Henn

RSO Berlin RICCARDO CHAILLY

liradimmalmaandlag

CORIGLIANO
SCHOENBERG
Guirrelleder

Symphony No. I

Chicago Symphony, Daniel Barenboim
conducting. ERATO. "A triumph."

R E D 11 0'1' + 111.1 E
A Tribute to Cule Porter to Benefit
AIDS Research and Relief
CHRYSALIS. "A generous act of synthesis.

perhaps even a cultural milestone."

Soloists, choruses, Berlin Radio Symphony,
Riccardo Chailly conducting. LONDON.
"Shaped like a first-rate dramatic production."

RE

.
Ont of Thome
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BONNIE RAITT
Lock of the Draw

WARNER BROS.

C

"No faith is needed to get the music."

"Marvelously expressive, earthy music."
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SONNY SHARROCK
Ask the Ages

Axiom. "Moves quickly from beautiful
melodies to controlled, almost mathematical
solos to raw, keening free-for-alls."

SMETANA MA VI AS1'

HONORABLE MENTIONS

CZECH PHILHARMONIC DirtiEsTRA

ittIGITQL1

B EETHOVEN
Symphony No. 3 ("Erolea");
Leonore Overture No. 3
NOR Symphony, Gunter Wand cond.
RCA VICTOR.

B RAHMS
A German Requiem
Soloists, Monteverdi Choir, Orchestre
Revolutionnaire et Romantique, John Eliot

SMETANA
Ma Vlast
Czech Philharmonic, Rafael Kubelik
conducting. SUPRAPHON. "Gripping."

GR A M MOPHON.

BRANFORD MARSALIS
The Reautyful Ones Are Not Vet
Born.
COLIIMBIA.

KATE & ANNA
MeGARRIGLE

Gardiner cond. PHILIPS.

Heartbeats Accelerating

GARTH BROOKS

PRIVATE MI -k

No Fences

JONI Ill TC HELL

CAPITO:..

Night Ride Home

DEBUSSY

GEFFEN.

P elleas et Melisande

M

Soloists, Montreal Symphony Chorus and
Orchestra, Charles Dutoit cond. LONDON.

Arias

ROY HARGROVE

Public Eye
No tIS.

IHT

Cheryl Studer, Academy of St. Martin in
the Fields, Neville Marriner cond. PHILIPS.

MAURA O'CONNELL
A Real Life Story

R01/11'N HITCHCOCK
Perspex Island
A&M.

ROBIN HOLCOMB
ELEKTRA/Asyr.um

WARNER BROS.

MURRAY PE II II I A
The tldeburgh Recital
SONY CLASSICA I

.

ROSSINI

H UMPERDINCK

Cantata, GI

H ansel End Gretel

Cecilia Bartoli, Charles Spencer. IA

Soloists, Symphonie-Orchester des
Bayerischen Rundfunks, Jeffrey Tate cond.
EMI/ANGEL.

SCHUMANN

IVES
Country Band March; Four
Ragtime Dances; Calcium Light
Night; Three Places in Nen
England; other works

PERE UBU

Leonard Bernstein cond. DEUTSCHE

d'Areo; Songs
1\1

11

1\

Piano Concerto; Solo Piano Pieces
Thomas Lorango, New Brandenburg
Collegium, Anthony Newman cond.
NEWPORT CLASSIC.

SCHUMANN
Symphonies Nos. I and 4

Worlds in Collision

Orchestra New England, James Sinclair

London Philharmonic, Kurt Masur cond.

MERCURY. "Colorful, evocative music with a
light dose of surrealism."

cond. KOCH INTERNATIONAL. CLASSICS.

TELDEL

THE KENTUCKY

MATTHEW SWEET

Electric Barnyard

Zoo.

MERCURY.

RICHARD THOMPSON

H EADHUNTERS
BARBER
Syng41000.10Piano(lne

101AHRMYM.

Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra

THE LA'S

Girlfriend

Rumor and Sigh

GO/LONDON.

CAP -rot..

MAHLER

VERDI

Symphony No. It; Symphony No. 10,

Adagio
Soloists, choruses, Vienna Philharmonic.

I Vespri Sicilian'

Soloists. Chorus and Orchestra of La Scala,
Riccardo Muti cond. EMI/ANGEL.

S PECI AL ACHIEVEMENT
B ERNSTEIN
Candide
Soloists, London Symphony
Chorus and Orchestra,
Leonard Bernstein conducting.

BARBER
Symphony No. 1; Piano Concerto;
Souvenirs
John Browning, Saint Louis Symphony,
Leonard Slatkin conducting. RCA VICMR.

"Blazing virtuosity."

DEUTSCHE GRA M MOPHON.

"A honey of a performance."
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How to

make your
Co in

part

discs last a
lifetime

11

ARE you guilty of CD abuse? You could be, without even knowing it, seriously
threatening the life of your music collection. But you shouldn't feel guilty-it's not
all your fault. No, it's not your parents' fault either. The brunt of the blame should
be borne by those who initially touted the compact disc as a virtually indestructible
music storage medium. This estimation was somewhat overoptimistic.

To paraphrase the old "Do magic at home" TV ad, destroying a compact disc is
easy once you know the secret. It involves compromising the lacquer coating on the

label side of a CD, which seals in the aluminum reflective layer that renders
readable the millions of pits that carry the digital information. Cracks in the lacquer

allow in oxygen, which oxidizes the aluminum, which makes the CD unplayable,
which leaves you with a Christmas -tree ornament.

But don't despair. Cared for properly, a CD should last indefinitely. Diligently

follow the "do's" shown here, avoid the "don't's" like the plague, and save your
hard-earned music collection for posterity.

DO lift the CD from its jewel
box with care. pressing the
spindle to release it and lifting

from the rim without touching
the disc's surface.

1111.\ "1'bend the disc when

lifting or holding it. Persistent
bending of a compact disc can

eventually lead to cracks in its
protective coating.

14
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by Glenn Kenny

DO hold the disc firmly at the

rim or with your thumb in the
hole and one finger on the rim.
Again, keep your fingers off the
disc's surface.

DON'T put your hands all
over the disc when carrying it,

and always be sure to keep
foreign matter of any kind away

from its surface.

DO clean the disc with a lint -

free cloth. wiping gently in a
radial motion from the center of

the disc out to its edge.

DON'T wipe discs in a circular motion (CD care isn't LP
care),

and

don't

linty

use

cloths-the lint could end up on
your CD player's lens.

DO keep CD's in a disc wallet or their jewel boxes if you
travel with them. Having a solid
surface to rest on is essential to

maintaining a disc's health.

DON'T carry discs

in an

unprotected stack, rubbing up
against each other, which can

damage them in a number of
ways. all of them serious.

DO replace your CD's in their
jewel
through

boxes

when

listening

to

you're
them,

pressing them firmly onto the
center spindle as shown.

DON'T leave

your

CD's

scattered around where they
can fall prey to dust, smoke,

and other environmental hazards typical of home life.
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In 1986, Yamaha developed what many
industry experts consider the most significant
audio advancement since stereo. We're referring
to Di *tal Soundfield Processing.
Digital sampling of actual soundstages
to recreate the same acoustic environments you
once had to go out to enjoy.
Now this remarkable technology is available

in an audio/video receiver The one you see
before you. Yamaha's new RX-V1050.
The RX-V1050 has four DSP settings, in
fact. Concert Video, Mono Movie, Rock Concert

and Concert Hall.
But what may ultimately be more exciting
is something no other receiver can offer. Dolby*
Pro Logic Enhanced. A technical feat which
combines DSP and Digital Dolby Pro Logic.

An incredible enhancement which allows
you to enjoy all the sonic information embedded
in the movie soundtrack, as well as the acoustics
of the theatre, all without leaving the house.
Under the hood, the RX-V1.050 sports five
power amplifiers -110 -watt amplifiers for the
left, right and center front channels, and 30 -watt
amplifiers for each of the rear effects channels.
A high-powered center channel combined
with Yamaha's DSP and Digital Dolby Pro Logic
enables Yamaha's RX-V1050 receiver to recreate
the experience other receivers have promised,
but have never quite delivered.
Stop by your nearest Yamaha dealer and
hear the new RX-V1050 receiver. The best
argument for staying home
anyone's ever come up with. YAMAHA"

The only receiver that can make your
home theatre sound as good as the original.
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11 PS for
better sound
WE'RE never satisfied. Even though many of us have stereo systems that
normal human beings would kill for, we still pore over hi-fi magazines and stare

drooling into store windows, dreaming of ways to make our systems sound just

a little bit better. Most of the dreams have to do with a bigger amp, or better
speakers, or a more elaborate CD player, all of which cost money. But there
are ways to spruce up a system's performance without replacing major parts of

it or adding new components, and often taking a few simple steps lets you

Ian G. Masters

postpone serious upgrading until it's financially convenient. The procedures

outlined here won't flatten your wallet, but they might improve your sound.

o

Coe

Find the Right Location

Where you place your equipment can have an effect on how it performs, so
some fiddling with new positions may yield immediate sonic benefits. Your FM
tuner or receiver, for instance, may be susceptible to radio -frequency interference from your CD player; putting some distance between the two components

often clears this up (if not, turn off the player when you're listening to FM).
ILLUSTRATIONS BY TERRY ALLEN
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And if your system is plagued by hum or other extraneous
noises, rearranging your cables may be the cure.
Loudspeakers are especially sensitive to placement. In
any room, what you hear is a mixture of the direct sound

from the speakers and a complex "soup" of reflections
from the walls, ceiling, and floor. Most of these reflections
add a sense of spaciousness, but the near -field reflections
from surfaces close to the speakers can combine with the

direct sound to produce a new sonic character. Such

TIPS

reflections are excited by the speaker's off -axis radiation,

which is rarely as smooth as the on -axis sound, so the
combination can be pretty ragged. Shifting your speakers
even a few inches may result in a dramatic improvement,
so experiment. It's worth it.
By the same token, bass performance can be profoundly
affected by the positions of the speakers and the listener
relative to each other and to the room boundaries. Again,
even slight adjustments can yield major audible gains.

Clean Up Your Act

II Patch and Polish
Most of the minor things that go wrong with audio systems
happen between the components, so it only makes sense to
lavish some attention on the cables that join things together. If wiggling a patch cord causes crackles or intermittent

hum, replace it. If the plugs are a bit loose, they can be
crimped slightly with pliers.
More insidious is the gradual increase in noise that can
occur because of oxide buildup on either the plugs themselves or the jacks they are connected to. This buildup is
inevitable over time with aluminum, of which most con-

nectors are made, but it can often be cured by merely
unplugging and replugging the connections a few times.
Better still, use some fine sandpaper or contact cleaner on
the jacks and plugs. Contact cleaner is also often useful for
ridding control knobs and switches of crackles and, in
extreme cases, intermittent contact.

Flatten the Response

If you haven't done it for a while, the audible improvement
that results from cleaning the heads in your cassette deck

A system's equalizer-whether simple bass and treble
controls or a more complicated multiband component-

will be immediately obvious. Heads can pick up oxide

can be useful for tailoring sound to a particular environ-

particles from tape, and the buildup of these particles will
eventually interfere with high -frequency performance, so
regular cleaning is a must. And although it won't actually
improve sound, periodic head demagnetization will prevent after -the -fact degradation of your existing recordings.

Some audiophiles assiduously polish their CD's and
clean the laser lenses in their players as well. There's no
harm in this, but things have to be in very bad shape indeed

before you can expect to hear an audible improvement.
Not so with vinyl-keeping fuzzballs off the stylus and grit
off the disc surfaces will pay obvious dividends.

ment, but equalization is easy to overdo. And as we
accustom ourselves to the sound we have, it's fairly
common to push the controls just a bit more from time to

time. Ultimately, we often build substantial peaks or
valleys into the response curve that, although sometimes
pleasant, could hardly be considered accurate. Every so
often, therefore, it's a good idea to return everything to the

"flat" position and listen to it that way long enough to
become accustomed to it. Then listen carefully for problems in response, if any, and compensate only for those.
The sound may seem a bit less dramatic at first, but the
fidelity will be higher.

41 Keep It on the Level

A turntable is perhaps the most delicate device in most
systems, and its many adjustments can gradually get out of
whack. Periodically, it's wise to recalibrate everything as
if you were setting up for the first time. Take particular
care with stylus tracking force and antiskating, as these

can materially affect the ability of the stylus to retain
good-and equal-contact with both groove walls. And
check that the turntable is level by placing a small spirit
level on a disc on the platter and slowly turning it to make

sure it is level in all directions. If it isn't, rotate the
turntable's adjustable feet, if it has them, or use slips of
paper to prop up the low side.
You may also want to try repositioning your turntable to

reduce acoustic feedback from low -frequency standing
waves. In extreme cases feedback can build up into an
unbearable roar, but even if that doesn't happen, it can still
cause unnatural bass reproduction. Shifting the turntable
just a few inches can make a difference.

Close the Doors

A long-term bit of prevention is to keep dust and dirt as far

away from your equipment as possible. Covering your
components when they're not in use, or keeping them
behind closed doors in a cabinet that seals fairly tightly,
won't yield immediately audible gains, but it will prevent
gradual degradation caused by foreign material that might
creep into switches, controls, moving turntable and cas-

sette -deck parts, and the like. It also looks better. Just
make sure that the equipment is adequately ventilated
when you are using it.

Upgrade Your Reception

The FM radio signals most of us listen to are notoriously
hard to pull in: They're either so weak as to be lost in noise,

or they bounce around from building to building, causing

multipath distortion. Often we're not aware of minor
reception problems until they go away, so it's worthwhile

to try out some alternatives even if the reception seems
okay. In many systems, the only antenna required is the T shape wire dipole supplied with the tuner or receiver, but

its effectiveness is dependent on orientation. Experiment
with it in different positions to increase signal level and
reduce multipath distortion. If that doesn't help, a directional or powered indoor antenna may provide a clean

don't rewind them. That way, the tapes will be packed
smoothly, with no protruding edges.
Compact discs can be stored for short periods in special
multicompartment caddies or in changer magazines. For
longer periods, however, they should be kept in their jewel
boxes and stored on edge, away from extremes of temperature. LP's should be stored vertically as well, with plastic

liners inside the sleeves. Pack them fairly tightly for
support, but don't cram them together enough to distort
the plastic.

411 Replace Your Stylus

signal; otherwise a rooftop antenna might be the only
answer. Or you could ignore all of that and simply hook

Eventually, any phono stylus will wear. Sound quality will
gradually go down and the risk of damage to your LP's will
rise. As vinyl records become harder to replace, and as the

into your cable -TV company's FM service, if it has one.

range of equipment available to play them dwindles, it

For anyone who makes tape recordings regularly, match-

makes sense to get a replacement stylus, or maybe a whole
new cartridge, even if the one you have now still sounds
fine. The health of your vinyl record collection will depend
on a pristine stylus in the future, but you may not be able to
find an appropriate replacement in the coming years.

Strike a Match

ing recorder and tape is crucial. All tapes differ, and
optimal performance is possible only if the recorder's bias
is adjusted precisely for the tape in use. If your deck
has a continuously variable bias trim (rather than the 2 V
usual three -position bias switch), learn how to use it,
and do so with every tape you record. If this facility is not
offered on your deck-it seldom is on budget models-it's

z

worth a few bucks to have a service facility adjust your
machine for one specific current tape, then use that tape
exclusively, at least for critical recordings. The bias should
be readjusted every few years, even if you keep using the
same tape, as tape manufacturers often alter formulations
slightly without changing the designations.

Keep Proper Audio Files

The sound your equipment produces is only as good as the

material it has to work with, so take care to store your
precious recordings in a manner that will preserve them.
Cassettes, for instance, should be kept away not only from
heat and cold but also far from stray magnetic fields. Don't

pile tapes on a speaker or TV set, and make sure any
cupboards they are in don't have magnetic catches. Keep
them in their boxes, and if they are not likely to be used
again for some time, play them all the way through and
STEREO REVIEW FEBRUARY 1992
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Takl football field,
multip it19 times,

a d Qvvr

1,00 exhibitors,

win

over15,000 pmdpcts,
open it to the public,
and you have
the 1 show to see.
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For 25 years, the Consumer IlleiwIr"
Electronics Show has been the M11
place to see the latest, most excitel.__
ing consumer electronic products.
Now, for the first time, it's open
to you-the consumer. You'll see MIC
the latest in BITS, BYTES, N W
DCC, DAT, CDTV, PC, MisiMr....
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CD -I, FAX, MIDI, VCR &
LCD. Simply can -800-388-6901
information to qualify for
AIM for
2 free tickets. Join us at
.....ill McCormick Place this summer.
You'll recognize it. It's the
U
building
that's 19 times larger
'UM
than a football field.
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CONSUMER ELECTRONICS SHOW
SUMMER '92 McCORMICK PLACE CHICAGO MAY 30, 31.

Amplifiers
Page 57

CD Players
Page 72

011N
HETHER you're buying your first

CD player, replacing speakers
you bought in college, or assembling a full-blown reference sys-

tem, it pays to scope out your
options before confronting that impos-

.141

01
ki,..

Receiver.
Page 52

.

ing wall of components in your local
stereo shop. Does the equipment in
question offer the best combination of
performance, features, size, and price
for your unique listening habits?
Our buying guide is a good starting
point, providing specifications, features, and prices for a wide range of
audio components, from CD players
to turntables (yes, you can still buy
record -playing equipment). from high -

power separate amplifiers to multichannel audio/video receivers, from
subwoofer/satellite speaker systems to
floor -standing towers to electrostatics.
The listings are necessarily very selec-

tive, concentrating on representative
models in the main categories of equipment from companies whose products
Speakers
Page 93

are widely distributed. (Tape recorders and blank tape will be covered in
future issues.) If a particular model or
brand does not appear in this guide,
that does not reflect on its quality.
All information was provided by the
manufacturers, and prices that are given are suggested retail ("list") prices;
actual selling prices may vary. For more

information, contact the manufacturers (see address list on page 118) or their
a

Tuners
Page 88

authorized dealers. Happy hunting.
-Bob Ankosko

Turntables
Page 91
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ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
X-07 70-W/ch A/V Receiver
Features Aiv dubbing; close -tolerance metal -film

programming and control settings; 3 video and 6
audio inputs; Ain speaker outputs. 30 AM/FM presets; wireless remote control
$500

130 x 2 into 4 ohms; power bandwidth 10-70,000
Hz; siN 75 dB phono.95 dB line. Tuner: siN 75 dB.
Black anodized finish
$620

resistors and film capacitors; concealed bass,
midrange, treble, balance, loudness, mono, tape.
VCR, tuning, and speaker controls; 8 AM/8 FM
station presets; 7 inputs including gold-plated mw
MC phono inputs. Amp: 70 W x 2 cont avg into 8
ohms from 20-20,000 Hz with 0.03% THD or 80 x 2
into 4 ohms; S/N 100 dBA. FM tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens 37.2 dBf stereo; S/N 80 dB mono, 75 dB
stereo at 65 dBf; THD 0.3% stereo; cap ratio 1.0
dB; AM rej 60 dB; alt-ch sel 70 dB. 17 x 31/4 x 151/2
in; 25.1 lb
$800

DRA-1035R 130-W/ch A/V Receiver
AM/FM receiver with optical Class A amplifier
circuitry. Features pure -current power supply;
video switching; simulcast copy function and
simulated -stereo circuitry; switchable wide/narrow FM IF bandwidth; variable loudness control;
source -direct switch; separate input and record out selectors: remote speaker switching; pre -out/

main -in jacks; 7 audio and 3 video inputs. FL
tuning/status display; 40 station presets; seek.

BANG & OLUFSEN
Beomaster 6500 50-W/ch Receiver
AM/FM receiver that integrates with Beosystem
6500. Features multiroom capability with Beolink
7000 system controller; powerlink connectors to
supply audio and digital data for B&O's Beolab
powered speakers; frequency -synthesis tuning
with 20 station presets. Amp: 50 W x 2 cont avg
into 8 ohms with 0.09% THD; FR 20-20,000 Hz
±1.5 dB; IM 0.1%; S/N 78 dBA phono, 80 dBA
tape. Tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens 40 dBf; sin: 70
dB; THD 0.2%; IM 0.1%; cap ratio 1.7 dB; adj-ch
sel 10 dB; alt-ch sel 70 dB; AM rej 57 dB; ch sep 45
dB. White/black with polished aluminum. 161/2 x 3
x 121/4 in; 19.3 lb
$3,000

CARRERA
CR-2530 30-W/ch Receiver
AM/FM receiver featuring headphone jack with
level control. Amp: FR 20-20.000 Hz; THD 0.25%.

Tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens 38 dBf stereo; cap
ratio 1.7; alt-ch sel 58 dB. 13 lb

CR-9065RC 60-W/ch Receiver

DENON

$200

preset -scan, and manual -step tuning; last -station
memory; connection for RC -615 system remote;
RC -770 LCD programmable remote control. 130
W x 2 into 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz with 0.015%
THD; THD 0.006% at -3 dB; s/Ni: 75 dB mc, 92 dB

MM, 103 dB line. FM tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens

37.3 dBf stereo; cap ratio 1.3 dB; S/N 82 dBA
stereo; THD 0.06% stereo; sep 55 dB at 1,000
Hz

$1 ,000

AVR-810 265-W AN Receiver

tions for 2 speaker pairs with as switching.
Switchable direct output; 40 station presets; auto/
manual station scan; auto preset store; 4 -charac-

ter station naming; 2 -color LCD; motor -driven
volume control; bass, treble, balance. and loudness controls; wireless remote control. 60 W x 2
coot into 8 ohms or 75 x 2 cont into 4 ohms Black
finish
$480

FISHER
RS -627B 100-W/ch Receiver
AM/FM receiver with Class A -II circuitry. Features quartz -synthesis tuning; 24 presets; FM
muting: source -direct switch; CD -record switch;
5 -band graphic EQ: remote control with volume.
100 W x 2 into 8 ohms; FR 20-20,000 Hz; THD
0.05%; S/N 55 dB

$500

5 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Pro

Logic decoder with 7 surround modes; digital

RS -646 300-W A/V Receiver

delay adjustable from 0 to 40 ms in 5 -ms steps; 3
S -video inputs; 2 S -video outputs; 5 video inputs;
3 video outputs; 9 audio inputs; 8 audio outputs;
rear -panel preamp outputs; mono subwoofer out-

5 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Class A -II
circuitry; Dolby Pro Logic decoder with 3 -chan-

put; front -panel dubbing inputs; auto input balance. FL front -panel display; 16 AM/FM presets:
last -station memory; programmable remote control. 80 W x 2 + 35 x 3 (center, rear) into 8 ohms.
FM tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens 38.5 dBf stereo; S/N
75 dB stereo; THD 0.2% stereo
$750

nel amplifier; 7 -band graphic EQ; 8 inputs with AN

switching. 30 station presets with auto scan;
motor -driven volume control: on/off timer; 44 function universal remote control. 120 W x 2 + 20
x 3 (center, rear) into 8 ohms; THD 0.05%. Tuner:
50 -dB quieting sens 42.1 dBf stereo; cap ratio 1.5
dB; alt-ch sel 55 dB. 171/2 x 514 x 13% in

... $450

RS -615B 60-W/ch Receiver

AVR-610 205-W A/V Receiver

CARVER

5 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Pro

The following receivers feature Carver's Sonic
Hologram Generator, an analog ambience- and

delay adjustable from 0 to 40 ms in 5 -ms steps; 3

image -enhancement circuit.

audio outputs; rear -panel preamp outputs; front -

Logic decoder with 6 surround modes; digital

AM/FM receiver. Features 5 -band graphic EQ: 24
AM/FM presets; auto scan; FM muting; loudness
switch; FL display; remote control. 60 W x 2 into 8
ohms; FR 20-20,000 Hz; THD 0.09%
$350

video inputs; 2 video outputs; 6 audio inputs; 4

HR -772 140-W/ch Receiver

panel dubbing inputs; auto input balance. FL

AM/FM receiver. Features asymmetrical charge -

front -panel display; 16 AM/FM presets; last -station
memory; programmable remote control. 55 W x 3

coupled FM circuitry; 3 audio inputs; 2 video

AM/FM receiver. Features Class A amplification;
digital quartz -synthesis tuning; matrix surround
sound; 6 inputs including phono; gold-plated phono and CD inputs; banana/screw-type connec-

HARMAN KARDON
All receivers feature a digital -synthesis, quartz -

(front left. center, and right) + 20 x 2 (rear) into 8
ohms. FM tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens 38.5 dBf

lock AMIFM tuner with seek and remote control.

stereo; S/N 75 dB stereo; THD 0.2% stereo .. $600

Dual tape and AN monitors; interactive video

HK3600 75-W/ch Receiver
switching: 3 line -level inputs; subwoofer output;

DRA-435R 55-W/ch AN Receiver
AM/FM receiver. Features all -discrete amplifiers;
oversized power transformer; electronic switching; bass-EQ circuit; low -imp capability. Variable
loudness control; 16 station presets; last -station
memory; video terminals. 55 W x 2 into 8 ohms

De

\ 11 IS 111

I

sets. 50 W x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms with 0.09%
THD

DRA-335R. As above, no video section. 40W x
$280

DUAL

tor; source -direct bypass; loudness EQ; motorized volume control; headphone jack; remote

CR-5950RC 70-W/ch Receiver

control. Amp: FR 20-20,000 Hz; THD 0.1%; SPN 90
dB. Tuner: IHF sens 11.3 dBf mono; cap ratio 1.5;
alt-ch sel 72 dB. 19 x 51/2 x 18 in
$800

digital quartz -synthesis tuning; brushed metal
housing; 6 inputs including phono; gold-plated

coupled FM circuitry; nonvolatile memory for
52
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output; 7 -way tape -copy selector; 16 AM/FM pre-

dBA stereo: THD 0.15% stereo; any 55 dB .. $350

dubbing; pre -out jacks. 20 AM/FM station presets;
auto scan/manual tuning: signal -strength indica-

AM/FM receiver. Features asymmetrical charge -

2 tape monitors; 3 line -level inputs; subwoofer

95 dB line. FM section: cap ratio 1.5 dB; sir( 78

video output; dual tape inputs with

HR -732 60-W/ch Receiver

HK3500 50-W/ch Receiver

from 20-20,000 Hz with 0.05% THD; S/N 78 dB MM.

2 into 8 ohms with 0.05% THD

inputs;

7 -way tape -copy selector; 16 AM/FM presets. 75 W
x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms with 0.09% THD
$799

AM/FM receiver. Features Class A amplification;

phono and CD inputs. 16 nonvolatile AM/FM presets; FM stereo muting; auto/manual station scan;
bass, treble, balance, and loudness controls; motor -driven volume control; wireless remote control. 70 W x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms at 1,000 Hz or

$619

HK3400 35-W/ch Receiver
2 tape monitors; 2 line -level inputs; subwoofer
output with level control; 16 AM/FM presets. 35 W
x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms with 0.09% THD .. $449

JVC
RX-1O5OVTN 370-W AN Receiver
5 -channel AM/FM receiver with symphony -hall.
pavilion, stadium, live -club, church, and opera house digital ambience modes; Dolby Pro Logic
decoder; Dolby 3 Stereo mode; room -size, liveness, and wall -type controls for ambience modes:
7 -band computer -controlled graphic EQ with 5 EQ

presets; high -gain EQ for MC/MM phono inputs;

optical/coaxial digital input; 3 video inputs; S video terminals: video monitor output. Stores 3
sets of volume. balance. EQ. surround. loudness.
and ambience settings for each program source
and tuner preset; 40 AM/FM presets; programma-

ble remote control. 120 W x 2 cont avg into 8

Link digital -delay system; voltage -interface -gate
amp -stabilizing circuitry: CD -direct input; 2 sets
of video inputs/outputs. 20 tuner presets; preset
scan; multiroom remote capability. 120 W x 2 or
75 x 3 (front left, right, center) + 15 x 2 (rear); FR
20-20.000 Hz ±0.5 dB: THD 0.06%. Tuner: 50 -dB
quieting sens 38.2 dBf stereo: AM rej 65 dB; cap

ohms from 20-20,000 Hz with 0.007% THD + 30 x
2 (rear) + 70 x I (center) into 8 ohms at 1,000 Hz
with 0.7% THD: FR 5-50,000 Hz +0. -1 dB; THD

ratio 2.0 dB. 171/4 x 61/4 x 161/4 in; 27 lb

0.003% at 1.000 Hz into 8 ohms with 120-W

4 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Sur-

output. FM tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens 38.3 dBf
stereo; stereo sep 40 dB; cap ratio 1.5 dB 17'1 x

round decoder; Dolby Time Link digital -delay
system; amp -stabilizing circuitry; CD -direct in-

61/4 x 151/2 in; 28 lb

put; 2 sets of video inputs/outputs. 10 AM/20 FM
presets: video dubbing; multiroom remote capability. 100 W x 2 + 15 x 2 (rear). FR 20-20,000 Hz
± 0.5 dB: THD0.06%. Tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens

$1,500

RX-805VTN 290-W A/V Receiver
5 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Pro
Logic decoder with adjustable digital delay; 7 -

$599

into 8 ohms at 1,000 Hz with 0.7% THD; FR 550,000 Hz +0, -1 dB; THD 0.003% at 1,000 Hz

AM/FM receiver. Features voltage -driven amplifi-

cation with Duo -Beta feedback loop and Star
topology: auto shut-off; pre -out and main -in
jacks: 4 -way binding posts. Sleep timer; multi room remote control. 35 W x 2 cont avg into 8
ohms: THD 0.05%. Tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens 14
dBf mono. 38 dBf stereo; cap ratio 1.5; alt-ch sel
65 dB. 171/4 x 5 x 141/2 in; 17.41b

$450

KR -V6030 230-W A/V Receiver

band computerized graphic EQ with 5 EQ presets;

2 video inputs; connections for 2 speaker pairs.
Source -related presets to store and recall parameters for each program source and tuner preset;
40 AM/FM presets; programmable remote control.
100 W x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms from 20-20.000 Hz
with 0.007% THD + 20 x 2 (rear) + 50 x 1 (center)

R-34.1 35-W/ch Receiver

MARANTZ
SR -92 330-W Surround Receiver
5 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Pro
Logic decoder with digital delay; S -video inputs/
outputs; A/V inputs: front -panel camcorder input;
5 pre-out/main-in connectors: subwoofer output;
connections for 9 speakers; dual antenna inputs.

30 AM/FM presets: multiroom capability for 2
rooms with optional kit: programmable remote

-410111M11M11.11111T-

control. 100 W x 2 + 70 x I (center) + 30 x 2 (rear)
cont avg into 8 ohms; THE) 0.09% from 20-20,000
Hz. Tuner: usable sens 13.5 dBf; S/N 68 dB stereo.
Gold finish with side panels
$1,099

Kenwood KR -A5030

SR -62 120-W AN Receiver

into 8 ohms with 100-W output. FM tuner: 50 -dB
quieting sens 38.3 dBf stereo; stereo sep 40 dB;

38.2 dBf stereo; AM rej 65 dB: cap ratio 2.0 dB.

AM/FM receiver. Features high -current -capacity
discrete output stage; low imp drive power sup-

cap ratio 1.5 dB. 17%i x 51/2 x 151/2 in

171/4 x 51/4 x 15% in; 22.5 lb

$399

ply; discrete power transistors; A/V inputs; ba-

$620

nana -plug speaker terminals: bass boost; motor-

RX-505VTN 200-W AN Receiver

KR -A5030 80-W/ch Receiver

ized volume control. Full AN switching with

4 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Surround decoder with adjustable digital delay: 7 band computerized graphic EQ with 5 EQ presets;
2 video inputs; connections for 2 speaker pairs.
Stores parameters for each program source and
tuner preset; 40 AM/FM presets; remote control.
80 W x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz
with 0.03% THD + 20 x 2 (rear) into 8 ohms at

AM/FM receiver. Features voltage -interface -gate

amp -stabilizing circuitry with discrete complementary output; CD -direct input. 10 AM/20 FM
tuner presets: preset scan; remote control. Amp:

simulcast capability; 30 AM/FM presets with battery -free backup; 10 -key direct station access;
narrow -band bass and treble controls; remote
control programmed for other Marantz compo-

FR 20-20,000 Hz ± 0.5 dB; THD0.09% into 8 ohms;

nents. 60 W x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms or 75 x 2 cont

S/N 77 dB phono, 100 dB line. Tuner: 50 -dB

avg into 4 ohms from 20-20.000 Hz; dynamic

quieting sens 38.2 dBf stereo; AM rej 65 dB: cap

power 175 W x 2 into 2 ohms at 1.000 Hz; S/N 77
dB phono. 86 dB line. Tuner section: 50 -quieting

1.000 Hz with 0.7% THD; FR 10.30,000 Hz ± 1 dB;

THD 0.03% at 1.000 Hz into 8 ohms with 80-W
output. FM tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens 38.3 dBf
stereo; stereo sep 40 dB; cap ratio 1.5 dB. 171/4 x 5
x 13 in; 18 lb
$380

RX-305TN 50-W/ch Receiver
AM/FM receiver with 4 -speaker surround. Features 40 AM/FM presets; connections for 2 speaker

pairs; remote control. 50 W x 2 cont avg into 8
ohms from 40-20,000 Hz with 0.03% THD; FR 2020,000 Hz ±1 dB: THD 0.03% at 1.000 Hz into 8
ohms with 60-W output. FM tuner: 50 -dB quieting
sens 38.3 dBf stereo; stereo sep 40 dB: cap ratio
1.5 dB. 171/4 x 5 x 13 in; 14 lb

ratio 2.0dB wide. 2.2 dB narrow. 171/4 x 51/4 x 111/4
$299
in; 191b

LUXMAN
RV -371 290-W Surround A/V Receiver
5 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Pro
Logic decoder with simulated -surround modes

and variable rear digital time delay: voltage driven amplification with Duo -Beta feedback
loop and Star topology; 2 -way AN dubbing; S -

video connectors; II A/V inputs with separate
record -out selectors; front -panel AN jacks; remote control. 70 W x 2 + 50 x 3 (center and rear)
cont avg into 8 ohms; THD 0.05%

KR V9030 300-W AN Receiver
5 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features DSP with 6

soundfield presets and adjustable parameters;
Dolby Pro Logic and Dolby Surround decoders;
Dolby Time Link digital -delay system: voltage interface -gate amp -stabilizing circuitry; CD -direct input; rear line -level output; 3 video inputoutput pairs including I S -video pair. 30 tuner
presets; preset scan; video dubbing; multiroom
remote capability; programmable remote control. 130 W x 2 or 75 x 3 (front left, right, center) +

181/2 x 6 x 14 in; 34.51b

$2,995

Features MPX filter; 5 AM/FM station presets; sig-

nal -strength indicator; Power Guard circuit; 3 -

cation with Duo -Beta feedback loop and Star
topology: S -video connectors; front -panel AN
jacks; II A/V inputs with separate record -out
selectors. 2 -way AN dubbing capability: one touch CD -deck synchro recording with select

band EQ: scan; headphone jack. Amp: THD
0.03%; IM 0.03%; FR 20-20,000 Hz + 0. -0.5 dB.
Tuner: S/N 75 dB stereo; FR 20-15,000 Hz ±0.5 dB
stereo; THD0.1% at 1.000 Hz. 181/4 x 51/4 x 151/2 in;
25 lb
$1,995

Luxman components; fixed -level preamp output
jacks; remote control. 100 W x 2 cont avg into 8
ohms; THD 0.05%

$1,000

AM/FM receiver. Features voltage -driven amplifi-

synchro recording with select Luxman components; 2 -way dubbing capability; multiroom remote control. 55 W x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms; THD
0.05%. Tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens 14 dBf mono,
38 dBf stereo; cap ratio 1.5; alt-ch sel 65 dB. 171/4
x 5 x 141/2. in; 19.21b

MITSUBISHI
The following receivers feature 7 audio and 6 video

R-351 55-W/ch Receiver

position record -out selector; one -touch CD -deck

5 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Pro
Logic and Dolby Surround decoders: Dolby Time

15,000 Hz +0, -1 dB; THD 0.08% at 1,000 Hz.

AM/FM receiver. Features voltage -driven amplifi-

20 x 2 (rear); FR 20-20.000 Hz ±0.5 dB; THD

KR V8030 270-W A/V Receiver

Features MPX filter; 6 AM/FM station presets; signal -strength indicator: loudness control; 5 -band
EQ; headphone jack: remote control. Amp: THD
0.02%; IM 0.02%; FR 20-20,000 Hz +0, - 0.5 dB;
S/N 100 dBA. Tuner (stereo): S/N 75 dB; FR 20-

MAC 4280 75-W/ch Receiver

0.03%. Tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens 38.2 dBf stereo; AM rej 65 dB; cap ratio 2.0 dB. 171/4 x 61/4 x
$979

MAC 4300V 100-W/ch Receiver

R-361 100-W/ch AN Receiver

cation with Duo -Beta feedback loop and Star
topology: fixed -level preamp output jacks. 8 -

161/4 in; 32 lb

McINTOSH

$1.400

$260

KENWOOD

sens 35.2 dBf stereo; S/N 75 dB stereo. Black
finish
$399

$650

inputs, a pre-out/main-in loop, a video monitor
output, line -level surround output, a headphone
jack, 12 -hour backup memory, an illuminated motorized volume control with LED indicator, audio
muting, a clipping indicator, an AM/FM tuner with
/6 presets, and a programmable remote control.

M -R8010 300-W A/V Receiver
4 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Pro
Logic decoder with stadium, club, and theater
surround modes; 15-30 ms rear -channel delay: 2
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RED

S

S -video inputs; center -channel, subwoofer, and
line -level outputs; gold-plated jacks. AN rec selector; on -screen displays and channel memory/

capability; motorized volume control; 10 AM/FM
station presets; remote A/B speaker switching;

list menu. 125 W x 2 from 20-20,000 Hz with

-0.5 dB; siN 100 dB; THD 0.1%; 50 -dB quieting
sens 15.7 dBf mono. 38.5 dBf stereo; cap ratio 2
dB. 17 x 4 x I411 in
$649

0.05% THD + 25 x 2 from 50-10,000 Hz with 0.5%
THD (rear) into 8 ohms. FM tuner: 50 -dB quieting
sens 37.2 dBf stereo; AM rej 60 dB; cap ratio I dB
IHF; alt-ch sel 60 dB IHF. 1614 x 61/4 x 151/2 in; 27
lb
$1,399

M -R6030 200-W A/V Receiver
4 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Sur-

round decoder with stadium, club, and theater
modes; 20 ms rear -channel delay. 80 W x 2 from

20-20,000 Hz with 0.05% nip + 20 x 2 from 5010,000 Hz with 0.5% THD (rear) into 8 ohms. FR
20-20,000 Hz ±3 dB line; S/N 105 dB (IHF A). FM
tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens 37.2 dBf stereo; AM rej

60 dB; cap ratio 1 dB IHF; alt-ch sel 60 dB IHF.
161 x 61/4x 151/2 in; 22 lb

$799

system remote control. FR 20-20,000 Hz +0,

backup; 6 inputs; connections for 2 speaker pairs;
6 -category classified memory tuning; logic -controlled feather -touch keys; 10 -key direct -station
tuning; remote control unit. 50W x 2 cont avg into

8 ohms from 40-20.000 Hz with 0.2% THD; dynamic power 90 W x 2 into 4 ohms or 110 x 2 into 3
ohms; FR 20-30,000 Hz ±I dB
$270

Receiver3 37-W/ch Receiver
Features isolated -ground topology; multiregulated power supply; quartz -locked frequency -synthesis PLL tuner; pre -out jacks. Multiroom control capability; motorized volume control; 10 AM/
FM station presets; system remote control. FR 2020.000 Hz +0, - 0.5 dB; si/498 dB; THD0.1%; 50 dB quieting sens 15.7 dBf mono, 38.5 dBf stereo;
cap ratio 2 dB. 17 x 4 x 10% in
$399

ONKYO
TX-SV90 PRO 290-W A/V Receiver
5 -channel AM/FM receiver with discrete outputs.

OPTIMUS,
BY RADIO SHACK
STAV-3100 100-W/ch A/V Receiver
AM/FM receiver. Features digital -synthesis tuning; protection circuitry; switchable subsonic filter. 30 station presets; 2 -way tape dubbing while
listening to another source; video dubbing; alpha-

numeric display. 100 W x 2 into 8 ohms with
0.05% THD; FR 20-20,000 Hz -±1 dB; sag 85 dB
phono, 95 dB line. Tuner: AM IF rej 40dB; FM sens
1.7 µV at 3% rim; cap ratio 2.5 dB; 5/N 72 dB. 171/4
x51/4x 15 in; 23.4 lb
$450

NAD

Features Dolby Pro Logic decoder; hall and

Model 7400 100-W/ch Receiver

simulated stereo; dynamic bass expander: 20

Bridgeable AM/FM receiver with power -envelope

station presets with battery -free backup; 25.000 Hz -step cable fine tuning; S -video connectors;
front -panel camcorder inputs; programmable remote control. 100 W x 2 + 30 x 1 (center) + 30 x 2
(rear)
$1,100

AM/FM receiver. 4 inputs including MM phono; 8
AM/16 FM presets; loudness, FM mono/mute, and
tape -monitor controls. FR 20-20,000 Hz ±1 dB;
S/N 82 dB phono, 95 dB line. FM tuner: sens 9.8
dBf; cap ratio 2 dB; IF rejection 85 dB; THD 0.4%;
ch sep 45 dB at 1,000 Hz
$339

TX-SV70 PRO 315-W A/V Receiver

STA-795 50-W/ch Receiver

matrix surround modes; adjustable digital delay;

circuitry. Features soft -clipping circuit; discrete
4 -transistor phono preamp with mmimc switch. 14

AM/FM presets; semiparametric tone controls;
bass EQ; preamp-out/main-in loop. 100W x 2 coot

avg; dynamic headroom +5.7 dB. Rack mountable

$999

5 -channel AM/FM receiver with discrete outputs.

Model 7100X 60-W/ch Receiver

Features Dolby Pro Logic decoder; hall and

Bridgeable AM/FM receiver with power -envelope

matrix surround modes; Dolby 3 Stereo processor; 2 -room capability; adjustable digital delay;

circuitry. Features soft -clipping circuit; discrete
4 -transistor phono preamp with MM/MC switch. 14

AM/FM presets; bass EQ; preamp-out/main-in
loop; remote control. 60 W x 2 coot avg

$749

Model 7000 40-W/ch Receiver
AM/FM receiver with power -envelope circuitry.
Features soft -clipping circuit; discrete 4 -transistor phono preamp with mmimc switch. 14 AM/FM
presets; bass EQ; pre-out/main-in loop. 40 W x 2
cont avg. Rack mountable
$579

Model 701 25-W/ch Receiver
AM/FM receiver with power -envelope circuitry.
Features soft -clipping circuit; switchable phono/
line input. 20 tuner presets; infrared -repeater
control -logic input for system remote; remote on/
off volume; remote control
$349

front -panel AN input terminal; 4 -way binding
posts. On -screen display; 6 audio and 4 video
inputs; 30 station presets; classified memory
scan; FM mute/mode switch; headphone jack;
sleep timer; programmable remote control 85 W
x 2+ 85 x 1 (center) + 30 x 2 (rear)
$850

TX-SV50 PRO 200-W A/V Receiver
4 -channel AM/FM receiver with discrete outputs.

Features Dolby Pro Logic decoder; hall and
matrix surround modes; 2 -room capability; adjustable digital delay; 6 audio and 4 video inputs;
pre -out jack for center output; 4 -way binding
posts. 30 station presets; classified memory scan;

FM mute/mode switch; headphone jack; sleep

circuitry; isolated -ground topology; multiregulated power supply; quartz -locked frequency -synthesis PLL tuner; isolation buffer at tuner output
stage; pre-out/main-in jacks. Multiroom control
54
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AM/FM presets with scan; 7 -band graphic EQ with
programmable acoustic memory; dual motorized

volume control; record selector with parallel
recording capability; MM/MC phono settings; 9
audio inputs; 4 audio outputs; 4 video inputs; 3
video outputs; headphone jack. 50 -key universal
remote control with LCD display. 125 W x 2 + 15 x
2 (rear); S/N 75 dB; nip 0.1%.
x 414 x 151/4 in;
$999

FM input connectors; 6 audio inputs including
phono: 2 audio outputs; 3 video inputs: 2 video

ed power supply; video buffer amp; quartz -

Features Harmonic Time Alignment amplifier

surround modes; ambience -control switch; 19

Features discrete output transistors; subsonic

Features Harmonic Time Alignment amplifier

Receiver2 55-W/ch Receiver

FR -980 280-W A/V Receiver
4 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Surround decoder; matrix, spatial, stereo, and mono

filter built into phono preamp section; dual F -type

circuitry; isolated -ground topology; mull iregulat-

sens 14.7 dBf mono, 37.5 dBf stereo. 17 x 4 x 141/2
in; 24.3 lb
$949

PHILIPS

FR -70 70-W/ch A/V Receiver

Receiverl 80-W/ch A/V Receiver

system remote control. FR 20-20,000 Hz +0,
-0.5 dB; siN 100 dB; nip 0.1%; 50 -dB quieting

AM/FM receiver. Digital tuning; 4 inputs including
MM phono. 18 station presets; bass and treble
controls; FM muting; loudness and tape monitor
controls. FR 40-20.000 Hz with 0.5% THD
$199

35 lb

NAKAMICHI

locked frequency -synthesis PLL tuner; ceramic
resonator multiplex section; isolation buffer at
tuner output stage; pre-out/main-in jacks; 3 video
inputs; 2 video outputs. Multiroom control capability; motor -driven volume control; 10 AM/FM
station presets; remote A/B speaker switching;

STA-2170 100-W/ch Receiver

timer; programmable remote control. 70 W x 2 +
30 x 2 (rear)
$630

TX -906 I 74-W A/V Receiver
4 -channel AM/FM receiver with discrete outputs.

Features Dolby Pro Logic decoder; multiple
source capability; hall surround mode; 2 -room
capability; pre -out jacks for rear and center; 40
station presets; battery -free backup; 6 -category
classified memory scan; 10 -key direct station
tuning: video dubbing; sleep timer; remote control. 75 W x 2+ 12 x 2 (rear)
$500

outputs; 30 random presets with scan; auto scan;
remote control
$499
FR.60. As above, 60 W x 2
$399
FR -50. As above. 50 W x 2
$299

PIONEER
All the following except the SX-2900 feature multi room capability with the optional MR -I00 infrared
remote sensor.

VSX-D1S 380-W A/V Receiver
5 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Pro

Logic decoder; digital signal processor with 5
soundfield presets and adjustable delay time;
source -direct switch; front -panel A/V input:6 vid-

TX -902 50-W/ch Receiver
Low -imp -drive amplifier sections; discrete out-

puts. Features 30 station presets; battery -free

eo inputs; video adaptor loop; 2 mono center channel outputs; 5 audio inputs; split-screen video enhancer with five preset levels; S -video

-.

terminal. 30 AM/FM presets; custom memory tun-

between 16 and 30 ms; 4 surround modes; 4 audio

ing; motorized volume control; auto dimmer;

inputs and 3 video inputs; gold-plated terminals;
auto input balance. 30 AM/FM presets with scan;
custom memory for creating groups of 5 stations
with scan for each group; 5 tone presets; sleep
timer with auto dimmer; programmable remote

preamp-output/power-input terminals for front,
center, and rear; sleep timer; programmable remote control. 130 W x 2 with 0.005% THD + 40 x 3
(center, rear) with 0.08% THD into 8 ohms or 70 x 3
with 0.005% THD (front left, right, center) + 40 x 2
(rear) with 0.08% THD into 8 ohms. 16% x
x 18
in; 321b
$1,350

control. 100 W x 2+ 25 x I (center) + 18 x 2

VSX-9900S 370-W A/V Receiver

PROTON

5 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Pro
Logic decoder; digital signal processor with adjustable delay time and 5 soundfield presets; 6
video and 5 audio outputs; 3 S -video terminals;
subwoofer output. 30 AM/FM presets; split-screen
video enhancer; preamp-output/power-amp-input terminals for front, center, and rear; 5 -channel level meters; jog dial; sleep timer; programmable remote control. 125 W x 2 with 0.005%THD

+ 40 x 3 (center, rear) with 0.08% THD into 8
ohms. 20% x 101/2 x 195/s in; 371b

$1,120

VSX-5900S 285-W AN Receiver
5 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Pro
Logic decoder with digital delay; Dolby Surround
decoder; simulated and studio surround modes; 4
video inputs; 5 audio inputs; preamp-output/power-amp-input terminals for front, rear, and cen-

ter. Acoustic memory for bass/treble settings;
surround -sound memory; 30 AM/FM presets; 5

tone presets; sleep timer; memory scan; programmable remote control. 105 W x 2 with
0.008% THD + 25 x 3 (rear, center) with 0.08%
THD into 8 ohms. 19% x 8 x 181/4 in; 27 lb .. $750

VSX-3900S 236-W AN Receiver
4 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Surround decoder with digital delay; surround, stu-

dio, and simulated surround modes; 7 -band

(rear)

$600

AV -646 60-W/ch A/V Receiver
AM/FM receiver with Aphex Aural Exciter to
enhance high -frequency performance. Features
Schotz II tuning circuitry and Schotz NR; quartzPLL tuning; pre -out. 9 AM/18 FM presets; mono/
stereo switch; rotary tuning; tone bypass; motorized volume control; auto/manual tuning; headphone output; loudness switch; remote control.
Amp: 60 W x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms; FR 20-20,000

Hz -1-0.2 dB; THD 0.02%; damping factor 150;
crosstalk 75 dB at 1,000 Hz; SIN 95 dBA line. FM
tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens 3.2 µV mono. 30 /AV
stereo; AM rej 65 dB; cap ratio I dB at 45 dBf. 181/2
x 4% x 155/R in; 29.8Ib

AM/FM receiver with SR remote. Features 5 -band
graphic EQ; quartz -synthesis PLL tuning; 5 audio

inputs; motor -driven volume control; 30 AM/FM
presets; direct access; custom memory; memory
scan; connections for 2 speaker pairs. 65 W x 2

cont avg into 8 ohms; FR 20-20.000 Hz; THD
0.07%. 161/s x 41/4 x 131/4 in; 17 lb

$300

Elise Series
Both models can operate a remote source.

VSX-95 370-W A/V Receiver
5 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Pro
Logic with digital delay adjustable in 1 -ms steps;
digital signal processing with 5 soundfield presets; discrete power output devices; complemen-

tary capacitor design; copper -plated chassis;

SHARP
SA-R75AV 75-W/ch A/V Receiver
tuning; multimode surround sound with digital
time -delay circuit; 5 -band graphic EQ; 3 video
inputs. Motorized rotary volume control with
LED; bass boost; auto scan tuning; 30 station
presets; muting circuit; multifunction system remote control. 75 W x 2 into 8 ohms with 0.05%
THD

$430

SHERWOOD
RV -5010R 200-W AN Receiver
AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Surround decod-

er with theater and stadium surround modes:

Features 4 -gang GASFET RF tuner; quartz-PLL tun-

er; pre -out. Rotary tuning; separate bass and
treble controls; loudness switch; tape monitor; 8
AM/I6 FM presets; mono/stereo switch; remote
control. Amp: 50 W x 2 into 8 ohms; FR 20-20.000

Hz ±0.2 dB; THD 0.02%; sits 100 dBA line;
crosstalk 70 dB at 1,000 Hz. FM tuner: 50 -dB
quieting sens 3.2 µV mono, 3.5 µV stereo; AM rej
63 dB; cap ratio 1.5 dB at 45 dBf. 171/2 x 31/4 x 13 in;
15 lb
$400

5 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Pro
Logic decoder with variable digital delay; 3 surround modes; 4 surround preset memories; test tone generator; source -direct switch: 4 audio and
3 video inputs; rear and center preamp outputs;
power -amp inputs; tape/video monitor outputs;
motorized volume. 30 tuner presets; preset scan;
electronic bass and treble controls; 70 -key programmable remote control. 100 W x 2+ 40 x I
(center) + 30 x 2 (rear) cont avg into 8 ohms with
0.02% THD. Tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens 17.2 dBf
stereo; sits 70 dB stereo; cap ratio 1.5 dB; THD
0.2% mono, 0.3% stereo. Black finish
$770

SX-2900 65-W/ch Receiver

$240

AV -445 50-W/ch Receiver

memory for creating groups of 3 stations with

$450

lb

$900

SANSUI

151/4 in; 21 lb

41/4 x 113/4 in:12

AM/FM receiver. Features PLL quartz -synthesis

graphic EQ; 2 video inputs; 3 audio inputs. Video
selector; memory scan; 30 AM/FM presets; custom

scan for each group; sleep timer; programmable
remote control. 100 W x 2 with 0.05% THD + 18 x
2 (rear) with 0.08% THD into 8 ohms. 191/2 x 8 x

station presets; preset scan; auto/manual tuning;
3I -key remote control. 35 W x 2 cont avg into 8
ohms from 40-20.000 Hz with 0.5% THD. 16% x

HZ-9500AV 300-W A/V Receiver

RZ-7500AV 240-W AN Receiver
4 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Surround decoder with digital delay; motorized volume. Source -direct switch; 30 AM/FM presets;
preset scan; electronic bass and treble controls;
48 -key remote control. 100 W x 2 + 20 x 2 (rear)
cont avg into 8 ohms with 0.02% THD. Tuner: 50 dB quieting sens 38.2 dBf stereo; sirs 70 dB mono;
$500
cap ratio 1.5 dB; THD 0.3% stereo

Pioneer Elite VSX-95
discrete amplifier stage; fully -complementary
output devices; independent preamp, amp, and
tuner circuit boards. Independent video switching; signal processor loop; 4 audio inputs; 3 video
inputs including I on front panel; 30 tuner presets; video dubbing; sleep timer; wireless remote
control. Amp: 85 W x 2 with 0.05% THD + 15 x 2
(rear): dynamic power 150 W/ch. FM tuner: 50 -dB
quieting sens 37.5 dBf stereo; cap ratio 1.25 dB;
alt-ch sel 55 dB; usable sens 10.8 dBf mono; SiN 72
dB stereo; FR 30-15.000 Hz ±1 dB. 171/4 x 5 x 12
in; 171b
$300

RX-4010R 65-W/ch Receiver
AM/FM receiver. Features discrete amplifier
stage; fully -complementary output devices; matrix surround sound; independent preamp, amp.
and tuner circuit boards; quartz -reference digital
FM tuning with dual -gate mosPET front ends;.
signal processor loop; 5 audio inputs. 30 tuner
presets; sleep timer; motorized volume control;
bypassable tone controls; wireless remote con-

trol. Amp: 65 W x 2 with 0.05% THD; dynamic
power 125 W/ch. FM tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens
37.5 dBf stereo; cap ratio 1.25 dB; alt-ch sel 55
dB; usable sens 10.8 dBf mono; sirs 72 dB stereo;
FR 30 15,000 Hz :t.-1 dB

$285

SONY
STR-D2070 300-W A/V Receiver

anti -resonance design; 6 video and 5 audio inputs;

3 S -video terminals; auto input balance; split-

R-950AV 105-W/ch A/V Receiver

4 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features DSP for ambi-

screen video enhancer. Dot-matrix and on -screen

AM/FM receiver. Features 5 preset EQ curves;

displays; multifunction jog dial; pre-out/power

selectable monitor output; motorized volume

input for front, center, and rear; 30 AM/FM presets; sleep timer with auto dimmer; programmable remote control. 125 W x 2 + 40 x I (center) +
40 x 2 (rear). Urushi finish
$1,350

with LED. 30 presets; preset scan; manual tuning;
33 -key remote control. 105 W x 2 cont avg into 8
ohms with 0.1% THD. 16% x 4% x 111/4 in; 15.4
$330
lb

ence simulation, surround sound, parametric EQ,
and dynamic range compression/expansion;
Dolby Pro Logic decoder; 3 video inputs; digital
inputs; dual -room link control; spectrum analyzer. Motorized volume; video edit; sleep timer; 30
AM/FM presets; programmable remote control.
120 W x 2 + 30 x 2 (center, rear) into 8 ohms; THD

VSX-51 261-W AN Receiver

R-550 35-W/ch Receiver

0.008%. Tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens 38.3 dBf

5 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Pro
Logic with digital delay adjustable in 2 -ms steps

AM/FM receiver. Features selectable monitor out-

stereo; sel 60 dB at 400 Hz. 17 x 51/4 x 141/4 in; 28.6
lb
$1,100

put; motorized volume with LED: 8 AM/16 FM
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STR-AV1070 300-W A/V Receiver
4 -channel AM/FM receiver. Dolby Pro Logic decoder; 3 video inputs; dual -room link control; 7 band graphic EQ with spectrum analyzer. Motorized volume; video edit; sleep timer; 30 AM/FM
presets; programmable remote control. 120 W x 2
+ 30 x 2 (center, rear) into 8 ohms; THD 0.008%.
Tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens 38.3 dBf stereo; sel 60
dB at 400 Hz. 17 x 51/4 x 14 in
$600

STR-AV970. As above, 100 W x 2+ 30 x
(rear) into 8 ohms; 2 video inputs

I

$480

treble, and loudness controls; remote muting; 8
Am/I6 FM station presets; wireless remote control. 50 W x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms with 0.08%
THD; FR 20-20,000 Hz ±-1 dB phono, FR 15-30,000

station presets; mono/stereo switch; RF antenna
inputs; FM auto scan. 2 tape monitors with dubbing; loudness control; parallel speaker switch-

Hz +1, -3 dB line; sir( 65 dB phono, 75 dB line.

ing; motorized rotary volume control; remote

FM tuner: cap ratio 1.5 dB; THD 0.3% mono, 0.6%

control. 17 x 41/2 x 131/2 in; 201b

stereo; &Iv 73 dB mono, 68 dB stereo. 171/2 x 41/2 x
93/2 in; 13.3 lb
$270

VRX-5200R 50-W/ch A/V Receiver

TECHNICS
SA-GX910 370-W Digital A/V Receiver

STR-AV770 180-W AN Receiver
3 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features surround
sound processor; 2 video inputs; motorized volume. Video edit; 30 AM/FM presets; programmable remote control. 80 W x 2 + 20 x I (rear) into 8
ohms; THD 0.08%. Tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens
38.3 dBf stereo; sel 60 dB at 400 Hz. 17 x 51/4 x 14
in; 21 lb
$350

ES Series

STR-GX9OES 120-W/ch A/V Receiver
AM/FM receiver. Features subsonic filter; 2 video
inputs; 3 S -video terminals; audio muting; record
output selector; source -direct switch. 30 station

presets; direct comparator; auto tuning; motorized volume control; programmable remote control. 120 W x 2 into 8 ohms; FR 2-20,000 Hz ±0.5
dB; THD 0.006%; S/N 90 dB phono. 98 dB line.
Tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens 35.2 dBf stereo; cap
ratio 1.2; sel 75 dB at 400 Hz. 181/2 x 61/2 x 171/4 in;
32 lb
$1,000

STR-GX8OES. As above, 100 W x 2 into 8
ohms; 2 video inputs; 2 S -video terminals. 17 x 63/8
x 171/4 in; 30 lb
$800

5 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features I -bit MASH

D/A converter; Dolby Pro Logic decoder with
phantom and normal center -channel modes;

chip for 2 -way communication between AN com-

Amp: THD

dB; alt-ch sel 60 dB. 17 x 4V2 x 131/2 in

$370

controls; 30 AM/FM presets; headphone jack; 59 -

Features discrete output stage; midrange tone
control; rear -panel input/output
$250

key programmable remote with volume control.
125 W x 2 into 8 ohms with 0.008% THD + 60 it I
(center) + 30 x 2 (rear); FR 7-70,000 Hz ±3 dB

YAMAHA

line. FM tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens 40.2 dBf
stereo; AM rej 50 dB; cap ratio 1 dB; alt-ch sel 65
dB. 17 x
x 17 in; 33 lb
$1,000
SA-GX710. As above, no D/A converter, DSP, or
S -video inputs. 48 -key remote; 32 lb
$700

RX-V1050 390-W AN Receiver
5 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Pro
Logic circuitry with auto input balance and concert video, mono movie, rock concert, and concert hall modes; direct-PLL IF count tuning; digital
test -tone generator; switchable dual center -chan-

SA-GX505 240-W A/V Receiver
4 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Pro
Logic decoder with phantom and normal center -

channel modes; Dolby 3 Stereo logic; digitally
encoded tuning with rotary knob; parametric EQ;

nel outputs; subwoofer output with low-pass
filter; 8 audio inputs; 4 video inputs; 3 S -video
inputs; banana -plug -compatible speaker terminals; rec-out selector; pre -main coupler for main
channels; pre -out terminals for rear and center
channels. 40 AM/FM presets; motor -driven vol-

ume control; sleep timer; remote control with
volume. 110 W x 3 (left, right, center) into 8 ohms
with 0.015% THD + 30 x 2 (rear) into 8 ohms at
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1,000 Hz with 0.8% THD
$1,199
RX-V850. As above, no S -video inputs 7 audio
inputs; 3 video inputs. 80 W x 3 (left, right, center)
into 8 ohms with 0.015% THD + 25 x 2 (rear) into 8
ohms at 1,000 Hz with 0.08% THD
$799

RX-V660. As above, 65 W x 2 + 25 x 3 with
0.02% THD

Yamaha 11X -V1050

$699

RX-950 120-W/ch AN Receiver

round decoder; 2 video inputs. Audio muting;
source -direct switch; tape monitor; 30 AM/FM
presets; motorized volume control; programmable remote control. 80 W x 2 + 25 x 2 (rear); THD
0.05%. Tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens 38.3 dBf stereo; cap ratio 1.2; sel 60 dB at 400 Hz. 17 x 6 x 15
in; 27.61b
$550

video inputs; cooling fan. Input -level controls;
headphone jack; 48 -key programmable remote
control. 110 W x 2 into 8 ohms with 0.05% THD +
10 x 2 (rear, center); FR 7-70,000 Hz ±3 dB line.
FM tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens 40.2 dBf stereo; AM
rej 50 dB; cap ratio 1 dB; alt-ch sel 65 dB. 17 x 51/2
$450
x 12 in; 22 lb

SA-GX303 180-W A/V Receiver
3 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Surround decoder with digital delay; parametric EQ;

TEAC
AG V1200 230-W A/V Receiver
4 -channel AM/FM receiver. Dolby Surround de-

coder with hall and theater surround modes;

15 -band spectrum analyzer; digitally encoded
tuning with rotary knob; 4 audio inputs; 2 video
inputs; cooling fan. Input -level controls; 30

surround input -level calibration; quartz -synthesis PLL tuner with 30 presets; motor -driven volume, tone, and variable -loudness controls; remote control with mute. 100 W x 2 cont avg into 8
ohms with 0.08% THD + 15 x 2 (rear). FM tuner:
cap ratio 1.5 dB; sel 65 dB ±400 Hz; THD 0.3%
mono, 0.6% stereo at 1,000 Hz; S/N 73 dB mono,

AM/FM presets; headphone jack; 48 -key program-

40 dB stereo. 17Ve x 9/4 x 113/2 in

VECTOR RESEARCH

$450

mable remote control. 85 W x 2 into 8 ohms with
0.05% THD + 10 X I (rear); FR 7-70,000 Hz ±3 dB

line. FM tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens 40.2 dBf
stereo; AM rej 50 dB; cap ratio 1 dB; alt-ch sel 65
dB. 17 x 51/2 x 12 in; 191b

$350

AG -500 50-W/ch Receiver

VRX-6200R 65-W/ch A/V Receiver

AM/FM receiver. Features quartz -synthesis PLL

Features matrix surround sound; 8 discrete output transistors. Pre-out/main-in jacks; video signal routing; AA/ processing loop; video monitor

tuning; matrix surround; motor -driven master
volume control; 3 inputs including phono. Bass,
STEREO REVIEW FEBRUARY 1992

switched/unswitched AC outlets.

VRX-3550 55-W/ch Receiver

STR-GX57ES 210-W AN Receiver
4 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Sur-
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presets; separate FM mute and mono; AM/FM auto
scan. Rotary volume control with LED; 2

analog inputs; 4 video inputs; front -panel A/V
input; 3 S -video inputs; cooling fan. Input -level

ponents. Audio muting; record output selector;
source -direct switch; 30 AM/FM presets; motorized volume control; programmable remote control. 100 W x 2+ 50 x I (center) + 25 x 2 (rear);
THD 0.05%. Tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens 38.3 dBf
stereo; cap ratio 1.2; sel 60 dB at 400 Hz. 17 x 6 x
15 in; 30 lb
$650

Features matrix surround sound; discrete output
transistors; video signal routing; video monitor
out; pre-out/main-in jacks; AA/ processing loop;
CD input. Quartz -synthesis tuning; 20 AM/FM

0.07%; FR 10-50,000 Hz. Tuner: 50 -dB quieting
sens 15.6 dBf mono, 37.6 dBf stereo; cap ratio 1.3

5 -channel AM/FM receiver. Features Dolby Pro

Logic decoder; 2 video inputs; proprietary Lsi

$450

Dolby 3 Stereo logic; hall, club, and stadium DSP
surround modes; parametric EQ; I5 -band spectrum analyzer; adjustable 15-30 ms digital delay;
2 optical digital inputs; 1 optical digital output; 5

15 -band spectrum analyzer; 4 audio inputs; 2

STR-GX67ES 300-W AN Receiver

output; CD input. Quartz -synthesis tuning; 16

AM/FM receiver. Features Class A amplification;
direct-PLL IF -count synthesis tuning; high -gain

AM loop antenna. 40 AM/FM presets; signal strength meter; continuously variable loudness
control; motor -driven input selector and volume
control; banana -plug compatible speaker terminals; pre -main coupler; 2 pre -out terminals that
can be used in multiroom system; tone and bal-

ance controls; switchable bypass of tone, balance, loudness, and pre -main coupler; 5 audio
inputs; 2 video inputs; record -out selector; sleep
timer; 33 -key remote control with - 20 dB mute.
120 W x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms with 0.015% THD
or 340 x 2 into 2 ohms
$899
RX-750. As above, Class AB amplification; no
pre -out multiroom terminals; 32 -key remote control without muting. 80 W x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms
with 0.015% THD or 200 x 2 into 2 ohms
$529

RX-350 40-W/ch Receiver
AM/FM receiver with direct-PLL synthesis tuning.
Features high -gain AM loop antenna; auto search
and manual up/down tuning; 16 AM/FM presets;
signal -strength meter; A/B speaker switching; CD -

direct switch; dynamic bass -extension control;
-40-dB continuously variable loudness control.
40 W x 2 coot avg into 8 ohms with 0.04% THD or
88 x 2 into 2 ohms
$239
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THD 0.005%, slew rate 500 V/µs. 13 x 7 x 14 in; 27
lb
$895

distortion; dual analog power -output meters; i../R

Delta 120 60-W/ch Amplifier

0.04%. 161/2 x 21/4 x 115/s in; 14.3 lb

1

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH

Complementary mosRET circuits. 60 W x 2 into 8

A-07 70-W/ch Amplifier

ohms; THD 0.03%

Features switchable side -chain feedback tone
control; MM/MC phono inputs. Remote controllable when linked to T -06/R tuner. FR 15-20,000 Hz
+0, -0.3 dB; THD0.03%; s/N 100 dBA; no 0.03%.
17V4 x 31/2 x 105/s in; 25.1 lb

$500
$300

A-03. As above, 30 W per channel

AUDIRE
Fort4 125-W/ch Amplifier

AUDIO DESIGN
ASSOCIATES
MPA-500 2,000-W Amplifier
5 -channel amplifier for THX and other home theater applications. Features RCA inputs; Sway binding posts; LED power output meter. 400
Wx5

ADCOM
20 discrete transistors in output stage. 250 W into
8 ohms or 400 W into 4 ohms; THD 0.002%; FR 2020,000 Hz. Black finish
$1,200

GFA-565 300-W Mono Amplifier
20 discrete transistors in output stage. 300 W into
8 ohms. 450 W into 4 ohms, or 850 W into 2 ohms;

sny 106 dBA; dynamic headroom 1.6 dB into 4
ohms; input imp 50-700 ohms; input sensitivity
2.15 V; damping factor 1,000 into 8 ohms. Black
$850

cations. Features parametric bass EQ; front -panel

bass -level, frequency, and bandwidth controls;
$2,495

MPA-6 650-W Amplifier
Features 6 channels with adjustable input including one for subwoofer; variable crossover; surround sound; 5 -way output jack; RCA inputs; LED
power indicator
$1.595

PF-250 100-W/ch Amplifier

GFA-55511200-W/ch Amplifier
I -ohm stability. Features low -negative -feedback

design; constant damping factor; toroidal transformer; direct coupling. 200 W/ch into 8 ohms or
350 W/ch into 4 ohms; FR 20-20,000 Hz; THD
0.04%; IM 0.05%

$799

Features mosFer circuitry; toroidal transformers; 2 -ohm stability; fan cooling; 20 -segment LED

power display. 100 W x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms
from 20-20.000 Hz with 0.07% THD, 160 x 2 into 4
ohms, or 240 x 2 into 2 ohms; &Tv 95 dB; slew rate
15 V/µs. 19 x 51/4 x 161/2 in; 37 lb

$1.495

GFA-54511 100-W/ch Amplifier
1 -ohm stability. Features low -negative -feedback

design; constant damping factor; toroidal transformer; direct coupling. 150 W/ch into 4 ohms;
THD 0.04%. 17 x 51/2 x 121/2 in: 25 lb

$500

GFA-53511 60-W/ch Amplifier
1 -ohm stability. Features low -negative -feedback
design; direct coupling; constant damping factor;
separate power transformers for each channel;
connections for 2 speaker pairs. 100 W/ch into 4
ohms; THD 0.04%. 17 x 31/4 x 121/2 in

$350

V/µs; damping factor 475. 19 x 51/4 x 10 in; 44
lb

$1,050

B&K COMPONENTS

Bridgeable stereo amplifier designed for sub woolens) in THX and other home -theater appliLED output meter

Features bipolar design; 2 transformers; filter cap
banks; 2 independent channels on one chassis. FR
2-100.000 Hz +0. -1 dB; IM 0,008%; slew rate 50

$5,900

PBA-500 Amplifier

GFA-585 250-W Mono Amplifier

$300

$445

Rated for 70 watts per channel into 8 ohms.

finish. 17 x 81/4 x 111/2 in; 45 lb

output level controls. 60 W x 2 cont avg into 8
ohms or 170 x
max; FR 20-20,000 Hz; THD

AUDIO RESEARCH
Classic 150 140-W Hybrid Mono Amp
FET front end and vacuum -tube output stage.
Features tube -protection circuit; cross -coupled
circuitry. Standby switch; auto muting; balanced

Video -5 Sonata 525-W Amplifier
5 channels for surround -sound or multiroom applications. Features 5 discrete amplifiers; gold-

plated input/output connectors; level controls.
105 W x 5; FR 5-45,000 Hz ±3 dB; S/N 90 dB;
dynamic headroom 0.9 dB; slew rate 20 Vita;
THD 0.09% at 1,000 Hz. 17 x 6 x 1714 in; 40
lb

$1,298

ST -202 Plus 200-W/eh Amplifier
Balanced inputs. 200 W x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms;
THD 0.09%; FR 5-45,000 Hz; sag 95 dB; slew rate
12 Viµs; dynamic headroom 1.1 dB. 17 x 6 x 1714
in; 321b
$848
Without balanced inputs
$748

ST -140 Class A 105-W/ch Amplifier
Class A design up to mosFer output stage; balanced inputs. 105 W x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms with
0.09% THD or ISO x 2 cont avg into 4 ohms; FR 545,000 Hz; S/N 95 dB; slew rate II V/µs; dynamic
headroom 1.4 dB. 17 x 6 x 171/4 in; 25 lb
$598
Without balanced inputs
$498

ST -140 Mono. As above, 150 W x I cont avg
into 8 ohms; balanced inputs
Without balanced inputs

$598
$498

outputs. 140 W cont avg into I, 2, 4, or 8 ohms; FR
7-100,000 Hz +0, -3 dB. 19 x 101/2 x 161/2 in; 110
lb
$4.995

BEL

Classic 60 60-W/ch Hybrid Amplifier

Dual -mono construction. Features 2 Class A

FET front end and vacuum -tube output stage.

amps per channel; independent power supply for

Model 2002 100-W/ch Amplifier

Features auto DC -balance circuit; driver -balance

ARAGON,
BY MONDIAL DESIGNS

servo circuit; auto bias correction for incoming
line voltage; low -noise fan; front -panel fuses. FR

12-40,000 Hz +0, -3 dB

Model 4004 MK II 200-W/ch Amplifier
Features 2 toroidal transformers; quad -array
transistor; gold-plated connectors; Monster Cable output wiring; convection air cooling. SiN 120
dB; damping factor 200 from 20-20.000 Hz. 19 x
61/2 x 14 in; 65 lb

$1,850

Model 2004 MK II. As above, 100 W per
channel, 45 lb

$3,495

Classic 120 115-W Hybrid Mono Amp
Fer front end and vacuum -tube output stage.
Auto Dc -balance circuit; driver balance servo
circuit; auto bias correction for input line voltage;
cross -coupled circuitry; balanced outputs. FR 1080,000 Hz ± 3 dB; siN 92 dB
$3,495

$1,395

Audio Research D240

D240 120-W/ch Amplifier

ARCAM
Delta 120 100-W/ch Amplifier
configuration. Features separate
power supply and toroidal transformer for each
amplifier; biwired. 100 W x 2 into 8 ohms or 150 x
Dual -mono

2 into 4 ohms; peak output current -2:25 amperes

$1,100

AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE
Omega 240 120-W/ch Amplifier
Active feedback design. 120 W x 2 into 8 ohms;

Direct -coupled output stage with 12 high -current
multiple emitter transistors per channel. Features
low -impedance capability; thermal -overload and
DC protection circuitry; RCA inputs: xi.R connectors; gold-plated binding posts. 120 W x 2 into 8
ohms or 240 x 2 into 4 ohms; input sens 1.6 V cent
avg; negative feedback 7.7 dB; slew rate 50 V/µs.
19 x 51/4 x 1 We in; 381b

each channel; input shutdown and status/fault
indication of temperature, frequency, output,
and load in each amp section; balanced outputs.
100 W x 2 cent avg into 8 ohms or 200 x 2 cont avg
into 4 ohms; input imp 22 kilohms; high-level sens

1400 my; gain 26 dB; bandwidth 3-250,000 Hz
with input filter. 19 x 71/4 x 14% in; 52 lb .. $4,395

$2,995

Model 1001 50-W/ch Amplifier

AUDIOSOURCE
Amp One 60-W/ch Amplifier
Features mosFer circuitry; toroidal power transformer; soft -clipping output circuitry to reduce

Class A design; balanced output; temperature stabilizing circuitry; fault -sensing system; optional balanced input. 50 W x 2 cent avg into 8
ohms, 100 x 2 cont avg into 4 ohms, or 200 x I
bridged; input imp 27 kilohms; high-level sens
STEREO REVIEW FEBRUARY 1992
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1,000 mV; bandwidth 5-200,000 Hz. 171/4 x 71/4 x
1214 in; 28 lb
$1,995
FET1001. As above, FET circuitry
$2,295

S/N 105 dB; slew rate 60 V/sss; IM 0.005%. 19 x 51/4
x 12 in; 45 lb
$1,895

Model 4B 250-W/ch Amplifier

AV -63 195-W Amplifier
3 -channel add-on amp designed for use with
home theater systems using Dolby Pro Logic or

B ERNING

Class AB design with bridging switch. Features
I ,500-sq-in heat -sink area; soft -start circuitry;

EA -2101 100-W/ch Tube Amplifier

similar decoders. Features front -panel gain control; vertical LED power display for each channel.
65 W x 3 cont avg into 8 ohms; FR 20-20,000 Hz;

regulated power supply to all voltage gain stages;
ch sep back to line cord; LED clipping indicator.

THD 0.5 %;SIN 92 dBA. 19 x 31/4 x 115/4 in .. $530

200 W x 2 or 800 x 1 into 8 ohms; FR 20-20,000 Hz;

TFM-15 100-W/ch Amplifier

THD 0.01%; IM 0.01%; slew rate 60 V/ps; power
bandwidth 1-100,000 Hz; damping factor 500 at 20

Transfer -function modified design featuring dual

Uses triode vacuum tubes. Features regulated
power supply; shutdown protection for brownouts and improper bias conditions; 4 output transformer windings/ch. 100 W x 2 cont avg; FR 1060,000 Hz ±1.5 dB; THD 2% into 8 ohms; S/N 100
dB. 19x 5V4 x 19 in; 40 lb
$4,290

B GW SYSTEMS
Model 8500T 300-W/ch Amplifier
Features speaker protection; barrier strip inputs/
outputs; rear -mounted gain controls and bridging
switch; 1/4 -in input connectors. 300 W x 2 into 8
ohms or 450 x 2 into 4 ohms; FR 3-85,000 Hz +0,
-3 dB; IM 0.01%; damping factor 300. 19 x 51/4 x
133/4 in; 561b

$1,299

Model 200 100-W/ch Amplifier
Features aluminum construction; toroidal power
transformer; magnetic circuit breaker/power
switch; precision -stepped attenuators; xLR and
1/4 -in input connectors; active -balanced inputs; S-

Hz into 8 ohms; input sens 1.25 V. 19 x 544 x 131/2
in
$2,095

Model 3B. As Model 4B, 100 W x 2 or 400 x 1;

input sens I V; 500-sq in heat -sink area. 19 x 51/4 x
9 in
$1,295
Model 2B. As Model 3B, 250-sq-in heat -sink. 50
W x 2 or 200 x I; input sens 0.75 V
$750

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
A100 110-W/ch Amplifier
Features dual -mono design; two oversized toroi-

dal transformers coupled with four large reservoir capacitors; high -pass -filter input; bananaplug/binding-post speaker terminals; gold-plated
input terminals. THD 0.01% at 50% rated power;
S/N 100 dBA; input sens 1.1 V
$700
A70. As above, 60 W/ch
$500

20,000 Hz ± 0.25 dB; IM 0.02%; damping factor
400. 19 x 114 x 11 in; 14 lb

$999

Features speaker protection; barrier strip inputs/
outputs; rear -mounted gain controls and bridging
switch; 1/4 -in input connectors. 200 W x 2 into 8
ohms or 300 x 2 into 4 ohms; FR 3-85,000 Hz +0,
-3 dB; 1M 0.01%; damping factor 300. 19 x 51/4 x
13 in; 401b

$849

Model 6500T 100-W/ch Amplifier
Features speaker protection; barrier strip inputs/
outputs; rear -mounted gain controls and bridging
switch; 1/4 -in input connectors. 100 W x 2 into 8
ohms, 250 x 1 into 8 ohms, or 150 x 2 into 4 ohms;

FR 3-100,000 +0, -3 dB; IM 0.05%; damping
factor 200. 19 x 31/2 x 13 in; 30 lb

CARVER
Silver Seven 375-W Mono Tube Amplifier
Features fully -balanced circuit topology; 14 KT 88

Model 7500T 200-W/ch Amplifier

$599

Ultra Linear out-

put transformers with OFC primary leads and pure
silver secondaries; Wonder Cap capacitors; van

Features 2 -stage amplification; toroidal power
transformer; shielded power cord; short-circuit,
Dc -offset, and thermal protection circuitry with
indicators. Output -level controls; recessed panel
controls. 150 W x 2 into 8 ohms, 250 x 2 into 4
ohms, or 500 x 1 into 8 ohms; FR 20-20,000 Hz;
THD 0.005%; slew rate 35 V/iss stereo, 70 V/sis

mono; imp 10,000 ohms; peak current 50 am-

transformer end bells; connections for 1-, 4-, or 8 ohm speakers. 375 W into 8 ohms from 20-20,000
Hz with 0.5% THD; peak output current 35 amps;
FR 1.5-100,000 Hz. ISO lb
$8,750

High -current design. Sleek curved chassis with
large single heat sink at rear center; regular and
balanced inputs. 100 W x 2 into 8 ohms, 200 x 2

Silver 9-t Mark II 550-W Mono Amplifier
Modified transistor amp featuring shock -isolation mounting and transfer -function calibration.
Lighted analog power meter. FR 20-20,000 Hz;
THD 0.5%; S/N 100 dBA. Black finish. 7 x 111/2 x
$1,000

Magnetic -field amp with transfer -function calibration. Features 2 -ohm stability; analog power
meters. 375 W x 2 into 8 ohms, 500 x 2 into 4
ohms, or 1,000 x I bridged; THD 0.5%; slew rate
180 V/iss; input imp 100 kilohms. 20 lb .... $950
TFM-42. As above, LED power meter ... $900

AV -60 240-W Amplifier

$4,299

4 -channel amplifier designed with two stereo
magnetic -field power amps in one chassis for

Features 2 -stage design; discrete circuitry; toroidal power transformer. Voltage and current clip
indicator; gold-plated audio connectors. 100 W x
2 into 8 ohms; THD 0.005%
$2,249

surround sound, satellite/subwoofer systems, or
multiroom applications. Features 3- and 4 -channel modes; active 18-dB/oct crossover at 75 Hz.
Rear -panel trim controls. 60 W x 4 into 8 ohms or
60 x 2 + 180 x 1; THD 0.15%; FR 3-36,000 Hz +0,
-3 dB; input imp 10 kilohms. 14 lb
$780

peres. 17 x 51/4 x 151/2 in; 51 lb

Boulder 1O2AE 100-W/ch Amplifier

B RYSTON
Model 7B 500-W Mono Amplifier
Features soft -start circuitry; ground -lift switch;
balanced and RCA input. 500 W cont from 2020,000 Hz; 1,000W into 1 or 4 ohms; THD0.005%;
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Duet 350-W/ch Amplifier
350 W x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms. 231/4 x 12 x 173/4 in;
95 lb
$7,500

CLASSE AUDIO

TFM-45 375-W/ch Amplifier

Boulder 500 150-W/ch Amplifier

CELLO

den Hul silver interconnects; pure silver internal
wiring with Wonder Solder; polished granite anti vibration base with Simms aluminum machined

141/2 in; 231b

B OULDER

analog meters with level selection; A/B speaker
switching; input -level controls. FR 20-20,000 Hz;
THD 0.1%; S/N 100 dBA. 19 x 31/2 x 12 in ... $400

way binding posts; LED clipping indicators; signal -presence indicators. 100 W x 2 into 8 ohms or
200 x I into 16 ohms; FR 1-85,000 Hz ±3 dB, 20-

Carver Silver 9-t Mark II

DR -10 100-W/ch Amplifier

into 4 ohms, or 400 W x I bridged into 8 ohms; FR
20-20,000 Hz ± 0. 1 dB; sens I V; S/N 100 dB; imp
70 kilohms. Sculpted black handles. 22 x 101/2 x
191/2 in; 50Ib

$1,995

CONRADJOHNSON
Evolution 2000 200-W/ch Hybrid Amp
Hybrid design tube driver with MOSFET output;
zero feedback design. 125 lb

$4,995

MV125 125-W/ch Amplifier
Features low -imp power supplies and polystyrene capacitors; LED bias indicators. 125 W x 2
cont avg into 8 ohms; S/N 94 dB. 19 x 9 x 201/2 in;
90 lb
MV52. As above, 45 W x 2 cont avg into 8 11299ms5.
401b
$1,895

MF200 200-W/ch Amplifier
MOSFET output stage, J-FET input stage. Features

low -feedback circuit design; polypropylene and
polystyrene capacitors in all circuits. 200 W x 2
coot avg; FR 20-20,000 Hz; THD 1% into 8 ohms;
sny 98 dB. 19 x 814 x 125/s in; 59 lb

MF80. As above, 80 W x 2 cont avg

$1,995
$1,395

TFM-25 225-W/ch Amplifier
Magnetic -field amp with transfer -function calibration. Features 2 -ohm stability; analog power
meters. 225 W x 2 into 8 ohms, 350 x 2 into 4

COUNTERPOINT

ohms, or 350 x 1 bridged; THD 0.5%; slew rate 180
V/iss; input imp 100 kilohms. 20 lb
$670

Tube input and MOSFET output. Features 1 -ohm
stability; 1,000-V transformer; analog protection

SA -220 220-W/ch Hybrid Amplifier

circuitry not in signal path; copper -plated chassis. 700 W x I bridged; FR 1.2-200,000 Hz; S/N 84
dB; THD 0.02%; output imp 0.012 ohms. Black or
silver finish. 19 x 61/4 x 19 in; 691b
$2,995

Solid -2 200-W/ch Amplifier

W x 2 coot into 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz with
0.003% THD; THD 0.0008% at 1,000 Hz; IM
0.002%; FR 20-40,000 Hz +0, -I dB; input sens I
V; input imp 50 kilohms; SIN 112 dBA at I V; slew
rate 15 Vitas; damping factor 400 from 20-1,000
Hz. 16 x41/4 x 12% in
$795

FET input; bipolar output; 2 -ohm stability. 385 W
x 2 into 4 ohms; 120 -ampere peak -to -peak current
capability. 19 x 63/4 x 19 in; 69 lb
$1,995

SA -100 100-W/ch Hybrid Amplifier
Tube input and mosFET output. Features 2 -ohm
stability; 1,000-V transformer; copper -plated
chassis. Dynamic headroom 3 dB; FR 5-100,000
Hz; S/N 92 dB; THD 1.0%. Available in black or
silver finish. 19 x 41/2 x 123/. in; 28 lb

$1,395

Solid -1 100-W/ch Amplifier
Features FET input; bipolar output; 2 -ohm stability. 19 x 41/2 x 12% in; 181b

toroidal power transformer; gold-plated input
and output connectors. 150 W x 2 into 8 ohms
from 20-20,000 Hz with 0.1% THD; bandwidth -3
dB at 3 and 100,000 Hz; slew rate: 50 V/ps; input
imp 47,000 ohm; current capability 16 amps coot,
50 amps peak into 0.1 ohm. 17 x 63/4 x 91/4 in;
331b

$1,590

Model 4. As above, 50 W x 2 into 8 ohms from

DENON

20-20.000 Hz with 0.1% THD. 17 x 61/4 x 91/4 in;

POA-5000 400-W Amplifier

33 lb

6 -channel amplifier designed for use with AVP5000 AP; preamp. Features Class A circuitry;
power supply and toroidal power transformer for
each channel pair; bridgeable to 3, 4, or 5 chan-

30 amps peak into 0.1 ohm. 17 x 5 x 91/4 in;

nels;

remote power switching from Denon

$1,490

Model 5. As above, high -bias Class AB output
stage. WO W x 2 into 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz
with 0.1% THD; current capability 10 amps coot;
26 lb

$990

preamps. 100 W x 2 or 200 x I (front) + 50 x 2 or
100 x I (center) + 50 x 2 or 100 x I (rear) from 2020,000 Hz; FR 1-150,000 Hz at I W; THD 0.02%;

FOSGATEAUDIONICS

siN 118 dBA

Model 4100 240-W Amplifier

$995

$1,500

4 -channel amp for designed for home -theater

POA-2800 200-W/ch Amplifier

applications. Features 3 -channel bridging. 60 W x

CROWN

Features wisFET Class A circuitry; dual power
supplies with toroidal transformers; RCA inputs.
Remote power switching from Denon preamps;

4 into 8 ohms or 100 x 4 into 4 ohms from 20-

INTERNATIONAL
PSA-2 275-W/ch Amplifier

Ain speaker switching. MO W x 2 into 8 ohms from

Features multimode AB/B design; ground -isola-

20-20,000 Hz with 0.01% THD or 300 x 2 into 4

M-60 MKII 35-W Mono Amplifier

tion jumper; forced air cooling; low -frequency
protection. Distortion, signal presence, and

ohms; FR 1-150,000 Hz at 1 W; THD 0.002% at -3
dB; siN 123 dBA
$800

standby indicators. 275 W x 2 or 915 x I bridged
into 8 ohms, 460 x 2 into 4 ohms, or 700 x 2 into 2
ohms; FR 20-20,000 Hz ±0.1 dB; S/N 115 dB; Tun

POA-800 50-W/c11 Amplifier

Designed for center -channel amplification in
home -theater systems. Features fully -complementary discrete circuit design; input -level control. 35 W into 8 ohms, 60 W into 4 ohms with

0.05%; IM 0.05%; slew rate 30 V/ps; damping

way speaker terminals; peak -signal indicator;

factor 700. 19 x 7 x 14% in; 57 lb

remote power switching from Denon preamps. 50

$2,095

Discrete MOSFET output transistors. Features 3 -

W x 2 into 8 ohms or 120 W x I bridged into 8

PS Series

ohms; THD 0.05%

Features convection cooling, multimode AB1B circuitry, lowirequency protection, ground -isolation
jumper, bridged -mono mode, level controls, distortion indicators, and signal -presence indicator on

front panel.

PS -400 190-W/ch Amplifier
190 W x 2 into 8 ohms, 330 x 2 into 4 ohms, or 660
x 1 bridged into 8 ohms; FR DC -20,000 Hz -I.- 0.1
dB; THD 0.05%; IM 0.05%; slew rate 16 V/I.Ls; SIN
112 dB. 19 x 7 x 10 in; 55 lb
$1,195

$320

20,000 Hz with 0.05% THD; 225 W x 2 into 8 ohms
or 300 x 2 into 4 ohms with 0.1% THD
$879

0.2% THD; FR 20-20,000 Hz ±1 dB. 81/2 x 2Vi x 71/2
in;61b
$199

HAFLER
Model 9500 250-W/ch Amplifier

DYNACO
Stereo 70 Series II 35-W/ch Tube Amp
Features EL34/6CA7 output tubes; precision 1%
metal -film resistors; poly -composition capacitors; miniaturized high -capacity power -supply;
double -sided fiberglass PC board; 6GH8A driver
tubes; gold-plated RCA input; front -panel user adjustable LED biasing system; flat open -loop
gain; 3 -wire grounded power cord; gold-plated

PS -200 100-W/ch Amplifier

30A -rated 5 -way binding posts. 35 W x 2 cont avg

100 W x 2 into 8 ohms, 170 x 2 into 4 ohms, or 345

into 4, 8, or 16 ohms; FR 20-20,000 Hz ±0.5 dB;

x 1 bridged into 8 ohms; FR oc-20,000 Hz ±0.1

Features 16 self-limiting lateral siosFET output
devices; patented Transnova circuitry utilizing
extremely short signal paths; separate high -voltage power supplies for each channel; gold-plated
RCA inputs; 5 -way binding posts. 250 W x 2 into 8
ohms. 375 x 2 into 4 ohms, or 750 x 1 into 8 ohms;
THD 0.03%; power bandwidth 0.7-300,000 Hz; S/N

100 dB; damping factor 300 from 20-20,000 Hz.
Black finish. 17 x 51/4 x 121/2 in; 501b

$1,800

Model 9300. As above, uses 12 self-limiting
lateral MOSFET output devices. ISO W x 2 into 8
ohms, 225 x 2 into 4 ohms, or 450 x 1 into 8 ohms;
THD 0.025%. 17 x 31/2 x 121/2 in; 361b
$1,200

dB; THD 0.05%; IM 0.05%; slew rate 16 V/ps; S/N
112 dB. 19 x 51/4x 101/4in; 25 lb

$995

XL600 305-W/ch Amplifier

D Series

Exceknear circuitry with double -differential WET
push-pull cascoded input stage and current -mirroring driver stage. Features 8 power MOSFET's
per channel; dual -mono construction; no current
limiting; switchable bridging to mono; relay -protected speaker outputs; temperature -controlled
DC fan cooling; 72.000 -AF power -supply filter
capacitance; gold-plated inputs/outputs. 305 W x

Features convection cooling, V-1 limit protection,
bridged -mono mode, level controls, and distortion
indicators on front panel.

DC -300A Il 175-W/ch Amplifier
Direct -coupled outputs. 175 W x 2 into 8 ohms,
305 x 2 into 4 ohms, or 610 x I bridged into 8
ohms; FR Dc -20,000 Hz ±0.15 dB; THD0.05%; IM
0.05%; slew rate 8 V/ps; damping factor 750; S/N
110dB
$1,199

Forte Model 4

D -150A II 95-W/ch Amplifier

THD 0.25%; IM 1%; damping factor IS. Black

95 W x 2 into 8 ohms, 155 x 2 into 4 ohms, or 315 x

finish. 3-yr parts -and -labor warranty. 13 x 7 x 91/2
in; 35 lb
$995
With chrome chassis
$1,095

I bridged into 8 ohms; FR DC -20,000 Hz ±0.15

dB; THD 0.05%; IM 0.05%; slew rate 6 V/ps;
damping factor 400; SiN 110 dB. 19 x 51/4 x 81/4 in;
24 lb
$879

DB SYSTEMS
DB-6A 40-W/ch Amplifier
Features 1 -ohm stability; 12-dB/oct infrasonic

filter; peak -clipping LED's; electronic clamp. 40

FORTE

2 into 8 ohms with 0.08% THD, 450 x 2 i nto 4 ohms,

or 900 x 1 into 8 ohms; FR 10-50,000 Hz ±0.1 dB
at 1 W into 8 ohms; S/N 100 dB; slew rate 100 V/ps;
damping factor 200 at 1,000 Hz. 19 x 7 x 13 in; 51
lb
$1,299

XL230 145-W/ch Amplifier
4-iFET double -differential push-pull cascoded input stage and 12-mosFET output. Features gold-

plated inputs; switchable bridging to mono;

Noninverting design employing insulated gate

speaker protection fuses. 145 W x 2 cont avg into
8 ohms with 0.05% THD, 200 x 2 into 4 ohms, or
400 x 1 into 8 ohms; Fa 10-50,000 Hz ±0.1 dB at 1

bipolar transistors at power output stage and FET/

W into 8 ohms; s/N 100 dB; slew rate 75 V/ps;

bipolar front-end design. Features pure Class A
gain stages; glass -epoxy circuit boards; custom

damping factor 300 at 1,000 Hz. 17 x 51/4 x 101/2 in;
27 lb
$799

Model 6 150-W/ch Amplifier
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Model 9180 90-W/ch Amplifier

KINERGETICS

Features 8 self-limiting lateral MOSFET output

KBA-75 Platinum Series 75-W/ch Amp

devices; low -noise double -differential JFET front

Features dual -mono construction; Class A opera-

end; double -sided through -plated glass epoxy
circuit boards with jumper -less layout; large lamination twin -core quasi -toroidal transformer;
gold-plated RCA inputs; 5 -way binding posts. 90
W x 2 into 8 ohms, 135 x 2 into 4 ohms, or 270 x 1
into 8 ohms; THD 0.025%; power bandwidth 0.3-

116,000 Hz; S/N 100 dB; damping factor 300 to
1,000 Hz and 200 to 10,000 Hz into 8 ohms. 17 x
31/2 x 121/2in; 33 lb

$600

Model 9270. As Model 9180, uses 12 selflimiting lateral MOSFET output devices. 135 W x 2
into 8 ohms, 200 x 2 into 4 ohms, or 400 x 1 into 8
ohms. 35 lb
$750

bridged; THD 0.05%; S/N 112 dB; slew rate 12 V/

17 x 31/2 x 9 in; 20 lb

MARANTZ

ohms, 150 x 2 into 4 ohms, or 300 x 2 into 2 ohms;
slew rate 65 V/iLs. 19 x 151/2 x 17 in
$1,795

Features direct -coupled audio path; Class A input and driver stages; Class AB output stage with
high -current devices; separate left/right amplifiers and power supplies; 2 -ohm load capability;

KBA-505 525-W Amplifier
6 -channel amplifier for use in surround -sound
systems. Features I.1 -kW toroidal transformer;
high -current output transistors; subwoofer level
control. Compusound circuitry for matching any
Kinergetics subwoofer. 75 W x 5 + 150 x 1. 19 x
51/2 x 171/4 in; 52 lb

$1,695

KRELL
KSA-250 250-W/ch Amplifier
Features DC -coupled Class A circuitry; balanced
and single ended inputs; self-adjusting bias; DC

Citation22 200-W/ch Amplifier
Dual -mono bridgeable design. Features discrete

circuitry; 110 -ampere high -current capability.
200Wx 2
$1,149

Linn LK100

nection. Front -panel peak indicators. 120 W x 2
cont avg into 8 ohms with 0.02% THD, 175 x 2 cont

avg into 4 ohms with 0.04% THD, or 350 x 1 coot
avg into 8 ohms; dynamic power 140 W x 2 or 520
x 1 into 8 ohms; S/N 121 dBA stereo; damping
factor 200 into 8 ohms; power consumption 650 W
into 8 ohms both channels
$699

Music Link Series
These products are designed for use with the
Marantz Music Link SC -22 preamplifier and PH -22
phono preamplifier.

offset. 250 W x 2 into 8 ohms or 2,000 x 2 into 1
$6,200
ohm

HC -800 90-W/ch Amplifier
90 W x 2 into 8 ohms or 140 x 2 into 4 ohms cont
avg from 20-20,000 Hz; 260 W x 1 coot avg into 8
ohms bridged; THD 0.05% at rated power; damp-

KST-100 100-W/eh Amplifier

ing factor 100; S/N 104 dBA. 171/2 x 33/4 x 1114 in;
23 lb
$489

ohms or 400 x 2 bridged

HC -500 50-W/ch Amplifier
50W x 2 coot avg into 8 ohms or 75 x 2 into 4 ohms

from 20-20,000 Hz; THD 0.25% at rated power;
in; 16 lb

banana -plug, bare -wire, or pin -type speaker con-

Class A design; select-FET input signal amplification; high -current output transistors; high -capacity toroidal transformer mounted with resonance reducing hand -tuned bolts; non-magnetic copper plated alloy chassis; direct signal path; no active
current limiting with over -current detector. 30 W
cont avg into 8 ohms with 0.01% THD or 60 W cont
avg into 4 ohms with 0.1% THD; dynamic power
45 W into 8 ohms or 70 W into 4 ohms ... $1,249
MA -22. As above, Class AB design; select-FET
Class A input signal amplification. 50 W cont avg
into 8 ohms with 0.01% THD or 95 W coot avg into
4 ohms with 1% imp; dynamic power 65 W into 8
ohms or 120 W into 4 ohms
$899

H ARMAN K ARBON

damping factor 100; S/N 100 dBA. 171/2 x

SM-80 120-W/ch Amplifier

MA -24 30-W Mono Amplifier

$420

H OME THEATER
PRODUCTS

$400

tion; 1-kVA power supply; multiple high -power
output transistors; servo -controlled Dc output;
low -impedance drive capability. 75 W x 2 into 8

Model 9130 65-W/ch Amplifier
Features self-limiting lateral mosFET output devices; double -sided through -plated glass epoxy
circuit boards with jumper -less layout; gold-plated RCA inputs; 5 -way binding posts; front -panel
level controls. 65 W x 2 into 8 ohms, 75 x 2 into 4
ohms, or 150 x I into 8 ohms; THD 0.008%; power
bandwidth 4-40,000 Hz; S/N 100 dB; damping
factor 100 to 1,000 Hz, 50 to 10 Hz. Black finish.

ka. 171/2 x 2 x 13 in; 11 lb

x 1114
$329

HTG, BY MUSIC &
SOUND IMPORTS

Features Dc -coupled Class AB circuitry; balanced and single ended input. 100 W x 2 into 8
$2,700

MARK LEVINSON,
BY MADRIGAL
Model 23.5 200-W/ch Amplifier
Dual -mono construction. Features filtered AC
power with Dc -offset corrector circuit; surge -

LINN

limiting circuit; individual power supplies for

LK100 50-W/ch Power Amplifier

each channel; toroidal transformers with inde-

Can be used to biamplify or triamplify loudspeak-

main circuit board; bipolar gain stages; active
differential input circuit; Class AB output stage;

ers. Overcurrent and overtemperature protection; internal heat sink. 50 W x 2 into 8 ohms with
$695
0.5% distortion

pendent secondary windings; triple -bypassing on

controlled clipping circuitry. 200 W x 2 coot into 8
ohms or 400 x 2 into 4 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz
with 0.3% THD; input imp 50 kilohms; gain 26.8

LUXMAN

dB. 19 x 81/2 x 18 in; 1051b

SPA -100 100-W/ch Amplifier

M-117 200-W/ch Amplifier

Model 27 100-W/ch Amplifier

Low -feedback Dc -coupled design. Features 2
sets of speaker binding posts for biwiring; option-

Bridgeable amp with low -impedance drive capability. Features dual-FET input stage per channel;
high -current bipolar output transistors; Duo -Beta

Dual -mono construction. Features AC filtering by

al balanced inputs. FR 20-40,000 Hz; THD 0.05%;
input sens I V; S/N 95 dB; slew rate 50 V/ps; input
imp 20 kilohms. 17 x 5 x 9 in; 23 lb
$849
SPA -65. As above, 50 W x 2
$595

JRM
Power Tower 250-W/ch Amplifier
Features all polypropylene capacitors; complementary symmetry all-cascode Class AB design;
no voltage/current limiting; high -temperature,
DC, and power-up/fail protection. 12 -step LED
meter per channel. 500 W x 2 plus 250 W x 2 cont
avg into 2 ohms; slew rate 100 V/µs; S/N 102 dB;
THD 0.02%; FR 0.6-75,000 Hz. 241/2 x 16 x 141/2 in;
$3,300
65 lb
60
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dual feedback -loop circuitry; star circuit topology; high-energy power supply. Peak -clip indicators; gold-plated speaker binding posts and input

terminals; variable and fixed inputs. 200 W x 2
into 8 ohms, 550 x 2 into 4 ohms, 820 x 2 into 2
ohms, or 700 x I bridged; THD 0.03% at rated
power; SIN 120 dB; slew rate 20 V/p.s; damping
factor 130 at 50 Hz into 8 ohms. 171/2 x 61/2 x 171/2
in; 52 lb
$1,250

M-111 100-W Amplifier
4 -channel bridgeable design. Features voltage -

$5,900

two separate circuits to remove unwanted frequencies and reduce transformer core saturation
and mechanical hum; surge -limiting circuit; 729 VA toroidal transformer in each channel; separate power supplies; signals processing through 2
Class A cascaded voltage gain stages and 3 cur-

rent gain stages; cascoded differential input
stage; Class AB output stage; Camac connector
or 3 -pin Neutrik XLR connector input. 100 W x 2
into 8 ohms, 200 x 2 into 4 ohms, or 350 x 2 into 2
ohms; sens 141 mV; voltage gain 26 dB. 19 -in
width faceplate available. 171/2 x 61/2 x 18 in; 75
lb

$3,995

driven amplification; Duo -Beta feedback; star

Model 29 50-W/ch Amplifier

circuit topology; 4 -way binding posts. Rear -panel
bridging switches; separate input -level controls.
25 W x 4 cont avg into 8 ohms or 75 x 2 into 8 ohms

Dual -mono construction. Features AC filtering by

two separate circuits to remove unwanted frequencies and reduce transformer core saturation

and mechanical hum; surge limiting circuit; 320 VA toroidal transformer in each channel; separate power supplies; signals processing through 2
Class A cascaded voltage gain stages and 3 current gain stages; cascoded differential input
stage; Class AB output stage; Camac connector
or 3 -pin Neutrik XLR connector input. 50 W x 2
into 8 ohms, 100 x 2 into 4 ohms, or 175 x 2 into 2
ohms; sens 141 mV; voltage gain 26 dB. 171/2 x 61/4
x 143/4 in; 60Ib
$2,800

MTX SOUNDCRAFTSMEN

ohms FR 3-40,000 Hz ±3 dB; input imp 22

Pro -Power Ten 820-W Amplifier

kilohms. 163/4 x 3 x 111/4 in

MOSFET design with 2-, 3-, or 4 -channel configura-

tions. Features power -output meter and clipping
indicator for each channel. 205 W x 4 into 8 ohms,
300 x 4 into 4 ohms with 0.05%THD, or 600 x 2 into

dual power supply rectification; 2
smoothing capacitors for each channel; thermal

8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz with 0.05% THD. 19 x

protection. 45 W x 2 coot into 8 ohms; FR 5-40,000

51/4x 12 in

MC7300 300-W/ch Amplifier
Features Power Guard anti -clipping circuitry;
peak power output meter. Bridgeable to 600 W
mono. FR 20-20,000 Hz +0, -0.25 dB; input imp
20,000 ohms unbalanced; S/N 105 dBA; THD
0.005%; IM 0.005%; dynamic headroom 1.9 dB;
damping factor 40; input sens 1.4 or 2.5 V. Glass
and black -anodized aluminum front panel with
black chassis. 161/4 x 71/s x 151/4 in; 79 lb .. $3,199

Features dynamic anti -clipping circuitry; Sentry
circuit to monitor output signal to prevent overload of output transistors: thermal, DC, and surge
protection circuitries; bridgeable to 600 W mono.
Peak power output meter; meter hold control; UR
gain control. FR 20-20,000 Hz + 0, - 0.25 dB; THD
0.005%; S/N 105 dBA; tM 0.005%; damping factor
200. 143/4 x 51/4 x 1551/4 in; 53 lb
$2,779

MC7150 150-W/ch Amplifier
Features dynamic anti -clipping circuitry. UR gain
control; UR power meters with peak hold; speaker connectors for 2-, 4-, and 8 -ohm loads. 150 W x
2 cont avg into 2, 4, or 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz
with 0.005% THD; FR 20-20,000 Hz +0, -0.25 dB

ohms. Features auto crowbar -protection circuit
for output protection without current limiting; 20
LED indicators per channel; front -panel switching
for 2 pairs of speakers; clipping indicators; input level controls. 250 W x 2 into 8 ohms or 375 x 2
coot avg into 4 ohms with 0.09% THD; S/N 105 dB;
slew rate 50 V/us; IM 0.02%; dynamic headroom 2
dB
$949

NAKAMICHI
PA-7All 225-W/ch Amplifier
Features Stasis topology; 2 internal amplifiers for
high- and low -impedance sources; 700-W toroidal

indicators and speaker switching for 2 speaker
pairs. 205 W x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms with 0.05%
THD, 300 x 2 into 4 ohms, or 450 x 2 into 2 ohms;
SIN 105 dB; slew rate 40 V/p.s; DA 0.05%. 19 x 51/4 x
11 in; 28 lb
$849

Pro -Power Three. As above, without level
controls and LED meters

Phase -control -regulated MOSFET amp. 205 W x 2
cont avg into 8 ohms; THD0.05%; S/N105 dB. 81/4 x
5 x 12 in; 18 lb
$499

Pro -Power. As above, MO W x 2 into 4 ohms or
450 x 2 into 2 ohms

Melior 100-W/ch Amplifier

$2,245

$749

PCR800 205-W/ch Amplifier

MUSEATEX

$579

Features dynamic anti -clipping circuitry; digital
overload corrector to prevent over 0.3% distor-

avg into 8 ohms or 180 x 2 cont avg into 4 ohms; FR

tion; bridgeable to 200 W mono. FR 20-20.000 Hz
+0, - 0.25 dB; THD 0.02%; S/N 110 dB; IM 0.02%;
damping factor 90
$1,049

Wood -veneer finish. 23 lb

0.1-65.000 Hz; THD 0.25%; slew rate 75 V/p.s.
$1,995

NAD

MOD SQUAD

Model 208 250-W/ch Amplifier

McCormack DNA -1 100-W Mono Amp

N -channel MOSFET design bridgeable to 500 W
coot avg mono. Features symmetrical balanced
inputs. Fan and rack -mount front -panel kits optional
$1,199

Features hybrid iFermosFET/bipolar circuitry;
Dc -servo control; Class A/AB mode; separate
front-end and main power supplies; Distributed
Node Current Reservoir to deliver power to each

local output device; global feedback; 885 -VA
transformer for power supply with electrostatic
shielding. Both units can be returned to factory
for conversion into bridged pair for mono operation. MO W into 8 ohms; FR 1-250,000 Hz; S/N 90
dB; distortion 0.01%; sens 1.2 V cont avg; current

output 50 amperes peak. 19 x 7 x 16 in; 55
$1.995/pr

MOTIF,
BY CONRAD-JOHNSON

Model 2400TRX 100-W/ch Amplifier
Bridgeable amplifier with power -envelope circuitry. Features soft -clipping circuit; input level
controls. MO W x 2 cont avg; dynamic headroom
5.7 dB. Rack mountable

$599

polystyrene capacitors. MO W x 2 cont avg into 8
ohms; THD 1.0%; FR 20-20,000 Hz ±0.1 dB; S/N
100 dB; input imp 100,000 ohms. 19 x 7 x 181/2 in;
$4,395
$3,295

power transformer; bridge rectifiers; electrolytic
filters; 18 transistors per channel; Rib Framework chassis. 225 W x 2 coot avg into 8 ohms with

0.05% THD or 340 x 2 max into 8 ohms: FR 20-

20,000 Hz +0, -0.2 dB; sthi 120 dB; damping
factor 60; dynamic headroom 1.7 dB; power

NHT
MA -k 80-W Mono Amplifier
Feature Class AB design; 50, 100-, or 200 -Hz
selectable low-pass filter; high-pass filter; variable gain. For use as center -channel or subwoofer
amp. 80 W into 8 ohms or 100 W into 4 ohms; slew
rate 100 V/1.4.s; high-level sens 100 mV variable;
dynamic headroom 2 dB
$300

ONKYO
Grand Integra M-508 200-W/ch Amplifier
Dual -mono design with low -imp drive capability.
Features Real -Phase transformer to eliminate
current fluctuations; high -current capability;
variable inputs with left/right channel -level controls. Calibrated high-speed peak -power meters.
200 W x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms; dynamic power
460 W x 2 into 4 ohms, 685 x 2 into 2 ohms, or 860
x 2 into
ohm; THD 0.003%; S/N 120 dB; tM
1

Model 2100X 60-W/ch Amplifier
Bridgeable amplifier with power -envelope and
soft -clipping circuitry: input -level controls; normal/lab inputs; connections for 2 speaker pairs

with switching. 60 W x 2 coot avg; dynamic
headroom 5.3 dB. Rack mountable

$429

MS2001 200-W/ch Amplifier
MOSFET output stage; extensive use of large -value

McIntosh MC7I50

bandwidth 5-50,000 Hz into 8 ohms. 171/4 x 7'/s x
165/4 in; 62.7 lb
$2,300
PA -5A11. As above, 150 W x 2
$1,650

Features Class AB design; floating -charge power
supply and static -fan heat sink. 100 W x 2 cont

MC754 100-W/ch Amplifier

MS1001. As above. 100 W x 2

$1,395

Pro -Power Four 205-W/ch Amplifier

sis. 161/4 x 51/4 x 151/4 in: 58 lb

631b

Hz -2:3 dB; input imp 22 kilohms. 8 x 3 x 11%
in

A5002 250-W/ch Amplifier

W; damping factor 40. Glass and black anodized aluminum front panel with black chas1

lb

Features

mosFer design with dual 20 -segment LED clipping

MC7200 200-W/ch Amplifier

at

$1,399

Class H Vari-Proportional circuitry and auto buffer for continuous operation into 2. 4, or 8

MciNTOSH

$2,995

NAP 140 45-W/ch Amplifier

NAIM
NAP 250 70-W/ch Amplifier

0.003%; damping factor 140. 181/4 x 71/4 x 161/4 in;
55 lb
$1,200

Integra M-502 140-W/ch Amplifier
Dual -mono design with low -imp drive capability.
Features 4 -way speaker selector. 140 W x 2 cont
avg nem 8 ohms; dynamic power 290 W x 2 into 4
ohms or 425 x 2 into 2 ohms; THD 0.005%; SiN 120
dB; tat 0.004%; damping factor 140. 171/4 x 71/4 x
165/4 in; 41 lb
$650

Features toroidal transformers; 4 regulated pow-

M-501 150-W/ch Amplifier

er supplies each rated at 40 V delivering 15

Features protection circuitry; connections for 2
speaker pairs. 150 W x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms;

amperes; thermal protection. 70 W x 2 coot into 8
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dynamic power 310 W x 2 into 4 ohms or 400 x 2
into 2 ohms; FR 5-20,000 Hz; THD 0.09%; RN 100

Model 306. As above, 60 W/ch. THD into 8

dB; IM 0.09%; damping factor 60. 177/6x 57/s x 13%
in; 23 lb
$360

at 20,000 Hz; FR 20-20,000 Hz +0, -0.25 dB.

ohms: 0.01% at 20 Hz, 0.01% at 1,000 Hz, 0.03%
1214 x 21/4x 81/2in; II lb

$795

gain controls; RCA line -level output; 5 -way binding posts. 60 W x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms with 0.5%
THD, 100x 2 into 4 ohms with 0.1%THD, or 125 x 2
into 2 ohms with 0.2% THD; dynamic headroom
$325

1.2 dB. 16314x 31/2 x 121/2 in; 20 lb

Sonamp 260x3. As above, switching for 3

PARASOUND

ROTEL

HCA-2200 200-W/ch Amplifier

RB980BX 120-W/ch Amplifier
Features tuned toriodal power transformer;

High -current discrete amplifier. Features 24 output devices; 1,000 V toroidal transformer; 90 ampere peak current. Gold-plated input jacks; Sway terminals. 500 W x I bridged; FR 5-100,000
Hz; dynamic headroom 1.5 dB
$1,475

bridged mono mode. 120 W x 2 cont avg into 8
ohms from 20-20,000 Hz with 0.03% THD or 360 x
1 into 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz with 0.05% THD;
FR 4-100,000 Hz +0.5. -3 dB; S/N 120 dB. 171/4 x
43/4 x 1214 in; 22.4 lb

HCA-1200 200-W/ch Amplifier

speaker pairs

$599

High -current discrete amplifier. Features toroidal transformer; 60 -MHz output transistor; 57 -

RB960BX 60-W/ch Amplifier

ampere peak current; FET driver; mono BTL
switchable; 5 -way terminals; gold-plated input

with separate rectifiers and filter capacitors;

jacks; front -panel level controls. FR 8-90,000 Hz;
THD 0.08%

$775

HCA-800II 100-W/ch Amplifier
High -current discrete amplifier. Features 60 MHz output transistors; gold -deposited 36,000 AF electrolytic capacitors; mono bridging via
rear -panel switch; relay protection; gold-plated
RCA jacks; 1/4 -in phone jack; 5 -way terminals;
front -panel level controls; A/B speaker terminals;
headphone jack. FR 20-20,000 Hz ±0.5 dB; THD
0.1%; S/N 104 dB; DA 0.1%; damping factor 120.
171/4 x 334 x 1114 in

$395

PIONEER
M-91 200-W/ch Amplifier
Features dual -mono construction; finned twin

Features dual tuned toriodal power transformers

bridged mono mode. 60 W x 2 cont avg into 8
ohms from 20-20,000 Hz with 0.03% THD or 180 x
1 into 8 ohms with 0.03% THD; FR 15-100,000 Hz
+0, -1 dB; SIN 116 dB. 171/4 x
x 1314 in; 20.2
lb
$349

Solid-state design. Features direct -coupled circuit topology; fully -balanced differential circuitry from input to output; remote AC power switch-

ing; chassis components machined from solid
aluminum; switchable balanced/unbalanced inputs, 26- or 32 -dB gain, absolute phase, input
imp, and input muting. 200 W x 2 into 8 ohms, 400
x 2 cont avg into 4 ohms, or 700 x 2 into 2 ohms; FR

sulator feet; copper transformer plate; honey-

lb

$7,500

comb heat sink; film condenser; regulated power
supply; copper -foil PC board; two pairs of speaker

Model 1 60-W/ch Amplifier

outputs; CD -direct input with volume control.
Urushi-finish front panel and rosewood -vinyl

Features differential mode and single -ended inputs for maximum preamplifier compatibility; no
negative feedback; differential FET circuitry utilizing no input, coupling, or compensation capacitors; 600 VA toroidal transformer to power twenty-four 150-W bipolar output transistors;

4 channels. Auto output selector; 3 inputs (pro-

cessing front, center, and rear) for 4 -channel
configuration; 2 or 4 speaker outputs. Urushifinish front panel and rosewood vinyl -covered
sides. 100 W x 2 or 50 x 4 into 8 ohms; THD 0.01%.
18 x 61/2 x 163/4 in; 53.9 lb
$1,000

SA150 120-W/ch Amplifier
Features mosFET output stage. 120 W x 2 into 8
ohms. 17 x 51/4 x 13 in

$995

SONY
TA-N8OES 200-W/ch Amplifier
200 W x 2 into 8 ohms with 0.004% THD or 580 x I
bridged into 8 ohms with 0.007% THD;141 0.004%;
slew rate 150 V/ps; damping factor 100. 18315 x 71/4
x 171/4 in; 52.9 lb
$1,200

110 W x 2 or 300 x I bridged into 8 ohms; THD

Model 8 200-W/ch Amplifier

cast -iron -enclosed transformers; honeycomb in-

M-72 200-W Amplifier

SONOGRAPHE,
BY CONRADJOHNSON

TA-N55ES 110-W/ch Amplifier

JEFF ROWLAND

0.1-160,000 Hz +0, -3 dB; THD 0.01% at 1,000
Hz, 50 W; slew rate 50 V/ps; damping factor 300
from 20-20,000 Hz. 171/2 x 111/4 x 22 in; 125

side panels. 200 W x 2 into 8 ohms; THD 0.003%.
18 x 61/2 x 17 in; 601b
$1,400

$375

selectable gain settings at 32, 29.5, 26 or 20 dB. 60
W x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms, 120 x 2 cont avg into 4
ohms, 215 x 2 cont avg into 2 ohms, or 240 x I cont

0.004%; IM 0.004%; slew rate 120 V/ns; damping
factor 100. 18% x 6 x 141/2 in; 26.9 lb
$500

TA -N110 45-W/ch AN Amplifier
Features 3 digital delay modes with variable
delay times; video switching; input attenuator; 3 way input switch; 2 sets of speaker terminals. 45
W x 2 into 8 ohms or 100 x 1 bridged; FR 5-200,000

Hz ±0.3 dB; SIN 105 dBA; in 0.08%. 17 x 43/4 x
101/2 in; 11.7 lb

$300

SOUNDSTREAM
DA -1 MU! 200-W/ch Amplifier
Dual -mono design. Features fully -discrete Darlington transistor circuitry; dual front -panel over-

load indicators. 200 W x 2 coot avg from 2100,000 Hz; FR 20-20,000 Hz ±0.1 dB; slew rate
35 V/As; S/N 110 dBA; dynamic headroom 3 dB.
17 x 57/8 x 14 in; 35 lb

$1,495

SA -100 50-W/ch Amplifier
Designed for multiroom systems. Features 1 -ohm
stability. 50 W x 2 into 4 ohms, 90 x 2 into 2 ohms,

avg into 8 ohms. FR 0.3-300,000 Hz +0, -3 dB;
THD 0.25% at 1,000 Hz, 20 W; slew rate 70 V/µs;
damping factor 200 from 20-20,000 Hz; input imp
600, 20,000, or 100,000 ohms. 17 x 5Y4 x 15 in;
48 lb
$3,100

PS AUDIO
PS 100 Delta 120-W/ch Amplifier
Features dual -mono configuration; direct coupled input and output; 60 AF filter capacitors in
power supply; low feedback design. 200 W x 2
into 4 ohms; THD 0.1%; slew rate 150 V/ns. 17 x 6
$1,195
x IPA in; 43 lb

QUAD
Model 606 140-W/ch Amplifier
Designed with feed -forward error correction
(current dumping) combining Class A and Class B

SHURE
HTS 50SPA 100-W/ch Amplifier
Bridgeable amplifier with 12 speaker modes for
matched signal processing. Fully complementary, thermally matched hybrid modules in output stage; high -current toroidal power supply;
dynamic bass extension; overload, thermal, low frequency -excursion, and short-circuit protection. Individual level controls; gold-plated connectors. 100 W x 2 coot avg into 8 ohms; FR 20-

Jeff Rowland Model I

20,000 Hz -± 0.5 dB. les x 4 x 14 in

possible via optional RSS-2 remote speaker se-

$899

lector

operation. Features protection circuitry using
sensor on Ac -input side of power supply to inte-

grate current over time; no fuses or relays in
signal path. THD into 8 ohms: 0.01% at 20 Hz,
0.01% at 1,000 Hz, 0.03% at 20,000 Hz; FR 2020,000 Hz +0, -0.25 dB. 1214 x 51/2 x 91/2 in; 27
$1,395

lb
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or 180 x 1 into 4 ohms. Remote speaker switching

SONANCE

$449

Sonamp 260 60-W/ch Amplifier

SPECTRAL

Toroidal power transformer; discrete power output devices; defeatable remote turn -on lead; auto
muting with on/off switching; independent uR

transformers; hand built Vishay precision resis-

DMA -80 100-W/ch Amplifier
Features Dc -coupled circuitry; 300 VA power

tors; matched FET output devices. 100 W x 2 coot
avg into 8 ohms, 250 x 2 coot avg into 4 ohms, 180
x 1 coot bridged into 8 ohms, or 250 x 1 bridged

into 4 ohms; S/N 90 dB; distortion 1%; slew rate
1,000 V/AAs; input imp 10,000 ohms. 19 x 21/2 x 14
$2,795

in

DMA -80M. Mono version of above. 200 W cont

avg into 8 ohms or 300 W cont avg into 4
ohms

$2,595

THRESHOLD

sep 75 dB at 1.000 Hz. Black finish. 17 x 3 x 111/4

in; II lb

S/450e Stasis 200-W/ch Amplifier
Features power supply with single 1,200 -toroidal
transformer and 186,000 -AF capacitance; 31,000p.F front-end decoupling/channel. 200 W x 2 into
8 ohms with 0.1% distortion; current capability 30
amperes/ch cont. 120 amperes/ch peak. 19 x 81/4 x
171/4 in; 79 lb

$5,200

SA/6e Stasis 125-W Mono Amplifier
Features power supply with single 800-W toroidal
transformer and 124,000-A& capacitance; 1,900ALF front-end decoupling; Class A operation. 125

SPECTRASCAN
BPA-101B 100-W/ch Amplifier
Features proprietary nested multiple feedback
loops; Dc -coupling with highly regulated power
supply; protection circuit; clipping indicator for
each channel. 100 W x 2 into 8 ohms, 174 x 2 into 4
ohms, or 350 x 1 bridged into 8 ohms; FR 2-120,000
Hz; THD 0.07%; S/N 98 dB; IM 0.07%; slew rate 40/

µs; damping factor 200. 19 x 51/4 x 14 in; 40
lb

$1,895

W into 8 ohms with 0.1% distortion; current
capability 50 amperes cont, 135 amperes peak. 19
x 81/4 x 131/4 in; 56 lb
$3,950

±0.5 dB; S/N 85 dBA phono; or 0.0015%. Tuner:
sens 36.5 dBf stereo; THD 0.09% stereo at 1,000
Hz; siN 75 dB stereo; sep 52 dB at 1,000 Hz. 17 x
31/4x 123/4 in; 16 lb

$600

noise and hum; 1% Roederstein resistors and film

front-end decoupling/channel. 150 W x 2 into 8
ohms with 0.1% distortion; current capability 25

S/160 Stasis 80-W/ch Amplifier
Class A amplifier featuring power supply with

Modular design using 80- or 40-W modules. Features dual -coil toroidal transformer; high -current
complementary bipolar push-pull outputs; Class
AB operation: low -light line -level indicators for
each channel; line -level trim potentiometers;

single 400-W toroidal transformer and 30,000 -AF

SUMO

Dc -coupled outputs. Preamp: FR 5-65,000 Hz

GFP-55511 Preamplifier

Powerflex V Modular 240-W Amplifier

$599

auto up/down scan; 8 AM/FM presets; 5 -LED signal -strength display; high -blend circuit; AC- and

Features power supply with single 800-W toroidal
transformer and 124,000-µF capacitance; 950-µF

SS1

0.05%. Each configuration

1% Roederstein resistors in all critical applications. Wireless remote control; optional remote
sensors. Preamp section features 4 line -level inputs and 1 MM phono input. Tuner section features quartz -referenced digital -synthesis tuning;

S/350e Stasis 150-W/ch Amplifier

amperes/ch cont. 100 amperes/ch peak ... $3,950

power -on buffers. Standard power configurations: 80W x I + 40x 4, 80x 2 + 40x 2,or8Ox 3.
FR 20-20,000 Hz; siN 100 dB; THD 0.05%; IM

$800

GTP-5001I Preamplifier/Tuner

capacitance. 80 W x 2 into 8 ohms with 0.15%
THD; current capability 20 amperes/ch coot. 60
amperes/ch peak. 19 x 8 x 71/4 in; 301b

.

$2.250

Features copper -plated circuit board for low
capacitors throughout; switchable phono-input
capacitance; switchable msumc phono gain; separate headphone amp; 5 line -level inputs; AC- and
Dc -coupled outputs; source -direct output; signal -

processor loop. Tape dubbing; record selector
allowing taping of one source while listening to
another. FR 5-85,000 Hz ±0.5 dB; S/N 90 dB
phono, 100 dBA line; THD 0.02% phono, 0.003%
line. 17 x 3 x 1
in; 11.5 lb
$500

GTP-400 Preamplifier/Tuner
Class A phono stages for MM/MC phono cartridges.

YAMAHA
HCA refers to hyperbolic conversion amplification
power circuitry.

Independent recording and listening selection;
feedback tone control; 8 AM/FM station presets.
Preamp: THD 0.01%; tM 0.005%; FR 20-20,000 Hz
±0.1 dB; S/N 80 dB phono, 95 dB line. Tuner: 50-

MX -830 170-W/ch Amplifier

dB quieting sens 13.5 dBf mono, 37 dBf stereo;

Features HCA; A/B/C speaker switching; indepen-

cap ratio 1.7 dB; THD 0.1% at 1,000 Hz stereo; S/N
80 dB mono. 75 dB stereo; FR 30-15,000 Hz ±0.5

anced path from input to output; pure Class A
operation except for Class AB output stage. 400

dent left and right level controls; clipping indicators; banana -plug compatible. 170 W x 2 into 8
ohms or 600 W into 1 ohm; THD 0.003%. Black
finish
$699
MX -630. As above, with A/B speaker switching

W x 2 into 4 ohms; THD 0.05% into 8 ohms, 0.1%

only. 135 W x 2 into 8 ohms or 500 W into I

24K Preamplifier

into 4 ohms; tm 0.05%; rise time 2µs; slew rate

ohm

$499

115 V/Ais; damping factor 500. 19 x 7 x 161/4 in; 55
lb
$1,599

MX -35 80-W Amplifier

Features external AC power supply; dual -mono
DC supply; gold-plated connectors; OFC wiring
with Teflon dielectric; silver -to -silver contact

2- or 4 -channel design featuring independent level

switches. siN 95 dB. 19 x 31/2 x 14 in; 25 lb $1,250

Andromeda II 240-W/ch Amplifier
Class AB MOSFET design. Features fully -bal-

Polaris Il 120-W/ch Amplifier

controls. 40 W x 2 coot avg into 8 ohms with

Class AB MOSFET design. Features proprietary
mosFET circuitry; pure Class A gain stage. 350 W
x 1 bridged into 8 ohms; 50 amperes peak/ch; THD
0.05% into 8 ohms, 0.1% into 4 ohms; IM 0.05%;

0.05% THD or 20 x 4 cont avg into 8 ohms with
0.07% THD. Black finish. 13 lb
$299

rise time 2µs; damping factor 500. 19 x 51/4 x 10 in;
351b
$799

For use as center -channel amp in surround sys-

Ulysses 60-W/ch Amplifier
Class AB mosFET design. Features proprietary

MX -M70 50-W Mono Amplifier
tems. Features clipping indicator; input -level
control. 50 W cont avg into 8 ohms, 70 W max into
8 ohms, 85 W max into 6 ohms, or I 10 W max into
4 ohms; THD 0.03%; S/N 117 dB
$199

Class A gain stage. 60 W x 2 into 8 ohms or 180 x I
bridged into 8 ohms; FR 20-20,000 Hz; THD0.05%;
input imp 47,000 ohms; damping factor 500; slew

rate 85 V/Ais; rise time 2µs. 19 x 31/2 x 13 in; 25
lb
$579

TECHNICS
SE -M100 115-W/ch Digital Amplifier
8x oversampling digital filter and four 20 -bit D/A
converters. Features digital -direct drive with unity -gain from output of D/A converters to power amp output stage; dual -mono construction; optical and coaxial digital inputs. 115 W x 2 cont avg
into 8 ohms with 0.005% THD; damping factor
110; S/N 98 dB. Digital section: THD 0.005% at
1,000 Hz; siN 100 dB; FR 2-20,000 Hz ±0.3 dB. 17
x 61/4 x 157/s in; 35 lb
$1,150

dB. 17 x 31/4 x 123/4 in; 151b

$399

ARAGON BY MONDIAL

ARCAM
Delta 110 Digital Preamplifier
Features I -bit DiA converter; separate toroidal

power transformers for digital and analog sections; two switched digital inputs; 5 analog inputs. simisic phono inputs; 2 tape loops; standby
mode: front -panel switching for 2 speaker pairs;
remote control
$1,500

AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE

PHAMPtIflillS

Transcendence Two Preamplifier

ADCOM

drivers; LH0002CN hybrid current amplifiers in
feedback loop; regulated power supply; dual

GFP-565 Preamplifier
Features I% Roederstein metal -film resistors and
metallized -film capacitors on double copper -plat-

ed glass -epoxy printed circuit board; Class A
design for all stages; separate headphone amplifier; source -direct output; 5 line -level inputs and 1

MM/MC phono input. Record selector allowing
taping of one source while listening to another;

Solid-state design. Features FET input pairs; current source pairs; Class A current -sourced pre -

tape -monitor loops; switchable tone controls and
processor loop; headphone jack; speaker selector
switch. 131/2 x 41/2 x 121/2 in; I1 lb

$795

AUDIO DESIGN
ASSOCIATES

loudness contour control; signal -processor loop.

DSP-8 Preamplifier

FR 5-90,000 Hz ±0.5 dB; THD 0.009% phono,

8 inputs with digital switching. Features 5 balanced source inputs; 3 balanced tape inputs;

0.0025% line; S/N 95 dBA phono, 100 dBA line; ch
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signal processor input/output loop; 2 main outputs; 3 tape outputs; 8 source pulse outputs.
Bass. mid, treble, and balance controls; I
switched AC outlet. FR 5-30,000 Hz ±3 dB; THD

sens 0.8 mV; S/N 70 dB mc; Fit 1-150,000 Hz; 'mu
$998
0.02%. 17 x 31/2 x 12 in; 22 lb

0.05%; S/N 90 dB. 19 x 31/2 x 111/4 in; 8 lb .. $1,395

Features bass and treble controls; 5 line -level

ADP -8 Preamplifier

inputs; I tape loop; selectable passive mode. FR 1100,000 Hz; S/N 89 dB; Tim 0.02%. 17 x 21/2 x 9 in;

Features 5 source inputs; 3 tape inputs; signal processor input/output loop. Bass, mid, treble,
and balance controls; I switched AC outlet. FR 2020,000 Hz ± 0.25 dB; THD 0.05%; S/N 85 dB. 19 x
$995
31/2x 11%in; 8 lb

CS -11.7 Preamplifier

10 lb

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
C70 Preamplifier

B EDINI

Features toroidal power transformer; headphone
amp; dual active and passive outputs; passive EQ

BC -866 Preamplifier

SP -15 Hybrid Preamplifier

inputs including mwmc phono; 7 sets of outputs;
front -panel mc impedance selector. Fit 0.1200,000 Hz +0, -3 dB; THD 0.005% at 2 V cont
avg; SIN 110 dB; max 80 V cont avg output. 19 x
$5,995

CARVER
Carver's Sonic Hologram Generator refers to an

Carver Model CT -7

analog ambience- and image -enhancement circuit.

+ 0, -3 dB; THD 0.15%; IM 0.05%; RIAA phono
90 dB
$960
phono, 100 dB line

deviation 20-25,000 Hz ±0.25 dB; s/

SP -14 Hybrid Preamplifier
Designed with Fer's and vacuum tubes. Features
shielded toroidal power transformer; auto/manual muting; bypass control; gain and attenuation
controls; internally adjustable phono impedance

and capacitance; 7 inputs. Allows recording of
one input while listening to another. FR 1-200,000

Hz +0, -3 dB; THD 0.01% at 2 V cont avg; S/N
100 dB; max 50 V cont avg output; phono over$2,995

SP -9 MkIll Tube Preamplifier
Vacuum tubes used in phono and line stages.
Features shielded toroidal power transformer;
auto mute circuit; switchable muting; 2 tape
inputs/outputs; 2 -position tape -monitor switch-

V cont avg; distortion 0.01% at 2 V coot avg
output; input imp 50 kilohms line. Black front
panel extra

$1,875

TF-12-B Tube Preamplifier
Dual -mono construction with differential triode
design. Features digitally -controlled switching
matrix operating in 1 -dB steps over 80 -dB range
for volume and balance; high -frequency resonant
power supply; 6 inputs including MM/MC phono;
balanced outputs. LED dot-matrix level displays;

32 -dB high -gain line section; wireless remote
control. FR 5-100,000 Hz ±3 dB; MM phono sens
0.38 mV for 0.5-V output at 1,000 Hz; line -level
$3,795
input sens 32 mV

Model 2242 Preamplifier
Features 8 independent output amps; toroidal
power transformer; barrier strip inputs and out+0, -3 dB; THD 0.01%; S/N 113 dB; noise imp
$799
-88 dBm. 19 x 13/4 x II in; 17 lb

Pre -One Preamplifier
Features mc phono head amp; 6 Fer inputs with

electronic switching; 2 main outputs; bass EQ
circuitry; tape -to -tape dubbing. S/N 100 dB; THD
$250
0.008%

AUDIRE
Diffet 3 Preamplifier
Features discrete circuitry; large power supply;
mwmc phono input. FR 5-100,000 Hz; sit.' 94 dB;
THD 0.005%. 19 x 21/4 x 7 in; 7 lb

B OULDER

Features subsonic filter; 2 phono inputs, tape
monitor loops, and line -level inputs; dubbing; 2
AC outlets. FR oc-100.000 Hz + 0, -0.25 dB; EN
$440
90dB. 19 x 13/4x 7 in;6Ib

Features rugged construction; gold-plated jacks
and 3 -pin output connectors. THD 0.0025% from
20-20,000 Hz, 0.005% at 20,000 Hz; max voltage
gain 59 dB for high-level phono inputs and 79 dB
for low-level phono inputs. 17 x 33/4 x 1514; 13
$1,499
lb

m:17 Surround -Sound Preamplifier/Tinier
Combination asymmetrical charge -coupled detection AM/FM tuner and preamplifier with Sonic
Hologram Generator. Preamplifier features

Dolby Pro Logic processor with rear volume
control and hall and stadium soundfields; 7 inputs
including CD -direct and MM phono; simulated -

mote control with separate input/record selector
and remote volume control for multiroom applications; 20 AM/FM station presets with scan; stereo/mono and auto/manual tuner controls. Tuner:
stereo sens 20.1 dBf; cap ratio 1.4 dB; AM rej 73
dB; alt-ch sel 58 dB; THD 0.02% FM; SIN 79 dB.
Preamp: FR 1-60,000 Hz ±0.3 dB; THD 0.01%;
$800
max output 7 V. 161b

Features Sonic Hologram Generator; 5 inputs
including MM and mc phono; dual external -processor loops; dual tape -monitor loops with dubbing. UR tone controls with variable turnover;
headphone output with speaker -defeat switch. FR

1-60,000 Hz +0, -0.3 dB; THD 0.01%; max
output 7 V. 6 lb

$750

Features asymmetrical charge -coupled FM detec-

tion circuitry; Sonic Hologram Generator; loud-

Features mc input; polarity inversion for MM

ness EQ circuitry; 6 audio inputs; 16 AM/FM station

phono output. FR 22-20,000 Hz ±0.05 dB; high-

presets with scan; stereo/mono and auto/manual
tuner controls; 3 -band tone controls; dual tape
monitors with dubbing; headphone jack. FR 2020,000 Hz; S/N 90 dBA; THD 0.01%; phono sens

level sens 50 mV; MM phono sens 1.25 mV for 0.5

V output at 1,000 Hz; MM phono overload 200
outputs

$1,795

1.5 V for 0.5 Vat 1,000 Hz. 19 x 31/2 x 12 in;
15 lb

BP4.2 Preamplifier

oc-coupled discrete circuitry with selectable mm/
mc head amp. Features 6 inputs; 2 tape loops; rec

Features 2 pairs of balanced inputs; 1 pair balanced outputs. FR 22-20,000 Hz ±0.05 dB; sens

selector; tone controls; balanced outputs. MM

50 mV
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defeat; subsonic filter; phase switch. FR 1-60,000
Hz +0, -0.3 dB; THD 0.07%; MM phono sens 1.5
$1,000
mV; sim 86 dB MM. 12 lb

Model 12B Preamplifier

Sonata Series MC -101 Preamplifier
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Hologram Generator; 6D38

CT -7 Preamplifier/Tuner

B RYSTON

mV; S/N 80 dB mc. Available with balanced

B&K COMPONENTS

Sonic

C-16 Preamplifier

L3AE Preamplifier

$990

Legato Preamplifier

Features

tubes; Wonder Caps; wide circuit traces; no ic's
in primary signal path. Dual external processor
loops; 5 inputs including MM/MC phono and CD -

stereo synthesis for mono video; 3 -way tone
controls; dual tape monitors; high -cut filter; re-

B GW SYSTEMS
puts. FR 20-20,000 Hz + 0, -0.1 dB, 5-150,000 Hz

AUDIOSOURCE

C-19 Preamplifier

direct; dual tape -monitor loops with dubbing;
individual UR tone controls with variable turnover; headphone jack with switchable speaker

B ERNING

ing; gold-plated input/output jacks; mc phono
input. FR 5-50,000 Hz ±0.5 dB line; max output 2

$500

line

phase switch; gain and attenuation controls; 7

load 200 mV cont avg at 1,000 Hz

in RIAA stage; passive tone controls with tone
defeat; gold-plated mwmc phono jacks. 5 inputs;
tape loop. SIN 75 dB mc, 80 dB MM. 95 dB line;

input sens 0.5 mV mc, 4.5 mV MM, 300 mV

Design with FET's and 3 vacuum tubes. Features
second chassis with toroidal power transformer;
auto/manual muting; bypass control; absolute -

51/4 x 101/4 in; 29 lb

Inverts polarity for phono outputs. FR 22-20.000
Hz ±0.05 dB; high-level sens 50 mV; MM phono
sens 1.25 mV for 0.5 V at 1.000 Hz; MM phono
overload 200 mV; SIN 80 dB mwmc. Balanced
$795
outputs optional

$448

Class A preamp with 5 inputs including phono;
balance and volume controls. FR 1-110,000 Hz

AUDIO RESEARCH

Model .5B Preamplifier

$1,095

$600

CT -6 Preamplffier/Tuner
Features asymmetrical charge -coupled FM circuitry. 20 random AM/FM station presets with

scan; auto -scan or manual tuning; 3 -level signal -

strength indicator; 4 audio inputs; 2 tape inputs
with dubbing; MM phono input; bass, treble, and

input phono, 84 dB below 2.5 V output line;
output imp 500 ohms. 16 x 11 x 3% in

$995

loudness EQ; balance and motorized volume con-

trols; headphone jack; 28 -key remote control.
Preamp: FR 20-20,000 Hz ±-1 dB; THD 0.1%; S/N

74 dBA. Tuner: IHF sens mono 10.3 dBf, stereo
21.3 dBf; AM rej 74 dB; cap ratio 1.5. 19 x 114 x
10 in

$550

CELLO

COUNTERPOINT

tions: 5 -subsection copper -plated chassis; 3 -band

parametric EQ; signal compression and expan-

SA -5000 Hybrid Preamplifier
Tube/solid-state design using tubes for major
audio amplification. Features separate -chassis
regulated tube power supply; absolute phase
control; phono stage with RIAA EQ; buffered
output; 5 line -level inputs and switchable mmimc

The Palette Preamplifier

RCA output. 91/2 x 37/8 x 8 in; 31 lb

Features digital section with 4x-oversampling
filter and push-pull Super Linear u/A-converter
system; separate digital and analog circuitry;
separate power supplies for digital and analog

phono input. FR 4-60,000 Hz ±0.1 dB; THD
0.01%. 19 x 41/2 x 125/8 in; 39 lb

$3,595

SA -3000. As above. FR 8-40,000 Hz ±0.1 dB.

CLASSE AUDIO

22 lb

DR -5 MKII Preamplifier

Solid -8 Preamplifier

Balanced input/output; regular output; phono
and direct balanced input; mcimm phono input; 3
line -level inputs; aux inputs; mute. Sculpted onepiece handles. 22 x 101/4 x 183/4 in; 29 lb ... $2,295

FET design. 6 line -level inputs; 2 tape inputs
allowing dubbing. FR 1-500,000 Hz ±I dB; THD
0.03%; SiN 87 dB. 19 x 21/4 x 10 in; 14 lb ....

$895

INTERNATIONAL

PV9 Tube Preamplifier
Features low -noise precision metal -film resistors; polystyrene capacitors; 2 tape loops for 2 way dubbing; 2 line -level and I phono input; 2

amp outputs; mute button. FR 20-20,000 Hz
±0.25 dB phono; siN 70 dB below 10 mV phono,

84 dB below 2.5 V line -level; THD 0.05%; IM
0.05%; gain 40 dB phono, 29 dB line; max output
25 V; phono overload 500 mV at 1 kHz. 14 x 41/4x
111/4in

$1,995

CROWN

CONRADJOHNSON

$2,995

PV 11 Tube Preamplifier
Features cathode follower outputs and solid-state
voltage regulator designed for minimal AC imp;
regulated filament power supplies; audio circuits
with I% tolerance mil -spec -deposited tin -oxide

resistors and polystyrene capacitors; ±0.5 dB

Features subsonic filter; loudness circuit; auto

PV 10 Tube Preamplifier
Features zero -feedback circuits in both line and
phono stages; 2 triode amps separated by passive

RIAA EQ network; 5 vacuum tubes; discrete
regulated power supply with polypropylene and
polystyrene capacitors; 5 line -level inputs and
phono input; 1 tape loop; balance -bypass switch.
THD 0.01%; hum and noise: 72 dB below 10 mV

PRA -1500 Preamplifier
Features unity -gain amp interface; 2 tape -monitor loops; source -direct mode; balanced output;
MM/MC phono inputs; 2 video inputs;
video
output; mono wideband and subwoofer outputs;
integrated -system remote control
$500

Features 7 inputs including phono; 2 tape -monitor loops
$595

11 lb

PAS 3 Series II Tube Preamplifier

$795

FORTE

DB SYSTEMS

Model 40 Preamplifier

DB-1A/2A Preamplifier

Features dual -channel noninverting FET circuits;

Features separate DB-2A regulated power supply; 6-dB/oct switchable high-pass filter at 20 or
36 Hz for phono; 6-dB/oct low-pass filter at 5.000

matched -gain devices enhanced with discrete

tracking volume control. THD 0.0008% from 2020.000 Hz; IM 0.001%; FR 10-40,000 Hz ±0.07 dB

phono. 2-50,000 Hz +0, -1 dB line; siN 89 dBA
phono, 90 dBA line; output imp I kilohm; max

31/4x 7 in

$1,395

$1,500

DYNACO

output voltage 6 V into 10 kilohms/3.000 pF; input
sens 2 mV into 50,000 ohms/l00 pF phono, 120
mV into 50 kilohms line. 3 -year warranty 81/2 x

31/2 x 121/2 in; 15.5 lb

171/2 x 5V4 x 15 in

able phono input gain. FR 10-50,000 Hz 1.- 0.25 dB;
THD 0.009% from 20-20,000 Hz; SIN 103 dB; input
sens 250 mV; output level 2.5 V. 19 x 11h x 111/2 in;

ohms. 16 x 314 x 10 in; 15 lb
PV11L. As PV1 I , line stage only

All -Far design. Features distortion -canceling circuitry; polypropylene and polystyrene audio circuitry; power -supply capacitors; precision metal film resistors; 4 line -level inputs and phono input.
Fit 2-75,000 Hz +0, -3 dB; max output 10 V; Tito
0.1%; IM 0.1%; gain 21 dB line, 40dB phono. 19 x

isolators; digital converter jacks; Cannon -type
input/output; 2 RCA -type line -level inputs; I
RCA -type line -level output; front -panel RCA type input/output jacks; two tape -monitor loops.

mute protect. Detented tone controls with defeat
switch; balance control; overload, rumble, and
signal -presence indicators; tape dubbing; adjust-

or 10,000 Hz; gold-plated jacks; Alps 80 -dB

PF1 Preamplifier

sections; unity -gain interface amplifier; nonresonant vibration -resistant chassis; switchable
source -direct mode; 1 optical and 2 coaxial digital
inputs; coaxial digital tape -monitor loop; optical

1

PSL-2 Preamplifier

volume -control tracking; auto mute upon on/off;
2 tape loops for 2 -way dubbing. Max output 40 V
coot avg; FR 2-100,000 Hz; THD 0.5%; IM 0.5%;
hum and noise: 72 dB below 10 mV input phono,
84 dB below 2.5 V output line; output imp 200
$1,895
$1,495

$2,500

DAP -5500 Digital Preamplifier

Crown International PSL-2
$1,500

1

preamp and 4 rec-out analog outputs; 6 video
outputs/4 video inputs, composite and S -video.
Adjustable delay time (0-180 ms) and reverberation in surround and soundfield modes; analog direct mode; source conversion between comgrammable remote control

anced main output. FR 20-20,000 Hz ±2 dB; THD
0.005%; max output 9 V
$7,500

Passive input preamp; 4 -position input selector;
58 -position output attenuator; 4 RCA inputs and I

sion; 4 optical and 2 coaxial digital inputs;

optical digital output for DAT; I 1 analog inputs; 8

posite and S -video formats; FL display; pro-

6 tone controls; external power supply; 2 tape
processor loops; 4 unbalanced inputs; 2 unbalanced record outputs; 1 unbalanced and I bal-

Etude Preamplifier

and 4 Al hybrid multi/I-bit D/A converters driving
analog volume control and preamp outputs; dual
Sigma -Delta A/D converters; separate transformers and power supplies for audio and video sec-

$495

pure Class A biasing; glass -epoxy circuit boards;

active constant -current sourcing; control facilities for 5 line -level inputs; selectable cartridge
load characteristics; 2 parallel sets of outputs;
external power supply; gold-plated connectors.
Independent listening and record selectors; channel balance and level controls. Input imp 12,000
ohms; output imp 475 ohms; THD 0.01% from 2020,000 Hz at 3 V out; noise - 96 dB at 0.5 V in. 17
x 21/4 x 121/2 in

Optional MM/Mc cartridge -gain module

$990
$300

DB-113/2A. As DB-1A, with low -noise line level stage ( -94 dB ref 1 V). Features reduced
crosstalk; tight -tracking volume control. Solid oak cabinet with hand -rubbed tung-oil finish. 12 x
33/gx 7 in

$700

DB-1A-HL/DB-2A. As DB-1A, 5 line -level
inputs; no phono section. FR 1-250,000 Hz ±3
dB; Sit..1 92 dB; THD 0.0006%; input sens 120 mV
line. 3 -year warranty
$375

DENON
AVP-5000 DSP/Surround-Sound Preamp
Uses two digital ic's to perform preamp, sound field processing. Dolby Pro Logic, and surround sound functions. Features 2 Lambda ladder -type

HAFLER
Iris Preamplifier
All -discrete iFEr signal path design. Features
JFET complementary -symmetry phono stage de-

sign; mosFEr switching for 7 high-level inputs;
optically -actuated servo -controlled volume and
balance controls; switchable external -processor
loop. 2 tape loops; external -processor output;
line -level output; 20 -dB mute; wireless remote
control with rotary volume/balance knobs. FR 2020.080 Hz ±0.1 dB; Tub plus noise: 0.009% mc,
0.002% MM, 0.005% line; 5/Ni relative to 0.5 V coot

avg: -87 dBA MM, -80 dBA mc; sin -97 dBA
line relative to 2 V. 17 x 3 x 81/2 in
STEREO REVIEW FEBRUARY 1992
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AMPlIfIERS

Model 915 Preamplifier
Pure Class A all -discrete primary signal path and

JFET topology. Features &mos FET and relay
switching; high -power transformer with large fil-

adjustment electronics on board; MM/MC phono
inputs; 4 line -level inputs; remote control. 101/2 x

low -noise FET's for amplification; discrete Class
A MM gain stage; subsonic filter; gain attenuator;

3 x 101/2 in; 91b

permalloy-cored step-up transformer for low

$1,295

noise with MC signals; electrical/magnetic isola-

ter capacitance; 6 line -level inputs including one
switchable to mmimc phono; 3 line -level outputs;
4 switched and I unswitched outlets; bass and

LUXMAN

tion between power supply and gain circuitry.
Die-cast alloy chassis with heavy extrusion and

TP-117 Dual Preamplifier/Tuner

gold finish

treble controls. THD 0.009% MC, 0.002% MM,
0.008% line; power bandwidth 8-170,000 Hz +0,
-3 dB; S/N - 80 dB mc, - 87 dB mm, -100 dBA

Dual preamp sections in one chassis to provide
independent source selection and volume control

line; input imp 20,000 ohms; input sens 45 mV for

0.5 V cont avg. Black finish. 17 x 11/4 x 7% in;
8 lb

$700

Model 945 Preamplifier/Tuner
Pure Class A all -discrete JFET line amplifiers.
Features dual -gate MOSFET RF amplifier; fully
double balanced mixer; relay -muted line amplifier; mpx filter; 5 line inputs; 2 tape inputs; 2 record
and 1 main outputs. Defeatable bass and treble

controls; remote control. Power bandwidth 8170,000 Hz +0, -3 dB; S/N -100 dBA line at 2V
coot avg output; input imp 47,000 ohms; input
sens 45 mV for 0.5 V coot avg. FM section: THD
0.3% at 1,000 Hz stereo; ch sep 40 dB at 1,000 Hz;

IHF sens 6.5 dBf mono, 1.2 dBf stereo. Black
finish. 17 x 21/2 x 101/2 in; 10 lb

$600

HARMAN KARDON
Citation25 Preamplifier
Features discrete circuitry; high -cut filter; subsonic filter. Interactive An/ switching; tone de-

modulator; separate regulated power supplies;

MARK LEVINSON,
BY MADRIGAL

AM/FM computerized tuner with 4 -stage FM front

Model 28 Preamplifier

end; signal processor loop; CD -direct input. 20
AM/FM station presets with auto -seek tuning; FM
fine tuning in 25 -kHz steps; motor -driven volume

Dual -mono construction. Features single custom
transformer with separate windings and grounding systems; distributed power supply regulation;

controls with auto preset; video switching with
buffer amplifiers; multifunction remote control.
Amp section: FR 20-20,000 Hz ±0.5 dB; THD

separate power supply; switchable gain for line
and phono inputs; 8 inputs including switchable
phono/line input; 2 gold-plated XLR balanced in-

0.006%; sir( 86 dB phono, % dB line. FM tuner: 50 -

puts; 5 single -ended inputs; balanced and unbalanced main outputs; outputs for 2 tape recorders;
low- and high -gain phono modules each with two
gain settings. Output imp 10 ohms; line input imp
13 kilohms; phono input imp 825 ohms high -gain,

for two sets of components. Features RF TV

dB quieting sens 38 dBf stereo; cap ratio 1.5 dB;
alt-ch sel 68 dB. FM tuner: S/N 50 dB. 171/4 x
x
13 in; 11.4 lb
$1,250

TP-114 Preamplifier/Tuner
Features Duo -Beta feedback circuitry; Star circuit topology; voltage -driven amplification;
fixed -level pre -out jacks. 20 AM/FM presets; auto
seek; preset scan AM/FM tuning; FM fine tuning;

motor -driven volume control; system remote control compatible; remote repeater output; local/remote sensor selector; phono/aux input
switching; multifunction remote control included. Preamp: FE 20-20,000 Hz -± 0.5 dB phono, 5-

feat; switchable bass and treble turnover frequen-

160,000 Hz ±3 dB line; S/N 78 dBA phono, 95

cies; mono switch; headphone jack; remote

dBA line; Trip 0.008% at 1 V output. Tuner: 50 -dB
quieting sens 14.8 dBf mono, 38 dBf stereo; cap
ratio 1.5 dB; alt-ch sel 65 dB
$400

control

$899

RTC, BY MUSIC &
SOUND IMPORTS

MARANTZ

DCC-1 Digital A/V Preamplifier

SC -80 Preamplifier

Features 8x oversampling 18 -bit D/A converter;
upgradable digital section; separate power sup-

Features Class A circuitry; all -discrete primary

plies for analog and digital sections; 3 digital
inputs; 7 line inputs. Video switching with S video compatibility; switchable gain stage; independent source selection for listening and recording
ACC- L As above, no digital stage
Remote control for DCC- 1 and ACC -1

$1,195
$895

$150

KRELL
KBL Preamplifier
Features Dc -coupled Class A circuitry; external
dual -mono power supply; 2 balanced and 4 single ended inputs; 2 tape loops; balanced and single ended output
$4,500

KSL Preamplifier
Class A circuitry; 2 balanced and 3 single -ended
inputs; I tape loop; balanced and single -ended
output. Optional phono stage
$2,000

KPE Preamplifier
Features discrete circuitry; mcimm phono stage;
external power supply; selectable gain and phono
loading
$500

LINN
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47 kilohms low -gain. Preamp: 171/2 x 21/4 x 101/4 in;
power supply: 81/2 x 21/4 x 131/4 in; 29 lb ... $3,300

McINTOSH
C -34V A/V Preamplifier
A/V control center with compression/expansion
system. Features 8 line -level inputs; phono inputs; 3 switched and 2 unswitched rear AC outlets;
connections for 2 speaker pairs; record and monitor selectors; 5 -band EQ. Preamp: FR 20-20,000
Hz +0, - 0.5 dB; THD 0.01%; S/N 90 dBA phono,
100 dB line. Amp: 20 W/ch with 0.01%THD; FR 2020,000 Hz +0, - 0.2 dB; S/N 100 dBA. 161/4 x 51/2 x
13 in; 26Ib
$2,499

C-35 A/V Preamplifier
Features cascoded FET pair for input switching; 9
AN inputs; tape -monitor switches for 2 recorders;

signal path; multiple power supplies; source
switching via 12 microprocessor -controlled relays; source -direct switching; balanced output
coupling; 7 inputs including MM/MC phono input;
dedicated signal -processor loop; phase -inverted
output; record -output selector allowing taping of
one source while listening to another; motorized

volume control. Bass and treble controls with
narrow Q; remote -control jack for operation with
other Marantz components; remote control. FR
10-40,000 Hz ±0.2 dB line; THD 0.015% line; sit4
75 dB mc, 91 dB MM, 95 dB line. Gold finish with
die-cast alloy side panels
$649

Muir Link Series
These products are designed for use with each
other and the Marantz MA -22 and MA -24 Music
Link power amplifiers.

SC -22 Preamplifier
Class A circuitry designed for maximum transparency from input to output with straight-line
signal paths. Features transformer -balanced out-

Haller Iris
loudness control; 5 -band EQ; headphone jack; FR

20-20,000 Hz +0, -0.5 dB; THD 0.007%; S/N 90
dB phono, 105 dB line
$1,995

MELDS

puts to decouple output from input and power supply noise; high -current toroidal power supply
secured by tuned resonance dampers to reduce
acoustic/mechanical interference; OFC wiring;
phase -inverted output. FR 20-20,000 +0, -3 dB;

Heavy -aluminum chassis; external toroidal power supply. FR 2-300,000 Hz ±1 dB; THD 0.07%;
max gain 67 dB; line gain 27 dB
$1,195

THD 0.01%; S/N 105 dB; crosstalk 85 dB at 1,000
Hz. Heavy die-cast alloy chassis with thick extrusions and gold finish
$999

MERIDIAN

LK I Preamplifier
Microprocessor -controlled preamp with independently -adjustable input -level matching. Features keyboard lockout; all switching and level -

$999

MA -111 Preamplifier

Model 603 Digital Preamplifier
PH -22 Phono Preamplifier

Two pieces. Provides D/A conversion through

Provides R IAA, Europe SP 1 , Europe SP2, and

256x oversampling, PDM bitst ream circuitry. Features auto sampling -rate -to -source matching (32

flat equalization. Features discrete -differential

or 48 kHz); passive differential analog filtering;
connected two -box chassis to eliminate electrical
interference; digital audio and computer -control

circuits and power supplies in one box. D/A
converters and analog audio circuitry in other; 8
regulated power supplies; two coaxial and two
optical digital inputs; three analog inputs. 64 -step
discrete FET electronic volume control; remote
control. S/N 106 dBA. Black anodized finish with
glass front panel and gold control keys. 12% x 4 x
123/4 in
$2,500

20,000 Hz ±0.5 dB; THD 0.008%; SIN 100 dBA
line. 19 x 31/" x 101/2 in

$329

MUSEATEX

CA-5All Preamplifier
Features low -noise FET's; bipolar transistors;

Melior Digital Preamplifier
Designed for optical or coaxial digital sources.
Features programmable LCD interface; C -Lock
jitter elimination circuitry; 4 inputs; 2 tape loops;
signal processor loop; analog outputs; remote
control. FR 1-20,000 Hz; S/N 105 dB; THD 0.03%.

Model 201 Preamplifier
Features 6 inputs; tape -to -tape dubbing for 2
decks; full source monitoring capabilities; 64 step volume control; user -programmable mute

121/4 x 4 x 61/4 in; 10 lb

$1,090

MOD SQUAD
center grounding throughout; non-ferrous nonmagnetic chassis; 5 line -level inputs; 2 tape loops;

two main outputs wired in parallel for biamplificat ion ; switchable chassis shielding; variable out-

put impedance. Front -panel input selector with
mute position, volume, and balance controls. FR
Dc -200,000 Hz +0, -3 dB; THD 0.0001%; input

$2,350

components; dual record -output selectors. FR
0.8-170,000 Hz +0, -3 dB; THD 0.0005% line; S/N
101 dB line. Wood side panels included. 181/4 x 4 x
15% in; 19 lb
$660

puts; signal processor loop; balanced outputs;
MIDI interface; remote control. FR 1-100,000 Hz;
S/N 95 dB audio, 48 dB video; THD 0.25%. 5-yr
warranty. 16 lb
$2,200

Features external processor loop; FM blend; 14
AM/FM presets; bass EQ; 2 -way tape dubbing;
remote control. Rack mountable
$399

tors; precision metal -film resistors; 5 inputs; line -

level output. FR 2-75,000 Hz +0, -3 dB; max
output 10 V; THD 0.1%; IM 0.1%; gain 21 dB. 19 x
31/2 x 12 in; 15 lb
$2,395

MTX SOUNDCRAFTSMEN
Pro -Control 422 Preamplifier/Equalizer

Model 1600 Preamplifier/Tuner

Model 1300 Preamplifier
Features MC phono stage; external processor
loop; infrasonic filter. Bass EQ; null switch; semi -

parametric tone controls at 50, 100, 250, 3,000,
6,000, and 12,000 Hz with ±I2 dB boost/cut; 2 way tape dubbing. Rack mountable
$399

Model 1000 Preamplifier
Features external processor loop; bass EQ;
mc phono stage; infrasonic filter; 2 -way tape
dubbing. Rack mountable
$299

C-MOS preamplifier/EQ with independent line and

tape switching for 8 inputs. Features subsonic
filter; source -direct mode; phono input; 2 tape monitor loops; 3 Aiv monitors; signal -processing

loop. Allows independent listening and tape recording in multiroom applications. 10 -band EQ
features ±15 dB control and exclusive differential/comparator output balancing. FR 20-20,000
Hz ±0.1 dB; THD 0.005%; S/N 97 dB phono, 116
dB line level. Rack -mount front panel. 19 x 51/4 x
10,/: in

$849

Pro -Control Four. As above, without EQ. 2

NAIM
NAC 72 Preamplifier
Features matched and time -aligned filter; 2 tape.

tape monitor, 2 phono, and I line inputs. Input
sens: 2 mV into 47 kilohms MM, 100 1.1V into 470

ohms mc; output sens 0.775 V into 47 ohms;
overload margin 40 dB. 113/4 x 3 x 8 in .... $1,395

NAC 62 Preamplifier
Phono input accommodates different cartridges

$849

or high-level boards. Features 3 line -level inputs;

c-mos switching. Features 16 station presets; 3
inputs; 2 tape monitors; dubbing; variable loud-

sens 0.775 V into 47 kilohms; overload margin 40
dB.I13/4x 3 x 8in
$925

signal -processing loops. 19 x 31/2 x 101/2 in

.

Pro -PT Five R Preamplifier/Tuner

mute/monitor switch. Input sens: 2 mV into 47
kilohms MM, 100 AV into 470 ohms mc; output

ness control; spectral gradient for CD; audio
mute; wireless remote control. FR 20-20,000 Hz
0.5 dB; S/N 80d8 phono,100dB line. Tuner: 50 -

dB quieting sens 12.5 dB mono. Rack -mount
front panel. 19 x

x 111/4 in

$599

Pro -Control Two Preamplifier
c-mos switching. Features phono input; tone control; I switched and 1 unswitched AC outlet. FR 20-

switchable Contra -Bass control; high -cut sloping
filter position on treble control; 8 inputs including
MM/Mc phono and 2 front -panel jacks for portable

Features programmable LCD interface; 8 A/V in-

MOTIF,
BY CONRADJOHNSON
mc cartridges. Features polypropylene or polystyrene audio circuits and power -supply capaci-

THD 0.002% from 20-20,000 Hz; FR 1-100,000 Hz
+0, -3 dB. 171/4x 21/2x 111/4in
$1,150

Melior A/V Preamplifier

NAD

All-FET design with RIAA EQ plus gain for MM and

level, tone, and balance controls. s/N 95 dBA;

components; signal in -phase filters to reduce
common -mode noise. Defeatable tone controls;

imp 12,000 ohms; ch sep 86 dB. 161/2 x 21/2 x 103/4
in; 4 lb
$1,150

MP11 Preamplifier

MM/MC phono input; 5 line -level inputs; output -

Features independent magnetically shielded
power supplies for each amp block; short signal path routing; subsonic feedback loop to cancel DC

NAD Model 1000

grades at nominal cost. 14 lb

Features advanced grounding topology with star -

Tape dubbing; gold-plated inputs and outputs;

Grand Integra P-308 Preamplifier

5-yr warranty with guarantee of technology up-

Deluxe Line -Drive AGT Preamplifier

multilegulated isolated -ground power supply.

ONKYO

level and volume offset between sources; MM/MC

inputs; remote control. Can be externally controlled as part of Meridian multiroom system.

sor. FR 1-100,000 Hz +0. -3 dB; srtsi 94 dBA; THD
0.002% from 20-20,000 Hz. 171/4 x 31/4 x 121/4 in;
15.3 lb
$2,750

NAKAMICHI

Integra P-304 Preamplifier
Features independent magnetically shielded
power supplies for each amp block; Delta power
supply with Real Phase transformer; dual record output selectors; adjustable phono gain and load
imp; 8 inputs including mmimc phono. FR 0.8170,000 Hz +0, -3 dB; THD 0.0005% line; SiN 92
dB mm. 181/4x 4 x 157/8 in; 171b

$530

P-301 Preamplifier
Features selective -tone control; 7 audio and 2
video inputs; video dubbing; source -direct
switdi; multiroom capability. FR 15-30.000 Hz
±- I dB; THD 0.009% line; siN 92 dB MM. 171/s x 43/s
x 121/4 in; 91b
$270

PARASOUND
C/PTIOOOR Preamplifier/Tuner
Class A FET design. Features gold-plated jacks; 2

line -level outputs; variable loudness contour;
mono switches; 16 AM/FM presets; remote control. FR 5-80,000 Hz; THD 0.004%; S/N 92 dB. 171/4
x 4 x 101/2 in; 171b
$550

P/FET-9001I Preamplifier
Class A discrete FET design. Features electronic
logic switching; polypropylene capacitors; regu-

lated power supply; gold-plated jacks; muting
relay: variable loudness contour; 3 AC outlets;
mono switch; 2 tape monitors. FR 10-80,000 Hz
±0.5 dB; THD 0.005%; IM 0.005%; Silk' 80 dB
phono, 104 dB line. 171/4 x 3 x 101/2 in; 11 lb $425

P/HP-750 Preamplifier
Features c-mos switching for inputs; variable
loudness contour; high- and low-pass filters; tape
dubbing. FR 5-65,000 Hz; THD 0.006%; IM 0.006%;
Sit492 dB; phono overload 200 mV. 171/4 x 31/4 x 91/2
in; 10Ib
$299

CA -7A Digital Preamplifier
Features separate digital and analog sections;
isolated ground topology; acoustical fine-tuning

PHILIPS

system; motor -driven volume control; inputs for
MM and mc phono; 6 line -level inputs; 2 outputs;
multiroom remote control with RS -7 remote sen-

Features Dolby Pro Logic decoder; digital sound
processor with bitstream D/A converter; 3 center -

AV1001 Digital A/V Preamplifier
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channel modes; preset rear -channel delay time of
20µs; control adjustments for 5 hall sizes; adjustable reverberation time; adjustable left and right
rear -delay time; surround -channel low-pass and
high-pass filter; test -tone generator; S -video in-

puts/outputs; 9 audio inputs; 5 composite video

inputs; video outputs; AN recording outputs.
Master switching matrix with display; 52 -key

QUAD

Features discrete power -supply regulation; 6

The following models feature tilt control to provide
flat, increasing, or decreasing FR slopes in 7 steps
of l dB each and 5 -dB bass control with rolloffs at

line -level inputs. FR 5-100,000 Hz ±0.5 dB; max
output 10 V; THD 0.1%; IM 0.1%; phono overload

50 and 200 Hz.

regulated power supply

Quad 66 Preamplifier

universal programmable remote control .. $2,000

Features 7 analog inputs and tone controls; two
steps of high -frequency filtering with rolloffs at
5,000 and 7,000 Hz; remote control with volume

PIONEER

knob. FR 30-20,000 Hz ±0.5 dB phono, 20-20,000
Hz ± 0.2 dB line; THD 0.05%; S/N 75 dB phono, 99
dB line. 1214x 31/4 x 10in
$1,500

C-91 Reference A/V Preamplifier
Features independent power supplies for left and
right channels and video; copper -foil PC boards;

subsonic filter; high/low filter; 5 audio inputs; 3
video inputs and outputs; 2 connectors for video
input only; 3 S -video inputs and outputs; video
enhancer. Record selector; motorized rotary volume control; programmable remote control. Urushi-finished front panel with rosewood vinyl side
panels. 18 x 51/4 x 153/4 in; 22.8 lb

$1,300

SONY
TA-E1000ESD Digital Preamplifier
Features digital section with 8x oversampling,

dBA with volume at minimum; FR ±0.5 dB

$1,000

phono, ±0.3 dB line

$895

x 6 x 141/4 in; 17.7 lb

TA-E8OES Preamplifier
Features low -resonance G -chassis design; 7 in-

REVOX

puts; 3 -mode cartridge selector; record output

Features 2 power supplies; 5 audio inputs; 5 video
inputs; AN record selector; 2 -way video dubbing;

ually programmable input sens for MM/MC phono
input and 5 line -level inputs. Dual bus structure

motorized rotary volume control; multiroom capability with optional MR -100; programmable
remote control. Urushi-finish front panel, rose-

allows listening to one source while recording

wood side panels. 18 x 61/2 x 161/2 in

room capability. THD 0.006%. 181/4 x 6 x 141/4 in;
14.4 lb
$2,200

PS AUDIO

$189

4 line -level inputs; 3 switchable filters; bass lift
and step. Distortion 0.5%; residual noise -105

Quad 34 Preamplifier

Microprocessor -controlled design with individ,

$850

$695

dual 18 -bit D/A converter (front) and 4x oversampling, dual 16 -bit D/A converter (rear); S -video
input and output; optical and coaxial input. FR 1020,000 Hz; THD 0.004% analog, 0.003% digital;
SiN phono 84 dB (A -network, front/rear ch). 181/2

B2405 Preamplifier

C-72 Reference AN Preamplifier

150 mV. 17 x 121/4 x 21/2 in

SC22P. Phono stage for above with discrete FET

another; balanced and unbalanced outputs; programmable power on and max volume; multi -

selector; adaptor loop; source -direct switch; balanced output. FR 3-300,000 Hz ±0.2 dB phono;
Sit./ 83 dB MC, 95 dB MM, 105 dB line; THD 0.001%;
IM 0.001%. 151/2 x 51/4 x 141/2 in; 28.61b .... $900

SOUNDSTREAM
C-1 MK II A/V Preamplifier
System 1 series component with dual -mono Class
A circuitry and discrete component signal path.
Features separate power supplies for audio and
switching circuits to minimize noise; digital

PS 5.6 Preamplifier

ROTEL

Features PS 6.0 line stage and PS Phono Link
phono stage in single -chassis. Single military grade glass epoxy board; multiregulated diode -

RTC95OAX Preamplifier/Tuner

isolated power supply; MC/MM capability; passive
phono EQ; straightwire and bypass switch; goldplated connectors; low -imp high -current output.
FR 20-20,000 Hz ±0.1 dB; THD 0.1; S/474 dB mc,
85 dB mm, 100dB line. 17 x 21/2 x 9 in
$799

dB phono, 4-100,000 Hz +0, -3 dB line; THD

ucts; 5 line -level inputs including I switchable to
phono. AN dubbing; CD -to -tape or tape -to -tape
dubbing; ability to listen/view to one source while
recording another. Includes programmable re-

0.004% line; S/N 80 dB phono, 100 dB line. FM

mote control. FR 20-20,000 Hz ±0.1 dB; THD

tuner: 50 -dB quieting sens 37.2 dBf stereo; S/N 75
dB stereo; cap ratio 1 dB; alt-ch sel 70 dB; stereo
sep 48 dB at 1,000 Hz. 173/8 x 35/4 x 133/4 in; 12.1
lb
$499

0.05%; S/N 100 dBA; input imp 30,000 ohms; input
sens 100 mV for 0.5 V out. 17 x
x 111/2 in;

RC98OBX Preamplifier

SPECTRAL

Model 6.0 Preamplifier
6 inputs and 4 outputs. Features active or
straightwire/passive operation; selectable bypass

to eliminate balance control and tape monitor
circuits; touch -sensitive switching; gold plated

switching circuitry to link Soundstream prod-

Features low -noise line stages; phono input; remote control. Amp section: FR 20-20,000 Hz ±2

Features high -quality toroidal power transformer; high-grade op amps; specially -selected filter
capacitors; separate supply regulators for each
channel; mwmc phono stage with passive high frequency and active low -frequency EQ. FR 2020,000 Hz +0, -0.2 dB phono; THD 0.004%; S/N
70dB mc, 85 dB mm, 100dB line. 173/4 x 23/4 x 127/8
in; 91b
$499

Consonance Preamplifier

connectors; low -impedance high -current output.
FR 20-20,000 Hz ±0.1 dB; TuD0.1; S/N 100 dB. 17
x 21/2 x9in; 131b
$599

Features microprocessor -controlled volume and
switching; 5 unbalanced line inputs and 1 phono
input; 7.5- or 16.4 -dB selectable line gain; 42- or
60 -dB selectable phono gain; balanced and unbal-

anced output. User -stored level setting for all
inputs; FL display; remote control. Line section:
FR 0.08-200,000 Hz +0, -3 dB; THD 0.012%;
input imp 600, 10,000, or 100 kilohms; output imp
300 or 600 ohms. Phono section: FR 0.15-220,000
Hz +0, -3 dB; THD 0.04%. 15 x 23/4 x 133/4 in;

PSE
Studio SL Preamplifier

14 lb

Discrete FET Class A design. Features separate

$3,700

$1,495

DMC-6 Preamplifier
Two-piece unit with removable system board and
remote power supply. Features complementary

Class A push-pull topology; polystyrene and
polypropylene signal capacitors; metal -film resis-

tors; dual mono layout; mwmc phono input. FR
DC -6,000,000 Hz +0, -3 dB; Tim 0.01%; S/N 102
dBA; slew rate 1000 V/As. Phono: selectable gain
19-38 dB; selectable input imp 10, 30, 100, 800, or
47,000 ohms. 19 x 2V2 x 121/2 in

JEFF ROWLAND
PS Audio Model 6.0

15 lb

$2,795

SUMO
Athena II Preamplifier
Fully -complementary Class A discrete line stage.
Features all 1% metal -film resistors; polystyrene
bypass capacitors; high -voltage separate uR

power supplies; gold-plated input/output jacks.
Separate record mode select functions; laser trimmed volume potentiometer; CD -direct
switch; tape monitor. FR 0.2-300,000 Hz + 0, -3
dB; THD 0.005% at 3 V cont avg; &PI 100 dB line
with 3 V cont avg output
$679

discrete phono and line power supplies; aluminum chassis; absolute phase reverse; 6 inputs and
6 record outputs; RCA and XLR balanced outputs;

switchable MMMC phono section; precision volume and balance controls. Rack mount optional.
10-yr warranty. 18 x 15/4 x 81/2 in

Without phono stage
68
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$850
$725

SONOGRAPHE,
BY CONRADJOHNSON

SUPERPHON

SC22 FET Preamplifier

Class A design with MOSFET current sourcing.

All-FET design with matched-FET polypropylene
and polystyrene capacitors for all audio circuits.

Revelation II Preamplifier
Features fully discrete phono stage with Jeer
input; 10 zener-diode power regulators; adjust -

able bias setting; muting from front panel with
auto muting for surge/line protection; metal -film
resistors used throughout; I phono and 4 line

CX-630 Preamplifier

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
P70 60-W/ch Integrated Amplifier

inputs; 2 tape loops. Max output 5 V coot avg; FR
2-175,000 Hz; S/N 95 dB; THD 0.5% at 3 V cont
avg; mwmc output 0.5 mV; 150 mV phono overload; 37 dB phono gain; 20 dB line gain ... $749

Features 6 audio and 2 video inputs; 4 audio and 2
video outputs; 2 audio and 1 video rec output; 6 -

position rec-out selector; source -direct switch;
provisions for simultaneous recording on 2
VCR's; -40 -dB continuously variable loudness
control; MM/MC phono switch; bass, treble, and
midrange with frequency turnover controls and
defeat; subsonic filter; 2 remote -controlled AC

pass circuit; discrete headphone amp; gold MM
and mc phono inputs; 3 line -level inputs; tape
monitor loop; banana-plug/binding-post speaker

TECHNICS
SU-A40 Preamplifier

outlets. Includes 33 -key RS -system remote con-

trol. Black finish

$449

Features toroidal transformers with tuned reservoir capacitors; passive tone controls with by-

terminals. THD 0.01% at 50% rated power; SIN 68
dB MC, 80 dB MM, 100 dB line; sens 0.5 mV Mc.
4.3 mV MM. 300 mV line
$600
P50. As above, 50 W/ch
$500

Features Class AA phono amp; high-speed elec-

trolytic capacitors; active -servo power supply;
OFC wiring. 6 -position input and recording selector; 3 tape -monitor loops; mwmc phono selector;
tone -defeat switch; subsonic filter; loudness, stereo/mono, and muting switches. THD 0.01% MC,

IMAM

CREEK AUDIO,
BY MUSIC HALL
Model 6060 60-W/ch Integrated Amplifier

0.009% MM, 0.006% line; S/N 74 dB MC, 79 dB MM,

91 dB line; FR 30-15,000 Hz ±0.2 dB phono, 2020,000 Hz line; ch sep 50 dB at 1,000 Hz. 17 x 41/4 x
11Nin;91b
$400

THRESHOLD

AMPLIFIERS

Features 2 tape loops; 4 inputs including MM and
MC phono; preamp out/in; tape monitor; tape -to tape dubbing; active/passive tone controls; three-

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
AR A-07 75-W/ch Integrated Amplifier

way speaker switching (A, A/B, B). 200 W
mono

$1,095

Features A.'y switching; dual power supplies;
switchable feedback tone controls; mow phono

Model 4140S2 40-W/ch Integrated Amp

High-level noninverting FET design. Features ex-

input. 110 W x 2 into 4 ohms; FR 15-20,000 Hz;

Tape loop and 3 inputs including phono; MC

ternal power supply; parallel input WET'S; cascoded MOSFET's in secondary gain stages; military -grade glass -epoxy circuit boards with gold -

THD 0.03%

switch; tone controls. 40 W x 2 into 8 ohms $600

AR A-03 30-W/ch Integrated Amplifier

Model FET Ten/e Preamplifier

over -nickel -over -copper -plated paths; precision
metal -film and wire -wound resistors used

throughout; gold-plated connectors with Teflon
insulation; 5 line -level and 2 tape inputs; unbalanced/balanced stereo input and preamp output.
Independent record and monitor selection; balance and level controls. Bandwidth Pc -125,000
Hz +0, -3 dB; THD 0.01% from 20-20,000 Hz
into 1,000 -ohm load; crosstalk -75 dB at 20,000

Hz with 1,000 -ohm source; noise -110 dBA
referenced to I V input. 19 x I% x 11 in .. $3,200

Model FET Nine/e Preamplifier
Noninverting FET preamp. Features external
power supply; military -grade glass -epoxy circuit
boards with gold -over -nickel -over -copper -plated
paths; precision metal -film and wire -wound resistors used throughout; variable -gain phono stage;

gold-plated connectors with Teflon insulation;
MM/MC phono input; 3 line -level and 2 tape inputs.

Independent record and monitor selection; balance and level controls. Bandwidth Pc -125,000
Hz +0. -3 dB; THD 0.01% from 20-20,000 Hz
into 10,000 -ohm load. 19 x 1% x 11 in .... $2,595

YAMAHA
CX-1000 Digital A/V Preamplifier
Features I8 -bit 8x-oversampling digital filter and
dual D/A converters; auto sampling -frequency
switching; 4 digital (coaxial and optical) audio
inputs and 4 video inputs; 5 audio rec outputs; 2
video rec outputs; 12 -position rec-out selector;
allows simultaneous AN recording on 2 VCR's; I
optical and 2 coaxial digital outputs; 6 -position
MM/MC selector; source -direct switch; audio
mute; variable loudness control; RS -system remote control. Black finish
$1,199

$500

0.005%

DENON

ARCAM
Delta 90.2 70-W/ch Integrated Amplifier
Features toroidal power transformer; aluminum
casing; 3 inputs including MM/MC phono; 2 tape
inputs; independent monitor and rec controls;
mono switch; headphone output. 70 W x 2 into 8
ohms; THD 0.02% at 1,000 Hz. Black. 17 x 31/2 x

AVC-3020 300-W AN Integrated Amp
6 -channel amplifier with 6 discrete -component
amps for 2 front, 2 center, and 2 rear speakers.
Features Dolby Pro Logic decoder and Dolby
Time Link digital delay circuitry; 4 Dolby modes;

hall, simulated, live, synthetic, and spectarea

$799

surround modes; adjustable 0-130 ms digital delay; dialogue -enhancing EQ. 24 -character by 10 line display and FL alphanumeric front -panel dis-

Features toroidal power transformer; aluminum

play for control and set-up information; nonvolatile memory for preferred control settings;

11% in; 181b

Alpha2 30-W/ch Integrated Amplifier
chassis; 3 inputs including mwmc phono; tape
inputs; full monitoring; headphone output. 30 W
x 2 into 8 ohms; FR 20-20,000 Hz; THD 0.02% at

1,000 Hz. Charcoal finish. 17 x

x 9 in; 10

lb

$379

AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE
Omega 90-W/ch Integrated Amplifier
Includes Van Alstine Omega hybrid preamplifier
circuitry. Features 300 V/As custom hybrid amp
modules with active -powered feedback; full complementary power mosFET output circuits; toroidal power transformer; high -current preamp sec-

tions; phono, CD. tuner, and dual tape inputs;
connections for 2 speaker pairs; headphone jack.
Volume and balance controls; tape -to -tape dubbing capability. 90 W x 2 into 8 ohms; it30.01%.
131/2 x 41/2x 121/2in; 22 lb

$995

AUDIO DESIGN
ASSOCIATES
CR-8A 25-W/ch Integrated Amplifier
Features 2 -ohm stability; rear -panel fuse; toroidal power transformer; fan cooling; signal pro-

filter; RS -system programmable remote control.
Black finish
$699

$500

$300

Features 8 audio and 3 video inputs; 4 audio and 2

ed inputs; bass and treble controls; subsonic

switch or tone controls

40 W x 2 into 4 ohms; FR 15-20,000 Hz; THD

CX-830 Preamplifier
video outputs; 8 -position rec-out selector;
source -direct switch; -40 -dB continuously variable loudness control; MM/MC selector; gold-plat-

Model 4040S3. As above, 30 W/ch; no MC

cessor loop; line -level output. Front -panel gain
control; LED volume, bass, and treble indicators;
switched AC outlet. 25 W x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms
from 20-20,000 Hz with 0.02% THD or 40 x 2 into 4
ohms; MS 104 dB. 19 x 31/2 x I I in; 13 lb .. $1.750

separate AN -input and record -output selectors
for dubbing; 5 video/S-video inputs; 3 video/Svideo outputs; 9 audio inputs; 9 audio outputs;
auto input balance; videodisc -direct switch for
20 -MHz bandwidth; 60 -key Denon Integral System remote control with 5 keys each programmable to send string of 15 commands. 80 W x 2 + 35
x 4 into 8 ohms
$1,000

AVC-1000 210-W A/V Integrated Amp
6 -channel amplifier with 6 amps for 2 front, 2
center, and 2 rear speakers. Features Dolby Pro
Logic decoder with digital delay; bridging capa-

bility; 4 Dolby modes; hall, simulated, and live
surround modes; switchable dialogue -enhancing
circuitry; 5-40 ms digital delay. 20 -character by 9 -

line display and LCD alphanumeric display for
control and set-up information; 4 S -video inputs;

3 S -video outputs; 5 video inputs; 3 video outputs; 10 audio inputs; 8 audio outputs; mono
subwoofer output; 2 -mode rec-out selector to
combine video and audio sources for dubbing;
programmable 62 -key Denon Integral System
remote control. 55 W x 2+ 25 x 4 or 55 x 4 into 8
ohms

$700

PMA-980R 90-W/ch Integrated Amplifier
Features Class A circuitry; relay -type input
switching; straight-line circuit layout; pure -current power supply. Motor -driven volume control;
separate input and rec-output selectors; remote
control with speaker switching
$500
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\\HUMS
HARMAN KARDON

KENWOOD

The following feature discrete components in sig-

KA-V9500 360-W A/V Integrated Amplifier

nal path, MM/MC phono inputs, and selectable

6 channels. Features DSP with 10 soundfield pre-

power -supply voltage unless otherwise noted.

sets and variable parameters; Dolby Pro Logic
decoder; 16 -bit digital delay; Dolby 3 Stereo;
normal, wide, and phantom surround modes;

HK6900 170-W/ch Integrated Amplifier
Features electronic front -panel switches that
control analog switches at rear inputs to create
short signal paths; phase -correct loudness. AN
switching; 2 -way dubbing; 2 vcit/tape monitors;
rec-out selector; tone defeat; subsonic filters;
preamp-out jacks. siN 80 dB phono, 98 dB line;
slew rate 280 V/ps; damping factor 70; negative

feedback 12 dB; high -current capability X90
amperes

$1,199

dual power transformers; amp -stabilizing circuit;
digital parametric EQ; auto input balance; 6 S video inputs and outputs; 6 An/ inputs; connec-

tions for dual center -channel speakers; sub woofer output. Digital bass and treble controls; 5
system preset memories; S -video to composite -

video dubbing and monitoring; on -screen display; motor driven volume control; programma-

Features phase -correct loudness; 2 -way dubbing;

ble remote control. 80 W x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms
from 20-20,000 Hz or 90 x 2 (front left, right) + 45
x 2 (center) + 45 x 2 (rear) cont avg into 8 ohms;
FR 5-80,000 Hz +0, -3 dB; S/N 96 dB line; THD
0.08% into 8 ohms. 171/4 x 61/2 x 16% in; 38.5

rec-out selector; tone defeat; mono switch; subsonic and high -cut filters; signal processor loop.
S/N 80 dB phono, 98 dB line; slew rate 180 V/ps;

KA-V7500 316-W AN Integrated Amplifier

HK6800. As above, 120 W x 2. High -current
capability ± 70 amperes

$899

HK6600 90-W/ch Integrated Amplifier

damping factor 65; negative feedback 12 dB;
high -current capability

50 amperes

$699

HK6500 70-W/ch Integrated Amplifier
Features phase -correct loudness. Mono switch; 2

tape monitors; signal processor loop; subsonic
filter. SM 80 dB phono, 98 dB line; slew rate 90 V/
its; damping factor 65; negative feedback 20 dB;
high -current capability ±40 amperes
$499

HITACHI
HA-V5EX 200-W AN Integrated Amplifier
4 -channel amplifier. Dolby Pro Logic decoder; 6
surround modes; 6 AN and 3 audio inputs. 50 W x
4 into 6 ohms; FR 20-20,000 Hz

lb

composite and S -video inputs and outputs; AN
inputs and outputs; center -channel speaker output. Test -tone generator; bass and treble controls; bass boost; universal remote control. 50 W

x 2 from 20-20,000 Hz + 30 x 3 at 1,000 Hz
(center, rear) cont avg into 8 ohms with 0.01%
THD; S/N 72 dB MC, 86 dB MM, 96 dB line Gold
finish
$699

PM -80 100-W/ch Integrated Amplifier
Switchable Class A/AB operation modes. Features selected discrete topology; high -capacity
power supplies; discrete output transistors; relay -controlled speaker selection; dedicated signal -processor loop; source -direct switching; re-

cord output selector allowing taping of one
source while listening to another; 9 gold-plated
inputs with mwmc phono input and 3 tape-moni-

$1,499

6 channels. Features DSP with 6 soundfield presets; Dolby Pro Logic decoder; Dolby 3 Stereo;

Dolby Time Link digital delay system; normal,
wide, and phantom surround modes; 4 S -video
inputs; 3 S -video outputs; auto input balance; 6 Al
v inputs; MM phono input; switching fort speaker
pairs; connections for dual center -channel speakers; subwoofer output. 5 surround memories; on-

screen display; bass and treble controls; pro-

Kenwood KA-V9500

(front left, right) + 70 x 2 (center) + 18 x 2 (rear)

tor loops; banana -plug speaker connectors. 100
W x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz
with 0.008% THD, 140 x 2 cont avg into 4 ohms
from 20-20,000 Hz with 0.03% THD in Class AB

coot avg into 8 ohms with 0.08% THD; FR 5100,000 Hz +0, -3 dB; S/N 78 dB MM, 100 dB

dynamic power 340 x 2 into 2 ohms; S/N 72 dB mc,

line. 17% x 61/2 x 16% in; 30.1 lb

86 dB MM, 96 dB line. Gold finish with die-cast

grammable remote control. 80 W x 2 cont avg into
8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz with 0.2% THD or 70 x 2

$899

mode, or 25 x 2 into 8 ohms in Class A mode;
alloy side panels

$699

$750

LINN
JVC

buck 50-W/ch Integrated Amplifier

AX-V1050TN 400-W AN Integrated Amp

cord/play paths; switched/unswitched speaker
outputs; power -amp -driven headphone output.

5 channels. Features Dolby Pro Logic decoder
with normal, wide, and phantom center -channel
modes; symphony -hall, recital -hall, church, jazz club, pavilion, and stadium digital ambience settings; 5 Dynamic Super -A power amps designed

to eliminate transistor-switchoff distortion; 1 -bit
A/D and D/A converters with 4th -order noise shap-

ing; 7 video inputs; 3 video outputs; 1 monitor
output; 3 S -video terminals; 6 audio inputs; 2
audio outputs; 2 mono subwoofer outputs; 6
speaker outputs; parametric center -channel EQ;
adjustable center -channel delay; record monitor;
CD- and D/A-converter-direct switches; large FL
display; composite to S -video conversion; programmable remote control. 100 W x 2 cont avg
into 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz with 0.08% THD +
80 x 1 (center) + 60 x 2 (rear) cont avg into 8 ohms
at 1,000 Hz with 0.08% THD; dynamic power 300

W x 2 into 2 ohms; FR 5-70,000 Hz +0, -3 dB;
S/N 67 dB MM, 80 dB line. 17% x 61/4 x 171/2 in;
35 lb

$1,500

AX-Z911BK 100-W/ch Integrated Amplifier
Class A circuitry. Features D/A converter with 4x

oversampling filter and auto selection of 32-,
44.1-, or 48 -kHz sampling frequencies for digital

sources; separate digital and analog circuitry;
D/A-converter direct switch; 4 -ohm load capabili-

MM and mc phono inputs. Features separate re-

50 W x 2 into 8 ohms

$995

LUXMAN
LV-105U 80-W/ch Hybrid Integrated Amp
Combines tEET's, twin -triode vacuum tubes, and
high -current mosEET output devices. Features
Duo -Beta dual feedback loop; star circuit topol-

ogy; optical and coaxial digital outputs; mmimc
phono inputs; signal processor loop. CD -direct
button; tape and video dubbing; rec-out selector.
80 W x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms, 140 x 2 into 4 ohms,
or 170 x 2 into 2 ohms; THD 0.25%; siN 70 dB mc,
90 dB MM, % dB line; IM 0.03%. 171/4 x 51/4 x 131/s
in; 25 lb
$1,200

LV-113 65-W/ch Digital Integrated Amp
Dual 16 -bit D/A converters and 4x-oversampling
filter. Features low -impedance drive capability; 3

differential FET input and predriver stages per
channel; star circuit topology; optical and coaxial
digital inputs. Line -direct switch for all source
inputs; video switching; signal processor loop. 65
W x 2 into 8 ohms, 150 x 2 into 4 ohms, or 190 x 2
into 2 ohms; siN 84 dB phono, 96 dB line; slew rate
20 V/ps; damping factor 30
$750

ty; optical and coaxial inputs; coaxial output.
High -gain EQ for MM/MC phono inputs; motor -

driven volume control; gold-plated terminals;
Compu Link system compatibility; remote control. 100 W x 2 coot avg into 8 ohms from 2020,000 Hz with 0.003% THD
70
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$1,100

MARANTZ
PM-700AV 190-W A/V Integrated Amp
5 channels with full An/ input/output source
switching. Features Dolby Pro Logic decoder;

MISSION
Cyrus II 60-W/ch Integrated Amplifier
Features high peak current delivery; nonmagnet-

ic polypropylene and polystyrene capacitors;
separate record -out for all inputs; balance control

for all inputs; 5 line -level inputs; mmimc phono
input; headphone jack. FR 20-20,000 Hz; THD
0.003% at 1,000 Hz into 8 ohms; s/N 83 dB; slew
rate 10 V/ps; damping factor 100. Matte black or
Nextel gray finish. 81/2 x 3 x 131/2 in; 16 lb .. $899

NAD
Model 3400 100-W/ch Integrated Amplifier
Bridgeable stereo amplifier with power -envelope

and soft -clipping circuitries. Normal/lab inputs;
preamp-out/main-in loop; semiparametic tone
controls; bass EQ; remote control. 100 W x 2 coot

avg; dynamic headroom 5.7 dB. Rack mountable

$799

Model 3240PE 40-W/ch Integrated Amp
Features power -envelope and soft -clipping circuitries; high -current design; bass EQ; speaker
impedance selector. 40 W x 2 cont avg; dynamic
headroom 6 dB

$399

NAIM
NAIT 2 18-W/ch Integrated Amplifier
Features 4 inputs including MM phono; tape monitor/mute function; bypassable amp section. Input
sens 2.5 mV phono, 75 mV line; tape output level
75 mV into 1,000 ohms. 101/4 x 3 x 8 in .... $895

NIKKO

acoustic memory; on -screen display; program-

NA 150 100-W/ch Integrated Amplifier
Class AB output operation. 100 W x 2 coot avg
into 8 ohms or 144 x 2 cont avg into 4 ohms; THD
0.05%; slew rate 5 V/i.ts; sens 170 mV line, 2.5 mV

phono; power bandwidth 5-41.000 Hz; dynamic
headroom 2 dB; input imp 47 kilohms; phono S/N
81 dBA

$249

ONKYO

mable remote control. 100 W x 2 into 8 ohms with
0.005% THD + 30 x 3 (rear and center) into 8 ohms
with 0.08% THD
$1,050

Elite A-51 100-W/ch Integrated Amplifier
Features Super Linear Circuit; Direct Connection II; anti -resonance honeycomb design; clean
ground; direct switch; low -imp drive capability;
high -gain phono EQ; gold-plated phono and CD

inputs; 8 inputs; muting; loudness contour; re-

A-SV810PRO 325-W AN Integrated Amp

cord selector: A/B speaker switching

$850

5 channels with Dolby Pro Logic decoder. Fea-

tures 5 amplifiers with discrete outputs; dual

PROTON

field presets; adjustable digital delay; 6 video
including 5 S -video inputs; 10 audio inputs; 4

AM -656 60-W/ch Integrated Amplifier

A-8800 100-W/ch Digital Integrated Amp
Features dual I8 -bit linear D/A converters; 8xoversampling digital filter; discrete output section: high-speed switching power supply; optical
and coaxial digital inputs; 10 audio inputs; preout/main-in terminals. 100 W x 2 coot avg into 8
ohms or 310 x 2 into 2 ohms; FR 20-20.000 Hz; THD
0.008%; siN 107 dB line; IM 0.005%
$850

A-807 80-W/ch Integrated Amplifier
Features discrete power supplies and subtransformers; dual -shielded block construction with 2 panel chassis base; motorized volume control
and input selector; 4 -way speaker terminals; remote control. 80 W x 2 into 8 ohms or 210 x 2 into
2 ohms

Features Aphex Aural Exciter to enhance high frequency performance; motorized volume control; tone bypass; mono/stereo switch; preampout ;
headphone output; loudness switch.
Optional AH-681 remote control. 60 W x 2 into 8
ohms; FR 20-20,000 Hz ±0.3 dB: THD 0.02%; IM
0.01%; damping factor 150; dynamic headroom 6
dB; crosstalk 75 dB at 1,000 Hz; S/N 95 dBA line.
181/2 x 3% x 155/s in; 29 lb

$700

Features I -bit D/A converter; independent circuit-

ry for left and right amplifiers; separate digital
and analog transformers. Digital -direct and
source -direct operation; record selector; 5 pairs

of gold-plated analog inputs; 4 pairs of goldplated digital inputs; subsonic filter; loudness;
A/B speaker switching. 100 W x 2 coot avg into 8
ohms; FR 10-20,000 Hz; THD 0.005%. 17 x 61/2 x
1734 in; 40Ib
$1.300

preamp-out; loudness
speaker switching
Features

switch;

4 channels. Features 6 surround -sound modes
and four surround memories. 5 audio and 4 video
inputs; monitor output; video processor terminals. 70 W x 2 into 8 ohms (front) + 35 x 2 (rear);
FR 5 100.000 Hz; S/N 110 dB. 17 x 6Y8 x Ins in;
32 lb

$1,000

AU-X301i 65-W/ch Integrated Amplifier
Features low -impedance drive capability; stabi-

lized ground circuit; record selector; subsonic
filter, mmimc phono input. 65 W x 2 cont avg into 8
ohms; FR 20-20,000 Hz; THD 0.05%; S/N 65 dB MC,

80 dB MM, 105 dB line. Matte -black finish. 17 x

AM -455 50-W/ch Integrated Amplifier

5 Ya x 12V4 in; 21 lb

$400

A/B

$250

SONY
TA-AV650 240-W A/V Integrated Amplifier

REVOX

Features complementary design; discrete out-

H5 100-W/ch Integrated Amplifier

puts: 5 video inputs/outputs; S -video connectors.

Features independent listening and recording
source selection; 5 inputs including MM phono;
independent preamp/power amp. Record bus

Audio muting; record -output selector; 2 tape

$530

monitor loops; motorized volume; programmable
remote control. 70 W x 3 (left, right, center) + 15
x 2 (rear) into 8 ohms; FR 10-100,000 Hz +0, -3
dB line; THD 0.03%; S/N 92 dB phono. 181/2 x 61/2 x
17 in; 37.4 lb
$1,000

A-RV401 100-W/ch Integrated Amplifier
Features discrete output stage; 7 audio and 2
video inputs; video dubbing: 4 -mode speaker

TECHNICS

selector; source -direct signal routing; FL display;
RI -system remote control
$400

SU-V660 90-W/ch Integrated Amplifier
Features Class AA circuitry; heavy-duty power
supply; large aluminum heat sinks; active servo

PHILIPS

power supply; MM/MC cartridge input; 6 -position

multiple input facilities; vs speaker terminals.

FA -80 100-W/ch Integrated Amplifier

Power amp direct input; tone -defeat, loudness,
and stereo/mono switches. 90 W x 2 cont avg into
8 ohms with 0.007% THD; damping factor 80.

Features linear -drive power supply; Class A
mode with 20 W x 2 output; source -direct switch-

ing with auto tone defeat; II inputs including 3
video, signal processor, and mwmc phono . $599

FA -50 70-W/ch Integrated Amplifier
Features linear -drive power supply; sc and short-

Yamaha DSP-A1000
also functions as independent selector bus for
multiroom systems. Remote control optional. 100
W x 2 into 8 ohms
$2,490

circuit protection. Source -direct switching with
auto tone defeat

AU-X9I1DG 100-W/ch Integrated Amp

AU-X611AV 210-W A/V Integrated Amp

power transformers; 8 -mode DSP with 10 sound -

video including 3 S -video outputs; 5 audio outputs; pre-out/subwoofer terminals. FL display:
RI -system remote control. 75 W x 2 or 85 x 3
(front left, right, center) + 35 x 2 (rear) .. $1.100

SANSUI

$399

Preamp section: FR 30-15,000 Hz it 0.8 dB phono,

20-20,000 Hz +0, -0.2 dB line; siN 72 dB Mc, 76
dB Nisi. 80 dB line
$400

YAMAHA

ROTEL

DSP-A1000 340-W A/V Integrated Amp

PIONEER

RA980BX 100-W/ch Integrated Amplifier

Elite A-71 120-W/ch Integrated Amplifier

Features specially designed toroidal power trans-

Pro Logic with auto input balance: 12 DSP pro-

formers with high -quality electrolytic filter ca-

Direct Connection II and Non -Switching Circuit
type III. Features line -direct switch; nonresonating frame chassis, insulators, and heat sink: clean
ground technology; 7 inputs. Urushi-finish front
panel and rosewood -finish vinyl -covered side
panels. 120 W x 2 into 8 ohms with 0.003% THD.

pacitors; high -current design; MC/MM phono in-

put. 100 W x 2 cont avg into 8 ohms from 20-

grams (23 modes); TV -theater and concert -video
modes; 35 -mm and 70 -mm theater modes: 5 -band
center -channel EQ; switchable dual center -chan-

20,000 Hz with 0.03% THD; damping factor 1,500;

nel outputs for 2 speakers; motor -driven input

18 x 61/4 x 185A in; 59.5 lb

FR 20-20,000 Hz ±0.2 dB phono, 4-100,000 Hz
+I, -3 dB line; s/N 70 dB mc, 80 dB MM, 100 dB
line. 171/4 x 47/s x 13% in; 24.21b

$699

$1,100

7 -channel amplifier/processor. Features Dolby

selector with LED; 10 audio inputs; 5 video inputs

with S -video terminal; subwoofer output with
low-pass filter; front -panel aux inputs with 5 video terminal; digital test -tone generator for DSP

RA960BX 60-W/ch Integrated Amplifier
VSA-1000 290-W A/V Integrated Amplifier

Features specially designed toroidal power trans-

and Dolby Pro Logic. 80 W x 3 into 8 ohms with
0.015% THD (left, center, right) + 25 x 4 into 8

5 channels. Features Dolby Pro Logic processor
with digital delay and Dolby Surround, stadium,
simulated stereo, and studio modes; two S -video
input/outputs; 2 video monitor outputs with I S video terminal; pre-out/power-in for front, rear,

formers with high -quality electrolytic filter ca-

ohms with 0.05% THD (effects)

pacitors: high -current design; MC/MM phono in-

DSP-E1000. As above, no main amplifiers. 5

put. 60 W x 2 coot avg into 8 ohms from 20-20.000
Hz with 0.03% THD; damping factor 100; FR 20-

channels

20,000 Hz ±0.3 dB phono, 10-100,000 Hz +1,

DSP-E200 75-W A/V Integrated Amplifier

and center; 7 video and 6 audio inputs; video
signal selector; video adaptor loop; 3 -position

-3 dB line; mg 70 dB mc, 80 dB mm, 100 dB line.

3 channels. Features Dolby Pro Logic; DSP with 4
mocks. 25 W x 3 with 0.08% THD
$499

17% x 31/2 x IVA in; 13.6 lb

$499

$1,499
$999
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CD -07 CD Player
1 -bit D/A converters. Includes RC -05 wireless
remote control. FR 20-20,000 Hz ±0.5 dB; THD
0.005%; sim 100 dB; ch sep 100dB. 17 x 31/2 x 13 in;
$499
13.2 lb

lenses; 6DJ8 vacuum tubes, PET, and bipolar
transistor in analog stage; spring suspension
transport; separate power transformers for electromechanical, analog, and digital circuitry; 22

SD/A-350 5 -Disc CD Changer

separate regulated local power supplies; remote

514 x 16 in

1 -bit D/A converter, 5 -disc carousel. Features
sound -enhancement EQ circuitry. Random access/play; calendar display; remote control. 19 x
$400

control. FR 10-20,000 Hz +0, -1.8 dB; 9/Pi 98
dBA at 1,000 Hz; THD 0.005%

$2,395

CREEK AUDIO
CD60 CD Player

ADCOM

4x oversampling, 16 -bit D/A converter. Features
dual power supplies; linear phase response; low -

GCD-575 CD Player
4x oversampling, dual 16 -bit D/A converters. Selectable analog frequency/phase-contouring cir-

cuitry; 3 -beam laser pickup; fixed and variable
outputs. 3 -in -CD compatibility; 24 -track programming; disc, track, program, or sequence/
phrase repeat modes; audible fast scan and fast
forward; remote control. FR 5-20,000 Hz +0.1,
-0.5 dB; S/N 105 dB; THD 0.0025%; ch sep 95 dB.
$600
Black. 17 x 31/2 x 11'/. in; 12 lb

GCD-575. As above, except with white front
$650

panel

noise output stage; coaxial digital output; fixed
line -level output; phase invert. 16 -track programming; 3 -mode repeat; defeatable display; remote

control. FR 20-20,000 Hz; S/N 110 dB; THD

Carver MD/V-500

0.005%

Icon mk H CD Player

DENON

8x oversampling, 18 -bit hand -trimmed D/A converters. Features 24 -bit digital filter; 5 separate

DCD-3500RG CD Player

regulated power supplies; PET input; custom
clock module; EMI filter; plug-in digital output for

coaxial or optical applications; 28 -function re-

ARISTON

mote control. FR 5-22,000 + 0, -0.5 dB; dynamic

Ariston CD Player
4x oversampling. dual 16 -bit D/A converters. Features swinging -arm laser scanning assembly; digi-

range 105 dB; S/N 95 dB; THD 0.005% at 1,000 Hz;
$795
ch sep 91 dB

$799

0.0025%. 123/4 x 314 x 11N in

AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE

8x oversampling, four 20 -bit Lambda ladder -type
D/A converters. 80th -Anniversary
Reference
Class player features 4 MSB linearity adjustments

per converter; 20 -bit digital filter; linear -crystal
OFC analog filters; separate power transformers,
power supplies, and optically -isolated circuitry
for digital and analog sections; centered -alloy
feet, 4 -layer bottom plate, and dual -construction

tal and analog outputs. Track replay/skip; head-

phone output; 3 -in -CD compatibility; remote
control. FR 2-20,000 Hz; 9/N 100 dB; THD

chassis; switchable optical/coaxial digital out-

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
CD4 CD Player
Philips Bitstream 1 -bit D/A converter. Features
interpolating digital filter with 4 -pole Butterworth
filter; coaxial and optical digital outputs. FR 1020.000 Hz ±0.1 dB; THD 0.004% at 1,000 Hz; S/N

puts; balanced analog outputs. Motor -driven remote volume control; direct -track access; 20 track programming; index and time search; 3 -way
repeat; auto space; auto edit; 8 -digit FL display
with music calendar; headphone jack with level
control; 3 -in -CD compatibility; remote control;

Denon IS -system control compatibility. FR 220,000 Hz -0.2 dB; S/N 120 dB; dynamic range
100 dB; THD 0.0015%; ch sep 110 dB. Cham-

Omega CD Player

% dB

4x oversampling, dual 16 -bit D/A converters. Features custom hybrid output stages and film -coupling capacitors; filter drivers with 200 V/As slew
rate; exact channel phase -gain tracking. 20 -track

CARRERA

pagne -gold finish, wood panels

programming; repeat; random play; time/track

CD -3400 6 -Disc CD Changer
4x oversampling, dual 16 -bit D/A converters. Fea-

DCD-3560 CD Player

display; 3 -speed music search with cueing; 3 -in

tures 3 -beam laser pickup; fixed line outputs;
headphone jack; direct track access; 32 -track
programming; track, disc, and program repeat;

CD compatibility; index selection and direct
track access from remote control. 161/2 x 41/4 x 111/4
$495
in; 9 lb

Continuous Music Module CD Changer
4x oversampling, dual 16 -bit D/A converters, 10 disc magazine. Features random and repeat play.
Designed for integration into single or multiroom

system. Remote control compatible with Beomaster 6500 receiver. FR 20-20,000 Hz -±1.5 dB;
THD 0.08%; dynamic range 96 dB; ch sep 75 dB at
1,000 Hz. 1

x 31/4 x 71/4 in; 13 lb

$600

elapsed disc/track time display. FR 20-20.000 Hz
± 0.5 dB; Tr-if:10.009%; SIN % dB. 13 lb .... $250

$1,250

2x oversampling, 16 -bit dual D/A converters. Features music calendar; direct -track access; 3 -in -

CD compatibility; random play; remote control.
FR 20-20,000 Hz; S/N 100 dB; THD 0.0004%. 17 x
$200
31/4x 12 in; 9.9 lb

CALIFORNIA AUDIO
LABS

Plays 3- and 5 -in CD's and 8- and 12 -in videodiscs. PCM audio; direct digital output. 16 track/
search, freeze, and frame -by -frame; on -screen
display; multifunction remote control. 19 x 31/2 x
101/4 in; 81b

$700

SD/A-490t Tube CD Player
1 -bit D/A converter. Features sound -enhancement EQ circuitry; analog tube output stage; optical and coaxial digital outputs. 24 -track and index
programming; random play; 4 -way repeat; auto

fade; A/B-side time edit; remote with motorized

Aria ink Ill Hybrid CD Player

volume control. 19 x 31/2 x 111/4 in; 9 lb .... $700

8x oversampling, 18 -bit hand -trimmed D/A converters with hybrid analog output stage. Features
laser pickup with precision -ground optical

SD/A-450. As above, without analog tube out-
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time search; 3 -way repeat; auto space; auto edit;
timer play; music -calendar display; 3 -in -CD compatibility; balanced analog outputs; remote con-

trol; Denon IS -system control compatibility. FR
2-20,000 Hz ± 0.2 dB; S/N 120 dB; dynamic range

100 dB; THD 0.0015%; ch sep 110 dB at 1,000
$1,500
Hz

8x oversampling, 20 -bit Lambda ladder -type D/A
converters. Plays CD's and videodiscs. Features
CX NR; 20 -track programming; auto space and
edit; random play; on -screen display; composite

chapter programming; multispeed scan, skip

$900

analog stages; optical and coaxial digital outputs.
20 -track programming; random play; remote vol-

LA -3000 Combi-Player

Dual D/A converters. Integrates with Beosystem
4500. Features Bessel elliptical analog filter; separate power supplies for digital and analog sections. Skip forward/back; direct access by track
number; 3 -in -CD compatibility. FR 3-20,000 Hz

161/2 x 3 x 121/4 in; 10Ib

converter; optical isolation between digital and

MD/V-500 Combi-Player
8x oversampling, dual 18 -bit D/A converters.

dB; dynamic range %dB. Black and silver finish.

8x oversampling, four 20 -bit Lambda ladder -type
D/A converters. Features 20 -bit digital filter with
1/2 -sample delay; 4 MSB linearity adjustments per

CARVER

Beogram 4500 CD Player

-± 0.3 dB; S/N 110 dBA; THD 0.0025%; ch sep 101

$3,000

ume control; direct track access; index mode;

CD -3300R CD Player

BANG at OLUFSEN

$1,195

put stage. Includes 10 -key remote control with
$520
volume. 8.5 lb

video, S -video, and audio output. Audio: FR 520,000 Hz -± 0.3 dB, 20-20,000 Hz analog; S/N 109
dB. 70 dB analog with CX; dynamic range 100 dB;
ch sep 103 dB; THD 0.003%. Video: hor res 425
$1,000
lines; SIN 47 dB

DCD-2560 CD Player
16x oversampling, four 20 -bit Lambda ladder type D/A converters. Features 20 -bit digital filter
with' -sample delay; mse linearity adjustments;
optical isolation between digital and analog
stages; optical and coaxial digital outputs. Digital

pitch control with ±9.9% range in 0.1% steps;
digital fader; peak -search mode; 20 -track programming; random play; remote volume control;

The World Of The Compact Disc
Remember vinyl? If you
were collecting music before
1982, you probably do. The
33/3 rpm Long Playing record.
introduced in 1948, long
reigned supreme as the king
of home audio. But by the
late 1970's, the LP was
showing signs of age. And in

1982-a decade ago-the
music business and the audio
industry entered an entirely
new world. The world of music
that is the Compact Disc.
The Compact Disc was
based upon the brilliance of
digital audio, a then -new
method of recording music
with unprecedented fidelity.

In a single stroke, digital
technology overturned many
previously -accepted
limitations in high-fidelity
reproduction. But bringing a
digital audio disc format to
the music lovers of the world
would require more than just
technology. It required an
internationally -accepted
standard.
A Worldwide Agreement.

The essential step toward
standardization took place in
lune. 1980. That's when Sony
Corporation and N. V. Philips
formally announced a new

HIGH -PRECISION MANUFACTURING AT AMERICA'S
FIRST CD REPLICATION FACILITY, SONY'S DIGITAL

AUDIO DISC CORPORATION IN TERRE HAUTE,

INDIANA.

digital audio disc format.
Thanks to Philips work in
optical laser discs, the new
system would be virtually
impervious to wear, dust.
fingerprints and scratches.
Thanks to Sony expertise in
16 -bit digital coding and
digital error correction, the
new format would have a
quality of sound unlike any
other.
From this joint effort, the
new format began to take
shape: about 4% inches in

diameter...over 74 minutes
of music...44.I kHz sampling

OVER 90%0F ALL THE COMPACT DISC TITLES EVER MADE WERE MASTERED ON SONY PCM-I600 SERIES DIGITAL
MASTERING SYSTEMS.

rate... 16 -bit linear PCM
audio. The resulting system
soon won favor around the
world, becoming the
international standard we
know today as the Digital
Audio Compact Disc.

Meld.. a) A Reality.
Bringing the Compact Disc

out of the laboratory and into
the living room required a
monumental effort. It entailed
new ways to record and
master music. New
technology to press discs.
New machines to play them

S4R

back. And Sony was there
every step of the way. By
October. 1982, digital audio
discs were finally ready to
come home. The world of
music hasn't been the same
since.
TEN YEARS AND MORE THAN A BILLION DISCS LATER,
PEOPLE STILL ENJOY THE WORLD'S FIRST COMPACT
DISC: BILLY JOEL'S 52ND STREET.

THI WORLD'S FIRST COMPACT DISC PLAYER THE CLASSIC SONY CDP.1( 1 IT WAS .'
OC-OBER 1982, AND THE U.S. MARKET FIVE MONTHS LATER.

When ony introduced the
Compact

isc back in 1982, it

was with remendous feelings
of pride, nticipation and
exciteme t. Ten years later, it
appears t at the excitement
was cont gious. People
everywhere have taken the
Compact isc into their

WHAT COULD BE BETTER THAN A

homes, t eir cars-even
outdoors. Americans alone
have bou ht nearly 40 million
CD playe s and over one
billion Compact Discs.
But sal s figures alone can't
do justic= to the full impact
of CD. Its unprecedented
fidelity h = s transformed the
way we h a r music. Which in
turn has t ansformed the way
musician compose, record,
and relea e their life's work.
For must lovers, this just

COMPACT DISC IN THE CAR? HOW
THE FIRST MACHINE TO TAKE THE EXCITEMENT OF

ABOUT TEN DISCS! THE SONY

DIGITAL AUDIO ONTO THE ROAD: THE SONY

CDX-A10 DISCJOCKEY UNIT

CDX-R7, THE WORLD'S FIRST CAR CD PLAYER

WAS THE WORLD'S FIRST

CAR CD CHANGER.

might be he biggest thrill
of all.
Ak3,2t9te%
A NEW GENERATION OF LISTENERS WERE

INTRODUCED TO COMPACT DISC WHEN SONY
INTRODUCED PORTABLE MUSIC SYSTEMS

WITH BUILT-IN CD PLAYERS.

IN THE EARLY YEARS, R %D10

WAS A KEY SHOWCASE FOR CD.
NOW CD IS THE FIRST CHOICE

FOR MUSIC PROGRAMMING ON
THE AIR.

TF E WC.RLE,'S F RST PORTABLE

MPPCT NS: PLAYER, THE SONY C -S

CMAN UM T, BROUGHT THE CD
0 AN EVEM1VIDER RANGE OF

firLE1,.

THE CD REVOLUTION TOOK

ANOTHER HAPPY TURN WITH
SONY'S CREATION OF THE
CAROUSEL CD CHANGER.

THI ML SIC BUSINESS, THE

COMPACT )IS( HAS GONE FROM
3 EING A FOOTNOTE TO THE

NIJMEKR ONE 'ORMAT IN
)OLLF R
COMPACT DISC

WELL, NO, I WOULDN'T GO THAT FAR...."

THE COMPACT DISC ISN'T JUST FOR THE MUSIC
OF TODAY, IT'S ALSO FOR REDISCOVERING

THE MUSIC OF YESTERDAY THROUGH
HISTORIC REISSUES AND BOXED SETS.

"::D IS] THE GREATEST THING THAT'S EVER HAPPENED TO RECORDED MUSIC... IT REALLY IS A MARVEL. I WAS LISTENING TO
M1 OWN REMASTERED 1966 VERSION OF VERDI'S FALSTAFF THE OTHER DAY IN MY CAR'S CD SYSTEM, AND THE SOUND WAS
SOEXTRAORDINARY THAT WHEN I ARRIVED HOME, I COULDN'T TURN OFFTHE ENGINE, I JUST SAT THERE TILL THE END. AND THIS

WE.S AN ALMOST TWENTY -FIVE -YEAR -OLD RECORDING!"

-LEONARD BERNSTEIN

A World Of Innovation_
An undeniable part of CD's
success is the fact that it has
been a consistent, universally
compatible format. Think of
it: any standard Compact Disc
will play on any standard CD

player-anywhere in the
world. But while the
fundamental format has not
changed, the technology
around that format is
constantly moving forward. In
fact, few products have seen
such intense technological
refinement in so short a time
as the CD player.
Building A Better CD Player.

While some manufacturers
claimed that the first
generation CD players had
already achieved "perfect
sound," Sony believed
otherwise. And Sony
engineers immediately rose
to the challenge of refining
the CD player. The resulting
stream of advances has had
one dramati ffect: even
staunch a
s-some
of whom
ted

SONY'S CD PLAYER REFINEMENTS INCLUDED

UNILINEAR CLOCK CIRCUITRY, PLUS THE FIRST 8X
OVERSAMPLING FILTER AND 18 -BIT CONVERTERS. WE

WITH SYSTEMS LIKE THE LASER LIBRARY, SONY IS IN THE FOREFRONT OF MAKING CD-ROM AVAILABLE AND
AFFORDABLE

the CD with hostility-have
now embraced the CD format.
'folding The CD In New Media's.

With its durability and
sound quality, the Compact
Disc has won the hearts of
music lovers. With its capacity
store over 6 billion bits of
data, the Compact Disc
has s
ted interest in
disciplin
-field from
music. Ne
ons of the
Compact Disc f
creating exciting new
possibilities.
CD+ 0,
In I

TRANSPORT SHOWN. THE TRANSPORT WAS THE FIRST

CD is just coming
as a medium for high-densit
data retrieval. Thousands of

TO CUT TRACK ACCESS TIME TO UNDER ONE SECOND.

CD-ROM (Read -Only

ALSO CREATED DIGITAL SYNC

CIRCUITRY, ONE -BIT

PULSE CONVERTERS, AND THE LINEAR MOTOR LASER

Memory) titles are giving the
computer user on-line access
to vast quantities of
information.
Another new concept is
Sony's Data Discman"
system. Extremely small and
consummately portable, the
Data Discman brings you fast

PARED TO USING CONVENTIONAL REFERENCE
BOOKS, THE DATA OISCMAN SYSTEM IS FASTER,
EASIER, AND MORE VERSATILE

text and action in a way that
involves you as never before.
And coming soon is the Photo
CD, your own family photo
album on Compact Disc!
As you can see, the
-1- Graphics ICD -I- G), for
Compact Disc hasn't simply
music with the added
revolutionized the world of
attraction of still frame
music. It's creating a whole
graphics and lyrics. And the
new Compact Disc -Interactive new world of playback
possibilities.
(CD -I) format, which
combines sound, pictures,
and easy access to
encyclopedias, travel guides,
baseball stats, medical
reference and languages.
There's also Compact Disc

SONY

THE WORLD'S FIRST CD PLAYER WITH OUTBOARD D/A CONVERTER. AND WE TOOK THE

A NEW LEVEL OF REFINEMENT WITH THE AWARD -WINNING CDP-R1/DAS-R1 SYSTEM.

The World Is Turning To Compact Disc_
Inless than a decade, the
Compact Disc has more than
earned its amazing

popularity. But while the
number of converts continues
to grow, some voices might
suggest that the Compact
Disc has settled into maturity.
Don't believe a word of it.
Even after ten years, the
Compact Disc remains the
unchallenged champion of

digital sound qualityunsurpassed by any other
prerecorded music format.
And for durability,
convenience and versatility,
nothing else comes close. It's
no wonder that Compact Disc
continues to spark more
innovation than anything else
in the digital audio world.
And as the Leader in
Digital Audio"', Sony is about
to introduce a new generation
of home, car, and portable
Compact Disc players that
achieve entirely new levels of
performance and value. So, if
you don't own CD's, there's
never been a better time to
loin the revolution and
discover the incredible sound
of Compact Disc for yourself.
After all, it's what the whole
world is turning to.

'LEONARD BERNSTEIN QUOTE FROM ROLLING STONE NO. 592, NOVEMBER 29, 1990, FROM AN INTERVIEW BY JONATHAN COTT. QUOTED WITH PERMISSION.
CARTOON ON PAGES 4-5 BY CHARLES RODRIGUES, ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED IN STEREO REVIEW. REPRINTED WITH 'ERMJSSION.
1991 SONY CORPORATION OF AMERICA, ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. SONY, DATA DISCMAN, DIGITAL SYNC, DISCMA6 , DIS:JOCKEY, THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO AND

UNILINEAR ARE TRADEMARKS OF SONY.

SONY

SONY CORPORATION OF AMERICA

NATIONAL OPERATIONS HEADQUARTERS
SONY DRIVE, PARK RIDGE, NJ 07656
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Disc risfls

direct track access; 3 -way repeat; auto space;
auto edit; timer play; music -calendar display; 3 in -CD compatibility; remote control; Denon IS system control compatibility. FR 2-20,000 Hz

pickup. 16 -track programming; random play;
auto space: track/disc/program repeat; 3 -in -CD

DAC-70SW 12 -Disc CD Changer

compatibility; remote control with direct -track
access. FR 20-20,000 Hz ±0.7 dB; 9/N 103 dB;

one magazine while other plays; 32 -track pro-

-±-0.2 dB; s/N 116 dB; dynamic range 100 dB: THD
$750
0.0018%; ch sep 110 dB at 1.000 Hz

dynamic range 96 dB. Black finish

skip/manual

$345

8x oversampling, 20 -bit Lambda ladder -type D/A
converters. Plays CD's and videodiscs. Features
CX NR; 20 -track programming; auto space and
edit; random play; on -screen display; composite video and audio outputs. Audio: FR 5-20,000 Hz
±-0.5 dB, 20-20.000 Hz analog; S/N 106 dB, 70 dB
analog with CX; dynamic range 97 dB; ch sep 98
dB; THD 0.004%. Video: hor res 425 lines; s/N 47
$700
dB

CD Changers
The following changers feature a bidirectional
retracting -tray carousel design which allows 4

gramming; direct, random, scan/repeat play;
search;

real-

and

track -time

counters; programmable timer; resume play/
standby; remote control with volume; clock.

FISHER

LA -2000 Combi-Player

Two 6 -disc magazines. Features ability to change

Dynamic range 95 dB; 1 HD 0.004%. Rosewood

DAC-145 5 -Disc CD Changer/Turntable
8x oversampling. dual 16 -bit D/A converters, 5 disc top -loading carousel CD changer combined

$550

end caps

DAC.501 5 -Disc CD Changer

with semiautomatic turntable. Features I8 -bit
filter; 30 -function remote control; 32 -track programming; disc loading during play; 3 -in -CD
compatibility; random play; intro scan; repeat
play. FR 20-20.000 Hz ±0.5 dB; THD 0.07% at

8x oversampling 5 -disc carousel. 32 -track programming; one/all-disc random play; CD -to -tape
$300
auto edit

1,000; dynamic range 90 dB; siN 90 dB; ch sep 80
$400
dB. 17% x 51/4 x 13% in; 12.1 lb
$330
DAC-143. As above, no turntable

Features 3 -beam laser pickup; 24 -track program-

AD -743 CD Player

DA8200SW CD Player
ming random play; 4 -way repeat; FL display;
remote control. Rosewood end caps

$280

discs to be changed while one is playing.

8x oversampling, dual 16 -bit D/A converters. Fea-

JVC

DCM-520 5 -Disc CD Changer

tures I8 -bit digital filter; 16 -track programming;

All CD players and changers (except XL-R304TN)

8x oversampling, dual Lambda ladder -type D/A
converters. 5 -disc carousel. Features coaxial digital output; favorite -track memory for up to 100

2 -mode repeat; 2 -speed scan/search; 16 -function
remote control. FR 20-20,000 Hz 0.5 dB; stN 105
dB; ch sep 95 dB; THD 0.03% at 1,000 Hz. 171/2 x
$250
3% x 11'1 ia; 6.81b

feature auto edit to organize CD tracks to fit a

discs; 20 -track programming for each disc; 5 -way
repeat; 3 -mode random playback; motor -driven
volume control; FL status display; 3 -in -CD compatibility; remote control; Denon IS -system com-

patibility. FR 2-20,000 Hz ±0.2 dB; siN 110 dB;
dynamic range 98 dB: THD 0.003%; ch sep 102
dB

$500

DCM-420 5 -Disc CD Changer
8x oversampling, dual 18 -bit D/A converters, 5 -

disc carousel. Features coaxial digital output;
volume -level memory for up to 100 discs; 20 -

Dual I -bit D/A converters, 5 -disc carousel. Features front -loading drawer; 32 -track programming; random and repeat play; intro scan; 3 -way
program edit; 3 -in -CD compatibility; FL display;
wireless remote control. FR 2-20,000 Hz ±0.5 dB;
90 dB; ch sep 80 dB;
S/N 90 dB; dynamic
$200
distortion 0.07%

HARMAN KARDON

mode random playback; motor -driven volume

HD76001I CD Player

control; FL status display; remote control: Denon

1 -bit Pwm D/A converter. Features separate power

digital input/output; gold-plated fixed and variable analog outputs. 30 -track programming: index search; A/B repeat; audible 2 -speed cue/re$679
view; headphone jack; remote control

TL8500 5 -Disc CD Changer
3D bit stream, 1 -bit D/A converter, 5 -disc carou-

Discrete analog output stage; 4 separate

power supplies; 4 -point suspension system; linear -drive transport. Duplicate programming con-

trols on top and bottom; wireless remote conIS -system control compatibility. FR 2-20.000 Hz
±0.2 dB; S/N 106 dB; dynamic range 97 dB; THD
0.003%; sep 100 dB

$400

trol

$549

I -bit PWM D/A converter. Features separate power

ume memory. siN 102 dB; dynamic range 96 dB:

supplies for display, transport, analog, and digital
sections; 3 -beam laser pickup. 30 -track programming; audible 2 -speed cue/review; remote con$399
trol

$300

DUAL
CD-5150RC CD Player
4x oversampling. dual I6 -bit D/A converters. Fea-

tures motor -driven disc loading; digital output.
Audible 3 -speed forward/reverse scan; 20 -track
programming; disc/track repeat; random play; 3 in -CD compatibility; headphone jack; 10 -key re-

dently suspended pickup -drive assembly; 3 -beam

laser pickup with 3 -point suspension; separate
power supply for digital circuitry: separate digital
and analog circuitry; optical and coaxial digital
outputs; headphone output with volume control.
Index play; skip and search; 4 repeat modes;
motor -driven volume control; Compu Link system compatibility; remote control. FR 2-20.000
Hz; THD 0.0014%; S/N 114 dB; ch sep 110 dB at
$800

XL-G512NBK CD + G Player
4x oversampling, dual I8 -bit DiA converters.
Plays CD + G (graphics) discs. Features noise
shaping; selector for 15 graphic -data channels; 3 beam laser pickup with 3 -point suspension; disc -

stabilizing cmper; NTSC signal format. S -video,
composite -video, and MIDI outputs; intro scan; 3 way repeat; remote control. FR 2-20,000 Hz; siN
100 dB; THD 0.004% at 1.000 Hz: dynamic range

96 dB at 1,000 Hz; ch sep 90 dB at 1,000 Hz:
graphics resolution 288 x 192 pixels. 171/4 x 4 x
$500
111/2in;9Ib

XL-M705TN 7 -Disc CD Changer
Dual 1 -bit PEM D/A converters, 6 -disc magazine

HD7450 CD Player

DCM-320. As above, no digital output or volTHD 0.006%; ch sep 98 dB

noise shaping with 64x oversampling; K2 interface to eliminate signal ripple and jitter; indepen-

1,000 Hz. 177/8 x 41/2 x 131/2 in; 171b

supplies for display, transport, analog, and digital
sections; 3 -beam laser pickup; optical and coaxial

sel.

XL-Z1050TN CD Player
Dual I -bit PEM D/A converters. Features 4th -order

DAC-7000 5 -Disc CD Changer

track programming for each disc; 5 -way repeat; 3 -

Denon DCM-520

specified tape length, and 32 -track I -disc randomaccess programming.

plus auto -loading single tray. Features 4th -order
noise shaping; 3 -beam laser pickup with 3 -point

suspension; optical digital output; headphone
output with volume control. Programmed edit:
index play; auto/manual search; continue, program, delete -program, and magazine -program
random -play modes; 10 -character magazine/disc-

HD7400 CD Player
4x oversampling. dual 18 -bit D/A converters. Features direct coupling from D/A converter to audio
output jacks; 3 -beam laser pickup. 36 -track pro-

gramming. audible 2 -speed cue/review; remote
$299
control

title memory; 4 repeat modes; delete -program
play; FL display; DDRP system to establish optimum recording level for compatible JVC cassette
decks; 3 -in -CD and Compu Link -system compatibility; remote control. FR 2-20,000 Hz; THD
0.0016%; s/N III dB: ch sep 94 dB at 1,000 Hz;
dynamic range 99 dB at 1.000 Hz. 171/4 x 5,Ax 12%
$480
in; 121b

mote control with direct -track access. FR 2020.000 Hz ±-1 dB; S/N 100 dB; dynamic range 95
$555
dB. Black anodized finish

HITACHI

CD-107ORC CD Player

8x oversampling. I -bit D/A converter. Plays CD's

XL-R304TN 5 -Disc CD Changer

VIP RX6EX Combi-Player

8x oversampling, dual 18 -bit D/A converters. Fea-

and videodiscs. Multifunction remote control.

tures motor -driven disc loading; 3 -beam laser

Video: hor res 425 lines

$699

Dual I -bit PEM D/A converters, 5 -disc carousel.
Features 4th -order noise shaping; 3 -beam laser
pickup with 3 -point suspension; ability to change
STEREO REVIEW FEBRUARY 1992
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4 discs while one is playing. Auto/manual search;

continuous, program, and smart random -play
modes: 2 repeat modes: FL display; 3 -in -CD and

Compu Link -system compatibility; remote control. FR 2-20,000 Hz; THD 0.0025%; S/N 106 dB; ch

sep 94 dB at 1,000 Hz; dynamic range 98 dB at
1,000 Hz. 171/4 x

x 141/4 in; 10 lb

XL-R204TN. As above, no remote

$300
$260

analog output stages; Duo -Beta dual feedback
loop; high -mass magnetic disc damper; 3 -beam
laser pickup: metal chassis and component
shielding; optical and coaxial digital outputs. 32 track programming: random play; auto edit/fadeout for CD taping; auto scan/pause; timer/poweroff memory; 9 -key remote control. FR 5-20,000
Hz ±I dB; iD0.05%; S/N 105 dB; dynamic range

XL-V241TN CD Player

92 dB; ch sep at 1,000 Hz 90 dB. 171/4 x 51/2 x 131/2
in; 18.71b
$1,200

Dual I -bit PEM D/A converters. Features 4th -order
noise shaping; 3 -beam laser pickup with 3 -point

DC -114 7 -Disc CD Changer

suspension; headphone output. Random play;
auto/manual search; 4 repeat modes; FL display;
3 -in -CD compatibility; JVC Compu Link system

compatibility; remote control. FR 2-20,000 Hz;
THD 0.0025%; S/N 106 dB; ch sep 94 dB at 1,000
Hz; dynamic range 98 dB at 1,000 Hz. 171/4 x 41/4 x
107/4 in; 8 lb
$200
XL-V141TN. As above, no remote
$180

8x oversampling, dual 18 -bit D/A converters, 6 disc magazine and single -disc tray. Features 3 -

beam laser pickup; high -mass magnetic disc
changer; all -metal housing and chassis; dual
mounting system; Duo -Beta dual feedback -loop;
Star circuit topology. 24 -track programming; ran-

dom play; timer play; multifunction remote control. FR 5-20,000 Hz ±0.5 dB; siN 104 dBA; THD
0.005%; ch sep 95 dB at 1,000 Hz. 171/4 x 41/4 x 131/2
in; 15.1 lb
$800

KENWOOD
All players feature Kenwood's Digital Pulse Axis
Control (DPACI system to reduce jitter and its
Computer -Controlled CD Recording System.

LVD-300 Combi-Player
4x oversampling, dual 18 -bit D/A converters.
Plays 3- and 5 -in CD's and 8- and 12 -in videodiscs. Features 8 -bit digital time -base corrector;
optical digital output; random play; intro scan;
theater audio mode; 20 -track programming; program edit: selectable on -screen superimpose; inner -track search with auto lock; 11 direct -access
keys; wireless remote. Audio: 4-20,000 Hz; S/N
105 dB; dynamic range 98 dB; THD 0.007% at

DZ-111 CI) Player
4x oversampling, dual 16 -bit D/A converters. Features 3 -beam laser pickup; Duo -Beta dual feed-

back loop; high -mass magnetic disc damper;
metal chassis and component shielding; coaxial
digital output. 32 -track programming; random
play; auto scan/pause; timer play; remote control. FR 5-20,000 Hz ±0.5 dB; THD 0.005%; SIN
106 dB; dynamic range 96 dB; ch sep at 1.000 Hz
100 dB. 171/4 x 31/4 x 121/4 in

$350

MAGNAVOX

ing die-cast single -beam laser pickup mounted on
magnetically -actuated swing arm; variable ana-

log output level via motorized potentiometer:
optical and coaxial digital outputs: fixed outputs.
Favorite -track memory; automatic track scan;
20 -track programming: I -button synchronized recording with select Marantz cassette decks via
remote jacks. FR 2-20,000 Hz ±0.5 dB; S/N 100
dB: ch sep 90 dB; THD 0.002%. Gold finish with
matching die-cast alloy side panels
$699

McINTOSH
MCD 7007 CD Player
4x oversampling, dual I6 -bit D/A converters. 18 bit dynamic range; antijamming motorized front loading tray; digital output; headphone jack with
volume control. Direct programming from short
scan of each track; 3 -speed search; damaged disc/

mute error correction indicator; remote control.
FR 20-20,000 Hz +0, -0.3 dB; THD 0.0012% at
1,000 Hz; SIN 107 dBA; ch sep 102 dB at 1.000 Hz.
161/4 x 51/2. x 13 in; 18 lb
$1,995

MELDS
CD -T Bitstream CD Player
1 -bit D/A converter. Features dual -chassis vacuum -tube design; toroidal transformer -regulated
power supplies in aluminum chassis; gold-plated

Tiffany connectors. FR 20-20,000 Hz ±0.2 dB;
THD 0.07%; SIN 90dB; output 3 V cont avg; output
imp 100 ohms
$1,695

MERIDIAN

CDV-305 CD Combi-Player

1,000 Hz; ch sep 90 dB at 1,000 Hz. Video: S/N 49

4x oversampling, dual I6 -bit D/A converters.

Model 208 CD Player/Preamplifier

dB. 171/4 x 51/2 x 141/4 in; 22 lb

$599

DP -M7730 7 -Disc CD Changer

Plays 3- and 5 -in CD's and 8- and 12 -in videodiscs. Features CX NR: auto program edit; 5 mode repeat; random play; 20-chapter/track pro-

I -bit D/A converter. 6 -disc magazine plus single

gramming; auto music scan; 2 -speed scan; 42 -key

drawer. Features noise shaping; 20 -track pro-

wireless remote control. Audio: FR 3-20,000 Hz
±0.5 dB; S/N 97 dB; dynamic range 94 dB; Trio

memory capacity supporting 8 characters per
name, 6 discs per magazine, and 20 tracks per
program per magazine; 20 -key direct track access; 3 -in -CD compatibility; 4 -mode time dis-

0.003% at 1,0130 Hz. Video: hor res 425 lines; S/N

Dual PDM bit -stream D/A converters. Features
passive differential analog filters: high -stability
master clock; high-speed tracking servo; computer -grade 4 -layer circuit boards: two -box construction separating transport and electronics;
analog preamp with 3 inputs and 64 -step volume
control; two optical digital outputs; coaxial digi-

$549

tal output; analog input convertible to phono

play; remote control with LCD and 10 -key direct

4x oversampling, dual 16 -bit D/A converters, 5 disc carousel. Features ability to change discs
while one is playing; 30 -track programming; 3 -

gramming; timer play; random play; 42 -magazine

access

$379

DP -R4430 5 -Disc CD Changer
I -bit D/A converter, 5 -disc carousel. Features

48 dB. 161/2 x 5 x 161/4 in

CDC552 5 -Disc CD Changer

speed review with cueing; random play; intro
scan; 3 -in -CD compatibility: wireless remote

2nd -order noise shaping; 20 -track programming;
4 -mode time display; 20 -track music calendar;
random play; 3 -in -CD compatibility; gold-plated

control. 161/2 x 41/2 x 151/4 in

headphone jack with level control; remote control
$299

4x oversampling, dual 16 -bit D/A converters. Fea-

DP -5030 CD Player

mote control. 161/2 x 41/4 x 1 I in

$300

preamp with optional mcimm board. LED display;
lighted control keys; remote control. FR 20-20,000
Hz; S/N 106 dBA; Tiro 0.004%. Matte -black finish
with glass front. 1214 x 4 x 121/4 in

$2,950

Model 206 CD Player
2 -piece design with 4x oversampling, 16 -bit D/A
converters. Features physical and electrical iso-

CDB502 CD Player
tures random play; 20 -track programming; intro
scan; 3 -in -CD compatibility; I5 -key wireless re$180

I -bit D/A converter. Features file memory to store

programming sequences for 80 CD's with auto
program recall upon disc insertion; program edit:
20 -track programming; 20 -key direct track access; 4 -mode time display; timer play; random

MARANTZ

play; multifunction wireless remote control; 3 -in -

CD compatibility; optical digital output ... $299

shaping; professional all -alloy Radialinear floating die-cast single -beam laser pickup on magnetically -actuated swing arm; all -alloy die-cast cop-

lation between transport, power supply, and digital and analog electronics; passive analog filter;

LUXMAN

per -plated chassis for critical mechanical and
electrical components; balanced XLR outputs:
toroidal power supply. 195 -disc favorite -track

index search; continue button to restart CD at last
location; multifunction display. 121/2 x 4 x 12 in; 20
lb
$1,990

The following components are compatible with
Luxrnan's integrated -system remote control and
carry a 5 -year parts -and -labor warranty.

CD -11 Mk II CD Player

Kenwood DP -R4430

I -bit PDM D/A converter. Features 3rd -order noise

memory. FR 2-20,000 Hz ±0.5 dB; S/N 110 dB; ch
sep 90 dB; THD 0.002%
$2,500

optical and coaxial digital outputs. Track skip;

MITSUBISHI

D -105U Tube CD Player

CD -72 CD Player

M -V6021 Combi-Player

8x oversampling, dual I8 -bit D/A converters. Fea-

1 -bit D/A converter. Features 3rd -order noise
shaping; professional all -alloy Radialinear float-

1 -bit D/A converter. Plays 3- and 5 -in CD's and 8 -

tures twin -triode vacuum -tube amplification in
82
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and I2 -in videodiscs. Dual -side play; AN output;

S -video output; coaxial and optical digital output.

CD compatibility: memory play; repeat play;

20 -track programming; calendar display: intro
scan; chapter/track search; auto programming

system remote terminal: digital output terminal;
headphone output with level control; wireless
remote control. FR 5-20.000 Hz ±0.5 dB; sin! 100

edit

$899

dBA; THD0.0035%; ch sep 95 dB. 17 x 4 x 12% in;
11 lb
$349

M -C4030 5 -Disc CD Changer
4x oversampling, dual 18 -bit D/A converters. 5 disc magazine. Features 20 -track programming;
intro scan: index search; random play; 3 -in -CD
compatibility; headphone jack; remote control
$499

M -C2050 CD Player
Four I -bit D/A converters. 3 -in -CD compatibility;

coaxial and optical digital outputs; headphone
jack. 20 -track programming: calendar display;
audible scan; intro scan; random play: remote
control

interface allowing control of 16 changer modules
from single serial port: coaxial and optical digital
outputs; analog output. FR 20-20,000 Hz ±0.1
dB; S'N 102 dB; THD 0.0015

$3,800

CD 3101-H CD Player
Bitstream D/A converters. Features controls for

CD Changers
The following changers feature Nakamichi's MusicBank system, a fired internal mechanism that

CD 3101 -AC changer including storage and recall
of 99 playlists; coaxial and optical digital outputs;

analog output; random play. FR 20-20.000 Hz

accepts 6 discs and includes a single -disc tray.

±0.1 dB; siN 102 dB; THD 0.0015

CDPlayer I 7 -Disc CD Changer

System 3101. Includes CD 3101-H and CD

20 -bit D/A converters. Features fully -discrete 3rd -

3101 -AC

$500

$3,995

order linear -phase Bessel analog filters: high -

ONKYO
The following components are compaible with

$349

Onkyo's RI integrated -system remote control.

Integra DX -708 CD Player
Dual I -bit D/A converters. Features optical coupling; separate transformers for digital and analog
circuitry; copper -plated chassis: center -mounted
aluminum die-cast disc tray; complementary dis-

MOD SQUAD
Prism II CD Player
4x oversampling. Philips 16 -bit digital processing. Digital data and clock lines timed for current
synchronization and minimal jitter; fast -setting
current -summing amplifier stage; proprietary
zero -feedback regulators for analog section and
for D/A-converter voltage reference; direct -coupled circuitry; Dc servo amplifier; digital time domain alignment; fixed and variable line outputs; coaxial digital outputs. 20 -track random
programming; 4 repeat modes; remote control. FR

0.1-20,000 Hz ±0.05 dB; S/N -110 dB; THD
0.02%. 1 I lb

$I ,895

MUSEATEX
Melior CD Deck CD Player
Features front -loading CD transport incorporat-

ing Philips swing -arm laser servo, aluminum
drive, and custom suspension; C -Lock jitter elimination circuitry; optical and coaxial digital
outputs; programming capabilities via proprietary software. 5 -year warranty (I year on drive).
16Ib
$1,750

NAD
Model 5000 CD Player
I -bit MASH D/A converter. Features separate
regulated power supplies for analog and digital
sections; dynamic -range circuit; 10 -key direct track access and programming; remote control
with volume adjustment
$499

rigidity 2 -layer steel chassis; acoustic stabilizer
reinforcement plate; coaxial digital output. FR 520,000 Hz .1-0.5 dB; dynamic range 100 dB; siN
105 dBA; THD 0.0025% at 1,000 Hz

$2,000

tortion canceler; optical digital output. Memory
reverse: auto fade; 5 -mode repeat; 2 -mode random play and high-speed scan
$750

DX -0510 6 -Disc CD Changer

CDPlayer2 7 -Disc CD Changer

8x oversampling, dual I8 -bit D/A converters with

8x oversampling, 20 -bit DiA converter. Features
disc stabilizer; linear -phase 3rd -order Besseltype analog filtering; digital de -emphasis; regulated power supply: isolated ground topology; floating disc drive. 3 -in -CD compatibility; 50 -track
programming; random play; synchro recording;
disc scan; repeat play; system remote terminal;
adjustable output level; digital output; disc calendar; headphone output with level control; wireless remote control. FR 5-20.000 Hz ±0.5 dB; sit,:
ratio 105 dBA; THD0.0025%; ch sep 98 dB 17 x 4
x 14% in; 12 lb
$799

MSB calibration, 6 -disc magazine plus single -disc

tray. Features optical coupling; random playback; 3 -beam laser pickup. Program memory for

340 discs; headphone jack with level control;
fluorescent display

$450

DX -704 CD Player
Dual 1 -bit D/A converters. Features optical digital
output; music file program memory for up to 341
discs; CD synchro start; 20 -track programming;
4 -mode repeat; random play; 10 -key direct access; 3 -mode display: headphone jack with volume control; 28 -key remote control
$350

CDPlayer3 7 -Disc CD Changer
8x oversampling, I8 -bit D/A converter. Features
disc stabilizer; linear -phase 3rd -order Besseltype analog filtering: digital de -emphasis; regulated power supply: isolated ground topology; floating disc -drive mechanism. 3 -in -CD compatibility;
50 -track programming; random play; disc scan;
repeat play. system remote terminal; disc calendar; headphone output with level control; wireless remote control. FR 5-20,000 Hz ±0.5 dB; S/N
103 dBA; THD 0.0035%; ch sep 97 dB. 17 x 4 x 1414
in; 121b
$599

DX -201 5 -Disc CD Changer
4x oversampling. dual I -bit D/A converters, 5 -disc

carousel. CD synchro start: 36 -track programming; 5 -mode repeat; random play; aluminum front panel; 3 -mode display; headphone jack with
volume: 27 -key remote control
$300

DX -702 CD Player
Dual I -bit D/A converters. Features optical digital
output; CD synchro start; 20 -track programming;
4 -mode repeat; random play; 10 -key direct access; 3 -mode display; headphone jack with volume control: 26 -key remote control
$230

NIKKO

Model 5060 6 -Disc CD Changer
4x oversampling, 16 -bit D/A converter, 6 -disc
magazine. Features all -disc random play; 32 track programming; intro scan; serial digital output; remote control with volume
$449

Model 5425 CD Player

NCD 2500R 5 -Disc CD Changer
8x oversampling. 20bit D/A converter. 5 -disc carousel. Fixed line outputs; 32 -track programming;
headphone jack; remote control. FR 4-20.000 Hz;
siN 95 dBA. THD 0.007%. 13.3 lb
$259

1 -bit MASH D/A converter. Features full pro-

NCD 910R CD Player

grammability; low -imp output; remote con-

4x oversampling, 16 -bit D/A converter. Fixed line

trol

inputs; 20 -track programming; remote control:

$299

headphone jack. FR 20-20.000 Hz ±3 dB; S/N 95
dBA; THD 0.07%. 7.3 lb
$169

NAKAMICHI
CDPlayer4 CD Player
8x oversampling. I8 -bit D/A converter. Features
linear -phase 3rd -order Bessel-type analog filter-

NSM

OPTIMUS.
BY RADIO SHACK
SCT-50 CD/Cassette Player
4x oversampling. dual 16 -bit DA converters. 16 track programming; repeat; I -touch synchro dub-

bing. Cassette features Dolby B NR; Dolby HX
Pro; autoreverse. CD: FR 20-20,000 Hz ±0.5%
dB; siN 95 dB; THD 0.002% at 1.000 Hz; dynamic
range 95 dB. Cassette: FR 40-17.000 Hz ±3 dB;
S/N 59 dB no NR. 69 dB Dolby B; THD 1.5% 17V1 x
5 x ION in
$300

CD -6200 5 -Disc CD Changer

CD 3101 -AC 100 -Disc CD Changer

8x oversampling. dual 18 -bit D/A converters, 5 disc magazine. 32 -track programming; random

ing; regulated power supply; isolated ground

Bitstream D/A converters. Requires PC or CD

play; intro scan: auto search; 5 -way repeat; head-

topology; floating disc -drive mechanism. 3 -in -

310I -H (listed below). Features RS -232 computer

phone jack with volume control; 3 -in -CD comSTEREO REVIEW FEBRUARY 1992
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patibility; remote control. FR 20-20,000 Hz ±0.5

CDV-400 Combi-Player

dB; S/N 105 dB; THD 0.008% at 1,000 Hz; dynamic
range 98 dB. 17 x 51/4 x 141/2 in
$250

4x oversampling, dual 16 -bit D/A converters.

CD -1760 CD Player
8x oversampling, dual I8 -bit D/A converters. 32 -

track programming; random play; repeat; auto
search; 3 -in -CD compatibility; headphone jack;
remote control. FR 20-20,000 Hz ±0.5 dB; S/N 104
dB; THD 0.005% at 1,000 Hz; dynamic range 97
dB. 131/4 x 31/4 x I I in

$220

Plays CD's and 8- and 12 -in videodiscs. Features
CX noise reduction; record edit feature; favorite track selection: 5 -mode repeat; 20-chapter/track
programming; auto music scan; two -speed scan;
random play; S -video output; coaxial digital output; wireless remote control. Audio: FR 3-20,000

Hz ±0.5 dB; S/N 98 dB; dynamic range 94 dB:
THD 0.003% at 1,000 Hz. Video: hor res 425 lines;
S/N 48 dB. 161/2 x 5 x 161/4 in

$599

LX -101 Combi-Player
1 -bit MASH D/A converter. Plays 3- and 5 -in CD's
and 8- and 12 -in videodiscs. Features one -spindle
brushless direct -drive motor and magnetic

clamping; aspheric glass pickup lens; 2 pairs of
AN outputs and S -video output; on -screen display of chapter number, frame number, elapsed
time, and track number; 38 -key remote control.
Audio: track search/skip; random play; six repeat
modes; 20 -track programming; auto program
edit; intro scan; headphone jack with level control. Video: time -base corrector; digital Y/C separation; shuttle control; picture recall. 16% x 4% x
15% in

compatibility. 32 -track programming; auto program edit; random and repeat play; bidirectional
rotation for rapid disc access. FR 2-20,000 -±1 dB;
S/N 100 dB. 17 x 4% x 45/14 in; 101b

$220

SL-PG354 CD Player
4x oversampling, dual D/A converters. Features
high-speed linear access system; 3 -in -CD compatibility. 20 -track programming; auto program
edit; skip; search; repeat. FR 2-20,000 Hz -±-I dB;
S/N %dB. 17 x 35/4 x 103/4 in; 81b

$150

controller; CD -deck synchro recording: time fade edit; digital fader; memory hold; auto poweron/off and eject; 2 -mode random play; all -disc 48 -

track programming; magazine highlight scan;
delete and timer play; 7 -mode repeat; 10 -key
dB. 16'1/2 x 7 x 13 in; 15 lb

num front; metal chassis. 40 -track programming
with calendar -type display; favorite -track selection; random play; A/B repeat; scan play; remote

PD -7700 CD Player

volume control; headphone jack with volume

recording; digital level control; auto program edit
to minimize unused space on cassette when dubbing; time -fade edit; delete play; 20 -key direct track access; peak -level search; memory hold for
programmed tracks and output level upon shutoff; preprogramming of up to 8 operations; highlight scan; 3 -mode random play; 6 -mode repeat;
24 -track programming; FL display with 20 -track
music calendar; motor -driven digital level con-

control; remote control with LCD

$499

CD -40 CD Player
4x oversampling, dual 16 -bit D/A converters.
CDM-4 Radialinear composite laser mechanism;
high -impact polystyrene chassis. 24 -key remote
control; 20 -track programming; track skip; A/B
repeat; 3 -in -CD compatibility
$279

I -bit D/A converter. Features stable platter de-

sign; optical digital output; CD -deck synchro

control; remote control with 20 -key pad. FR 220,000 Hz
in; 9 lb

0.5 dB; S/N 106 dB. 165/4 x 51/4 x 10%
$400

CLD-3090 Combi-Player
Dual 1 -bit D/A converters. Features digital time base corrector to reduce jitter; dual -side play. 3
sound -scan modes; S -video output; optical digital
output; 2 AN outputs; TV/monitor output; defeatable FL display; jog -and -shuttle control on remote and front panel; 24-chapter/track programming; auto program edit for CD -to -cassette
recording; CD -deck synchro recording with select Pioneer cassette decks; peak -level search;

last -picture memory; multispeed and still/step
videodisc/CDV play; random play; 8 -mode repeat play; 10 -key direct-track/chapter access;
CAV frame -number search; CLV time -number
search; CD/CDV track/time search; intro track/

PD -M650 6 -Disc CD Changer
I -bit D/A converter, 6 -disc magazine, and single -

disc magazine. Features display programming
guide; CD -deck synchro recording; time -fade
edit; auto digital level controller; digital fader;
disc memory for programmed/deleted tracks and
music type for up to 20 magazines; memory hold
for programmed tracks and level; 2 -mode random
play; all -disc 40 -track programming; magazine

highlight scan; delete and timer play; 7 -mode
repeat; 10 -key direct -track access; headphone

jack with volume control; remote control. FR 220,000 Hz; S/N 105 dB. 161/2 x 5%x 13 in

chapter scan; remote control. Audio: FR 4-20.000
Hz -±0.2 dB; S/N 115 dB; dynamic range 99 dB; ch

multi -memory

C/DX-98 5 -Disc Changer

sep 105 dB; THD 0.0018%. Video: hor res 425

Elite Series

1 -bit D/A converter. 5 -disc carousel. Wireless
remote control; infrared repeater connection for
use in multiroom systems. FR 5-20,000 Hz ±0.2

lines; S/N 50 dB. 165 x 5% x 171/4 in

CLD-95 Combi-Player

CLD-M90 Combi-Changer

dB; S/N 108 dB; THD 0.002%

I -bit D/A converter, 5 -disc tray. Features simulta-

neous loading of 5 CD's and one videodisc;

C/DX-88 CD Player
8x oversampling, dual 18 -bit D/A converters. Features 3 -beam laser pickup; regulated power sup-

ply; digital output; 20 -track programming; programmable repeat; remote control. FR 5-20,000
Hz; S/N 110 dB; THD 0.002%

$1,200

$370

videodisc play without removing CD's; auto output -level matching for 5 CD's; defeatable video
circuitry; 2 audio and 2 video outputs; TV/monitor output; RF adaptor out; auto program edit for
CD -deck recording; one -disc, all -disc, and all chapter random play; random and repeat modes;
10 -key direct track/chapter access; CD -deck syn-

chro recording with

PHILIPS
CDV-600 CD Combi-Player
1 -bit bitstream D/A converter. Plays 3- and 5 -in
CD's and 8- and 12 -in videodiscs. Audio: record
edit; 5 -mode repeat; random play; 20 -chapter/
track programming; auto music scan; two -speed
scan. Video: CX noise reduction; jog/shuttle con-

Pioneer cassette
decks; 3 -speed dual -mode video scan; intro/highselect

light scan; 24-track/chapter programming; onscreen display; FL display; last -picture memory;
remote control. Audio: FR 4-20,000 Hz ±0.3 dB;
sag 112 dB; dynamic range 99 dB; ch sep 105 dB;

freeze, strobe, and picture recall. S -video output;

optical digital output; 50 -key wireless remote
control. Audio: FR 2-20,000 Hz ±0.5 dB; SIN 100
dB; dynamic range 97 dB; THD 0.002% at 1,000
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$380

8x oversampling, dual 20 -bit D/A converters. Features dual -side play; digital time -base corrector

to reduce jitter; separate A/V circuits; brushless
motor: S -video output; optical digital output; 2
A/V outputs. Random play; auto program edit; 8 -

bit digital picture memory; one-shot memory;
remote control with jog and shuttle

$2,000

PD -75 CD Player
Dual 1 -bit D/A converters. Features Stable Platter

Mechanism design to reduce disc vibration and
wobble; separate power transformers for analog

and digital circuitry; Class A FET buffer amp;
discrete push-pull power supply; brushless spindle motor; copper -shielded crystal clock; copper plated chassis; optical digital output. Peak -level

search; auto program edit to minimize unused
space on cassette when dubbing; time -fade edit;
highlight scan; 20 -key direct -track access; motor driven output level; CD -deck synchro recording;
delete, random, and delete -random play modes;
defeatable FL display with 20 -track music calendar; headphone output with motor -driven volume

trol from remote; digital -frame memory with

Hz. Video: hor res 425 lines; S/N 49 dB. 171/4 x 41/2
x 16 in
$1,029

$440

PD -M640. As above, no single -disc loader or

PARASOUND

$525

$510

trol; timer play; headphone jack with volume

PIONEER

1 -bit MASH D/A converter. 5 -disc carousel. Features high-speed linear -access system; 3 -in -CD

I -bit D/A converter, three 6 -disc magazines, and
single -disc magazine. Features auto digital level

4x oversampling, 16 -bit D/A converter. 6 -disc
magazine plus single -disc tray. Features alumi-

$600

SL-PC364 5 -Disc CD Changer

PD-TM1 18 -Disc CD Changer

direct -track access; headphone jack with volume
control; remote control. FR 2-20,000 Hz; SIN 102

Model 875 7 -Disc CD Changer

PANASONIC

THD 0.0019%. Video: hor res 425 lines; S/N 48 dB.
16% x 5% x 171/4 in; 21 lb
$700

Pioneer Elite CLD-95

control. Urushi finish
$1,200
PD -41. As above, no discrete push-pull power
supply, brushless spindle motor, copper -plated
chassis, or Urushi finish
$600

PD -M95 6 -Disc CD Changer

CD831 CD Player

CD -X617 CD Player

Dual I -bit D/A converters, 6 -disc magazine. Features semi -center tray design; Class A FET buffer

4x oversampling, dual D/A converters. Features
high-speed linear motor access system; 20 -track
programming; edit guide; FL display with music
calendar: skip; search; repeat; 3 -in -CD and remote control compatibility. FR 2-20,000 Hz :t1
dB; s/N %dB. 14% x 31/4 x II in; 7.3 lb .... $180

Eight I -bit MASH D/A converters. Features center -tray design. 24 -track programming; 4 -mode
repeat; program search; timer play; headphone
output with level control; 27 -key remote control.

amp; separate power supplies for analog and
digital sections; discrete push-pull power supply.

Auto digital level control; disc/track direct access; CD -deck synchro recording; multi -memory
for 20 magazines; music -type memory; time -fade

edit; delete, random, and delete -random play
modes; FL display with music calendar; auto
power-on/off eject; headphone with volume con-

trol; optical and coaxial digital outputs. Urushi
finish

$850

CLD-31 Combi-Player

CD -X211 CD Player

REVOX
H2 CD Player
Dual I -bit D/A converters. Auto selection of 50- or
15 -us de -emphasis; digital output; remote-con-

Dual 1 -bit D/A converters. Features 2 S -video
outputs with 3 -line comb filter; 2 gold-plated AN
outputs; optical digital output; digital level control; dual -mode video scan; single chapter play;
intro/highlight scan; headphone output. Audio:
peak -level search; program edit; CD -deck synchro recording; random play; CD -direct switch;
on -screen level meter; remote control with shuttle dial

$700

CD -3100M 5 -Disc CD Changer
4x oversampling. dual D/A converters, 5 -disc car-

ousel. Features 30 -track programming; 5 -way
repeat play; program search; 22 -key remote control. 161/2 x 41/2 x 14% in; 10.9 lb

Revox H2

AC -425 5 -Disc CD Changer
1 -bit stream D/A converter, 5 -disc carousel. Fea-

tures 40 -track programming; random play; repeat; search; index; headphone jack; remote control. FR 20-20.000 Hz 0.3 dB; dynamic range 96
dB; S/N 100dB; THD 0.003% at 1,000 Hz. 171/2 x 4%
x 155/8 in
$450

AC -422 CD Player
Dual I -bit D/A converters. Features 20 -track programming; random play; 4 -way repeat and index
functions; remote control. FR 20-20,000 ± 0.3 dB;
S/N % dB; THD at 1,000 Hz 0.005%. 171/2 x 3% x
I I% in; 17.2 lb
$350

QUAD
Quad 66 CD Player
4x oversampling, D/A converters hand -selected
for linearity/low noise. Operation from Quad 66

series control panel; RCA and coaxial digital
outputs; remote control. FR 20-20.000 Hz ± 0.03
dB; THD 0.003%; dynamic range 98.7 dB; ch sep

1 -bit MASH D/A converter. Features precision
aspheric glass pickup lens; magnetic disc -clamping mechanism; low -vibration low-cogging

Dual 1 -bit D/A converters. Features Philips PDM

bitstream technology; power supply with large
tuned power transformer; selected high -quality
capacitors; analog and digital outputs. Track
programming; random play; repeat; indexing:
track search; remote control. FR 20-20,000 Hz

SANYO
CPM51O 5 -Disc CD Changer
track programming; time counter; intro scan;

4x oversampling. dual 16 -bit D/A converters. Fea-

random play; 21 -function remote control. FR 2020,000 Hz +0. -1 dB; S/N 98 dB; ch sep 80 dB at
1.000 Hz. Charcoal -gray finish with dust cover.

RCD955AX CD Player
tures Philips 16 -bit technology; power supply
with large tuned power transformer; selected
high -quality capacitors; analog and digital outputs. Track programming; random play; scan;
repeat; track search; remote control. FR 2020.000 Hz ±0.05 dB; S/N 100 dB; THD + noise
0.0025% at 1.000 Hz. 17% x 35, x 121/2 in; 12.8
lb

$449

161/2 s 41/2 x 15% in; 8.6 lb

$200

CP791 CD Player
8x oversampling, dual I6 -bit D/A converters. Fea-

tures 18 -bit digital filter; LCD display; 24 -track
programming; time counter. FR 20-20,000 Hz +0,

-1 dB; S/N 96 dB; ch sep 80 dB at 1,000 Hz.
Charcoal -gray finish. 171/4 x 3% x 10-1/4 in; 6.6
lb

$100

CD -44R CD Player

SHARP

8x oversampling. Features horizontal front -loading mechanism; 16 -track programming; random

4x oversampling. Plays CD's and videodiscs.

play; intro scan; music calendar; track index;
time display; headphone jack; wireless remote
control. 161/2 x

x 101/4 in; 7 lb

$230

CD -X711 CD Player

$650

Four I -bit D/A converters. Features 3rd -order
noise shaping; free-floating suspension made of 4
oil -damped coiled -spring insulators; optical and

I -bit MASH D/A converter, 5 -disc carousel. Fea-

coaxial digital outputs. 20 -track random programming: random play; variable -time music

$230

$200

$549

trol

100 dB. 17 x 4% x 141/4 in; 10.4 lb

lb

1.000Hz. 173/a x 35/2 x 121/2 in; 12.8 lb

scan; 20 -track programming; 38 -key remote con-

dom play; FL display. FR 2-20,000 Hz -z1 dB; S/N

netic damper in transport; springs and rubber cushioning pickup assembly support; single-lens

8x oversampling. dual 16 -bit D/A converters, 5 disc carousel. Features 18 -bit digital filter; 32 -

SANSUI

tures high-speed linear motor access system;
bidirectional platter rotation for rapid disc access. Edit guide with disc auto link; 32 -track
programming; sequential play and repeat; ran-

Four 1 -bit MASH D/A converters. Features mag-

±0.05 dB; S/N 100 dB; THD + noise 0.0025% at

brushless direct -drive motor; digital time -base
corrector; digital Tic separation circuit. S -video
output; 2 AN outputs; RF input/output. Shuttle
dial control; clear visual scan; edit function; intro

CD891 5 -Disc CD Changer

CD -2700 CD Player

mote control. Black. 16% x 3% x 101/4 in; 8.1

RCD965BX CD Player

SAMSUNG
LD500 Combi-Player

$300

laser. 16 -track programming; 3 -mode repeat; program search; 2 -speed manual search; 10 -key re-

ROTEL

121 dB at 1,000 Hz; sini 112 dB. I21/4 x 31/4 x 10 in;
7.7 lb
$1,200

QUASAR

Four I -bit MASH D/A converters. Features magnetic damper in transport; springs and rubber cushioning pickup assembly support; single-lens
laser: coaxial digital output. 20 -track programming, output -level display; 4 -mode repeat; program search; timer play; headphone output with
level control; 27 -key remote control. FR 4-20,000
Hz; siN 100 dB; THD 0.005%. 16% x
x 121/2 in;
8.8 lb
$300

trol compatibility. THD 0.005%; mg 100 dBA. 181/2
x 4% x 14% in; 16.5 lb
$1,990

PROTON

FR 4-20.000 Hz; mkt 110 dB; THD 0.002%; dynamic
range 98 dB. 17 x 5 x 15 in; 91b
$500

MVD-2000 Combi-Player
Features 20 -track auto programmable music selector with music schedule; auto program editing;
repeat play; intro scan: front -panel direct access
keypad; 36 -key remote control
$600

DX -C1800 6 -Disc CD Changer
4x oversampling, 16 -bit D/A converter, 6 -disc
magazine. Features 3 -beam laser pickup. 32 track programming; program search; 2 -mode repeat play; random play; continuous play; multifunction LCD; remote control. FR 20-20,000 Hz;
S/N 95 dB at 1,000 Hz; dynamic range 90 dB at
1,000 Hz. 17 x 4%x 121/4 in; 10 lb

$290

scan; auto spacing; 4 -mode repeat; auto program

search; timer start; index search; defeatable FL
display; multifunction remote control. FR DC 200.000 Hz ± 0.3 dB; THD0.003% at 1,000 Hz; S/N
103 dB. Black. 17 x 5 x 151/4 in; 221b
$1,200

DX -200 CD Player
2x oversampling, 16 -bit D/A converter. Features
3 -beam laser pickup. 20 -track programming; program search: auto program locate: repeat; multi STEREO REVIEW FEBRUARY 1992
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function LCD; digital time counter. FR 5-20,000

CUP -C715 5 -Disc CD Changer

Hz; sisi 95 dB at 1,000 Hz; dynamic range 90dB at

I -bit D/A converter. 5 -disc carousel. Features
digital signal processing with 7 soundfield presets; noise shaping; servo stabilizer; optical digital output; variable line output. 184 -disc Custom

lb

File memory; 10 -key direct access on unit; 20 -key
direct access on remote; 32 -track programming;
multidisc, time, and program edit modes; 7 repeat
modes; random play; music calendar; peak -level

lb

search; headphone jack with volume control;

for reverb and EQ with independent effect level
for both; 45 -bit digital filter; 3rd -order noise
shaping; servo stabilizer circuit; multiregulated
power supply; anti jitter circuit; copper -shielded

1,000 Hz. 17 x 31/4 x91/4 in; 61b

$130

DX -R250. As above, with 19 -key remote control

$170

SHERWOOD
CDC -3010R 5 -Disc CD Changer
8x oversampling, dual I8 -bit D/A converters, 5 disc drawer -type carousel. Features multiregulated power supply; 3 -beam laser pickup. 32 track programming; disc intro; random, repeat,

and timer play; music -calendar display; goldplated headphone jack with volume control; wireless remote control; Sherwood Digi-Link system

remote control. FR 2-20,000 Hz ± 0.3 dB; siN 110
dB; distortion 0.003%. 17 x 4', x 151/4 in; 14.5
lb
$470
CDP-C615. As above. 5 DSP soundfield presets,

no Custom File memory. FR 2-20,000 Hz ±0.5

±0.5 dB; S/N 103 dB; dynamic range 95 dB; ch sep

dB; S/N 100 dB; distortion 0.004%. 13.2 lb . $380
CDP-0515. As CDP-615, no DSP. FR 2-20,000
Hz ±0.5 dB; S/N 100 dB; distortion 0.005%. 17 x

100 dB. 171/4 x 33/4 x 15 in; 91b

4'/s x 151/4 in; 14.5 lb

remote -control compatibility. FR 20-20.000 Hz
$225

CDP-991 CD Player

CD -3010R CD Player
8x oversampling, dual 18 -bit D/A converters. Features multiregulated power supply; 3 -beam laser

pickup. 20 -track programming; random and repeat play; intro scan; auto space; music calendar
display; gold-plated headphone jack with volume
control; wireless remote control; Sherwood DigiLink system remote -control compatibility. FR 2020,000 Hz ± 0.5 dB; S/N 103 dB; dynamic range 95
dB; ch sep 100 dB. 171/4 x 31/4 x 91/2 in

$330

$180

SONOGRAPHE,
BY CONRADJOHNSON

Dual 1 -bit D/A converters per channel. Features
noise shaping; servo stabilizer; aluminum front -

panel construction; optical digital output; variable line output. 185 -disc Custom File memory
for track selection and volume setting; 24 -track
programming; 20 -key direct -track access from
remote or player; index search; auto space; 8 mode repeat; random/delete play; peak -level
search; fader with adjustable fade time; 20 -track
music calendar; defeatable display; headphone
jack with volume; remote control. FR 2-20,000 Hz
±0.3 dB; S/N 113 dB; distortion 0.0025%. 17 x 41/4
x 131/4 in; 10 lb
$380

SD22 CD Player

adaptor. Audio: FR 4-20.000 Hz ±0.2 dB; S/N 112

dB; THD 0.002% at 1.000 Hz; ch sep 110 dB.
Video: hor res 425 lines; wig 48 dB. 17 x 41/4 x 153/4
in; 16.81b
$650

CDP-C87ES 5 -Disc CD Changer
1 -bit D/A converter, 5 -disc carousel. Features DSP

chassis; aluminum front panel and top plate;
optical digital output; remote variable line -level
output; gold-plated line -level outputs; serial
chain capability. 184 -disc Custom File memory;
3 -way custom edit; peak -level search; fader; disc/
track direct access; 32 -track programming; 7 -way
repeat; random play with delete; 20 -track music

calendar; multifunction remote control. Simulated -wood side panels. 181/2 x 5 x 151/4 in; 20.8
lb

$700

CDP-C9OES 10 -Disc CD Changer
Eight I -bit D/A converters, 10 -disc magazine.
Features 18 -bit digital filter; noise shaping; servo

stabilizer circuit; optical digital output; remote
variable line output; serial chain capability; goldplated line outputs. 184 -disc Custom File memory; 32 -track programming; disc/track direct access; peak -level search; fader; 7 -way repeat;
random play with delete; 20 -track music calendar
display. 17 x 45/s x 141/4 in; 14.4 lb

$500

circuit; optical digital output; remote variable
line -level output. 32 -track programming; disc/

SONY

trol. Includes AN connecting cords and RF

115 dB; distortion 0.0025%. 17 x 41/4 x 131/4 in; 13.7
$400

1 -bit D/A converter, 5 -disc carousel. Features DSP

Sherwood CD -3010R

scan for CAV discs; 11 -speed fast/slow play, still frame, and frame -by -frame for CAV discs; frame/
time search; auto chapter sensor. 20 track/chapter programming; 10 -key direct track/chapter access; custom track/chapter indexing; remote con-

gle -transformer multiregulated power supply. SIN

for reverb and EQ with effect level control and 5
soundfield presets; 45 -bit digital filter; 3rd -order
noise shaping; servo stabilizer circuit; multiregulated power supply; direct digital sync anti jitter

cueing; scan; repeat; track -number and elapsed time displays; wireless remote control. 18 x 33/4 x
12 in; 8.5 lb
$895

8x oversampling, dual D/A converters. Plays 3 and 5 -in CD's and 8- and 12 -in videodiscs. Features comb filter; CAV/CLV-disc compatibility;
auto videodisc -spindle disengagement upon stop
button press to prevent warping; optical digital
output; S -video output; headphone output with
level control. Audio: music sensor; auto pause/
space; 6 repeat modes; intro scan. Video: dual mode scan with shuttle; 10x/30x forward/reverse

CDP-X222ES. As above, no linear drive; sin-

CDP-C67ES 5 -Disc CD Changer

Bitstream D/A converter. Features discrete FET
audio circuits and power supplies. Track/index

MDP-333 Combi-Player

117 dB; distortion 0.0017%. 181/2 x 5 x 143/4 in; 37.5
$900

track direct access; peak -level search; fader; 7 -

way repeat; random play with delete; 20 -track
music calendar display; 3 -way custom edit; multi-

CDP-491 CD Player
Dual 1 -bit D/A converters per channel. Features
noise shaping; servo stabilizer. 20 -track music
calendar; 5 -mode repeat; 12 -key direct -access
programming; 2 custom -edit modes; random/delete play; headphone jack with volume; remote

control. FR 2-20,000 Hz ±0.5 dB; S/N 100 dB;
distortion 0.005%. 17 x 43/4 x 11 in

$190

ES Series
CDP-X777ES CD Player
1 -bit D/A converter. Features digital servo stabilizer circuit; 45 -bit processing; 3rd -order noise
shaping; jitter -reduction circuitry; 2 -transformer
multiregulated power supply; coaxial and optical
digital outputs; variable XLR line output. 185 -disc
Custom File memory; 32 -track programming; 6

repeat modes; fader and random play; index

function remote control. 17 x 5 x 151/4 in; 13.3
lb

$380

SOTA
Vanguard CD Player
Dual bit -stream D/A converters. Coaxial and optical digital outputs; fixed and variable output; line
input. 30 -track programming; repeat track/disc;

Headphone output with level control; remote
control. FR 20-20,000 ±0.2 dB; S/N 100 dB. 24
lb

$1,995

SYLVANIA

search; variable line output; remote control. FR 2-

CD1552 5 -Disc CD Changer

CDP-C910 10 -Disc CD Changer

20,000 Hz ± 0.3 dB; SIN 118 dB; THD0.001%. 181/2
x 5 x 14Nin
$1,700

1 -bit D/A converter, 10 -disc magazine. Features
45 -bit digital filter; noise shaping; servo stabilizer

CDP-X555ES CD Player

4x oversampling, dual 16 -bit D/A converters, 5 disc carousel. Features ability to change nonplaying discs while one is playing; 50 -track programming; random play; 3 -speed cue/review; 15 -key
wireless remote control. FR 2-20,000 Hz ± 0.5 dB;

circuit; optical digital output. 184 -disc Custom
File memory; 32 -track multidisc programming;
disc/track direct -access selection on changer and
remote; 3 -way custom edit; peak -level search;

fader; 20 -track music calendar display; 7 -way
repeat; random play; headphone jack with volume control; remote control. FR 2-20,000 Hz
±0.3 dB; S/N 110 dB; THD0.003%; ch sep 100 dB.
17 x 4% x 13 in
$470
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I -bit D/A converter. Features 45 -bit processing;
noise shaping; jitter -reduction circuitry; 2 -transformer multiregulated power supply; optical digital output; variable line output. 185 -disc Custom
File memory; 20 -key direct access; 24 -track pro-

gramming; 8 repeat modes; music scan; auto
space; index search; random/delete play; fader
control; peak -level search; 20 -track music calendar; remote control. FR 2-20,000 Hz ±0.3 dB; S/N

S/N 100 dB; dynamic range 90 dB; THD 0.015% at
1,000 Hz; IM 76 dB. 161/2 x 41/2 x 15 in

$300

CD1502 CD Player
4x oversampling, dual 16 -bit D/A converters. Pivoting laser scanning assembly; 20 -track programming; random play; 3 -speed cue/review; headphone jack; I5 -key remote control. FR 2-20,000

Hz ±0.5 dB; S/N 95 dB; dynamic range 92 dB;
THD 0.015% at 1,000 Hz

$180

type carousel. Features digital -servo laser -pickup system; sequential play and repeat; ability to

change front disc without interrupting play; di-

TEAC
AD -3 CD/Cassette Player
4x oversampling, dual D/A converters. CD player
features 3 -beam laser pickup; 16 -track programming; 3 -mode repeat; wireless remote control.
Cassette deck features autoreverse record/playback; Dolby HX Pro; Dolby B NR; sync dubbing;
timer rec/play. CD section: FR 2-20,000 Hz; SIN 94

dB at 1,000 Hz; THD 0.01%. Cassette section:
W&F 0.08% wrms; FR 30-15,000 Hz high bias; S/N
65 dB at 5,000 Hz with Dolby B. 171/1 x 5 x 101/4 in;
10.81b
$400

CD -P3000 CD Player
1 -bit MASH D/A converter. Features 20 -track
programming; multifunction remote control. FR
1-20,000 Hz ± 0.5% dB; S/N 105 dB; im30.002%;
ch sep 100 dB. 17% x
x 11% in; 9.5 lb
$310
. .

PD -D700 5 -Disc CD Changer
8x oversampling, dual 16 -bit D/A converters, 5 -

disc carousel. Features 3 -beam laser pickup;
center -mounted tray; ability to change CD's during playback. 32 -track programming; remote control. FR 20-20,000 Hz ±2 dB; s/N 100 dB; THD
0.05%. 17% x 4 x 131/4 in

$300

TECHNICS

rect disc access; one/all-disc random play; spiral
play and spiral random play (variations on standard random play); 32 -track random-access programming; 4 repeat modes; 26 -key wireless re-

mote control with numeric keypad for direct
track access. FR 2-20,000 Hz ± I dB; THD 0.007%
at 1,000 Hz. 0 dB; SIN 102 dB; dynamic range 92
dB. 17 x 41/2 x 14%in; 15 lb
$280

SL-PC505 5 -Disc CD Changer
Four 1 -bit MASH D/A converters, 5 -disc top loading carousel. Features digital -servo laser pickup system; linear motor transport; dual -di-

rection turntable. Sequential play and repeat;
ability to change any nonplaying disc without

digital servo tracking system; coaxial digital output. Classical, vocal, rock, jazz, and flat digitalEQ modes; 2 -mode relay play for two CDC -8I5
changers; 100 -disc program-and-EQ file to store
and recall EQ setting and track order for each disc;

40 -track programming; random play; all -disc direct track access; disc skip; index search; headphone jack; wireless remote control; RS -system
compatibility. S/N 110 dB; dynamic range 100 dB.
17%x 4% x 151/4 in

$499

CDC -715. As above, without 2nd -order noise
shaping, digital EQ, 2 -mode relay play, or coaxial
digital output. Features 100 -disc program file. s/N
108 dB; dynamic range 98 dB. 17% x 4% x 15%
in
$429

CDX-750 CD Player

interrupting play; direct disc access: all -disc ran-

Four I -bit D/A converters. Features 2nd -order
noise shaping; digital servo system; optical and

dom play; 32 -track programming; 4 repeat

coaxial digital outputs; gold-plated terminals;

modes: synchro edit with select Technics cas-

fixed/variable analog output. 100 -disc program
file; 3 -mode tape edit; 10 -key direct access; 4
repeat modes; random play; 25 -track program-

sette decks; remote -control capability with select
Technics receivers. FR 2-20,000 Hz ±1 dB; THD
0.009% at 1.000 Hz. 0 dB; S/N 100 dB; dynamic
range 92 dB. 17 x 4% x 14% in; 10 lb
$220

SL-PG300 CD Player
Four I -bit MASH D/A converters. Features peak -

level search; time fade: random play; auto cue;
20 -track programming; headphone jack with volume; 30 -key remote control with 10 -key direct
access. FR 2-20,000 Hz ±1 dB; THD 0.007% at

ming. index search; 3 -mode music search; motor -

driven volume control; headphone jack with motor -driven level control; 4 -mode time display; 31 key RS -system -compatible remote control with
volume. SIN 106 dB; dynamic range 100 dB $399

CDC -615 5 -Disc CD Changer

1,000 Hz, 0 dB; SIN 100 dB; dynamic range 92 dB.

Dual I -bit D/A converters per channel, 5 -disc
carousel. Features ability to change 4 discs while
5th is playing; microcomputer -controlled 2 -way

17 x 4 x IINin;81b

servo tracking system. 20 -track programming;

$180

SL -P1300 CD Player

single/all-disc random play; index and music

Four I -bit MASH D/A converters. Separate digital

search; 2 -mode repeat; headphone jack; wireless
remote control with 10 -key direct -track access:
RS -system compatibility. S/N 105 dB; dynamic
range 95 dB
$299

and analog power supplies; high-speed linear motor access system; optical and coaxial digital
outputs; phono line output. Auto cue; A/B repeat;
±8% pitch control; 2 -speed search dial; audible
pause; rocker switch for mixing: cueing by CD
time code; balanced outputs; skip keys; 2 -speed
audible search; track, disc, and program repeat;
headphone jack with level control; cue search;
remote control. 167/g x 6% x 147/8 in

VECTOR RESEARCH
VCD-410K CD Player
8x oversampling, dual 18 -bit D/A converters. Features 3 -in -CD compatibility; 4 -mode repeat: remote control. FR 20-20,000 Hz ±0.5 dB; S/N 100
dB; THD 0.004%; ch sep 90 dB; dynamic range 95
dB. 17 x 3% x 12 in; 10Ib
$260

Eight 1 -bit MASH D/A converters. Features digital -servo laser -pickup system; Class AA analog
audio stages; linear motor transport; independent
power -supply transformers for analog and digital

sections; optical digital output. Function -management system for assigning functions to special
keys; peak -level search; time fade; auto space;
synchro edit with select Technics cassette decks;

random play; auto cue; headphone jack with

YAMAHA
CDX-1050 CD Player
Four 1 -bit D/A converters. Features 2nd -order
noise shaping; Class A amplifiers; independent
power transformers for analog and digital sec-

tions; antivibration feet; fixed/variable analog
output; optical and coaxial digital outputs. Motor -driven volume control; program file for 10
selections on each of 100 discs; 10 -key direct -

SL-PS700 CD Player

track access; 5 repeat modes; random play; 25 track programming; index search; 3 -mode music
search; calendar display; 4 -mode time display;
front -panel headphone jack with motor -driven
level control; RS -system -compatible remote control with volume. s/N 118 dB; dynamic range 100
dB
$699

Four 1 -bit MASH D/A converters. Features digital -servo laser -pickup system; linear motor trans-

CDC -815 5 -Disc CD Changer

volume; 44 -key remote control with 20 -key direct
access and line -level output control. FR 2-20,000
Hz ±0.3 dB; THD 0.0022% at 1,000 Hz, 0 dB; s/N
118 dB; dynamic range 98 dB. 17 x 5 Vs x l3'/sin; 14
lb
$500

port; optical digital output. Function -management system for assigning functions to special
keys. Peak -level search; time fade; auto space;

Four I -bit D/A converters. Features 2nd -order
noise shaping; digital servo system; coaxial digital output. Motor -driven volume control; 10 -key
direct access; 3 -mode tape edit; 4 -mode repeat;
random play; 25 -track programming; 3 -mode mu-

$1,900

SL-PS900 CD Player

CDX-550 CD Player

Dual 1 -bit D/A converters per channel, 5 -disc
carousel. Features ability to change 4 discs while
5th is playing; 2nd -order noise shaping: 2 -way

synchro editing with select Technics cassette
decks; random play; auto cue; headphone jack

sic search; index search; calendar display; 4 mode time display; headphone jack with motor driven level control: RS -system -compatible
remote control with volume. S/N 106 dB; dynamic
range 100 dB

$299

CDX-450 CD Player
1 -bit D/A converters for 8 least -significant bits and

10 -bit ladder -type D/A converters for 8 most significant bits. Features noise shaping; microcomputer -controlled 2 -way servo system; vari-

able analog output. Headphone jack; digital
volume control; index search; 25 -track program-

ming; 4 repeat modes; random play; normal,
mute, and skip modes; wireless remote control
with 10 -key direct access, and volume and headphone -level controls; RS -system remote -control
compatibility. s/N 105 dB; dynamic range 98 dB.
171/8 x 3% x 101/2 in

$249

ZENITH
LDP510 Combi-Player

with volume; 30 -key remote control with 10 -key

direct access. FR 2-20,000 Hz ±0.3 dB; THD

Plays 3 and 5 -in CD's and 8- and 12 -in videodiscs.
Headphone jack; remote control. Audio: 20 -track

0.0028% at 1,000 Hz, 0 dB; S/N 114 dB; dynamic
range 98 dB. 17 x
x 13% in; 12 lb
$340

on -screen programming; edit display. Video: instantaneous access; skip search; scan; picture

SL-PD807 5 -Disc CD Changer

search; repeat. Audio: FR 4-20,000 Hz; s/N 97 dB.
Video: hor res 425 lines; S/N 47 dB. 161/2 x 5% x

Four 1 -bit MASH 0/A converters, 5 -disc drawer -

Technics SL-PG300

$649

161/2 in
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ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
T -06/R AM/FM Tuner
Built-in infrared receiver can be linked to A-07

sets. Auto scan and mute; digital display. Cap

switchable AM filter. Manual -step tuning; last -

ratio I dB; alt-ch se165 dB; S/N 70 dB mono. 76 dB
stereo. 161/2 x 21/4 x II% in; 8.4 lb
$230

station memory. FM section: 50 dB sens 37.2 dBf
stereo; cap ratio 1.3 dB; FR 20-15.000 Hz +0.5,
-1 dB; STN 80 dBA stereo; THD 0.1% stereo; sep
50 dB at 1.000 Hz; wide IF 50 dB, narrow IF 75 dB.
AM section: FR 85-7,500 Hz +1.5, -3 dB wide IF;

amplifier and/or RD -06 cassette deck. FM section:

50 -dB quieting sens 14.6 dBf mono, 37.2 dBf
stereo; AM rej 60 dB; cap ratio 1.5 dB; S/N 78 dB

mono. 73 dB stereo (at 65 dBf A-wtd); FR 3015.000 Hz -±1.0 dB; sep 45 dB. AM section: SIN 50
dB. 171/4 x 31/2 x 103A1 in; 13.41b

$400

T-06. As above, but without the remote -control
facilities

$330

B&K COMPONENTS

S/N 53 dB

TS -108 FM Tuner
Digital -synthesis tuner with 8 presets. Features
programmable selectivity; mono/stereo and locallox switches. Cap ratio 1.5 dB; signal -strength
15 dBf mono, 36 dBf stereo; sens 10.8 dBf mono.
12.8 dBf stereo; stereo sep 55 dB. 17 x 21/2 x 9 in;
10Ib
$398

ADCOM
GFT-55511 AM/FM Tuner
Quartz -referenced digital -synthesis tuning with 8

AM/8 FM presets. Buffered output stages using
Class A amplifier; 1% Roederstein metal -film

resistors and metal -film capacitors. Auto up/
down scan; FL digital display; 5 -LED signal strength display; switchable high -blend circuit;

sion 70 dB

$350

T50 AM/FM Tuner
Features 8 AM/I6 FM presets; manual scan; auto
sweep search. FM sens 1.8 µV; S/N 75 dB mono, 70
dB stereo. 16% x 31/2 x 127/8 in; 9 lb
$350

CARVER
TX -11b AM/FM Tuner
Digital quartz -synthesis tuner with 13 AM/FM station presets. Features asymmetrical charge -cou-

pled FM circuit to reduce multipath; AM stereo

ARCAM
Delta 80 AM/FM Tuner
Analog tuner with 6 AM/FM presets. Features

TU-460 AM/FM Tuner
Quartz -lock digital tuner with 30 station presets.
Features last -station memory; auto scan tuning;
manual step tuning; w-attenuator switching. FM
section: 50 -dB quieting sens 15.3 dBf mono. 38.5
dBf stereo; sir( 82 dB mono, 78 dB stereo; cap
ratio 1.5 dB; sep 45 dB at 1,000 Hz
$240

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO

mono/mute switch. THD 0.1% at 1,000 Hz; 50 -dB

quieting sens 36 dBf; S/N 78 dB stereo; FR 3015,000 Hz ±3 dB; cap ratio 1.7 dB; AM suppres-

$330

section with 35 dB channel separation and 77 dB
sini; wide/narrow bandwidth selector; LED signal strength meter; indoor AM/FM antenna. Sens 16.3
dB IHF stereo; cap ratio 1.0 dB; AM rej 75 dB; alt-

HAFLER
Iris FM Tuner
Digital -synthesis PLL tuner with 5 presets. Features 3 dual -gate -mower isolation; 5 tuned frontend circuits; triple -tuned RF stage; IF stage with 4
ceramic filters. Selectable muting; auto search;
digital display; remote operation with Iris
preamp. 50 -dB quieting sens 17.2 dBf mono. 37.2
dBf stereo; THD 0.18% at 1,000 Hz stereo; cap
ratio 1.5 dB; alt-ch sep 60 dB; S/N 72 dB mono, 68
dB stereo. 17 x 3 x 81/2 in; 9 lb
$450

SE130 AM/FM Tuner

Quartz -synthesis tuner with 20 AM/FM station

Digital -synthesis PLL tuner with 6 AM/12 FM presets. Features Delco Electronics signal -detection
circuitry; AM section with 4-varactor diode tuner;
FM tuner with dual -gate mosFer RF amplifier, 2
ceramic IF filters, and MPX filtering; noise -blanking circuit. Bidirectional seek/scan; signal strength meter; defeatable muting; stereo/mono

presets. Features asymmetrical charge -coupled

switch; gold-plated output jacks; 10-yr lithium -

AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE

Fm circuit to reduce multipath; indoor AM/FM

battery memory backup

Transcendence Series Two AM/FM Tuner

ter; wireless remote control. Sens 18.6 dBf it*

Features discrete semiconductor audio circuits;
isolated active output circuits with Class A current -sourced predrivers and LH0002CN hybrid
current -output amplifiers. Electronic signal seeking; digital display; 18 nonvolatile station presets;
mono/stereo switching; variable mute sensitivity.

stereo; cap ratio 1.45 dB; AM rej 72 dB; alt-ch sel
60 dB; THD 0.02% at 1,000 Hz stereo; S/N 76 dB
stereo. 10 lb
$400

flywheel -assisted rotary knob; 3 -color FM tuning
indicator and logarithmically -scaled signal strength meter; AFC and mono switches; digital
FM tuner: sens 1.4 µV; S/N 70
frequency

dB stereo; cap ratio 1.5. AM tuner: S/N 50 dB.
Black. 17 x 25/1 x 1135/8 in

17 x 31/4 x 91/2in; 101b

$699

$695

AUDIO DESIGN
ASSOCIATES
MT -3000 AM/FM Tuner
Designed as 3 independent tuner modules, one

AM and two FM, with 10 station presets per
module for multiroom applications. Modules are
interchangeable and upgradable for future shortwave, cable, and digital modules. Features digital -synthesis tuning with auto analog phase frequency detector; pulse inputs for remote control
of each module and additional input to access all 3
modules and presets; stereo dynamic noise
blend; I RF input per module; 1 line -level output
per module and 1 for all -module access. 4 -charac-

ter title for each preset; mute; 120- or 220-V
operation. 50 -dB quieting sens 34 dBf stereo; cap
ratio 1.4; AM rej 54 dB; alt-ch sel 80 dB; ch sep 50
dB at 1,000 Hz; S/N 69 dB stereo; FR 30-50,000 Hz
±-0.5 dB; mo0.09% at 1,000 Hz stereo. 19 x 31/2 x
11 in; 81b
$2,500

AUDIOSOURCE
Tnr-One AM/FM Tuner
Quartz-PLL tuner with 20 -station memory pre 88
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ch sel 110 dB stereo; THD 0.02% at 1,000 Hz
stereo; mg 82 dB stereo. 11 lb

$750

TX -12 AM/FM Tuner

$349

antenna; preset scan; analog signal -strength me-

TX -10 AM/FM Tuner
Digital quartz -synthesis tuner with 20 AM/FM station presets. Features asymmetrical charge -coupled FM circuit; wide/narrow bandwidth selector;
preset scan; digital signal -strength meter; indoor

AM/FM antenna. Sens 23.5 dBf IHF stereo; cap
ratio 1.6 dB; AM rej 72 dB; alt-ch sel 58 dB; THD
0.2% at 1,000 Hz stereo; S/N 74 dB stereo .. $300

HARMAN KARDON
Citation Twenty -Three AM/FM Tuner
Digital -synthesis quartz -locking design with 16
AM/FM station presets. High -selectivity (Hi Q)

circuit; mono and mute buttons; LCD display;
analog fine tuning; remote control. FM section
(with Hi Q): 50 -dB quieting sens 40.4 dBf stereo;
AM rej 70 dB; cap ratio 1.75 dB; adj-ch sel 30 dB;
alt-ch sel 75 dB; sitt 75 dB stereo; stereo sep 35 dB
at 1,000 Hz
$699

TU9600 AM/FM Tuner
24 AM/FM presets. Features digital fine tuning; 2

CREEK AUDIO,
BY MUSIC HALL

antenna inputs; FM stereo pilot and subcarrier
noise reduction; high -blend circuit; remote control. Black or champagne finish
$429

T40 FM Tuner
Features auto mute; AFC; local/ox and narrow/
wide switching
$525

DAY SEQUERRA

TU9200 AM/FM Tuner
Digital -synthesis quartz -locking design with 16
AM/FM station presets. Hi -blend circuitry; seek
and manual up/down tuning; rear -panel remote
jack
$229

FM Reference FM Tuner
Analog tuner. Features 100 -Hz tuning accuracy;
multiple IF processors with variable Q circuitry;
selectable IF bandwidths; absolute -phase and
phase -compensation circuitry; dual -mono balanced outputs; oscilloscope display
$4,800

DENON
TU-660 AM/FM Tuner
Quartz -lock digital tuner with 30 station presets.
Features switchable wide/narrow IF bandwidth;

JVC
FX-1100BK AM/FM Tuner
PLL tuner with 40 AM/FM presets. Features micro -

Hailer SE130

processor -controlled LED front-end, IF, and multiplex decoder stages; optical separation of analog and digital sections; dual -gate MOSFET front
end; 2 antenna inputs. Switchable wide/narrow IF
bandwidths; preset scan with bypass; program-

fine tuning in 25- or 50 -kHz steps; RI -system
remote control

Integra T-407 FM Tuner
40 -station presets. 3 -mode proprietary auto precision reception system with manual override; 5varactor/mosFET RF section; front-end design re-

mable memory for 8 unattended timed broadcasts; dB -referenced signal -strength indicator;
recording -level -calibration
signal generator;
Compu Link system compatibility. FM tuner: 50 dB quieting sens 38.1 dBf stereo; AM rej 65 dB;
cap ratio 1.2 dB; sel 25 dB wide. 75 dB narrow;
stereo sep 60 dB wide at 1,000 Hz; FR 20-15,000
Hz +0.3, -0.5 dB; S/N 88 dBA stereo at 85 dBf;
THD 0.009% mono, 0.02% stereo wide at 1,000

Museatex Melior

Hz. 171/4x 4 x 111/4in; 8 lb

Model 4225 AM/FM Tuner

$470

ducing IM; Isohex power supply. 8 -category
classtficd scan; random-access tuning; FM fine
tuning in 25- or 50 -kHz steps; built-in AM loop
antenna; 6 -digit frequency display; RI -system
remote -control compatibility

switchable blend circuit. S/N 75 dB

PARASOUND
$249

KT -5020 AM/FM Tuner
Quartz -synthesis design with 20 station presets.

Features Direct Linear Loop Detector circuit;
pentacle power supply; controlled tuning system;

Flex -on printed circuit board; selectable wide/
narrow FM IF bandwidth; FL display; system re-

NAKAMICHI
ST -7 AM/FM Tuner
Digital -synthesis tuner with 16 station presets.

MARANTZ

Features Schotz noise reduction; PLL circuitry; Si
L output -level controls; 5 -segment signal/multipath meter. FM usable sens 10 dBf mono. 17 dBf
stereo; 50 -dB quieting sens 14 dBf mono, 28 dBf
stereo; THD 0.06% mono, 0.08% stereo at 1,000
Hz; S/N 76 dB stereo, 80 dB mono; FR 20-15,000

ST -50 AM/FM Tuner

Hz ±l dB; cap ratio 1.9 dB; sep 55 dB at 1.000

Digital -synthesis tuner with 30 AM/FM station presets. Features 4 -gang FM front end with dual -gate
mosFET's; linear phase IF filters; wide/narrow IF

Hz; AM rej 60 dB; alt-ch sel 60 dB. 171/4 x 21/2 x 111/4
in; 10.5 lb
$849

mote -control compatibility. 10 lb

$269

switching; pilot -tone canceler; 2 -week memory
backup. Auto/manual scan; 10 -key front -panel
direct access; FL display; remote -control jacks

for compatibility with other Marantz components. FR 20-15,000 Hz ±0.5 dB; 50 -dB quieting
sens 16.2 dBf mono, 37 dBf stereo; usable sens

10.8 dBf; alt-ch sel 35 dB wide, 75 dB narrow;
THD at 1,000 Hz stereo: 0.08% wide, 0.4% narrow; mit 82 dB at 1,000 Hz stereo; cap ratio 1 dB;
stereo sep 55 dB at 1.000 Hz. Gold finish with diecast alloy side panels
$299

$350

NAD
14 random AM/FM presets. Features IF filters;

KENWOOD

$450

NIKKO
NT 150 AM/FM Tuner
Digital -synthesis FM design with 24 station presets. IHF sens 11.2 dBf mono; signal strength 28
dBf mono, 47 dBf stereo; cap ratio 2 dB wide; AM
rej 55 dB; alt-ch sel 60 dB wide; sep 38 dB at 1,000
Hz; THD 0.4% mono, 0.6% stereo at 1,000 Hz with
100% modulation; S/N 15 dB mono, 36 dB stereo.
6 lb
$129

T/DQ-260 II AM/FM Tuner
Quartz -referenced PLL digital -synthesis tuner
with 8 AM/8 FM presets. Features regulated power
supply; scan/manual tuning; mono switch. 50 -dB

quieting sens 37.7 dBf; alt-ch sel 66 dB; THD
0.05% mono. 0.1% stereo; FR 20-15,000 Hz ±0.5
dB; cap ratio 1.2 dB. 171/4 x 21/2 x 91/2 in .... $295

PHILIPS
FF-50 FM Tuner
Features 4 -gang FM front end with dual -gate MOS-

FET design and selectable IF bandwidth. 30 presets; manual and auto scan; direct -access tuning
with 10 front -panel keys
$259

PIONEER
Elite F-93 AM/FM Tuner
Digital Direct Decoder type IV tuner with 40 AM/
FM presets. Features spectrum simulated stereo;
MPX NR (auto/mono); IF band switch; rotary tuning; direct access; 100 -kHz step FM and 10 -kHz
step AM variable fine tuning; digital signal meter;
RF attenuator; auto search level; preset scan;
variable/fixed output; random preset; antiresonance honeycomb design. Urushi finish .... $900

Elite F-51 AM/FM Tuner

ONKYO

McINTOSH
MR -7083 AM/FM Tuner

Grand Integra T -G10 FM Tuner

Features 8 AM/FM presets; PLL multiplex decoder;
spatial audio processor; signal -strength -activated

20 station presets. Features auto/manual Aia an-

noise suppression; low -imp loopstick antenna;
scan/manual tuning; auto center channel AM station tuning. 50 -dB quieting sens mono 15 dBf
mono, 37 dBf stereo; usable sens 11.25 dBf; AM
rej 78 dB; cap ratio 1.5 dB; alt-ch sel 70 dB; FR 2015,000 Hz +0, -1 dB; sep 50 dB. 161/4 x 51/2 x 13
in; 15.5 lb
$1,699

MTX SOUNDCRAFTSMEN
Pro -Tuner Four AM/FM Tuner
Digital quartz-PLL tuner with 16 station presets.
Features active high -blend filter; 5 -digit station
display; auto scan tuning. 19 -in rack -mount front

panel. IHF sens 1.6 µV; SIN 75 dB; distortion
0.08%. 19 x

x 12 in

$379

tenna, local/distance, wide/narrow/S-narrow IF
bandwidth, high -blend, and stereo/mono switching; chassis damping; dual antenna inputs. Battery -free memory backup; preset scan; FM fine
tuning; timer preset programming; RI -system remote control. Wood side panels
$850

Integra T-909011 FM Tuner
Dual -mode PLL tuning with 20 station presets.
Features sonic filter; auto/manual A/B antenna,
local/distance, wide/narrow/S-narrow IF bandwidth, high -blend, and stereo/mono switching;
power -supply filter; dual antenna inputs. Preset
scan; auto preset store; multifunction digital display; digital signal -strength readout; timer preset
programming; adjustable output level; FM fine
tuning; remote control. 50 -dB quieting sens 37.2
dBf stereo; cap ratio 1.0 dB; S/N 85 dB stereo;
stereo sep 55 dB 1,000 Hz. Wood side panels. 181/4
x 4 x 151/4in
$750

MUSEATEX
Melior FM Tuner

Integra T-4700 FM Tuner

Digital -synthesis tuner with 99 station presets.

40 station presets. 4 -mode proprietary auto preci-

Features 2 antenna/cable inputs; PLL loop detectors; IF demodulation; LCD interface. Manual fine
tuning; strongest -station memory; stereo/mono

sion reception system with manual override; 7varactor/MOSFET RF section; Isohex power sup-

and IF bandwidth selection; remote control. 5 -

ply; dual antenna inputs; variable output. 6 category classified scan with programmable

year warranty. 14 lb

alphanumeric ID; full or category preset scan; FM

$995

Digital Direct Decoder type IV tuner with 36 AM/
FM presets. Features spectrum simulated stereo;
MPX NR (auto/mono); IF band switch

$350

PROTON
AT

AM/FM Tuner

Quartz-PLL tuner with 9 Am/18 FM presets. Features Schotz II circuitry with NR; 5 -gang GASFET

RF amp. Variable output level; mono/stereo
switch; wide/narrow IF bandwidth switching;
auto/manual rotary tuning. Remote controllable.
FM section: 50 -dB quieting sens 3.2 I.LV mono, 30

AV stereo; cap ratio 1.0 dB at 45 dBf; AM rej 65
dB; S/N 83 dBA mono, 74 dBA stereo at 65 dBf;
stereo sep 45 dB at 1,000 Hz. AM section: sel 50
dB; S/N 45 dB at 10 mV. 181/2 x
x IPA in $400

AT -470 AM/FM Tuner
8 AM4 FM presets; mono switch

$220

QUAD
Model 66 FM Tuner
Designed for use with Quad 66 preamplifier.
Features control from Infrared 66 control panel;
auto search in 25- or 50 -kHz steps; LCD with
frequency, signal strength, mono/stereo, and preset display. 50 -dB quieting sens 28 dBf stereo;
image rej 100 dB; S/N 76 dB; AM rej 60 dB 121/4 x
31/4 x 10 in; 71b
STEREO REVIEW FEBRUARY 1992

$995
89

FM4 FM Tuner
Designed for use with Quad 34 preamplifier.
Features microprocessor control with auto muting and frequency control; 8 presets; switchable
50/75-µs de -emphasis; signal strength and center -

channel tuning bar -graph display; 5-yr memory
backup. Distortion 0.05% mono, 0.1% stereo;
cap ratio 2.5 dB; sel 53 dB; image rej 80 dB; IF
rejection 100 dB; FR 20-15.000 Hz +0, -1 dB;
crosstalk 40 dB at I kHz; pilot -tone suppression
60 dB. Gray finish. 8x
x 5% in; 61b .... $795

stereo at 6,000 Hz

SUMO

Features separate regulators for stereo decoder;
able bandwidth. FM section: 50 -dB quieting sens
37.2 dBf stereo; siN 75 dB; FR 30-15.000 Hz ±0.5
dB; cap ratio 1 dB; alt-ch sel 60 dB wide, 80 dB
narrow. 173/8x 23/6 x 13 in; 8.61b

$399

RT950BX AM/FM Tuner

dB. 173/8 x 2% x II% in; 7.91b

$299

SANSUI

800-336-5566
(US and Canada)
Ram - Midnight (Eastern time)
7 days a week
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CRUTCHFIELD
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Crutchfield Park. Dept- sit. Charkgt,-

Quartz -synthesis PLL tuner with digital decoder
and 30 station presets. Features RF-mode selector; IF -bandwidth selector; record calibrator; 2

separate antenna inputs; numeric keypad for
station recall; preset scan. Usable sens 10.8 dBf;
50 -dB quieting sens 16.2 dBf mono; THD 0.009%

mono. 0.02% stereo; siN 98 dB mono, 91 dB
stereo; alt-ch sel 60 dB wide, 75 dB narrow. 17% x
3% x I21/2 in; 11.2 lb. Black finish
$500

TU-X 1 11 AM/FM Tuner
Quartz -synthesis PLL tuner with 20 station presets. Features numeric keypad for station recall;
preset scan. Usable sens 10.8 dBf; 50 -dB quieting
sens 14 dBf mono; THD 0.15% mono, 0.2% stereo;

S/N 98 dB mono. 91 dB stereo; alt-ch sel 60 dB
wide. 75 dB narrow. Black. 17 x 3 x 11 in.
$250
.

SONY
ST-S730ES AM/FM Tuner
Features radial power -supply design; auto microprocessor -exclusion -circuit master clock; wave optimized IF system; wave -optimized direct de-

tector/digital stereo decoder; direct comparator
circuitry. FR 15-15,000 Hz ±0.2 dB; S/N 100 dB

Address

mono. 92 dB stereo; THD 0.004% mono, 0.0075%
stereo; sens 10.3 dBf/0.9 µV mono; sel 70 dB at
400,000 Hz; sep 70 dB at 1,000 Hz. 181/2 x 3% x
14% in; 14 lb
$550

ST-S730ES AM/FM Tuner
FR 15-15.000 Hz -± 0.2 dB mono, ±0.5 dB stereo;
S/N 82 dB mono, 78 dB stereo; THD 0.04% mono,
0.05% stereo; sens 10.3 dBf/0.9 µV mono; sel 80
90
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Digital -synthesis tuner with 8 AM/8 FM presets.
Features linear -phase IF filters; dynamic impulse
NR system; gold-plated output jacks. Rotary tuning; auto seek forward/reverse; 50.000 -Hz -increment FM fine tuning. 50 -dB quieting sens 16 dBf
mono. 34 dBf stereo: usable sens 11 dBf mono;
alt-ch sel 75 dB; cap ratio 1.0 dB; sin: 85 dB mono.
82 dB stereo. 19 x 1% x 8% in
$749

TECHNICS
Quartz -synthesis tuner with 39 AM/FM presets.
Features oc circuit construction; oc linear
switching MPX filter; 19,000 -Hz pilot signal auto
canceler; wide -band quadrature detector. Multi-

function FL display; switchable FM mode. FM
18,000 Hz +0.5, -1.5 dB; alt-ch sel 65 dB; cap

TU-X711 AM/FM Tuner

Call or send this coupon now
for your free catalog

Aurora AM/FM Tuner

section: sens 10.8 dBf; 50 -dB quieting sens 38.1
dBf stereo; THD 0.1 stereo; S/N 73 dB stereo; FR 4-

Pioneer, Kenwood,

You'll see each component in
detailed color and get Crutchfield's
exclusive comparison charts of specs
and features. Our technical staff and
writers highlight the unique benefits
of every product, so you can choose
the model you like best.

$650

ST -G460 AM/FM Tuner

16 station presets. Features separate regulators
for stereo decoder; mosFer front end. FM section:
50 -dB quieting sens 37.2 dBf stereo; S/N 75 dB; FR

Advent, Bose, AR,
and many others all at discount prices.

ing knob for fine adjustment; signal strength

Features 35 station presets and Radio Data System compatibility. Auto tuning at 50.000 Hz and
selectable iF bandwidths. IF rej 110 dB; S/N 80 dB;
AM rejection 72 dB; distortion 0.07 %
$2,290

active filters; regulated power supplies; adjust-

catalog brings
you quality
brands like Sony,

16 presets with search. Features defeatable blend
circuit for 9 -dB stereo noise reduction; separate
audio and switching power supplies. 50,000 Hz step knob tuning; flywheel -assisted manual tun-

mono, 79 dB stereo; THD 0.12% mono. 0.2%

RT970BX AM/FM Tuner

one -of -a -kind

T-1 AM/FM Tuner

H6 FM Tuner

ROTEL

see the
latest in
home and
car stereos,
video and
telephones.
Crutchfield's

SOUNDSTREAM

indicator. FM 50 -dB quieting sens 14.8 dBf; AM rej
60 dB; cap ratio 1.5 dB; alt-ch sel 65 dB; s/N 82 dB

REVOX

In
100+
pages,
you'll

dB at 400,000 Hz; sep 70 dB at 1,000 Hz. 181/2 x 3%
x 14% in; 14 lb
$300

ratio 1.0; image rej 55 dB; AM rej 55 dB; stereo sep
50 dB at 1,000 Hz
$240

YAMAHA
TX -950 AM/FM Tuner
40 station presets. Features auto selection of PLL
synthesis or FM voltage servo tuning; digital fine
tuning; 2 -position IF -mode selector; 2 programmable antenna inputs and selector switch;
switchable RF attenuator and high blend; mono
switch; high -gain AM loop antenna. Station -name

display for up to 24 presets; rotary tuning with
lock; 24 -segment signal -strength meter; compati-

bility with RS -system remote control; remote
optional. 17% x 3 x 121/2 in

$399

TX -550 AM/FM Tuner
Combination PLL and microprocessor -controlled
IF -count synthesis tuning with 40 station presets.
Features 2 -position IF -mode selector; switchable
high blend; mono switch; high -gain AM loop antenna. 24 -segment signal -strength meter; station name display for 24 presets; multifunction 2 -color
LCD display; rotary tuning with lock; compatibility with RS -system remote control; remote control optional. 171/4 x 3 x 12% in

$349

TX -350 AM/FM Tuner
Combination PLL and microprocessor -controlled
IF -count synthesis tuning with 40 station presets.
Features mono switch; high -gain AM loop antenna. 5 -segment signal -strength meter; multifunction LCD display; compatibility with RS -system
remote control; remote control optional. 17% x 3
x 93/k in

$199

ARISTON
Icon II Semiautomatic Turntable
Belt -drive. Features remote power supply; fitted
acoustic mat; 4 isolating feet; full spring suspension. 331/4- and 45 -rpm play speeds; W&F 0.08%;
rumble 75 dB. Black finish
$499

Q -Deck Mk II Semiautomatic Turntable
Belt -drive. Features remote power supply; antistatic mat; 4 isolating feet. 331/4- and 45 -rpm play
speeds; W&F 0.08%; rumble 75 dB
$369

microprocessor -controlled

speed;

viscosity -

damped cueing control; contact -free power -off
switching with tonearm lifting; record stabilizer;
detachable 1/2 -in headshell; adjustable tracking
and anti -skating forces. 331/4-, 45-, and 78 -rpm
play speeds; S/N 80 dB; w&F 0.013%. Cartridge
not included. Wood case with black piano -lacquer finish
$1,195

Beogram 4500 Automatic Turntable
Integrates with Beosystem 4500 for full remote
control. Features built-in phono preamp; 3 -point
leaf -spring suspension; tangential tracking. Accepts B&O MMCI-5 cartridges. we& 0.06%; rumble 80 dB DIN -weighted. Black and silver finish.
$500

Beogram 9500 Turntable

JVC
A L-A155TN Semiautomatic Turntable
Belt drive. Features low -mass statically balanced
straight tonearm with low -center -of -gravity support: DC servo motor; die-cast aluminum platter;

up -front arm cueing control; plug-in cartridge
connectors. W&F 0.04%; S/N 65 dB; effective
length 220 mm; overhang 15 mm; applicable
tracking force 1.25 g. Cartridge not included. 171/4
$100

x 41/4 x 141/4 in; 7 lb

LINN

CS -750S Semiautomatic Turntable

BANG & OLUFSEN

161/2 x 3 x 121/4 in; 11.7 lb

ing and high -precision torsion spring; tonearm
optimization for mc systems; floating chassis;
vibration -damped aluminum platter with anti resonance mat; quartz -controlled motor with

Belt drive. Features microprocessor -controlled

LP12/Lingo Turntable

quartz drive mechanism; aluminum tonearm.

Separate direct -coupled power supply. Features

331/4-, 45-, and 78 -rpm play speeds; sill 80 dB;
W&F 0.014% wrms. Cartridge not included $750

low noise oscillators; separate drive for both
motor phases; isolated power supply. 331/4- and
45 -rpm play speeds

$2,740

CS -5054S Semiautomatic Turntable
Belt drive. Features tonearm support mounted on
gimbals; vibration -damped aluminum platter

LP12/Valhalla Manual Turntable

with antiresonance mat; full -platinum chassis

I2 -in zinc -aluminum alloy die-cast platter with
felt mat; hardened tool -steel spindle; adjustable
3 -point spring -suspension subchassis; heavy gauge stainless -steel base plate; solid hardwood

Belt drive. Features 24 -pole synchronous motor;

Tangential -tracking belt -drive turntable. Fea-

with floating feet; 16 -pin synchro motor; viscosity -damped tonearm lift; detachable carbon -fiber
headshell. Elliptical and spherical anti -skating
adjustment; pitch control. 331/4- and 45 -rpm play
speeds; S/N 75 dB; w&F 0.035%. Cartridge not
included
$520
With DN 168E cartridge
$605

tures fixed headshell. 33- and 45 -rpm play speeds;
recommended tracking force 1-1.5 g; W&F 0.03%

CS -450G Semiautomatic Turntable

Belt drive with pivoted Akito arm. 331/4- and 45 -

Belt drive. Features dynamically -balanced gimbal -mounted tonearm; DC motor with electronic
speed control; floating subchassis; vibration -

rpm play speeds; speed accuracy 0.1%; W&F
0.05%; rumble -75 dB DIN; effective tonearm

Integrates with Beosystem 6500. W&F 0.03%
wrms; speed deviation ±0.2%; rumble 80 dB
DIN weighted. White
$450

Beogram TX -2 Automatic Turntable

DIN; rumble -80 dB. 161/2 x 3 x 121/4 in; 11.6
lb

$400

rumble -60 -dB; speed accuracy
51/2 x 14 in

0.04%. 171/2 x
$1,545

Axis Manual Turntable

length 284 mm. 16 lb

$995

damped aluminum platter with antiresonance

CARRERA

mat; solid wood console; viscosity -damped cueing control; detachable headshell. 331/4- and 45 -

LT -120 Automatic Turntable
Belt -drive. Features linear tonearm. 331/4- and 45 -

rpm play speeds; W&F 0.05%; rumble 69 dB;
recommended tracking force 1.25-3 g

base; optional 45 -rpm adaptor. W&F 0.04% wrms;

$170

CT -1155 Semiautomatic Turntable
Belt -drive. Features pivoted tonearm; P -mount
cartridge. 331/4- and 45 -rpm play speeds; W&F
0.07%; rumble 65 dB
$100

Basilic Turntable
Two -speed version

$595

rpm play speeds; sIN 72 dB; W&F 0.04%. Optional

gold or silver finish on all metal parts. Cartridge
not included
$375
$415
With DMS251E cartridge

CS -431S Semiautomatic Turntable
Belt drive. Features weight -balanced low -mass
tonearm: floating chassis; aluminum platter with

antiresonance mat; DC motor with electronic
speed control; solid wood console; viscosity -

NtItIARK
TTI 600 Manual Turntable
Direct -drive. Features quartz synthesis and
phase -lock -loop circuit; remote starting; digital
speed display; 331/4- and 45 -rpm play speeds. Iris
x 5 x 14Vs in; 26 lb

$709

DENON

damped cueing control. Adjustable tracking and
anti -skating forces; pitch control. 331/4- and 45 -

ONKYO

The following Denon turntables are microprocessor controlled and employ a Dynamic Servo Tracer
tonearm.

rpm play speeds; S/N 65 dB; W&F 0.07%. Cart ridge

CP-1500F Automatic Turntable

not included
With DMS25IS cartridge

Direct -drive quartz -servo design with 2 speeds.
Features straight tonearm; triple -stage isolation

DP -59L Semiautomatic Turntable
Direct -drive with wood base. Features base isolation; 5.5 -lb platter; high -torque AC motor; ±9.9%
pitch control in 0.1% steps. W&F 0.006%; S/N 82
dB; speed accuracy 0.002%
$695

DP -47F Automatic Turntable
Direct -drive with thick wood base. Features flat twin design. W&F 0.01%; S/N 78 dB; speed accura$450
cy 0.002%

DP -23F Automatic Turntable
W&F 0.02%; S/N 75 dB

$275

DP -7F Automatic Turntable
P -mount design. w&F 0.018%; S/N 75 dB; speed
accuracy 0.01%. Black finish
$200

$270
$320

system; die-cast aluminum platter. RI -system

CS -410S Semiautomatic Turntable

remote -control compatible

331/4- and 45 -rpm play speeds; S/N 65 dB; W&F
0.07%
$255

With DN239 cartridge

$285

ESOTERIC SOUND

CP-1200A Semiautomatic Turntable
Belt drive quartz -servo design with triple -stage
isolation system and die-cast aluminum platter.
$130
Smoked dust cover

V3 Manual Turntable
Direct drive. Features standard cartridge head shell; solenoid platter brake; 120- or 240-V operation; stylus lamp; XLR lamp outlet. Pitch control;
adjustable tracking and anti -skating force; cue
lever; 331/4-, 45-, 71.29-, 76.59-, 78.26-, and 80 -

rpm play speeds; holder for spare headshell.
Includes dust cover. w&F 0.025% wrms; rumble

80 dB; min recommended tracking force 1.25
grams. 171/4 x IPA x 6 in

$475

OPTIMUS,
BY RADIO SHACK
LAB -2250 Automatic Turntable
Belt drive. Features linear -tracking tonearm; aluminum die-cast platter; power -failure protection;
elliptical diamond stylus. Cue button; 2 speeds.
W&F 0.1%; S/N 55 dB; effective tonearm length
132 mm; FR 20-20,000 Hz; tracking force 2-3 g.
141/4 x 33/4 x 133/4 in; 8.61b

DUAL
Golden -1 Semiautomatic Turntable
Features 24 -karat gold-plated metal components;
gyroscopic gimbal tonearm with low -mass track-

$280

Vintage Semiautomatic Turntable

$150

Belt drive. Features P -mount cartridge; 331/4-, 45-,

LAB -460 Automatic Turntable

71.29-, 7659-, 78.26-, and 80 -rpm play speeds.
W&F 0.045%; rumble 70 dB; pitch control
$299
±8%

Belt drive. Features aluminum die-cast platter;
straight -pipe tonearm; dual -magnet cartridge; diamond stylus; 2 speeds. w&F 0.1%; S/N ratio 55
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dB; effective tonearm length 205 mm; tracking

tonearm. Features ±9.9% pitch adjustment in

cueing; 2 -speed search; auto disc-size/speed de-

force 1.5 ±0.5 g; FR 20-20,000 Hz. 133/4 x 31/4 x

0.01% increments; compatibility with H8, H208,
and H210 remotes. Tracking force 0.8-2 g; tan-

tection to prevent tonearm from lowering on

131/2 in; 6.31b

$120

gential tracking error 0.5%. 17% x 5% x 15%; 20.1
lb
$2,890

ORACLE

tonearm length 105 mm; max tracking error

The following turntables do not include tonearms.

Delphi MK IV Manual Turntable
Belt -drive. 331/2- and 45 -rpm play speeds; variable
speed control; adjustable spring -suspension;

record -coupling system. Includes strobe disc.
Silver. 19 x 141/2 in; 28 lb

$1,995

±0.1°. 17 x 33/4 x 133/4 in; 8 lb

SANSUI

$190

SL-DD22 Semiautomatic Turntable

P-1100 Semiautomatic Turntable
Belt -drive design with P -mount cartridge; aluminum platter; cueing control. sirs 72 dB. 161/2 x
x
13 in; 8.81b
$100

Direct -drive 2 -motor design. Features P -mount
cartridge; PLL quartz lock; low -speed DC brush less motor. End -of -disc detection; pivoting arm;
strobe; front -panel electronic soft -touch controls. 331/2- and 45 -rpm play speeds; W&F 0.012%;

rumble -78 dB; effective tonearm mass 7.5 g,

Alexandria Mark IV Manual Turntable
Belt -drive. 331/2- and 45 -rpm play speeds; variable

speed control; adjustable spring suspension; record -coupling system. Includes strobe disc.
Black piano finish. 191/2 x 14% in; 19 lb ... $1,195

SOTA
The following turntables are upgradable, run at
331/3 and 45 rpm, and are belt driven. Each features
a 1 -piece 11.2-16 cast platter in a unified suspension

system, a platter pivot point turning at its center of

Paris Manual Turntable
Belt -drive with tri-point suspension. 331/2- and 45 -

rpm play speeds; variable speed control; record -

coupling system. Includes strobe disc. White
piano finish. 141/2 x 19 in; 15 lb

empty mat. Remote -control compatible with select Technics receivers. 331/2- and 45 -rpm play
speeds; W&F 0.045%; rumble -70 dB; effective

$695

gravity, and a brushless DC motor. Rumble 60 dB at
1,000 Hz: W&F 0.04% wrms. 70 x 201/4 x 161/2 in;
44 lb.

Cosmos Turntable
Features 1 -piece sub -assembly where platter,

motor, and armblock function as single entity;

length 230 mm; max tracking error ± 2°. 17 x 41/2 x
143/4 in; 10 lb
$180

THORENS,
BY BLR ELECTRONICS
All Thorens turntables are belt -driven units with
straight tubular tonearms for maximum rigidity.
They feature gimbal suspension, anti -skate control, 9.12 -in effective tonearm length, and tracking
error <0.18%rm (<0.46°Iin).

rigid multilayer-laminate arm -support block connected structurally with platter block; Fountainhead cabinet for turntable and pump/power sup-

TD 520 Semiautomatic Turntable

Direct -drive. Features coreless quartz-PLL DC
servomotor with stable hanging rotor; straight
tonearm made of aluminum and ceramics; 14 -in
platter. 331/2- and 45 -rpm play speeds; W&F

ply; dust cover. Pump unit: 20 lb. High -gloss
$4,600
$4,000

stroboscope; velocity -sensing auto shut-off trigger; frictionless magnetic antiskating; twin solid core chassis and 3 -point leaf -spring suspension.

0.018%. 231/2 x 81/2 x 17 in

Nova Turntable
Features Cosmos vacuum platter mat; integrated

331/2-, 45-, and 78 -rpm play speeds; w&F 0.035%;
rumble - 72 dB unweighted
$1,450
TD 521. As above, no tonearm
$1,100

PIONEER
Elite PL -90 Automatic Turntable

$950

PL -600 Automatic Turntable

pump/electronic flywheel power supply to pro-

Belt -drive. Features oc servomotor with stable hanging rotor; statically -balanced straight tone -

arm; universal MM type cartridge; 0.6 -mil diamond stylus. 331/2- and 45 -rpm play speeds; W&F
0.06%; sir4 68 dB. 161/2 x 31/2 x 14 in

piano black
Black/gray matrix and white

$140

REALISTIC,
BY RADIO SHACK

vide control over power -line impurities; composite multi -layer constrained -mode armboard; reflex clamp; zirconia bearing. Includes dust cover.
Pump unit: 10 lb. Brazilian rosewood and Macasar ebony
$3,000
Satin black or oak
$2,700

Star Turntable

LAB -340 Semiautomatic Turntable
Belt drive. Features straight tonearm; dual -moving -magnet cartridge; die-cast aluminum platter;
0.6 -mil diamond stylus. W&F 0.15%; tracking error + 3°. -1°; siN 45 dB; rec tracking force 2.5 g;
effective tonearm length 203 mm. 13% x 4 x 13%
in; 5.8 lb
$100

TECHNICS

TD 280c MK II Semiautomatic Turntable

Split -plinth belt -drive design. Features medium density fiberboard platter with self -damping ma2 -speed

stepped pulley; ethylene propylene drive belt; 3
molded nonadjustable feet. Includes grip clamp;
starmat; lubricating oil; Revolver tonearm. Rosewood or redwood high -gloss finish
Black -ash veneer

$670
$595

Revolver Rebel Turntable
Includes tonearm and Goldring Elan cartridge.
Blue -marble or black -satin finish

$449

quick start/stop; pop-up stylus light; tonearmheight adjustment. 331/2- and 45 -rpm play speeds;
W&F 0.025%
$600

REVOX
H9 Direct Drive Turntable
Tangential -tracking design featuring Linatrack
92
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tionless velocity -sensing auto shut-off trigger.
331/2- and 45 -rpm play speeds; W&F 0.04%; rumble
-70 dB wtd. 17 x6 x 14 in
$600

id -core chassis and spring damping elements in
feet; frictionless velocity -sensing auto shut-off
trigger. 331/2- and 45 -rpm speeds; w&F 0.045%;

rumble -70 dB wtd. Supplied with factory
mounted Ortofon OMB -10 cartridge. 17 x 51/3 x 14
in
$400

WELL TEMPERED LABS

SL-QD33 Automatic Turntable
Direct -drive 2 -motor design. Features P -mount
cartridge; quartz lock; ultra -low -speed brushless
DC motor for platter drive; pivoting arm; end -of disc detection; soft -touch front -panel controls;
strobe. Remote -control compatible with select
Technics receivers. 331/2- and 45 -rpm play
speeds; W&F 0.012%; rumble -78 dB; effective
tonearm mass 7.5 g, length 230 mm; max tracking
error -± 2°. 17 x 41/2 x 143/4 in; 10 lb

Features 16 -pole synchronous motor; twin solid core chassis; 3 -point leaf -spring suspension; fric-

Features 24 -pole synchronous motor; 1 -piece sol-

arm. Features quartz control; brushless DC motor; aluminum die-cast cabinet; antiresonant viscoelastic base. -± 8% quartz -locked pitch control;

Revolver Turntable

Features 16 -pole synchronous motor; twin solid core chassis and 3 -point leaf -spring suspension;
frictionless velocity -sensing auto shut-off triggering. 331/2- and 45 -rpm play speeds; W&F 0.35%,
rumble - 72 dB wtd. 171/2 x 63/4 x 137/s in ... $775
TD 321. Armless version
$550

TD 318 MK II Semiautomatic Turntable

Direct -drive design with gimbal -suspended tone -

REVOLVER,
BY MUSIC HALL

TD 320 MK II Semiautomatic Turntable

Features self -sensing vacuum record -clamping
system and antistatic dust -isolation mat. Includes
dust cover. Pump unit: 10 lb. Brazilian rosewood
and Macasar ebony
$2,250
Satin black or oak
$1,950

SL-1200MKII Manual Turntable

terial; AC synchronous motor with

Features auto tonearm lift and motor shutoff;
electronic speed selection; ±6% pitch control;

The Well Tempered Classic Turntable
Belt -drive design with 0 -clearance -bearing fluid -

damped arm. Features 3 -layer MDF base construction; vertical tracking and azimuth controls;
isolated damped motor assembly. Fountainhead
base

$2,875

The Well Tempered Record Player

$220

Belt -drive design with 0 -clearance -bearing fluid -

Belt -drive linear -tracking design. Features P mount cartridge; front -panel soft -touch controls;

damped arm. Features 3 -layer MDF base construction; vertical tracking, antiskate, and azimuth controls; isolated damped motor assembly.
Glossy finish
$1,195

SL -L20 Automatic Turntable

1SPiAliiRS

ACOUSTAT

lectable input impedance. Input imp 10,000 or 120

Spectra 6600 Electrostatic Speaker
Six electrostatic elements with Symmetric Pair
Electrically Curved Transducer (SPECTRA).
Features mirror -image arrays with full -range line -

source sector, adjacent sectors for mid/low frequencies, and panel for low bass; solid wood with
brass electrostatic inlay. Power handling 100 W;

nom imp 4 ohms. Dark oak and black, beige,
charcoal gray, or light gray grille. Optional wood
finishes. 341/4 x 94 x 17 in

Spectra 2200.

$6,000/pr

As above, 2 electrostatic ele-

ments. 23 x 66 x 14 in

$2,400/pr

ohms; FR 90-20,000 Hz +0, -3 dB; crossover
point 5.000 Hz. Amplifier: 10 W from 60-20,000
Hz. ABS plastic case and cloth grille. 6 x 101/2 x 7%
in; 51b
$275/pr

closure. Power handling 100 W cont; FR 50-20.000
Hz -±3 dB; sens 92 dB sFUW/m; crossover point

2,500 Hz; imp 4 ohms. 8% x 10% x 5 in; 1.8 lb
$380/pr

ea

MI 2 -Way Speaker

Subwoofer Syssems
SW5 Powered Subwoofer

Acoustic -suspension design with 6 -in polypropylene woofer and 1/4 -in ferrofluid-cooled dome

12 -in subwoofer with active crossover network
and dedicated 350-W amp. Linkwitz-Riley cross-

tweeter. Power handling 10-100 W; FR 65-20,000

over with adjustable crossover points; output

Hz +0, -3 dB; sens 88 dB spiJW/m; crossover

level control

point 3,600 Hz; imp 4 ohms. Charcoal -gray vinyl
finish. 7% x 105/8 x 111/4 in; 12 lb ea
$249/pr

$1,000 ea

SUB6 Subwoofer
61/2 -in dual -voice -coil woofer in dual -tuned band-

pass enclosure. Features passive high/low-pass
Compatible with L200e speaker.
Available in black or white finish. 19 x 81/2 x 8
$295 ea
in

crossover.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH

A/D/S/

M6 3 -Way Speaker

M20 3 -Way Speaker

Acoustic -suspension design with two 8 -in paper
cone woofers, one 5 -in long -throw midrange, and
one 1/4 -in ferrofluid-cooled aluminum dome
tweeter. Power handling 20-200 W; FR 42-20,000
Hz +0, -3 dB; sens 90 dB sim../W/m; crossover
points 150 and 3,400 Hz; imp 4 ohms. Gray suede,

Two 8 -in copolymer woofers, one 6 -in copolymer

white/black gloss, or veneer finish. 81/2 x 42 x 101/2
in; 42 lb ea
$1,299/pr

MS. As above, one 8 -in paper cone woofer.
Power handling 20-175 W; FR 48-20,000 Hz +0,
-3 dB. 81/2. x 36 x 101/2 in; 37.51b ea .... $899/pr

grille. 10% x 431/4 x 161/2 in; 88 lb

$4,000/pr

ADVENT
New Vision Series Model 350 2 -Way Speaker
61/2 -in aluminum -coil woofer and I -in ferrofluidfilled soft dome tweeter. Power handling 125-500
W coat; FR 41-23,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 89 dB sin../

W/m; imp 6 ohms; crossover point 3,000 Hz;
resonance 65 Hz ±5 Hz. Vinyl veneer. 13% x
43% x 9% in; 43 lb ea

$740/pr

SAT6 2 -Way Speaker

TSW 610-B 3 -Way Speaker
Acoustic -suspension design with 12 -in woofer,
61/2 -in midrange, and 1/4 -in titanium liquid -cooled

dome tweeter. Tetra -Helix tweeter mounting
plate and acoustic lens. Power handling 20-200
W. FR 40-40,000 Hz + 0, -3 dB; sens 90 dB sn./
W/m; imp 4-8 ohms; crossovers 700 and 5,000 Hz.
141/2 x 32% x 13% in; 571b ea

midrange, and I -in copolymer dome tweeter.
Features butyl rubber surrounds and OFC voice
coils. Auto solid-state protection; multiway binding posts; dual -tuned band-pass design. Biwirable. Power handling 20-250 W; FR 23-22,000 Hz
±3 dB; sens 91 dB sm/W/m; nom imp 4 ohms;
crossovers 24 dB/octave at 200 and 2.500 Hz.
Rosewood or matte black finish with mesh -steel

6 -in woofer and I -in polypropylene dome tweeter. Features 4th -order Linkwitz-Riley crossover
network; isolated floating -baffle design. Power
handling 150 W cont; FR 50-20.000 Hz; crossover

Advent Laureate 2 -Way Speaker

at 2.000 Hz. 24 -dB -per -octave slopes; nom imp 4
ohms. Walnut -veneer and black finish. 7% x 13 x
9 in
$800/pr

crossover point 3.000 Hz; THD 1% above 80 Hz at
I W, 1.5% above 100 Hz at 10 W ; resonance 50 Hz
±3 Hz. Oiled solid pecan wood finish. 9 x 371/4 x
12 in; 461b
$550/pr

$ I ,000/pr

Dual 61/2 -in woofers and one I -in ferrofluid-filled
parabolic soft dome tweeter. Power handling 125

W cont; sens 90 dB W/m; nom imp 6 ohms;

L400e 2 -Way Speaker

TSW 410-B 3 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
Acoustic -suspension design with 8 -in woofer,
61/2 -in midrange, and %-in polymer tweeter. Fea-

tures Tetra -Helix tweeter mounting plate and

Acoustic -suspension design with 7 -in Stifflite
woofer and I -in copolymer tweeter. Features
aluminum enclosure (black -textured urethane
with convex -steel grille). Power handling 100 W

acoustic lens. Power handling 20-125 W; FR 4640,000 Hz +0, -3 dB; sens 89 dB sa./W/m; imp

Advent Gallery 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker
Acoustic -suspension design with 61/2 -in woofer
and 1/2 -in polycarbonate ferrofluid-filled hard
dome tweeter. Power handling 50 W cont; FR 6021,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 89 dB W/m; imp 6 ohms;
crossover point 4.500 Hz. Solid pecan frame with

4-8 ohms; crossover points 700 and 5,000 Hz. 12%
x 241/2 x 113/4 in; 30.5 lb ea
$600/pr

black finish grille, baffle, and trim plate. 12% x

AR Subwoofer/Satellite System

Mini -Advent Subwoofer II/Satellite System

Subwoofer with dual 8 -in woofers and two acoustic -suspension satellites each with one 3 -in midrange and one 1/4 -in soft dome tweeter. Features
satellite magnetic shielding. Power handling 1075 W; FR 50-20,000 Hz; sens 89 dB sPiJW/m; nom
imp 4 ohms. Dark gray finish. Subwoofer: 18 x 17
x 71/2 in. Satellite: 4% x 21/4 x 8 in

$399/pr

8% in

Features 2 Mini -Advent speakers and bass module with two 51/4 -in aluminum -coil woofers and 1/2 -

in polycarbonate ferrofluid-filled hard dome

tweeter. Power handling 40 W cont; FR 11021,000 Hz -± 3 dB; sens 91 dB W/m; imp 6 ohms;

satellite crossover point 4,500 Hz; THD 1.5%
above 200 W at 1 W. Black -textured vinyl over

$600/sys

fiberboard. 151/2 x 13 x 181/4 in; 10 lb

M4 3 -Way Speaker
Acoustic -suspension design with 6 -in polypro-

Acoustic Research M-1

Advent Baby 11 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker

pylene woofer, 6 -in paper cone midrange, and 1/4 -

in ferrofluid-cooled dome tweeter. Power handling 20-150 W; FR 50-20,000 Hz +0. -3 dB, sens
88 dB sPIJW/m; crossover points 100 and 3,600
Hz; imp 4 ohms. Charcoal -gray vinyl finish. 7% x
281/2 x 151/4 in; 26.5 lb ea
$599/pr

TSW 210-A 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
Acoustic -suspension design with 8 -in woofer and
1/4 -in
polymer tweeter. Tetra -Helix tweeter
mounting plate and acoustic lens. Power handling
113-100 W; FR 54-40,000 Hz +0, -3 dB; sens 87
dB sFUW/m; imp 4-8 ohms; crossover point 5,000
Hz. 9% x 17% x 8% in; 15.3 lb ea
$380/pr

$290

61/2 -in aluminum -coil woofer and 1/2 -in polycar-

coot; FR 60-20,000 Hz ±3 dB; crossover 12 dB/
octave at 2.000 Hz; sens 88 dB sin./W/m; imp 4
ohms. Wall mountable. Black or white finish. 7%

bonate ferrofluid-filled hard dome tweeter. Power handling 50 W cont; FR 60-21,000 Hz ±3 dB;
sens 89 dB ±3 dB; imp 6 ohms; crossover point

$650/pr

4,500 Hz; THD 1.25% above 100 at 1 W; resonance

x 1117/tx 7% in

79 Hz ±5 Hz. Cabinet with oiled solid -wood top

L200e 2 -Way Speaker

and black textured -vinyl over fiberboard. II x

Acoustic -suspension design with 4 -in Stifflite
woofer and I -in copolymer tweeter. Features
brushed -aluminum enclosure (textured urethane
with convex -steel grille). Power handling 50 W
coot; FR 85-20,000 Hz ±3 dB; crossover 12 dB/

161/2 x 61/4 in; 131b

oct at 2,000 Hz; sens 86dB sPtJW/m; imp 4 ohms.
Wall mountable. 41/2 x 6% x 8% in
$400/pr

Powered Partner 420 2 -Way Speaker

Model 3001/s 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker

Powered 4 -in long -throw woofer and 2 -in liquid cooled tweeter. Features magnetic shielding; se-

51/4 -in copolymer woofer and I -in copolymer dome tweeter in minimum diffraction -baffle en-

$250/pr

ALLISON
IC -I0 3 -Way Speaker
Triangular -shaped acoustic -suspension tower
with two 8 -in push-pull woofers, two 31/2 -in con-

vex midranges, and two I -in convex tweeters.
Features adjustable radiation pattern options;
separate biamping inputs for woofers, midranges,
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and tweeters; auto -resetting polyswitches in each
crossover: 3/4 -11/4 -in -thick cabinet panels braced

front to back and between panels; glass -fiber
damped interior. Power handling 200 W; crossover points 350 and 3,750 Hz; sens 87 dB sPUW/

ch; nom imp 6 ohms. Walnut or black veneer
finish. 48 x 21 x 12 in; 73 lb

$2,500/pr

AL -120 2 -Way Speaker
with two 61/2 -in
woofers and I -in convex tweeter. Features individual high -frequency cutoffs for each woofer at
Acoustic -suspension design

ITW 260 Subwoofer
Two 61/2 -in long -throw woofers. Power handling
80 W nom, 160 W max; FR 32-250 Hz ±3 dB; sens

90 dB; imp 4 ohms; crossover 18 dB/oct at 180
Hz. In x 1914x 31/2 in
$400 ea

Model 105 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker

$660/pr

vinyl finish. 111/2 x 231/4 x 111/2 in

MS -205 Subwoofer/Satellite System

20,000 Hz ±3 dB

ohm. 91/2 x 17 x 81/2 in

SW Three Subwoofer

$375/pr

ITW 265 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker
61/2 -in woofer and 14 -in polyester dome tweeters.
Power handling 40 W nom, 100 W max; FR 40 Hz -

crossover 12 dB/oct at 3,500 Hz. 81/2 x
in

AL -115 2 -Way Speaker

Model 115 2 -Way Speaker

Acoustic -suspension design with one 8 -in woofer
and I -in convex tweeter. Power handling 150 W;
crossover point 2.000 Hz; sens 87 dB sPUW/m;

Acoustic -suspension design with 6 -in woofer and

111/2x 20x 10'1 in; 22 lb

$460/pr

$479/sys

AUDIOSOURCE
Bass -reflex design with 12 -in downward -firing
dual -voice -coil driver. Features crossover network. Power handling 150 W; FR 25-160 Hz; sens

20.000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 90 dB; imp 6 ohms;

3 -piece system with 8 -in subwoofer and two MS 200 speakers. Power handling WO W
$550

imp 6 ohms. Oak. walnut, or black vinyl finish.

level and 3 line -level inputs with auto source
selection; dual -mode connectors for RCA and
miniplug inputs; ±6 dB bass control. FR 38-

Acoustic -suspension design with 6 -in carbon fiber woofer and 1 -in polyimide/titanium tweeter.
Power handling 50 W nom, 100 W max; FR 5020,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 91 dB sPUW/m; imp 6

100 and 2,000 Hz. Power handling 200 W; sens 87

dB sPUW/m; imp 6 ohms. Oak. walnut, or black

lites; biamplification for subwoofer and satellites;
magnetic shielding; satellite mounting brackets.
Amplifier features dynamic EQ/limiter to protect
subwoofer and enhance bass at low levels; I high-

x

$300/pr

1 -in dome tweeter. Power handling 50 W nom,
100 W max; FR 50-20.000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 91 dB.
Black or walnut wood -grain vinyl
$275/pr

APOGEE
Duetta Signature 2 -Way Ribbon Speaker

ALTEC LANSING
Model 510 3 -Way Speaker
Acoustic -suspension design with two 10 -in carbon -fiber woofers, one 2 -in polyimide titanium
midrange, and one I -in polyimide vacuum -deposited titanium dome tweeter. Features adjustable
crossover. Biamplifiable. Power handling 150 W
nom, 300 W max; sens 93 dB sPUW/m; imp 4
ohms. 12 x 46 x 131/2 in

$1,600/pr

AHT-2100 3 -Way In -Wall Speaker
THX-certified surround -sound design with two 4 in long -throw woofers, four 31/2 -in midranges, and
two 1/4 -in polyimide ferrofluid-cooled tweeters.

Midsize ribbon design with trapezoidal woofer
ribbon and midrange/tweeter ribbon. Features
internal crossover. Power handling 200 W cont
avg; FR 30-20.000 Hz; sens 100 dB sPUW/m; imp 4

Atlantic Technology Pattern 100

ohms. Anthracite, taupe, or custom finishes. 26 x
58 x 3 in; 115Ibea
$4,395/pr

Stage 2 -Way Ribbon Speaker
Trapezoidal woofer ribbon and midrange/tweeter
ribbon. Features internal crossover. Power handling 150 W cont avg; FR 35-20,000 Hz; sens 107
dB sPUW/m; imp 3 ohms. Anthracite with basswood or mahogany trim, taupe with mahogany
trim. 26 x 36 x 2 in; 60 lb ea
$2,395/pr

89 dB sPIJW/m; imp 8 ohms; crossover point 150
Hz. Matte -black or gloss -white finish. 1514 x 123/4
x 18 in; 271b
$250 ea
With LS Two/A satellite speakers
$450/sys

VS -1 2 -Way Speaker
Ported design with two 4 -in woofers and one 1 -in

Power handling 100 W nom; FR 80-15,000 Hz.
Mounts in or on wall
$900/pr

Centaur 2 -Way Ribbon Speaker

Model 515 3 -Way Speaker

Hybrid design featuring 8 -in long -throw polypropylene woofer and dipole midrange -tweeter rib-

ferrofluid-cooled dome tweeter. Features magnetic shielding. Power handling 50 W; FR 7020,000 Hz; sens 93 dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms.
Wood composite with matte -black finish and

bon in acoustic -suspension enclosure. Power

metal grille. VA x 131/2 x 51/2 in; 8.8 lb ... $100 ea

Acoustic -suspension design with 10 -in woofer,
31/2 -in dome midrange, and I -in dome tweeter.
Power handling 100 W nom, 200 W max; FR 2811.000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 92 dB. Black or walnut
wood -grain vinyl
$700/pr

Model 315 3 -Way Speaker
Suspension design with 10 -in woofer, 2 -in dome
midrange, and I -in dome tweeter. Power handling 100 W nom, 200 W max; FR 30-20,000 Hz ±3

dB; sens 93 dB. Black or walnut wood -grain
vinyl
$650/pr

System 3 Subwoofer/Satellite System
Subwoofer with two 8 -in long -throw carbon -filled
polypropylene woofers and 2 satellites each with
two 3 -in carbon -filled polypropylene drivers and

one 1/2 -in dome tweeter with ferrofluid cooling.
Power handling 80 W nom, 160 W max; sens 90
dB; imp 4 ohms; crossover points 180 and 4,500
Hz. Subwoofer: 4 x 914 x 314 in. Satellites: 4 x 81/2
x 31/4 in
$600/sys

handling 150 W cont avg; FR 38-20.000 Hz; sens

107 dB sPUW/m; imp 5 ohms. Black grille with
agate or walnut fascia. 15 x 46 x 1 I in; 65 lb
ea

$1,595/pr

ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
Pattern 200 Surround Sub/Sat System
Subwoofer with dual 8 -in long -throw woofers, 5
satellites each with two 3 -in drivers, 6 -channel
120-W amplifier, and Dolby Pro Logic decoder.
Features 4 attached pivoting dual -enclosure satellites; I dual -enclosure center -channel satellite;
biamplification for subwoofer and satellites; magnetic shielding; wireless remote control; theater
compensation for bright soundtracks; 30 -ms digi-

AVID
Model 232CP 3 -Way Speaker
Bass -reflex design with 10 -in polypropylene
woofer, 41/2 -in integral -edge cone midrange, and

I -in soft -dome tweeter. Ferrofluid-cooled voice
coils in tweeter and midrange. Power handling
150 W cont; FR 40-20,000 Hz -3 dB; sens 90 dB
sPUW/m; crossovers at 650 and 5,000 Hz; imp 8
ohms. 15 x 28 x 101/4 in

$600/pr

AXIOM
AX 5 3 -Way Speaker

tal delay; dynamic EQ/limiter to protect sub -

10- and 5 -in woofers and 1 -in dome tweeter. FR

woofer and enhance bass at low levels; I high -

29-22,000 Hz ±2 dB; sens 87 dB; imp 4 ohms;

and 3 line -level inputs with auto source selection;
test signal for center- and surround -channel balancing; individual volume for subwoofer, center,

crossover points 180 and 3,000 Hz. Dark, natural,
or black oak finish with black knit grille. 12 x 36 x
12 in; 80 lb/pr
$1,699/pr

and surround channels; master volume control.

Model 215 3 -Way Speaker

FR 38-20.000 Hz ±3 dB

Acoustic -suspension design with 8 -in woofer.
31/2 -in dome midrange, and I -in dome tweeter.
Power handling 75 W nom, 150 W max; FR 4020.000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 91 dB. Black or walnut
wood -grain vinyl
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$500/pr

$1,200/sys

AX Subwoofer

Pattern 100 Powered Sub/Sat System

Two 10 -in woofers and active crossover. FR 29120 or 29-250 Hz ± 3 dB; sens 87 dB; imp 4 ohms;

Vented subwoofer with dual 61/2 -in woofers, 2
satellites each with two 3 -in drivers, and 60-W
amplifier. Features rotating dual -enclosure satel-

Dark, natural, or black oak finish with black knit

selectable crossover points 120 and 250 Hz.
grille. 15 x 33 x 16 in; 80 lb ea

$1,099 ea

dome tweeter. FR 40-22,000 Hz ±2 dB; sens 89
dB; imp 6 ohms; crossover point 3.200 Hz. Dark,
natural, or black oak finish with black knit grille.

auto bass -level switching; auto turn on/off with
B&O Beolink system; digital display of source.
volume, and recording status. Power handling 45
W cont; FR 75-20,000 Hz; sens 87 dB sP1JW/m;
crossover point 3,500 Hz; imp 8 ohms. Amplifier:

with injection -molded core; black hand -rubbed
solid acrylic polymer; active EQ with midbass/
midtreble slide control and tape -monitor switch.
Power handling unlimited in noncommercial ap-

$569/pr

FR 20-20.000 Hz; THD 0.1%; S/N 97 dBA. Finished

year warranty. Equalizer: 13 x 23/4 x 4% in.

in brushed stainless steel with blue or gray grille
cloth. 173/4 x 21'/4 x 3 in; 201b ea
$1,700/pr

Speaker: 12% x 21 x 13 in

AX 2 2 -Way Speaker
Tuned -port design with 8 -in woofer and I -in

10 x 24 x 10 in; 50 lb/pr

AX 1.5 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
Tuned -port design with 61/2 -in woofer and 1/4 -in

dome tweeter. FR 50-22,000 Hz ±2 dB; sens 89
dB; imp 6 ohms; crossover point 3.500 Hz. Dark,
natural, or black oak finish with black knit grille.
8 x 15 x 8 in; 301b/pr
$299/pr

B&W
Matrix 801 Series 2 3 -Way Speaker
One I2 -in polymer woofer, one 5% -in Kevlar
midrange, and one I -in metal -dome tweeter. Features 6th -order Butterworth -vented design; electronic bass -alignment filter. Power handling 600

W; FR 20-20,000 Hz ±2 dB; sens 87 dB; imp 8
ohms; crossover points 380 and 3,000 Hz. Walnut, black -ash, rosewood, or white -veneer finish.
17 x 391/4 x 22 in; 119 lb
$5,900/pr

plications; imp 8 ohms; dynamic range 106 dB. 5 $2,200/pr

Model 901 Classic. As above, walnut -veneer
cabinet

$2,200/pr

Beovox 3000 2 -Way Speaker
Bass -reflex design with one 5 -in woofer and one

Acoustimass 5 Series II Sub/Satellite System

I -in dome tweeter. Power handling 45 W coot;

Compact modular system with Acoustimass bass

imp 8 ohms; FR 75-20,000 Hz; sens 87 dB sPt/W/
m; crossover point 3,500 Hz; THD 1% from 2506.000 Hz. Available in blue and gray. 15 x 173/4 x 3
$750/pr
in; 11.2 lb

module and 2 magnetically -shielded direct/reflecting cube satellite speakers. Each cube features 2 separate enclosures adjustable for direct
or reflecting configuration. Bass module features
two 51/4 -in drivers. Auto protection circuitry.

RL 35 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
tweeter. Features bitumen blocks on inside of

Power handling WO W cont. Optional wall/ceiling
mount brackets. Black or arctic white finish. 5 year warranty. Cube: 31/4 x 6% x 43/4 in. Bass

curved backplate; thermoplastic cabinet. Power

module: 71/2 x 14 x 19 in; 33 lb

Bass -reflex design with 5 -in woofer and 1/4 -in

handling 35 W coot; FR 48-20,000 Hz; imp 8 ohms;

sens 92 dB sPL/W/m; crossover point 3.500 Hz.
121/2x 151/4x 5 in; 7.8 lbea

$400/pr

$799/sys

Model 401 2 -Way Speaker
Column -type direct/reflecting enclosure with two
6 -in woofers and 2 -in magnetic liquid -cooled

IWS 2000 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker

tweeter. Features stereo space array design; ther-

Matrix 804 3 -Way Speaker

51/4 -in long -throw woofer and I -in polycarbonate

mal protection circuit. Power handling 100 W
cont avg; nom imp 4 ohms. Walnut- or black -

Bass -reflex design with one 61/2 -in Cobex-cone
woofer, one 61/2 -in Kevlar cone bass/midrange,
and one I -in ferrofluid-cooled metal -dome tweet-

dome tweeter. FR 50-20,000 Hz +3, -8 dB.
Allows for mounting of Bang & Olufsen's Master
Control Link transceiver and relay box. Beolink

ea

7000 or 5000 remote compatible. 13% x 7% x 31/4
in
$325/pr

Model 6.2 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker

er. Features bass -alignment filter. Power handling 50-200 W; FR 31-20,000 Hz ±2 dB; sent 89
dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms. Black -ash, oak, rosewood, walnut veneer, or semi -gloss black/white.
10I/4 x 36% x 101/4 in; 43 lb
$2,200/pr

CM2 Matrix Mini 3 -Way Speaker
Two 51/4 -in woofers, one 5 -in Kevlar cone midrange, and one I -in metal -dome tweeter. Features 4th -order Butterworth -vented system con-

sisting of CMI and subwoofer section; matrix
enclosure design; overload protection circuit.
Power handling 50-200 W; FR 48-20,000 Hz -±1.5
dB; sens 85 dB sPIJW/m; imp 4 ohms; crossover

Direct/reflecting design with 8 -in woofer and two
3 -in tweeters. Features dual -chamber sub -ported

BI.0 AMERICA

bass design; active crossover network. Power
handling 100 W cont; imp 4 ohms. Hardwood -

Venturi V830 3 -Way Speaker
8 -inch carbon/polypropylene woofer, 6 -in cast frame polycarbonate midrange, and I -in poly laminate soft -dome tweeter. Power handling 20250 W; FR 38-22,000 Hz -6 dB at 32 Hz; sent 91
dB sPIJW/m; nom imp 8 ohms; crossover points
1,000 and 5,000 Hz. 101/4 x 40 x 111/2 in; 45 lb
ea

$799/pr

point 150 Hz. Column finished in black, white.

Venturi V820 2 -Way Speaker

Nextel gray, or walnut. 631/4 x 391/4 x 81/2 in; base 10

8 -in woofer and 1 -in polylaminate soft -dome

x 9'1 in

tweeter. Power handling 15-150 W; FR 40-22,000
Hz ±3 dB; sens 91 dB sPL/W/m; nom imp 8 ohms;

$1,750/pr

CM1 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
Acoustic -suspension design with 5 -in Kevlar
woofer and I -in metal dome tweeter. Features
matrix construction. Power handling 50-120 W;
FR 90-20,000 Hz ±1.5 dB; sens 85 dB sPt/W/m;
imp 8 ohms. White/black semi -gloss or gray matte Nextel finish. 6% x 9% x 81/4 in ... $800/pr

DM 310 2 -Way Speaker
4th -order bass -reflex design with 73/4 -in woofer
and 1 -in metal -dome tweeter. Biwirable and
biamplifiable. Power handling 25-100 W; FR 70-

20,000 Hz ±2 dB; sens 90 dB sPL/W/m; imp 8
ohms; crossover 2,500 Hz. Anthracite, black ash,
or walnut finish. 10I/4 x 183/4 x 81/4 in .... $500/pr

Acoustic -suspension design with one 81/4 -in polypropylene woofer and one I -in metal -dome
tweeter. Power handling 20-100 W; FR 35-20.000
Hz ±3 dB; sens 90 dB sPL/W/m; imp 4 ohms. 103/4
x 141/4 x 3% in
$400/pr

veneer with teak finish. 5 -year warranty. 10 x 20 x
9% is; 19.5 lb ea
$599/pr

Model 301 Series II Bookshelf Speaker
Ported direct/reflecting two-way design with 8 -in
wooter and two 3 -in tweeters. Features dual frequency crossover; tweeter -protection circuit.

Power handling 75 W coot avg; imp 8 ohms;
Walnut -grain or black -vinyl finish. 5 -year warranty. 101/2 x 17 x 91/2 in; 18.5 lb ea

$399/pr

Model 4.2 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker System

crossover point 2,500 Hz. 101/4 x 263/4 x 111/2 in; 29
lb ea
$439/pr

Direct/reflecting design with 8 -in woofer and 21/2 in coaxial -mounted tweeter. Features dual -chamber bass system with slot -port design; auto tweet-

Venturi V620 2 -Way Speaker

er protection circuit. Power handling 75 W cont
avg; imp 8 ohms. Teak -vinyl finish. 5 -year war-

6 -in woofer and 3h -in polylaminate soft -dome
tweeter. Power handling 10-120 W; FR 49-20,000

Hz -6 dB at 43 Hz; sens 90 dB sPIJW/m; nom
imp 8 ohms; crossover point 3,000 Hz. 9 x 223/4 x
111/4 in; 24 lb ea
$329/pr

Venturi M6 2 -Way In -wall Speaker
61/2 -in polycarbonate cone woofer and 1 -in soft dome tweeter. FR 50-20,000 Hz. 8% x 12 x 31/2
in
$229/pr

Venturi V62 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
CWM 8 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker

vinyl finish. 5 -year warranty. 12 x 30 x 12 in; 31 lb
$599/pr

6 -in woofer and 1/4 -in polylaminate tweeter. Power handling 10-100 W; FR 50-20,000 Hz -6 dB at

44 Hz; tens 90 dB sPIJW/m; nom imp 8 ohms;
crossover point 4,000 Hz. 8% x 141/4 x 9% in; 14
lb ea
$219/pr

ranty. 91/2 x 18 x 10 in; 15 lb ea

$399/pr

RoomMate Powered Speaker
Bass -reflex bookshelf design with 41/2 -in magnetically -shielded full -range driver. Designed for use
with computers, musical keyboards. CD players,

VCR's, and TV's. Features helical voice -coil;
electronic amplification and active EQ system;
dual tuned ports; 6 -ft RCA cable; volume control; mono 4 -connector. Platinum finish. 6 x 9 x 6
in; 11.6 lb
$339/pr

BOSTON ACOUSTICS
T1030 3 -Way Speaker
Acoustic -suspension design with two 8 -in copolymer woofers, one 61/2 -in copolymer midrange in

Beolab 3000 Powered Wall Speaker

Direct/reflecting Acoustic -Matrix design with ac-

subenclosure, and one 1 -in CFT 5 ferrofluidcooled tweeter. Power handling 15-150 W coot
avg; FR 40-20.000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 90 dB sPiJW/
m; imp 8 ohms; crossover points 250 and 2,500
Hz. Tall slender enclosure with walnut veneer

Bass -reflex design with 55-W amp in each cabinet. 5 -in woofer and I -in dome tweeter. Features

tive EQ and 8 rear- and front -facing 41/2 -inch full range drivers. Features pentagon -shaped cabinet

and tapered grille. 101/4 x 421/2 x 121/4 in $1,200/pr
$1,000/pr
Black vinyl

BANG & OLUFSEN

BOSE
Model 901 Concerto Speaker
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Boston T6 Subwoofer/Satellite System

HD7 2 -Way Speaker

subwoofers and 2 satellites. Each satellite fea-

6 -piece system with 5 satellites, including one for
center -channel, and PV 12 PowerVent bass mod-

7 -in copolymer woofer and 3/4 -in ferrofluid-cooled
dome tweeter. Available in woodgrain and black ash vinyl with black grille. 9 x 14 x 7 in
$200/pr
HD5. As above, 51/4 -in copolymer woofer. 61/4 x
91/4x 7in
$150/pr

tures 31/2 -in ferrofluid-cooled cone midrange and
13/4 -in direct radiator with an integral YR-in ferrofluid-cooled dome tweeter; high -density particle-

ule. Each satellite features one 4 -in copolymer
woofer/midrange, one 3/4 -in dome tweeter, and
two 61/2 -in subwoofers. Power handling 15-100 W;

FR 46-20,000 Hz ±3 dB; imp 8 ohms; crossover
points 130 and 3,500 Hz. White or black -ash vinyl
veneer. Satellite: 8 x 47/s x 41/2 in; 4 lb ea. Bass
module: 131/2 x 71/4 x 161/2 in; 17 lb

$900/sys

SubSat Six Subwoofer/Satellite System

Model 404v Full -Range Speaker

board cabinet finished in dark -gray Nextel with
metal grille. Each subwoofer features 8 -in long throw woofer; high -density particleboard cabinet
with internal bracing and black high-pressure

Two 4 -in drivers in magnetically shielded cabi-

laminate finish with metal grilles. Satellite FR 170-

net. Power handling 5-50 W; FR 100-17,000 Hz ± 3
dB; sens 90 dB W/m; imp 8 ohms. Black -ash vinyl
with black grilles. 51/2 x 17 x 61/2 in
$150 ea

imp 6 ohms; power range 25-200 W. Subwoofer:

Three-piece system with compact subwoofer
with 2 drivers in sealed and vented chambers and
2 satellites each with one 4 -in midrange and one
1/4 -in ferrofluid-cooled tweeter. Power handling

CAMBER
Bass -reflex design with two 61/2 -in woofers and 1/4 -

in titanium dome tweeter. Biwirable. Power handling MO W cont; FR 40-23,000 Hz ± 2 dB; sens 90

dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms. 8 x 36 x 11% in; 55 lb
$899/pr

Camber LS9 2 -Way Speaker
Acoustic -suspension design with two

dome tweeter. Power handling 250 W cont; FR 38-

22,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 91 dB sP1JW/m; imp 8
$599/pr

Camber LS -SUB Subwoofer
Bass -reflex design with 81/2 -in poly woofer. Features phase matching for use with LS -I AV speakers (list below). Power handling 100 W cont; FR

25-125 Hz ±4 dB; sens 89 dB sPUW/m; imp 8

Cambridge Sound Works Ensemble II

ohms. 81/2 x 24 x 12 in; 33 lb

$499/pr

Camber 2.0ti 2 -Way Speaker
15-150 W cont avg; sens 87 dB sPiJW/m; imp 8
ohms. Satellites available in black or white, sub woofer in black. Satellite: 5 x 8 x 4 in; subwoofer:
161/2x 131/2x 71/4in

$500/sys

T830 3 -Way Speaker
Acoustic -suspension design with 8 -in copolymer cone woofer, 31/2 -in copolymer -cone midrange,
and I -in dome tweeter. Power handling 15-100 W
coot avg; FR 45-20,000 Hz ± 3 dB; sens 88 dB sm../
W/m; imp 8 ohms; crossover points 800 and 4,000
Hz. Woodgrain and black -ash vinyl finishes. 10 x
321/2 x 93/4 in
$500/pr

Model 360 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker
Flush -mount design with 61/2 -inch copolymer
cone woofer and 1 -inch ferrofluid-cooled soft
dome tweeter. Woofer designed to provide full
bass without enclosure. Power handling 5-60 W
cont avg; FR 58-20,000 Hz ±2 dB; imp 8 ohms;
sens 90 dB sPUW/m. 12 x 85h in; mounting depth
31/4 inches
$400/pr

PowerVent 300 Subwoofer
Two 61/2 -in

woofers with configurations for

mounting to floor or ceiling joists. Features one
vented and one sealed chamber. Power handling

Bass -reflex design with 61/2 -in woofer and Y4 -in

titanium -dome tweeter. Biwirable. Power handling 125 W cont; FR 55-20,000 Hz ±2 dB; sens 90
dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms. 9 x 161/2 x 111/4 in; 22 lb
ea
$429/pr

Camber LS-1AV 2 -Way Speaker
Acoustic -suspension design with 61/2 -in poly
woofer and 1/2 -in ferrofluid-damped titanium
dome tweeter. Features magnetic shielding. Power handling WO W cont; FR 65-20,000 Hz ±3 dB;
sens 89 dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms. 8 x 12 x 9 in; 12
lb ea

$269/pr

G-11 II 2 -Way Speaker
8 -in polycone woofer and 1 -in dome tweeter.
Power handling 100 W coot; FR 44-22,500 Hz;
sens 90 dB; imp 6 ohms; crossover point 1,500
$400/pr

dB; imp 8 ohms; crossover point 3,500 Hz. 131/2 x
1111 x 8 in; 26 lb/pr
$280/pr

51/4 -in poly fiber woofer and 1/4 -in poly dome
tweeter. Power handling 50 W cont avg; sens 89

and 1 -in ferrofluid-cooled soft dome tweeter.
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CANTON
Ergo 120 4 -Way Speaker
Bass -reflex design with two 10 -in woofers, one
61/ -in midbass, one cone midrange, and one I -in
aluminum/manganese dome tweeter. FR 18-

30,000 Hz; imp 4 ohms; sens 94 dB sPuW/m;
crossover points 300, 3,500, and 7,000 Hz. Black
and white -ash, matte -mahogany, oak, or walnut
finish. 13 x 51 x 17 in; 110 lb ea
$5,000/pr

Ergo 80. As above, one 8 -in woofer and one 8 -in
midbass. FR 22-30,000 Hz; sens 92 dB sPUW/m;
crossover points 300 and 3,500 Hz. 9 x 37 x I I in;
421b
$2,000/pr

Karat 980 3 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
Bass -reflex design with 12 -in woofer, 41/4 -in cone
midrange, and I -in aluminum/manganese-dome
tweeter. FR 20-30,000 Hz; imp 4 ohms; sens 94 dB

sPUW/m; crossover points 400 and 4,000 Hz.
Oak, walnut, mahogany, white, or black finish.
14 x 26 x 13 in; 46 lb

CAMBRIDGE

SO UN DW OR KS
Ensemble Subwoofer/Satellite System
3 -way subwoofer/satellite system consisting of 2

$2,000/pr

Plus E Subwoofer
Acoustic -suspension design with I2 -in woofer.
FR 18-120 Hz; imp 4 ohms; crossover point 120
Hz; sens 91 dB sPUW/m. Oak, mahogany, walnut, black, and white finishes. 14 x 22 x 14 in; 60

Fonum 600 3 -Way Speaker

Two 8 -in polycone woofers, 3 -in dome midrange,
and I -in ferrofluid-cooled dome tweeter. FR 2622,500 Hz; sens 92.5 dB; crossover points 450 and
4,000 Hz. 18 x 44 x 12 in; 901b ea .... $1,000 ea

HD9 3 -Way Speaker

dB; sens 90 dB W/m; imp 8 ohms; crossover point
2,800 Hz. Available in woodgrain and black -ash
vinyl with black grilles. 111/4 x 21 x 81/4 in; 18
lb
$340/pr

phase and mounted on side of each cabinet. Gray
Nextel or primer finish
$399/pr

G-66 II 3 -Way Speaker

K-5 2 -Way Speaker

Power handling 15-100 W; FR 48-20,000 Hz ±3

tures THX certification; separate enclosures for
each driver. High -frequency drivers wired out of

lb ea

Hz. 12x 191/2 x 81/2 in; 20 lb ea

$599/sys
$499/sys
$399/sys

Dipole radiator in acoustic -suspension enclosure
with one 4 -in woofer and two 3 -in terrters. Fea-

CAMBRIDGE PHYSICS

15-100 W; sens 89 dB W/m; imp 8 ohms stereo, 4
ohms mono; crossover point 140 Hz. 71/4 x 131/2 x
24 in
$400 ea

61/2 -in copolymer woofer, 8 -in passive radiator,

With utility cabinets
Ensemble II. As above, I subwoofer

61/2 -in

woofers and 114 -in ferrofluid-damped titanium
ohms. 8 x 351/2 x 11 in; 55 lb ea

12 x 21 x 41/2 in. Satellite: 51/2 x 8 x 4 in

The Surround Speaker

Camber 4.5ti 2 -Way Speaker

ea

20,000 Hz with crossover point 2,300 Hz; nom

$1,000 ea

Bass -reflex design with 9 -in woofer, 11/2 -in fabric

dome midrange, and 1/4 -in fabric dome tweeter.
Power handling 130 W cont; imp 4 ohms; FR 3026,000 Hz. Black finish and grille. 101/4 x 311/2 x I 1
in
$995/pr

Karat 920 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
Bass -reflex design with 8 -in woofer and I -in
aluminum/manganese dome tweeter. Power handling 50 W cont avg; imp 4 ohms; FR 36-30,000
Hz; sens 91 dB sPUW/m; crossover point 2,800

Hz. Oak, walnut, mahogany, white, or black
finish. 9 x 13 x 10 in; 121b

$750/pr

GL 300 F 2 -Way Speaker
Acoustically tuned for wall mounting. Long throw 61/2 -in cone woofer and I -in fabric dome
tweeter. Power handling 60 W cont avg; FR 4830,000 Hz; imp 4 ohms; crossover point 1,700 Hz;
sens 87.3 dB sPUW/m. Permafix spring clamps;
5-m connecting cable; removable grille. 81/4 x IPA
x 344 in; 8Ib
$500/pr

terminals; self -resetting tweeter protection. Pow-

In -Wall 6 2 -Way Speaker
6 -in woofer and 1/2 -in aluminum/manganese-dome
tweeter. FR 45-22,000 Hz; imp 8 ohms; sens 89 dB

sPUW/m; crossover point 2,500 Hz. White, brass
or chrome grille. 7 x 3 x 7 in; 5 lb ea .... $450/pr

CARVER
The Amazing Loudspeaker, Silver Edition
11/2 -in -thick planar design with 40 -in full -range
ribbon driver and integral subwoofer section consisting of 3 long -throw 12 -in -cone woofers. Power

handling 600 W; FR 23-40,000 Hz +0, -3 dB;
sens 89 dB; SPL 119 dBA max. Black piano finish.
$2,300/pr
22 x 54 x 10 in (at base); 75 lb ea
$1,900/pr
Oiled oak -veneer finish

er handling 5-255 W coot avg; FR 34-20,000 Hz ± 3

dB; sens 98 dB W/m; imp 4 ohms; crossovers 12
dB/oct at 250 and 5,000 Hz. Scuff -resistant wood $410 ea
grain vinyl. 15 x 34 x 15 in; 64 lb ea

TimeFrame TF600 3 -Way Speaker

vinyl finish. 131/4 x 251/2 x 161/4 in; 48 lb .. $320 ea

L-9 2 -Way Speaker
10 -in molded -fiber woofer and I -in polycarbonate

dome tweeter. Features self -resetting tweeter
protection. Power handling 100 W coot avg; FR
40-20,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 93 dB W/m; imp 8
ohms. Rosewood vinyl finish with removable
$220 ea

61/2 -in Cobex woofer and copper -dome tweeter.

CLEMENTS

Features aerolam sealed enclosure with alumi-

Classic Series CCS800 2 -Way Speaker

num honeycomb construction and figure -8 brace.

Biwirable. Dark -gray Nextel finish ... $1,999/pr

Celestion 100 2 -Way Speaker
61/2 -in Cobex woofer with double surround and
11/4 -in aluminum dome tweeter. Features figure -8
bracing. Biwirable. Mahogany finish $1,299/pr
Walnut or black oak finish
$1,199/pr

Transmission -line bass -loaded design featuring 8 -

in polypropylene cone woofer and 1 -in linen
dome tweeter in mirror -image configuration.
Features Kapton woofer voice coil and diaphragm; ferrofluid tweeter cooling. Biwirable
and biamplifiable. Power handling 200 W; FR 3020,000 ± 3dB; sens 92 dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms;
crossover point 2,500 Hz. Adjustable spiked feet
$899/pr

included. 14 x 34 x 111/4 in

Celestion SL -6 Si 2 -Way Speaker
61/2 -in Cobex woofer and I1/4 -in aluminum dome

Little d Wood 2 -Way Speaker

tweeter. Features figure -8 bracing in bass cabi$899/pr
net. Walnut or black ash finish

Compression -line bass -loaded design with 51/4 -in
polypropylene cone woofer and 5 -in direct -induc-

Celestion 11 3 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
Vented design with 6 -in woofer, 41/2 -in midrange,
$599/pr
and I -in tweeter. FR 48-20,000 Hz

tance planar -ribbon midrange/tweeter. Features
3rd -order woofer slope. Power handling 20-100
W; FR 42-40,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 87 dB sPUW/m;
imp 6 ohms; crossover point 2,400 Hz. Oak or
black finish. 8 x 17 x 111/2 in

Celestion 5 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
6 -in felted fiber woofer and I -in pure -titanium
tweeter in sealed enclosure. Black -ash or oak
$399/pr
$279/pr

CERWINVEGA
Q-1 2 -Way Speaker
10 -in woofer and 1 -in polyfoam diaphragm tweeter. Power handling 400 W max; FR 30-20,000 Hz

±2 dB; sens 100 dB/W/m; imp 4 ohms Walnut
$799 ea
veneer finish with black grille

Bass -reflex design with I5 -in woofer, 61/2 -in cone
midrange, and 1 -in dome tweeter. Features push
terminals; self -resetting tweeter protection. Power handling 5-400W cont avg; FR 30-20,000 Hz ± 3
dB; sens 101 dB W/m; imp 4 ohms; crossovers 12
dB/oct at 250 and 5,000 Hz. Scuff -resistant wood $555 ea
grain vinyl. 18 x 36 x 18 in; 85 lb ea

AT

3 -Way Speaker
Bass -reflex design with 15 -in woofer, two 5 -in
midranges, and dome tweeter. Power handling 5400 W; sens 102 dB sPL/W/m; imp 4 ohms. 19 x

AT

Mirror -image design with 61/2 -in woofer, 61/2 -in
coaxially-mounted polypropylene midbass, 1/4 -in
dome tweeter with acoustic lens for point -source
imaging, and two rear -firing 1/4 -in dome tweeters.
Features staggered transmission -line enclosure
terminating in one rear vent. Power handling 10250 W cont avg; FR 30-20,000 Hz; sens 92 dB sPL/

W/m imp 6 ohms. Dark oak finish with fabric
grille. 17 x 41 x 81/4 in; 47 lb

$699/pr

Trip.eTime Subwoofer/Satellite System

$1,199/pr

module. Subwoofer features dual -voice -coil 61/2 in woofer in dual transmission -line cabinet. FR 48-

20,000 Hz; power handling 20-100 W cont avg;
sens 91 dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms. Subwoofer: 8 x
171/4 x 8 in. 47 lb/system

$499/sys

TimeFrame TF275 2 -Way Speaker
Coaxially mounted 61/2 -in cone woofer and 3/4 -in
dome tweeter. Power handling 10-50 W cont avg;
FR 50-20,000 Hz -± 3 dB; sens 91 dB sPUW/m; imp
8 ohms. Dark oak finish with fabric grille. 13 x 34
$399/pr
x 6 in; 22 lb

CX-17 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
-line design with 61/2 -in woofer and
coaxially mounted 1/4 -in dome tweeter. Features
acoustic lens for point -source imaging; rear -firing
port. Power handling 10-100 W cont avg; FR 4520,000 Hz; sens 92 dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms. 9 x
$349/pr
17 x 10in; 15 lb

DEFINITIVE

DAHLQUIST

TECHNOLOGY

DQ28 3 -Way Speaker

BP20 2 -Way Speaker
Bipolar system featuring symmetrically concen-

Vertical decoupled phase array design with 8 -in
Kevlar/paper-cone woofer, 4 -in polypropylene
midrange, and '/e -in metal -alloy dome tweeter.
Features 2nd -order Dahlquist/3rd-order hybrid

tric driver arrays on front and rear baffles. Two 1 in aperiodic dome tweeters and four 61/4 -in miner-

vented alignment. Min power handling 30 W;

al -filled polymer woofers. Features computer-

sens 91 dB W/m; crossover points 470 and 3,000

mockled transmission -line tuning; phase -coher-

Hz; system bandwidth -6 dB at 37 and 27,000

ent Linkwitz-Riley crossover network. Power

Hz; pair -matching accuracy ±'/ dB; imp 6
ohms

$1,350/pr

DQ-8 2 -Way Speaker

DX -9 3 -Way Speaker

361/2 x 181/2 in; 85 lb

$1,499/pr

grille 161/4 x 391/4 x 121/4 in; 45 lb

Vented design with 12 -in floor -facing woofer on
die-cast aluminum frame with 7 -lb magnet. Power
handling 5-125 W; sens 92 dB W/m. Woodgrain

Two HalfTime satellite speakers with subwoofer

Celestion 600 Si 2 -Way Speaker

finish
Celestion 3. As above, 5 -in woofer

10-500 W cont avg; FR 24-20,000 Hz; sens 90 dB

sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms. Oak finish with fabric

SW -12B Subwoofer

grille. 22 x 13 x 111/4 in

CELESTION

plastic dome tweeters. Features time -coherent
point -source configuration; acoustic antidiffraction lenses; adjustable treble and midrange levels; narrow/wide image control. Power handling

$540 ea

As above, 12 -in woofer, one 5 -in mid-

range. Power handling 5-200 W; sens 97 dB W/m;
$345 ea
imp 6 ohms. 16 x 30 x 14 in; 55 lb

Vertical decoupled phase array design with 8 -in
woofer and 1 -in aligned -fiber tweeter. Features
Dahlquist vented alignment. Min power handling
30 W; sens 90 dB W/m; crossover point 2,000 Hz;
system bandwidth -6 dB at 40 and 20,000 Hz;
$850/pr
imp 8 ohms

DQ-6c 2 -Way Speaker
2nd -order vented bass alignment with 61/2 -in Kev1/4 -in metal -alloy dome
tweeter. Features Lo -Q tuned -port bass enclosure. Power handling 150 W; FR 60-20,000 Hz

lar/paper woofer and

-1,1.5 dB: sens 91 dB W/m: crossover point 2,000
$600/pr
Hz; nom imp 6 ohms

DCM

DX -7 3 -Way Speaker

TimeWindow Three 3 -Way Speaker

Bass -reflex design with 12 -in woofer, 61/2 -in cone

Folded transmission -line design with 8 -in cone

midrange, and I -in dome tweeter. Features push

woofer, 61/2 -in cone midrange, and two 1/4 -in soft -

Dahlquist DQ-6c
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handling 20-500 W: FR 18-28,000 Hz; sens 90 dB

sPUW/m; nom imp 6 ohms. Biwirable. Black

3,000 Hz; sens 88 dB SPUW/M; FR 55-20,000 Hz.
Oak or black -ash vinyl finish
$280/pr

DLS-IX Small Satellite/Subwoofer System

Features aluminum voice coil; ferrofluid-cooled
tweeters; Linkwitz-Riley crossover design. FR

woofers each with two 61/2 -in cone drivers and 2
DM -1 satellites each with one 31/4 -in cone woofer
and one %-in dome tweeter. Power handling 20175 W; FR 47-18.000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 86 dB sPU

4 -piece system consisting of 2 BMW -1

DR7 2 -Way Speaker
One 6% -in mineral -filled polymer woofer and one
I -in ferrofluid-cooled dome tweeter. Features

narrow -profile minimum -diffraction cabinet and
computer -modeled transmission -line tuning;
phase -coherent Linkwitz-Riley crossover network. Power handling 20-200 W; FR 22-28,000
Hz; sens 90 dB sPUW/m; nom imp 6 ohms. Black
cloth grille; black -lacquer or oak end caps. 81/2 x
$375 ea
38 x II in

sub -

W/m; imp 4.6 ohms. Rose gold finish. Satellite:
71/2 x 4 x 3 in. Subwoofer: 51/2 x 16 x 8 in; 29 lb
ea

Dennesen Class A 3 -Way Speaker
Slot -loaded bass module/electrostatic hybrid design with 10 -in downward firing woofer, 61/2 -in
midrange, and four 3 -in electrostatic tweeters.
Features phase correction; time alignment. Power handling 200 W cont; FR 25-35,000 Hz ±2.5

dB; sens 90 dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms. Oiled walnut finish. 14 x 54 x 12 in; 80 lb ... $3,500/pr
Electrostatic hybrid design with 61/4 -in woofer/
midrange and four 3 -in electrostatic tweeters.
Power handling 200 W coot; FR 35-20,000 Hz;
sens 89 dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms. Oiled -walnut
finish. 14 x 48 x 8 in; 60 lb
$1,600/pr

DESIGN ACOUSTICS

acoustically treated baffle. Power handling 15300 W; crossover points 200 Hz and 2,800 Hz;
sens 91 dB sPUW/m; FR 45-22,000 Hz. Oak or
black -ash vinyl finish

$600/pr

PS -3 Subwoofer/Satellite System
2 satellites and one slot -loaded bass module.
Satellite features 1/4 -in polycarbonate-dome
tweeter and 31/2 -in midrange. Bass module features 2 down -firing 61/2 -in woofers. Power han-

dling 20-100 W; crossover points 200 and 3,000
Hz; sens 88 dB sPUW/m; FR 50-20,000 Hz. Vinyl
or oak -veneer satellite finish
$550/sys

PS -9 3 -Way Speaker
Acoustic -suspension design with down -firing 8 -in
woofer, 51/4 -in midbass, and V4 -in ferrofluidcooled soft -dome tweeter. Features acoustically
treated baffle. Power handling 15-250 W; crossover points 200 and 3,000 Hz; sens 90 dB sPUW/
m. Oak or black -ash vinyl finish
$500/pr

PS -6A 2 -Way Speaker
Acoustic -suspension design with 61/2 -in woofer
and 1/4 -in ferrofluid-cooled soft -dome tweeter.
Features magnetic shielding; acoustically treated
baffle. Power handling 10-100 W; crossover point
98
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ohms; crossover point 3,500 Hz. Optional mounting brackets. Available in black or white. 7 x 91/4 x
57/g in; 5.7 lb ea

$280

ENERGY
Model 22.3 3 -Way Speaker

FL -525 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker

supporting two 61/2 -in woofers and one '/sin dual-

Front -vented design with spherex front baffle

51/4 -in polypropylene woofer and 1 -in soft -dome

tweeter with high-pass filter. Features waterproof diaphragms. Power handling 70 W; FR 6820.000 Hz; sens 90dB sPUW/m; nom imp 5 ohms;
crossover point 3,000 Hz. Flush -mounting hard-

hyperdome tweeter. Biamplifiable; adjustable
spiked feet. Power handling 150 W cont avg; FR
30-23.000 Hz; sens 87 dB sPUW/m; imp 6 ohms.

Walnut or black -ash veneer finish with black
cloth grille. 10 x 40 x 16 in; 67 lb ea ... $2,000/pr

struction. Matte -white grilles and trim .. $250/pr

Model 22.1 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker

Amazing Bass Subwoofer

quadcentric woofer, and Vein dual-hyperdome
tweeter. Biamplifiable. Power handling 110 W

Front -vented design with spherex baffle, 61/2 -in

Magnetically shielded tuned -port design with 8 -in
dual -voice -coil subwoofer. Power handling 100
W max; FA 20-150,000 Hz -1-.3 dB; sens 90 dB sPU
W/m; imp 8 ohms; crossover point 150 Hz. Black -

matte finish. Five-year limited warranty. 13 x
16%x 8'/e in; 15 lb

$150 ea

cont avg; FR 40-23,003 Hz; sensitivity 85 dB sPU
W/m; imp 6 ohms. Walnut or black -ash veneer
finish with black cloth grille. 10 x 16 x 12 in; 27 lb
ea
$1,000/pr

Model 4.1e 2 -Way Speaker

A20 Type II 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
ferrofluid-cooled titanium dome tweeter. Power
handling 125 W max; FR 68-20,000 Hz ±3 dB;

Front -vented design featuring 7 -in quadcentric
woofer and 1 -in tweeter. Power handling 100 W
cont avg; FR 35-20,000 ± 3 dB; sens 87 dB sPUW/

m; imp 6 ohms. Walnut or black -ash finish. 10 x

sens 91 dB spUW/m; imp 8 ohms; crossover point
6,300 Hz. Black oak, medium oak, or vinyl finish;

24 x 12 in

black, gray, and brown grille. 5 -year limited

Energy Satellite Speaker

warranty. 9 x 161/2 x 9% in; 201b

$120 ea

$750/pr

Designed for surround -sound systems. 2 -way
acoustic -suspension design with 41/2 -in spherex
cone woofer and 1/4 -in cloth dome tweeter. Mag-

DYNAUDIO

PS -10A 3 -Way Speaker
Acoustic -suspension design with down -firing 10 in long -throw woofer, 51/4 -in midrange, and 1 -in
ferrofluid-cooled soft -dome tweeter. Features

Features protection circuit; flexible tinsel -lead
wiring. Power handling 160 W cont avg; FR 8520,000 Hz x3 dB; sens 85 dB sPUW/m; imp 4

DYNACO

Tuned -port design with 61/2 -in woofer and 1/4 -in

Dennesen Class B 2 -Way Speaker

Vented design with 51/4 -in polypropylene woofer
I -in ferrofluid-cooled soft -dome tweeter.

and

$799/sys

ware included; optional bracket for new con-

DENNESEN

$334

S-40 2 -Way Speaker

DESKTOP

Bipolar radiating design with two 61/2 -in mineral filled midranges and two 1 -in dome tweeters.

20-28,000 Hz; imp 6 ohms. Real -wood or black lacquer finish with black grille. 5 year warranty. 9
x42 x 11V2in
$550 ea

ish; steel -reinforced gray -cloth grille. 12 x 171/4 x

IlVein;281b

cloth grille; black -lacquer or oak end caps; provisions for spikes. 9 x 46 x IS in
$799 ea

BPIO 2 -Way Speaker

bracket. Scratch -resistant matte -black vinyl fin-

Special One 2 -Way Speaker
Aperiodic design with 61/2 -in woofer and 1 -in
dome tweeter. Features Esotar 330D high -fre-

netic shielding; sculpted spherex baffle. Power
handling 125 W cont avg; FR 140-22,000 Hz ±3
dB; sens 84 dB sPtJW/m; crossover 2,500 Hz;
nom imp 6 ohms. 5 x 8 x 5 in; 5 lb ea .... $349/pr

quency transducer; special magnetic fluid; large -

coil and polypropylene capacitors. Power handling 50 W min; imp 4 ohms; crossover slope 6
dB/oct. Rosewood finish with black knit grille. 9 x
16 x II in; 221b
$2,500/pr

Energy Subwoofer
Designed for surround -sound systems. 6th -order
band-pass vented enclosure with 61/2 -in woofer.
Features magnetic shielding. Power handling 125
W cont avg; FR 40-140 Hz -± 3 dB; sens 84 dB stn../

Contour 1 MK II 2 -Way Speaker
Aperiodic design with 61/2 -in woofer and

1 -in

dome tweeter. Imp 4 ohms. Rosewood finish with
black -knit grille. 9 x 14 x 11 in; 17 lb .. $1,800/pr

W/m; crossover point 140 Hz; min imp 4 ohms.
Black -ash vinyl veneer with black cloth grille. 8 x
12 x 14 in; 18 lb ea

$349/pr

Energy Center Channel
Audience 10 2 -Way Speaker

Designed for surround -sound systems. Dual -

Bass -reflex design with 8 -in woofer and 1 -in
tweeter. Features magnesium -silicate polymer
diaphragms. Imp 4 ohms. Available in black -

vented design with two 41/2 -in woofers and one 1/2 -

vinyl finish with red or black front plate and black
knit grille. 9 x 13 x 12 in
$860/pr

ELECTRO-VOICE
Sentry 100A 2 -Way Speaker
Vented design with 8 -in direct -radiated woofer
and dome tweeter. Features 4th -order Butter-

in polycarbonate flared -dome tweeter. Features
magnetic shielding; sloped -baffle mounting.
Power handling 103 W cont; FR 60-22,000 Hz ±3
dB; sens 86 dB sPUW/m; crossover point 2.500
Hz; min imp 8 ohms. Black -ash vinyl veneer with
$169 ea
black cloth grille. 6 x 20 x 8 in

EPI
Model 120 Series 3 3 -Way Speaker

worth tuning; 12-dB/oct passive crossover; treble
control. Power handling 30 W cont avg; FR 4518,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 91 sPUW/m; imp 6 ohms;

8 -in woofer, 5 -in midrange, dome tweeter. Power
handling 120 W cont avg; imp 8 ohms; sens 91 dB

crossover point 2,000 Hz. Optional mounting

sure. 30 -in high, 11 -in wide

sPUW/m. Black grille with textured black enclo$400/pr

Model 110 Series 2 2 -Way On -Wall Speaker

dB; imp 8 ohms; sens 89 dB. Walnut or black -ash
vinyl. ION x 20 x 9 in
$498/pr

For on -wall mounting. 61/2 -in woofer. Power han-

dling 60 W cont avg; imp 8 ohms; sens 89.5 dB
sPUW/m. Neutral gray grille; white or rose grille
optional. Includes mounting hardware. 14 x 22 x
41/4 in

Beta IV 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
Vented -design with 61/2 -in polypropylene woofer
and composite tweeter with 2 -in cone and 1/2 -in

$280/pr

dome Series filter crossover. Walnut or black
ash. 8 x I3V2x 8 in

ESS
AMT -Monitor 2 -Way Speaker

GENESIS

12 -in -cone passive radiator, 12 -in cone woofer,

and Heil air -motion transformer tweeter with
mylar diaphragm. Power handling 35-400 W cont
avg; FR 28-23,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 91 dB sPUW/

Genesis III 3 -Way Speaker

Genesis Servo 12 and Servo 10

Two 8 -in woofers, two 3 -in dome midranges, and

I -in planar ribbon tweeter. Features level
controls for tweeter and each midrange. Min
one

m; imp 6 ohms. Oiled walnut or black walnut
finish. 181/2 x 41 x 12 in; 82 lb ea

$1,298/pr

PS -1222 3 -Way Speaker

$390/pr

over or THX-certified processor/controller. FR

power WO W; FR 35-34,000 Hz ± 2 dB; sens 89 dB

60-22,000 Hz ±3 dB, 200-20,000 Hz ±1 dB; sens
91 dB sPIJW/m; imp 4 ohms. 101/2 x 24 x 14 in;

ea

sPUW/m; imp 4 ohms. 19 x 52 x 14 in; 120 lb
$3,900/pr

12 -in woofer, 4 -in midrange with hi -temp voice
coil, rear -mounted passive radiator, and Heil air motion transformer tweeter. Power handling 10200 W cont avg; FR 28-23,000 Hz -±1 dB; sens 93
dB sptJW/m; imp 6 ohms. High -gloss black fin-

40 lb

tem. Two units are recommended to achieve

level controls. Min power MO W; FR 44-34,000 Hz

ish. 14 x 33 x 14 in; 661b ea

100+ dB SPL in MOMS up to 3,000 cu ft. FR 20-80
Hz ±2 dB; sens 91.5 dB sPUW/m; imp 4 ohms. 24
x 131/2 x 24 in; 55 lb
SI ,850/pr

Piano -black finish with knit grille. 25 x 14; 75

and Heil air -motion transformer tweeter -mid-

SD 180 Dipole Surround Speaker

Hz ±2 dB; sens 86 dB sPUW/m. 23 x 14; 60

range. Power handling 5-125 W cont avg; FR 3823,000 Hz ± I dB; sens 91 sPUW/m; imp 6 ohms.
High -gloss black finish. 111/2 x 22 x 111/2 in; 38

Dispersion characteristics optimized for THX

$718/pr

PS -922 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker

$4,800/sys

Designed for use with the MC220 speaker sys-

8 -in woofer, rear -mounted 8 -in passive radiator,

lb ea

S498/pr

PS -722 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker

systems. Designed to mount on walls above and
on the sides of listening area. FR 80-18,000 Hz ± 2
dB; sens 90 dB sPtJW/m. 14 x 22 x 81/2 in; 23
lb
$1,850/pr

6 -in woofer with rear -mounted tuned port and

LF 212 Subwoofer

11/4 -in soft dome tweeter. Power handling 5-100 W
coot avg; FR45-20,000 Hz ±4 dB; sens 89 dB sPU
W/m; imp 8 ohms. High -gloss black finish. 81/2 x
14 x 9 in; 28 lb/pr
$258/pr

Features 12 -in polypropylene woofer with dual

FISHER
STV-910 2 -Way Speaker
Bass -reflex design with 8 -in polypropylene woof-

er and ferrofluid-dome tweeter. Features auto reset circuit breaker; low -diffraction curved cabinet design with offset grille. Power handling 50 W
coot; FR 50-20,000 Hz; sens 88 dB W/m; imp 8
ohms. 15 lb ea
$200 ea

voice coils; direct input or crossover; internal
crossover for use with AS -602, AS -802, or DS 802 speakers. FR 22-100Hz; imp 4 ohms. 18 x 20 x
18 in; 48 lb
$595

Contoured -port design with 8 -in woofer and 1 -in
dome tweeter. Features computer -matched time
alignment; epoxy pulp; internally braced cabinet.
Power handling 30-150 W cont avg; FR 37-19,000
Hz ±2 dB; nom imp 8 ohms; sens 90 dB sPUW/m.
12 x 28 x 12 in; 371b
$880/pr

Model .5 High -Definition 2 -Way Speaker
Bookshelf design with 8 -in woofer and I -in dome

tweeter in epoxy pulp cabinet. Power handling
30-150 W cont avg; FR 45-20,000 Hz ±3 dB; nom
imp 8 ohms, min imp 4.8 ohms; sens 90 dB sPUW/
m. 12 x 19x 12 in; 27 lb
$650/pr

ribbon tweeter. Features midrange and tweeter
±2 dB; sens 87 dB sPUW/m; nom imp 4 ohms.
lb

IM 8200.

$1,795/pr
As above, no midrange. FR 52-34,000

lb

SI ,295/pr
As IM 8200, 51/2 -in woofer. Min power
60 W: FR 77-34,000 Hz ±2 dB; sens 85 dB sPiJW/
m. 14 x II; 401b
$895/pr

IM 5200.

Servo 12 Powered Subwoofer
12 -in driver. FR 22-160 Hz ±3 dB; imp 100,000
ohms; Piano -black finish. 75 lb
$1,695
Servo 10. As above, 10 -in driver. FR 32-160 Hz
± 3 dB. 50 lb
$895

GOODMANS OF ENGLAND

AS 820 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker

Model 440 3 -Way Speaker

8 -in woofer with 25 -oz ferrite magnet and I -in soft
dome tweeter. Power handling 100 W max; FR 3025,000 Hz; imp 8 ohms. 101/2 x 141/2 x 31/4 in; 18 lb
ea
$592/pr

Bass -reflex design with 121/4 -in woofer, 4 -in midrange, and I -in tweeter. Mid- and high -frequency
adjustment. Imp 4-8 ohms; power handling 175 W

coat; sens 98 dB sptJW/m; Black -vinyl finish.
151/4 x 3514 x I57/4 in

$999 ea

LF 280 In -Wall Subwoofer
Features dual voice coils; internal crossover.

Model 110 2 -Way Speaker

Power handling 100 W max; FR 30-100 Hz; imp 8

Bass -reflex design with 81/4 -in woofer and

ohms x 2. 101/2 x 141/2 x 3N in

tweeter. Imp 4-8 ohms; power handling 100 W
coot; sens 98 dB sPUW/m; FR 60-20,000 Hz.

$349 ea

FOCUS
Model .7 High -Definition 2 -Way Speaker

IM 8300 3 -Way Speaker
8 -in woofer, 3 -in dome midrange, and 1 -in planar

FS 200 Subwoofer

FRIED
R/4 3 -Way Speaker
Column design with 10 -in polypropylene woofer,
51/4 -in polypropylene midrange, and 1 -in dome

tweeter. Features vented pole piece in woofer
and midrange; ferrofluid tweeter damping; builtin tilt -back pedestal with line loading for midrange and line -tunnel loading for woofer. Power
handling 25-200 W cont avg; FR 32-20,000 Hz ±3
dB; sens 90 dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms. 12 x 32 x
1011 in; 56 lb ea
$1, I95/pr

A/3a 2 -Way Speaker
Vented design with 8 -in polypropylene woofer
and 1 -in dome tweeter. Features multilayer

1 -in

Blact-vinyl finish. 20% x 101/4 x 111/4 in . $499 ea

Maxim 2 3 -Way Speaker
Bass -reflex design with 5 -in woofer, midrange,
and 1/4 -in tweeter. Imp 8 ohms; power handling 75

W cont; sens 86 dB sPUW/m; FR 65-20,000 Hz.
Available in white or black vinyl finish. 63/4x 10%
x 81/4 in

$259 ea

B -Max Subwoofer
Two 61/4 -in woofers. Features V4 Wave Resonator
enclosure. Imp 2 x 8 ohms; power handling 100 W
x 2 coot; sens 90 dB; FR 30-150 Hz. 81/8 x 24 x 9
in .
$249 ea

FOSGATEAUDIONICS

damping. Power handling 25-100 W cont avg; FR

HARTLEY

32-20,000 Hz ±3 dB; imp 8 ohms; sens 89 dB.

The Reference Tower 2 -Way Speaker

MC 220 Home -Theater Speaker System

Walnut -veneer finish. 13 x 23 x 101/2 in .. $688/pr

61/2 -in thermoplastic woofers and four I -in dome

Left, center, and right speakers, each featuring
2nd -order crossover with dual midbass/midrange

Q/4 2 -Way Speaker

drivers and dual tweeters. Designed to improve
dialogue reproduction and stereo imaging. For
use with FS200 subwoofer via an active cross -

Vented design with 8 -in polypropylene woofer
and 1 -in dome tweeter. Multilayer damping. Power handling 25-100 W cont; FR 37-20,000 Hz ±3

tweeters. Power handling 5-300 W cont avg;
crossover point 3,600 Hz; imp 4 ohms at 100 Hz, 5
ohms at 1,000 Hz; FR 24-25,000 Hz. Wood cabinet
with removable knit grille. 44 1/2 x 171/2 x 18
in
$1,500/pr
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SW -24 Subwoofer

Modulus System
Modulus Powered Subwoofer

Infinite -baffle enclosure. Power handling 25-300
W cont avg; imp 5 ohms; FR 16 Hz ±3 dB. 36 x

IRS Beta 5 -Way Speaker

501/4 x 22 in; 250 lb

woofers, each with polypropylene/graphite injection -molded cones; 2 upper bass/midrange planar

$1,495 ea

HOME THEATER
PRODUCTS
Model 5350S Surround Speaker System
Two 3 -way front speakers each with one 12 -in
woofer, one 5 -in midrange, and one 4 -in high frequency driver plus two 2 -way effects speakers
each with one 5 -in high -frequency driver and one

piezo horn. Features ferrofluid-cooled tweeters
drivers and front -speaker midrange; attenuators
for high -frequency drivers, front -speaker midrange, and effects -speaker horn; 31/4 -in front speaker port. Front speaker: power handling 70
W cont avg; FR 50-18,000 Hz ±4 dB; crossover
points 1,000 and 8,000 Hz. Effects speaker: FR
3,000-40,000 Hz. System nom imp 8 ohms. Front
speaker: 15 x 27 x 121/4 in; 31 lb. Effects speaker:
15 x 51/2x 1216 in; 5 lb
$628/sys

Includes (per side) four servo -controlled I2 -in
push-pull drivers that act as dipole; low -mass
EMIT transducer with neodymium magnets for
upper midrange; low mass/neodymium EMIT's
from IRS V (in dipole configuration) for lower
treble; SEMIT (smaller aperture EMIT) which
extends response beyond 44 kHz; Monster Cable

internal wiring. The system operates in bi-amp
mode and includes IRS V servo control unit;
active and passive crossover control. Power handling 75 W/ch min; FR 25-44,000 Hz ±2 dB; sens
87 dB sPUW/m; imp 4 ohms; crossover points 70,

700, 4,000, and 8,000 Hz. Santos finish, black
cloth grille. Woofer module: 161/2 x 643/4 x 141/2 in;

mid/tweeter module: 17 x 643/4 x 1 in; base footprint 18 x 17 in; 483 lb
SI 1,950/sys

Designed for rear channel in surround -sound
system. 61/2 -in woofer and 3 -in high -frequency
driver. Power handling 25 W cont avg; nom imp 8
ohms; crossover point 3.000 Hz; FR 70-18,000 Hz.
71/2 x 12 x 8 in; I 1 lb
$224/pr

HUGHES
Orb -2 2 -Way Speaker
4 -in fiber woofer and 3/4 -in silk tweeter. Features
patended wide -dispersion baffle for 180° lateral
dispersion; magnetic shielding. FR 70-22,000 Hz

±3 dB; sens 89 dB W/m; nom imp 4 ohms;
crossover point 3,000 Hz. Black or white finish.
$399/pr
Orb -1. As above, 1/2 -in polycarbonet tweeter. FR
55-22,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 88 dB W/m; crossover
point 4,500 Hz. Black finish
$299/pr
61/2 x 101/4 x 9% in

Baser -1 Subwoofer

$2,000

Modulus 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
Sealed design with 5 -in graphite woofer and
EMIT tweeter. Features tweeter control; wall
bracket/self-damping isolation mounting plate.
Power handling 25 W min; FR 82-45,000 Hz +0,

-3; sens 84 sPUW/m; imp 4 ohms; crossover
4.000 Hz. Wall/pedestal mount. Optional lacquer
finish; black grille. 7 x 12 x 11 in
$1,000/pr

Reference Series
Reference Six 4 -Way Speaker
Sealed -box design with 6- and 10 -in woofers, 5 -in

cone midrange, and EMIT R tweeter. Power

cube; 34 lb ea

$650 ea

handling 35 W min; FR 35-40,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens

90 dB sPUW/m; imp 6 ohms; crossovers 200,
1,500, and 4,000 Hz. Black or oak vinyl finish
with black cloth grille. 13 x 40 x 14 in

Renaissance Series
Renaissance 90 4 -Way Speaker

.

$1,000/pr

Reference Four 3 -Way Speaker

10 -in dual -voice -coil woofer, 6 -in midbass coupler, planar midrange, and planar tweeter. Power
range 75-400W cont avg; FR 27-45,000 Hz ± 3 dB;
sens 87 dB sPUW/m; nom imp 4 ohms; crossover
points 200, 600, and 3,000 Hz. Black high -gloss
finish. 171/4 x 49 x 121/2 in
$3,800/pr
With oak or limited -edition finish
$3,200/pr

Sealed -box design with 8 -in woofer, 5 -in cone
midrange, and EMIT R tweeter. Power handling
25 W min; FR 44-40,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 90 dB
sPUW/m; imp 6 ohms; crossover points 400 and

Renaissance 80 3 -Way Speaker

Sealed -box design with 8 -in woofer and 1 -in dome
tweeter. Power handling 15 W min; FR 50-25,000

8 -in dual -voice -coil woofer, planar midrange, and
planar tweeter. Power range 75-350 W cont avg;

FR 35-45,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 87 dB sPUW/m;
nom imp 4 ohms; crossover points 550 and 3,000
Hz. Black high -gloss finish. 15 x 411/2 x 111/4
in
$2,600/pr
With oak or limited -edition finish
$2,000/pr

Kappa Series
7 Kappa 3 -Way Speaker

FR 30-80; sens 89 dB W/m; nom imp 4 ohms.

12 -in woofer, 3 -in dome midrange, and EMIT k

Black or white finish. 81/2 x 15 x 221/2 in .. $379 ea

tweeter. Monster Cable internal wiring. Power
handling 40 W cont avg min; FR 37-45,000 Hz;
sens 88 dB sPUW/m; imp 4 ohms; crossover

ICON ACOUSTICS

points 800 and 4,500 Hz. 17 x 37 x 12 in; 138 lb per
pair
$1,298/pr

Icon Parsec 3 -Way Speaker

x 19 x 18 in; 801b

Ported design with 10 -in driver and level control.
FR 40-260 Hz ±3 dB; crossover point 50-200 Hz.

Two 8 -in fiber woofers.

Features patented
Acoustic Piston Chamber to synchronize drivers.

Separate subwoofer control box includes variable low -frequency cutoff; 2 -position rumble filter; low -frequency -level control; absolute phase
switch; active high-pass satellite control. FR 22200 Hz +0, -3. Piano finish with black grille. 18

SSW -10 Servo Subwoofer
Black vinyl finish with black cloth grille. 13 -in

Model 62 2 -Way Surround Speaker

12 -in graphite woofer; 200-W servo -driven amp.

4,000 Hz. Black or oak vinyl finish with black
cloth grille. 11 x 31 x 10 in; 82 lb pr

$600/pr

Reference Two 2 -Way Speaker
Hz ±3 dB; sens 90 dB sPUW/m; imp 6 ohms;
crossover 3,000 Hz. Black or oak vinyl finish with
black cloth grille. 11 x 18 x 10 in
$350/pr

SM Series
SM 102 2 -Way Speaker
Ported design with 10 -in woofer and I -in dome
tweeter. Power handling 10 W min; FR 65-25,000

Hz ±3 dB; sens 100 dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms;
crossover point 3,300 Hz. Vinyl finish with black
grille. 12 x 21 x 12 in; 681b pr
$558/pr

SM 62 2 -Way Surround -Sound Speaker
Ported design with 61/2 -in polypropylene woofer
and 31 -in dome tweeter. Power handling 10-100
W; FR 78-25,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 94 dB sPUW/m;

10 -in graphite -impregnated woofer, 61/2 -in polypropylene midrange, and 1 -in metal -dome tweet-

imp 8 ohms; crossover point 5,000 Hz. Black,
walnut, or rosewood vinyl finish with black cloth

er. Features crossovers with polypropylene and
polystyrene capacitors; AudioQuest internal wir-

grille. 8 x 131/4 x 131/2 in; 26 lb pr

$278/pr

ing; 2 pairs of gold-plated biwirable 5 -way binding
posts. Power handling 50-350 W coot avg; FR 25-

Environmental Reference Standard Series

22,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 87 dB sPUW/m; imp 8
ohms; crossover points 350 Hz and 1,500 Hz.

8 -in graphite woofer and EMIT k tweeter; tweet-

ERS 800 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker
er control. Power handling 20 W min; FR 4545,000 Hz; tens 89 dB sPUW/m; imp 4 ohms;

Available in braced cabinets with walnut, oak, or
black -oak veneer finishes. Optional carpet
spikes. 12 x 47 x 16 in; 95 lb ea
$1,795/pr

crossover point 3,500 Hz. Beige ABS finish with
metal grille. 11 x 16 x 4 in; 17 lb pr
$552/pr

Icon Lumen 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker

ERS 400 In -Wall Speaker

61/2 -in polypropylene woofer and I -in metal -dome

Glass -filled ABS baffle. Power handling 30 W

tweeter. Features crossovers with polypropylene
and polystyrene capacitors; AudioQuest internal

coot avg; FR 90-15,000 Hz; sens 85 dB sPUW/m;
nom imp 4 ohms. Steel -mesh grille. 6% -in -square
mounting space. Baffle: 7 x 7 x 25/8 in ... $160/pr

wiring; 2 pairs of gold-plated biwirable 5 -way
binding posts. Power handling 20-150 W coot avg;
FR 55-22,000 Hz ± 3 dB; sens 87 dB sPUW/m; imp

Infinitesimal Series
Infinitesimal Micro Sub/Sat System

8 ohms; crossover point 1,503 Hz. Walnut, oak,
or black -oak veneer finish. 91/2 x 18 x 101/2 in;
26 lb ea
100
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$795/pr

Bass module with 8 -in dual voice -coil subwoofer;

Infinity Renaissance 80

satellite with 31/2 -in cone midrange and 3/4 -in dome

Our Speakers Are So Sensitive,
You Can Hear The Subtleties
Of People Who Communicate
With Their Hands.

Music, quite simply, is a mood -altering substance.
With that in mind, we've built our DX loudspeakers on
the belief that the more you hear, the more you'll feel.
Consequently, our DX midrange is designed to achieve such natural presence and
clarity, you'll feel every stretch
and strum in a guitar solo.
Perhaps it's because of
our midrange voice coil, in
which we've used an alumiff'1017chtSrL num "former" to dissipate
listent=11:igh:eight
heat. Or the free -edge
surround that ingeniously dampens cone
movement. Then again, maybe it's our
distortion -free crossover network. The combined result is a loudspeaker with the
highest power handling and widest

dynamic range of anything you might hear in the demo
room. Of course, the DX also has
something else you won't hear in other
loudspeakers.
Cerwin-Vega bass.
Which for over 35
years has been the ultimate mover and shaker
in audio.
A DX loudspeaker can
make a room the size
of, sa' an outhouse,
In fact, the DX -9
sound very much like
an opera house.
takes bass response all
the way down to an earth -shaking 25Hz.
All of which is encouragement to drop
by a Cerwin-Vega dealer and listen closely
to our DX loudspeakers. And see how a
totally instrumental piece of music
can actually speak to you.

Cerwin-Vega!

©1991 Cmvin-Vega. Inc., 555 Pact Easy Street. Sum Valley. CA 93065 805-584-9332 CerwinAega Canada. 2360 Midland Avenue. Unit 21. Scarborough, Ontario MIS 4A9 Cenxin Vega Europe, Grynderupvei 12, PO, Box 40, DK-9610 Norager.Denrnark
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tweeter. Power handling 10 W min; FR 50-22.000

Hz ±3 dB; sens 87 dB sm../W/m; imp 6 ohms:
crossover points 150 and 5,000 Hz. Dark -gray

tion. Power handling 60 W; FR 40-20,000 Hz;
sens 88 dB; imp 8 ohms; crossover 3,000 Hz.

L Series

Black or white finish. 141/2 x 101/2 x 7 in .. $399 ea

12 -in aquaplas woofer, 8 -in composite midbass,
5 -in mineral -filled polypropylene midrange, and

finish with metal grille. Satellite: 8 x 5 x 5 in; bass
module: 7 x 20 x 11; 35 lb sys

$520/sys

Art 2 -Way On -Wall Speaker
Flat -panel bass -reflex design with 51/4 -in woofer
and I -in impregnated textile dome tweeter. Fea-

JAMO
Concert V 3 -Way Speaker
Bass -reflex design with 61/2 -in polypropylene
woofer. 61/2 -in midrange, and I -in super -alloy
dome tweeter. Features overload protection.
Biwirable. Power handling 110W; sens 88 dB set/
W/m; FR 30-22,000 Hz ±3 dB; crossover points

150 and 3,500 Hz; imp 6 ohms. Light -walnut,
mahogany, or black -ash finish. 14 x 311/2 x 11 in;
42 lb
$649 ea

Bass -reflex design with 61/2 -in polypropylene
woofer and 1 -in super -alloy dome tweeter. Features overload protection. Biwirable. Power handling 80 W; sens 88 dB SPL; FR 40-20.000 Hz ±3
dB; crossover point 2.000 Hz: imp 8 ohms. Light
walnut, mahogany, or black -ash finish. 91/2 x 16 x
$399 ea

CL -30A 3 -Way Speaker
Bass -reflex design with 8 -in woofer, 4 -in midrange, and 1 -in dome tweeter. Power handling
120 W; crossover points 2,500 and 5.000 Hz; FR
35-20,000 Hz; sens 92.5 dB; imp 8 ohms. Black or
white. 10% x 331/4 x 101/4 in

applications; includes support beam for floor
standing. Black or white lacquer finish. 157/a x
13% x 31/2 in; 11 lb

$249 ea

$299 ea

Subwoofer Series

SW -300 Subwoofer
Adjusted bass -reflex design with two 8 -in sub woofers in push-pull configuration. 24 -karat goldplated screw terminals; bass -level control. Power
handling WO W; FR 30-200 Hz; sent 90 dB srL/W/
m; imp 8 ohms; crossover point 200 Hz. Black or
white finish. 81/4 x 131/4 x 18% in; 30 lb ... $399 ea

SAT -300 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
4 -in polypropylene woofer and'/4-in polypropylene dome tweeter. Features round baffle edges;

Converta 2 -Way Speaker

max; FR 35-27.000 Hz; sens 89dB srL/W/m; imp 8
ohms. Black -ash veneer finish. 30 lb .... $425 ea

LI 2 -Way Speaker
max; FR 45-27,000 Hz; sens 87 dB seLJW/m; imp 8

XPL Series

imp 8 ohms; crossover point 2.500 Hz. Black.
white -steel, pink, mint green, or violet finish.
4.5 lb

$199ea

JANIS

XPL 200 4 -Way Speaker
12 -in aquaplas-laminate woofer, 3 -in titanium
midrange, 61/2 -in polypropylene die-cast mid bass, and I -in titanium -dome tweeter in stepped
baffle. Biwirable and biamplifiable. Power han-

dling 800 W; sens 90 dB; imp 6 ohms. Black lacquer finish. 90 lb

Jams System 3a Powered Subwoofer
12 -in slot -loaded subwoofer. Amp features bass -

$1,699 ea

level control: cont variable woofer phase. Amp:
50 W coot avg into 8 ohms: THD 0.05% at 20 Hz

XPL 160 3 -Way Speaker

and 50 W; S/N 90 dB at 50 W. Woofer module: FR

midrange, and I -in titanium -dome tweeter.
Biwirable and biamplifiable. Power handling 600
W; sens 90 dB; imp 6 ohms. Black -lacquer finish.
62 lb
$1,249 ea
XPL 140. As above, 8 -in woofer. Power handling 400 W; sens 87 dB. 55 lb
$999 ea

30-100 Hz ±1 dB; sens 85 dB SPLJW/m; crossover point 100 Hz; imp 8 ohms. Various wood -

veneer finishes with wood grille; prices vary.
Woofer module: 18 x 18 x 18 in. Amp: 14 x 31/2 x
in. 87 lb total
$950-$1,125/sys

Model 250 Ti 4 -Way Speaker
14 -in woofer, 8 -in lower midrange, 5 -in polypro-

pylene midrange, and 1 -in titanium -diaphragm
tweeter. Biwirable and biamplifiable. Power handling 400 W coot avg; imp 8 ohms; crossover

HP520 3 -Way Speaker
prene -treated baffle. 7 -sided tower -shaped enclo-

sures. Power handling 20-200 W; nom imp 4
ohms. Black wood -veneer finish with black glass

ers in push-pull configuration. Power handling
100 W; FR 35-200 Hz; sens 90 dB sri.JW/m;
crossover point 200 Hz; imp 8 ohms. Black or

top and grille. 141/4 x 39 x 12i/s in

white finish. 131/2 x 77/8 x 18% in; 29 lb ... $349 ea

Dual 8 -in woofers, 5 -in midrange, and 1 -in tweeter. Power handling 10-140 W; nom imp 8 ohms.
Walnut wood -grain finish with charcoal grille. 15

$795 ea

61/2 -in polypropylene woofer and 1 -in titanium dome tweeter. Power handling 400 W; sens 87
dB; imp 6 ohms
$649 ea

LX Series

LX55 3 -Way Speaker
10 -in polymer -laminate woofer. 5 -in midrange,
and I -in titanium -dome tweeter. Power handling
200 W coot avg; FR 40-20.000 Hz; tens 92 dB sri../
W/m; imp 8 ohms; crossover points 800 and 4,000
Hz. Black finish. 13% x 261/4 x 12 in .... $419 ea

ProPeoformer Series

Pro III 2 -Way Speaker
5 -in polymer midrange and 1 -in titanium -dome
tweeter. Features magnetic shielding; die-cast
enclosure. Power handling 100 W max; sent 87
dB set_./W/m

$299/pr

Pro III Plus. Subwoofer/satellite system with

Prose P50 3 -Way Speaker

4 -in woofer and 2 -in cone tweeter. Power handling 50 W; FR 80-20,000 Hz; crossover point

x 381/2 x 121/4 in

4,500 Hz; imp 8 ohm. Black or white finish;

Prose P30 3 -Way Bookshelf Speaker

mounting kit included. 51/4 x 7% x 31/4 in .. $99 ea

8 -in woofer, 5 -in midrange, and I -in tweeter.
Power handling 10-80 W: nom imp 8 ohms. Wal-

$450 ea

nut wood -grain finish with charcoal grille. 101/4 x
211/4 x 10% in

10 -in aquaplas-laminate woofer, 3 -in titanium

XPL 90 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker

JBL

Modified bass -reflex design with two 61/2 -in woof-

$225 ea

Lifestyle Series

Atmosphere 2 -Way Speaker

S-4 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker

Bass -reflex design with 5'/4 -in woofer and I -in
dome tweeter. Features overload protection;
standard low -voltage halogen light with UL -approved transformer and separate on/off switch.
Includes special wall bracket allowing 360* rota-

61/2 -in polymer -laminate woofer and I -in titanium -dome tweeter. Includes mounting frame and
hardware. Power handling 120 W; imp 4 ohms;
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8 -in composite cone die-cast woofer and I -in
titanium -dome tweeter. Power handling 250 W

dling 50 W; FR 80-20,000 Hz; tens 90dB sn../W/m;

Dual 8 -in woofer in band-pass enclosure, front mounted 5 -in midrange, and I -in tweeter on neo-

102

L3 2 -Way Speaker

ohms. Black -ash veneer finish. 20 lb .... $300 ea

one SW -300 subwoofer. Available in black or
white finish
$699/sys

SW -100 System. Two S-100 satellites and one
SW -100 subwoofer. Black or white .... $499/sys

$925 ea

woofer and 2 -in tweeter. Includes wall/table fittings and ball joint allowing rotation. Power han-

points 400. 1.400 and 5,200 Hz; sens 90dB snJW/
m. Black -lacquer finish. 221/2 x 52 x 14V4 in; 126 lb
ea. Limited edition
$2,499

S-100 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker

Black -ash veneer finish. 75 lb

titanium -dome tweeter. Power handling 200 W

24 -karat gold-plated screw terminals. Power handling 50 W; FR 80-20,000 Hz; sens 90 dB SPL/W/
m; imp 8 ohms; crossover point 3,500 Hz. Black
or white finish. 5% x 8 x 3 in; 3 lb
$129ea
SW -300 System. Two SAT -300 satellites and

SW -100 Subwoofer

I -in titanium -dome tweeter. Features biwiring
terminals. Power handling 450 W max; FR 3027,000 Hz; sens 91 dB sei_JW/m; imp 6 ohms.

61/2 -in polymer -laminate die-cast woofer and I -in

Dish -shaped wall-mount/hanging design with 4 -in

Concert II 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker

10 in; 201b

tures computer -optimized 2nd -order crossover
network; heavy-duty coils; no -loss condensers;
one-piece front baffle; stiff internal bracing. Power handling 60 W; FR 40-20,000 Hz; sens 88 dB
sPUW/m: imp 8 ohms; crossover point 3,000 Hz.
Designed to be hung on wall for surround -sound

L7 4 -Way Speaker

sens 88 dB SPUW/M; FR 125-22,000 Hz. 8% x 12 x
3% in; 16 lb
$298/pr

pair of Pro III speakers and subwoofer with 8 -in
dual -voice -coil
woofer. Features
magnetic
shielding. Power handling 100 W max; sens 90 dB
srL/W/m; imp 4 ohms
$659/sys

Center Channel Pro III 2 -Way Speaker
5 -in high -polymer -laminate woofer and 1 -in pure titanium dome tweeter. Features magnetic

shielding; die-cast polypropylene foam enclosure. Power handling 100W max; sens 90 dB; imp
4 ohms. Includes L -bracket and safety chain for
wall mounting. Black finish. 7.5 lb
$169 ea

JENSEN
Model 3152 3 -Way Speaker
Bass -reflex design with I5 -in woofer. 5 -in cone

WE MAK SOUND
LOOK GREAT
PERIOD.
Introducing Period loudspeakers.
Designed and engineered to pro-

vide exciting audio solutions for
discriminating tastes. Featuring

angled front baffles for lifelike
imaging Accoustically dampened midrange chambers allowing

seamless transitions between
mineral -filled polypropylene

woofers and titanium dome
tweeters This combination plus
painstakingly designed crossover
networks provide superior defini-

tion and greater frequency
response All models feature
striking majestic oak and slate
gray finishes We make your
sound look great. Period.

Periods.
loudspeakers
Experience them yourself.
CEShow - LVCC - Booth 1050

96012

96011

_

.

1900 Gulf Street Lamar, MO 64759 417-682-3322
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midrange, and 3 -in ferrofluid-filled cone tweeter.
Power handling 80 W coot avg; sens 94 dB sPUW/
m; FR 33-21,000 Hz; imp 8 ohms. Hickory finish.
181/2x 32 x 11'1 in; 35.5 lb ea
$400/pr

ohms. Black -oak vinyl satellite and black vinyl
bass module. Satellite: 514 x 9 x 51/2 in. Bass
module: 81/2 x 143/4 x 91/2 in

$599/sys

Accord Series
Model 3080 2 -Way Speaker

Model 382 2 -Way Speaker

Floor -standing bass -reflex design with 8 -in dual
Power handling 60 W coot avg; sens 91 dB sPUW/

Two 8 -in polypropylene -cone woofers and one 1 in ferrofluid-cooled dome tweeter. Features magnetic shielding. Power handling 5-150 W; FR 45-

m; FR 43-21,000 Hz; imp 6-8 ohms. Hickory

20,000 Hz; sens 89 dB; imp 4 ohms. Oak -grain

woofers and 3 -in ferrofluid-filled cone tweeter.
finish. 101/2 x 381/2 x 13 in

$360/pr

KEF

vinyl finish. 113/4 x 281/2 x I Ws in

$600/pr

Uni-Q upper-midrange/tweeter driver with 3/4 -in
soft -dome tweeter at apex of 61/2 -in upper -midrange driver cone, two 61/2 -in lower midrange
drivers, two 8 -in woofers in coupled -cavity configuration with 61/2 -in output port. Features force canceling rod joining woofers to eliminate enclo-

sure vibrations; conjugate load -matching net-

work for uniform impedance; separate input
terminals for biamping/biwiring. Power handling
300 W cont; FR 49-20,000 Hz ±2.5 dB; sens 93 dB

sPU2.83 V/m; imp 4 ohms. Genuine walnut or
black -ash veneer finish. 11 x 431/2 x 16 in; 93 lb
ea
$3,900/pr

Model 104/2 3 -Way Speaker
Vertically aligned 8 -in cone woofers in coupled
cavity, two 41/2 -in cone midranges, and one 1 -in
ferrofluid-cooled dome tweeter. Features conjugate load -matching network. Power handling 200
W max; FR 35-20,000 Hz ±2 dB; sens 92 dB sPU
W/m; imp 4 ohms. II x 351/2 x 163/4 in; 70.5 lb.
Walnut, rosewood, or black ash
$2,400/pr

magnetic shielding. Power handling 5-120 W; FR
50-20,000 Hz; sens 88 dB; imp 4 ohms. Oak -grain
vinyl finish. 9 x 211/2 x 95A1 in

$340

Heritage Series
Model 802 2 -Way Speaker

Model T312D 3 -Way Speaker
12 -in polymer woofer, 12 -in polymer passive
radiator, 51/4 -in midrange, and 1 -in soft dome
tweeter. Power handling 5-325 W; FR 20-22,000
Hz; sens 91 dB; imp 8 ohms; crossover points 900
and 2,800 Hz. 151/4 x 43 x 10 in
$299 ea

in; 167 lb

lb

Vented design featuring 15 -in subwoofer (K -48E), horn -loaded tractrix midrange (K -61-E), and
horn -loaded tweeter (K -79-K). Features built-in
riser base. Power handling 100 W cont avg; FR 3920,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 101 dB sPUW/m; imp 8
ohms. 181/2 x 39x 151/2 in; 89Ib
$1,790/pr

61/2 -in woofer with I -in coil and 1 -in fluid -cooled

dome tweeter. Power handling 10-80 W; FR 6520,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 87 dB; nom imp 8 ohms;
max output 107 dB. 81/2 x 131/4 x 91/4 in

$249/pr

KLH
Calibre 3 Subwoofer/Satellite System
3 -piece system with two 61/2 -in polymer voice -coil
woofers, 41/2 -in polypropylene cone woofers, and

I -in ferrofluid-cooled dome tweeter. Power handling 5-200 W; FR 45-20,000 Hz ± 3 dB; nom imp 6
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tractrix midrange (K -61-K) and

tweeter (K -75-K). Features built-in riser base.

K120 2 -Way Wall/Shelf-Mount Speaker

Kaber 3 -Way Speaker
Tower design with two 5 -in woofers and one Yi-in
tweeter. Woofers operate at different resonance

and crossover points. Triamplifiable and triwira-

Chorus II 3 -Way Speaker

horn -loaded

$549/pr

LINN

$3,598/pr

Vented design with 12 -in voice coil vented woofer (K -25-K), 12 -in sub -bass radiator (KD-15), and

and 1 -in fluid -cooled dome tweeter. Power handling 10-125 W; FR 48-20,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 89
dB; nom imp 8 ohms. 101/4 x 283/4 x 91/4 in; 26

$150 ea

ohms. 414 x 81/4 x 51/2 in

Klipschorn 3 -Way Speaker

Forte II 3 -Way Speaker

8 -in woofer with 1 -in coil and 8 -in passive radiator

Two 41/2 -in woofers and I -in dome tweeter. FR

KLIPSCH

sens 89 dB; nom imp 8 ohms. 93/4 x 293/4 x 103/4 in;

K160 2 -Way Speaker

in 20 W/ch amp. FR 50-30,000 Hz. Connects to
headphone jack of any sound source including
portable CD players. 6 x IS x 12 in
$260 ea

100-30,000 Hz; sens 84 dB/W/m; nom imp 8

ohms; crossover point 2,800 Hz. 113/4 x 191/2 x 111/4
in
$398/pr

Power handling 10-125 W; FR 57-20 Hz ±3 dB;
$799/pr

M/100 Plus 2 -Way Powered Speaker
Two 41/2 -in woofers and 1 -in dome tweeter. Built-

W; FR 40-22,000 Hz; sens 90 dB W/m; imp 8

sens 104 dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms. 31V4 x 52 x 281/2

28.4 lb

$350 ea

KCS 65 2 -Way Surround Speaker

dling 100 W coot avg; FR 35-17,000 Hz ±3 dB;

8 -in woofer with 11/2 -in coil, 8 -in passive radiator,
and 11/2 -in fluid -cooled polymer -dome tweeter.

KCS/150 2 -Way Speaker
Tuned -port design with 61/2 -in polypropylene

8 -in polypropylene woofer and 3 -in tweeter. Features magnetic shielding. Power handling 5-180

woofer in sealed enclosure and 44 -in soft -dome
tweeter. Features bass enclosure with boundary assisted alignment for flat response with against the -wall placement. Power handling 150 W cont;
FR 50-20,000 Hz ±2.5 dB; sens 88 dB sPU2.83 V/

Q80 2 -Way Speaker

$600 ea

net. 81/4 x 1544 x 8 in

Uni-Q driver with 61/2 -in polypropylene -cone

$800/pr

net. 91/4 x 36 x 93/4 in

Two 61/2 -in polypropylene cone woofers and one

Horn -loaded design featuring K -33-E woofer, K55 -M midrange, and K -77-M tweeter. Power han-

finish

Tuned -port design with two 61/2 -in polypropylene
woofers and one I -in soft dome tweeter. Features
molded -baffle system. FR 55-22,000 Hz; sens 92
dB/W/m; nom imp 4 ohms. Black -ash vinyl cabi-

woofers and I -in soft -dome tweeter. Features
molded -baffle system. FR 60-20,000 Hz; sens 86
dB/W/m; nom imp 4 ohms. Black -ash vinyl cabi-

Model 101/2 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker

m; imp 4 ohms. Walnut or black -ash veneer

KCS/350 2 -Way Speaker

Model 21 2 -Way Speaker
1 -in ferrofluid-cooled dome tweeter. Features

Model 105/3 4 -Way Speaker

KOSS

Power handling 100 W coot avg; FR 32-20,000 ±3
dB; sens 99 dB sPUW/m ; imp 8 ohms 161/2 x 353/4
x 121/4 in; 56 lb
$1,298/pr

kg s,2 2 -Way Speaker
10 -in carbon -graphite -composite woofer, 10 -in
passive radiator, and Tractrix horn. Features 40 oz woofer magnet; 2 -in woofer voice coil. FR 3420,000 Hz ± 3 dB; sens % dB sPUW/m; crossover
point 1,800 Hz. Oak oiled/raw, walnut oiled/raw,
or black -lacquer finish
$800/pr
kg 4'2. As above, 30 -oz woofer magnet. FR 3620,000 Hz ± 3 dB; sens 95 dB
$650/pr

kg' 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
Sealed design with 61/2 -in polymer cone woofer
(K-1) and horn tweeter (K-83). Power handling 50
W cont avg; FR 50-20,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 90 dB
sPUW/m ; imp 8 ohms; crossover point 2,000 Hz.
91/4 x 13 x 93/4in; 15.5 lb
$330/pr

KLH Accord 382
ble. Includes integral
black -ash finish

base stand. Walnut or
$1,995/pr

KAN II 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
Acoustic -suspension design with 5 -in woofer and
3/4 -in dome tweeter. FR 70-20,000 Hz ± 3 dB; imp 8
ohms. 71/2 x 12 x 61/2 in
$895/pr

MAGNEPAN
Magneplanar Tympani-IVa 3 -Way Speaker
Combination planar -magnetic and ribbon speaker with 1,254-sq-in planar magnetic bass section,
168-sq-in planar magnetic midrange section, and
V4 x 55 -in ribbon tweeter. Power handling 300 W
max; FR 30-40,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 87 dB sPUW/
m; imp 4 ohms bass, 3 ohms midrange/tweeter;

crossover points 400 and 3,000 Hz. Off-white,
black, or brown panel with oak trim. 260 lb per
pair

$3,800/pr

MG 2.6/R 2 -Way Speaker
Combination planar -magnetic and ribbon speaker featuring 609-sq-in bass section and 1/4 -in x 40-

in ribbon tweeter. Power handling 200 W cont; FR
37-40,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 87 dB sPUW/m; cross-

over point 1,000 Hz; imp 4 ohms. Available in a
variety of finishes. 22 x 71 x 11/4 in; 110 lb per
pair
$1,950/pr

MG .5/QR 2 -Way Speaker
Planar -magnetic speaker featuring 370-sq-in bass
section and 11/2 x 40 -in quasi -ribbon tweeter.
Power handling 200 W cont; sens 86 dB sPUW/m;
imp 4 ohms. Various finishes
$1,075/pr

SMGa 2 -Way Speaker
Planar -magnetic speaker featuring 370-sq-in bass
section and 11/2 x 38 -in tweeter. Power handling 30
W cont; FR 50-18,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 90 dB sPU

SX-7 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker

McINTOSH

Acoustic -suspension design with 4 -in paper -cone
midrange; 1/4 -in soft -dome tweeter. Features cast -

XR-250 3 -Way Speaker

aluminum box with perforated metal grille; circuit -breaker protection. FR 100-20,000 Hz ±3
dB; power range 5-100 watts; sensitivity 87 dB
sPUW/m; imp 4 ohms. Black finish. 41/2 x 71/4 x 41/2
in; 6 lb
$257/pr

Two 10 -in woofers. 5 -in midrange, and 1 -in dome
tweeter. Solid-state current protectors for system
and tweeter. Power handling 300 W peak; FR 20-

20,000 Hz; sens 84 dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms;
crossover points 450 and 1,300 Hz. Oak, walnut,
or black -lacquered hardwood finish. 14 x 471/4 x
125/s in; 79.5 lb

MARTINLOGAN

$1,499 ea

XR-230 3 -Way Speaker

CLS II Electrostatic Speaker

10 -in woofer. 5 -in midrange, and I -in dome tweet-

Curved visually transparent 2 x 4 -ft electrostatic
cell; 30° seamless horizontal dispersion in vertical

er. Sdid-state current -sensor protection system
and tweeter. Power handling 300 W max; FR 2020,000 Hz; sens 86 dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms;

crossover points 375 Hz and 1,200 Hz. Oak,

W/m; crossover point 2,400 Hz; imp 4 ohms.

walnut, or black -lacquered hardwood finish. 13 x

Available in a variety of finishes. 19 x 48 x 1% in;
60 lb per pair
$575/pr

401/4 x 111/4 in; 56.61b

$750 ea

WS -200 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker
6 -in woofer and I -in dome tweeter. Solid-state
current protectors for system and tweeter; 3rd -

M&K

order crossover with I8-dB/oct slope. Power
handling 80 W peak; FR 60-20,000 Hz; sens 86 dB
sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms; crossover point 1,300 Hz.

MX-1000CC Subwoofer/Center-Channel
System

Hardware for new or existing construction avail-

Center -channel system with two 5 -in polypropylene midranges, three I -in soft -dome tweeters and
powered subwoofer with two 12 -in drivers. Designed for surround -sound systems. Features in-

dependent level control for bass; upper roll -off
frequency control
$1,795/sys

able. White grille. 81/4 x 12 x 31/4 in

MEMOREX, BY MEMTEK
TS -5 Subwoofer/Satellite System

MB Quart 490MCS

Obelisk -shaped subwoofer with two 51/4 -in and

MX -1000 Pedestal Powered Subwoofer
Acoustic -suspension pedestal design with two
12 -in drivers. Magnetic shielding for use as TV
stand. 26 x 28 x 22 in; 115 lb

$1,295 ea

line -source format; arc -free diaphragm. Power
handling 150 W cont; FR 50-22,000 Hz -1-2 dB;

sens 85 dB sPUW/m; imp 6 ohms. Variety of

two 61/2 -in drivers and satellites each with two 4 -in
cone midrange drivers and four 11/2 -in dipole
tweeters with dual 5/s -in diaphragms for front and

rear -firing tweeter. Power handling 10 W min;
sens 91 dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms; crossover

V-100 Powered Subwoofer

finishes. 26 x 48 x 2 in; 75 lb ea

Features 200 W coot power amp to drive 12 -in
dual voice -coil subwoofer. Externally mounted
filter adjustment. FR 20-125 Hz. Walnut, oak, or

Sequel II Hybrid Electrostatic Speaker

knit grille

Visually transparent electrostatic transducer operating from 200-24,000 Hz and 10 -in subwoofer

TRC-905 Speaker

black -oak finish. 16 x 181/4 x 151/4 in

$995 ea

Satellite 1B 2 -Way Speaker
Acoustic -suspension design with two 5 -in polypropylene woofers and two 1 -in soft -dome tweeters. Features selector for 36 tonal balances; midrange/treble character switches. Power range 71/2400 W; impedance 4 ohms. Walnut -oak or black oak finish with black grille. 714 x 21 x 751/4 in; 19
lb
$795/pr

S -1B TV. As above, magnetically shielded.
Walnut, oak, or black -oak finish

$895/pr

V-90 Powered Subwoofer
Acoustic -suspension design with I2 -in dual voice -coil driver and 90-W integral power amp.

Features independent level control; adjustable
(50 to 125 Hz) low-pass filter. 90 W cont avg; FR

25-125 Hz ±3 dB. Available in walnut, oak, or
black -oak finishes. 16 x 181/4 x 151/4 in ... $750 ea

Satellite 3B 2 -Way Speaker
Acoustic -suspension design with 5 -in polypropylene woofer and 1 -in soft -dome tweeter. Features selector for 4 tonal balances. FR 100-20,000
Hz ±3 dB; power range 15-100 W. 7 x 101/2 x 61/2

$649/pr

$3,500/pr

points 300 and 6,000 Hz. Black lacquer finish with

in tuned chamber with matrix voice coil. 30°
seamless horizontal dispersion in vertical line source format; 1 x 4 -ft electrostatic cell. Power
handling 300 W cont; FR 30-24,000 Hz ±2 dB;
sens 89 dB sPUW/m; imp 6 ohms. Available in
oak or black finish. 141/2 x 74 x 131/2 in; 110 lb
ea

$2,650/pr

Acoustic -suspension design with 8 -in woofer, 5 in polymer reinforced cone midrange, and 3/4 -in
polycarbon dome tweeter. Power handling 10 W
min; FR 40-20,000 Hz; sens 91 dB sPUW/m; imp 8
ohms; crossover points 700 and 4,400 Hz. Ebony
walnut finish with black knit grille. 91/4 x 351/4 x
131/2 in; 27.3 lb ea
$499/pr

M-4100 2 -Way Speaker

MB QUART
Quart 690MC5 2 -Way Speaker
Tower design with 8 -in woofer and I -in titanium
dome tweeter. Power handling MO W cont; FR 3532,000 Hz. Oak, walnut, black or white lacquer,
pine, cherry, granite, marble, raw oak, and high gloss black or white finishes. 101/4 x 331/2 x 111/4 in;
39 lb
$1,500/pr

Quart 490MCS 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
8 -in woofer and 1 -in titanium dome tweeter.
Power handling 100 W coot; FR 37-32,000 Hz.
Oak. walnut, black or white lacquer, pine, cherry, or raw oak finishes. 11 x 171/2 x 111/2 in; 22
lb

$650/sys

$850/pr

Acoustic -suspension design with 8 -in woofer and
2 -in cone tweeter. Power handling 10 W min; FR
55-20,000 Hz; sens 90 dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms;

crossover point 3,200 Hz. Oak finish with black
grille. 101/4 x 91/4 x 231/2 in

$279/pr

TRC-505 Speaker
Acoustic -suspension design with 61/2 -in woofer
and 1/4 -in polycarbonate dome tweeter. Power
handling 10 W min; FR 70-20,000 Hz; sens 88 dB
sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms; crossover point 3,400 Hz.
Ebony walnut finish with black knit grille. 71/2 x
191/2 x 101/2 in; 12.5 lb ea

$259/pr

MERIDIAN

in; 9 lb. Black finish, with black grilles .. $475/pr
Walnut -veneer with black grilles
$525/pr

Quart 290 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker

D600 Powered Speaker System

8 -in woofer and I -in titanium dome tweeter.

S -3B TV. As above, magnetically shielded.

Power handling 90 W cont; FR 40-32,000 Hz. Oak,

Triamplified vented -box design with digital processor featuring 4x-oversampling digital filter and

Black finish
Walnut finish

walnut, black or white lacquer, pine, cherry, or

16 -bit D/A converter. 61/2 -in woofer, 61/2 -in mid -

raw oak finishes. II x 17 x 111/2 in

bass, and I -in metal -dome tweeter. 2 analog, 2
digital. and 1 digital/optical input. Display with
CD track number and FM tuner information when
connected to 200 Series components. Includes
wireless remote control with frequency -shaping
control. 70 W x 3; FR 36-20,000 Hz; sens 110 dB

$525/pr
$575/pr

$699/pr

VX-7 Subwoofer

Quart 90M 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker

Acoustic -suspension design with 50-W amplifier

and 8 -in woofer. FR 40-125 Hz ±3 dB. Black

8 -in woofer and I -in titanium dome tweeter.
Power handling 100 W cont; FR 46-32,000 Hz.

finish. 10 x 111/4 x 91/2 in; 25 lb

White finish. 101/4 x 12 x 31/4 in

$425 ea

$599/pr
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sPUW/m. Rosewood, walnut, or black -ash finish.
81/4 x 351/2 x 111/4in; 70Ib ea
$5,500/pr
M60. As above, without digital processor, analog preamp, or display. 60 lb ea
$3,500/pr

M30112Way Powered Speaker
Biamplified vented -box design with twin 70-W
internal amps, 61/2 -in midbass driver, and 1 -in
metal -dome tweeter. Features PvC surround; bal-

anced/unbalanced inputs; remote turn -en with
music. FR 40-20.000 Hz; sens 106 dB sPUW/m.
Walnut or black -ash finish

$1,990/pr

Monitor 7 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker

shielding and angled enclosure. Power handling
100 W cont; FR 60-22,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 86 dB
sP1JW/m; nom imp 8 ohms; crossover point 2,500
Hz. Black -ash vinyl -veneer finish with slate -gray
grille cloth. 6 x 20 x 8 in; 151b
5I70 ea

woofer and 3/4 -in metal -dome tweeter. Power

Mirage M3 3 -Way Speaker
Bipolar radiator design with 10 -in polyflex-treated carbon -filled polypropylene woofer, two 41/2 in trilaminated carbon -filled polypropylene cone
midranges (1 front, I rear), and two 3/4 -in cloth
I

rear). Biwirable and

biamplifiable. Power handling 250 W cont; FR 2523,000 Hz ±2 dB; sens 85.5 dB sPUW/m; crossover points 400 and 2,200 Hz; imp 6 ohms. 19 x 53
x9in; 130 lb ea
$2,500/pr

Mirage M7 3 -Way Speaker
Bipolar radiator design with I front -radiating 8 -in
injection -molded polypropylene cone woofer
with rubber surround, I rear -radiating 5 -in midrange, and I front -radiating 1 -in pure -titanium

Mission 765 2 -Way Speaker
Two 8 -in polypropylene woofers and one

tweeter with cloth suspension. Biwirable and
biamplifiable. Power handling 125 W cont; FR 3522,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 88 dB sPUW/m; nom imp
6 ohms; crossover points 500 and 2,000 Hz. 14 x
45 x7 in;80Ibea
$1,100/pr

Model 760 2 -Way Speakers
Bass -reflex design with two 8 -in carbon -filled
polypropylene woofers with stitched butyl surround and one 1 -in ferrofluid-cooled soft -dome

tweeter. Power handling 200 W cont; FR 2020,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 89 dB sptJW/m; imp 6
ohms. Black -ash or walnut vinyl -veneer finish. 12
x 37 x 15 in; 621b
$1,000/pr

1 -in

crossover point 2,500 Hz. Natural walnut and
black -ash wood veneers. 373/4 x 101/4 x 131/2 in; 110
lb ea
$1,499/pr

Bass -reflex design with two 61/2 -in mineral -loaded

polymer woofers and 1,4 -in ferrofluid-cooled fabric -dome tweeter. Features 3/4 -in MDF baffle

board. Biamplifiable and biwirable. Power handling 150 W cont; FR 49-20,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens
91.5 dB SPL; max SPL 109 dB; nom imp 4 ohms;
crossover point 3,200 Hz. Natural walnut, black -

ash, Nextel gray and rosewood veneers. 9% x
$799/pr

Mission 762 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker

propylene woofer with stitched butyl surround
1 -in ferrofluid-cooled soft -dome tweeter.
Power handling 100 W cont; FR 35-20,000 Hz ± 3
dB; sens 87.5 dB sPUW/m; crossover point 2,500

and

Mirage 2 -Way Speaker
Designed for use as center -channel speaker in
home theater systems. Dual front -vented design
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in metal -dome tweeter. Features polypropylene
injection -molded woofer cone and surround; fer-

rofluid tweeter damping and cooling; Positec
protection system. Power handling 75 W cont; FR
60-20,000 Hz; sens 87 dB/W/m; nom imp 8 ohms;

crossover point 5,000 Hz. Available in walnut,
mahogany, or black -ash finish. 5 -year warranty.
$950/pr

81/2 x 141/2 x 101/2 in; 17.7 lb

MOREL

Hz; crossover point 90 Hz. Matte -black sub woofer finish; black -lacquer satellite finish. Sub woofer: 12 x 20 x 14 in; 32 lb. Satellite: 7 x 11 x 9
in; 161b
$990/sys

MONITOR AUDIO

Encore Satellite/Subwoofer System

MLP-501 3 -Way Speaker

and 1 -in gold metal -dome tweeter. Features sandfillable cabinet. Power handling 15-200 W; FR 3530,000 Hz ±- 3 dB; imp 8 ohms; sens 89 dB sPUW/

m. Black -ash, oak, walnut, rosewood finishes. 8
x 36 x 10in
SI ,999/pr

MA852 Gold 2 -Way Speaker
Infinite -baffle design with 8 -in polypropylene
woofer and 1 -in gold metal -dome tweeter. Features internally braced cabinet. Power handling
15-120 W; FR 50-30,000 Hz ±3 dB; imp 8 ohms;
sens 89 dB sPUW/m. Black -ash, Kenya -black,
oak, walnut finishes. 10 x 18 x II in
$1,399/pr

6 -in polypropylene woofer and I -in anodized gold
metal -dome tweeter. Biwirable. Power handling
20-100 W; FR 45-30,000 Hz ±3 dB; imp 8 ohms;
sens 89 dB sPUW/m. Rosewood, black -ash, walnut, oak finishes. 81/2 14 x 10 in
$999/pr

polypropylene cone woofer with rubber surround
and 1 -in pure -titanium tweeter with cloth suspension. Power handling 100 W cont; FR 45-22,000
Hz; nom imp 6 ohms. Black -ash vinyl finish with
gray grille. 9 x 16 x 9 in
$450/pr

Bass -reflex design featuring 61/2 -in woofer and t-

walnut and black -ash veneers. 91/4 x 193/4 x 111/4 in;
21 lb ea
$429/pr

MA700 Gold 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker

Front -vented design with 61/2 -in injection -molded

mahogany, or black -ash finish. 5 -year warranty.
81/2x 311/2 x II in; 37.6 lb
$1,450/pr

Subwoofer: power handling 150 W cont; FR 30-90

veneer finish. 10 x 25 x I I in; 32 lb

Mirage M-290 2 -Way Speaker

100 W cont; FR 50-20,000 Hz; sens 78 dB/W/m;
nom imp 8 ohms; crossover 4,000 Hz. Walnut,

8 ohms; crossover point 4,300 Hz. Simulated

Hz; imp 8 ohms. Black -ash or walnut vinyl $600/pr

propylene injection -molded woofer cones and
surrounds; ferrofluid tweeter damping and cooling; Positec protection system. Power handling

sens 93.5 dB sPUW/m; max SPL 106 dB; nom imp

Ported design with 6 -in polypropylene woofer

Bass -reflex design with 8 -in carbon -filled poly-

Bass -reflex design featuring two 61/2 -in woofers
and one I -in metal -dome tweeter. Features poly-

Subwoofer with dual 9 -in woofers in push-pull
configuration and satellites each with one 6 -in
woofer and one I.1 -in dome tweeter. Satellite:
power handling 120 W cont; FR 90-22.000 Hz.

Bipolar -radiator design with vented 8 -in injection -molded polypropylene cone woofer with

Model 460 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker

handling 15-70 W; FR 60-20,000 Hz ±3 dB; imp 8
ohms; sens 88 dB SPLAV/m. MDF-construction
cabinet. 61/2 x 131/2 x 7 in
$379/pr

Bass -reflex design with 8 -in Plastiflex woofer and
ferrofluid-cooled fabric -dome tweeter. Features 3/4 -in viscoelastically damped transverse folded cabinet; flared -tuned port; inverted drive unit geometry; 5 -way binding posts. Power
handling 125 W cont; FR 50-20,000 Hz ± 3 dB;

MA1200 Gold 2 -Way Speaker

W cont; FR 38-22,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 87 dB set./
W/m; nom imp 6 ohms; crossover points 500 and
2,000 Hz. 10 x 39 x 11 in; 60 lb ea
$900/pr

impregnated

Classic 20 2 -Way Speaker

Cyrus 782 2 -Way Speaker

Mirage M-790 3 -Way Speaker
rubber surround, rear -radiating 5 -in midrange.
and 1 -in titanium tweeter with cloth suspension.
Biwirable and biamplifiable. Power handling 150

41/2 -in

Classic 40 2 -Way Speaker

plifiable and biwirable. Power 250 W cont; FR 3520,000 Hz ± 3 dB; imp 4 ohms; sens 93 dB SPL;

193/4 x 131/4 in; 30.8 lb

Rear -ported design with

MORDAUNTSHORT

MISSION
ferrofluid-cooled elliptical -dome tweeter. Features 2 -in woofer voice coils; 1 -in MDF critically braced viscoelastically-damped cabinet. Biam-

MIRAGE

dome tweeters (I front,

with two 41/2 -in woofers and one 1/2 -in polycarbonate flared -dome tweeter. Features magnetic

9 -in woofer, 3 -in dome midrange, and 1.1 -in dome
tweeter. Power handling 20-180 W; FR 35-25,000

Hz ±3 dB; imp 8 ohms; sens 90 dB sPUW/m.
Walnut or black wood veneer finish

$895/pr

MLP-203 2 -Way Speaker
Linear -phase design with 6 -in woofer and 11/4 -in
ferrofluid-cooled soft -dome tweeter. Features
sealed cabinet; double woofer magnet; 3 -in woofer voice coil. Power handling 150 W; FR 45-28,000

Hz ±3 dB. Walnut, red walnut, teak, or black
finish. 8 x 16 x 91/2 in; 181b

$640/pr

CR-7 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
Acoustic -suspension design with 6 -in treated paper -cone woofer and 1 -in soft -dome tweeter.
Features metal driver grilles; asymmetrical cabinet design. Power handling 20-200 W cont; FR 7025,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 90 dB sPIJW/m; imp 4-8

ohms. Available in mirrored pairs. Black finish.
41ix II x 71/2 in; 101b ea

$498/pr

Monitor 11 3 -Way Speaker

1IITX

Two 61/2 -in woofers and one 1 -in metal -dome
tweeter. Features one woofer with low-pass filter. Power handling 15-100 W; FR 60-20,000 Hz

DS 1010 3 -Way Speaker

±3 dB; imp 8 ohms; sens 88 dB sPUW/m.

tweeter. Power handling 200 W cont; FR 34-

Black -lacquer MDF-construction cabinet.
221/2 x9in

8

x

$789/pr

Bass -reflex design with two 10 -in woofers, 5 -in
ferrofluid-cooled midrange, and I -in soft -dome
22,000 Hz; sens 94 dB sPUW/m; imp 4 ohms. 14 x
371/4 x 14% in
$750/pr

WE'VE SPIKED THE PUNCH.
Klipsch speakers have always had a singular mpact on listeners fortunate
enough to own them. Now the unique Klipsch sound and legendary
craftsmanship are available in new sizes and designs. Witness the KlipscIP
kg 5.2 and kg 4.2 speakers. Both feature our new rractrixTM tweeter horn
which helps create an even more crisp and lifelike sound. In addition, both
speakers have a unique spike and foot combination for better bass coupling
with any floor surface. Or enjoy the Klipsch kg SW Passive Subwoofer that

delivers exceptional low frequency reproduction Ask for a demonstration of
the kg series at your authorized Klipsch dealer today. Your eyes may not

believe theyre from Klipsch. But there's no fooling your ears.

Klipsch
P.O. Box 688 Hope, Arkansas U.S.A. 71801-0688

(501) 771-6751 Wi (El) 777-6753

CIRCLE NO 20 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DS 66 2 -Way Speaker

tures angled baffle. FR 50-25,000 Hz ±3 dB; nom
imp 8 ohms; sens 86 dB set/W/m. Black, white,
or oak finish. 7 x 161/2 x 10 in; 15 lb
$500/pr

Bass -reflex design with two 61/2 -in woofers and t-

in soft -dome tweeter. Power handling 85 W coot
avg; FR 42-22,000 Hz; sens 93 dB sFUW/m; imp 4

Model One 2 -Way Speaker

$300/pr

ohms. 101/2 x 211/2 x 10'% in

Sealed design with 61/2 -in woofer, 61/2 -in midrange, and I -in dome tweeter. Features angled
baffle; magnetic shielding. Min power 20 W; FR
63-22,000 Hz ±3 dB; nom imp 8 ohms. Black or
white grille. 7 x 12 x 10 in; 11 lb ea
$340/pr

American Acoustics D Series
D5550E 4 -Way Speaker
Vented design with I5 -in polymer -coated woofer,
5 -in sealed -back ferrofluid-cooled midrange, 1 -in
ferrofluid-cooled soft -dome tweeter, and 3 -in
dome ferrofluid-cooled tweeter. Power handling
120 W cont; FR43-22.000 Hz; sens 96.5 dB sFUW/
m; imp 4/8 ohm; crossover points 1,700 and 6,000
Hz. 151/2 x 27 x 101/4 in
$520/pr

Model 1C 2 -Way Speaker
Sealed design with 61/2 -in woofer and I -in tweeter.

Features magnetic shielding. Min power 20W; FR

63-22,000 Hz ±3 dB; nom imp 8 ohms. Black
finish. 7 x 12 x 81/2 in; II lb ea

D3550E 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
Vented design with 8 -in polymer woofer and 1 -in

Mirage M7

NILES

soft -dome tweeter. Features ferrofluid tweeter
cooling and damping. Power handling 45 W coot;
FR 60-22,000 Hz; sens 94.5 dB sFUW/m; imp 4/8
ohm. 111/4 x 181/2 x 8 in

$280/pr

points 400 and 2,500 Hz. Classic styling. 261/4 x
441/2 x 15% in
$4,400/pr

Concerto V CS -302 M 3 -Way Speaker

AAL Series
AAL 223 4 -Way Speaker
Vented design with two 12 -in fiber -cone woofers,
5 -in ferrofluid-cooled midrange, and round horn -

loaded quartz tweeter. Power handling 300 W
cont; FR 38-22,000 Hz; sens 93 dB sFUW/m; imp 4
ohms. 16 x 395/e x 15 in
$299 ea

AAL 62 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
Vented design with 61/2 -in fiber -cone woofer and
31/4 -in round horn -loaded tweeter. Power handling 38 W cont; FR 90-20,000 Hz; sens 90 dB SPL/
W/m; imp 4 ohms. 91/2 x 12% x 71/2 in .... $200/pr

Infinite -baffle design with 12 -in woofer, 6 -in midrange, and two 2 -in tweeters. Power handling 150

W; imp 8 ohms; crossovers 400 and 2,500 Hz.
Walnut finish. 26 x 28 x 15 in

$2,200/pr

NEAR -60M 3 -Way Speaker

ohms; crossover points 300 and 4,000 Hz. Vinyl.
151/4x 27 x 11 in; 481b
$899/pr
Dark oak
$1,098/pr

A.E.S. 1.1 Outdoor Speaker.

sens 88 dB sFUW/m; imp 6 ohms. Black -ash or
in

101/2

$3,045/pr

NEAR

LABORATORIES
Model 635 3 -Way Speaker
Three 10 -in cone woofers, 51/4 -in cone midrange,
and 1 -in dome tweeter. Power handling 600 W
max; FR 25-20,000 Hz; sens 95 dB sFUW/m; imp 8
ohms. 1614 x 49 x I I in; 155 lb pr
$900 ea

NUT

Model 435 3 -Way Speaker

Model 2.3 3 -Way Speaker

Two 10 -in cone woofers. 51/4 -in cone midrange.

Sealed design with two 61/2 -in woofers, one 61/2 -in

midrange, and one 1 -in ferrofluid-cooled soft dome tweeter. Features angled baffle. Min power
35 W; FR 35-25,000 Hz ±3 dB; nom imp 4 ohms.
Black, white, or oak veneer finish. 7 x 37 x 12 in;
48 lb ea
$1,200/pr

Model L8 3 -Way Speaker
midrange, and one 1 -in ferrofluid-cooled soft -

walnut finish with stand. ION x 341/2 x

NORMAN

alloy cone/dome driver. FR 65-14,000 Hz Molded
cabinet
$299/pr

Sealed design with two 61/2 -in woofers, one 61/2 -in

er. Power handling 75 W; FR 30-20,000 Hz ± 3 dB;

polypropylene woofer and I -in dome

51/4 -in metal

Melior Two Speaker

NA SBL 2 -Way Speaker

$650/pr

tweeter. Features treated -foam woofer surround;
treated -fabric dust cap; 2 -position tweeter -level
control. Power handling 5-55 W; FR 55-20,000 Hz
±3 dB; sens 87 dB sFUW/m; imp 8 ohms; crossover point 4,000 Hz. Pearl -white finish with cloth
or metal grille. Brackets for new construction or
retrofit. 9 x 12 x 3 in; 6.5 lb/pr
$360/pr

W; FR 60-23,000 Hz ±2.5 dB; imp 8 ohms;

8 -in woofer and 3/4 -in dome tweeter. Features
external detachable crossover; decoupled tweet-

14 x 4 in; 12 lb/pr

61/2 -in

crossover point 3,500 Hz. Black lacquer 7 x 11 x
9 in; 17 lb
$349/pr

NAIM

Pearl -white finish with cloth or metal grille. 10 x

handling 25-100 W; FR 35-22,000 Hz ± 3 dB; imp 8

Dipolar planar design incorporating point -source
technology. Power 40-200 W; FR 45-20,000 Hz
-2.- 3 dB; sens 86 dB; imp 4 ohms. Mahogany or
black wood finish with black grille. 45 lb
ea
$2,300/pr

Melior Powered Subwoofer

105 W; FR 40-20,000 Hz ±2 dB; sens 89 dB sig../

W/m; imp 8 ohms; crossover point 2,500 Hz.

Model 100 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker

Melior One Speaker

Sealed design with downward firing 15 -in cone
woofer powered by 200-W amplifier. Features
feedback system. FR 27-400 Hz ±3 dB. Black
wood finish. 20 x 20 x 23 in
$1,500 ea

8 -in polypropylene woofer and 1 -in soft -dome
tweeter. Features butyl woofer surround; treated -fabric woofer dust cap; crossover with 2 position tweeter -level control. Power handling 5-

midrange, and I -in metal dome tweeter. Power

Sealed design with 51/4 -in metal cone woofer and
1 -in metal -dome tweeter. Power handling 25-75

Dipolar planar design incorporating point -source
technology. Power 40-150 W; FR 50-20,000 Hz
± 3 dB; sens 84 dB; imp 4 ohms. Mahogany or
black wood finish with black grille; 38 lb
ea
$1,750/pr

Model 300 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker

Ported design with 12 -in woofer, 4 -in metal -alloy

NEAR -10M 2 -Way Speaker

MUSEATEX

$170 ea

dome tweeter. Features angled baffle. Min power
35 W; FR 43-22,000 Hz ±3 dB; nom imp 8 ohms.
Gloss black or oak veneer finish. 7 x 34 x 12 in; 33
lb ea
$800/pr

and I -in dome tweeter. Power handling 500 W
max; FR 30-20.000 Hz; sens 94 dB sFUW/m; imp 8
ohms. 15 x 40 x 9% in; 112 lb pr
S550 ea

Model 235 3 -Way Speaker
10 -in cone woofer, 5N -in cone midrange, and I -in
dome tweeter. Power handling 250 W max; FR 3820,000 Hz; sens 91 dB sFUW/m; imp 8 ohms. 12 x

23 x9% in; 601bpr

$300 ea

Model 82 2 -Way Speaker
10 -in cone woofer and 1 -in dome tweeter. Power
handling 250 W max; FR 38-20,000 Hz; sens 91 dB

sFUW/m; imp 8 ohms. 11% x 23 x 93 in; 58 lb
pr
$200 ea

SW2 Subwoofer
Vented design with 10 -in high -excursion woofer.
Features passive crossover; direct input. Power
handling 200 W max; FR 22-130 Hz (network), 22350 Hz (direct); nom imp 8 ohms; sens 89 dB SPL/
W/m. Black, white, or oak finish. 16 x 16 x 16 in;
40 lb
$700/pr

Symphony No. 1 CS -4000 M 3 -Way Speaker

ODEON
Point Three 2 -Way Speaker
Bass -reflex design with 61/2 -in polypropylene
woofer and I -in dome tweeter. Features damped
vented enclosure; truncated -pyramid shape; Y4 -in

fiberboard construction. Power handling 10-120

Infinite -baffle design with 2 woofers, one 61/2 -in
midrange, and eight 2 -in tweeters in array. Power

Model 1.3 2 -Way Speaker
Sealed design with 61/2 -in polypropylene woofer

W; FR 58-40,000 Hz ± 3 dB; sens 87 dB sinJW/m;
imp 8 ohms; crossover point 2,000 Hz. Zolatone

handling 250 W max; imp 8 ohms; crossover

and I -in ferrofluid-cooled dome tweeter. Fea-

finish. 19 x 36 x 61/2 in; 36 lb ea
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$799/pr

Point/Zero Five Subwoofer/Satellite System
Subwoofer module with two 51/4 -in polypropylene

woofers and two acoustic -suspension satellites
with two 4 -in polypropylene midranges and two
14 -in dome tweeters. Each satellite features truncated -pyramid shape; 1/2 -in and Ye -in fiberboard

construction. Power handling 10-150 W; FR 3924,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 86 dB sPUW/m; nom imp
8 ohms; satellite crossover point 7,000 Hz. Zola tone finish. Subwoofer: 714 x 9 x 41/2 in. Satellite: 7
x 141/2 x 141/2 in. 20 Ib/sys
$599/sys

Ohm Theater Series
SBC-48 Subwoofer/Center-Channel System
Two 10 -in dual -voice coil woofers and 1 -in center -channel tweeter. Features Ohm Theater Ma-

trix to derive center channel from UR stereo
channel inputs; design doubles as TV stand.
Acoustically transparent black fabric grille and
heavy wooden side -panels covered with black
$650
textured vinyl. 18 x 48 x 12 in

SAT -2 2 -Way Satellite Speaker
Phase -aligned design with 51/4 -in woofers and
ferrofluid-cooled 1/4 -in tweeters. Stealth black
$400/pr
finish. 71/4 -in high

OHM

I -in laminated -textile dome tweeter. Features
Kapton woofer voice -coil former; ferrofluid
tweeter cooling and damping; phase -corrected
3rd -order crossover. Power handling 15-150 W;
FR 30-20,000 Hz ±2 dB; sens 89 dB sn../W/m.
Walnut or black -ash vinyl finish. 1014 x 25 x 131/4;
$569/pr
38 lb

Sse 2 -Way Speaker
8 -in copolymer polypropylene cone woofer and
I -in polyimide-dome tweeter. Features Kapton
woofer voice -coil former; ferrofluid tweeter cooling and damping; phase -corrected 2nd -order

crossover. Power handling 15-100 W; FR 3820,000 Hz ±2 dB; sens 90 dB. Walnut or black -

XO Series

SB-1 Subwoofer.

4X0 Inverted -Cone Speaker

10 -in dual -voice -coil woofer.

121/4 x 201/4 x 71/4 in

Cable internal wiring; casters; gold-plated 5 -way

binding posts. Standard finish walnut and oak;
available in rosewood, black, or white lacquer.
Power handling 500 W cont; FR 32-23,000 Hz ±4
dB; imp 8 ohms. 151/2 x 40 x 1511 in ... $2,500/pr

One-piece main housing/woofer chassis made

OPTIMUS,
BY RADIO SHACK
Mach Three 3 -Way Speaker
Tuned -port design with ferrofluid-cooled mid-

2X0 Inverted -Cone Speaker

range and tweeter horns. Midrange- and tweeter level controls; spring terminals. Power handling
160W; FR 50-25,000 Hz; sens 93 dB sPUW/m; imp

Bass -reflex design with coherent -line source inverted -cone driver. Features sub -bass activator;

grille. 13 x 1714 x 30 in

protection circuits; press -connector inputs for
banana plugs wire up to 12 gauge. Standard finish

walnut and oak; also available in rosewood,
black, or white lacquer. Power handling 200 W

8 ohms. Walnut finish with removable cloth
$299 ea

Bass -reflex design with I5 -in woofer, 5 -in midrange, and 3 -in ferrofluid-cooled tweeter. Features spring terminals. Power handling WO W; FR
60-20,000 Hz; sens 90 dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms.

Full Room Stereo Series
FRS 9 2 -Way Speaker

111/4x 293/rx 1716 in; 44Ib

8 -in woofer, rear -mounted 12 -in passive radiator,
and corner -mounted tweeter. Features sub -bass

PARADIGM

activator; protection circuits; 5 -way binding

Monitor Series
Studio Monitor 3 -Way Speaker

Hz ±4 dB; imp 8 ohms. Finished in oak -vinyl
veneer. 111/4 x 351/4 x 111/4 in

$880/pr

FRS 5 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
6 -in woofer and corner -mounted tweeter. Features protection circuits; sub -bass activator; Sway binding posts. Power handling 125 W max;
FR 48-20,000 Hz ±-4 dB; imp 8 ohms. Finished in
oak -vinyl veneer. 111/4 x 1114 x 111/4 in .. $480/pr

from high-pressure die-cast aluminum containing
6 -in mineral -filled copolymer polypropylene
cone woofer and 1 -in treated textile -dome tweeter. Features aluminum/Nomex woofer voice -coil
former; ferrofluid tweeter cooling and damping;
phase -corrected 3rd -order crossover. Power handling 15-80 W; FR 70-20,000 Hz ±2.5 dB; sens 88

dB sPUW/m. Includes aluminum mounting
bracket for both retrofit and new -home installation. Paintable bone -white enamel finish 8 x 12 x
$369/pr

31/4; 81b

Optimus-1050 3 -Way Speaker

cant; FR 44-21,000 Hz ±4 dB; imp 8 ohms. 111/2 x
$1,150/pr
321/2x 111/2in

posts. Power handling 225 W max; FR 36-20,000

$369/pr

AMS-200 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker

Bass -reflex design with coherent -line source con-

ical -surface driver. Protection circuits; gold internal connectors; lead -lined cabinet; Monster

ash vinyl finish. 201/2 x 10 x 111% in

$300

Oiled walnut finish with removable cloth grille.
$ 400/pr

PARASOUND
AWM-380 2 -Way Outdoor Speaker
Air -suspension design with
reinforced polypropylene woofer and I -in dome
tweeter. Features die-cast enclosure; weather resistant parts. Power handling 10-80 W cont; FR

48-20,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 88 dB/W/m; imp 8
ohms; crossover 12 dB/oct at 2,400 Hz. White
finish

Two 8 -in mineral -filled copolymer polypropylene
cone woofers, one 5 -in mineral -filled homo-polymer polypropylene cone midrange, and one I -in
aluminum -dome tweeter. Features Kapton woof-

er and midrange voice -coil formers; ferrofluid
tweeter cooling and damping; individually cali-

$335/pr

PERIOD
All models feature mineral -filled polypropylene
cones with rubber surrounds. Available in oak or
gray finish.

brated phase -corrected 2nd- and 3rd -order cross-

Model 96013 3 -Way Speaker

overs; Medite baffle. Power handling 15-300 W;

Two 8 -in cone woofers, one 5 -in cone midrange,
and one I -in titanium -dome tweeter. Features
acoustically damped midrange chamber 91/4 x 50

FR 25-20,000 ±2 dB; sens 90 dB sPUW/m. Triwir-

able and triampable. Walnut, oak, or black -ash

Sound Cylinders Series
Pro 250 Sound Cylinder Speaker

finish. 121/4 x 421/2 x 161/2 in; 93 lb

Coherent -line source driver in lead -lined cylinder. Monster Cable wiring. Power handling 250

Esprit Monitor 2 -Way Speaker

Model 96012 2 -Way Speaker

Two 8 -in mica -filled copolymer polypropylene

W cont; FR 35-20,000 Hz; sens 91 dB; imp 8 ohms.
451/2 in high, 111/2 in across
$1,400/pr

cone woofers and one 1 -in aluminum -dome

Two 61/2 -in cone woofers flank one I -in titanium dome tweeter. Ws x 36 x 1214 in
$249 ea

$1,899/pr

cont; FR 42-20,000 Hz; sens 91 dB; imp 8 ohms.
341/2 in high, 111/2 in across
$850/pr

tweeter. Kapton woofer voice -coil formers; ferrofluid tweeter damping and cooling; individually
calibrated phase -corrected 3rd -order crossover;
Medite baffle. Power handling 15-250 W; FR 34-

Coherent Audio Monitors Series
CAM 42 SBA 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker

20,000 Hz ±2 dB; sens 94 dB sPUW/m. Biwirable
and biamplifiable. Walnut, oak, or black -ash fin$1,149/pr
ish. 101// x 37 x 141/4 in; 62 lb

Pro 150.

As Pro 250, power handling 150 W

8 -in polypropylene woofer, 12 -in passive radiator, and 11 -in polycarbonate dome tweeter. Features patented sub -bass activator. Power handling MO W; FR 39-20,000 Hz ±4 dB; sens 90 dB
sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms. Oak or black vinyl finish.

$299 ea

x121/4 in

Model 96011 2 -Way Speaker
51/4 -in cone woofer and 1/2 -in tweeter. 13 x 8 x 81/2
in
$179/pr

PHASE TECHNOLOGY

Mk11 Performance Series
11seMkIl 2 -Way Speaker

PC Series
PC -8.5 3 -Way Speaker
Unicell acoustic treatment with 10 -in solid -piston
woofer, 51/4 -in solid -piston midrange, and I -in
soft -dome tweeter. Power handling 25-120 W; FR
35-20.000 Hz ±2 dB; sens 89 dB; imp 4 ohms.

tweeter. Features bevelled cabinet; frameless

Two 8 -in copolymer polypropylene cone woofers
with and one 1 -in laminated -textile -dome tweeter. Features Kapton woofer voice -coil formers;
ferrofluid tweeter cooling and damping; phase corrected 3rd -order crossover. Power handling
15-250 W; sens 92 dB sPUW/m. Walnut or black ash vinyl. 111/4 x 391 x 14'1 in; 60 lb .... $899/pr

grilles. Power handling 125 W; FR 46-20,000 Hz
±4 dB; sens 89 dB; imp 8 ohms. Brushed bronze

7seMk11 2 -Way Speaker

vinyl. 9 x 171/4 x 11 in

8 -in copolymer polypropylene cone woofer and

141/4 x 261/2 x 11 in

$680/pr

CAM 16 SBA 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
Vented design with 61/2 -in woofer and rotatable

$400/pr

Dark -oak, walnut, or black finish. 13 x 391/2 x 111/4
$1,200/pr
in; 90 lb ea

PC -80 2 -Way Speaker
Unicell acoustic treatment with 61/2 -in solid -piston woofer and I -in soft -dome tweeter. Power
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handling 25-100 W; FR 50-20,000 Hz -± 3 dB; sens

88 dB; imp 6 ohms. Dark -oak, light -oak, walnut,
or black. 91/2 x 151/2 x 11'1 in; 32 lb ea ... $650/pr

PC -90 Subwoofer
Acoustic -suspension design with

tors. Power handling 250 W cont. Dark -walnut
foil finish
$800/pr

TZ-7 3 -Way Speaker
Bass -reflex design with 2 horizontally mounted

FB-815 3 -Way Speaker

front and rear 8 -in woofers, 4 -in cone midrange,
and I -in ceramic graphite dome tweeter. Gold-

Two 8 -in soft -coated woofers, one 4 -in soft 10 -in

dual -

coated midrange, and one 6 -in Supronyl soft

plated binding posts. Biamplifiable and biwira-

voice -coil cone driver. Power handling 25-150 W;

dome tweeter with ferrofluid damping and cool-

ble. Power handling 250 W max; FR 20-40,000 Hz;
sens 89 dB sPUW/m; imp 4 ohms. 12% x 401/4 x

FR 27-90 Hz -±- 3 dB; sens 88 dB; imp 6 ohms. 161/2
x 20 x 15'1 in; 57 lbea
$550 ea

ing. Rounded -edge cabinet; power -overload pro-

141/4 in; 77.3 lb ea

tection; banana -plug -compatible input connectors. Power handling 150 W cont. Dark -walnut
foil finish
$500/pr

S -T500 3 -Way Speaker

PC -40 Mk II 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
Acoustic -suspension phase -coherent speaker
with 51/4 -in solid -piston woofer and I -in soft -dome
tweeter. Accepts banana plugs. Power range 1580 W. FR 70-20,000 Hz ± 3 dB; sens 89 dB sPUW/
m; imp 4 ohms. Walnut, stained -oak, or light -oak
finish. 61/2 x 91/4 x 51/4 in; 10 lb
$380/pr

ES Series
Model 730 -ES 3 -Way Speaker
Tower speaker with 10 -in bass/midrange driver.
51/4 -in cone midrange, and 1 -in ferrofluid-cooled
soft -dome tweeter. Features asymmetrically
mounted tweeter and midrange. Power handling
120 W; FR 36-20,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 93 dB sPU
W/m; nom imp 8 ohms; crossover points 250 and
3,000 Hz. Black -ash or dark -oak vinyl. 121/2 x 34 x
103/ii in
$630/pr

Model 235 -ES Subwoofer/Satellite System
Subwoofer with two 61/2 -in woofers and 2 satellites each with one 51/4 -in woofer and one 21/4 -in
tweeter. Features spring -loaded terminals. Power handling 10-75 W/ch; crossover points 150 and
3,000 Hz; FR 45-20,000 Hz -1- 3 dB; sens 88.5 dB
APUW/m; nom imp 8 ohms. Black finish. Sub woofer: 8 x 15 x 18 in; 25 lb. Satellite: 61/2 x 91/4 x
5% in; 6.5 lb
$399/sys

Model 435 -ES 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
8 -in bass/midrange and I -in ferrofluid-cooled
soft -dome tweeter. Features asymmetrically
mounted tweeter. Power handling 80 W. FR 45-

20,000 Hz .3 dB; sens 92 dB sPUW/m; imp 8
ohms; crossover point 2,500 Hz. Black -ash or
dark -oak vinyl. 12 x 221/2 x ION in

$300/pr

FB-690 3 -Way Speaker
Bass -reflex design with 7 -in soft -coated woofer,

7 -in soft coated midrange, and I -in polygrid-

PN 8+ 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
8 -in polypropylene woofer and I -in polymer dome tweeter. Power handling 10-125 W cont,
375 W peak; FR 30-21,000 Hz; sens 90 dB sPUW/
m; imp 6 ohms; crossover points 1,000 and 6,000
Hz. Black -oak veneer with solid -oak trim. 111/2 x
191/2 x 113/8 in: 35 lb/pr
$460/pr

PN70 3 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
4th -order vented design with 61/2 -in treated -cellulose woofer, 4 -in treated cone midrange, and 1 -in
metal -dome tweeter. Features rubber woofer and

midrange surrounds; ferrofluid tweeter cooling;
parabolic -dish tweeter faceplate. Power handling
10-100 W cont avg, 300 W max; FR 38-21,000 Hz;

W max; FR 20-40,000 Hz; sens 88 dB; imp 6 ohms;

points 1,400 and 7.000 Hz. ION x 19 x 10 in; 36 lb
per pair
$390/pr

crossovers 800 and 4,000 Hz. Oak -grain vinyl.

PN60 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker

S -T100 2 -Way Speaker

4th -order vented design with 61/2 -in treated -cellulose fiber woofer and I -in metal -dome tweeter.
Features rubber woofer surround; ferrofluid

Bass -reflex design with two 7 -in woofers and one

tweeter cooling; parabolic -dish tweeter facesPUW/m; crossover point 2,000 Hz. 1714 x 1011 x
10 in: 34 lb/pr
$290/pr

51/4 -in solid -piston woofer and I -in soft -dome
tweeter. Features auto -resetting thermal breakers; 5 -way binding posts; screened woofer basket; 5 -year warranty. Power handling 15-80 W; FR
55-20,000 Hz; imp 4 ohms
$400/pr

CI -SUB II In -Wall Subwoofer
6 x 9 -in damped felt -cone woofer. Power handling
25-100 W; FR 20-90 Hz; imp 4 ohms
$275 ea

PN50 2 -Way Center -Channel Speaker
4th -order vented design with 51/4 -in mineral -filled
polycone woofer and I -in metal -dome tweeter.
Designed for surround -sound center -channel
use. Features magnetic shielding; ferrofluid

tweeter cooling; parabolic -dish tweeter faceplate; flush -right driver alignment for optimum
shielding when placed on TV. Power handling 1070 W cont avg, 200 W max; FR 45-21,000 Hz; imp

FB-825 3 -Way Speaker
Two 8 -in soft -coated woofers, 51/2 -in soft -coated

midrange, and Isophase planar ribbon tweeter.
Features rounded edge cabinet with two separate
woofer enclosures; MDF acoustic -damping baffle
with solid -wood edge trim; power -overload protection; banana -plug -compatible input connec110
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12% x 401/4 x 141/4 in; 70.5 lb ea

101/4 x 221/4 x 12% in; 30.9 lb ea

$500/pr

S -W1000 Powered Subwoofer
12 -in subwoofer in magnetically shielded cabinet.
Features subwoofer/center-channel amp with selectable crossover and level controls. Sub woofer: 70 W into 6 ohms from 20-140 Hz with 5%

THD. Subwoofer/center-channel: 30 W into 6
ohms at 70Hz with 5% THD. Center -channel only:
25 W into6ohms from 20-20,000 Hz with I% THD.

Black finish with black melamine finish on top
broad. 1914 x 21 x 171/4 in; 46.3 lb

POLK AUDIO

71/4 x 61/4 in; 9 lb

SRS Series

$125 ea

$500 ea

I -in ceramic -carbon dome tweeter. Power handling 150 W max; FR 30-40,000 Hz; sens 88 dB
sPUW/m; imp 6 ohms; crossover point 2,000 Hz.
Oak -grain vinyl finish. Optional speaker stands.

8 ohms; sens 87 dB sPUW/m; crossover point
2,500 Hz. Black cabinet with rubber feet. 14% x

$500 ea

SRS 2.3TL Signature Reference Speaker

PIONEER
TZ-9 3 -Way Speaker

PHILIPS

Polk Audio SRS 3.1TL

imp 8 ohms; sens 93 dB sPUW/m; crossover

Dual 6 -in solid -piston woofers and I -in soft dome

Cl-40 IV 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker

ic -carbon dome tweeter. Features bar joint to
minimize cabinet vibration. Power handling 200

PINNACLE

plate. Power handling 10-85 W cont avg, 250 W
max; FR 45-21,000 Hz; imp 8 ohms; sens 87 dB

tures auto -resetting thermal breakers; gold 5 -way
binding posts; screened woofer baskets; 5 -year
warranty. Power handling 15-100 W; FR 38-20,000
Hz; imp 8 ohms
$740/pr

Bass -reflex design with 2 front and rear -firing 8 -in
woofers, one 4 -in midrange, and one I -in ceram-

dome tweeter. Power handling 90 W cont; FR 3820,000 Hz; sens 88 dB/W/m; imp 6 ohms; crossover points 1,500 and 4,000 Hz. Dark -walnut foil
finish. IVA x 26 x 10 in; 251b
$300/pr

CI Series
CI -80 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker
tweeter with Unicell acoustic treatment. Fea-

$700 ea

Bass -reflex design with 2 horizontally mounted
front and rear 10 -in woofers, one 21/ --in dome
midrange, and one I -in ceramic -graphite dome
tweeter. Features inner baffle to isolate midrange
and tweeter from woofers; gold-plated binding
posts. Biamplifiable and biwirable. Power handling 300 W max; FR 20-40,000 Hz; sens 91 dB
sPUW/m; imp 4 ohms. 14Y8 x 471/4 x 161/4 in: 143.4
lb ea
$1,400 ea

3 -way design with 15 -in planar sub -bass radiator,

six 61/2 -in trilaminate polymer midbass drivers,
and three SL3000 1 -in trilaminate polymer dome
tweeters. Features proprietary Stereo Dimension
Array technology for improved imaging. Power
handling 750 W cont; FR 30-25,000 Hz +0, -3
dB; imp 8 ohms. Oiled -oak or walnut finish. 201/4 x
55 x 131/2 in; 155 lb
$2,500/pr

SRS 3.1TL Signature Reference Speaker
3 -way design with tower design with one 12 -in
planar sub -bass radiator, five 61/2 -in trilaminate-
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polymer midbass drivers, and one SL3000 1 -in
trilaminate polymer/metal dome tweeter. Features proprietary Stereo Dimensional Array technology for improved imaging. Power handling 500
W max; FR 32-25,000 Hz +0, -3 dB; imp 8 ohms.
Oiled -oak or walnut finish. 151/4 x 48 x 131/2
in
$2,000/pr

AB -800 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker

dome tweeter. Imp 6 ohms. Black or brown

Two 61/2 -in trilaminate polymer midbass drivers
and 1 -in silver -coil polymer -dome tweeter. Power handling 150 W cont; FR 43-20,000 Hz +0, -3
dB; sens 91 dB; imp 6 ohms. Off-white finish. 61/4
x 151/2 x 3 in; 21 lb pr
$550/pr

finish

Real -Time -Array design with two 10 -in sub -bass

radiators, four 61/2 -in trilaminate-polymer mid bass drivers, and one SL3000 1 -in trilaminate
polymer/metal-dome tweeter. Power handling
250 W; FR 35-25,000 Hz +0, -3dB; imp 8 ohms.
Black or natural oak finish. 43 x 121/2 x 151/2 in;
771b

trilaminate polymer midbass driver and %in polymer -dome tweeter. Power handling 10-100
W; FR 56-20,000 Hz; sens 89 dB sPUW/m. Paint able white finish. 61/2 x 93/4 x 3 in; 6 lb
$250/pr
51/4 -in

RTA 15TL Monitor 3 -Way Speaker

$1,400/pr

polymer laminate woofer and 1/2 -in polycarbonate tweeter. Power handling 10 W min; FR 6751/4 -in

20,000 Hz; sens 89 dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms.
Black or white finish with matching knit grille.
111/4x 61/2x 81/2in; 14Ib

Real -Time -Array design with two 61/2 -in trilaminate-polymer midbass drivers and 1 -in silver -coil

AW/M3. Outdoor version of above. White finish
$250/pr

polymer -dome tweeter. Power handling 250 W
coot; FR 42-23,000 Hz +0, -3 dB; imp 6 ohms.

CS100 Center -Channel Speaker

48 lb

$650/pr

RM Series

ESL -63 US Monitor Electrostatic Speaker
electrostatic design with dipole
source. Two protection circuits. Power handling
150 W; sens 86 dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms. Oak
finish. 28 x 36 x 11 in; 46.5 lb

$4,700/pr

SW -63 Subwoofer
Gradient -dipole system with 4 x 12 -in long -throw

M3 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker

RTA 8TL Monitor 3 -Way Speaker

Black -ash or oak -vinyl finish. 16 x 28 x 91/4 in;

QUAD
Full -range

AB -500 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker
RTA Series

5330/pr

$170/pr

woofer. Features adjustable bass level; mono/
stereo switch. Black finish. 18 x 28 x I1 in; 41
lb

$3,000 ea

REALISTIC,
BY RADIO SHACK
Nova 18 2 -Way Speaker

Two 4 -in woofers and 741 -in dome tweeter. Power
handling 10-100 W; FR 60-20,000 Hz +0, -3 dB;

Bass -reflex design with 10 -in woofer and 3 -in
tweeter. Features tuned port. Power handling 100
W; FR 65-20,000 Hz; sens 90 dB sPUW/m. Oiled

sens 89 dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms. Black finish
with black knit grille. 18 x 6 x 61/2 in .... $170 ea

walnut finish with removable grille. 121/4 x 225/s x
Ns in; 17.5 lb
$200/pr

RM3000 Subwoofer/Satellite System
Subwoofer with two 61/2 -in drivers and one 10 -in
sub -bass radiator and 2 satellites each with one %in dome tweeter and one 31/2 -in midrange. Power
handling 125 W; FR 42-18.000 Hz +0, -3 dB; imp 8

ohms. Available in black -matrix, piano -black,
and white finishes. Subwoofer: 121/2 x 201/4 x 13 in.
Satellites: 7 x 41/2 x 51/2 in. 46 lb total ... $750/sys

Monitor Series 2

Realistic Subwoofer

PROAC

I2 -in long -throw driver with dual voice coils.
Features push -type terminals. Power handling

Studio One MKII Speaker
61/2 -in midbass driver and 1 -in dome tweeter.
Power handling 30-150 W; FR 40-30,000 Hz; nom
imp 8 ohms; sens 88 dB W/m. 8 x 16 x 10 in; 25 lb
ea
$1,300/pr

Tablette MKII 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker

Monitor 10 Series 2 3 -Way Speaker
10 -in sub -bass radiator, two 61/2 -in trilaminate
polymer midbass drivers, and one 1 -in polymer dome tweeter. Power handling 250 W; sens 89

41/2 -in midbass driver and 3/4 -in dome tweeter.
Power handling 25-100 W; FR 45-20,000 Hz; imp 8
ohms; sens 87 dB. 6 x 101/2 x 91/4 in
$825/pr

dB; imp 8 ohms; FR 37-23,000 Hz +0, -3 dB.

PSB

Monitor 6 Series 2 Subwoofer/Satellite

Stratus Gold 3 -Way Speaker

Subwoofer with two 61/2 -in trilaminate woofers
and 2 satellites each with one 4 -in bilaminate
polymer midrange driver and one Ye -in dome
tweeter. Power handling 10-100 W; FR 55-20,000
Hz +0, -3 dB; sens 89 dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms.
Black finish. Subwoofer: 71/4 x 131/4 x 10 in.
Satellite: 51/4 x 81/2 x 53/4 in. 35 lb

$500/sys

x 181/4 x

$140

Minimal Series

Model 77 2 -Way Speaker
5 -in woofer and I -in dome tweeter in die-cast
aluminum cabinet. Power handling 55 W max; FR
50-20,000 Hz. 51/2 x 83/2 x 414 in; 5.3 lb ... $160/pr

Model 7 2 -Way Speaker
metal enclosure. Features hanger slots and re-

cessed spring connectors for wall mounting.

10 -in long -throw woofer, 6 -in midrange, and I -in
aluminum -dome tweeter. Power handling 10-250

W; crossover points 250 and 2,200 Hz; FR 3620,000 Hz ± 1 dB; sens 88 dB; imp 4 ohms. Black,
light, or dark oak finish
$2,000/pr

New Stratus 2 -Way Speaker
8 -in long -throw woofer and I -in aluminum -dome

tweeter. Power handling 10-200 W; crossover

Monitor 5 Series 2 3 -Way Speaker

151/4 in

4 -in woofer and 1 -in soft -dome tweeter in die-cast

Black and oak finishes. 15 x 28 x 12 in .. $740/pr

System

100 W; FR 35-200 Hz. Walnut veneer.

point 1,800 Hz; FR 40-20,000 Hz -±I.5 dB; sens 88

Power handling 40 W. Black or white finish. 43/s x
7 x 411 in
$100/pr

ROCKUSTICS
Rockustic speakers are designed for outdoor use.
They feature stone -like waterproof enclosures.

Soundstone 2 -Way Speaker
61/2 -in long -throw poly cone woofer and I -in ferro-

fluid-cooled tweeter mounted coaxially. Power
handling MO W; FR 69-19,000 Hz ±3 dB; imp 8

8 -in sub -bass radiator, 61/2 -in trilaminate-polymer

dB; imp 6 ohms. Black, light, or dark -oak fin-

midbass driver, and 1 -in polymer dome tweeter.
Power handling 125 W; sens 90 dB; imp 8 ohms;
FR 43-23,000 Hz +0, -3dB. Black or oak finish.

ish

CS 180 Tower 2 -Way Speaker

Punk Rock 2 -Way Speaker

24 lb

8 -in polypropylene woofer and I -in treated -cloth
dome tweeter. FR 40-20,000 Hz _±1.5 dB. Black
or dark -oak finish
$900/pr

fluid-cooled tweeter coaxially mounted. Power
handling 50 W; FR 70-20,000 Hz ±5 dB; imp 4

$450/pr

Monitor 4.6 Series 2 2 -Way Speaker
Bookshelf design with 61/2 -in trilaminate-polymer
midbass driver and 1 -in polymer dome tweeter.
Power handling 100 W; sent 90 dB; imp 8 ohms;
FR 48-23,000 Hz +0, -3 dB. Black or oak finish.
81/2 x 17 x 10 in; 171 lb
$300/pr

Architectural Reference AB Series
AB -900 In -Wall Subwoofer/Satellite
System
Subwoofer with two 61/2 -in drivers and two in wall satellites each with one 21/2 -in driver and one
14 -in tweeter. Power handling 150 W; sens 88 dB;

$1.400/pr

8 -in polypropylene cast -basket woofer and 1 -in

ohms; sens 92 dB sPUW/m. 8 lb

ROGERS

brown finish

Studio la 2 -Way Speaker

$550/pr

HW-I 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker
61/2 -in polypropylene woofer and 1/4 -in textile dome tweeter. Power handling 5-75 W; crossover
point 2,400 Hz; FR 56-20,000 Hz ±2 dB; sens 89
dB; imp 8 ohms. Off-white finish
$350/pr

PSB 30 MKII 2 -Way Speaker
61/2 -in polypropylene woofer and 1/4 -in textile -
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51/4 -in long -throw poly cone woofer and 2 -in ferro-

textile -dome tweeter. Imp 6 ohms. Black or

lites: 61/2 x 4 x 31/4 in. 45 lb
112

$640/pr

$300/pr

PSB 50 MKII 2 -Way Speaker

imp 8 ohms; FR 40-20,000 Hz +0, -3 dB. Satel$800/sys

ohms; sens 89 dB sPUW/m. 31 lb

Features aluminum -dome tweeter and biwirable
crossover. Power handling 220 W; FR 45-20,000

Hz ±3 dB; sens 89 dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms.
Walnut, teak, or black. 12 x 25 x 12 in; 40 lb
ea

$1,600/pr

LS3/5a 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
Power handling 75 W; FR 70-20,000 Hz ±3 dB;
sens 82.5 dB sPUW/m; imp 11 ohms. Walnut,

teak, or black finish. 71/2 x 117/1 x 614 in; 25 lb per
pair
$799/pr

lite finish. Subwoofer: 93/4 x 19 x 1114 in; 26 lb.
Satellite: 7 x 113/4 x 73/4 in; 10 lb
$370/sys

Power handling 100 W; FR 60-20,000 Hz ±2 dB;
sens 87 dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms. Black/walnut
vinyl. 9 x 14 x 8 in; 29 lb/pr
$550/pr

cooled aluminum -dome tweeter. Features rubber

SENNET
SH88. Subwoofer with 8 -in driver
SH40. 2 -way speaker

$100 ea

$90/pr

SH44 2 -Way Center -Channel Speaker

RSL
CG -82 2 -Way Speaker

Two 4 -in woofers and 1/2 -in dome mid/tweeter.
Designed for surround -sound applications. Features magnetic shielding. Power handling 100 W;

Dual 83/4 -in woofers and 11/4 -in tweeter. Power

FR 80-20,000 Hz; sens 90 dB

Compression Guide Series

$90 ea

sens 92 dB sPUW/m; imp 4 ohms; crossover point
2,500 Hz. 103/4 x 481/4 x 16 in; 112 lb ea .. $599 ea

SHAHINIAN

Dual 5% -in woofer and 13/4 -in tweeter. Power
handling 20-150 W; FR 50-22,000 Hz ±2.5 dB;
sens 91 dB sPUW/m; imp 4 ohms; crossover point
3,000 Hz. 73/4 x 35 x 101/4 in; 40 lb ea .... $399 ea

Monitor Series
Features carbon -filled polypropylene woofers and
midranges, circuit breaker tweeter protection with
auto reset, Monster Cable wiring, and gold-plated
5 -way binding posts.

Model 4200a 3 -Way Speaker
Dual 8 -in woofers, 41/2 -in midrange, and 23/4 x

ribbon tweeter. Power handling 25-200 W; FR 35-

25,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 92 dB sPUW/m; imp 4
ohms; crossover points 650 and 4,000 Hz. Wedge

tower cabinet covered with black cloth and carpet with oiled -oak top and bottom caps; includes
carpet spikes and non -marring nylon feet. 42 x
101/2 x 12 in; 55 lb ea

$499

Model 3800a 3 -Way Speaker
12 -in woofer, 41/2 -in midrange, and 1 -in soft -dome

tweeter. Features heavily -braced tuned port en-

closure; midrange and tweeter level controls.
Power handling 15-300 W; FR 32-22.000 Hz ±3
dB; sens 93 dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms; crossover
points 800 and 4.000 Hz. Oiled oak finish. 27 x 15
x 111/2in;441bea
$299

VS -82 2 -Way Speaker
Two 8 -in carbon/polypropylene woofers and one
I -in polycarbonate-dome tweeter. Features magnetic shielding. Power handling 30-100 W; FR 5018,000 Hz
2.5 dB; sens 91 dB sPUW/m; imp 4
ohms; crossover point 3,000 Hz. 10 x 37 x 111/4 in;
$199 ea

Double Eagle Stereo Subwoofer
One enclosure with two acoustically separated 8 in polypropylene woofers and two 10 -in polypropylene passive radiators. Power handling 1,000
W max; FR 26-1,0000 Hz -3 dB; nom imp 6 ohm/
ch; crossover 18 dB/oct at 140 Hz. Walnut finish
on Finland birch. Optional finishes available. 23 x
$1,300 ea
30x 14 in; 105 lb

Vertical transmission -line speaker with 8 -in polypropylene woofer, 10 -in viscous -damped passive
radiator, 13/4 -in cambric -dome midrange, and I -in
titanium supertweeter. Time -aligned phase -cor-

rect driver placement. Power handling 30-350
watts; nom imp 4 ohms. Natural, medium, or
dark -oak finish. 14 x 271/2 x 93/4 in .... $1,200/pr

Super Elf 2 -Way Speaker
Vented design with 51/4 -in polypropylene woofer,

1 -in polypropylene -dome tweeter. Power handling 25-150W; FR 55-18,000 Hz +0, -3 dB; nom
imp 6 ohms. Natural, medium, or dark oak finish.
$650/pr

SP-X5U 3 -Way Speaker
midbass with butyl rubber surround and aluminum die-cast frame, and I -in liquid -cooled tweeter. Features rounded baffle edges; gold-plated Sway binding posts. Power handling 75 W cont; FR
45-23,000 Hz ± 3 dB; sens 88 dB sPUW/m; imp 6
ohms; crossover points 350 and 7,000 Hz. Oak or
$440/pr

SW-S7.7U Subwoofer/Satellite System
Bass module with two 6 -in woofers and two
acoustic -suspension satellites each with one 5 -in
polypropylene midrange and one 1/2 -in soft -dome
tweeter. Power handling 60 W cont; imp 6 ohms;
FR 55-22,000 Hz; sens 88 dB sPUW/m; crossover

Satellites: 41/4 x 83/4 x 41/i in. Subwoofer: 13 x 21 x
63/4 in. 25 lb total
$600/sys

SL250B/U 2 -Way Speaker
51/2 -its treated -paper cone woofer and 1/4 -in metal-

lized-polycarbonate dome tweeter. Features rubber woofer surround; ferrofluid tweeter cooling;
vented enclosure; crossover with air -core induc-

tors. polypropylene capacitors, and OFC wire.
Power handling 15-100 W; FR 50-22,000 Hz; sens

88 dB; crossover point 3,300 Hz. Black -vinyl
finish. 121/2 x 10 x 7 in; 17 lb

$300/pr

SNELL
Two 10 -in woofers, two 5 -in polypropylene midranges, and I -in aluminum -dome tweeter in

D'Appolito configuration with 1/4 -in rear -firing
supertweeter. FR 22-20,000 Hz; crossover points
40, 275, 2,700, and 5,000 Hz. 25 x 48 x 19 in; 304
$4,200/pr
lb/pr

Type C -IV 3 -Way Speaker
Bass -reflex design with 10 -in long -throw woofer,
5 -in midrange, 1 -in ferrofluid-cooled aluminum dome tweeter, and 3/4 -in switchable rear tweeter.
Features 4th -order 24-dB/oct crossovers at 275
and 2.700 Hz. Biwirable and biamplifiable. Power

handling 250 W cont; FR 34-22,000 Hz ±3 dB;
sens 88.5 dB sPUW/m; nom imp 8 ohms. Hand sanded, hand -rubbed matching oak, dark oak,
walnut, or black veneer finishes. 141/2 x 46 x 111/4
in; 95 lb ea
$2,190/pr

SHURE
HTS 50CF Monitor 2 -Way Speaker
cooled solid-state tweeter protection; 3rd/4th-

61/2 -in woofer. 51/4 -in carbon -filled polypropylene

m; crossovers 200 and 3,000 Hz. Satellites finished in oak veneer, subwoofer in black vinyl.

Type B 4 -Way Speaker

Arc 3 -Way Speaker

Two 61/2 -in woofers and 1 -in dome tweeter in
magnetically shielded enclosure. Features fluid -

SANSUI

SL230 Subwoofer/Satellite System

W coot avg; FR 50-20,000 Hz; sens 88 dB sPUW/

Folded double -prism 50 -in hybrid transmission line design with 8 -in asymmetrically placed polypropylene woofer, 10 -in mass -loaded -membrane
polypropylene passive radiator, two 11/4 -in cambric -dome midranges. and four 1/4 -in W-shaped
dome tweeters. Power handling 50-500 W; nom
imp 6 ohms. Walnut, oak, and optional finishes
available. 141/2 x 29 x 121/2 in; 55 lb.... $2,050/pr

81/2 x 143/4 x 10 in; 28 lb/pr

W; FR35-25,000 Hz; sens 88 dB; nom imp 8 ohms;
crossover point 2.500 Hz. Oak veneer. 93/4 x 25 x
121/4 in; 35 lb
$900/pr

fluid-cooled dome tweeter. Power handling 100

Obelisk 3 -Way Speaker

CG -52 2 -Way Speaker

woofer surround; injection -molded magnesium
woofer frame; vented enclosure; crossover with
air -core inductors, polypropylene capacitors,
and OFC wire. Biwirable. Power handling 20-200

Subwoofer with two downward -firing slot -loaded
6 -in woofers and satellites each with one 31/2 -in
injection -molded midrange and one 1/4 -in ferro-

handling 25-250 W; FR 32-22,000 Hz ±2.5 dB;

black finish. 111/2 x 371/2 x 111/2 in

SL280 2 -Way Speaker
8 -in polypropylene woofer and I -in ferrofluid-

LS2A/2 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker

42 lb ea

SIGNET

order crossover with mode switch to change EQ.
Power handling 100W; FR 55-20,000 Hz; sensitivity 88 dB sPUW/m; nom imp 5.6 ohms. 131/2 x 20 x
83/8 in; 37 lb
$599/pr

HTS 50SW Subwoofer
4th -order vented design with 12 -in driver. Features 10.2 -lb double magnet; heavy -damped paper cone with rolled -rubber surround; flat spider
suspension. Power handling 200 W; FR 33-80 Hz;
sens 91 dB sPUW/m; nom imp 8 ohms. 18 x 23 x 14
in; 65 lb
$499 ea

HTS 50LRS 2 -Way Speaker

points 200 and 6.000 Hz. Black textured sub -

61/2 -in woofer and I -in fluid -cooled fused dome
tweeter in magnetically shielded enclosure. FR
60-20,000 Hz; sens 85 dB sPUW/m; nom imp 5.6

woofer finish and oak or black wood -grain satel-

ohms. 131/2 x 10 x 81/4 in; 24.2 lb

$299/pr

LCH 500 2 -Way Speaker
Two 61/2 -in polypropylene woofers and two 1/4 -in
aluminum -dome tweeters in magnetically shield-

ed cabinet. Designed for front placement in
home -theater systems. Features special driver
configuration said to limit horizontal directivity
and maximize voice intelligibility. FR 80-20,000
Hz; imp 8 ohms. High -gloss black veneer finish.
$799 ea
91/2.x 22 x7 in;35Ibea

SUR-500 2 -Way Speaker
Compact dipole design with two 61/2 -in polypropylene woofers and two I -in aluminum -dome
tweeters. Suitable for surround channel in home theater system. Power handling 150 W cont avg;
FR 125-20,000 Hz; imp 4 ohms. High -gloss black
veneer finish. 91/2 x 161/2 x 7 in; 35 lb .... $799 ea

SUB -500 Subwoofer
Magnetically shielded cabinet with 10 -in woofer.
Features 4th -order bass -reflex enclosure tuned to
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SHAMS
22 Hz. FR 20-80 Hz; imp 8 ohms. High -gloss black
veneer. 181h x 23 x 15 in; 60 lb
$499 ea

Type K -112 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
Acoustic -suspension design with 8 -in polypropylene woofer and 1/4 -in ferrofluid-cooled soft dome tweeter. Features hand -adjusted crossover

values; dual inputs allowing biwiring or biamplifying. Power handling 100 W cont; FR 70-20,000
Hz ± 2 dB; sens 90 dB sPUW/m; nom imp 8 ohms;
crossover point 2,700 Hz. Oak, dark oak, walnut,

or black veneer finish. II x 18 x 9 in; 26 lb
each

$465/pr

K -II -v. As above, shielded

$240 ea

SONANCE

SONY

Dynaatat Hybrid Electrostatic Speaker

SS-TL6 4 -Way Speaker

Electrostatic hybrid design with 101/2 -in woofer

Transmission -line design with 8 -in cone woofer,

and 48 x 10 -in tweeter. Min power handling 50 W;

61/2 -in cone midbass, 4 -in cone midrange, and I -in

FR 28-22,000 Hz ±2 dB; sens 88 dB sPUW/m;

dome tweeter. Power handling 150 W; FR 3027,000 Hz; sens 89 dB sPIJW/m; imp 8 ohms;
crossover points 150, 900, and 3,000 Hz. Black

nom imp 8 ohms; crossover point 150 Hz. 17 x 72
x 3 in; 75Ibea
$2,500/pr

wood -grain vinyl finish. 111/4 x 411/4 x 131/4 in; 65.1
lb
$850/pr

SS-TL4 3 -Way Speaker
Transmission -line design with 61/2 -in cone woofer, 4 -in cone midrange, and I -in dome tweeter.
Power handling 120 W; FR 35-25,000 Hz; sent 89

and treated -fabric dust cap; tweeter with acoustic
chamber and pole piece; 4th -order crossover at

2,700 Hz with 24 dB/oct slope. Power handling
100 W; FR 35-22,000 Hz ±2 dB; sens 90 dB; imp 8

ohms. Available in white ABS with cloth or metal
grille. 12 x 16 x 31/2 in; 12 lb

$695/pr

AIS 500 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker
Angled infinite -baffle design with 4 -in polypropylene woofer and I -in polycarbonate ferrofluid
tweeter on 21° lower angle and 31/2 -in polypropylene full -range driver on 45° upper angle. Features

6 dB/octave low-pass 12-dB/octave high-pass

available. 121/4 x 161/4 x 31/2 in

$499/pr

PSW2 In -Wall Subwoofer
Infinite -baffle design with 8 -inch dual -voice -coil
driver. Features crossover with 3 -position level
control. Power handling 25-75 W; FR 30-125 ±3

dB; sens 87 dB sPIJW/m; nom imp 6 ohms;
crossover point 125 Hz. White with cloth or metal
grilles. 12 x 16 x 31/2 in; 14 lb

$460 ea

Infinite -baffle design with 61/2 -in polypropylene
woofer and 1 -in soft -dome tweeter. Features
woofer with treated -urethane surround and protective screens on basket; 2 -position tweeter level control; 12 dB/oct crossover at 3,000 Hz.
Power range 75 W; FR 45-20,000 ±2 dB; tens 89

ST4 3 -Way Speaker

SOTA

sPUW/m; crossover points 150 and 3,000 Hz;

Time Domain 3 -Way Speaker
Bass -extension module with 8 -in Kevlar woofer
separate from Panorama pyramid -shaped midrange/tweeter enclosure; dual -voice -coil 7 -in

Kevlar midrange and inverted -dome Kevlar
tweeter mounted on sloping baffle; I1/4 -in -thick
cabinet walls. Biwirable, biamplifiable, and
triamplifiable. Power handling 30-200 W; sens 89
dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms; FR 41-22,000 Hz ±3
dB. Panorama: 161/2 x 111/2 x 111/2 in; 32 lb. Bass

module: 32 x 111/2 x 16 in; 55 lb. Brazilian rosewood or Macasar ebony finish
$4,800/pr
Light, dark, or black oak
$3,2(14)/pr

Min power 10 W; FR 42-21,000 Hz; sens 91 dB
sPL/W/m; crossover points 800 and 5.000 Hz;
nom imp 8 ohms. Oiled -oak finish with black knit
grille. 8 x 21 x 10 in; 30 lb
$598/pr

Auricle RD50 Speaker
5 x 501/2 -in planar dipole transducer. Min power
30 W; FR 145-18,500 Hz; sens 87 dB; crossover

A-5 Electrostatic Speaker

DAS/SW Subwoofer

Single, curved, full -range electrostatic driver

Bass -reflex design with 10 -in driver. Min power
10 W; FR 25-180 Hz; sens 91 dB SPL/W/m; nom

with wave -delay panels. Min power handling 100
W; FR 14-22,000 Hz ±2 dB; sens 84 dB sPUW/m ;
nom imp 8 ohms. Oiled walnut or oak finish. 28 x
72 x 8 in; 152 lb ea
$7,410/pr

B -I Electrostatic Subwoofer
Dual -membrane electrostatic subwoofer with
100 W; FR 20-350,000 Hz 1.- 2 dB; sens 86 dB set/
W/m; nom imp 16 ohms; crossover point 350 Hz.
44x 81 x 5 in; 2201b ea
$6,225 ea

imp 8 ohms. Oiled -oak finish with black knit
grille. 18 x 18 x 18 in; 62 lb

DAS 3 2 -Way Speaker
Bass -reflex design with 61/2 -in woofer and 1/4 -in
dome tweeter. Min power 10 W; FR 42-20,000 Hz;

sens 89 dB sPUW/m; crossover point 2.500 Hz;
nom imp 8 ohms. Oiled -oak finish with black knit
grille. 8 x 21 x 10 in; 231b
$329/pr

SLAB In -Wall 6 2 -Way Speaker
Hz; nom imp 8 ohms. White finish with white
steel grille. 9 x 12 x 1 in; 5 lb

$399/pr

$200/pr

SPICA
Angelus 2 -Way Speaker
Mirror -imaged system with 8 -inch plastic -cone
mid/bass driver and 1 -inch soft -dome tweeter.
Features computer -optimized crossover; adjustable carpet spikes. Power handling 50-200 W; FR
35-17,500 Hz ± 3 dB, 90-15,000 Hz -±1.5 dB; nom
imp 8 ohms; crossover point 3,400 Hz. Walnut or
oak finish. 21 x 46 x 101/4 in; 571b
$1,275/pr

$399/pr

Sonance II 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker
Infinite -baffle design with 61/2 -in polypropylene
woofer and I -in ferrofluid-damped polycarbonate
tweeter. Features woofer with treated -urethane
surround and protective screens on basket. Power handling 50 W; FR 55-20,000 Hz ± 3 dB; sens 90
dB; imp 8 ohms; crossover 6 dB/oct at 3,200 Hz.
Available in white ABS with cloth or metal grille.
9x 12 x 31 in; 8 lb
$265/pr

$329 ea

61/2 -in woofer and 1/4 -in dome tweeter. Min power
10 W; sens 90 dB sPUW/m; crossover point 3,000

White or black nail -hanging bracket, cloth or
stainless -steel grilles; white/black ABS plastic
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DAS .8 3 -Way Speaker
Infinite -baffle design with 61/2 -in cone woofer, 3 in dome midrange, and 1 -in metal -dome tweeter.

SOUNDLAB

Acoustic -suspension design with 61/2 -in polypropylene woofer and 1 -in polycarbonate-dome
tweeter. Features urethane -woofer edge; weather resistance. Power handling 75 W; FR 65-20.000
Hz ± 3 dB; sens 89 dB sPUW/m; nom imp 8 ohms.
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nom imp 4 ohms. Oiled -oak finish with black knit
grille. 10 x 37 x 12 in; 601b
$749/pr

point 150 Hz; nom imp 4 ohms. Satin -black

MB20 2 -Way Indoor/Outdoor Speaker

enclosure. 13 x 81/4 x 81/2 in

Band-pass enclosure with 8 -in woofer, 5 -in cone
midrange, and 1/4 -in aluminum -dome tweeter.
Min power 40 W; FR 25-20,000 Hz; sens 89 dB

enamel finish. 11/4 x 41/2 x 501/2 in; 22 lb .. $499 ea

dB; imp 8 ohms. Available in white ABS with
cloth or metal grille. 9 x 12 x 31/4 in

point 150 Hz; nom imp 6 ohms. Satin -black

and 5,000 Hz. Black wood -grain vinyl finish. 91/2 x
401/4 x II% in; 39.7 lb
$480/pr

dual -mono configuration. Min power handling

Sonance 111c 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker

5 x 751/2 -in planar dipole transducer. Min power
30 W; FR 145-18,500 Hz; sens 87 dB; crossover
enamel finish. I% x 41/2 x 751/2 in; 35 lb .. $799 ea

crossover. Power handling 75 W; FR 60-20,000 Hz

±5 dB; sens 89 dB sPUW/m; nom imp 6 ohms;
crossover point 3,200 Hz. Waterproof version

Auricle RD75 Speaker

dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms; crossover points 500

Sonance 45 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker
Infinite -baffle design with 8 -in polypropylene
woofer and I -in soft dome tweeter. Features
woofer with butyl -rubber surround, cast frame,

SPEAKERLAB

SC -30 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
8 -in woofer and I1/2 -in polypropylene -cone tweet-

er in 1 -cubic -foot sealed enclosure. Features
computer -optimized 3rd -order crossover network; Straight Wire internal wiring; 5 -way bind-

ing posts. Power handling 100 W coot; FR 54-

Signet SL280

27,000 Hz +0, -3 dB. Walnut or black vinyl
finish. 10 x 23 x 111/4 in; 28 lb ea

$399
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BY CONRADJ011 '11 SON
LM 310 3 -Way Speaker
10 -in woofer, 7 -in midrange, and 1 -in dome tweet-

er. FR 25-20.000 Hz ±2 dB; Power handling 200
W cow; sens 91 dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms. Light -

or dark -oak cabinet with rounded hardwood
edges. 133/4 x 451/2 x 141/2 in; 70 lb ea

$3,250/pr

LM 210 2 -Way Speaker
Ported design with 61/2 -in polypropylene woofer
and I -in dome tweeter. Power handling 80 W

coot; FR 46-20,000 Hz ±2 dB; sens 90 dB; imp 8

ohms. Light- or dark -oak cabinet with rounded
edges. 101/2 x 331/2 x 101/2 in

Studio 2.
in; 48 lb ea

Studio 1.

As above. FR 24-20,000 Hz. 11 x 37 x 16
$1 ,995/pr

As Studio 2. 61/2 -inch Cobex woofer.
FR 28-20,000 Hz; sens 86 dB sPUW/m 9 x 28 x 13
in; 40 lb ea
$1,495/pr

Studio 0.5 2 -Way Speaker
Transmission -line bass design with 51/2 -in Cobexwoofer and 1 -in magnesium -alloy dome tweeter.

Features Kapton voice -coil former and phase
plug. Biamplifiable and biwirable. Power handling 100 W coot; FR 30-20.000 Hz; sens 85 dB;

crossover point 3,000 Hz; imp 6 ohms. Black
woodgrain finish. 8 x 24 x 12 in

$995/pr

TECHNICS
8 -in

dB; imp 4 ohms. Amberwood or black -gloss
finish. 12 x 42 x 13 in

S2.250/pr

CS 1.2 Coherent Source 2 -Way Speaker
Sloping -baffle design with polypropylene woofer
and metal -dome tweeter. Features internal bracing. Power handling 150 W cont; FR 52-18,000 Hz
wood or black -gloss finish with sculpted speaker
grille. 1 I x 37 x I I in; 47 lb ea
$1,250/pr

SB-CX700 3 -Way Speaker

Model 615 3 -Way Speaker
woofer,

Sloping -baffle design with double -diaphragm
cone woofer and metal -dome tweeter. Features
magnet system woofer with heavy copper rings to
reduce bass distortion; short -coil long -gap tweeter design for low distortion. Bandwidth 33-29.000
Hz +0. -3 dB; FR 35-20,000 Hz ±2 dB; sens 86

-± 2 dB; sens 87 dB sPUW/m; imp 4 ohms. Amber -

$1,195/pr

TANNOV
8 -in

CS 2.2 Coherent Source 3 -Way Speaker

dual -concentric

midrange/

tweeter, and 8 -in passive cone. Features 1st order low-pass crossover; gold-plated biwiring
terminals. Power handling 300 W max; FR 4530,000 Hz -1- 3 dB; sens 92 dB; nom imp 6 ohms;
min imp 4 ohms; crossover points 400 and 2,500
Hz; recommended power 10-170 W. Black ash or
walnut. 121/4 x 38 x 8% in; 461b
$1,399/pr

12 -in mica cone woofer, 13 -inch passive radiator.
4 -in midrange, and I -in mica dome tweeter. Features rigid nondiffractive cabinet; vertical in -line
speaker alignment; tweeter attenuator; auto -re-

3A AUDIO DESIGN

set thermal relay protection for tweeter. Power
handling 200 W; sens 90 dB SPLAN/m; FR 25 -

surround and soft -dome tweeter with back chamber. Power handling 120 W cont; FR 30-25,000 Hz;
sens 92 dB; imp 8 ohms
$1.999 ea

M3 3 -Way Speaker
Woven -carbon -fiber woofer cone with vitrified

TR-100 Satellite/Subwoofer System
8 -in woofer, 4 -in polypropylene midrange, and
dome tweeter. Power handling 100 W/ch; FR 40-

Model 611 3 -Way Speaker

25,000 Hz

Sealed -box design with 8 -in woofer and 8 -in dual -

concentric midrange/tweeter. Features 1st -order
low-pass crossover; gold-plated biwiring termi-

$1,299/sys

Allegretto 2 -Way Speaker

nals. Power handling 225 W max; FR 45-30,000 Hz

Hyperexponential double -coated 8 -in woofer and

±3 dB; sens 91 dB; nom imp 6 ohms; min imp 4
ohms; crossover points 400 and 2,500 Hz; recommended power 10-150 W. Black ash or walnut.

handling 90 W coot; FR 45-25.000 Hz ± 3 dB; sens
92 dB: imp 8 ohms
$799/pr

121/4 x 271/4 x 8% in; 33 lb

soft -dome tweeter. Medite front panel. Power

$799/pr

Andante 2 -Way Speaker
Polypropylene woofer and soft -dome tweeter.
Power handling 60 W cont; FR 50-25,000 Hz ±4
dB on axis, 50-20,000 Hz ±4 dB at 30° off axis;

Model 607 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
Ported design with 8 -in woofer and I -in dome
tweeter. Features 1st -order high-pass crossover;
biwiring terminals. Power handling 175 W max;
FR 50-30.000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 88 dB; nom imp 8
ohms; min imp 6 ohms; crossover point 3,000 Hz;
recommended power 10-100 W. 121/4 x 191/2 x 8%
in; 20 lb
$499/pr

sens 90 dB; distortion 0.5% at 94 dB; imp 4 ohms.
Medite front panel
$599/pr

TRIAD
System 7 Satellite/Powered-Woofer System

Model 603. As above, 5 -in woofer Power

handling 120 W max; FR 60-30,000 Hz ±3 dB;
sens 86 dB; nom imp 6 ohms; min imp 4 ohms;
crossover point 3,500 Hz; recommended power
10-70 W. 81/2 x 13 x 5 in; 9 lb

Thiel CS 1.2

$279/pr

45,000 Hz; imp 6 ohms; crossovers 400 and 3,500
Hz. 141/4 x 351/2 x 121/4 in; 52 lb
$700/pr

TARA LABS
Time Passage Model 2 3 -Way Speaker
Dual -part cabinet design with two 61/2 -in mid woofers and horn -loaded dome tweeter in top
enclosure, two 61/2 -in woofers in aperiodic config-

uration in bottom; isolated chamber for each
driver; externally mounted triwirable 2nd -order
crossover: Tara Labs Quantum Series wiring;
gold binding posts. Marble -laminated cabinet
with spiked feet. Power handling 50-250 W; sens
92dB. 10x 22 x 54 in
$2,850/pr

TDL
Studio 3 2 -Way Speaker
Transmission -line bass design with two 8 -in Cobex-cone woofers and one I -in magnesium -alloy
dome tweeter. Biamplifiable and biwirable. Min
power 30 W; FR 24-20,000 Hz; sens 87 dB sPUW/
m; crossover points 3,000 Hz; imp 8 ohms. Walnut or black -oak veneer finish. 12 x 37 x 16 in; 59
lb ea
$2,595/pr
116
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Bass module with 101/4 -in polypropylene cone
woofer and 150-W amplifier, satellites with I -in
fabric -dome tweeter and 5 -in polypropylene cone midrange. Satellites: power handling 100 W
cont; FR 110-20,000 Hz -1-2 dB; nom imp 8 ohms;
crossover point 2,400 Hz; sens 90 dB SPIJW/m.

Woofer: FR 28-90 Hz ±3 dB. Black, white, and

SB-CL50 2 -Way Speaker
Sealed design with 71/4 -in woofer and I -in dome
tweeter. Features rounded -baffle cabinet. Power
handling 160 W; FR 52-22.000 Hz at -10 dB; sens

galaxy textured enamel finishes. Satellites: 51/2 x
10 x 51/2 in. Woofer: 13 x 13 x 13 in .. $1,050/sys

System 3 Satellite/Subwoofer System

87 dB sPUW/m; imp 8 ohms; crossover point

Bass module with 8 -in dual -voice -coil woofer and

3.000 Hz. Woodgrain-style finish. 81/2 x 15 x 8 in;
12 lb
$260/pr

satellites with 4 -in coated paper cone midrange
and 1/4 -in mylar-dome tweeter. Satellite: power

THIEL
CS 5 Coherent Source 5 -Way Speaker
Three 8 -in woofers, one 5 -in midrange, 2 -in upper -midrange metal -dome drivers, and tweeter.
Utilizes sloping baffle and electronic correction
to achieve proper time alignment. Features synthesized 1st -order acoustic crossover system; 3 -

dimensional marble/polymer baffle; aluminum

handling 75 W; FR 125-20,000 Hz ± 3 dB; nom imp
8 ohms; crossover point 3,900 Hz; sens 87 dB sPU

W/m. Woofer: FR 43-105 Hz ±3 dB; nom imp 4
ohms/ch; sens 87 dB sPUW/m; power handling 75

W. Black, white, and galaxy -textured enamel
finishes. Satellites: 51/2 x 83/4 x 5 in. Woofer: 12 x

16x12 in

$500

VANDERSTEEN

Kevlar or Kevlar/foam sandwich driver dia-

Model 3 3 -Way Speaker

phragms. Power handling 400 W cont; FR 2022,000 Hz ±1 dB; sens 87 dB; imp 3 ohms; min

10 -in acoustic coupler. 8 -in polycone woofer, 41/2 -

imp 2 ohms. Amberwood or black -gloss finish. 13
x 64 x 17 in; 180 lb ea
$9,200/pr

in polycone midrange with ferrofluid cooling, and
1 -in critically damped metal -alloy dual -chamber
dome tweeter with ferrofluid cooling. Fast Fouri-

er Transform analysis used in all stages of assembly. Biwirable. Power handling 100-200 W into 8
ohms; FR 26-30,000 Hz ± 3 dB; sens 88 dB sPUW/
m; imp 4 ohms: crossovers 600 and 5.000 Hz. 16 x
48 x 101/4 in; 97 lb
$2,395/pr

Model 2Ci 3 -Way Speaker
10 -in fiber acoustic coupler. 8 -in polycone woofer, 41/2 -in polycone midrange with ferrofluid cooling, and 1/4 -in critically damped metal -alloy dual -

chamber dome tweeter with ferrofluid cooling.
Fast Fourier Transform analysis used during
assembly. Biwirable. Power handling 40-160 W;
FR 28-29,125 Hz ± 3 dB; sens 88 dB sPUW/m; imp
7 ohms; crossover points 600 Hz and 5,000 Hz. 16
x 361/2 x 101/4 in; 63 lb
$1,195/pr

Model 1B 2 -Way Speaker

20,000 Hz ±3 dB; nom imp 4 ohms; crossover

Multiband design with three 12 -in woofers, one 5 in cone midrange, one I -in dome tweeter, and one

point 1.500 Hz. 15 x 8 x 10 in; 26 lb ... $1 .600/pr

piezo supertweeter. Separate level controls for
midrange and tweeters. FR 22-50,000 Hz ±3 dB;
sens 95 dB sPIJW/m; min amp power 20 W/ch;
crossovers 80, 400. 4,000, and 12.000 Hz; nom
imp 4 ohms. Oiled -walnut finish; black knit grille.
15 x 43 x 15 in; 951b

er handling 20-100 W; FR 38-20,000 Hz ±3 dB;
sens 90 dB sPUW/m; imp 6.8 ohms; crossover
$650/pr

$1,298/pr

QSO 808 4 -Way Speaker
Ported design with I2 -in woofer, 5 -in cone midrange, and I -in dome tweeter. Separate level
controls for midrange and tweeter. FR 34-20.000
Hz ± 3 dB; sens 94 dB sPUW/m; min amp power
20 W; crossover points 600 and 5,000 Hz; nom
imp 8 ohms. Oiled -walnut finish: black knit grille.
15 x 26 x 12 in; 50 lb

Rear slot -loading design with 8 -in polycone woofer and I -in dual -chamber polymer dome tweeter.
Features 4th -order filter; Fast Fourier Transform
analysis used during all stages of assembly. Pow-

point 2,800 Hz. 12 x 36 x 10 in; 501b

Tower II 4 -Way Speaker

$690/pr

VMPS Large Subwoofer
Passive -radiator design with one I5 -in and one
I2 -in woofer. FR 17-250,000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 95
dB sn../W/m; min amp power 20 W; nom imp 4
ohms. Oiled -walnut finish; black knit grille. 22 x
39 x 17 in; 140 lb

$599 ea

VECTOR RESEARCH

VORTEX

VSP-230 Subwoofer/Satellite System

Vortex Screen Subwoofer/Satellite System

Subwoofer with 8 -in driver and 2 satellites each
with one 31/2 -in shielded midrange and one rotatable 21/2 -in tweeter. Subwoofer: power handling
25-125 W; imp 6 ohms; sens 90 dB sPL/W/m; FR

Hybrid transmission -line design with 8 -in mineral -filled double -thick plastic cone woofer in separate triple -chamber multivented enclosure; 4 -in
damped plastic cone midrange and I -in aluminum -dome tweeter mounted in minimum baffle
with butyl rubber edge in MDF double -chamber
enclosure. Computer -designed Linkwitz-Riley
crossover; gold-plated binding posts. Biamplifiable and biwirable. FR 27-25.000 Hz ±3 dB; sens
88 dB sPUW/m. Woofer module: 35 x 18 x 11 in;
69 lb ea. Midrange -tweeter module: 14 x 18 x 1 I
in; 68 lb/pr
$2,500/pr

28-150 Hz. Satellites: power handling 15-75 W; FR
140-20.000 Hz; imp 8 ohms; sens 89 dB set../W/m.
Subwoofer: 51/2 x 201/4 x 123/4 in; 15.3 lb. Satellites:
41/4 x 81/4 x 41/2 in ea; 2.8 lb ea
$500/sys

VELODYNE
ULD-18 Powered Subwoofer

WALL SOUND

x 22 in. Amplifier: 31/2 x 17 x 11 in
$2,750 ea
ULD-15. As above, 15 -in driver and 17 x 22 x 18 in cabinet
$1,895 ea

8 -in coated -paper cone driver with dual voice
coils. Power handling 50-100 W; FR 30-500 Hz;

crossover at 85 Hz with 6-dB/oct slope; active
low-pass crossover adjustable between 40-100
Hz. FR 18-85 Hz ±3 dB. Black vinyl woodgrain
finish. 20 -in cube; 79 lb

sens 90dB sn../W/m; imp 8 ohms; crossover point
120 Hz. 101/4 x 151/4 x 3% in
$250/pr

SE 790 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker
61/2 -in polycarbonate cone woofer with

F-1200. As above, 12 -in driver and 100-W

excursion and 80-W amplifier. 141/4 -in cube; 44
$795 ea

VMPS BY ITONE

Model 515 C Class 2 -Way Speaker
Acoustic -suspension enclosure with 8 -in woofer
and I -in ceramic dome tweeter. Power handling
100 W cont; FR 42-40.000 Hz ± 3 dB; sens 87 dB
sn../W/m; nom imp 8 ohms. Black -ash finish with
black grille. 16 x 11 x 12 in; 48 lb/pr
$650/pr

Model 410 2 -Way Speaker
Ported design with 63/4 -in woofer and I -in metal dome tweeter. Power handling 20 W cont; FR 4520.000 Hz; sens 89 dB sPIJW/m; crossover point
grille. 9 x 131/2 x 8 in; 26.7 lb/pr

$375/pr

Delta 50.2 2 -Way Speaker
Vented design with 8 -in woofer and 1/4 -in polyimide soft -dome tweeter. Power handling 20 W
coot; FR 45-25.000 Hz ±3 dB; sens 90 dB; nom
crossover point 5.000 Hz. Black -oak
vinyl finish with black -knit grille. 10 x 18 x 8 in;
20.5 lb/pr
$325/pr

Diamond IV
Ported design with 43/4 -in woofer and 1/4 -in metal -

dome tweeter. Power handling 20 W cont; FR 5025,000 Hz; sens 86 dB; nom imp 8 ohms; cross-

YAMAHA
YST-SW100 Powered Subwoofer
Two 7 -in cone woofers. Features line -input and
speaker -input connections; magnetic shielding;
continuously variable high -cut filter. Amplifier:
70 W into 5 ohms; FR 21-180 Hz. Black.. $429 ea

10 -oz

magnet and I -in soft -dome tweeter. Power handling 30-60 W; FR 50-22.000 Hz; sens 90 dB sm../
W/m; imp 8 ohms; crossover point 3,000 Hz. 81/4 x
$ I 99/pr

$1,395 ea

amplifier. 21/4 -in voice coil; 56 -oz magnet. FR 2085 Hz ±3 dB. 161/4 -in cube; 55 lb
$995 ea
F-1000. As F-1200, 10 -in driver with 1/2 -in linear
lb

SE 890 In -Wall Subwoofer

121/2 x 37/4 in

tweeter in alloy housing. Features cast -aluminum
chassis; sandwich -mounted bass unit; down -firing flared reflex port; gold-plated biwiring terminal. Power handling 30 W cont; FR 45-25.000 Hz;
sens 89 dB sPUW/m; nom imp 8 ohm. Black -ash
and wood veneers with black -knit grille. 10 x 18 x
10 in; 30 lb
$1,575/pr

over paint 3,500 Hz. 71/4 x 101/2 x 71/4 in .. $300/pr

in peak -to -peak linear travel, 400-W amp with
level control. FR 15-85 Hz ±3 dB; crossover 85
Hz. Walnut. oak, or black finish. Cabinet: 23 x 31

15 -in driver with 1/4 -in linear travel, 250-W coot
avg Class A/B amplifier. Features 3 -in voice coil;
96 -oz magnet; resin/fiber cone; passive high-pass

Coleridge C Class 2 -Way Speaker
Infinite -baffle design with 8 -in mineral -filled
polypropylene woofer and I -in ceramic -dome

3,500 Hz. Black -vinyl finish with black -knit

Servo -controlled long -throw 18 -in driver with Y4 -

F-1500 Powered Subwoofer

WHARFEDALE

WSX-10 2 -Way In -Wall Speaker
61/4 -in woofer and I -in tweeter. Nom input power
813 W; dynamic input power 160 W; FR 50-25,000
Hz; sens 89 dB sPUW/m; imp 6 ohms. Antique white finish with paintable grille and frame. 83/4 x
n

$200 ea

WESTLAKE AUDIO

125/6 x

BBSM-8F 3 -Way Speaker

NS -A820 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker
8 -in polycarbonate woofer and I -in microcell
dome tweeter. Power handling 140 W coot avg;

Ported design with dual 8 -in woofers, 31/2 -in midrange driver, and I -in dome tweeter. Power han-

dling 50-100 W; FR 65-18.000 Hz ±3 dB; imp 4
ohms; crossover points 600 and 5,000 Hz. 26 x 13
x 161/2 in; 901b
$3,200/pr

imp 6 ohms; sens 90 dB sPUW/m ; FR 50-22,000 Hz
±3 dB. Solid -oak and veneer finish
$180 ea

NS -C70 Center -Channel Speaker

BBSM-6F 3 -Way Speaker

Two 4 -in full -range drivers. Magnetic shielding;

Ported design with dual 6 -in woofers, 31/2 -in midrange driver, and I -in dome tweeter. Power handling 50-60 W; FR60-20,000 Hz ± 3 dB, nom imp 4

slanted front panel. FR 70-20,000 Hz; imp 6 ohms.

one 12 -in woofer, two 5 -in cone midranges, two 2 in ribbon tweeters, and two 1 -in dome su-

pertweeters. Separate level controls for mid-

ohms; crossover points 600 and 6,000 Hz. 22 x

range, tweeter, and supertweeter. FR 20-50,000
Hz ±3 dB; sens 96 dB sPLW/m; min amp power
20 W: crossover points 80, 400, 4,000, and 12.000
Hz; nom imp 4 ohms. Oiled walnut finish; black
knit grille. 22 x 49 x 17 in; 150 lb
$1,998/pr

101/2 x 13 in; 55 lb

NS -A95 2 -Way Rear Speaker
Acoustic -suspension design with 41/2 -in long throw woofer and 2 -in cone tweeter. Includes
mounting bracket and speaker wire. Power handling 313 W; imp 4 ohms; sens 91 dB sPUW/m.

Super Tower/R 5 -Way Speaker
Multiband bass design with two 15 -in woofers,

$2,400/pr

BBSM-4F 2 -Way Speaker
Ported design with dual 4 -in woofers and 31/4 -in
dome tweeter. Power handling 25-50 W; FR 65-

Black finish. 51/4 x 171/2 x 61/4 in

$129 ea

Black finish. 9 x 9 x 31/2 in; 4 lb
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Acoustat (see Hafler)

BGIV Systems. 13130 S. Yukon

Acoustic Research. 330 Turnpike
St., Canton, MA 02021-2703

Ave.. Hawthorne, CA 90251

DCM. 670 Airport Blvd..
Ann Arbor. MI 48108

Hitachi, 3890 Steve Reynolds Blvd.,
Norcross, GA 30093

(2131973-8090

(313) 994-8481

(404) 279-5600

(617) 821-2300

B.I.C. America, 883-E, Hampshire
Rd.. Stow, OH 44224

Definitive Technology, 11105 Valley
Heights Dr., Baltimore, MD 21117

(216)928-2011

1301) 363-7148

Home Theater Products.
1950 E. Orangethorpe Ave..
Fullerton, CA 92631

Bose. The Mountain,
Framingham, MA 01701

Dennesen, 715 Hale St.,
Beverly, MA 01915

Wilmington. MA 01887

(5081879-7330

(508) 927-2521

HTG by Music & Sound Imports.
450B Pike Rd., Huntingdon Valley,

(8001522-4434

Boston Acoustics, 70 Broadway,

Advent (see Jensen)

Lynnfield, MA 01940

Denim. 222 New Road.
Parsippany, NJ 07054

PA 19006
1215) 953-9222

Aiwa. 800 Corporate Dr.,
Moonachie. NJ 07430-2048

(617) 592-9000

(201) 575-7810

Boulder. 4850 Sterling Dr.,
Boulder, CO 80301
(303)449-8220

Design Acoustics, 1221 Commerce
Dr., Stow, OH 44224
(216)686-2600

(800) 243-2733

Bryston, 57 Westmore Dr.,
Rexdale, Ontario M9V 3Y6

Desktop, Box 3340, Rosedale
Station, Kansas City, KS 66103

(800) 669-9662

(416) 746-0308

(816) 531-6722

California Audio Labs. 16812
Gothard St.. Huntington Beach.
CA 92647

Dual, distributed by Euro-Tech,

Adeom, 11 Elkins Rd.,
E. Brunswick, NJ 08816
(908) 390-1130

a/d/s/, One Progress Way.

(201) 512-3600

Allison Acoustics, 26 Pearl St.,
Box IS. Bellingham, MA 02019
(800) 225-4790

Alter Lansing. Rts. 6 & 209.
Milford, PA 18337-0277
(717) 296-4434

Apogee, 35 York Ave.,
Randolph. MA 02368
(617)963-0124

Aragon by Mondial. 2 Elm St..
Ardsley, NY 10502
(914) 693-7199

Arrant (see Audio Influx)
Ariston (see EuroSound)
Atlantic Technology, distributed by
Lincolnwood. 575 University Ave.,
Norwood. MA 02062
(617) 762-0202

Audio by Van Alstine, 2202 River
Hills Dr.. Burnsville, MN 55337
(612) 890-3517

Audio Design Associates.
610 Mamaroneck Ave.,
White Plains. NY 10605
(914)946-9595

Audio Influx. Box 381,
Highland Lakes, NJ 07422-0381

(714) 841-1140

Camber, 4946 Bourg. Montreal,
Quebec H4T 112
(514) 738-3225

Dynaudio, Box 13686, Research
Park Triangle, NC 27709

(818) 799-6396

Electro-Voice, 600 Ceci St.,
Buchanan, MI 49107

Cambridge Physics, Mill Complex,
Box 192, Marlboro, NH 03455

(800) 252-4434

Canton, 915 Washington Ave. S.,
Minneapolis, MN 55415-1245
(612) 333-1150

Carrera (see Vector Research)
Carver. Box 1237,
Lynnwood, WA 98046

AudioSource, 1327 N. Carolan Ave.,
Burlingame, CA 94010
(415) 348-8114

CT 06513
(203) 865-1237

Audire. 9576 El Tambor Ave.,
Fountain Valley, CA 92708

Cerwin-Vega. 555 E. Easy St.,
Simi Valley, CA 93065

(714)968-1236

(805) 584-9332

Avid. Box 192, Marlboro, NH 03455

Class', Audio, 9414 Cote de Liesse
Rd., Lachine, Quebec H8T I A I
(514) 636-6384

Bang & Olufsen. 1150 Feehanville
Dr.. Mount Prospect, IL 60056
(708) 299-9380

Bedini, 5450 E. Seltice Way. #B.
Post Falls, ID 83854
(208) 773-5179

BEL. 2530 Berryessa Rd. #I26.
San Jose. CA 95132
(408) 259-8648

Her ' g. 12430 McCrossin Lane.
Potomac. MD 20854
(301) 926-3371

Clements. 76th St. Clair Ave. W..
4th Floor, Toronto. Ontario
M4V 1N2

(516) 496-3400

Jensen. 25 Tri-State Intl Office Ctr.,
Lincolnshire, IL 60069

McNicoll Ave., Scarborough.
Ontario MIX 1G5
(416) 321-1800

EPI, 8400 Balboa Blvd..
Northridge, CA 91325
(818) 892-3224

Esoteric Sound, 4813 Wallbank
Ave.. Downers Grove. IL 60515
(708) 960-9137

E.SS, 11415 Folsom Blvd.,
Rancho Cordova, CA 95742
(916) 852-0906

EuroSound, 1060 Main St.,
River Edge, NJ 07661
(201) 489-2772

Fisher. 21350 Lassen St.,
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(818)998-7322

Focus, 120 S. Patterson Blvd.,
Dayton, OH 45402
(513) 222-3946

Fort', (see Threshold)
Fosgate.Audionics, Box 70,
Heher City, UT 84032

(615) 688-6501

JVC, 41 Slater Dr..
Elmwood Park. NJ 07407
(201)794-3900
KEF. 14120-K Sullyfield Circle.
Chantilly, VA 22021
(703)631-8810
Kenwood. Box 22745,
Long Beach, CA 90801-5745
(213) 639-9000

Kinergetica, Box 4839,
Chatsworth, CA 91313-4839
(213) 582-9382

KLH, 11131 Dora St., Box 1085,
Sun Valley, CA 91352
(213) 875-0480

Klipsch, Box 688.
Hope, AR 71801
(501) 777-6751

Koss, 4129 N. Port Washington
Ave., Milwaukee, WI 53212
(414)964-5000

(8011654-4046

Krell, 35 Higgins Dr.,
Milford, CT 06460

Conrad -Johnson, 2800R Dorr Ave.,
Fairfax. VA 22031

Fried, 7616 City Line Ave.,

(203) 874-3139

Lenbrook, 633 Granite Ct.,
Pickering. Ontario L IW 3K I

(619) 598-9090

Philadelphia, PA 19151
(215) 473-7474
Genesis, 953 S. Frontage Rd. West.
Suite 106, Vail, CO 81657
(303)476-3012

Creek Audio (see Music Hall)
Crown Internat' al, Box 1000.
Elkhart, IN 46515-1000

Goodnians of England (see TGI)
Hafler. 613 S. Rockford Dr..
Tempe. AZ 85281

(703) 698-8581

Counterpoint. 2610 Commerce Dr..
Vista, CA 92083

(219) 294-8000

(800) 366-2349

Dahlquist, 601 Old Willets Path.
Hauppauge, NY 11788

Harman Kardon, 8380 Balboa
Blvd.. Northridge, CA 91325

(516) 234-5757

(818) 893-9992

Day Scquerra. Box 95707,
Hoffman Estates, IL 60195

Hartley. Box 4794,
Wilmington, NC 28406-1794

(7081843-1797

(919) 392-0500

(603)899-5121
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Janis, 2889 Roebling Ave.,
Bronx, NY 10461
(212)892-7419
JBL. 240 Crossways Park West,
Woodbury, NY 11797

(416)967-1622

DB Systems, Main St..
Box 460, Rindge Center, NH 03461
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(708) 498-4648

(800) 323-0707

Cello, 315 Peck St., New Haven.

(416) 771-6611

Jamo. 425 Huehl Rd., Bldg. 8,
Northbrook, IL 60062

JRM. 3716 Broadway N.E.,
Knoxville, TN 37917-3120

(508) 429-6706

B&W Loudspeakers. Box 653.
Buffalo, NY 14240

(818) 407-0228

Products International, 3641

(612) 566-7570

(800) 543-5252

Infinity, 9409 Owensmouth Ave..
Chatsworth, CA 91311

Energy. distributed by Audio

Audio Research. 6801 Shingle Creek
Pky., Minneapolis, MN 55430

B&K Components. 1971 Abbott Rd.,
Buffalo, NY 14218

(616)695-6831

Icon Acoustics, 13 Fortune Dr.,
Billerica, MA 01821

Cambridge Sounatarks, 154
California St.. Newton, MA 02158

Celestion, 89 Doug Brown Way,
Holliston, MA 01746

Ontario POA 1HO
(705) 635-2222

(919) 781-3373

Hughes Audio Products, Box 7000
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688

(603) 876-4400

(206) 775-1202

Hwy. #60, Dwight.

(212)840-1906
Dynamo, 125 Cabot Ct..
Hauppauge, NY 11788
(516) 434-1200

Cambridge Audio, distributed by
Weltronics. 1414 S. Fair Oaks Ave.,
Suite 7, S. Pasadena, CA 91030

(201) 764-8958

(6031876-4400

19 W. 44th St., Suite 1010,
New York, NY 10036

(714) 526-0711

(416) 831-6333

Linn. distributed by Audiophile
Systems. 8709 Castle Park Dr..
Indianapolis, IN 46256
(317)849-7103
Luxman, 19145 Gramercy Pl..
Torrance, CA 90501
(213) 326-8000

Magnavox (see Philips)

Magnepan. 1645 Ninth St.,
White Bear Lake, MN 55110
(612)426-1645
M&K, 10391 Jefferson Blvd..
Culver City, CA 90232
(213) 204-2854

Marantz. 1150 Feehanville Dr.,
Mount Prospect. IL 60056
(708) 299-4000

NSM, distributed by EuroSon.
694 Ft. Salonga Rd.. Northport.
NY 11768

Mark Levinson by Madrigal.
Box 781. 2081 S. Main St..
Middletown, CT 06457

(516) 261-7700

(203) 346-0896

(908) 225-3222
Odeon. 12461 Tibbetts St..

Martin -Logan. 2001 Delaware St..
Lawrence. KS 66046

Numark, 503 Newfield Ave..
Raritan Center. Edison, NJ 08837
Sylmar, CA 91342

(913) 749-0133

(818) 362-3379

MB Quart. 25 Walpole Park S.,
Walpole, MA 02081

Ohm. 241 Taaffe Pl.,
Brooklyn. NY 11205

(508) 668-8973

(718) 783-1111

McIntosh. 2 Chambers St..
Binghamton, NY 13903-2699

Onkyo, 200 Williams Dr.,
Ramsey, NJ 07446

(6071723-3512

(201) 825-7950

Milos, 723 Bound Brook Rd.,
Dunelien, NJ 08812

Optimus (see Radio Shack)
Oracle, Box 394, Edmundston,
New Brunswick E3V 3L1

(908)968-4748
Memorex by Memtek, Box 901021,
Fort Worth. TX 76101
(817) 878-6700

Meridian (see KW
Mirage. 3641 McNicoll Ave..
Scarborough. Ontario MIX 1G5
(416) 321-1800
Mission, 2461 Bellevue Ave.,

West Vancouver. British Columbia
V7V 1E1
(604) 926-7837

(506) 735-1080

Revox. 1425 Elm Hill Pike,
Nashville, TN 37210

SSI, 11836 Clark St.,
Arcadia, CA 91006

(615) 254-5651

(800) 845-4774

Rockustics. 15400 E. Batavia Dr..
Aurora, CO 80011

Sumo, 9829 Independence Ave..
Chatsworth, CA 91311

(303) 363-6161

(818) 718-8381

Rogers (see Audio Influx)
Rotel (see B&W Loudspeakers)
Jeff Rowland Design, Box 7231.
Colorado Springs, CO 80933

Superphon, 1035 Conger, #3.
Eugene. OR 97402
(503) 345-4226

RSL, 8381 Canoga Ave.,
Canoga Park, CA 91304

Sylvania (see Philips)
Synthesis (see Conrad -Johnson)
Tammy, 141 Linden St..
Wellesley, MA 02181

(818) 882-4600

(617) 239-1692

Samsung. 301 Mayhill St..
Saddle Brook, NJ 07662

Tara Labs, 2567 Siskiyou Blvd..
Ashland. OR 97520

(201) 587-9600

(503) 488-6465

Snsui, 1250 Valley Brook Ave..
Lyndhurst. NJ 07071

TDL, 1305 Court St.,
Saginaw. Ml 48602

(719) 473-1181

(201) 460-9710

(517) 792-3948

(2011348-7000

Sanyo, 21350 Lassen St..
Chatsworth, CA 91311

Tear, 7733 Telegraph Rd..
Montebello. CA 90640

Paradigm. distributed by
AudioStream, Box 2410, Niagara
Falls, NY 14302

(818) 998-7322

(213) 726-0303

Sennet, Box 1630, Old Milford Rd..
Milford. PA 18337-2630

Technics (see Panasonic)
TGI, 300 Gage Ave., Unit I.
Kitchener, Ontario N2M 2C8

Panasonic, One Panasonic Way.
Secaucus, Ni 07094

(416)632-0180

(800) 648-6663

Parasound, 950 Battery St.,
San Francisco, CA 94111

Shahinian, 33 A&B Cedarhurst
Ave., Medford. NY 11763

(519) 745-1158

Thiel, 1042 Nandino Blvd..
Lexington, KY 40511

(800) 822-8802

(516) 736-0033

Mitsubishi. 5757 Plaza Dr.. Box
6007. Cypress. CA 90630-0007

Period Loudspeakers. 1900 Gulf St..
Lamar, MO 64759

Sharp. Sharp Plaza.

(606) 254-9427

1714) 220-2500

(417)682-3322
Phase Tectuaology,
6400 Youngerman Circle,
Jacksonville, FL 32244
(904) 777-0700

Mahwah. NJ 07430-2135
(201) 529-8200
Sherwood, 14830 Alondra Blvd..
La Mirada. CA 90638
(800)962-3203
Shure, 222 Hart rey Ave..
Evanston. IL 60202

Thorens by BIB Electronics.
84-03 Cuthbert Rd., Kew Gardens.

(800) 257-4873

(916) 348-0600

Mod Squad, 542 North Highway
101. Leucadia, CA 92024-0965
(619) 436-7666

Monitor Audio, distributed by
Kevro, Box 1355. Buffalo.
NY 14205
(416) 428-2800

Philips, I Philips Dr.. Box 14810,
Knoxville. TN 37914-1810
(615) 521-4316

Mordaunt-Short (see TGI)
Morel. 414 Harvard St..
Brookline. MA 02146

Pinnacle, 255 Executive Dr..
Suite 310, Plainview, NY 11803

(617)277-6663
Motif (see Conrad -Johnson)
MTX. 2200 S. Ritchey St.,
Santa Ana, CA 92705

Pioneer. 2265 E. 220th St..
Long Beach, CA 90810

(714) 556-6191

Museatex. 1829 54th St. S.E.,
Calgary. Alberta T2B INS
(403) 273-2552

Music Hall. 108 Station Rd.,
Great Neck, NY 11023
(516) 487-3663

NAD (see Lenbrook)
Nairn, 1748 N. Sedgwick St..
Chicago, IL 60614
(312)944-0217
Nakamichi, 19701 S. Vermont Ave.,
Torrance. CA 90502
(213) 538-8150

NEAR, 679 Lisbon Rd..
Lisbon Falls, ME 04252
(207) 353-7307

NHT, 537 Stone Rd.. Suite E.
Benicia, CA 94510
(707) 747-0151

Nikko. distributed by AVS
Technologies. 2100 Trans Canada
Hwy. S.. Montreal. Quebec
H9P 2N4
(514)683-1771

Niles. 12331 S.W. 130th St.,
Miami. FL 33186
(305) 238-4373

Norman Laboratories, 1905
Atchison Dr., Norman. OK 73069
(405) 321-3205

(5161576-9052
(213) 746-6337

Polk Audio, 5601 Metro Dr..
Baltimore. MD 21215
(301) 358-3600

ProAc, distributed by Modern
Audio Consultants, 112 Swanhill
Ct.. Baltimore, MD 21208
(301) 486-5975

Proton, 5630 Cerritos Ave.,
Cypress, CA 90630
(714)952-8282
PS Audio, Box 1119,
Grover City, CA 93483
(805) 481-4844
PSB (see Lenbrook)
PSE, 7401 Lyndale Ave. S..
Minneapolis, MN 55423
(612) 866-4984
Quad, 1 1 1 South Dr.,
Barrington. IL 60010
(708) 526-1646
Q
, 1325 Pratt Blvd..
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
(708) 228-6366

Radio Shack. Tandy Corporation.
700 One Tandy Center,
Fort Worth, TX 76102
(817) 390-3011

Realistic (see Radio Shack)
Revolver (see Music Hall)

Signet. 4701 Hudson Dr.,
Stow, OH 44224
(216) 688-9400

NY 11415
(718) 441-26%

3A Audio Design (see EuroSound)

Threshold. 7325 Roseville Rd..
Sacramento. CA 95842

Triad. 9106 N.E. Marx Dr..
Portland, OR 97220
(503) 256-2600

Snell. 143 Essex St..
Haverhill, MA 01832
(508)373-6114
Sonance. 961 Calle Negocio,
San Clemente, CA 92672

(209) 582-0324

(800) 582-7777

(805) 987-1312

Vandersteen, 116 W. 4th St.,
Hanford, CA 90230
Vector Research, 1230 Calle Suerte,
Camarillo, CA 93012

Sonographe (see Conrad -Johnson)
Sony, One Sony Dr..
Park Ridge. NJ 07656

Velodvne. 1070 Commercial St.,
Suite -101. San Jose, CA 95112

(201) 930-7669

VMPS by hone, 3429 Morningside
Dr.. El Sobrante, CA 94803

Sota, 1318-B Marquette Dr..
Romeoville, IL 60441
(800) 772-7682

Sounderaftsmen (see MTX)
Sound Engineering, Box 12538.
Rochester, NY 14612
(716) 865-2818
Sound -Lab, 6451 Mountain View

(408) 436-7270

(415) 222-4276

Vortex. Box 1316, Guasti.
CA 91743
(800) 437-8678

Wall Sound. distributed by AAMP.
22047 U.S. 19 North, Clearwater.
FL 34625

Dr.. Park City, UT 84060

(813) 797-1081

(801) 649-0172

Well Tempered Labs.
3108 McKinley Way.
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Soundstream, 120 Blue Ravine Rd.,
Folsom, CA 95630
(916) 351-1288

(714) 549-9878

Speakerlah, 6307 Roosevelt Way
N.E.. Seattle, WA 98115-6616

Westlake Audio, 2696 Lavery Ct.,
#18. Newbury Park, CA 91320

(206) 523-2175

(8051499-3686

Spectral. 260 N. Wolfe Rd.,
Sunnyvale. CA 94086

Wharfedale, distributed by Melody
Audio. 1940 Blake St., Suite 101.

(408) 738-8521

SpectraScan, 1110A Elkton Dr..
Colorado Springs. CO 80907
(303) 599-9254

Spied, 3425 Bryn Mawr N.E.,
Albuquerque, NM 87107
(505) 883-6120

Denver, CO 80202
(303) 291-3100
Yamaha, Box 6660,

Buena Park, CA 90622
(714) 522-9105

Zenith, 1000 Milwaukee Ave..
Glenview, IL 60025
(708) 391-7000
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Stereo Review's critics choose the

Thursday in the Park
With Paul

outstanding current releases
7"

'UL SIMON looked like a pale
shadow of himself at the turn of
the

Eighties with "One Trick

Pony," only to rise from his own
ashes with "Graceland" and
"The Rhythm of the Saints."
"Graceland," especially, with its
charming melding of bicultural
rhythms and Tin Pan Alley familiarity,
restored Simon's reputation, showing
him to be not only aging gracefully but
still growing as an artist, maybe even
becoming a visionary. The new two disc set of his much -publicized live
concert in New York's Central Park
one Thursday last August is as much a
celebration of that as it is a musical
event.
Simon and his eighteen back-up musicians-many of whom appeared on

his "Graceland" tours-offer stylish
and often majestic renditions of his
songs, from the Simon and Garfunkel

"Sound of Silence" era onward. A
couple of the older songs, especially
Kodachrome, come off as less spirited
than in their original recordings. But
there's such a joie de vivre about the
rest of the program, including other
older songs like Me and Julio Down by
the School Yard and Loves Me Like a
Rock, that it hardly matters.
Simon is in friendly, silky, and occa-

What a girl who calls herself a "human
trampoline" and Elvis Presley's Grace -

land have in common, I'm not really
sure. But when Simon hits his stride,
he can suspend logic and sweet-talk
even bitter enemies into joyful union.
From start to finish, this is an exemplary set, and it's one of the clearest
and best -engineered live recordings in
recent memory.
Alanna Nash

sionally wimpy choirboy voice, and
his r -&-b global band, with its odd yet
cheerful synthesis of sound, is always
fascinating even if a little incongruous.

PAUL SIMON: Concert in the Park. Paul
Simon (vocals, guitar); Michael Brecker

(saxophone, EWI); Ray Phiri, John

Selowane (guitar); other musicians. The
Obvious Child; The Boy in the Bubble;
She Moves On; Kodachrome; Born at the
Right Time; Train in the Distance; Me and

Julio Down by the School Yard; I Know

What I Know; The Cool, Cool River;
Bridge over Troubled Water; Proof; The
Coast; Graceland; You Can Call Me Al;
Still Crazy After All These Years; Loves
Me Like a Rock; Diamonds on the Soles
of Her Shoes; Hearts and Bones; Late in
the Evening; America; The Boxer; Cecilia; The Sound of Silence. WARNER BROS.

C) 26737-2 two CD's (118 min), © two
cassettes 26737-4.

Barenboim Upholds Chicago's Strauss Tradition
IHE Chicago Symphony Orches-

tra's founder, Theodore Thomas,
was a friend of Richard Strauss's
father, and Thomas and the CSO
gave the U.S. premieres of several of Strauss's tone poems. Naturally, when Strauss made his first visit
to America, in 1904, the Chicago was
one of the orchestras he conducted,

and the Strauss tradition continued

there under all of Thomas's successors as music director, most notably
Fritz Reiner and Georg Solti. There

xote and Don Juan with Barenboim
and the CSO is altogether more persuasive than their earlier one of Ein

could hardly be more appropriate repertory than Strauss for Daniel Barenboim to record as a symbol of continuity as he succeeds Solti on the Chicago
podium and launches the great orchestra's second century.
The new Erato release of Don Qui-

Heldenleben and Till Eulenspiegel. It is

not merely a matter of admiring the
orchestra and the vividness with
which Erato has recorded it. These are

downright glorious performances of
both works.

When Strauss came to America in
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izing this wordless but nonetheless graphic drama. Every one of
the variations is fully and enchantingly

characterized, without the slightest
hint of archness or excess, and with an

exceptional sense of continuity from
one episode to the next. Few performances of this work, recorded or oth-

erwise, have realized it so fully in
terms of musical drama-and even
fewer in terms of the humanity at its
core.
The other Chicago soloistsCharles Pikler, viola, and Samuel Ma -

gad, the concertmaster-do the team
proud, as indeed every element of this

1904 he had the twenty -seven -year -old

Pablo Casals as soloist in his New
York performance of Don Quixote, but

in many of his subsequent performances he used the respective orches-

tras' principal cellists, as Barenboim
does in this recording and as Andre
Previn did in his recent Telarc record-

Previn version, also one of the best,

comes into direct competition with
Barenboim's because it, too, has Don
Juan for its coupling. Chicago's John

Sharp is more than a match for his
Viennese colleague, Franz Bartolomey, who plays splendidly but with
somewhat less flexibility than Sharp in
both color and expressiveness. Barenboim's
was surely an advantage, too, in real-

remarkable ensemble does, not least
the magnificent horns and Ray Still's
oboe in the blazing Don Juan. There
are other first-rate recordings of both
works (including treasurable ones by
the same orchestra under Reiner), and
there will be others still. Right now,
though, there is none more satisfying
than Barenboim's.
Richard Freed
R. STRAUSS: Don Quixote, Op. 35; Don
Juan, Op. 20. John Sharp (cello, in Don
Quixote); Chicago Symphony Orches-

tra, Daniel Barenboim cond. ERATO ®
2292-45625-2 (61 min).

Matthew Sweet's Good-as -It -Gets Pop
i- all the cult records of the Seven-

ties, none stands taller than Big
Star's "Radio City," considered

0

by many to be the Great Lost
American Pop Album. What the
first Velvet Underground album

was to the Sixties-a record that

didn't sell many copies but led everyone who bought it to form a band (so

the story goes)-"Radio City" was to

the next decade. Matthew Sweet's
newly released third album, "Girlfriend," is a sterling example of how
the influence of "Radio City" continues to the present day. "Girlfriend" is
not only positively inspired by "Radio
City" but arguably equal to it.
What makes both records so magical is that their pop is pristine without
being polished to the point of unreality. Amid a flock of nicely composed
songs there's room for spontaneity,
small mistakes, and self-expression.
There's also a healthy reverence for
the purity of the guitars -and -drums
tradition from the Beatles onward, and
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the notion that guitar solos ought to
carry the emotion of the song forward

or not be there at all. To that end,
Sweet has enlisted several of New
York City's finest guitarists-Richard

Lloyd, Robert Quine, and Lloyd
Cole-to play their hearts out.
"Girlfriend" is a cornucopia of
great hooks, solid playing, and winsome, impassioned vocals from
Sweet. It begins strongly, if strangely,

with Divine Intervention, a longish
song about dislocation ("Don't know
where I'm gonna live/Don't know if
I'll find a place") whose soul -baring
rawness is reminiscent of John Len non's plaints in "Plastic Ono Band."
The next eleven songs make up an

0
dispensing praise: I've Been
1
Waiting, with its rainbow of rich
harmonies and jubilant twelve -string

guitar; You Don't Love Me, whose
crying pedal steel and rustic bounce
bring to mind the Neil Young of "Harvest"; the two girl's -name songs, Wi-

nona (as in Ryder) and Evangeline,
respectively importuning and irreverent. The title track is worth cranking

up, too, evolving into a hot jam in
which guitarist Quine pitches a quirky

fit. It all neatly segues, by way of a
drum bridge, into the gorgeous, rumi-

native Looking at the Sun. Sweet
closes the CD with three tracks left
over from his last album, including the
uncharacteristically splenetic Does

uninterrupted streak of good -as -it -gets

She Talk? and one of rock's more

pop. It's hard to know where to start

effective antiwar songs, Holy War:

. I'm not in for killing another man/Defending my Holy Land/
As if there's a God who would understand."
My" .

.

If it gets a fair and public hearing,
"Girlfriend" might finally seduce
America into noticing one of its most
talented pop musicians. If not, we may
just have another cult masterpiece on
our hands.
Parke Puterbaugh
MATTHEW SWEET: Girlfriend. Mat-

thew Sweet (vocals, bass, guitars, piano); other musicians. Divine Intervention; I've Been Waiting; Girlfriend; Looking at the Sun; Winona; Evangeline; Day
for Night; Thought I Knew You; You Don't

Love Me; I Wanted to Tell You; Don't
Go; Your Sweet Voice; Does She Talk?;
Holy War; Nothing Lasts. Zoo ® 7244511015-2(62 min), © 72445-110152-4.

Rostropovich's Triumphant Homecoming
MSTISLAV ROSTROPOVICH'S new

"Return to Russia" album, recorded at concerts on February 13 and 14, 1990, in the

Great Hall of the Moscow
Conservatory, not only conveys the passionate sense of occasion
by way of stormy and well -deserved
applause. It offers superb music making throughout a program ranging
from the somber "Pathetique" Symphony of Tchaikovsky to an insouci-

ant Gershwin number to a rousing
rendition of John Philip Sousa's Stars
and Stripes Forever.

Rostropovich has not been known
for moderation in his musical interpretations, especially of the Russian masters, but this performance of the

Tchaikovsky symphony exhibits a
fine-grained intensity. The whole
reading is magnificently controlled
from start to finish, yet it is heart clutching in its urgency. The valedictory coda of the opening movement is
something to be remembered, and the

famous 5/4 "limping waltz" is elegance itself even with the undercurrent of melancholy in the pedal -pointed middle section. The march -scherzo

their head. The effect is overwhelming. I would rate this overall as one of
the half -dozen most distinguished recordings of the "Pathetique."
The encores are a study in light and
shade: Shostakovich's witty orchestration of a Strauss polka, heartfelt
string playing in "Aase's Death" from
Grieg's Peer Gynt, a light -as -a feather
run-through of Paganini's challenging

Moto Petpetuo, a properly savage
treatment of "Tybalt's Death" from
Prokofiev's Romeo and Juliet, a delightfully stylish treatment of Gershwin's Walking the Dog, and then the
Sousa. When the audience spontaneously claps along to this American
march, it brings home in no uncertain
terms the end of the Cold War. It is all
wonderfully exhilarating and moving,
and despite the inevitable hazards of

live concert recording, the sound is
handsome.

David Hall

MSTISLAV ROSTROPOVICH: Return
to Russia. Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 6,

in B Minor, Op. 74 ("Pathetique"). J.
Strauss (arr. Shostakovich): Excursion
Train Polka. Grieg: Peer Gynt, Aase's

is a true Russian quickstep and free

Death. Paganini (arr. Makris): Moto Perpetuo. Prokofiev: Romeo and Juliet, Ty-

from the hysteria heard in some other
performances. The harrowing Adagio
lamentoso finale comes across as dryeyed, tight-lipped sorrow for most of

etz): Shall We Dance, Walking the Dog
Promenade. Sousa: The Stars and Stripes
Forever. National Symphony Orchestra
of Washington, Mstislav Rostropovich

its course; only at the final outburst
does Rostropovich let his forces have

balt's Death. Gershwin (arr. Kostelan-

cond. SONY CLASSICAL @ SK 45836 (72

min), © ST 45836.
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SPACE AGE SPENCER
Datawave's Breakthrough
Design For Wireless Speakers
Revolutionizes the Home
Entertainment Industry.

RISK -FREE TECHNOLOGY
We think you will be amazed by these
technological marvels and hack them up with
a risk -free 30 -day trial offer. The offer is
simple - try these speakers for 30 days and if
they are not everything we say they are
return them to us for a full refund, including
shipping and handling charges. Plus, these
speakers carry a full 90 -day manufacturer's
warranty. There is no reason that you can't
begin to enjoy music anywhere in your home
if you take us up on our risk -free offer.

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURER'S OFFER
For a limited time we are offering the

WIRELESS TRANSMITTER

TECHNOLOGICAL BREAKTHROUGH
At the 1990 Consumer Electronics Show

WS7 WIRELESS SPEAKER

Datawave WS7 speakers directly to consumers. The Datawave wireless speakers with
transmitter will carry a list price of $139 when
they become available in stores, but to
introduce this breakthrough product to the
public we are offering a special promotional
price. You can order the Datawave WS7 with
transmitter for $99 ($6 SecH) and, if you order
more than one speaker, additional speakers
are just $69 ($6 S&1-1). So act now and save!

the convention fl(x)r was buzzing with the
news of Datawave's WS7 Wireless Speaker
System. This product has been touted in a
number of electronics magazines as one of
the mast exciting new products of the 90's.
The heart of Datawave's breakthrough design
is a patented FM technology which broad-

The 8.5 x 4.5 x 4.5 inch cabinet, with its full
range 4 inch driver mounted at the top,
provides a 360 degree surround sound
pattern. In addition, the speakers operate on
two selectable frequencies, insuring static -free
transmission throughout your home. The
speakers are self -powered, with a 150 foot
range through walls, providing total coverage
in even the largest homes!

to satellite speakers. The transmitter, about
the size of a paperback book, broadcasts
music from virtually any sound source to a

into the signal your stereo already generates
through a simple connection to any audio
output or headphone jack. Since they are self -

your order for the

receiver built into the speaker -no speaker
wires are needed!

amplified they will work with any stereo

Speakers, or for on

These state -or -the -art speakers simply tap

Imagine being able to listen to music
anywhere in your home or even outdoors
without having to run miles of speaker wire.
You can listen to any component of your
stereo system (CD's, albums, cassettes, reelto-reel, AM/FM stereo, .. . etc.) throughout
your home. These speakers have their own
built-in amplifier, so you can switch them on
and off and control the volume independently at each speaker. Best of all, the
speakers sound great, with deep, rich bass
and crystal clear highs.

STATE -OS -TIM -ART DESIGN
The Datawave Speaker system is
of the highest quality design.
The speaker is mounted in a
bookshelf -size, acoustically
constructed cabinet
providing a
convenient design
for placement in
any room.

Datawave's

patented FM
broadcasting
technology sends
music through walls,

floors and ceilings ...
anywhere in or around your home

system regardless of its wattage - they cannot
be blown out! You can broadcast both left
and right channels to utilize one speaker in a
room. You can also use two transmitters with
two speakers to get full stereo separation.
The choice is yours, you can configure your
wireless speakers to meet your needs.

ENJOY MUSIC ANYWHERE
These wireless speakers are totally portable,
as they operate on 4 C -batteries, which will
power the speakers for about three months.
They can also operate with an AC adaptor.
The speakers have an amazing built-in
detection circuit which will automatically cut
off the speakers around your home if you
turn off the stereo. Enjoy music on your
patio, by the pool, in the bedroom, bathroom
or while working in the garage. You can
operate as many speakers as you like on one
transmitter, without the trouble of
running wire endlessly
throughout your home.
Place one or more
speakers in a room, or
put a speaker in
every room of
the house. The
possibilities
are endless

for you to fill
your home
with music.

WIRELESS HEADPHONE BONUS
The Datawave WHIOOA uses the same
wireless technology and
transmitter as the WS7,

but gives you private
listening. For a
limited time, were
(Owing these
headphones for Just
S39 (S4 S&H) with
WS7 Wireless

$49 (S4 S&H) if

ordered separately.

ORDER TODAY!
So take advantage of Datawaves'amazing
new wireless technology surrounding you
with music throughout your home. Your
order will be shipped within 72 hours viaUPS
direct to you. For fastest service order by
phone and use you VISA, MC, AMEX or
DISC card.
Please mention promotinal code SR1100.

CALL TOLL -FREE 24 HOURS A DAY!

1-800-992-2966
Item#
WS I

Descrt ton
Wireless Speakers

1NSTA

WH100A
WH100

Additional Speakers
Bonus Headphones
Headphones air Trans.

Price

S&H

$99

$69
$39

$4

$49

$4

To order by mail send a check or money
order for the total amount including the
shipping and handling charges, or enclose
your credit card number and exp. date.
Please include your name address and phone
number. (VA. residents add 4.5% sales tax)

am" -ma mil

==m== = ==. Am.=
MARKET
NETWORK
11600 Busy Street Building 103
1MN

Richmond, Virginia 23236

Limited Edition

Classic Rock Fine Art Prints
Created from the Original Record Album Cover Art and Plate -Signed
by the Original Artists

Michael Mclnnerney. TOMMY. (The Who). Framed Size 24"x41"

A Most Important
Art Form
Record album cover art has been
called one of the most important
graphic art forms of our time. Yet,
with the advent of the tape cassette
and the compact disc, this art form
has all but vanished. But now,
The Record Art Collectionim
preserves some of the best of
this art.

A Superb Collection of 18 Prints:
Elvis: 50,000,000 Elvis Fans Can't Be Wrong,
Cream: Disraeli Gears, Blind Faith: Original
Cover,Traffic: Low Spark of High -Heeled Boys,
Led Zeppelin: Led Zeppelin 1, Supertramp:
Breakfast in America, Stevie Wonder: Secret Life
of Plants, Dylan: Self Portrait, ELP: Brain Salad
Surgery, Eagles: Hotel California, Steve
Winwood: Arc Of A Diver, Santana: Abraxas,
Doors: Full Circle, Yes: Relayer, The Who:
Tommy, Genesis: Abacab, Debbie Harry:
Koo Koo, U2: The Joshua Tree.

CALL 1-800-825-5888

George Hardie. LEO ZEPPELIN. (Led Zeppelin)
Framed Size 27"x29"

Own A Piece Of
Rock -And- Roll History

Bob Dylan. SELF PORTRAIT Bob( Dyl,ini
Framed Size 27"x29"

The Record Art Collectiow, is a
treasure trove of nostalgia as well
as a unique collection of fine art.
Spanning thirty years of rockand-roll history, it is the first
comprehensive series of limited
edition lithographic prints ever
derived from vintage rock-and-roll
record album covers. Only 9,800
prints of each work will be created
for worldwide acquisition, after
which the printing plates will be
destroyed.

Order Form
Mail To: Record Art, 192 Mission Land Road.
Derr. SR. Pine Island, NY 10969.
Quantity

Framed

$195 00

Unframed
$145.00

Tommy
Led Zeppelin
Self Portrait
Shipping: Add $22.50 Per Print
TOTAL AMOUNT:
(NY res dents. pleas add 825% sales tax)
Charge Ny:

VISA _MasterCard _Amex or Send Check or MO payable to "Record An"

Account #

Signatire
Name

Street

City, State/Zip_
Phone S

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 30 -Day Return Policy.

Popular Music
Recent discs and

cassettes reviewed by
Chris Albertson, Phyl Garland,
Ron Givens, Roy Hemming, Alanna Nash,

Parke Puterhaugh, and Steve Simels

BRYAN ADAMS: Waking Up The Neighbours.

Bryan Adams (vocals, guitar);

other musicians. Is Your Momma Gonna
Miss You; Hey Honey, I'm Packin' You
In; Can't Stop This Thing We Started; Not
Guilty; Vanishing; and ten others. A&M

® 5367-2 (75 min), © 5367-4.

Performance: Pure product
Recording: Good

It's not that Bryan Adams isn't a nice
guy, it's the formulaic nature of his rock

and the willing -to -please mush of his
ballads that rankles. There's scarcely an
original idea in this new album, from the
Stones -like "cowbell rock" of Is Your
Momma Gonna Miss You to the Rod
Stewartish bluster of Hey Honey, I'm
Packin' You In, reminiscent of Hot Legs
and Stay with Me without improving on

either. Adams keeps all his ducks in a
row when it comes to pleasing radio station program directors and MTV. His

canny commercial instincts and knack
for hooking mainstream rock fans is be-

yond dispute, but in "Waking Up the
Neighbours" he lapses into mediocrity.
Vanishing, for instance, starts out promisingly but devolves into a grinding chant

whose lyrics would be appropriate to
"Spinal Tap II": "If it takes all night/
Gonna swim your sea/Gonna sail your
ocean/Gonna shake your tree . ."
.

.

Imagine more than an hour of such stuff.
That's what aspirins are made for. P.P.
THE BAD EXAMPLES: Bad Is Beautiful.

The Bad Examples (vocals and instrumentals); other musicians. Not Dead
Yet; Statue by the Phone; Promises in the

Dark; Faces in Picasso's Notebook; and
ten others. WATERDOG O WD 9101 (48
min), © WD 9101.

Performance: Winning
Recording: Good
An interesting album, like love, is where
you find it, and these days that's often on
a small independent label. Case in point:
the Waterdog Records debut of the Bad

Examples, a youngish, Chicago -based

Explanation of Symbols
© = Compact disc
© = Tape cassette
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Bryan Adams: nice guy with a formula

rock-and-roll outfit with the traditional
lineup of two guitars, bass, and drums

and a stylistic range extending from
blues -based rave-ups (Rubber Cement
Man) to Squeeze -style pop rock (Ashes
in My Heart).
What the Examples are doing obvi-

ously isn't blindingly original, but what
raises them above the level of a superior
bar band is frontman Ralph Covert, as
authentic a rock-and-roll natural as you
are likely to hear any time soon. Covert
writes like a dream-terrific tunes with
funny, intelligent, occasionally even

heartbreaking lyrics about life as it is
actually lived by normal human beings
rather than rock stars-and he sings in a
classic ravaged -but -sweet (that is, real)

rock voice that gets under your skin

about 2 minutes into the disc. Imagine a
less dissolute Alex Chilton at the top of
his form, and you'll have an idea what a

marvelous racket Covert and his colleagues are making all over "Bad Is

Beautiful." In short, get it immediately.
Pick hits: Stranger Than Fiction, ridiculously catchy power pop, and She Smiles
Like Richard Nixon, which actually lives
up to what is clearly the neatest song title
of the Nineties so far.
S.S.
DRAMARAMA: Vinyl. Dramarama (vo-

cals and instrumentals); Mick Taylor
(guitar); other musicians. Until the Next
Time; Haven't Got a Clue; What Are We

Gonna Do?; Classic Rot; Memo from
Turner; and six others. CHAMELEON ®

that bristles with big guitars, earnest in your -face vocals, and a pinch of glamrock swagger. "Vinyl" is recorded
cleanly, with precisely separated instru-

ments and a close-miked sound that'll
flatten you with its presence. There's
nothing to hide, because the band has
chops to burn and John Easdale's songs

stand on their own two feet. Some of
them are more infectious than type -A
flu, notably the barnstorming opener,
Until the Next Time, a tuneful blitzkrieg

of guitars in overdrive and breathless

vocals, and In Quiet Rooms, whose one note vocal and reverberant guitars come
from Tom Petty by way of the Byrds-a

grand and glorious lineage. And any
band that can rock Mick Jagger's long lost Memo from Turner (from the Performance soundtrack) more sinuously than

the original has gone from students to
masters of the genre. Nearly every song
here offers something of substance

worth gnawing on, and Dramarama's
eagerness and energy are infectious. If
you liked groups like Mott the Hoople
and Cheap Trick at their peaks, give
"Vinyl" a spin. You won't be disappointed.

P.P.

HAMMER: Too Legit to Quit. Hammer
(vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. This Is the Way We Roll;
Brothers Hang On; Too Legit to Quit;
Living in a World Like This; Tell Me (Why
Can't We Live Together); and eight oth-

61242-2 (51 min), (:) 61242-4.

ers (twelve others on cassette). CAPITOL
0 CDP 98151-2 (71 min), © C4-98151.

Performance: Sizzling
Recording: Very good

Performance: Newly sophisticated
Recording: Excellent

Dramarama likes the Seventies, and
they bring 'em back alive in an album

You can't accuse Hammer of playing it
safe. After selling more than ten million

WORLD'S LARGEST
CD CATALOG
ALMOST

FREE CD

New catalog subscribers may choose to receive a free Rykodisc CD sampler,
Steal This Disc 3. The 72 -minute CD contains 23

tracks, including a song from the new Nils Lofgren
release, plus Jimi Hendrix, Jerry Jeff Walker, Frank
Zappa, Badfinger, Ringo Starr & His All Starr Band,
Devo, Country Joe, McGear. David Bowie and more.
Reg. Price: $9.99 + S&H. New Subscribers pay only
the $3.95 S&H Charge. (55328)

CD Samplers from $4.99
Contemporary Jazz Masters Sampler, Vol. 1 -16 cuts,
including selections by Miles Davis, Paul Desmond, Art Farmer, Maynard
Ferguson, Alan Holdsworlh, Tom Scott and more. $9.99 (43486)

JVC World Sounds Catalogue -40 cuts, with music from all
over the world. (Bulgaria. Zaire. Tibet and more!) $4.99 (49063)

Alligator Records 20th Anniversary Collection - Over

_HOW
Express Music
gose Express Music Catalog is
like having an enormous
record store all to yourself. You can

shop tor the music you want, when
you want it. We carry everything in
print in Rock, Jazz, Blues,
Pop.. you will find it all here in our
240 page, 50,000 -title source book.
We carry the complete catalog
of all the major labels, plus independents like Sheffield, Delos,
MFSL, DMP, Alligator, RYKO,
Chandos, Telarc, Chesky, Dorian
...in total, over 1,000 independents.
Ordering from us couldn't be easier.
Call our 800 number, or send the
order form to us by fax or post.
Our 240 -page CD, Tape and

30 historic cuts including songs from Albert Collins. Hound Dog Taylor.

Lonnie Brooks. and more. 2 CDs $14.99 (55761)

Video Catalog includes over 50,000

Alligator's Genuine Houserockin' Music - $6.99/CD

titles. Your first issue includes a refund

Vol. 1 (43488) Vol. 2 (43489) Vol. 3 (43490) Vol. 4 (44863)

certificate for $6.00, plus $50.00 in

additional merchandise credits. There

IMP Classics 3 -CD Samplers - This collection includes tiree
$5.00 coupons. which are redeemable by purchasing any IMP Classics

is no purchase obligation or

title from Bose Express Music. 3 CDs $14.95 (56896)

unrecpJested shipments.

Dorian Digital Sampler Vol. III - This sequel presents
highlights from the On The Banks Of Helicon and more. $4.99 (51776)

Free Updates

Teldec Classics International - 22 cuts, highlighting Teldec's
1991 releases $4.99 (615391

Any Recording In This Issue $12"
You can order any title reviewed or advertised in this issue, that is regularly
priced less than $17.00 per CD, for our new subscriber low price of $12.99/
CD (only $7.99 for cassettes), plus $3.95 shipping and handling per order.
Just call 1-800-451-BOSE or use the coupon to order. Please include artist,
title, format & inventory number, if known.

SUBSCRIPT1OWMAIL ORDER FORM

New subscribers will receive 1 Free
year of Updates, covering new
releases & monthly specials.

1-800451430SE
Exp

CC #

Start the Updates & send the 240 -page Catalog ($6.00/yr, refundable

Name

on the first order from the Catalog).
[

Yes.

Please include my FREE Rykodisc Sampler, Steal This Disc 3.

I'm enclosing an extra 53.95 for Shipping and Handling. (55328)

Address
City

State

Tip

Send me the attached list of recordings checked above (include

artist, title, format [CD or CA] & number) or I'm enclosing S12.99/

BOSE EXPRESS MUSIC

disc + $3.95 S&H per order (Music orders Only)
[

L

Check or

P Credit Card

f

Visa

(Outside U.S. Credit Card Only, Please)

CALL 1-800-451-BOSE 3R MAIL WITH PAYMENT TO:

AMEX

The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701
Fax: 508-875-0604

SRO2i

copies of his last album, "Please Ham-

Why This Ad
Is Making The Other
Loudspeaker Company
Nervous.
\A think the Ensemble II speaker system by Henry Kloss
is better than the BOSE AM -5 Series II. And because
Cambridge SoundWorks sells direct...it's half the price.

dropped the "M.C." from his name and
sampling from his bag of audio tricks.
Obviously bothered by those who accused him of riding the coattails of Rick
James, whose Super Freak (Part I) supplied the devastating hook for the mega hit U Can't Touch This, Hammer has

come up with his own music this time.
(All but Brothers Hang On, which takes
its main riff from the Temptations' Papa
Was a Rollin' Stone, are originals co written by Hammer.) He's also brought
a new sophistication to the sound of his

rap, working overtime to jam as many
sounds into each cut as he can. At times
you can hear him doing the main rap as
well as a softer counter -rap, along with
back-up singers, choirs, full horn sections, and even, in one cut, a flute solo.

As before, Hammer's primary concerns are social justice and self-help,

Audio Hall of Fame member, Henry Kloss

with a little boasting tossed in. The overall musical and political effect isn't that
far from latter-day Marvin Gaye, particularly because of the sweet -voiced men
who croon over many of the raps. "Too

All Cambridge SoundWorks products are designed by
our co-founder and chairman, Henry Kloss, who created
the dominant speakers of the '50s (AR), '60s (KU -I)
and '70s (Advent). Our high performance, high -value
speakers and systems are all manufactured in our
factory in Newton, Massachusetts.

Legit to Quit" may sound a little oldfashioned for those hip -hop fans who
like their music on the cutting edge, but
for musical sweat equity no one else can
touch this.
R.G.

Ensemble II performance for half the Bose price.
Ensemble' II is the latest version of the subwoofersatellite speakersAudio magazine said "may be the best
value in the world." Unlike the Bose® system, it uses
two-way satellite speakers and acoustic suspension
subwoofers (with 35% more cone area). It can sound
identical to our original Ensemble system.

I'M YOUR FAN: The Songs of Leonard
Cohen. R. E.M.: First We Take Manhattan. Ian McCulloch: Hey That's No Way
to Say Goodbye. Pixies: I Can't Forget.
That Petrol Emotion: Stories of the
Street. Lilac Time: Bird on the Wire. And
thirteen others. ATLANTIC ® 82349-2 (76
min), © 82349-4.

Audio experts on call 365 days a year.
Our helpful, knowledgeable audio experts (not clerks)
are on duty for advice, hook-up information or orders,
8AM-midnight, eve°, day, including holidays. They
don't know the meaning of the phrase "hard sell:'
A customer wrote "The quality of your product is
matched by your attitude towards your customers."

Performance: Wonderful
Recording: Fine

Tribute albums generally make for diverting entertainment, but only rarely do

the multiple perspectives enlarge one's
view of an artist to the point where they
become crucial listening. "I'm You're
Fan" is that happy exception, an album

%Wye eliminated the expensive "middle -men?'
All Cambridge Sound'Abrks components and systems
are sold factory -direct to the public, eliminating huge
distribution expenses. Don't be fooled by our reasonable
prices-our products are very well made, with premium
quality components throughout. With our 30 -day
satisfaction guarantee, you can't lose.

whose performances are consistently

FREE catalog-Pioneer, Philips, Denon and more.
Our full -color catalog is loaded with systems and components from top name brands, including our own
Our systems deliver a lot of performance for the money
especially our Dolby Surround systems, which we feel
are the best values in the country. For your free catalog,
call 1 -800 -AKA -I -LEI, 24 hours a day.

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
A new kind of audio company, with factory-direa savings.
154 California St.,suite io:r B, Newton, MA 02158

mer Don't Hurt 'Em," the rapper has

1-800-AKA-HIFI (800-252-4434)

Fax: 617-332-5936 In Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Switchboard: 617-332-5936
0 WI camb,4F somdwzgks En.mble isa registered awkrarkciCambodgeSoundW3rks
Pose sa registered vadanark dEofe Corp MA Ackert art trademarks onniemainnal lensm. Inc

Fund out how good we are: experts on call 8AM-midnight (ET) every day 1-800-AKA-HIFI
CIRCLE NO BON READER SERVICE CARD

enlightening and deeply felt. The song to -song flow is nothing short of a miracle, proving that the avalanche of "alternative" artists enlisted to contribute
really do owe a creative debt to Leonard
Cohen, the low -voiced poet whose intermittent recordings have been cherished
by discriminating pop -culture literati
since the late Sixties. Cohen's material is
particularly tailor-made for the romantic
fatalism and urbane bohemianism of the
late -model outcasts assembled here. In a
way, "I'm Your Fan" could pass for an
album of early Velvet Underground outtakes: wry, literate, mournful, dashingly
electric yet somewhat fragile, and decidedly European in temperament.
Cohen has been widely celebrated as a

lyricist, but the grace and detail of his
comely melodies stand out in Stories of
the Street (performed here by That Petrol

Emotion), Bird on the Wire (the Lilac
Time), Chelsea Hotel (Lloyd Cole), and

--

-

5 -Year

So Long Marianne (James). He can be a
wickedly funny writer-check out Don't
Go Home with Your Hard -On (David
McComb and Adam Peters) and Tower
of Song (in two versions, one by Robert

Forster and one by Nick Cave and the
Bad Seeds). And certain of his songs
readily lend themselves to rock -band

Days; New World; Look Through Any
Doorway. COLUMBIA © 44K 74050 (18
min).

Performance: Exciting
Recording: Fine

Speak,

If memory serves, this latest effort by the

ing the words and music of Leonard
Cohen into the Nineties with electricity
P.P.
and passion.

music. And, believe it or not, the stand-

Pixies' fibrillating electric drone in I
Can't Forget. "I'm Your Fan" is a triumph that goes far beyond tribute, bring-

MICHAEL JACKSON: Dangerous. Michael Jackson (vocals); other musicians.
Jam; Why You Wanna Trip on Me; In the
Closet; She Drives Me Wild; Remember
the Time; Can't Let Her Get Away; Heal
the World; Will You Be There; and six
others. EPIC @ EK 45400 (77 min), © ET
45400.

Performance: Forced
Recording: Good

work of a band excited about making

out track is by Dave (!) Davies, who
hadn't written a memorable song since
1970; his new Look Through Any Doorway is an ingratiating bit of melancholia
in a style splitting the difference between

the Kinks' original crunch -guitar and
folk-rock modes. Meanwhile, big brother Ray Davies weighs in with a remake of
his obscure -in -America early -Seventies
hit Days, improving on the original sonically and emotionally. He also belts out a

concert version of one of the group's

happened in the r -&-b world since he got

best early rave-ups, Gotta Move, that's
the hottest live Kinks track ever to appear commercially. Earlier, the title

"Bad" in 1987. Rap has gone mainstream in a major way and, along the
way, spawned New Jack Swing. Of

song finds him in a political mood, which
doesn't stop him from crafting one of his
cutest music -hall rockers (complete with

course, Jackson knows that, so to bring

Sunny Afternoon harmonies), and even
his throwaway dance track New World
grabs your attention and holds it.

Time and pop music wait for no mannot even Michael Jackson. A lot has

himself hip -hopping into the Nineties he
hired Teddy Riley, the New Jack Swingi-

est producer around. "Dangerous" includes seven Riley -Jackson collaborations,

all of which go heavy on the

rhythms and light on the melodies. Of
these, only Jam, In the Closet, and the
title cut manage to be more than catchy
grooves-even Michael Jackson cannot
sing a melody that doesn't exist. When
his soaring falsetto whips into the liberating bridge in the middle of In the Closet, you can feel the sweet power of New
Jackson Swing, but for the most part it
feels like his talents have been grafted
onto the newer style.
Other songs sound much more natu-

ral, mainly because they're close relatives of earlier Jackson songs. Heal the
World recycles the sentiment, as well as
a line or two, of We Are the World, and

the luxurious funk -pop of Who Is It

would have been right at home in "Bad"
or "Thriller." Two gospel -heavy num-

bers, Will You Be There and Keep the
Faith, have moments of genuine feeling,
but they seem out of place alongside the
eight songs that deal, sometimes naively, sometimes raunchily, with romance
and sex. This confusion of attitudes reinforces the impression that "Dangerous"
is the result of obsessive calculations-a

reflection of what Jackson thinks we
want rather than what he feels. Even
though the album has strong moments,

like the hit Black or White, on the whole it
seems forced.
R.G.

Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.

Save hundreds on components and
systems from Cambridge SoundiAbrks,
Philips, Pioneer, Denon, Nakamichi,
Thorens, Koss and others.

Audio Experts will answer all your
questions, before and after you buy...
8AM-midnight (ET), 365 days a year.

30 -day total satisfaction guarantee.

All in all, then, "Did Ya" is a very

pleasant surprise. If the band's next fulllength album displays the level of energy

and inspiration on display here, then
1992 could be a better year than anybody
S.S.
around my house anticipated.
PIXIES: Trompe le Monde. Pixies (vocals

and instrumentals); other musicians.

Trompe le Monde; Planet of Sound; Alec
Eiffel; The Sad Punk; Head On; U -Mass;
Palace of Brine; and eight others. ELEKTRA © 61118-2 (39 min), © 61118-4.

Performance: Erratic
Recording: Good
The Pixies can be fun, but they can also
be work. Take the song U -Mass in this

new album, for example. You have to

listen to lead vocalist Black Francis meander through various oblique ruminations about the obvious effects of college

life-kids stop being kids, they develop
political thoughts, and they work out

their sexuality-before he begins to
screech "It's educational" over and

over and over. It's a wonderfully obsessive punch line to a tedious, murky joke.
Listening to "Trompe le Monde" is pretty much just like that: crisp moments of
rage, wit, and metaphysics connected by
murky imagery and scrambled syntax.

Sometimes the slashing guitars and
chugging rhythm section make the
bumpy moments worth the effort, but
often they don't.

THE KINKS: Did Ya. The Kinks (vocals
and instrumentals). Did Ya; Gotta Move;

JrimYett Vkro,,
Con-or.dge Sa..odVBrs

Kinks-the third or fourth greatest rockand-roll band of all time-is their first EP
since the mid -Sixties. More to the point,
it's also the most interesting thing
they've released in what seems like ages.
It's not quite top -shelf Kinks, perhaps,
but at least every note sounds like the

treatments, like R. E.M.'s corrosive version of First We Take Manhattan and the

farts & Labor
Warranty

R.G.

1-800-FOR-HIFI

24 hours a day, 365 days a year (800-252-4434)

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS
A new kind of audio company,
with factory -direct savings.
154 California St., Suite 102E , Newton, MA 02158
In Canada call 1-800-525-4434. Fax: 617-332-9229

Outside U.S. or Canada 617-332-5936
C 1991 Cal** Soud,Ads0 Errenble isa reObered tradenarkd
CanteklipSandWocks. AR & Advent are radmiarls of International Owen.

(Continued on page 132)
STEREO REVIEW FEBRUARY 1992

"Ensemble II, like
its companions in
the Cambridge
SoundWorks lineup,
performs so far
beyond its price and
size class that it can
be compared only
with much larger
speakers at substantially higher prices."
-Stereo Review.
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Compact Disc Players

Cassette Decks

Double Cassette Decks
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I

NEM

o

-

L

C00

Imp

Technics SL-PG300
Remote Compact Disc Player

Teac V-390CHX
Cassette Deck

,oriveiier Diva
.ervo system Peak level search 30 key remote

Double Cassette Deck

MASH I Or' digi,a1 'a

Direct -tune ton mechanism Dolby B & C
noise reduction Dolby HX-Pro headroom

20 -track programming Edrt guide HeadPhOne
iutput with volume control

extension Fine bias adjustment 2 -color LED
peak level meters

series recording Dolby B & C Twin Dolby 1-1X

Oar

Price

$149"

Teac W -580R
4 -motors Dout5ie auto 'eve -se Parallel &
pro Mic inputs Boas fine tuning Intro check
Blank scan

Our

(TEC SLPG300)

Technics SL-PG100
MASH DIA converter 2atroci pro

. 929"

.

Teac PD -485
5 5 oyersompling remote

939"

Teac PDC-400

979"

S disc rotary remote

Technics SL-PC705
CD Change, &disc rotary remote

5189"

Technics SL-PD807
5clisc 32 . oversampling MASH

5249"

.

JVC XL -M505
CD Changer 6 disc magazine I single$279"

leee
$9995
Pric

(TEA V390CHX)

Teac V-370

$7995

Dolby B. auto tape select

Teac V-510

929°'

Dolby 11/C /HX Pro. lull -logic

Technics RS-BR465

. $189"

Auto Reverse Dolby I/C/HXPro

JVC TDR-441
Auto Reverie.Dolby 8/C/IIX Pro

'199"

599.5

Dolby B. relay play

Technics RS-TR212
Deck 11 A/R, Dolby B/C

5159"

Technics 175-TR313
Dual auto es Dolby 8/C /HXPro

'179"

.3 -head. Dolby 8/C/HX Pro 3 motor

.
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Compact Disc Specials

PLACIDO
0M
NGO
&ITZHAK
RL M

,5 Sr. ,o. Seto

P,to reverse Ditch Dolby B/C/HX Pro

5299"

Technics RS-TR515
Duco reverse Dolby B/C /10 Pro

$229"

TUNIC,
)

. 5249"

.

ANG

542661

_
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6 5 mineral filled polypropylene checost

woofer 1 pure Marxism dome tweeter 200

watts power handling capacity
impedance Walnut veneer

8 Ohms

2 9 9 95
Pair
c11L
12013)

Pu e

weotherrnotes indoor/outdoor

.

.

somti95 Pak (BOS 301.1I/Wood)
iL 77
(BOS 301.111K/Black)

Technics SB-L60
3 way 10' woofer

.

.

949°5

.

. pap $169"

.

or black vinyl veneer

Technics SB-140
2 way 10 woofer

Mini Speakers indoor/ouldoor

Compact 2 way diaduct

Direct/Reflecting Speakers

pop 599°5

Pinnacle PN5+ /Oak

I

2 -way ported bookshelf speakers 8 -inch
woofer with two 3 -inch tweeters in Free Space
Array Dual -frequency crossover Woodgrain
Prue

(1$

Memorex WM-I00

599"

Yamaha NSA -570

5

3 way Floor Standing 12 woofer

Pair

.

179"

Acoustic Research 850
SIudio Partner Powered Speakers

pair 999°5

.

Cenvin Vega SW -1211
Subwooler 12 woofer

512995

Pinnacle PN8+ /Oak

'299"

-2 way & woofer draducl

JBL 1.40t3
2 way 8 woofer
3 way. 12

Receiver with Surround Sound
25 -watts per channel

Matrix surround

sound $Voideo9:25ind input Digital readout
Quartz locked AM FM tuner with 24 -presets
LED power indicators Headphone lack
(SHE RA1140)

e

Sherwood RA -1142
50 watts/channel. surround sauna

. 919"

959"

40 watts/channel. remote

Teac AG -1000

pop 5189"

.3 way 12" cooler

. $229"

I00 watts/channel. surround. remote

Technics SA-GX303
.85 watts/channel. Dolby Surround

. $279"

.
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parr 5349"

Cerwin Vega AT -12

Fact, $199"
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Technics SA-GX100

Technics %LSO

Bose 101

. CALL

100 Walls/Channel. Dolby Pro logic

Technics SA-GX505
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woofer

OiCP[Slia

JONATHAN

Receivers

LI - - Bose 301 Series

(LASSIES

N

A
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Double auto reverse Dolby B/C /Mx Pro

Louds eakers

JBL L20t3
Compact Two -Way Speakers

EMI

1)

Teac W -530R

5249°5

JVC TDV-541

T

(TEA iV580R)

JVC row -505

Technics RSTPX606
3 head. Dolby II/C/HX-Pro

Loudspeakers

$24995

:
''.c°u.
Teac W-410

. 9349"

.110 wags/channel. Dolby pro Topic

POI

CD

Also Available For $12.99 Per CD
Irving Berlin's

Annie Get Your Gun ANG 54206

GershwIn: Porgy & Bess Highlights.

Glyndebourne Chorus
Rattle
ANG 54325
Cole Porter Overtures:
London Sinfoniettcs
McGlinn
ANG 54300
Tchalkovsky: Live In Russia,
Perlman
ANG 54108
Placid," Domingo:
Be My Love
ANG 95468
Thomas Hampson:
Night And Day
ANG 54203
Also Available For $23 99
Per 2 CD Set
Paul McCartney's
Liverpool Oratorio
ANG 54371
.
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Audio Source EQ-10
Computerized Remote Equalizer
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Semi Auto Turntable. tell. pitch

.
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.
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.
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Price
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Loser Disc Specials
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$299"
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Sony SLV-585
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New Music Releases on VHS
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Portable CD Player
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remote contra
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,crw
$78995
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1 -bit CD with 4 x oversampling Digital (Liner
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auto -reverse cassette 5 band equalizer
Detachable speakers Wireless remote
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. $144"

Sony D66
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4179"
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1
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.
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.
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.
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Warren Zevon

Os

PRINCE AND THE NEW POWER
GENERATION: Diamonds and Pearls.

Prince (vocals and instrumentals); other
musicians. Thunder; Daddy Pop; Diamonds and Pearls; Cream; Strain'; and
eight others. PAISLEY PARK/WARNER
BROS. C.) 25379-2 (66 min),() 25379-4.

Performance: Transitional
Recording: Very good

The good news is that Prince is working

with a band again. So "Diamonds and
Pearls" sounds better, in terms of audio
breadth and depth, than any Prince album in a long time. The bad news is that
Prince is working with a band again. So

"Diamonds and Pearls" shows pop's

most irrepressible imp being held back
by an unmovable funk band. In cut after
cut, the music settles down for a long

winter's groove-sometimes, as in the

sassy, pumping Cream, for a good time,
but sometimes, as in the empty, cocktailloungy
, for a big yawn.

Even for the eclectic Prince, this album reaches far and wide for musical
accents. Willing and Able tosses West
African jive into the funk stewpot. Walk
Don't Walk marches along to a hootenannish acoustic guitar. And Jughead hypes

a new dance style with warmed-over
raps. Most of these tunes sound like
experiments, which makes the album
feel transitional. It's a signpost between

what Prince has been and what he is
becoming.

IHE new album "Mr. Bad Example"
deserves to restore Warren Zevon's
popularity to the level of his early

career peak, "Excitable Boy" in

the late Seventies. It's got a cabaret

of quirky characters equal to that
rogue's gallery-everything
from greedy scoundrels to square -peg
album's

misfits. Zevon relates their tales with the
dry, brittle wit of someone who's seen it
all, yet he stops short of condescension.

album with R.E.M. (last year's "Hindu
Love Gods") and then make a record as
polished and varied as this one is definitely on top of his game. Some of the
futuristic, Orwellian dread of Zevon's
previous solo album, "Transverse

City," crops up now and again-most
overtly in Quite Ugly One Morning,
whose acrid air of impending nuclear
holocaust lurks in its difficult time signa-

There's the crack -addled character in

ture and the strange array of stringed
instruments played by David Lindley.

Angel Dressed in Black who's wondering

But there's comic relief and compassion

why his punkette girl friend hasn't come
home but is too stupefied and comfy to
go out looking for her. The title song is a
sprightly jig about a globe-trotting reprobate who's run down every scam in the

to counterpoint the gnawing fear and
uncertainty. In fact, Zevon has written

keyboards help give the song the antic

falsetto.

book to turn a profit. Zevon's jaunty
air of a crook celebrating ill-gotten gains.
He touches on serious topics, too. "Ren-

egade" is a stately piano ballad whose
lyrics about lost wars and stubborn perseverence ("I am a renegade/I've been a
rebel all my days") could refer to the
vanquished South, an aging generation
of rock -and -rollers, or Zevon himself.

No contemporary songwriter's words

hold up on a printed page better than
Zevon's. But he's also musically solid,
having shown he's able to hold onto the
best aspects of the Southern California
singer/songwriter school while going
with the flow of changing times. Anyone

who can record an impromptu blues

here what may be his prettiest song ever,
Suzie Lightning, a classically tempered

love song with a billowy chorus that
carries his husky voice into a fragile
All in all, "Mr. Bad Example" finds
Warren Zevon in fine form: literary and
colloquial, irascible yet sincere, and as
entertaining as they come.
Parke Puterbaugh

WARREN ZEVON: Mr. Bad Example.

Warren Zevon (piano, guitar, vocals);
Waddy Wachtel (guitar); other musi-

R.G.

PUBLIC ENEMY: Apocalypse 91 . . . The
Enemy Strikes Black. Public Enemy (vo-

cals and instrumentals); other musicians. Lost at Birth; Rebirth; Nighttrain;
Can't Truss It; How to Kill a Radio Consultant; and nine others. DEF JAM/COLUMBIA OO CK 47374 (52 min), © CT
47374.

Performance: Intense
Recording: Good

Rap is changing faster than the speed of
sound. In the past few years rap groups
have been pushing the musical boundaries of the genre, moving from straight
sampling to original arrangements and
from plain chanting to dazzling tongue tripping. But Public Enemy continues to
plow the same musical course: heavier than -thou beats, uncomplicated riffs,

syncopated scratching, and the relentless rapping of Chuck D.

"Apocalypse 91" sounds a lot like its

three predecessors, but Public Enemy
has lost none of its punch. As before, the

group takes a sharp-eyed look at problems confronting the black community,
and the analysis spares no one, black or
white. In Nighttrain, a grinding look at
black -to -black relationships, Chuck D

cans. Finishing Touches; Suzie Lightning; Model Citizen; Angel Dressed in
Black; Mr. Bad Example; Renegade;

says, "You mustn't put your trust in

Heartache Spoken Here; Quite Ugly One
Morning; Things to Do in Denver When
You're Dead; Searching for a Heart. GIANT ® 24431-2 (40 min), © 24431-4.

observing Martin Luther King, Jr.'s

every brother, yo." In By the Time I Get
to Arizona, he takes on the state for not
birthday: "I'm on the one mission/to get

a politician/to honor or he's a goner."
Although these songs may lose focus
occasionally, Public Enemy remains an
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essential musical force because Chuck D
has both a fiercely moral view of society
and a compelling way of phrasing it. His
voice cannot be ignored.
R.G.

satisfying set it is, from a modest rockand-roll master who, you'll recall, didn't
really want to make a solo album in the
first place. Hats off, Keef.
P.P.

KEITH RICHARDS AND THE X -PENSIVE WINOS: Live at the Hollywood Palladium December 15, 1988. Keith Richards (guitar, vocals); Sarah Dash
(vocals); other musicians. Take It So

PAUL SIMON: Concert in the Park (see
Best of the Month, page 121)

Hard; How I Wish; Stood You Up; Too
Rude; Make No Mistake; Time Is on My
Side; and seven others. VIRGIN ® 918082 (64 min), © 91808-4.
Performance: Ragged but right
Recording: Good

This live memento of the 1988 tour by
Keith Richards and the X -pensive Winos

(in support of his "Talk Is Cheap" album) proves which Rolling Stone is the
true repository of the rock-and-roll spirit. As a frontman, Richards doesn't

distorted noise crackling out of your
speakers is U2's five -years -in -the -mak-

ing new album, the perplexingly titled
"Achtung Baby." In its murky experimentalism and casually desperate attempts at plumbing for the unexpected,
this is the sound of a band on the run.
While some might laud its daring, I say

MATTHEW SWEET: Girlfriend (see Best
of the Month, page 122)

that it's simply not very good.

TWO ROOMS: Celebrating the Songs of
Elton John & Bernie Taupin. Eric Clap ton: Border Song. Kate Bush: Rocket
Man (I think it's going to be a long, long
time). Sting: Come Down in Time. The
Who: Saturday Night's Alright (for Fighting). The Beach Boys: Crocodile Rock.
And eleven others. POLYDOR OO 845-750-

the hi-fi repair shop. The Edge executes
snaky, slalom -run guitar riffs and is an-

2 (79 min), © 845-750-4.

funhouse mirror, playing around with
sounds and disfiguring songs out of a

Performance: Inspired
Recording: Very good

Since 1967, Elton John and Bernie Tau pin have sat in two rooms miles apart and

turned out some of the most popular

The first minute of the opener, Zoo
Station, will have you on the phone to
swered by hyperdistorted bass splats;
Bono's heavily treated voice makes him
sound like he's shouting through a cardboard paper -towel tube. It's hard to de-

cipher what he's singing-or to want to
make the effort. This is U2 reflected off a

reckless desire to deconstruct their music. While oblique strategies and spontaneous creation might serve some artists

well, it makes U2 sound indifferent at

groups and artists have recorded their

best and incompetent at worst.
Moments of "Joshua Tree" -style
yearning peep through the surreal scrim,
as in Tryin' to Throw Your Arms Around

favorite songs by the duo. The album not

the World, but they are faint, second-

melodies and lyrics in rock-and-roll. As

tribute to that collaboration, sixteen
only holds up as terrific entertainment
but in several cases makes the material
come alive in a new way. Kate Bush's

version of Rocket Man, for instance,
uses her ethereal, otherworldly whisper
to bring out the loneliness and fear an
astronaut in space might readily experience. The Who's Saturday Night's Alright (for Fighting) sounds much more
menacing and believable, and less

campy, than John's, if just as jumpy.
And Joe Cocker's exquisite, tortured
vocal in Sorry Seems to Be the Hardest

hand echoes drowned out by the clamorous context. That the band may be pushing toward something
new and

worthwhile is suggested by the r -&-b
inflected chants and kinetic rhythm guitar of Mysterious Ways and Even Better

Than the Real Thing, but for the most
part "Achtung Baby" is a bomb that
misses its target from a band whose
sense of itself has been ruptured by a
suffocating fame. Let's hope it's a temporary condition.
P.P.

Word reveals the depth of Taupin's writ-

ing. Some of the singers are perfect
matches to the material-Oleta Adams
U2: oblique strategies

waste a lot of time on banter or theater;
he'd rather let the music do the talking.
There's no mistaking his surging chords
and sloppy but affecting vocals for anyone else's. For a little more than an hour,
he and his Winos assay a boozy primer
of rock, rhythm-and-blues, and reggae.
This is unretouched live music; the offkey notes and bum chords were left in,
which gives the set a measure of charm
and immediacy as well as integrity.
Richards really is a walking (slouch-

ing?) encyclopedia of music. In the
space of three songs, he moves from a
galloping Chuck Berry -inspired rocker
(Stood You Up) to a hummable pop reggae shuffle (Too Rude) to a torchy, Al
Green -style r -&-b number (Make No
Mistake) in a steamy duet with Sarah
Dash. Dash then goes it alone, belting
out a version of Time Is on My Side that's
closer to the Irma Thomas original than
the Stones' more famous cover. Richards pulls out a few old Stones plumsHappy and (inspired choice) Connection-toward the end of the set. And a
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in the gospel -tinged Don't Let the Sun Go

Jazz

Down on Me, Tina Turner in The Bitch Is
Back-though Hall and Oates doing Philadelphia Freedom probably sounded bet-

BILLIE HOLIDAY: The Legacy, 19331958. Billie Holiday (vocals); Roy Eld-

ter as an idea than it sounds on disc. Rod

ridge, Bunny Berigan, others (trumpet);

Stewart and Bruce Hornsby don't manage to illuminate Your Song and Madman
Across the Water, respectively, any more
than John did, but the lyrics may be just

Vic Dickenson, Urbie Green (trom-

too obscure. More often than not,

though, "Two Rooms" is surprisingly
stirring and involving-and enormous
good fun.

bone); Lester Young, Ben Webster, Chu

Berry, Artie Shaw, Benny Goodman,
others (reeds); Teddy Wilson, Kenny
Kersey, Claude Thornhill (piano); Milt
Hinton, John Kirby (bass); Cozy Cole,
Kenny Clarke, Jo Jones, J. C. Heard

A.N.

(drums); other musicians. Your Mother's
Son -in -Law; What a Little Moonlight Can

U2: Achtung Baby.U2 (vocals and instrumentals). Zoo Station; Even Better Than

Do; Billie's Blues; Saddest Tale; Miss
Brown to You; I Wished on the Moon;
Why Was I Born?; Moanin' Low; Easy

the Real Thing; One; Until the End of the

World; Who's Gonna Ride Your Wild
Horses; So Cruel; and six others. ISLAND
® 314-510 347-2 (55 min), © 314-510
347-4.

Performance: U who?
Recording: Poor

No, your stereo isn't broken, nor did the

record company accidentally slip the
long-awaited CD version of Lou Reed's

"Metal Machine Music" (with bonus
tracks!) into the wrong jewel box. That

Living; They Can't Take That Away from
Me; Trav'lin All Alone; He's Funny That

Way; My Man; Jeepers Creepers; and
fifty-six others. COLUMBIA/LEGACY
C3K 47724 three CD's (211 min), @ C3T
47724 three cassettes.

BILLIE HOLIDAY: The Original Decca
Recordings, 1944-1950. Billie Holiday
(vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Easy Living; Solitude; Weep
No More; My Man; Them There Eyes (two
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The Pop Boxes
late, then maybe you really do want
"Group Portrait" instead of one of their
previous greatest -hits albums. (Colum-

bia, 4 CD's or cassettes; 73 tracks,

1

previously unreleased)
THE CLASH: On Broadway.

A respectful retrospective for these surly iconoclasts? Seems incongruous, but
here we have the unified field theory of

the Clash, putting tracks that were replaced on American versions of their
albums back in their proper chronologi-

cal order. "On Broadway" shows how
powerful and entertaining their politicized pop really was. (Epic, 3 CD's or
cassettes; 63 tracks, 8 previously unreleased)
THE PATSY CLINE COLLECTION.

You may think that 4 hours and 25
minutes of Patsy Cline is a lot. You're

right. But this remarkably strong set
showcases what may be the all-time
greatest voice in country music-capable of growling sass as well as throbbing
tenderness. (MCA, 4 CD's or cassettes;
104 tracks, 10 previously unreleased)
CROSBY, STILLS & NASH: CSN.

Beginning with the point where David

So many boxes, so little time (and
money). The success of 1990's mul-

tidisc/cassette Led Zeppelin and
Robert Johnson packages has inspired a bumper crop of new boxed

sets devoted to artists all over the
pop spectrum. These compilations-all
containing three or four albums' worth
of music-aren't for beginners. If you're

merely curious about the musicians,
you're better off with a greatest -hits or
best -of album if you can find one. True
fans, however, will probably buy these
sets no matter what. And now, without
further remastering, here are the boxes
of winter 1991-1992.

Ron Givens

and Eighties. The early work is astonish-

ing. Beck shows explosive technique
and enough imagination for several careers. Later on, however, he descends
into flashy, less satisfying rock jazz fu-

zak. (Epic, 3 CD's or cassettes; 55
tracks, 5 previously unreleased)
CARPENTERS: From the Top.

Do you really want to hear this glossy
duo singing a commercial for Japanese
soda pop? Or Karen Carpenter covering
Paul Simon's Still Crazy After All These

Years? Sure, you've got all the Top 10

chartbusters here, but only seven of
their sixteen lesser hits. "From the
Top" is a curious tribute. (A&M, 4 CD's

AEROSMITH: Pandora's Box.
Devotees of these strutting hard rockers

or cassettes; 67 tracks, 20 previously

yowler Steven Tyler, and they'll dote on
the snippets of Aerosmith jams that later
turned into full-fledged songs. But com-

RAY CHARLES: The Birth of Soul.

pared with the group's kick -butt classics, the previously unheard material in
"Pandora's Box" seems like a bargain -

foundation for soul music, but this is the

will cherish the 1966 track by lead

basement clearance, with a few real
finds among a lot of dross. (Columbia, 3

CD's or cassettes; 52 tracks, 22 previ-

unreleased)

Brother Ray's fusion of blues, r -&-b,
gospel, and jazz in the Fifties laid the
first decent collection of his formative
work to come along for quite a while.
"The Birth of Soul" is a must for anyone
who wants to understand the history of

black pop. (Atlantic, 3 CD's or cas-

Crosby, Stephen Stills, and Graham
Nash first began to work as a trio,
"CSN" traces their subsequent music
both together and apart. The set includes

their solo and duo songs as well as
Crosby, Stills, Nash, and Young tunes.

Unfortunately, because C, S, and N

have become less compelling over the
years, "CSN" goes from wonderful (the
first two volumes) to a real snooze (the
last two). (Atlantic, 4 CD's or cassettes;
77 tracks, 25 previously unreleased)
ANTOINE "FATS" DOMINO: They
Call Me the Fat Man.
With a career as big as the man himself,
it's a wonder that they could fit this

retrospective onto only four discs. Fats
Domino had thirty-nine Top 10 r -&-b
hits and eleven Top 10 pop hits during

the Fifties, and this set has them all.
Even better, the first volume shows
Domino working through a variety of
New Orleans influences before settling
into his trademark easy -rolling style.
(EMI, 4 CD's or cassettes; 100 tracks, 1
previously unreleased)
HOWLIN' WOLF: The Chess Box.

settes; 53 tracks)

Oo-0000-ooh! Here's another terrific
box from the Chess vaults, this one

JEFF BECK: Beckology.

CHICAGO: Group Portrait.

This survey touches all the right bases,
from Beck's early group the Tridents to
his original deification with the Yard birds to the bands he led in the Seventies

Yes, they're the most successful pop

devoted to gravel -voiced Chicago blues
great Howlin' Wolf. Unlike nearly every

ously unreleased)
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horn band ever, but as time lurched on,

Chicago became less jazzy and more
gooey. If you liked them both early and

other box on this list, this one doesn't
waste a track. Blues people (and everybody else) should put down this maga-

zine and head to the store right now.

takes); Gimme a Pigfoot and a Bottle of
Beer; You're My Thrill; God Bless the
Child; Don't Explain; 'Tain't Nobody's
Business If I Do (two takes); 1 Loves You,

Porgy; Lover Man; Guilty (three takes);
and thirty-three others. DECCA JAZZ ©
(MCA/Chess, 3 CD's, cassettes, or LP's;
75 tracks, 22 previously unreleased)

GRD2-601 two CD's (151 min), @

THE ESSENTIAL KING CRIMSON:
Frame by Frame.
King Crimson made its uncompromising
art through a variety of personnel
changes. All the lineups included Robert

BILLIE HOLIDAY: Lady in Autumn-

Fripp, who painstakingly compiled this
box. Including an entire volume of live

performances may not have been the

commercial thing to do, but it must have
made aesthetic sense to Fripp. (Editions

EG/Caroline, 4 CD's or cassettes; 45
tracks, 9 previously unreleased)
LYNYRD SKYNRD.

The Lynyrd Skynyrd catalog is a mite

picked over by now, but "Lynyrd

Skynrd" manages to unearth some real
treasures, including a demo of Free Bird
and a blistering three -guitar remake of
Jimmie Rogers's T for Texas. (MCA, 3
CD's or cassettes; 47 tracks, 15 previ-

GRD4-601 two cassettes.
The Best of the Verve Years. Billie Holiday

(vocals); Charlie Shavers, Joe Newman,
Harry "Sweets" Edison (trumpet); Lester Young, Coleman Hawkins, Ben
Webster, Paul Quinichette, Flip Phillips,

Benny Carter, Budd Johnson (saxophone); Oscar Peterson (piano); Ray
Brown (bass); Cozy Cole (drums); other
musicians. My Man; Yesterdays; Stormy
Weather; Autumn in New York; Lover
Man; April in Paris; Fine and Mellow;
Tenderly; What a Little Moonlight Can
Do; Body and Soul; Don't Worry 'Bout
Me; and twenty-four others. VERVE
849 434-2 two CD's (130 min), © 849 434-

4 two cassettes.
Performances: Good to glorious
Recordings: Mostly fine

"Billie Holiday-The Legacy" consists

ously unreleased)

for the most part of selections that originally appeared on Columbia, Vocalion,

THE MONKEES: Listen to the Band.

and Okeh between 1933 and 1958, a
period that spans Holiday's recording

Some of this is darned cute, but "Listen
to the Band" just goes on . . . and on . . .
and on . . . . (Rhino, 4 CD's or cassettes;
80 tracks, 15 previously unreleased)
BARBRA STREISAND: Just for the
Record . . . .

Compiled by Streisand herself, this set
lists all of her awards and even includes
stuff like the audio from an Oscar acceptance speech, which gives it the appear-

ance of a vanity project. But it does
provide a sumptuous overview of her
crystalline pop talents (though she's
skipped over most of her rockish efforts). This year, people who like Streisand are the luckiest people in the world.

(Columbia, 4 CD's or cassettes; 90
tracks, 67 previously unreleased)
PHIL SPECTOR: Back to Mono
(1958-1969).

Producer Phil Spector brought his larger -than -life pop orchestrations to a vari-

ety of singers, from the Crystals to Ike
and Tina Turner to the Righteous Broth-

ers, and now his orgiastic approach to
sonics has been documented for posteri-

ty. Included in this set is the best pop
Christmas album of all time, Spector's
"A Christmas Gift for You." (Phil Spec-

tor/ABKCO, 4 CD's or cassettes; 73
tracks, 12 previously unreleased)
T. REX: The Essential Collection.

Glam-rock lovers will eat this up, but
hey, how "essential" can this package

be if it doesn't have the single most
essential T. Rex song, Bang a Gong (Get
It On)? (Relativity, 3 CD's or cassettes;
40 tracks, 8 previously unreleased)

career. Much of this material has already

appeared on CD's, but there are also
previously unreleased items, including a
couple of 1939 airchecks with the Benny
Goodman band and a track where vocal-

ists Martha Tilton, Leo Watson, and
Johnny Mercer join Billie in Jeepers
Creepers.

If you are a Billie Holiday fan, you

hardly need to know that these Columbia

recordings are among her finest-great
material handled in the unique manner
that brought her worldwide attention

and established her as a major star.

They're also notable for the outstanding

accompaniments by the cream of the
jazz crop, including trumpeters Buck
Clayton, Henry "Red" Allen, and Roy
Eldridge and reedmen Ben Webster,
Chu Berry, Buster Bailey, and, of
course, Lester Young, a truly kindred
spirit. Add rhythm sections with Teddy
Wilson, Claude Thornhill, Milt Hinton,
and Cozy Cole, and you have a series of
perfect combinations.

While there are glorious ballad perfor-

mances in the Decca album-gems like
Good Morning Heartache, Lover Man,
and You're My Thrill-Holiday was really at her best with a small group, and that

is mostly what we hear in "Lady in
Autumn: The Best of the Verve Years,"
which begins with 1946-1947 Jazz at the
Philharmonic performances and takes us
up to two smooth 1959 recordings with

the Ray Ellis orchestra, complete with
strings. The Verve years brought Holi-

day together with some of the finest
musicians on the scene. Personnel for

Body and Soul and All of Me cannot be
verified with certainty, but they're
thought to include trumpeters Joe Guy

and Buck Clayton and the two most
important tenor players of all times,
Coleman Hawkins and Lester Young. In
most of the rest of the thirty-five Verve

performances Holiday is backed by a
small band including such giants from
the Norman Granz roster as Oscar Peter-

son, Herb Ellis, Ben Webster, Charlie
Shavers, Harry "Sweets" Edison, and
Benny Carter. By the mid -Fifties Holiday's voice had changed, grown as delicate as fine china. Some called it deterio-

ration, and to an extent they were right,
but the quality that had always separated

her from all other vocalists was still
there, still ever so engaging. Put this
Verve reissue with the Columbia and
Decca sets and you have a marvelous,
representative Holiday collection with
very few obvious gaps.

C.A.

MILT JACKSON: The Harem. Milt Jack-

son (vibraphone); Jimmy Heath (soprano and tenor saxophones); James
Moody (flute); Cedar Walton (piano);
Bob Cranshaw (bass); Kenny Washington (drums). Blues for Gene; Holy Land;
Ellington's Strayhorn; NP.S.; The Harem; and four others. MUSICMASTERS ()
5061-2 (57 min), © 5061-4.

Performance: Lethargic
Recording: Bad balance
This is a well -conceived gathering of top
professionals led by Milt Jackson,
whose mellow vibes still sound like they
did in the Fifties, when the Modern Jazz

Quartet-of which he remains a member-epitomized polite jazz: a gentle caress. Jackson was to the Bop Era what

covers the years 1944 to 1950 and repre-

Lionel Hampton had been to the Swing
Era, the pre-eminent vibraphone player.
Public taste has changed since he
reigned, and the vibraphone, which nev-

sents another phase of Holiday's career-indeed, another sound. Between
the Columbia and Decca sessions she

almost been reduced to an aside. Jackson remains on top of the heap, along-

"The Original Decca Recordings"

made an extensive series of Commodore
recordings with small bands, but at Dec ca the approach changed. In an obvious

attempt to reach a broader market, she
was recorded with big bands, strings,
and other name performers like Louis
Armstrong and the Stardusters. I never
cared much for the original sound quality

of the Decca recordings, but reissue
engineer Doug Schwartz has done wonders, and this two -disc set sounds fine.

er had a dominant voice in jazz, has

side Hampton, but there has been no

change in his style, so this album could
just as well have been recorded twenty

or thirty years ago. What can I say?
Apart from a bad mix, which gives Ken-

ny Washington's drums an uncomfortable prominence (no reflection on his
performance), this is an album few people will fault. I, preferring a more eventful meeting of the masters, find it surprisingly sluggish.
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RECEIVERS
IBOSE 2.2

IrkgrlIDE _

1.2 -Way Bookshelf Speakers
6" Long -Excursion Woofer
2' Magnetic Fluid -Cooled
Tweeter Handles 60 Wts.

~NM
AD_ .0_ .0).

C517i7

Ota

DENON AVR-810
ALL PRICES PER PAIR

265 Wt. AN Surround Receiver
5 Channels Dolby Pro Logic
16 AM/FM Presets Remote
CARVER HR 732'
CARVER HR 742'
CARVER HR 772'

ONKYO TX-SV7OPRO"
ONKYO TX-SV90PRO'
PHILIPS FR -980

NAKAMICHI RECENER T
ONKYO TX -904'

SONY STR-AV570'
SONY STR-AV770'
SONY STR-AV970*
SONY STR-AV1070.
SONY STR-GX47ES'
SONY STR-GX67ES
SONY STR-GX9OET
TECHNICS SA-GX505
TECHNICS SA-GX710
TECHNICS SA-GX910
YAMAHA RX-450'
YAMAHA RX-550'
YAMAHA RX-750'
YAMAHA RX VEGIT
YAMAHA RX-950'
YAMAHA RX V1050'

376
456
596
DE NON DRA-335R"
216
DENON DRA-4351* ........ . 266
[PION DRA-63511'
376
LINN DRA-835R
546
DENON CRA-1035R'
676
DENON AVR-610'
466
DENON AVR-1010'
726
JVC RX-705VIN
306
JVC FOL-805VIN
376
UXMAN R -34r
346
I UXMAN R -35r
476
NAD 7225PE
246
NAD 7240PE'
356
NAKAMICHI RECEIVER 3'
316

4%
276

$ 156

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 570 266
ALLISON AL115 Top Rated 316
596
756
796
176
246
326
436
296

.

516
786
326
466
656
236
316
396
626
716
896

...

TAPE DECK:.

ALLISON AL120 Toy Rated 446
BOSE ROOMMATE II
299
BOSE 101 ..
146
BOSE 10.2 SII
846
BOSE 901 CLASSICS VI CALL
B. ACOUSTICS HD -5"
126

B. ACOUSTICS HD -T
166
B. ACOUSTICS HD -8"
226
B. ACOUSTICS 1-830386
B. ACOUSTICS 1-930"
566
CAMBER 1.6 ........ ..... 496
CELESTION 365
IN STOCK
CELESTION SL-6SI Top Rabid!
DESIGN ACOUSTICS PS9 CALL
NFINITY REFERENCE 2' .236
NFINITY REFERENCE 4' .436
NFINITY REFERENCE 5' 536
NFINITY KAPPA 7'
996
NFINITY SM-112*
426
NFINITY SM-152'
646

JBL 2500
JBL 2800

BestBuy!

JBL LX -44 Top Rabid!
JBL L8013
KEF K-140'
.

KEF 0-60'
KEF 0-80'
KEF 102.2'
KEF 103.4'
KEF 104.2'
KEF 105.3'

ltd -

126

266
386
546
296
446
596
826
1266
1666
2596

KLIPSCH KG -1'
KLIPSCH KG -4.2'
KLIPSCH KG -5.2'
NHT

2.3

256
526
....... CALL

6th An Priced!!

OHM 3X0

1156

PINNACLE PN5.
146
PINNACLE PN8.
296
POLK AUDIO Monitor4.6 SII '206
POLK AUDIO Monitor 5 SII* 336
POLK AUDIO 5JR.S11*
276
POLK AUDIO Moniter10 611'526
POLK AUDIO Monitorl2 611696
POLK AUDIO RTALITL
466
POLK AUDIO RTA11TL*
736
POLK AUDIO RTA15TL*
996
POLK AUDIO SRS -3.111* 1396
YAMAHA YST-SW103*
336
ADS C -3001S"

ADS C-400IS'

256
376

BOSTON ACOUSTICS 325' 136
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 350"216
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 360' 246
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 380" 336
INFINITY ERS-500'
176
INFINITY ERS-600'
236

INFINITY ERS-800'
JBL S4

376
266
CALL
196
POLKAUDIO AB 700'
266
NILES
FULL LINE IN STOCK

KEF CR-200F'
POLKAUDIO AB -500'

NAKAMICHI
DECK 2Dolby B&C NR Multireg.Power

Supply Bias Fine -Tune Control $3/6

Auto Repeat Record Mute
AIWA AD 1810
AIWA ADWX 515
AIWA ADWX-616
AIWA ADWX-717
AIWA ADWX
CARVER TOR 2400'
DENON DRM-510'
DENON DRM-710'
DENON DRS -810'
)1 NON DRW-650'
NON DRW-850'

276
116
166
186
236
396
186
316

386
226
376
\,C TDW 5411N
236
NAD 6340'
316
NAKAMICHICASSETTE DECK1' 676

ONKYO TARW 401'
ONKYO TAR 301'
PHILIPS FC-415

236
226
396

SONY IC -05' 5 CASSETTE 316
SONY TCW-875'
SONY TCK-670'
SONY TCK 870ES

376
246
466
116
156
226
216
346

TEAC W420R

'CAC W520R

TEAC WM
TECHNICS RS TR515

YAMAHA KXW 332'
YAMAHA KXW 952'
YAMAHA KX 930'

POLK RM
3 Way Satellite Speaker3000
System Handles 125 Watt
3/4 Inch Dome Tweeter
Patented Subwoofer

$566

BOSE AM3
399
BOSE AM3 SERIES II
449
BOSE AM5 SERIES II
CALL
B ACOUSTICS SUB SAT6" 376

DESIGN ACOUSTICS PS -3 326
INFINITY INFIN111S LOUR/SERVO' 736

JBL PRO III PLUS
496
POLK RM1000 6 2000' . CALL

546
476

JVC

8X OS CD Player 1 Bit
tt.
D/A Converters Time Edit.
20 Track Program Repeat

MX -70

100 Watt Component System
Surround Sound Dolby HX
Pro 40 AM/FM Presets
15 Track Program Remote

VER

$626 an

CT -17*

Surround -Sound Preamp./Tunerti.

20 AM/FM Presets Dolby Pro .5
Logic Sonic Hologram Gen.
ADCOM CFA 5397
ADCOM CFA545MKII.,
ADCOM GFA-555MKIP
ADCOM GFA-565'
ADCOM GFP-565'
AUDIO LAB 8000A
AUDIO LAB 8000P
CARVER CM -1090'

CARVER TFM-6C'
CARVER TEM45
DENON
[TENON

.

P1AA 860'

AVC-3020'

266
386
686
666

LEXICON CPI'

996
1226
306
CAL L
766
286

NAKAMICHI PA5A11*
NAD
1600'

NAD 24001Hr

5% ONKYO ASV -810 PRO"
6% PARASOUND HCA-500
896
436
216
736
326
726

SHURE HTS.5300
SONY TAE-1000ESD

vsg,;

AIWA NSX-B10
466
AIWA NSX-06
596
BOSE LIFESTYLE MUS SYS CALL
DENON G0-5'
5%
DENON D-120'
766
DENON 0-150'
896
DENON D-200'
1146

ICHI MINI SYSTEM' CALL
ONKYO PCS-05'
726

KENWCOD UD- 70'

SONY MHC-2600CD
SONY MHC-3600CD
YAMAHA YSTC11*

JVC MX 50

IN STOCK
486

MAGNAVOX EW-2012 IN STOCK

PANASONIC SCCI110
PROTON A1300011S

746
646

SANSUI MCX-9AV New In Stock
SHARP CDC -500
5%
SONY MHC-1600CD
4%
646

7%
546

IN STOCK

YAMAHA MX -830'
YAMAHA AX -550'
YAMAHA DSP-E300'
YAMAHA DSP-A1000'

RETAIL ONLY

331 hue..

151,0%"4-RUS m1
HOUR& 6 DAYS A WEEK MON =MAT 104

201-489-0666

CALL
546
336
626
1226

DENON DCD-670.
ADCOM GCD-575'
456
CARVER SDA-450'
386
CARVER SDA-4901'
496
DENON DCD-970'
296
DENON DCD-1560' _
466
DENON DCD-2560'
536
DENON DCD-3560'
1076
JVC XII 441TN ..................166
NAD 5440'
326
NAD 5000'
376
NAKAMICHI CD PLAYER 4' 276
NAKAMICHI CD PLAYER 3' 446

ONKYO DX -702'
ONKYO DX -704'
PHILIPS CDB-630
SONY CDP-591*
SONY COP -991'
SONY COP-X111ES'
SONY CDP-X222ES'
SONY CDP-X555ES'
TECHNICS SL-PG300
YAMAHA CDX-550'
YAMAHA CDX- 750'
YAMAHA CDX-1050'

SONY DTC-D3.
Portable "OAT"

ARISTON 0 DECK II
TECHNICS SL-1200MKII
TECHNICS SL 1210MKII

296
296
366
396

THORENS TD 180
SPEED
MORI NS TD 280MKII
276
DENON DP 23!
226
LARGE ELECTION OF CARTRIDGE

0-DAMAINET-yBACK
Returns accepted within 10 days (must be called in for prior
authorization) Products must be in original condition. Returns
sutiecl lo restocki lee. shi..i . and handli not refundable

NEXT
DAY SERVICE
OVERNIGHT ANYWHERE IN THE
U.S., PUERTO RICO E USVI

CALL FOR PRICES

SE HABLA ESPANOL

176

286
256
326
696
136
226
286
526

.Ik

--Outputs
Digital
Outputt596
ottear

Fiber Optics
ACOUSTIC PESEARCH EB101

176

256
326

A/WA IIDS 100
CASK) DA -R100
DENON 0111-2000'
JVC XD1-5071N

746

SONY DTC-750'

8% SONY DTC-75ES
.

726
696

ONKYO DI -9000' .... .
TECHNICS SV-DAIO

CALL
796
786

6%

RETAIL ONLY

22 ii1A/Wit; a=a= West
SPRINGFIELD,

201-467-3905

GUARANTEED DELIVERY ON ALL ADVERTISED ITEMS We do our best to have sufficient Inventory on all advertised products. Rain checks available. 30 -DA'

PICTURES ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION ONLY. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS. AD REPRESENTS A SMALL

SONY

WITEX52on0

. - asialatil gE

-

ze

i

Removable CD Tuner 8X OS
1 Bil D/A Convert.

Removable Cass. Receiver

366

Dolby B/C Seek$
24 Presets Scan
ALPINE 7192'
ALPINE 7292S'
ALPINE 72945'
ALPINE 7380'
ALPINE 7516'
ALPINE 7618'

256
286
416
276
356
456
226
296
336

KENWOOD KRC-430'
KENWOOD KRC-730'
KENWOOD KRC-830'
376
KENWOOD KRC-930'
NAKAMICHI TD540'
526
NAKAMICHI 70560'
686
NAKAMICHI Tuner Deck I' 636
NAKAMICHI Tuner Deck 2' 466
NAKAMICHI Tuner Deck 3' 326

SONY XR7070*
SONY XR7180*
SONY XR7280'
SONY XRU880'
SONY DTX-10'

FOR

INFORMATION
CALL 201 467-0100

246
296
346
CALL

ADS 642CS1*

186

ALPINE 3331'
ALPINE 3319'
ALPINE 3339'

206
106

CONCORD CEO -7+

336
166

HI FONICS EPSILON
KENWOOD KGC9042'

326

NAKAMICHI EC200'
SONY XEC-500'
SONY XEC-1000'
SONY XE-90 MKII
SONY XE-8MKII"
SONY XES-P1'
SONY XES-X1*

146
186
116
186
166

246
CALL
CALL

476
166
366
536
446
486
276
436

ADS P0-8'
ADS P0-10*
P0-20'
ALPINE 3544*
ALPINE 3566'
A

CARVER M20501'
CARVER M40501'
HIFONICS ...Authorized Dealer
NAKAMICHI PA -302'
366
NAKAMICHI PA -304'
366
ORION
Authorized Dealer

SONY CDP-C715.
5 Disc Carousel CD Changer
8X OS 1 Bit D/A Converter
Shuffle Play Remote Control

CARVER TLM-3600' .....__ 526
DENON DCM-320'
....... 226
296
DENON DCM-420'
336
DENON DCM-450'
DENON DCM-520'
376
JVC XLR-304TN
196
XLM-405TN

JVC XLM-505TN ............_
JVC XLM-705IN ........._
LUXMAN DC -113'
MAGNAVOX CDC -552

NAD 5060'

206
216
296
466
236
336

26

NAKANICHI CD PLAYER 2'
ONKYO DXC-201'
ONKYO DXC-310'
ONKYO DXC-510'
SI-ERWOOD CDC -3010._

SONY CDP-C315'
SONY CDP-0515'
SONY CDP-C67ES'
TECHNICS SL -P01307

YAMAHA CDC -615"
YAMAHA CDC -715.

YAMAHA CDC 815'

626
216
226
326
226
196
226
326
216
246
326
386

R. FOSGATE PUNCH 45HD*226
R. FOSGATE PUNCH 75HD*316
R.FOSGATE PUNCHI5OHD*386
SONY XES-M3'
CALL
S. STREAM D10011'
266
376
S. STREAM 02001I'
S. STREAM MC 140r
346
S. STREAM MC 245'
446

El 1E]

40 El

SOUNDSTREAM CD -308

LCD Display
Remote

$246

DENON DCP-50.
DENON DCP-150..
PHILIPS AZ -6806

276
136
156
176
186
216
246
246
336
176
266
226

$626

KV-27EXR90
796
416 SON
JVC AV -2081S
846
JVC AV -2781S
696 SONY KV-27XBR51
SONY
KV-27XBR55
996
JVC AV -3551S
1596
CALL
JVC AV -3591S
1896 SONY KV-29XBR85
1446
MITSUBISHI CS201OR
376 SONY KV-32TS35
1496
MITSUBISHI CS2724R
696 SONY KV-32XBR51
SONY
KV-32XBR55
1596
MITSUBISHI CS3515R
1696
"IDIT
MITSUBISHI CS3525R ... 1966 TOSHIBA C23299K
TOSHIBA
CF3566A
1996
PHILIPS 27P242
746
Top Rated! NI= TV VCR COMBOS..
RCA F20706FT
RCA G35100
.... 3V" TUBE PANASONIC PVM-1321 .... 436
SONY KV-13TR24
246 PANASONIC PVM-2021 .... 476
546
SONY KV-19TS20
336 QUASAR W-1220
SONY 10.1-20EXR2D

426 QUASAR W-1213

SONY KV-20TS27

336

486
CALL

SONY GV-300

PAANUFACruFtRit USA WARRANTY

546

WE CARRY A FULL
LINE OF LARGE
SCREEN TV'S -

SONY HITACHI RCA
MITSUBISH PHILIPS
TOSHIBA ETC ...

ALPINE 5952V*
6 CD Changer 8X OS
Dual D/A Convls
Vert/Hor Mount

imp

ALPINE 595r

416
646

ALPINE 5959'

KENWOOD KRC-C301' .. CALL
KENWOOD KRC-C401* .. CALL

NAKAMICHI CDC101'
SONY CDX-A15.
SONY CDX-A151#
SONY CDX-A4ORF'
SONY CDX-A100*
SONY XES-C1'
.

PIONEER CDX-FM45
PIONEER CDX-M40

686
306
376
456
476
CALL
IN

STOW

"OM

'700 MANUFACTURER'S REBATE
1500 MANUFACTURER'S REBATE

SHARP VISION XV-111
SHARP VISION XV-100

MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY
AMVEMTAMAWMIPSMIIIIIRV-

PANASONIC PV -4160

$306

4 Head Hi-Fi Stereo VHS
On Screen Programming

Omnisearch Remote
GO VIDEO GV-2000
JVC HRD-X40U
JVC HRD-760U
:117

MB QUART°

sm.

2 -Way 60 Walt Comp System

51/4

$226

Wooler 3/4'

Titananium Dome
Tweeter

0IS'
ADS
ADS 32000IS'

KENWOOD KFC-6992*
MB QUART 0M218CS*
MB QUART 0M130KX*

NAKAMICHI SP1010'

106
156

246
166
136

ORION XTR WOOFERS.. CALL

POLK AUDIO MM4600' ....46
POLK AUDIO MM4620*_.... 86
MTX
Authorized Dealer
R.FOSGATE SPP124
276

S.STREAM 5510'

JVC HRS-4700U
JVC HRS 67COU
MAGNAVOX VR-9065

MITSUBISHI HS -U35
MITSUBISHI HS -U54
MITSUBISHI HS -U55
MITSUBISHI HS -U65
MITSUBISHI HS -U82

496
696
436
846

PHILIPS COVEY

296
426
496
736
1196
246
416
466

PANASONIC P/-4110
SONY SLV -585HF
SONY SLV- 686UC .

SONY EVS 900 8MM

MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

-RS
2000'

DENON

DENON LA -3000'
PANASONIC IX -101
PANASONIC LX -1000

...

PIONI111

IN STOCK

A.I1,1

SON Y

YAMArtA ury l Tuu.

256

B. ACOUSTICS PRO 6.2' 276
B. ACOUSTICS PRO100" 146
BAZOOKA Authorized Dealer
INFINITY RS -693K'
166
176
INFINITY RS-DS12'
INFINITY CS -1A'
296
INFINITY CS -5'
176
JBL 1500671
CALL

JBL T06

.NC HAD 910U
JVC HRD-940U
JVC HRD 980U

646
256
366
376
436
476
516
636
496

216
266

8. ACOUSTICS PRO 5.2

&OS Resume

SONY 0-303
SONY D-808 .......
SONY D-555

WE ARE PLEASED TO ACCEPT THESE MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

DENON DCC-8770'
DENON DCC-9770'
KENWOOD KDC-75R'
KENWOOD KDC-95R'
NAKAMICHI CD TUNER' 576
NAKAMICHI CD -760' .._ 896
PANASONIC CO-DP35
296
PIONEER DEH-760 .IN STOCK
PIONEER DEH-770 IN STOCK
PIONEER CDX-4
CALL
SONY CDX5040'
306
336
SONY CDX5080'
SONY COX7560'
306

Portable CD Pla

SONY DT -24
SONY D -180K

* PRODUCTS COME WITH 1 -YEAR 6Th AVENUE
ELECTRONICS WARRANTY ONLY ** 6111 AVE
ELECTRONICS IS NOT AN AUTHORIZED DEALER OF
BOSTON ACOUSTICS MERCHANDISE AND THE
MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY DOES NOT APPLY

426
486
766
416
476
566
386
456

SL-XP700

TECHNICS

XP6R 1 BIT
SONY D-33
SONY D-101
SONY 0-202

Combines Audio & Video withText & Graphics
Max 19 Hr Capacity Thumbstick Remote

366

ADS 3201S*
376
ALPINE 6056AD*
156
156
B. ACOUSTICS 797"
B. ACOUSTICS 841"
146
13. ACOUSTICS 851"
166
176
B. ACOUSTICS 861"
B. ACOUSTICS PRO 4.2" 246

AIWA

PHILIPS CD -I

sa. 26

*Repeal Randall
ALPINE 5903'
ALPINE 7803'
ALPINE 7800'
ALPINE 7909'
ALPINE 7915*.

'DAY' _876

ADS PH -15'

.01(1.aMATWAY3

AN Inputs Remote

KDC-8511*

SONY XR7600*

o/Rec

ereo

Trinitron Pict. Tube

KENWOOD

176

SONY
CCD-TR81

8:1 Zoom Hi-Fi Stereo
Flying Erase 2 Lux/Low Lt.
Digital Superimpose

$846

SONY CCD-TR7
SONY CCD-TR9
SONY CCD-TR51.
SONY CCOF401
SONY CCDF501

SONY CCD11701
CANON Al DIGITA...

MULTI -SYSTEMS

We carry a full line of Multi -System TV's,
VCRs & Camcorders. 110/220 Volt
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CUSTOMER SERVICE
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TECHNICS SA-GX505
Quartz Synthesized

TEAC W-995RX
Double Cassette Deck

AMIFM Stereo Receiver

Auto reverse Full function wireless

JBL-LX44

3 Way Speaker System

11

r

1" litantum high frequency transducer
high polymer laminated bass transducer

5- midrange

List

SALE 518922

JBL PRO PERF

L,si

3 pc Sub SAT Syst

439 00

SALEs32988

WHARFEDALE
150 00

JBL LX -44

sALES9Ott

299 00

ALLISON CD -6

list
8" bookshelf speaker 230 00

JBL 627

SALES228R9,

145 95

SALF$89"

TEAC W520R
Dubbing A R
Dolby' B & C

SALE $159"

269 00

NI

SALE $129:

Dolby' Et Deck 1

JVC TDR-441
Auto rev

CALL FOR PRICE

CALL FOR PRICE

JVC TD -W505
Twin Hi -Fr auto reverse. Dolby HX-Pro BC N R
CALL FOR PRICE

TEAC V -970X
Dolby' FIX'Prc. 3 HD
remote. DBX

SALES uor

21'60' 00

TECHNICS
SA-GX303

e. Oversampling

85 watts w surround List
sound
320 OC CALL FOR PRICE

799 95

SALES45500

High Bias

Si

Mash digital to
analog converter

TECHNICS
SLPC-505

Dolby' Surround

CALL FOR PRICE

List

95 SALE

CD changer 5 Disc.
Mash

JVC RX-90SV
Pro -Logic

Digital Sound Processing

CALL FOR PRICE

ILI

CALL FOR PRICE

TEAC AD -1
CD Cass combo
Dolby B

1.1

Ill

SL -P13100

80x2 front. 40x2 rear.

List

21995 SALE $159"

TECHNIC7S

SUPD80

AUDIO TAPE
MAXELL XLII 100

CALL FOR PRICE

CALL FOR PRICE

TECHNICS

JVC RX-505V

Dolby'
List

CALL FOR PRICE

JVC X11-441
1 bit DAC

40 waft,ch ,
remote control

DA. DA7Deck

pm

SATES 12995 11

22995

SL-PS700
bit Mosh

TECHNICS SA-GX 100

SV-DA10

Bx Oversompling,
remote

1.1

TECHNICS

wanC S

Compu Link

Mash DIA Converter

115 00 SLES69e1

CD-1192
CALL FOR PRICE

JVC RX305 TN
A Vremote.

19995 SALE $149"

1.1

Compact Disc Player

SHERWOOD_

12502 front. 20x2 rear

SO

1.1

OSTECHNICS SL-PG300

CALL FOR PRICE

RSTRTECH212 CS

List

Is

CALL FOR PRICE
TECHNICS
SA-GX710
Prologic Surround

List

MEN

II

Dolby' Pro -logic Surround

20 center. Dolby

TECHNICS

list

6" 2 way

List

Dolby' BBC HXPro

List

3 -way

8

TEAC V285CHX

auto rev

List

2 way

41/2

SALE $45995

5799 00

Dolby' B C HX Pro

5419 00 ea

DIAMOND II

Lisf

1:1

A new generation of CD player using the
MASH Digitallo-Anolog converter
10 key direct access On trent panel
& remote control

110s:2 front 10,12 rear 10 center

remote Dolby' BC dbr N R
One touch dubbing

ii

PLAYERS

RECEIVERS

II
11

1.1

1 bit. Mash. Iront loading
remote

VIDEO

CALL FOR PRICE

JVC XLM-505

1 bit DAC remote

10 fors2250

CALL FOR PRICE

JVC-XLZ-611
Dual 18 bit, DAC

List

480 00 SALES279"

Digital outputs

MAXELL R-60DM
Digital tape

MAXELL MX -90

SONY WM-FX33

AMIFM Stereo Radio

TDK SAX -90

Aulo-reverse with direction and
mode selectors Variable Mega Bass
Ultra -light MDR headphones

SONY SR -90
metal cam

Casette player

List

SALE $4995

584 95

10.'199°

High -Bias

10.'199'3

MALL FIGX-M

sr!

1 Hr -8 mm

Discmon Port
CD Player

List

17995

SALES139"

SONY CFD-50
WF liACDCAss

Dital Steo
Heigadphoneres

List

199 95 SALES139"

mic mixing

11

SONY CFO.460

lit

Dubbing 3 pc

CD'Cass AM FM

AKG K-55
SALES18996

JVC RCX-610
AM/FMCDCoss

List

DubbingRemote

299 95 SALE$219"

SLXP'300
330000

List

Port CD

249 95

50 00

SALES33N

List

5.3995
SALE

SALES169"

AlDEN DSR111

69 95
List

Music Monitor

94 95

SALES5995

KOSS PRO4 XL
Wireless headphone List
system
129 95 SALE$7995
Cordless

Headphones

AUTO

PANASONIC CQ-DP 30

SALE $23995
SALE $795e1

A

OS
Eli].

SHERWOOD
SCP-10021IP
244wan tn-mode
0

Lis!

soo oo SALE524995

199 95

Remote Multi, disc

player

PV -S4167

749 00 sALES59995

SALE $99"

s
11

TECHNICS SLIM II
List

.

CALL FOR PRICE

CALL FOR PRICE

PANASONIC

.

Quartz Direct Drive
Turntable
Automatic dual motor system
Gimbal suspension tone arm

SONY MDP-333

Quartz -locked direct
drive manual turntable
with lone arm

CALL FOR PRICE

AUDIO -SOURCE
With Dolby'

Pro Logic

SVMS HiF1 4 HD

1 bit D A multi laser
disc player w remote

CARTRIDGES

CALL FOR PRICE

NEW
JVC-HRS6700U
CALL FOR PRICE

SHURE
M-111HE

tyco5

sed.E$5700

11

10

AUDIO TECHNICA AT 155LC

Spec bur-SALM 19"
Linear f

CALL FOR PRICE

Mina, audio

1

Prices in this ad are for
mail-order only. Freight
charges not included in
prices. All merchandise
shipped brand new. lac
tory fresh with full war-

279 95 SALE $17995

typographical errors.
Prices and availability
subject to change

RETURN POLICY: Equipment received within the first

from date of shipment14days
shipment maybe returned to

us for repair or replacement of no additional
charge' After the 14 day period it is the manufac-

turer's resonsibility to repair or replace an item

through their U.S. warranty NOTE. Certain manufac-

turers recuire all returns to be processed directly
through them and not through us so please ask
when making your purchase. All cancellations
are subject to a service charg e.
Does not include shipping fees

1
1

I

12 E. De aware Pl., Chicago 60611

NOTE: This is lust° partial listing of our extensive inventory Please call for quotes on addl.

ranty. Not responsible for
List

TECHNICS SL-QD33

CALL FOR PRICE

tionol items or to request o free price list.
9995Ist

ACD-35UDIOVOX

AMFMCD
Removable 25.2

SALE$4260°

PHILIPS CDV-600
List

oa

JBL T-900
6r9

.

List

Hiti 4 HD Jog Shuttle 699 00

MIDI SYSTEMS

AM FM CD 1 bit Mash 22x2 Amp
5429 00

JVC HRD 940

SS -3

SONY MDR -M66

SONY MDR 1F5K

List

SALE $59995

S VHS with shuttle

List

289 95

SALE $7995
List

l

Laser format Opt car Output

Remote Control VHS HiFi.

Lw S11995

.

Remote Laser (Mc CD Player Auto rev
Us,
S900 00

Videocassette recorder

SONY MDR-CD6

TURNTABLES

PANASONIC LX -200

SONY SLV-585

HEADPHONES

SONY D-33

1.1

101. '22°°

Metal Bias

PANASONIC SC-CH10

Lifestyle Component System

Dolby' Pro logic CD player Quern
synthesized Ak4FM stereo tuner w 26

presets 5 band gr eq. Dbl auto ,ev <ass
deck 3 way spkr sys 35 key full remote
5599000

.

.
.

1

SALE $77500

SONY MHC1600
HI-fi mini stereo system
Amplifier. Tuner. Dbl auto
reverse cassette deck.
CD player

JVC MX -70
Midi system

CALL FOR PRICE

List
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Classical Music
aEVIE
Recent discs and

cassettes reviewed by

sirs Lopez-Cobos cond. TELARC ® CD 80264(57 min).
Performance: Good
Recording: Very good

The orchestral filler pieces are also

This most terse of the late Bruckner

George Jellinek, Eric Salzman, and

symphonies fares better with Jesus Leopez-Cobos and the Cincinnati Sympho-

BACH: Brandenburg Concertos Nos. 1-6
(BWV 1046-1051). Marieke Blankestijn

ny than did the Seventh in their early
recording. The playing is more polished, and there is a steadier flow to the
music as a whole. Particularly felicitous
1990

ure that opens the score and subtly domifinal

Performance: Exuberant
Recording: Lively

In its ten years of existence, the Chamber Orchestra of Europe has challenged

bluff scherzo comes off very well indeed,
notably in the trio section with its bucol-

ic horn fanfares. The finale, with its

tracts, and corporate sponsorship rather
than government support. The latest in

its imaging.

the ensemble's current, and quite successful, series on Deutsche Grammophon shows the best side of its fresh
approach-and also a few problems.
These recordings of the "Brandenburg" Concertos-made in Ferrara, Italy, and Aldeburgh, England-have a lot
of vitality, even exuberance. But they
show real character in only one place:

COPLAND: El Salon Mexico; Piano Blues
No. 3 (see GERSHWIN)

5.

For the rest, this is consensus

playing-the best of its kind, but almost

too breezy and easygoing. Do I hear

little suite, is played with stylish grace.
R.A.
Warmly recommended.

chord). The slow movement
emerges here as darkly poignant, if not
quite as eloquent as in Gunter Wand's
1988 live recording from Hamburg. The

nervous brass interjections and episodes
of relentless forward movement, is convincingly set forth, and the whole pro-

No.

Masques et Bergamasques, a delightful

nates the entire work (I would have
wished, however, for a more pointed

a lot of traditional European assumptions, crossing borders to recruit young
musicians, often performing without a
conductor or music director, and depending on ticket sales, recording con-

Ian Watson's cheeky harpsichord solo in

written when Faure was eighteen, already bears his signature, and the

is the steady maintenance throughout

Boyd (oboe); Mark Bennett (trumpet);
Ian Watson (harpsichord); Chamber Orchestra of Europe. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOtwo discs (95 min).

well done. The Cantique de Jean Racine,

the first movement of the rhythmic fig-

(violin); Thierry Fischer (flute); Douglas

PHON ® 431 660-2

obviously dedicated direction of Emmanuel Krivine.

Robert Ackart, Richard freed, David Hall,

David Patrick Stearns

ion, and the orchestra likewise contributes a superior performance under the

duction benefits from recorded sound
that is both full-bodied and effective in
D.H.

FAURE: Requiem, Op. 48; Cantique de
Jean Racine, Op. 11; Masques et Bergamasques, Op. 12. Gavle Le Roi (sopra-

no); Francois Le Roux (baritone); JeanLouis Gil (organ); Choeurs and Orchestre National de Lyon, Emmanuel Krivine cond. DENON ® 79527-2 (54 min).
Performance: Radiant
Recording: Excellent

Peter Jablonski
GERSHWIN: Concerto in F. Peter Ja-

blonski (piano); Royal Philharmonic,
Vladimir Ashkenazy cond. Three Preludes. COPLAND: El Salon Mexico
(trans. Bernstein); Piano Blues No. 3.
BARBER: Ballade. Peter Jablonski (piano). LONDON @ 430 542-2 (61 min).
Performance: Stunning soloist
Recording: Very good

Fault's Requiem is one of the best ex-

This is a very Russian Romantic perfor-

amples of his music: at once intellectual
and deeply felt, melodically inventive,
economical of expression, and supreme-

mance of Gershwin's very American
Concerto in F. Peter Jablonski is a brilliant young pianist, but the performance

and year out, usually under the composer's own direction and nearly always in a
very stable and known tradition. These
are not such performances, nor do they
evoke true eighteenth -century practice.
They are lively, contemporary, pan-European readings and recordings that give
pleasure but do not penetrate very deepE.S.
ly beneath the surface.

number of years and incorporating various occasional compositions, it was first
performed as an entity in 1894. Faure
said that it was composed to express his
feelings about death as a deliverance and
a hope for happiness. Every bar of music
sustains his intent; only the "Libera
me," evoking the Day of Judgment, in-

Rachmaninoffisms Vladimir Ashkenazy
can find in the score. They are there, of

BARBER: Ballade (see GERSHWIN)

approaches the sublime.
The performance here is, indeed, radi-

someone argue that this music was not
originally conducted? True enough, but
eighteenth -century music was per-

formed by ensembles that played and
rehearsed together endlessly, year in

BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 6, in A Ma-

jor. Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, Je-

Explanation of Symbols
© = Compact disc
© = Tape cassette

ly elegant. Written piecemeal over a

seems overly dominated by whatever
course. But, alas, the music's rhythmic
edge is lost in the shuffle.
That these choices are not Jablonski's
can be inferred from his brilliant perfor-

on the part of all concerned. The timbres
of Gavle Le Roy and Francois Le Roux

mance of the solos in the concerto. But
things are even clearer in the solo piano
music, especially the stunning performance of Leonard Bernstein's transcription of Copland's El Salon Mexico. This
hair-raising arrangement, a completely
fresh and dynamic look at familiar music, deserves to be better known. As set
forth here, it has even more thrust and
excitement than the orchestral original.
The Copland piano blues, the Gersh-

delivery of the "Pie Jesu" and "Libera
me," respectively, are singularly affecting. The chorus sings in exemplary fash-

his steel fingers; he has a very engaging

terrupts the overall serenity, and then
only briefly. The final "In paradisum"

ant-imbued with purity of tone, preciseness of phrasing, exactness of execution, and, most important, conviction

are exactly right, and their unaffected

win preludes, and the Barber ballade
(the only nonjazzy piece) fare equally
well. Jablonski's talent is not purely in
STEREO REVIEW FEBRUARY 1992
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Harnoncourt's Beethoven
NIKOLAUS HARNONCOURT always has

a surprise or two for us, but never
one simply calculated to be different for the sake of difference. In his
new Teldec set of the Beethoven
symphonies there is as much that is

comfortable and reassuring as there is
that is startling. With his own ensemble,
the Concentus Musicus Wien, Harnoncourt was the most influential pioneer of
the original -instruments and authentic-

ity movement in performing Baroque
and early Classical music; yet when he

got around to recording Mozart and
Haydn symphonies he didn't use original
instruments, or even a chamber orchestra, but conducted the Amsterdam Con-

certgebouw Orchestra. His Beethoven
cycle is with the Chamber Orchestra of
Europe, and the only concession to period instruments is the use of natural trumpets, which Harnoncourt says he chose

-

Ye

y

are taken, and they are made to seem
indispensable to the design of the respec-

tive works. The First Symphony is an
enticing beginning: pointed, brisk, elegant, yet affectionate. Only in the concluding gestures for the winds might I
have wished for a little more character.
The Second is sheer enchantment from
first note to last, one of the set's special
glories. The opening of the "Eroica" is a
little matter-of-fact, but once launched it
is clearly an outstanding account of the

work, with unlabored grandeur in the
Funeral March, an especially brilliant
scherzo, and exceptional momentum

throughout (though the horns that make

the scherzo so brilliant might have

opened up a bit more in the finale). The
Fourth is fiery yet elegant; I can imagine
some listeners finding the slow movement a little unyielding, but the underlying vitality makes for a fine sense of
flow. The approach in No. 5 is no-nonsense but certainly not uninvolved:
There is a fine dramatic tension, generated from the inside rather than laid on at
surface level, with an unerring sense of

proportion. The "Pastoral" is surprisingly leisurely-and downright radiant,
truly lovable without a hint of coyness.

The Seventh, too, is taken broadly, but
with verve; the natural trumpets tell, and
so do the horns. Humor takes care of
itself in a neat, deadpan way in the crisp,
pointed Symphony No. 8.

both for their symbolic effect and for the

practical consideration that they can
"blare out" in Beethoven's numerous
fanfare passages without overriding the
orchestra the way modern trumpets do.

The Chamber Orchestra of Europe
was a happy choice. This wonderful
aggregation of young players responds
with a rare but consistent blend of enthusiasm, brilliance, and resiliency, making

for the most effective and appropriate
kind of enlivenment. The performances
were recorded live at concerts in Graz in
the summers of 1990 and 1991. There is
no noticeable coughing, and no distracting applause.
Harnoncourt, whom I had never heard
in Beethoven before, strikes me as more
strongly and consistently persuasive in

this music than in anything else I have
heard from him. Just about everythingevery choice of tempo, every shaping

of a phrase, every balance between
voices-seems uncontrivedly right.
A few specific observations: Repeats
142
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The Ninth is a true culmination, with
superb momentum and textures. I could
have wished for a tad more force from
the men of the chorus in the "Seid
umschlungen" episode, but the only real
disappointments were the solo singers.
Both of the women are undistinguished,
and the tenor, Rudolf Schasching, lost
me with his starry-eyed breathlessness.
There is little else to fault, though, and a
great deal to celebrate. Robert Holl is a
model of dignity, vitality, and conviction
in his recitative, and Peter Richards certainly deserves the printed credit for his
horn solos.
Teldec has come through with exemplary recordings whose clarity splendid-

ly points up the clarity of the performances themselves as well as their
warmth and color. Those who feel there
is no compelling reason to buy an "integral" set of the Beethoven symphonies

owe it to themselves to hear this one
Richard Freed

BEETHOVEN: Symphonies Nos. 1-9.
Charlotte Margiono (soprano); Birgit

Remmert (contralto); Rudolf Schasching
(tenor); Robert Holl (bass); Arnold
Schoenberg Chorus; Chamber Orches-

tra of Europe, Nikolaus Harnoncourt
cond. TELDEC ® 2292-46452-2 five CD's
(358 min).

lyric side. What is missing or submerged

in the concerto-timing, edge, frame,
groove-is laid out perfectly in the preludes. Big talent this Jablonski, even if
he doesn't quite beat out Ashkenazy and
the Royal Philharmonic.
E.S.

HANSON: Symphony No. 4, Op. 34 ("Requiem"); The Lament forBeowulf, Op. 25;
Suite from "Merry Mount," Op. 31. Seattle Symphony Chorale; Seattle Symphony, Gerard Schwarz cond. Serenade for

Flute, Harp, and Strings, Op. 35; Pastorale for Oboe, Harp, and Strings, Op. 38.

Judith Mendenhall (flute); Randall Ellis
(oboe); Susan Jolles (harp); New York
Chamber Symphony, Gerard Schwarz
cond. DELOS ® DE 3105 (75 min).

Performance: Con amore
Recording: Very good

Howard Hanson composed his Fourth
Symphony in 1943, as a Requiem for his
father. It marks a sharp departure from
the

uninhibited, even melodramatic,
emotionality of his Second and Third
Symphonies. The music is intense and to
the point, orchestrated with a master

hand, and telling in its impact, with a
highly effective use of passing dissonance, especially in the finale. Gerard

Schwarz stresses the work's broadly lyr-

ical element, but without in any way

impairing the pulse and rhythmic vitality

of the music. The same is true of his
readings of the Serenade and Pastorale
for solo winds plus strings, both recorded in New York with fine work from the
principals.
Hanson's setting of the funeral scene
from Beowulf is a remarkable achieve-

ment for a composer under thirty. The
choral writing is relatively uncomplicated but highly effective, and the orchestral treatment would befit a movie epic.
The composer's 1959 Mercury recording
is a mite tauter than Schwarz's, with an
acoustic to match. But the Seattle
chorus is stronger than Hanson's was,

and the new recording enhances the
score with its effective depth imaging, as

in the trumpet fanfares preceding the
entry of the chorus.
The opera Merry Mount, after a Hawthorne tale, has never been a favorite of

mine, and much of what I don't like

about it can be heard in the four-movement orchestral suite. The music has all
of the kitsch of the Second Symphony
but little of the robust romanticism from
which that work takes its name. Still, the
performance here is a fine one, and the

conics are resplendent, as they are
throughout the CD.

D.H.

MOZART: Piano Concertos No. 21, in C
Major (K. 467); and No. 27, in B-jlat Major
(K. 595). Murray Perahia (piano); Chamber Orchestra of Europe, Perahia cond.
SONY CLASSICAL © SK 46485 (57 min).

Performance: Elegant
Recording: Too close

9

MOZART: Piano Concertos No. 20, in D E
Minor (K. 466); No. 21, in C Major (K. E
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Call Toll Free: 1-800-356-9514
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Cassette Decks

Fast Delivery
30 Day No Lemon

$459

Teac W995RX

Dual well, synchronized reverse, one touch
dubbing, full function remote

Special

JVC TDW505 TN
Titanium finsh, twin A/R, full logic,
continuous play, Dolby B/C/Hx Pro

JVC TDV541 TN

I

Center mount mechanism, auto tape selector

CD Players

E

I

Service Protection Plans
Available
Best Selection!

r777.1:

CIO

===

IMP

$319

JVC RX-705

100 watts, Dolby Pro Logic Surround Sound,
4 built in amps, 20 watt rear channels

10 Day Return*
Some Items Closeouts. Some Limited Items.

Special

JVC RX-805

Car Audio

100 watts, 50 watt center channel, 20 watt
rear channels, Dolby Pro Logic

Special

$99

"
5T1

ZLI

Special

JVC RX-305

3 head, full logic, Dolby B/C/Hx Pro, MPX

Teac V390 CHX

Porn

Stereo Receivers

$257

JVC XLG2C00

CD Tuner, random play, 24 presets, seek,
scan, 22 watts x 2, 4x oversampling

$188

Clarion 9701

Standard chassis, seek, auto -reverse, 25
& treble controls

Alphasonik PMA2050E

50watts, A/V remote, 4 speaker surround
sound, 40 AM/FM presets

$118

Sherwood RA1142
50 watts, quartz tuning, 24 presets

Mini Component Systems

$146

Amplifier, 50 wts/ch, bridgeable, 0.05 THD

JVC XLM505 TN

Special

6 disc magazine, titanium finish, 4 way

$124

Pyle KP6940D

6 x 9 speakers, 200 watts, 50 to 20,000Hz

repeat, direct access remote, 1 bit PEMDAC

$199

Teac PDD 700

Hyper bass, 2 way speakers, CD Player

Speakers

5 disc carousel, 18 bit, 8x, multi -function

JBL 4800........ $399/pr.

remote

3 way towers, 10" woofers

JVC XLZ611

Special

4x, dual 18 bit, digital, coaxial output

Magnavox CDC552

JBL 1.100 t3

$169

In Stock!

Denon G-05

36 watts per channel Tuner with 12 presets,
Dolby 8, music search, electronic counter

$699/pr.

Panasonic SC-CH7

3 way, 400 watts, 12" woofer

5 disc changer,16 bit, change 4 during play

$439

JVC UX-1

Special

20 watts per channel, CD with 20 track
programming, Dolby B/C, Tri-Chamber Bass

EPI 150

$199/pr.
10" 3way, floor standing, Closeout Price!

Special

JVC MX -50

35 wt/ch, 7 band EQ, CD, twin A/R Cassette

41. 'VISA or C.O.D.

Personal Electronics
Sony D303

$258

JVC RCX610

$239

Rechargeable battery,
headphones with
remote, mega -bass

CD portable, dual cass. decks, hi spd dub

bit D/A converter

8x, Mega-Bcss, 22 track prog. LCD display

1

Panasonic KXT4200

Sony D101 Discman

$169

Cordless answering machine/feature phone

Whistler 680

$165
$95

10-DayRelurn Policy: Return items accepted within 10 days of
purchase. (Must get prior authorization.) Original condition. 10%
restocking Fee. Shipping and handling not refundable.

WDS, 2417 W. Badger Road,
Madison, WI 53713
Hours: Mon. -Fri. 8.8 Sat. 8-5:30

X, K, Ka bard detection, compact size

Sunday: Closed

WDS-Your complete home shopping center for:
Sony . Hitachi JVC Magnavox Cannon Panasonic Quasar Zenith Sharp Sylvania Toshiba =isher Sherwood Soundcraftsman
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467); No. 22, in E -flat Major (K. 482); No.
23, in A Major (K. 488); No. 24, in C Minor
(K. 491); No. 25, in C Major (K. 503); No.

suggest an intimidating character. Andreas Schmidt is a smooth and dignified
Speaker, and Heinz Zednik's Monostatos is short on voice but long on expertise. London's technical production re-

26, in D Major (K. 537, "Coronation");
and No. 27, in B -flat Majo (K. 595).
Daniel Barenboim (piano); Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Barenboim cond.

alizes the various sound effects with
unexaggerated realism. A generous

TELDEC O 9031-72024-2 four discs (250
min).

amount of dialogue has been retained,
yet the opera is captured on only two
discs. Even in a crowded field, this new
set should hold its own.
G.J.

Performance: Expansive
Recording: Big

About twenty-five years ago Daniel Barenboim began recording all the Mozart
piano concertos for Angel/EMI, and ten

PAGANINI: Violin Concerto No. 1, in D
Major, Op. 6. SAINT-SAENS: Violin
Concerto No. 3, in B Minor, Op. 61. Gil
Shaham (violin); New York Philharmonic, Giuseppe Sinopoli cond. DEUTSCHE

or fifteen years later Murray Perahia
began his similar cycle for what was then

Columbia Records. Both pianists conducted the English Chamber Orchestra

GRAMMOPHON

from the keyboard, and both cycles were

fairly distinguished. Now, for the same
house, since renamed Sony Classical,
Perahia has remade Nos. 21 and 27 with
the Chamber Orchestra of Europe, and

Barenboim has remade the last eight
concertos with the Berlin Philharmonic
in a four -disc set for Teldec.
The orchestral contribution strikes me

as a little more interesting in both new
packages than in the earlier ones. In
Perahia's case this may be owing to his
additional years of experience, not
merely as a conductor but in the dual
role, and the Chamber Orchestra of Europe responds with stylish animation.
Perahia's tempos are well chosen-it is
especially refreshing to hear the much
abused andante of the C Major without
its bathetic encrustations; it has an elegant pulse here, as everything does in
both concertos.
The recording itself, however, lets the
performances down. While it is in other

respects crisp and well balanced, the
piano, in its very close focus, tends to be
overreverberant, suggesting at times the

aural equivalent of TV "ghosts" and
blurring the trills in the slow movement
of K. 595. The winds, too, tend to blur in
that work's final movement.
Barenboim's approach is somewhat
more personal than Perahia's. In general, his is a more expansive view of these
works, very large -scaled and especially
attuned to their dramatic and occasionally darker elements. In the opening move-

ment of K. 467 he leans toward the
spurious maestoso, and his romanticized
view of the succeeding andante sounds

especially deliberate next to Perahia's.
Phrasing is more highly inflected, and
sometimes a bit arch. But Barenboim
makes the tempos work, and he makes
the phrasing work as well. There is never

the slightest danger his momentum will
fail or his premise seem less than Mozartean. Throughout the set the playing

of the Berlin Philharmonic winds is a
special joy.

As it happens, both recordings were
made at the Simens-Villa in Berlin. Teldec was a good deal more successful
than Sony, but its sound is very big and
one is aware of the electronics; string
textures lack warmth, and the piano is
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429 786-2 (63 min).

Performance: Youthful
Recording: Excellent

These two rarely heard violin concertos
require an interpreter with a thoroughly

Gil Shaham
again close-up and occasionally overre-

verberant, though it never blurs as it
does on the Sony disc.

R.F.

MOZART: Die Zaubediiite. Kurt Moll
(bass), Sarastro; Uwe Heilmann (tenor),

Tamino; Ruth Ziesak (soprano), Pa
mina; Sumi Jo (soprano), Queen of the
Night; Michael Kraus (baritone), Papa

geno; Lotte Leitner (soprano), Papagena; Heinz Zednik (tenor), Monostatos; Andreas Schmidt (baritone).
Speaker; others. Vienna Philharmonic,
Georg Solti cond. LONDON OO 433 210-2
two CD's (152 min).

adult technique but a certain unjaded
openness that many performers lose
when they reach maturity. The twentyyear -old Israeli -American violinist Gil
Shaham is at just the right age for the
music's fearsome combination of steep
technical demands, romantic posturing,

and almost naïve thematic simplicity.
Though Shaham hasn't a particularly
individual tone quality or style-perhaps
an unfair expectation of so young a musician-he is far more than merely a flashy
technician. He seems incapable of doing
anything in the least bit unmusical, from

the lushness of his tone to the lyrical
sweep of his phrasing.

There's a wonderful excitement in
Shaham's musicmaking here-it's so in-

Performance: First-rate
Recording: Excellent

fectious that he makes you like the music

Tamino's magic flute must have worked
its miraculous spell on Georg Solti, too:
His approach to this opera is considerably tamer here than the driving propulsion of his earlier (1969) recording. An
unbroken momentum binds each act into
a coherent and fluid whole, and his overall view is now mellower and wiser. At
only one juncture-Papageno's desper-

ate suicidal scene with the rope-does
the old drillmaster emerge, making the

even if you don't admire it. He gives a
special lilt to the slow movement of the
Saint -Satins and a slight air of mystery to
the adagio of the Paganini; he even car-

ries off the Paganini's rustic, folk -like
finale. Giuseppe Sinopoli is a surprisingly sympathetic accompanist in this repertory, and the engineering allows Shaham to be heard clearly.
D.P.S.

SAINT-SAENS: Violin Concerto No. 3
(see PAGANINI)

scene fast and charmless.

The production rests, in part, on
young and unfamiliar singers. Tenor
Uwe Heilmann is a manly, firm -toned
Tamino who sings with an unaffected.
graceful lyricism. Without challenging
such formidable recorded predecessors

as Gundula Janowitz, Lucia Popp, or
Evelyn

Lear,

Ruth

Ziesak

brings

warmth and tonal purity to Pamina's
music. Michael Kraus is a hearty, vital
Papageno in the idiomatic Viennese tra-

dition, managing to rein in a slightly
unfocused voice of Wagnerian potential.

SCHUMANN: Symphony No. 2, in C Major, Op. 61; Symphony No. 4, in D Minor,
Op. 120. Bamberg Symphony Orchestra,
Christoph Eschenbach cond. VIRGIN ©
91194-2 (74 min).
Performance: Fine-grained
Recording: Good
Christoph Eschenbach does not take the

usual interpretive approach to these
Schumann symphonies-a bluff, even
hectic

heartiness contrasted with a
dreamy lyrical Romanticism-but works 3

Among the singers of international
renown, Kurt Moll renders his familiar

for more refined textures. The Sostenuto

organ -toned Sarastro, tremendous in his

taken at an unusually slow pace, and the
main body of the movement, exposition
repeat included, is handled in a way that

first aria, merely very good in the second. Sumi Jo sings the fiendish music of
the Queen of the Night purely and accurately, though not for a moment does she

introduction to the Symphony No. 2 is

emphasizes flow rather than dynamic
contrast. This fluid approach is very
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effective in the scherzo, which assumes
an almost Mendelssohnian quality. The
noble Adagio espressivo slow movement, however, is paced so slowly that
one fears for the continuity of line. The
central fugato episode is played triple piano, which relieves much of its inher-

ent dryness. The normally exuberant
finale is a bit lethargic for my taste.
The reading of the Symphony No. 4, in

movement, but thanks to the fine Concertgebouw string section, the pacing
does not become oppressive. The satanic scherzo goes with great precision but
not with the ferocity it truly needs. The
rest fares somewhat better. The monitory horn calls in the third movement
come off to great effect, and the first chair oboe makes the slow introduction

perhaps in the interest of bringing out the

work's purely musical aspects. As a
result, the repartee sometimes fails to

sparkle, especially in the case of Baron
Ochs; Kurt Rydl presents such a lyrical
characterization of this normally crass
character that you'd think he was worried about offending someone.

to the finale a deeply moving experience.

The culprit is not Haitink, who has had

Perhaps the impression of somewhat

plenty of dour moments in his long career, but none here. He responds to the
score in a surprisingly animated manner,
especially in the finely etched, humor filled passages Strauss wrote to underscore the libretto's detailed stage direc-

D Minor, is somewhat less deliberate,
though it is disconcerting to hear the
principal theme of the main allegro section of the first movement handled in a
markedly detache manner with ultra -

low energy in this reading stems from the
longish reverberation period of the Concertgebouw itself, which tends to diffuse

precise articulation. Eschenbach and his

recording.

crescendo in the transition leading to the
finale. Exposition repeats are observed

R. STRAUSS: Don Quixote; Don Juan

the impact of the great climaxes in this

Bamberg players achieve a handsome

for both the first and last movements.

selves. Part of that fun is lost here,

D.H.

(see Best of the Month, page 121)

tions. Haitink is so alert to Strauss's
word and scene painting that in the

Marschallin's monologue about the rav-

ages of time, for example, you can al-

Sonics are good in terms of reflecting the
dynamic and coloristic refinement of the

R. STRAUSS: Der Rosenkavalier, Op. 59.

most hear the sand in the hourglass.

Kiri Te Kanawa (soprano), Marschallin;

readings. Among recent recordings of

Kurt Rydl (bass), Baron Ochs; Anne

Aided by the resonant acoustics of Dresden's Lukaskirche, Haitink achieves

the D Minor, though, I prefer the one by
Roger Norrington and the London Classical players on EMI/Angel.
D.H.

Sofie von Otter (mezzo-soprano), Octavian; Barbara Hendricks (soprano), Sophie; others. Staatsopernchor Dresden;
Dresden
Kreuzchor;
Staatskapelle

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 10, in

Dresden, Bernard Haitink cond. EMI/

E Minor, Op. 93. Royal Concertgebouw
Orchestra, Claus Peter Flor cond. RCA
VICTOR ® 09026-60448-2 (57 min).

Performance: Somewhat low -energy
Recording: Spacious to a fault

This latest recording of Shostakovich's
masterly and moving Tenth Symphony
lacks both the bitter bleakness of Her-

bert von Karajan's two readings for
Deutsche Grammophon and the passion
brought to the score by Leonard Slatkin
and the Saint Louis Symphony on RCA.

Claus Peter Flor favors a slower than
usual tempo for the Moderato opening

ANGEL ® 54259-2 three CD's (205 min).
Performance: Aristocratic
Recording: Airy

With its patrician cast of singers, the
tradition -steeped Dresden State Orchestra, and the ever -dignified Bernard Haitink, this is a blue-blooded Der Rosenka-

moments of coloristic brilliance in the

third act that surpass all of the great
previous recordings.

For the most part, Anne Sofie von

Otter's playful, ardent, intelligent Octa-

vian is an answer to an opera lover's
prayers. Barbara Hendricks is a fine
Sophie, her fast vibrato seeming to mirror the anxious expectancy of her character. As the Marschallin, Kin Te

Kanawa uses the increasingly darker

colors of her voice to great effect, but she

if ever there was one, both for

sometimes seems reserved to the point
of blandness. At other moments, how-

better and for worse. A good deal of the
fun in this dry, bittersweet comedy

Octavian's proclamations of love, her

valier

about illicit love affairs and arranged
marriages in the Viennese aristocracy is
the spectacle of the bewigged characters
making asses of each other and them -

ever, as in the first act when she answers

vocal coloring is profoundly expressive
and precise.
This version may not displace the classic Rosenkavalier

recordings-Herbert

von Karajan's on EMUAngel and Georg
Solti's on London-but it provides

enough fresh insights to make it indispensable for lovers of this opera. D.P.S.
STRAVINSKY: Petrushka (1911 version);
Scenes de Ballet. Berlin Philharmonic Or-

chestra, Bernard Haitink cond. PHILIPS
@ 422 415-2 (52 min).

Performance: Splendid Petrushka
Recording: Excellent
Bernard Haitink's new Petrushka is not
merely "satisfying" but highly competitive. Leonard Bernstein's Petrushka
with the Israel Philharmonic on Deutsche Grammophon is also coupled with
Stravinsky's Scenes de Ballet, but Bernstein used the 1947 score for Petrushka,

while Haitink conducts the somewhat
more richly colored 1911 original. That
strikes me as a definite advantage; the
superb playing of the Berlin Philharmon-

ic and Philips's vivid, beautifully balanced recording are strong factors, too,
in making this one of the most attractive
Petrushkas available now. In Scenes de
Ballet, however, Bernstein has the edge,
if only a slight one.
R.F.
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 6, Op. E
Von Otter, Hendricks, Te Kanawa: stars of Der Rosenkaralier
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rized dealer. Call (800) 321-0685 for prices
and orders. (301) 729-3711 for info and con-

WE WI_L

sultations. C&C AudioNideo 11 am-9pm Mon -

BEAT ANY PRICE

Sat EST.

AUTHORIZED

High -end and hard -to -find audio components
bought and sold. All types. New and used. Daily

specials. Closeouts. Best prices! AUDIO

PRINTED IN THIS MAGAZINE ON

"STEREO WORLD" IS YOUR DISCOUNT SOUND SOURCE WITH
SUPER DEALS ON HOME AND CAR STEREO LINES INCLUDING:

HOME & CAR STEREO

TECHNICS, PANASONIC, JVC. SONY, PHILLIPSSOUND LABS. MTX

SOUNDCRAFISMAN, PIONEER, SHERWOOD, JBL, HIFONICS,

AMERICA (Virginia). Call 1-900-776-5777.

BLAUPUNKT, AUTOTEK ADVENT, ALPHASONIK SCOSCHE EFX E XCALIBUR AND MANY OTHERS. CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG. FREE UPS IN 48 STATES. LOAM-6PM MON-FR1; VISA/MC; COD

$25/call.

ACCFPTFD PO BOX 596, MONROF. NTY10950 (914) 782-6044.

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke.. Commack, NY 11725
WARRANTY
'I'LL

CALL TOLL FREE! 1(800) 826-0520; NAD *
ONKYO * CARVER * M&K
VELODYNE *
HARMAN KARDON * HAFLER * LEXICON *
CWD * PRO -AC * FRIED * CELESTION *

EFORE YOU INVEST YOUR MONEY,

SPEND SOME TIME WITH US.
Be well informed before you
make a major purchase.

Our staff of knowledgeable
professionals will guide you
through today's maze of

state-of-the-art components,
as we help you design a

system that is perfect for

(800) 368-2344

ACOUSTAT STAX AUDIOCONTROL * NILES *
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY * PROTON * JBL *
MONSTER CABLE * BELLES * DAHLQUIST *
COMPONENT GUARD * KINERGETICS * NITTY

We feature the latest in
audio & video technology
at affordable prices. We
offer fast, convenient
shipping and provide
unparalleled service after
the sale to make your
investment a sound one.

GRITTY * GRADO THORENS a SOUND SELLER,
2808 CAHILL RD., P.O. BOX 224, MARINETTE,

WI 54143-0224. FAX#715-735-5838, PHONE 715-735-9002.

your environment and
lifestyle.

FREE
1-800-562-9020

REFERENCE

AUDIOVIDEC)

(3 0) 517-1700 Fax (310) 517-1732
18214 Dalton Avenue Dept. S Gardena, CA 90248
Member Better Business Bureau

Canon _1705E -

ACOUSTAT AKG ARCICI AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS AUDIO CONTROL AUDIO PRO BEYER

Panasonic TOSHIBA

DYNAMIC BOSE CAL AUDIO LABS CELESTION COUNTERPOINT CWD DAHLQUIST DCM

JVC SONY

FOSGATE HAFLER GRADO SIGNATURE HARMAN KARDON HUGHES JAN JBL JS
ENGINEERING LEXICON MAGNUM/ DYNALAB MELOS MFA MOD SQUAD (McCORMACK)

NAD NHT NILES OHM ONKYO PARASOUND PHILIPS PIONEER PRECISE PROTON
PROAC PS AUDIO ROOMTUNE RYAN REVOX SONANCE SONY STAX TARGET TDK

Parkway

;BEACH 80 VFW
Revere, MA 02151
s top bY or "11 }

THORENS TICE VELODYNE VPI AND MANY MORE!

Nws.sts.smtmw,

HI-FI
TaY1

Sound Advice, Sound Equipment, Sound Deals!:
150 Fifth Ave. (Bhdn. 14th & 20th St.) NYC, 10011i

Tel: (212) 691-5823

Fax: (212) 691-5824:

Authorized Dealers for the following quality audio
AIRTIGHT. CHARIO, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, RIPSCH, AMIS,
JVC SUPERDIGIFINE, P.S. AUDIO, CREEK, HARMAN KARDON,

TARALAB, TRIAD, EPOS, ACROTEC, AUDIO STATIC,
DAHLQUIST. MUSEATEX, 'ANNOY, CARY AUDIO and others'

JVC XLZ 1050TN Top rated
CD Pla er. Reg. $800
Sale

BOSE AM -5U II Satellite
System Only (-55-§)

PORTABLE CD PLAYERS

TRIAD SYSTEM 6

CREEK 6060 Amp

The ultimate powered

SONY D -T 24 With Tuner Only

Reg. $1000 Sale'779

Satellite System Only

tet)

PANASONIC SLNP 1A Only

DENON DCP-70 Call

AUDIO LAB 8000A Best
Integral -24d Amplifier in the
world. al

DANTEX SUB 1000

THORENS TD 180 3 Speed

Only

SONY MX 1600 CD-

EPOS ES 14

DENON D200 41:111

Turntable w/AudioTecnica
Cartridge Re q,, $550

Now on sale 37)

Satellite System

Complete System

Reg. $1250 now899)

MINI SYSTEMS

JVC UX1-(459
DENON D120 CO DENON D150

For Fast & Reliable Service Call Us At: (212) 691-5823

I

AUTHORIZED

FOR SALE

SPEAKER COMPONENTS - KITS, Audax-Vita, Crossovers, Books

more. Catalog $2 MENISCUS, 2442 28th St. SW, Dept 0.
Wyoming, MI 49509. (616) 534-9121.
PHILIPS, AUDAX, PEERLESS, FOCAL. AND DYNAUDIO LOUD-

SPEAKERS in stock with good prices and competent service.
Crossover components also. MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, 8608 University Green, Box 4283. Madison. WI 53711.
(608) 831-3433

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, sub -

woofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD,
3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702.

1 (800) 283-4644.
HIGH -END LOUDSPEAKER syslen n, speuker kits arid the widest

selection of raw drivers from the world's finest manufacturers
For beginners and audiophiles. Free catalog. A&S SPEAKER',
3170 23rd St, Son Francisco, CA 94110 (415) 641-4573.
WE SELL MORE HIGH PERFORMANCE SPEAKER KITS than anyone -

in the U.S. FREE CATALOG 1-800-346-9183 AUDIO CONCEPTS
901 S. 4th St_ LaCrosse, WI 54601
SPECIAL PURCHASE SPECIAL PURCHASE . HAFFLER XL -600
305 WATTS PER CHANNEL! 1,000 WATTS BRIDGED! REG. $1300.00.
NOW $799.00. IRIS PRE -AMP, REG. $700.00. NOW $449 .00. QUANTRIES LIMITED!! CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-826-0520. SOUND SELLER,

2808 CAHILL RD MARINETTE. WI 54143. (715) 735-9002

LOW PRICES!!! NAD, DENON, NAKAMICHI, CARV-

ER, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, LUXMAN, HAFLER,
ADS, B&K, ONKYO, PROTON, BOSE & OTHERS!!
DAYS!!!

SINGERS!

much morel (4141 725 4431

CABLE TV CONVERTERS 'DESCRAMBLERS.
Guaranteed lowest prices in U.S., Jerrold, Hamlin, Zenith many others! Lowest dealer prices!

Orders shipped within 24 hours! MasterCard-

Visa--C.O.D. accepted. Free catalog -Call
(800) 345-8927 only! Pacific Cable Co., Inc.,
7325
2 Reseda Blvd., 1382, Reseda, CA
1

91335. All other information, call (818)
709-9937.
REPLICA WATCHES & ORIGINALS PREOWNED Lowest Prices

Nationwide! Exact Weight & Color! 18K GoldPlcitedi
MoneYbock Guaranteed! (404) 963-3872

mont Dr., San Diego. CA 92117 or call (619) 276-8235.

FROM RECORDS AND CDs!

S. B. II. ENTERPRISES

,0111.

The mark of a true Denon.
This sticker tells you who is an authorized
Denon dealer and who isn't.
Some people who offer Denon products are
not authorized dealers. That can lead to problems.
First, only authorized dealers offer you the
protection of a Denon warranty with your
purchase: at other dealers, you may have no
warranty at all.
Authorized Denon dealers stock only
components designed for the U.S., and have the
training to help you select the one right for you.
Authorized dealers know Denon technology
inside and out and stock factory parts for your
Denon to preserve true Denon sound.
So before you buy your Denon, look for this
Denon Authorized Dealer Sticker.
It assures you of the authentic Denon technology and support you expect. And nothing less.

(800) 451.5851 NYC (718) 4381027
Mon. F ri. L7, Sun.9a

1678 .53rd St. Brooklyn, N.Y.11284
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&WO WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS!
An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds from standard
stereo records! Record with your voice or perform live
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance
yet connects easily to a home component stereo. This
unique product is manufactured and sold Exclusively by
LT Sound - Not sold through dealers. Call or write for a
Free Brochure and Demo Record.

LT Sound,

Dept. SR- I. 7980 LT Parkway
Lithonia, GA 30058
(404482-4724

Manufactured and Sold Exclusively by LT Sound
24 HOUR PHONE DEMO LINE: /4041482.2485
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FRIED, MONSTER, QUAD, SPICA. STRAIGHTWIRE, MORE!! READ
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DIAMOND NEEDLES, PHONO CARTRIDGES &

ACCESSORIES. AUDIO-TECHNICA, AUDIO QUEST, BANG & OLUFSEN, DYNAVECTOR,
LAST, ORTOFON, PICKERING, SHURE, SIGNET,
STANTON & SUMIKO. TOLL FREE INCLUDING

CANADA (800) 221-0906. N.Y. (516)
599-1112. CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTABLE. FOR
CATALOG SEND SELF ADDRESSED STAMPED
ENVELOPE. LYLE CARTRIDGES, DEPT SR, P.O.
BOX 158, VALLEY STREAM, N.Y. 11582.
RECORD COLLECTORS' SUPPLIES. REPLACEMENT JACKETS, inner

sleeves. 78 RPM sleeves, CLD boxes. etc. COMPLETE CATALOG'.

Cabco. Box 8212. Room 640. Columbus. Ohio 43201.

IR

ROOM

11

172100

latest ROSE RECORDS catalog features a wide selection of
classical. operatic. jazz. and popular music overstocks and
cut-outs LPs, casstettes and CDs at bargain prices. ROSE
RECORDS, Dept. SR. 214 S. Wabash. Chicago, IL 60604

800955ROSE.
LP/CD BARGAINS! DELETIONS - OVERSTOCK - SURPLUS. LPs
$2.99-$6.99/CDs $4.99-$8.99. FREE CATALOG! SPECIFY LP/CD
RPM SALES, PO BOX 1348, DEPT. SRC, SOMERVILLE, MA 0214.4
1-800-388-1386/FAX 617-776-2514.
DJ'.

BANDS. RINKS & NIGHTCLUBS. CALL FOR 50 -PAGE BOOKU
(502)782-1172.
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THE MINI AD WITH MAXI SAVINGS

710OX

740).

255

Call
Call

SPEAKERS
Pinnacle
PN 5+
PN 8

145

Call

Advent

SPEAKER
CATALOG

a full-lineWall11111111..."

distributor of electronic parts
and accessories. geared toward1
the consumer electronics

CO3
CO2
XLZ 441

Ca 202

JVC
T040-805
TDV-541.

New

Call

901Classic Call
Polk.
Call

Call
New

10CW 232... 219
10(W 900 Call

XL 02500 Call
AMP -460. High

AMP -660 Power

7150 BTS. Top
7054 BTS. Rated
5952S

Call
Call

XTR 12
Call
225 HCCA. New

Kicker
C15-4
C12-4

Pioneer

103
95

KEX M900 New

KEX M800 Call
Call

CDX M40

ignr/2101 SoundMrsam
2100X._..

New

Call

Yamaha

NAD

AM 511

Call

KSR G4.... 225

Alpine
TAPE DECKS 7294S

325

Bowe
101MM

KSR G9

Autotek

XLM 505 Top

315

5 -SE mkII.

JVC

Coustic
Call
Call

JVC

Call

803 Matrix Call
Mir
Call

1603

Call
Call

2400 THX. Call
Yamaha
AVS-700..

238

DSPE-300 Call
Aa-1000... Call
Carver
CT -17

TFM-25

Call
Call

D10011..

259

TC 303

Call

Konwood
KFC 930

365

KDC 95R New
Sony
CDX 5040. 395
CDX A15 Call
FLF°

Puncer/t! 285

Punch 150 Call

VIDEO RECORDERS AND CAMCORDERS
Call For The Lowest Pnce in The USA

hobbyist. Stocking an extensive
line of speaker drivers and
accessories for home and car.
Send for your FREE 148 page
catalog today

Parts Express
340 East Fursl Street
Dayton: Ohio 45402

XL 03500 New

Nakamichi

Legacy II

B &W

industry, and the technical

TLM 3600. Call

Baby II

Paradigm

Receiver
CD Player
Dual Tape. Call

CAR STEREO

Nakamichi
Cassette 1. Call
Cassette 2. Call

DU 1 VO

DENON
Cellena 0-05

Technics
SL-PS900 Call
SL-PS700 Call
Comm
SD/A 490T Call

XLZ 1050. Pelted

K.nwood

jt:

111 111.r(111

avd

New

CD PLAYERS
Yamaha
CDC 1305...225
Call
CDC715
CDC815. Call

Call
RX V1010. Call
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011911 IS 910 1/1 wp
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525
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97210 WPM SPS

New

Nakamichi
Receivers Call
Receiver2 Call
Technics
SA-GX9 10 Call
SA-GX710 469
SA-GX505 Call
JVC
FCC 705..

R SRO (0
51/10

(D(01

Parts Express is

SERIOUS MUSIC DOESN'T HAVE TO COST SERIOUS MONEY The
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19091S0t71

RECORDS

H11752
HR 772

DN 11140

110/001110

1-800-522-8937

Call
FIX V1050 Call
Carlow
171/

1113

Get Your Best Price,
Then Call Us,
TOLI-f
We'll Beat It

RX 750...
RX V850

411.

(DI 140

DENON

HARD TO FIND DBX & ADC PARTS & SERVICE. ALSO BUY DBX
EQUIPMENT. CALL/WRITE RES, 5462 BUCHANAN PLACE, FREMONT. CA 94538 (510) 490-1622. FAX (510) 656-8878.

RECEIVERS
Yamaha

_OLL

(DI 1

(9:00 am -5:00 pm EST I

MANY MODELS NOT LISTED. PLEASE CALL

MO

1

To find your nearest AUTHORIZED Denon Dealer call:
1-201-575-7810
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BROTHERS, 593-B KING, CHARLESTON. SOUTH CAROLINA
29403. (803) 723-7276.
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PROFESSIONAL SOUND, LIGHTING, EFFECTS. NEW & USED

AUTHORIZED DEALER

LOW PRICES HIGH END EQUIPMENT Carver. Nakamichi.
Luxman. ADS. B&K. Bose, Onkyo. Proton. Philips and

WE SELL PREOWNED high quality Audio and Video with a
money bock guarantee. For a FREE monthly inventory send
your name and address to: ROSS' EXCHANGE. 3061 Claire-

REMOVE VOCALS

DENON

SOUND ADVICE: (414) 727-0071. OPEN SUN-

ny JVC Panasonic A// US Warta/geed

Atlantic Buyers sub. 162 Hwy 34 suite 1: V atawan 1
07747 All Products Covered by Manufacturers War-

ranty or ABC's Exclusive Limited Warranty and are

Backed by Our 10 Day Money Back Guarantee M -S 10-6

1- 00-338-0531

FREE Catalog. Best Prices on DJ Sound & Lighting Equipment.
Call SUPERIOR SOUND & LIGHTING (502) 782-0671

MOVIES FILMS VIDEOS

WANTED TO BUY

FAMILY NATURISM. Lifestyle photography. Unique videos, magazines, books. Catalog $3.00. LIFESNLES(SR), BOX 661268, LA,

CA90066.

LP's & CDs. BOUGHT & SOLD: Classical, Rock, Jazz. Audiophile.
Etc. PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE. 20 Tulane St., Princeton.
N.J. 08542 (609) 921-0881.

CALIFORNIA NUDE BEACHES 1-8; Nudist Beauty Contest 1-4; 2
hrs, $35 each $2 catalog. 310-519-8840. T &AVideo. 904 Silver
Spur Rd. Suite 414, Rolling Hills Estates, CA 90274.

SANSUI HI-FI CA3000 PREAMPLIFIER. CALL ANYTIME AFTER
5:00PM. YOU CAN CALL COLLECT IF NECESSARY. FRED (607)
865-4009.

BLANK TAPES

McIntosh and Marantz tube type Hi-Fi; and old JBL. Altec,
Tannoy. EV Patrician and Western Electric speakers. John:

FOR SALE

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS

How You Can Save Money
on Cable Rental Fees

Bullet Proof

--_

1800' AMPEX REELS USED ONCE -SAMPLE: $3.00. NEW MAXELL
REELS/CASSETTES. TDK AR100: $1.49, SA90:51.79. AUDIO TAPES,

1-800-356-4434.

MISCELLANEOUS

BOX 95154-S. ALEXANDRIA, VA. 22304. (703) 370-5555. VISA/
L.) CD

MC. FREE UST.

111111111-.)

TERMPAPER assistance 19,278 papers available! 306 -page

catalog rush $2.00. Research. 11322 Idaho, #206SX. Los An-

.111

22.2,11

tuu

Jerrold, Pioneer, Scientific Atlanta

FREE

20 page Catalog/Best Prices
30 Day Money Back Guarantee
Call Toll Free Mon -Fri: 9-6 est

1-800-772-6244 ext. 5432
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US ('able TV Inc. Dept. 5432
4100 N. Poo erline Rd.. Bldg F-4 Pompano Reach, FL 33073

geles 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE: (800) 351-0222 (California:
310-477-8226).

.1 45 SHIPPING ANY SIZE ORDER. DE TAILS BELOW 1.000.245.6000
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BANG & OLUFSEN - B&W - CARVER - KEF -

RECORDIST TAPE SUPPLY. 1-800-43CALLRTS.

ADCOM - NAKAMICHI - ADS - REVOX - DENON HARMON/KARDON - POLK - INFINITY- KLIPSCHBEST PRICES! MANUFACTURERS U.S.A. WAR-

MAXELL MX -S90 $2.79, XLII-S90 $2.29, FUJI
ANPRO T120 $3.59; TDK & MAXELL DAT 120

RANTIES. AMERISOUND SALES INC. (904)
262-4000.

DELAWARE (302)426-0102.

We also provide Karaoke shows & parties nationwide! Next

CAR STEREO

day delivery available. Visa, Master Card & C.O.D. FREE INFO!
Call KARAOKE SYSTEMS, INC. at 1 -800 -966 -SING. IN CA. call

$9.89. WIDE SELECTION AVAILABLE.

INSTRUCTION

KARAOKE SING -ALONG SYSTEMS! The latest rage in home,

commercial and mobile DJ entertainment! We carry a complete line of Karaoke Sing -Along Hardware & Software. Laser
Disc, Compact Disc + Graphics. Audio & VHS Cassette Systems from Pioneer, Nikkodo, NC, Denonet and others in stock!

714-752-8756

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS' E XCHANGE

RECORDING ENGINEER DEGREE PROGRAMS- FOR LISTING

ham, NY 10803. (800) 233-CMLS.

LOUD SPEAKERS

COMPACT DISCS

DYNAUDIO, FOCAL PEERLESS. V1FA. POLYDAX VERSATRONICS.

DISCOUNT COMPACT DISCS!! Telarc $11.99/cd; Chesky $10.99/

MOREL. LPG, EMINENCE, CAPACITORS, COILS MAIL ORDER

cd; DMP, Reference & Sheffield $11.99/cd! Hundreds of other
labels at low prices. Send SASE for catalog or your order with
Visa /MC / Disc /Check 1 $4 shipping to' THE ACME COMPACT

SPEAKERS: 415-459-37675
7915

World's exclusive catalog of true
binaural CDs/cassettes for startling headphone experiences;

7294

also speaker -compatible. Classical/jazz/drama/nature
sounds. Visa/MC accepted; new catalog $1; ($3 foreign. refunded first order) Box 1727SR, Ross, CA 94957. (415) 457-9052.

$439

52

439 BSI
190 861
385 1 0 OLF
349
MB
479

3331

3555
3339
7618

XM3
Amp 260
Amp 360
Amp 460

139
189
250

NAD
1600

0M16010I
0M130KX
01.4120KX

JVC

%UAW

C/PT-1000R

their "top choice." Fine -furniture, quality in a variety of finshes
and sizes. Call or write Davidson -Whitehall, 555 Whitehall St.,
Atlanta, GA 30303.1-800-848-9811.
WHOLESALE

+

$1.50: 40,000 CDs, TAPES, MORE. Free details.
. 1105 Webster. Sandy, Utah 84094-3151.

Compact Music -W
(801) 571-9767.

IMPORT/RARE COMPACT DISCS Send $1.00 for 4000 title catalog. AB -CD, Dept. SR2, 33 N. Main St., Port Chester, NY 10573
(914) 939-ABCD.

M

INVENTIONS WANTED

1.1 4

tree information & Inventors Newsletter, 1-800-468-7200, 24

ADVANCED PATENT SERVICES. Washington DC, 1-800-458-0352.

Lowest
Paces

NAKAMICHI
$645

mance any subwoofer. IBM 5.25 DISK: $19.95, SUB ENGINEERING, BOX 1236-5, CORVALIS, OR 97330.

WHOLESALE DIRECTI American made, handbuilt quality since
1977 Home speakers. sub -woofer systems, in -wall speakers.
surround sound speakers. patio speakers, stands & brackets.
SPEAXERWORLD. (813) 544-3511. MCAASA/AMEX.

AUDIO VIDEO STORAGE
THE BEST DISC AND TAPE STORAGE SYSTEM IN AMERICA. Stack -

able, portable oak units hold all recording formats. FREE
Mailorder Brochure (please mention Stereo Review). Per
Madsen Design. (415) 928-4509. PO Box 330101. San Fran-
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CD STORAGE+
Store 300 CD's behind
glass doors. Five adjustable
shelves with brass bookends
hold single & multiple CD's,
Videos and Cassettes - in any
combination. Comes in Solid
Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry.
Can stack or wall mount.

"The Quick Connection"

B.J. AUDIO

OEM

FREE Literature and Prices:

991 Beachmeadow Lane

Oncinnah OH 45238
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INVENTORS, have a new idea for market? Call ALI for a free

LASER VIDEO
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barik enclosures. Calculates optimum box size, graphs perfor-
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INVENTORS! Your first step is important. For FREE advice, call

SPEAKER RECONING; Reloaming Kits; Crossover Kits & Mods
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SPEAKER REFOAMING since 1977. Professional work on all
brands 41/2" 15". Five year warranity. Low prices, fast service!

Tweets; New Speaker Test Lab Using LEAP.-LM.S. THE SPEAKER EXCHANGE, 1242 E. Hillsborough Avenue, Tampa, Florida
33604. (8131 237-4800.
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COUSTIC

OVER 15.000 USED CD's $3.99 TO $999. Buy/Sell, 8th Year. Visa/

MC. Send $2 (Refundable) for 28 page catalog. AUDIO HOUSE,
4304B Brayan, Swartz Creek. Michigan 48473. (313) 655-8639

BOSTON

ALPINE

DISC COMPANY, P.O. BOX 7004, EVANSTON, IL 60204.
THE BINAURAL SOURCE

Nationwide link

between unattached music lovers. Write CMLE, Box 31, Pel-

(800) 736-5533

SEND $10.00 TO: A.E.C., 5942 EDINGER, SUITE 113-231S, HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92649-1706.
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CABLE TV
Cable 1V Descramblers, Converters, Accessories. Name
Brands. Lowest prices. Best service. Call CABLE READY
COMPANY, 1800) 234-1006 for FREE 16 -page color catalog.

Lowest prices on cable TV descramblers, converters. acces-

sories. Name brands. Great service. Immediate delivery.
Call Prime Time Cable: (800) 777-7731 for information and
color catalog.
CABLE IV DESCRAMBLERS BARGAIN HEADQUARTERS. HIGHEST
QUALM, ROCK BOTTOM PRICES. ALL BRANDS. ORDER NOW HI

THE BASIC

TECH ELECTRONICS 1 800 745 5079

ARE YOU TIRED OF PAYING A HIGH MONTHLY
CABLE FEE? WE STOCK ALL MAKES & MODELS
OF CABLE EQUIPMENT. FOR FREE CATALOG
SEND SASE TO: CABLE-TRONICS, INC., 1304

EAST ALGONQUIN RD., SUITE 501, ALGON-
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many audio engineers. It does matter
very much, according to a growing
number of impressively credentialed
dissenters.
The pro -polarity position is straight-

forward enough. With correct overall

ninety-first convention of the
Audio Engineering Society has
come and gone, with some hints

THE

of changes in direction. After sev-

eral years of seeming to move
closer to home -audio concerns
and philosophies, the pros appear to
be drifting apart again. Pretty much
absent were the former discussions of
purist recording techniques and minimalist signal paths, supplanted by orations on digital interface and automa-

tion, the digital "workstation," and
"auralization," which is the coming
term for computer simulation of an
acoustic environment, real or imagined (in other words, synthesizing a
concert hall, but under interactive
computer control). We're heading
back into a maximalist phase with a
vengeance. But there were still a few
places in the convention program
where "lunatic fringers" like me could
hang out comfortably, one being the
sessions on the audibility of polarityalso called absolute phase, although
not with equivalent authority.
When you swap connections to the
plus and minus terminals of a loud-

speaker in a stereo system, you are
inverting its polarity. You are also

throwing the entire system out of
phase, with the familiar unpleasant

results. Do the same to the other
speaker and you restore the in -phase
condition, but at the expense of inverted polarity for the entire system. Does

it matter? It does not, according to
152
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ature, and he described a procedure
that he employs to demonstrate his
assertions.

The academic case was made by

polarity, when the microphone dia-

Professors Richard Greiner and Doug-

phragm in the recording studio moves
inward in response to a compression
pulse, the speaker cone in the listening

las E. Melton from the University of
Wisconsin, and it was backed up by

room moves outward to produce a
compression pulse. When the opposite occurs, as it will with inverted

A Polarized
Convention

polarity.) Johnsen provided a helpful
paper chase through the polarity liter-

polarity, there is a conceptually obvious distortion. But is it a perceptually
obvious distortion?
Because many amplifiers and other
components invert phase (somewhat
arbitrarily, as a rule-the designs just
work out that way), it is reasonable to
suspect that fully half the audio systems in the nation disagree in polarity
with the other half, although we do not
hear half the system owners complain-

ing about it. (It is even possible for
sources within a system, such as a CD

player and a tape deck, to have outputs of opposite polarity.) On the other hand, some highly credible authori-

ties have suggested that the subtle
differences many audiophiles insist
they hear between amplifiers and CD
players could well have their origins

in undiscovered or ignored polarity
differences.

the results of numerous large- and
small-scale listening tests, not all of
which were conclusive. Nevertheless,
the researchers did conclude that polarity is not audible most of the time,
but it is audible often enough to make
it worth our attention. Typically,
when audible, polarity switches were

evidenced by changes in perceived
timbre and pitch, with the pitch
change sometimes seeming the dominant one.
It has long been assumed that polarity changes are likely to be most audi-

ble with asymmetric waveformsnamely, waveforms that, when they
are viewed on an oscilloscope, consistently exhibit more energy on one side
of the horizontal axis than on the other. (Many wind instruments, including

the human larynx, are examples of
asymmetric waveform producers.)
Greiner and Melton, however, found

that their listeners were marginally
better able to detect polarity changes

James Kaiser and Gary Hedden, recording engineers from Nashville.
They pointed out that musicians tend
to dislike it when the microphones

on fundamentally symmetrical waveforms, such as those produced by piano and acoustic guitar. Some rethinking of polarity consequences may be in
order here.
Puzzling over all of this led to some
experiments of my own. I lack space
for details, but I can report that polari-

they are performing into and the head-

ty detection, even when you design

The convention explored the full
scope of polarity opinions well
enough. Basically on the nay side were

phones they are listening to themselves through are out of phase (and no
wonder!), but they confessed that they
had as yet been unable to hear polarity
changes in simple playback situations,

even with material recorded and selected to reveal them. Solidly in the
yea camp, Clark Johnsen, a Boston
retailer, argued that polarity is pervasively audible, that listeners can be

waveforms to be maximally revealing,

can be a tough call. Tougher still is
determining the fundamental polarity
of recordings you buy, if they have any
at all (multimike techniques rarely respect consistent polarity). But there is
now a powerful tool to help us: digital
analysis. This can establish the polari-

ty patterns of recordings at any time

during or after their manufacture,

greater "timbral beauty and bloom"

even when the session producer and
engineer paid no attention to the matter at all. Such analysis, together with
the growing number of listeners who
say they hear polarity effects, may
mean that polarity's time has finally

are said to be the signatures of proper

come.

taught to detect it, and that once detec-

tion is learned it can never be unlearned. (Enhanced articulation of
speech and many instruments, increased impact and crispness, and

0
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Pyle engineers originated and perfected the art
of producing high power, superior quality,
massive motor subwoofers. Now that tradition
continues with the wild free spirit, raw power and
natural bass of Pyle World Class Woofers.
Our new IronMax "" motor technology produces
the industry's most indestructible voice coil,
while our exclusive ProLinear polyfoam
suspensions are individually designed to provide
optimum tuning.
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Choose frorr 48 new World Class Woofers
magnet structures and vent -cooled motors to
give you the Derfect combination of pure musical
quality and sheer sonic energy.
Listen to the ow growl and loud roar of the wild
side of sound - only with American -made Pyle
World Class Woofers.

For the name of the Pyle dealer nearest you write
Pyle Industries, Inc Huntington, IN 46750
For technical assistance call 1-800-852-9688

H'A Harman International Company

CIRCLE NO 16 ON READER SERVICE CARD

In 1987, critics said Bose changed the way
people thought about loudspeakers.
"Superb sound and virtual invisibility."
":..side by side with speakers costing
three to five times as much, the AM -5

consistently produced the more exciting
and listenable sound.."
Julian Hirsch,
Stereo Review, 1987

Now, they're saying it about our
Lifestyle music system.
"No visible speakers, no stack of
components, nothing that looks
like sound equipment."

"Hit the start button and suddenly
the room fills with music of exemplary
clarity and fullness."
Hans Fantel,
The New York Trmess, 1990

Call us today to arrange for a personal audition at a participating dealer near you.
Try the Lifestyle' music system in your own home for two weeks. Then part with it, if you can.

For more information and a free Lifestyle music system video, call;

1-800.111-BOSE Ext. 13
8:30AM-9:00PM (ET). in Canada 9:00AM5:COPM

_ROSE"
Better sound through reseach.
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